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Female Officer
MayBe Reinstated
By TIM TAYLOR
Former Rutland police officer
Christine Wild - who was released
from the city force earlier this
summer because of an alleged lack of
aggressiveness - may be reinstated
to her job as the result of a sex
d isc r imination complaint filed
against the department.
Wild was the first woman in the
city's history to serve as a regular
patrol officer.
Police Chief Charles Spoon said
Wild could win her job back despite
his concern that, as a police officer,
she would pose a threat "to the safety
of other officers, her own safety, and
the good of the city."
In connection with the complaint,
a U.S. Treasury Department official
is scheduled to arrive in Rutland later
this month. One reason for that visit
reportedly is to investigate whether
as much as $200,000 in fede ral
revenue sha;ing funds should be
·withheld from the city until the case
· is resolved.
Spoon confirmed Thursday that
negotiations to settle the suit are
currently underway between
attorneys for Wild and the city.
Spoon said that one possible
settlement proposed by the city calls
for restoring Wild to her former job,
but without the benefits of back pay
or reimbursement for legal expenses.
Some type of cash settlement also has ·
been considered, Spoon said.
J . Theodore Cacioppi, the city's ,

A GUIDE INSIDE
This paper has been produced by
Rutland Herald employees currently
on strike against the paper's
management. It is an efjort to inform
regular Herald readers of events not
being covered by the newspaper. It
includes columns to which readers
have become accustomed plus news
stories not available elsewhere. It will
be published on a weekly basis for the
duration of the strike.
For stories related to the strike, see
Pages 4 and 5.
Ho , Ho, Ho . .. So y ou've been
nibbling your fingernails waiting for
a line from Springfield's premier
angler Charlie Spencer? Hark ol'
buddy, the senator is back with some
lfishy tales (hex-rated of course), on
Page 8.
A West Rutland night club is forced to go dry for a month after a
_wet T-shirt contest goes too far. See
Page 6
Rutland City School Board
slashes $80,(JOO from the 1980-1981
budget. A former Proctor principal
paralyzed by a swine flue vaccine has
settled a suit against the vaccine
manufacturer. See Page 3
What's in the Stars for you? Read
the Astro- Wild Hororscope or: Page
7

Equal Opportunity Officer, said the
negotiations began after he.
investigated the case and concluded
that Wild probat,ly had been
discriminated against because of her
sex.
"My determination was that we
had 'probable cause' to believe that
the city had discriminated in the case
of Christine Wild," Cacioppi said.
He cautioned, however, that his
findings dealt only with the system
used for dismissing Wild, and not
specifically with her performance as
a police officer.
Wild's attorney, Alan Biederman,
Thursday afternoon declined to
discuss the case, explaining, "I don't
want to negotiate through the
papers."
City Attorney Robert Broderick,
another major figure in the
negotiations, also refused to
comment on the case.
In explanation of his siience,
Broderick said he did not want to
help put pressure on the strike-bound
Rutland Herald by assisting a
reporter with the Rutland Monitor,
the newspaper published by striking ~
Hei:ald employees.
Spoon indicated he was "very
disappointed" that the city had
chosen to negotiate a settlement with
Wild instead of fighting the sex
discrimination charges.
Wild was hired on Aug. 19, 1979,
at about the same time five male
officers were signtjd on. All six
attended the eight-week Vermont
Police Academy training course that
fall.
Spoon said the question of Wild's
suitability as a police officer first
arose at the academy, where she
(See Page 2: Discrimination)

Picketing of t
Rutland Herald
plant has become a family affair for
many union workers. Saturday
marks the 16th day the state's second
largest newspaper has been struck by
Local 303 of the International
Printing & Graphic Communications Union. (Photo by Price)

Howe-Richardson Scale Co. , plantwerelaidoffrecently,andmore
employees leave the plant on a noon
lay-offs are feared.
break. A number of workers at the ·
(Photo by Price).

Additional Layoffs
At Howe Scale Co.
By HILARY ROSENBERG
A number of Howe-Richardson
Scale Co. employees recently were
laid off, and there are indications
more workers there soon may face
the same fate.
Plant Manager Robert Martel
acknowledged: "There's been · a
gradual downturn in activity. The
rate of business is not what we have
experienced in the past."
In addition, at least one of the laidoff employees, the manager of
manufacturing at the plant, said he
anticipates dismissals of machine
shop workers in the near future due
to a di:op in production.
· Manufacturing Manager Roger
Gilmore said several shop workers
were. let go at one ti!:fle last year. And
while other employees have been laid
off already this year, Gilmore said
the recent lay-offs last week,
involving nine employees, was the
largest mass action this year. He said
the layoffs "definitely" were
permanent.
The cuts in workers at the Rutland
plant coincide with upturns in
business at the company's
headquarters in Clifton, N.J. The
firm also has plants in England,
France and Germany, and all these
reportedly are doing well.
Scott Peyton, director of
communications, said some of the
jobs being done in Rutland
duplicated work being done in
Clifton, and that was why the jobs
here were being eliminated. Frank
Romano, the vice president of
manufacturing, said the duties of the
laid-off workers here now will be
handled in Clifton.
All the employees laid off in
Rutland were office workers, some of
whom had worked for the firm more

than 25 years. The action closed the
plant's accounting de.I?~lrtmen~ and
eliminated the positions of personnel
and engineering managers. Romano
said corporate officials authorized
the lay-offs in order to improve the
efficiency of operations.
In contrast, the Clifton operation
has seen a recent surge in its
production of electronic scales,
according to Peyton. The firm's
plants in England, France and
Germany are also doing well, he said.
Peyton said he expects activity to
pick up again in Rutland because
manufacturing scales "is a
fluctuating kind of business."'
According to Romano, the lay-off
"wasn't something that happened on
the spur of the moment."
Administrators planned the move far
in advance, he confirmed.
However~ the nine employees let
go were not given notice of their
dismissal, the workers said. One
dismissed employee said on the day
of their termination, workers were
called in individually and told about
the lay-off.
Romano said employees have been
given benefits to compensate for the
lack of notice.
Gilmore said he was not disturbed
by his dismissal since it nearly
coincided with · his retirement.
However, he said he was surprised by
the large number of employees let go
with him. Gilmore has been retained
by the firm to serve as a consultant on
the management negotiating team.
An employee who asked not to be
named said she was unnerved and
then hurt by being laid off. "It was
the idea I'd been lied to," she said.
Company officials recently assured
her that her job would be secure, she
said.
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Opposed in Philosophy, Leahy and SnellingUnited in Battle
Now that both are being
challenged for re-election, however,
Snelling and Leahy are running
political campaigns that make them
look like identical twins.
This is the year in which personal
attacks have firmly replaced issueoriented debates in American
electoral politics. And Leahy and
Snelling, proud men both, enjoy little
more than blasting their political
foes.
Both men are waging re-election
campaigns by belittling their
opponents' attacks on their records.
Snelling began his contest against
Democratic Attorney General M.
Jerome Diamond by smugly
annou.1cing he would not parry
Diamond's criticism of his
gubernatorial record because
Diamond's contentions were false.
Morerecently,Snellinghasbolstered
that position by accusing Diamond
of spreading a "pathetic and
desperate lie" about him.
Just as Snelling has sought to
sidestep Diamond by calling his
opponent a liar, Leahy has attempted

By LOUIS BERNEY
Republican Gov. Richard Snelling
and Democratic U.S. Sen. Patrick
Leahy are political opposites who
disagree on almost all issues of
governance and partisan activity.
When he first was elected in 1976,
Snelling brought a businessman's
perspective to the State House.
During the four years of his
administration in Montpelier, he has
displayed a greater penchant for
making government cost-efficient
than for assuring that citizens are
well-served by public programs.
Leahy, on the other hand, has
carved a liberal record for himself
during his six years in the Senate. His
votes for the continuation and
establishment' of social programs in
Washington have brought him the
reputation of being one of the
Senate's most free-wheeling
spenders.
Not only do the two men share
little in the way of political
philosophy and style, but they also
have low personal tolerance for one
another.

to deflate the campaign of
Republican Senate nominee Stewart
Ledbetter by contending that
Ledbetter is seeking to distort his
record.
Leahy says it simply is not true that
_he voted against two major defense
systems, including the cruise missile,
as Ledbetter has suggested in
advertisements. And Leahy also
denies that he exceeded his selfimposed campaign spending
limitation in 1974, another charge
made by Ledbetter;
In the Snelling-Diamond contest,
the incumbent governor charges that
almost everything Diamond has said
about him is untrue. But the issue
that cracked Snelling's composure
was a Diamond radio ad claiming
s ·nelling wants to increase
Vermonters' electrical bills by 70
percent. The basis for the radio ad,
according to Diamond, is his

calculation of how much it would
cost Vermont electrical consumers to
implement Srielling's grandiose plan
for northeastern utilities to invest $45
billion in Canadian hydroelectric
power projects.
As challengers to two popular
incumbents, Ledbetter and Diamond
have little choice but to concentrate
their campaigns on their opponents'
records in office.
But the two incumbents, who have
an easier channel to the public ear
because they already hold public
office, have developed a potent
counter-strategy: Undermine the
credibility of their attack;ers.
Diamond and Ledbetter know
they must put kinks in the public's
perception of Snelling and Leahy.
But if their own credibility as
candidates is damaged, they have lost
their most potent weapon.

VOTE

DISCRIMINATION
(Continued from Page One)
failed - to qualify on the use of
firearms until almost two weeks after
graduation.
Wild also failed to show enough
aggressiveness in dealing with
potentially dangerous situations;
Spoon said.
When she joined the city force,
some officers "felt they were alone on
a call," according to Spoon, because
they could not depend on a strong
response from Wild.
Based on those reports, Spoon
informed Wild on June 25 of this
year that she would not be hired as a
permanent officer after her
probationary period expired on
August 1.
Wild later filed a sex
discrimination ;..omplaint with the
city, the Civil Rights Division of the
state Attorney General's office, and
the Office of Revenue Sharing in
Washington, D.C.
Spoon denies Wild's sex had
ariything to do with her case.
"If it was a man in the same set of
circumstances, the same scenario
would be followed," he said. "There
is definitely no sex bias here."
Cacioppi said his finding of
"probable cause" for sex bias deaft
-only with the evaluation system used
to gauge Wild's performance. During
the time Wild was a member of the
force, Cacioppi said, her supervisors
prepared four or five performance

reports on her and the five male
officers hired at the same time.
The ·reports, Caci op pi said, were
highly complimentary of all six
officers. "Based on those reports,"
Cacioppi said, "there was no reason
to believe (Wild) would place any
higher or lower than third or fourth
among the six." _
Further interviews conducted with
more than a dozen individuals inside
and outside the department
uncovered contradictory testimony
as to Wild's effectiveness, Cacioppi
said.
"I found statements to indicate
that there (was trouble with Wild's
performance), but I also found
statements from the rating officers
that she was doing all right. Who was
I to believe?" Cacioppi asked.
After considering the reports and
interviews, Cacioppi concluded that
police officials _:_ if they stuck with
their formal evaluation system lacked sufficient evidence to dismiss
Wild. In his opinion, Wild would not
have been released if she was a man,
Cacioppi said.
Spoon warned that if a settlement
includes reinstating Wild to her job,
she would probably face a difficult
situation.
"If she feels she's such a good
police officer," Spoon said, "then let
her come back and prove it to some
of the men on the job who have
complained about her performance."
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School Board Trims $80,000
The Rutland School Board
Finance Committee sliced nearly
$80,000 from this year's budget,
leaving another $150,000 to be cut to
meet the budget limit, Superintendent Thomas Chesley said this week.
The largest chunk was $50,000
taken from the $60,000 allotted for
complying with the Life Safety Code,
Chesley said.
According to the superintendent,
the school system is required to meet
the code's specifications over a twoyear period. The remaining $10,000
will pay for materials needed for

measures that have to be taken
during this school year, he said.
Since June, the committee has
trimmed about $307,000 from its
original budget of $6,549,000 to meet
the limit set by the city charter.
Chesley said he expects state
construction aid for various school
projects will funnel about $70,000
into the school system. The state a id
will probably arrive early next
month, Chesley said
Chesley has ' already started
meeting with school principals to
determine areas that can be sliced
from their budgets, he said.

FINEST
QUALITY

· Men's & Ladies' Fashions

Swine Flu Case Is Settled
By MARGO HOWLAND ·
PROCTOR - An out-of-court
settlement has been reduced in a suit
filed by former Proctor High School
Principal Roger Mitiguy.
Mitiguy had claimed he was made
"totally and permanently disabled"
by a .swine flu vaccination in 1976.
Mitiguy's lawyer, John Welch Jr.,
of Rutland, would riot disclose the
amount of the settlement.
"Roger .and I are both very
satisfied with the settlement," Welch
said.
Mitiguy had sued Merck, Sharp
and Dohme, developers of the swine
flu vaccine, for $902,000 in U.S.
District Court in Rutland. He alleged
negligence in the manufacture of the
vaccine and failure to warn of its
hazards.
According to the suit, Mitiguy
received a swine flue shot on Nov. 14,

1976 and came down with the illness
approximately 10 days later.
The illness forced\Mitiguy to leave
the school system twice, the second
time permanently, according to the
suit.
Mitiguy suffered partial paralysis,
weakness and a general disability as a
result of the vaccine, the suit charged.
Before the suit was settled, the
U.S. government was substituted as a
party for Merck, Sharp & Dohme.
Thousands of people suffered ill
effects from the swine flue vaccine,
which was developed .to heao off
what was believed to be an
impending epidemic. ·
Hundreds of lawsuits have been
filed ~ationwide. Welch said he
represents "some" litigants in swine
flue cases that remain pending but
would not say how. many.
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Herald Strike Facts
This is ·the first edition of a
newspaper put out by striking
workers at the Rutland
Heraid~ We are members of
Local 303 of the International
Printing and Graphic
' Communications Union.
The Rutland.Monitor at this
time is a temporary, weekly
publication. It represents our
attempt to fill the news void
created by the absence of
nearly 70 dedicated newspaper
professionals who arewalking
the picket line against the
Herald in a determined search
for better wages, benefits and
working conditions.
We have chosen to strike
reluctantly. We would rather
work. But we strike proudly
and with a clear conscience, for
to work under the conditions
the Herald's owners impose
would be to sacrifice our
principles ·a nd endure
conditions that are unfair and
unreasonable in this community today.
In any strike . there is
sacrifice. We sincerely hope
and believe that the sacrifice
we are imposing on ourselves
and on the community in
which we live and work is
warranted by the goal we
pursue: An improved working
environment.
We are appealing to you for
help in our struggle. By
. cancelling your subscription to
the Herald, by refusing to buy
the Herald, or by pulling out
an ad, you can put pressure on
the paper's owners to bring the
strike to an end. And you can
help us get back to work more
quickly.
A few facts might help you ·
understand our plight.
Janitors, drivers, clerks and
bookkeepers at the · Herald
make only slightly more than
minimum wage. Reporters at
the Herald start at $4.05 per
hour and most make less. than
$4.95 per hour. Some
employees are forced to work
six days a week, year round,
yet their weekly take;.home pay
amounts to only $140.
' The average wage at the
Herald today is almost 50 cents
an hour less than the average
wage was last spring for all
Vermont workers. We are not
asking t~ be brought up to par.
We merely want an annual
wage increase to keep pace
with the cost-of-living. We are
asking for a 55 cents per hour
wage hike, a figure several
points below the rate of
inflation. The owners call our
request unreasonable.
The company has an

antiquated insurance policy
that provides only $40 a week
in pay to those employees
unable to come to work
because of long term illness or
injury. ' We feel $40 is not
enough for a sick or disabled
employee to live on, and have
asked the owners to consider
any of 6 optional insurance
plans. The owners refuse to
discuss the matter.
The average Vermont
company provides its
employees with benefits equal
to app~oximately 30% of their
wages. The Herald provides
benefits amounting to only
10% of our wages. We .are
asking for slight increases in
health insurance, vacation
days and overtime allowances.
Despite the fact that many
employees are required to
work extraordinarily long
hours, because of the demands
of putting out a daily
newspaper, the· Herald's
owners have shown a
reluctance to talk about
meaningful changes in these
areas.
. Last July the owners
. increased the price of the
Herald by 25%, boosting their
annual revenues by about
$300,000. They also hiked their
a(J rates by 12%, and another
increase is expected in this area
next year. While the 25%
increase in the cost of the paper
shows that the owners
recognize costs have risen
significantly this year, they are
unwilling to recognize that
employees face the same
problem of inflated prices. The
raise they are offering us is less
than one-third the rate by ,
which they raised the price of
the paper.
Many Herald employees use
video-display terminals, which
cause eye strain at the least,
and cataract damage at the
worst. We have asked the
owners to share the cost of
annual eye examinations for
those employees required to
use the t~rminals for their jobs.
The owners refuse, saying they
will not consider the issue until
they can be convinced
absolutely that the terminals
cause eye injuries.
The Herald's owners have
hired a Boston lawyer to
threaten us with permanent
replacement in our jobs
Any help you can offer us by
boycotting the Herald will be
appreciated. For further
information about our efforts
call: 775-0471. To cancel your
Herald subscription call: 7755511.

MONITOR BOARD: Stephen
Baumann, Richard Griffith, Audrey
Crippen, Rose Marie Clifford,

Edward Beauchamp, Jerome
Trapeni, Deborah Graham, Carleton
Laird.
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A Freedom Abused
One of the most distressing
aspects of the strike at the
Rutland Herald has been the
paper's subversion of truth Etnd
journalistic ethics in
portraying the strike story on
its pages. By printing
falsehoods and distortions,
and by using the paper's power
to try to strongarm politicians
into dropping their support of
striking employees, the Herald
is doing a tremendous
disservice to the comm unity.
The real victims of such
journalistic abuse, after all, are
not the employees who haye
chosen to go on strike, nor the
politicians who are being
pressured by the paper to cross
the picket line. The real victims
are the readers of the Rutland
Herald, and ultimately, the
paper itself, whose credibility
will be tarpished long after the
strike ends.
.
For the Herald employees
who are on strike, it is
frustrating tO watch the Herald .
denigrate itself; and it is
frustrating to see our position
maligned by a constant stream
of misrepresntations. Because
we have no opportunity to
-rebut the Herald's mendacious ·
statements in the paper itself,
we will list below several
examples of how the company
has abused.its own pages in the
hopes of furthering its own
cause:
- Publisher Robert Mitchell,
in an extraordinary response
to a letter to the editor, said
Herald employees are as well
paid as employees at any paper
in the state. Reporters at the
Barre-Montpelier" Times
Argus are on a substantially
higher wage scale than
reporters at the Herald. What
makes Mitchell's misstatement
particularly appalling is that
he owns the Times Argus, and
obviously is aware of the wage
differential between reporters
at the two papers.
- In the Oct. 14 edition of the
Herald, Mitchell was quoted
as saying, "It is difficult to
reconcile the union's position
that Herald employees are
underpaid and overworked
with the following weekly
earnings among representative
employees." He _then listed
several ostensibly "representative"· weekly wages which
were so far above the norm at
the Herald that we wondered
where he found the figures. He
also failed to mention that if
certain employees did, in fact,
earn the wages he cited, to do
so they had to work rriany,
many hours overtime.
- Immediately after the strike
was called, Mitchell said in his
paper that employees . were
being offered weejdy raises of
up to $49. In fact, the $49 was
to cover a two-year period, and
would only go to a few
pressmen, who are the highest
paid employees of the
company.

- The · Herald has a longstanding policy of not
mentioning the names of
persons accused of committing
crimes until such persons are
actually arraigned in court.
But the paper was more than
eager to print the name of a
union member alleged to have
taken a stack of papers, even
though the individual not only
was never arraigned, but also
was never even charged of
committing a crime by the
police.
- The Herald consistently has
.contended in its pages that the
union "demanded" a one-year
contract during the negotiations. In fact, the union never
demanded a one-year contract.
Ever since the union has been
at the Herald, -both employees
and the company have agreed
to one-year contracts. But this
time around, the company said
it would refuse to negotiate a
one-year contract. The
company "demanded" a twoyear contract. The union,
while saying it preferred a oneyear contract, always said it
was willing to discuss the
possibility of a two-year
contract.
. - Unlike its competitor, the
Burlington Free Press, the
Herald has never in the past ,
invited political candidates to
attend "Editorial . Board"
interviews. (One reason is that
the Herald does not have an
editorial board.)
But this year, after employees
went on strike and several
statewide candidates said they
would honor the picket line,
the Herald decided to hold
Editorial Board interviews.
Editors invited · those
candidates who had announced they would not cross the
picket line, in an obvious
attempt to place them in an
embarrassing position. When
at least two of the candidates
said they would not attend the
interviews, because of the
strike, Herald editors tried to
threaten the politicians by
saying they would not receive
the paper's endorsement if they
did not appear before the
"Editorial Board."
Other abuses of the paper's
power have also occurred
during the past several weeks.
What makes them all so
disappointing to us is that
when we were working at the
Herald, we liked to think that
the paper had integrity. The
Herald, after all, has boasted
to itself that it is the guardian
of the public's right to receive
the truth. And the paJ'er has
railed out against politicians,
businesses and others who
have failed to be truthful with
Vermonters in the past. It •is
sad, therefore that the paper
itself has been unable to meet
its own standards of
truthfulness and integrity
when it, for once, has become
the focus of public scrutiny.
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Flunked Law Clerks Fired

Herald Publisher Robert Mitchell
surveys the street from his Wales
Street office. While Mitchell watched

from above, some 60 unionized
employees continued their strike
against the paper. (Photo by Price).

Industrial Schefile Advances
By DAVID MOTT
The state has agreed tentatively to
hand over approximately 100 acres
of land at the Rutland State Airport
in Clarendon for a proposed $1.5
million industrial park, Transportation Secretary Ronald Crisman said
Friday.
Crisman stressed that the
agreement was tentative and subject
to approval of the state Transportation Board and Gov. Richard
Snelling.
The transfer of land under
conditions of a 1969 deed had been
held up by the state's concern that
one of the runways was too close to
Route 7B, which would have seen
greater use because of increased
commercial activity at the airport.
But Crisman said last week the

problem could be solved by either
painting the end of the runway,
which would limit its use, or getting a
waiver from the Federal Aeronautics
Administration.
Crisman said Route 7B eventually
would have to be ·relocated. The
industrial park project involves
Rutland City, the town of
Clarendon, The Rutland Industrial
Development Corp., the Vermont
Industrial Development Authority
and the federal Economic
·Development Administration.
· When completed, the industrial
park 'is expected to generate
hundreds of new industrial jobs.
Clarendon c1t1zens in March
approved the tax-sharing plan
enabling the project to proceed.

Rutland-Addison L·abor Council
supports
LOCAL 303

By MARGO HOWLAND
Four judicial law clerks, including
one from Rutland Superior Court,
were fired this week as a result of
their failure to pass the Vermont Bar
Examination.
For Carolyn McHale, the clerk
attached to the Rutland Superior
Court, the bad news came in a letter
announcing that her contract with
the court was over.
That was the first news she had of
the examination results, sources said.
"They didn't even try to call heror
make some kind of personal contact.
The way they handle this is pretty
crass," said Brandon lawyer Pam
Marsh, who was a judicial Jaw clerk
last year.
McHale could not be reached for
comment, but other former law
clerks expressed dissatisfaction with
the requirement that judicial law
clerks pass the bar exams as a
condition of their continued
employment.
"I think it stinks," said Marsh. "I
really can't see what relationship
passing the bar exam has to do with
being a judicial law clerk in Vermont.
They test two different things. The
bar exam is an extremely highpressure situation. When you're
working as a law clerk they don't say,
"Hurry up, I want this decision in
two minutes."
There are 12 judicial law clerk
positions in the state this year - five
for the Supreme Court, four for
Superior Court, and three for
District Court.
The Chittenden Superior Court
Clerk Steve Sears, was also notified
that he had not. passed the bar. The
names of the two other dismissed
clerks could not be obtained.
The bar examinations are given in
July and the judicial law clerks are

selected on Aug. 15. Results usually
are not given out until two months
after the exam. Marsh noted that she
started her clerkship in midSeptember last year, and was "only
on the job two weeks" before being
notified that she had passed the
examinations.
"I was so nervous - you've got
this really bad kind of morale
situation . . . especially when you
realize that any minute word could
come down and you'd get blown
away," she said.

Moon Brook·
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Members of the Moon Brook Arts
Union last week picked up the keys to
their new downtown arts center
below the Rutland Savings Bank.
Moon Brook Director Marilyn
Dalick said the bank has finished
renovating the three-room basement
- located in an alley off Center
Street - that will comprise a gallery,
theater and workroom.
The bank has agreed to lease the
space to Moon Brook rent-free for
two years beginning Nov. l, she said.
Members of the arts group were set
to begin decorating the center this
week, Dalick said. Their work will
include painting, installing carpets
and theater seats, and building a
projection booth.
"Things are going to be happ~ning
pretty fast when we get in there,"
Dalick said. Members hope to begin
exhibits and film programs in
December, according to Dalick.
The entrance to the community
arts center is located in the alley off
the southside of Center Street
adjacent to the bank.
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Fair Haven Grand Union Gets State Act 250 OK for Move
By MEGAN PRICE
FAIR HA VEN - The Grand
Union Co. of Elmwood Park, N.J.,
has won its battle to move out of
downtown and construct a $450,000
store on the outskirts of town here.
· The company has been granted an
Act 250 permit to build the new store
about one mile north of its current
downtown location.
The new store will be about three
times larger than the building on
Main Street. It will be built on a 6.27acre site owned by Sherman "Mac"
Allen, who plans to build a gas
station and truck stop nearby.
More than 1wo dozen persons
protested the move, including one
member of the town's planning
board, at a state Act 250 land use
hearing here in August.
Also, , some businessmen felt the
supermarket's move would be a
tough economic blow. Furniture
store owner David Mallory said he
and other merchants in the
downtown business district would be
hurt if the chain store leaves
downtown.
Adjoining property owners also
protested. Lewis Lane residents said
construction of the new supermarket
would cause noise and air pollution,
traffic congestion and undue stress
on the town's sewer and water lines.
But the Rutland District

Environmental Commission headed
by Attorney Stephanie Lorentz,
disagreed. Lorentz, with Environmental Coordinator Robert Brown
and Commissioner Leland Lawson,
issued a statement that read: "There
will be no undue adverse effects on
aesthetics, scenic beauty, historic
sites or natural areas."

Contest All Wet,

But the three-member team did
stipulate 14 conditions to protect the
interests of residents and Grand
Union officials.
Among the conditions are that the
entrance to the store's parking lot be
chained after the supermarket closes;
that no night-loading be allowed at
the company's two docks and that

the store hot burn its refuse at the
property.
The new store will have 242
parking spaces and two loading
docks. The current Main Street site
has housed the store for 15 years.
Grand Union officials said the
building is too old and too small for
their needs.

~
ESSENTIAL
ALTERNATIVES
FUTONS • . PILLOWS • OUIL TED THINGS

ANNOUNCING. • •
A large consignment of east Indian
wool rugs DHURRIES,
DRUGGETS, BERBERS handwoven in Indian homes in a broad
range of colors - earth tones,
brights.

SIZES RANGE FROM 2'x4'to 9'x
12'
From $22.00 to $500
On sale 12:00 p.m. Monday, October
13 to 25, Saturday ONLY. ·
Come early for best selection
Open every day til 5:30, Friday til
9:00.
.

Board Tells
Westside Bar
By COLIN NICKERSON
A T-shirt contest that went too far
has cost a well-known West Rutland
night spot its liquor license.
The Vermont Liquor Control
Board suspended the liquor license of
The Woodshed after a "wet T-shirt"
contest sponsored by the bar went
topless. The suspension will last 30
days.
John D'Esposito,.,an investigator
for the Verinl>nt Department of
Liquor Control, said two young
women . competing for the $75 top
prize became "over enthusi1'stic" and
removed their sopping wet T-shirts in
front of a large audience.
This violates state liquor
regulations, which forbid "obscene,
lewd, or indecent entertainment" at
any business licensed to serve
alcohol, according to D'Esposito.
D'Esposito investigated the Sept.
24 contest after seeing an
advertisement for the event in a local
newspaper, the Rutland Herald.
. "I saw the ad, and thought it was
worth a look," said D'Esposito, who
attended the contest and later cited
the owner of the bar, the IBA Corp.
Women competing in such
contests, which have become p0pular
in certain local bars, "model" wet Tshirts before a largely male audience.
Prizes usually go to the most
enthusiastic participants; as a
consequence, the events often closely
resemble striptease shows.
The contests are perfectly legal so
long as- tl)e T-shirts remain on the
backs -....... and . fronts - of the
pa rt i c ipants,, r ace o rd i ng to
D'Esposito.
The owners, of the bar, Joseph
Byron and Kenneth Wallace, could
not be reached for comment.
D'Esposito said The Woodshed's
liquor license will remain suspended
until Nov. 14.
The bar was reportedly taken over
by new owners this week, but that
will not.affect the license suspension,
according to D'Esposito.

773-8834

38 Center Street Rutland, Vt.

ONETIME ONLY!
at
FURNITURE FAIR
5-Pc.MAPLE
DINETTE

Maple Table With
4 Matching Chain.
Table Hos Plastic Top.

Cash and Carry

BQST0t(ROCKER

DELUXE FEATURES'.

EXTRA SPECIAL

TWIN
SIZE

$49

e

$38.

FULLSIZE, 59.95
QUEEN SIZE, ea. pc., $79

Cash and Carry

Sold In Seta Only

.

Sold In Seta Only

KIHG SIZE, ea. pc., $119

VERMOIT'~ OllY TRUE FURNITURE AID APPLIANCE DISCOUIT sjoii-

225 SO. MAIN ST ..AT

RUT~AND

FAl.RGROUNDS
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Wizard of Westside
Bids MVL Adieu
/

By BOB FREDETTE
Some guys never see the
handwriting on the wall, others
simply choose not to read it.
West Rutland's Dave Kinsman
falls · into neither category. For
Kinsman, the message was selfinscribed.
The highly-regarded Golden
Horde basketball coach bid farewell
to the Marble Valley League circuit
this month after I I seasons, the last
five of which he spent guiding the
varsity team. As the Horde's fans and
players can attest, Kinsman has been
an extrodinary mentor, truly . the
"Wizard of Westside." He is
knowledgable, excitable, respected
and successful.
But superseding all that, and
clearly demonstrated by his
announced retirement, Kinsman is a
man of principle, one who does not
ignore the signs.
"I'm just tired, burned out," he
said this week. "I don't have the
enthusiasm to put my mind to the
job. You have to be able to give 100
percent all the time or you hurt the
kids ."
Kinsman has given that 100
percent to the West Rutland
p'r ogi.:am, and the returns have been
more than impressive. Since
Kinsman took the varsity reigns in
1976, the Horde has made three title
appearances. The team has brought
home two state Class M crowns. On
two other occasions, Kinsman's
teams were stopped just short · of
making the finale, losing in the semifinal stage on the hill where the Barre
Auditorium is .built.
But in the midst of perennial
success,. Kinsman felt the time to
retire drawing near. Last season it
became less of a joy, more of a job,
Climbing aboard the bus in harsh
weather for road games. Coaching,
at any level, is a tedious, demanding
task. When the strains begin to
overshadow the rewards, it is time to
get off the bus.
"Last year I found it harder to get
up to go to practice," Kinsman said.
"It just got to the point where it
wasn't fun. Coaching is a job, I
understand, but it was just getting to
where it wasn't fun. I tried for the last

month to talk myself out of it
(retiring), but there was still a
question in my mind.
"I ve never had a winter vacation
before; there was always practice," he
continued. "Maybe when the first
practice comes around I'll say to,
myself, 'What have I done?' Maybe
I'll regret it."
Kinsman's tenure at Westside has
not only been distinguished by a
winning · tradition, but by an
increasing, state-wide respect for his
teams.
I

However, respect for Kinsman's

~~E~lr.Jf:~~:@:~~f:g~ .•.•
l·l..

•l·'.

system) Class L (large) schools stand
to gain the least point value by
competing against a Class M entrant,
the Horde has been able to schedule a ·
steady stream of .foes like MSJ,
Rutland and ~ice in the pre-season.
"I think we were consistently
respected as a good team. The thing
that made me feel good is that we
never had trouble getting Class L
schools to play us," Kinsman .noted
with pride. "It's a tribute that they
thought enough of us to play us;
there was lots of satisfaction in it."
· · With a respite looming in the near
future, Kinsman sees himself
jrawing satisfaction frqm activities
he has missed for l l years. He sees
himself spending more time with his
family, going to ballgames as a fan,
perhaps reading a book not written
by someone like coach John
Wooden,
He most certainly sees himself
chugging up Heartbreak Hill at the
end of the famed Boston Marathon.
Kinsman, who runs five-to-IO miles,
five days each week, has had this
dream since becoming Westside's
cross-country coach (something he
intends to continue doing) in 1974.
"I'll run all winter and try to be in
Boston for the Marathon," he said.
"My time doesn't matter; I'd just like
to do it."
For the time being, Dave Kinsman
has taken all the hills he needs by bus.
He 11 take the next one on foot.

ftrestone

FOR ALL
YOUR
TIRE
AND
·CAR SERVICE
NEEDS

*STAR WORDS*
By 'ASTRO-WILD
.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - everything. Principle is worth
Try to avoid eating crow more than dollars and cents.
today. Turkey is tastier.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Pi~ces (Feb. 1'1-March 20) Your illicit affair is about to
Your antagonism · is counter- cause you problems, particulproductive. Be pleasant for a lary if you are rotund. If you
change.
are the boss, it's time to mend
Aries (March 21-April 19) - your ways.
Remember your colleagues. Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Selfishness does not behoove Do not seek gain at . the
you.
expense of others. The profits
Taurus (April 20-May 20) - will come back to haunt you.
Your wild ways are dangerous Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) .
to your associates. Stay clear - An outdoor walk will help
of Killington A venue.
build moral character.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) - Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)y our willingness to com prom- When y~u meet people, you
ise is appreciated. Others should look them in the eye,
admire you for it.
rather than stare at your shoes.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) - COMMUNICATION FROM
Think about the less fortunate.
THE NETHER-WILDS:
Everyone is not as well off as The time has come for a noble
you.
gesture. Your pettiness makes
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)-Treat you look foolish, and hurts
your opponents more kindly. you more than it does your
The result will be mutually foes.
advantageous.
Confidential to Paul: The real
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - "Terror Train" will soon
Money does not mean return to Wales Street.

FREE MOUNTING
of Firestone tire purchase.

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
on revolving charge at Firestone stores

•Minimum monthly payment required.
•All finance charges refunded when paid as agreed.
We also honor:

•Visa •Master Charge
•Diners Club •Carte BlanchE
•American Expr_ess

RUTLAND SHOPPING PLAZA - DOWNTOWN RUTLAND
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 8to 5. SATURDAY 8to NOON

.

'.

-- 775-4314

.
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The Senator Strikes· Back

By CHARLIE SPENCER
SPRINGFIELD - You don't
have to be an umpire to realize that
no strike is a ball ... and we can tell
you another thing, a picket line isn't
one of our best lines, but maybe we
don't have any best lines. Some of
our backfields aren't bad though . . .
Get serious? Okay . . .
How was our fishing vacation?'
Great. The fish were striking, but
they weren't on strike. No piscatorial
pi..,ket line. Only fishing line, and our
foursome had fine luck. More about
the trip later.
A few hex-rated football forecasts?
Why not? Just remember we picked
Dartmouth over UNH . . .
This week we like Brattleboro over
Rutland - The Colonels proved
they were for real with their nearmiss against MSJ while Rutland
might be reeling after their loss to
Mount Anthony.
MSJ over Fair Haven - Scared at
Brattleboro, the Mounties won't be
taking any chances with the
dangerous Slaters.
Middlebury over Mount Anthony
- Bob Underhill came up with his
upset against Rutland, but we can see
no way he can repeat the feat against
the Tigers.
Fall Mountain over Hartford The Wildcats can't look past the
'Canes because Bob Potter's club is
due to surprise someone.
Lebanon over Windsor - It could
turn out to be a scoring battle,
especially if the Raiders roll out their
shotgun and field-wide sprint.
Bellows Falls over Stevens Unless the Terr_iers look past the
Cardinals to Fall Mountain.
Springfield over Woodstock Even though the Cosmos are hurting
they should_ be able to handle the
winless Wasps during Homecoming
.Weekend at the Machine Town.

Saint Mary's of Glens Falls over
Poultney - Devils have never had
too much luck against Saints.
Up North we go with Spaulding
over Burlington, Montpelier over
Winooski, South Burlington over
BFA, Essex over North Country,
Rice over St. Johnsbury, and
Lyndon over Hanover, N.H.
Glad we weren't picking the NFI:.
games last weekend. It ~as like a
take-off on Paul Homing's TV ad
with "upset, upset, upset," replacing
his "practice, practice, practice."
The World Series with-out Howard
Cosell? What a break. The best news
in baseball since the designated hitter
... That is, of course, if you agree
with us that the DH is a big plus. Of
course there are people - baseball
purists - who insist the DH is even
worse than HC . . . Anyway, the
World Series without Howard Cosell
is perfect. It's like a date with Bo
Derek without hubby John.
The Springfield Beat - Glenn
Drost has been named to succeed
Bob Morse as head girls' basketball
coach at SHS, and with the material
he has returning to build around,
Glenn should get off to a fine start
this winter . . . Carl TanCreti's
surprising Cosmos are hurting. Jeff
Wyman, starting senior quarterback,
will be out again this week with
mono. He hopes to get back before
the season is over but Pat Standen, a
junior, may not play football ever
again. He was seriously injured in an
auto accident and may never walk
again . . . The Connecticut Valley
football league? Fall Mountain is still
our pick, even though the Wildcats
have lost one of their top two-way
stars, Steve Cutler, for the season
with a knee injury. The unbeaten
Wildcats host Hartford Saturday
and win'd up CVL play at Bellows
Falls next Saturday. Jack Bourgoin's
Langdon, N.H. club will be favored

in both games, of course, but the .
'Canes and the Terriers will be tough.
Bob Potter's Hartford club could
salvage quite a bit from a disasterous
season with an upset triumph over
the Cats, while Bis Bisbee's tough
Terriers could stay in the running for
the CVL title with a win over Fall
Mountain . · .. Couldn't believe BF
ripped Windsor, 48-0. The Terriers
haven't beaten one of Dale Perkins'
Jack Elevens since 1975 -when BF ·
won, 8-0 in an overtime thriller.
Brattleboro's near-miss against
MSJ surprised us. From what we
hear Darryl Sawyer's Colonels were
sky-high for the Acads, just like
Fundsie Cioffi's Mounties were skyhigh for Essex. It was Homecoming
at Brattleboro and the Colonels
almost made it an unforgettable
weekend.
Will it be MSJ and Essex in the
Division I state title game? We think
so. Also figure it'll be Middlebury
and Fair Haven in the Division II
state title game ... The winners? MSJ
and Middlebury, of course: And then
the Mounties and the Tigers should
play in their football "World Series,"
just like Kansas City and
Philadelphia are playing in theirs."
Speaking of the World Series, we
still like Kansas City, no matter what
happened Wednesday night. Picked
the Royals over the Yankees and
made a few easy bucks; which we
immediately lost the tough way when
we picked Houston over Philly ...
Speaking of that National League
finals series, we!ve always wondered
how come umpires are never thrown
out. They throw out managers and
players but never umpires. Baseball
should legalize their heave-ho - that
will probably happen the same time
they legalize the spitter, another
thing we're all in favor of.
Two weeks ago when we forecast

Days With Bill Virdon
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
"He's still the same skinny kid he
was back then," Rutland's "Hap"
Haapala reflected, referring to his
former roommate, Bill Vir'don, the
manager of the Houston Astros.
Virdon and his steely unemotional
gaze, were a common sight last week
during "Astro-vision" days, when
Houston was on national television
during the final two games of the
regular season, the sudden-death
playoff game with the Dodgers and
the five-contest National League
Championship Series.
Haapala, former star with the
Rutland Royals of the Northern
League, was Virdon 's roommate in
Binghamton, N.Y., (AA Eastern
League) during the 1952 season.
"Virdon came to us after driving a
fuel truck in Fort Plains, Mo.,"
Haapala recalled. "He just got
married and he was waiting for his
wife, a school teacher, to join him.
So, in the meantime, he joined three
of us in a search for a house."
According to Haapala, Virdon
was an exceptional outfielder when
he joined Binghamton. "He could
run iike a deer," Haapala said, "He
really covered a lot of ground. He
had a great throwing arm. He wasn't
much' of a power hitter, but he was a
Punch-and-Judy type that could
spray the ball around."
Virdon's characteristics resemble
those of his entire ballclub: excellent
speed, terrific skills, good bat
control, but little power.
In 1952, Virdon also met Mel
Wright, who has been following the
current Astro skipper from team to
team. Wright was Virdon's pitching
coach when the former outfielder
took over as the Pirates' manager.
Wright then followed Virdon as a

pitching coach to the Yankees and
later to Houston.
Haapala chuckled that Virdon
hasn't changed much." He was a man
of very few words then, pleasant, but
never had much to say. Well, he
hasn't changed much."
When Virdon was managing the
Yankees in 1975, Haapala (who
sports a mild paunch), visited his
former roommate.
"I went down near the playing field
to talk to him," Haapala recalled . "I
looked at him and said, 'Bill, when
are you going to activate yourself,
you look as if you're ready to play'."
Speaking of the Red Sox
The second most popular _question
- (next to ·~who shot J.R.?") is, "Who
will be the next manager of the Red
Sox?"
First, let's eliminate so~e people.
Count Yaz out. He's not ready to be
relegated to the bench yet, plus he'd
rather be remembered favorably.
Gene Mauch, clearly the best exmanager available, can also be
eliminated. Calvin "Scrooge"
Griffith won't -allow Mauch to
manage in the A.L. for another year.
Wishful thinking, but...
It could be a safe bet to eliminate
Frank Robinson from the running.
Boston has enough trouble accepting
black players. Robinson is an
exceptional baseball man; but would
be more comfortable elsewhere.
Eliminate Frank Howard, one of
the top early candidates. He has
already been taken by the Padres.
Also eliminate Mickey Mouse (my
personal choice), Walter Cronkite,
J.R., Superman, Jimmy Carter and
Eddie Kasko.
Now, for the candidates. Don
Drysdale, Joe Morgan (the one who
manages at Pawtucket, not the one

who plays second base for the
Astros), Sal Bando, Ralph Houk and
Bristol manager Tony Torchia:
Morgan may be the leading
candidate at this writing. He is a
company man, familiar with the
players .and seemingly capable of
turning things around. A good
choice right now, despite the fact that
Haywood Sullivan said earlier that
the new manager will not come from
withi.n the system.
Tony Torchia is also a good
choice, but he may be too young.
Sal Bando is an interesting choice.
After all, you must admire a man
who was called a "village idiot" by
Charl_ie Finley.
Speaking of former northern
leaguers ...
When I was in Chicago a few
weeks ago for the Cubs-Expos series,
former Northern League outfielder
Sam Mele, now a scout for the Red
Sox, was one of the few people
daring enough to watch the hapless
Cubs in action.
Mele, however, did not choose to
be there. He was there to scout the
Cubs for a possible trade this winter.
The Cubs have one of the best
shortstops in the majors, Ivan De
Jesus. The rest of the infield
comprises retreads Mike Tyson,
Steve Dillard and Bill Buckner.
Boston has Jerry Remy and Butch
Hobson to dangle. The Cubs. are
interested and are offering Bruce
Sutter, one of the top relief pitchers
in baseball.
Sutter would be a great help, but
the Sox really need a dependable
starter. A bullpen of Burgmeier,
Drago, Stanley and a healthy Bill
Campbell is more than adequate.
After all, it wasn't the bullpen that
caved in this past season.

that Ken "Hawk" Harrelson would
succeed Don Zimmer as BoSox
manager everyone laughed, but
they're not laughing now. We think
it's going to happen. The Hawk gives
BoSox brass the perfect out and it
doesn't cost a cent. He has all the
charisma "Chrap" that poor Don the
Zip lacked and in Boston, charisma is
king. It doesn't matter whether
Harrelson wins or loses - and he
can't win unless the BoSox spend
some dough to get the pitching, etc.,
·they never got Zimmer.
- They're already talking down our
way about the BF at Springfield
game Nov. l, and Cosmo fans figure
their favorites stand a good chance
against the Terriers. BF fans won't
give you Springfield . and a
touchdown, an indication that
they_'re a little worried.
Springfield hasn't won THE game
since 1977, but the Cosmos came
close in 78 when the Terriers
snapped their 26-game losing streak
with an 8-6 win. This year's game is
tough to figure. Springfield beat the
Lebanon team that beat Bellows
Falls, the Cosmos winning, 38-:28,
the Terriers losing, 9-6. On the other
hand, BF bombed Windsor, 48-0 and
the Cosmos had to overcome a 13-0
deficit to edge the Jacks, 20-13.
Both teams tipped Hartford,
Springfield 13-0 at White River
Junction, BF 16-8 in doubleovertime at the Falls . . . And, if
Springfield beats Woodstock, and
BF beats Stevens and Fall Mountain,
the game will have a big bearing on
the 1980 CVL grid title, especially if
Hartford stuns Falls Mountain, too .
In that case, the Springfield-BF game
would be the 1980 CVL title game ...
If, if, if.
Back to the picket line, where we
haven't been a spectacular success,
but no one has shot at us yet. Must be
close4 season on pickets. At least we
ho,l)e so.
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·Hostage's Daughter Speaks Out
By KEVIN DUFFY
BURLINGTON - The daughter
of a hostage in Iran said this week
that a friend in the U.S. Navy told her
in June the United States was .
planning to invade Iran in "midOctober."
Allyssa Keough, the 18-year-old
daughter of William Keough, said
her friend, "David," telephoned her
about the planned invasion on June
4, just after being notified that his
ship was being sent to Iran for that
purpose.
"David wouldn't have said that to
me unless he was told," Keough said.
"I believe what he says."
Last month, columnist Jack
Anderson reported the United States
had plans for such an invasion, but
the Defense Department denied the
report.
Keough said her friend did not
relay details of the invasion plan.
In a wide-ranging interview this

week, Keough also expressed
optimism about the safe release of
the hostages, but said there is no
reason to believe it will occur soon . .
"It's difficult to feel any other way
but that, because of the times people
have said they11 be out soon," she
said.
She pointed out that Iranians do
not consider a year a Jong period of
time. The hostage situation will be
one year old Nov. 4 - election day.
Keough showed letters sent by her
50-year-old father from January to
April. She has not received a letter
· from him for more than a half a year.
A letter dated April 3 is critical of
the hostage-taking. "It is a strange
faith indeed which allows the holding
of innocent hostages during their
holy days (Easter),'' the former
superintendent of Burlington schools
wrote. " ... All Americans can do is
learn that, for some nations, the end
(See Page 6: Hostage)

Senate Hopefuls
Split on IssueS

"Big Daddy"
finds new home
in Fair Haven
(Story see Page

~)

(Megan Price Photo)

Tax Collector Case:
No Retrial Planned
By MARGO HOWLAND
Three months after a Rutland jury
failed to reach a yerdict ii;i the
embezzlement trial of former
Clarendon tax collector Maureen
LaPrise, Rutland County State's
Attorney James Mongeon has
decided to .abandon plans for a
retri.al.
' .
Mongeon said this week that it was
not worth the expense to taxpayers
to bring LaPrise to trial again. He
added that a review of the evidence
had not disclosed any new facts.
"The last trial cost at least
$10,000," Mongeon said, noting that
a civil suit by the town of Clarendon
against LaPrise remains pending in
Rutland Superior Court.
"There has also been some
indemnification by the insurance
carriers," he said.
"I did not feel I could justify
spending another $ 10,000 to re-try
the case," said Mongeon. "We're not
talking about a crime of violence."

Allyssa Keough

LaPrise had been accused of
pilfering between · $22,000 and
$35,000 in delinquent tax receipts
between I 976 and 1978, while she
was tax collector.
LaPrise, now of Willimantic
Conn., steadfastly denied th~
allegations. Her attorney, Steven
Dardeck, sought to establish during
the week-long trial that the town wa·s
less than meticulous in keeping ·its
book~ and records, and that the . ·
sloppmess was evident long before
LaPrise became tax collector.
Dardeck also established during
the trial that LaPrise herself asked
for an audit of the books while she
was tax collector. LaPrise did not
take the stand. .
"
A jury of six men and six women
deadlocked 6-6 on the case July 12,
after 12 hours . of deliberations
p~ompting District Judge Ronald F'.
Kilburn to declare a mistrial.

By DAVID MOTT
The five-way race for Rutland
County's three state Senate seats
began to crystalize this week as the
candidates believed to be battling for
the third seat put some distance
between one another.
Republican incumbent Sens. ·
Robert Bloomer and ·Sen. Stewart
Smith are believed to be the front
runners .based on their strong
performances in the 1978 election.
Sen. Sanborn Partridge is thought
to be the weakest of t}\e three GOP
incumbents, having narrowly
survived a challenge from Democrat
Jerry Arbour 'two years ago.
A Democrat has not been elected
to represent Rutland County in the
state Senate since 1950. ·
As the race is shaping up, -battle
lines appear to be forming between
Partridge, a Proctor resident, and the
two Democratic challengers,
Rutland Mayor Gilbert Godnick and
Poultney Selectmen Chairman
Robert English.
A schism appeared to develop last
week between the two Democratic
challengers when English criticized
Godnick as being more Republican
than Democratic.
"I am one Democrat and we have·
four Republicans," said English,
pointing to Godnick's often
conservative political positions.
English is so upset by Godnick's
brand of conservative politics that he
has taken out an advertisement
stating his intention to vote for
himself and Partridge and Smith,
both of whom are GOP moderates.
Godnick defends his blend of
Democratic and conservative
politics.
"Maybe I am a conservative," the
Rutland mayor said. "I don't believe
in giving things away. I don't believe
in welfare, (for people able to work).
I earned everything I got."
Last .week, Partridge went on the

defensive, warning voters of a "crisis
of expectations" created by his
-Democratic opponents' campaign
promises.
Godnick responded to the charge
saying he is not making promises. he
cannot keep, but ')ust talking about
what I would like to see done."
Godnick has been campaigning on
the theme that he will look out for the
interests of Rutland County if elected
to the Senate. The major thrust of
Gpdnick's campaign is that the
county's interests need a strong
advocate in Montpelier.
During a debate sponsored by the
Rutland Chamber of Commerce this
week, the four candidates attending
tried to place distance between
themselves on the issues.
Bloomer was the only candidate
_, not attending.
Godnick took issue with
Partridge's position on state support
for the tourist industry. ·
Partridge advocated public
promotion of recreation and tourism
in Vermont, but said the state should
not foot the entire advertising bill.
Godnick, who has been critical of
what he considers inadequate tourist
promotion, said the state ought to
pay 50 percent of the promotion
(See Page 14: Senate)

A GUIDE INSIDE
Radio sports announcer Jack Healey
talks about "Sports Undercurrent."
See page 16. Cioffi article causes
uproar. See page 15.
Democrat Gilbert Godnick plans to
cast Republican vote in governor's
race. See page 11.
Former city Grand Juror Robert
West is given probation. See page 3.
Hororscope, advice from Orion on
page 10. ·
Entertainment on page U.
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. Vladyka's Pig Farm Moves To Fair Haven
By MEGAN PRICE
CASTLETON - Larry Vladyka's
controversial Castleton pig farm has
changed its name and location.
Vladyka has moved his Gateway
Hog Farm to Fair Haven, where he
has joined with Norma!! Gray to·
found the "L and N Pork
Producers."
Vladyka, who has had ~ running
battle with Castleton zoning officials
for more than three years, was
recently handed a court order to
move his hog farm off his Route 4-A
property.
Neighbors charged Vladyka with
keeping more thari 100 pigs on his
property in violation of local zoning
laws. The farm was located nearly
one-eighth of a mile west of ·
Castleton Corners'. Doris Pelletier,
Vladyka's next door neighbor, told
town officials she was unable to sit in
her back yard or open her windows
because of the stink from the pig
farm .
Pelletier said she has "nothing
against Larry," but could not
stomach the smell. Her complaint
prompted a suit by town officials
asking the court to order Vladyka to
get rid of the swine.
Vladyka argued before Rutland
Superior Court Judge Edwin
Amidon Jr. that his pigs did pot give
off an offensive odor. He said he was
not violating local ordinances.

Amidon visited the swineherd's
property to sniff the breezes for
himself before issuing his court
order. Amidon agreed with Pelletier
that the piggery does "create an
offensive odor noticeable on ajoining
properties."
The judge ordered Vladyka to
remove all but three of the pigs.
Those, he said, could be justified as
for personal u~e. Amidon added the
chickens, goats, turkeys and rabbits
on the property were also being
raised· for personal use, and did not
have to leave.
Vladyka said he was happy with
the court decision. "All that the
court said was that I couldn't sell pigs
out there . . . I've still got everything I
wanted. They went to all the trouble
and expense for nothing," he said.
The swineherd said: "I was going
to move them anyway. Had to. It's
getting cold and they've got to come
indoors for the winter." Vladyka
added, "The only ones who got hurt
in this were the Castleton taxpayers.
They must have spent about $2,000
to fight me in court the last time.
That lawyer spent about four days in
court, and for what? If they'd have
just waited two weeks, all the pigs
would have been gone anyw~y," he
said.
Castleton Zoning Administrator
Robert McClure has denied Vladyka
a permit to rebuild his home,

destroyed by fire a year ago. Vladyka
wanted to re-establish his trading
center, gun shop and home there.
The property was swept by fire
about two years ago. Since then,
Vladyka has planned to rebuild. But
zoning officials here say his property
is not big enough to handle the many
uses.
Vladyka said Fair Haven officials
have visited his operation and
approved it. · The pigs are housed·
inside a .r un-down clapboard shed.
Known as the Carbotti Farm, the
property is located along Route 4-A
near the Cedar Dale Lumber
Company. It is owned by Gray.
Gray, his wife, Chris and friend
Dennis Shackett, assist in the pig
farming venture.
Vladyka said he has about 116 pigs
now; with more on the way. "Every
night we're off to this or that
auction," making deals for more pigs
or selling some of his own.
The swineherd said he hopes to
have 200 piglets for sale in the spring,
when most small-time farmers buy
them for private use.
As for his former piggery, Vladyka
said he is not finished vexing
Castleton officials.

"They want to rattle my cage . . . I'll
rattle theirs," he said. Vladyka said
he expects to receive about 500
turkeys shortly, and they will be kept
at the Castleton property.
"I've got a permit to build a storage
shed. They can't do nothing about
that," he said. "I've got a lot of free
slab lumber and some tarpaper to pul
it up with ... and when I get done I'm
going to write a sign on it 'Dedicated
to the Town ·of Castleton' or
something like that," he said.
The 60 x 20 foot shed will serve as a
home for the turkeys, Vladyka said.
"Castleton should have palcl me. I
was a tourist attraction," he said.
"People would stop and ask if they
could have their picture taken
standing next to our sign." The sign,
which has since disappeared,
pictured two mating pigs. Above
them was written "Mak'n Bacon."
"But really, -I should thank the
Town of Castleton for getting me
started in this business," Vladyka
said, as the squeals and grunts of
more than 50 little pigs sounded
around him.
· "It's the town that got me started in
this and I'm ma1'ing money at it," he
grinm;d.

ENGLISH for SENATE .
D- RUTLAND COUNTY · POULTNEY SELECTMEN
"YOUR SMALL TOWN'S OPPORTUNITY IN THE SENATE"

IDEAS-POSITIONS
EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION
FO:R AGED AND HANDICAPPED
Begin serious study «?ward a
statewide income tax for schools.
Property truces reduced for local
services only.
Stock certificates in C. V. P.S. for every
cent we pay in construction work-in-progress
Reportedly done elsewhere
Highway Fund
new and better priorities!*

Small Town "local protection"
laws and courts

No True increases
(gas included)
without "ability to pay"
restrictions

Vermont Education Association
Vermont State Employee's Association
-concern, courtesy and consideration
for their well-being, ideas, plans ·
-especially in regard to pensions,
tenure and regulation

Castleton College
the
State University

Wearing the cap of his former business venture, and a Tshirt emblazoned with the logo of his current enterp-rise,
Larry Vladyka of Castleton cradles a squealing piglet.
(Megan Price Photo).

Photography Michael Aleshire
54;6 Center St. Rutland, f/t. 05701
(802) 775-0722

Hospital and Medical cost
controls like public
utilities

801' En1llsb lor Senate
"YOUR SMALL TOWN CANDIDATE"
(P.~. PLEASE SAVE THIS OR PAS~UT ALONG

- I CAN'T AFFORD MANY MORE!)

.

.
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West Placed on Probation_
Burlington psychiatrist Dr. Robert
Jimmerson characterized West as
suicidal.
West was convicted by a jury in
Augu'st of submitting false
documents to the Farmers
Production Credit Association in
1975.
He penned liis former wife's
signature to a mortgage deed, a
promissory note and a loan
agreement, allegedly without her
consent. The money he received from
the credit association was used to
renovate a dilapidated farm house in
Manchester into a retirement home
for West and his wife.
- But his wife left him shortly before
he forged her signature. Later they
were divorced.
.
Mahady contended his client was
under- the impression he had his
estranged wife's permission· to sign

By KEVIN DUFFY
BURLINGTON - Robert West,:
a Rutland lawyer whose long public
career has crumbled, was placed on
three years probation this week for
submitting false documents to a
federal loan association.
U.S. District Judge Albert Coffrin
said West "did abuse a position of
public trust," but that incarceration
probably would hinder West's effort
to make a new life for himself.
West, 44, has represented Rutland
in the state Senate, and has served as ,
defender general, state's attorney and
.Rutland City grand juror.
Before Coffrin pronounced
sentence, West's lawyer, Frank
Mahady of White River Junction,
said "any period of incarceration
would clearly 1 clearly destroy any
hope we have (for a fresh start)."
Mahady pointed out that

her name to the documents. He also
mentioned that West was under a
great deal of stress because his wife
·
had left him.
The federal indictment that led to
West's conviction promp~ed him to
quit his post as Rutland's .assistant
city attorney and grand juror earlier
this year.
.
The conviction also has put West's
authority to practice law in "severe
jeopardy," Mahady told the court.
Mahady said Vermont's Professional
Conduct Board will review West's
behavior and may take some ·action
· against him. The most severe action .
would be disbarment.
'
West is a graduate of Amherst
College and Yale Law School. In the
late 1960's he was Rutland County

state's attorney. From 1969 to 1972
he was a state senator and grand
juror in Rutland.
-·
In 1972 West· was appointeA
Vermont defender general, but the
General Assembly fired him in 1976
for alleged mismanagement of the.
defender general's budget.
He has been convicted of another
crime besides the federal one, that of
careless and negligent driving.
Mahady said that to his knowledge
West is not employed at present. He
continues to receive psychiatric care,
Mahady said.
When Coffrin asked West ifhe had
anything to say before sentencing,
West stood, took a long pause, then
replied, "No, I don't believe so your
·honor."

THE

EXCHANGE

Medicaid Case Continues
By MARGO HOWLAND
District Judge John Connarn
Two secret police affidaVits setting
unsealed the affidavits after defense
forth details of Medicaid fraud
lawyers James Carroll and Stephen
accusations against two Rutland
Dardeck, both of Rutland, agreed by
pharmacists were !JnSealed late this
telephone not to pursue their effort
week after defense a:Uorneys dropped
to keep the files secret.
· objections to making the documents
publi.c.
According to the affidavits,
The affidavits . by state police
Lorraine
Barber, a clerk at the
investigator Wayne Dyer reveal
Apothecary pharmacies since May of
specific actions by pharmacists
'I 977, testified under oath that it was
Robert Rochford and Melvin Stein
the practice of the pharmaCies in the
that led to the filing of 43 separate
case of Medicaid customers "to
Medicaid fraud charges against
dispense the generic drug and claim
them.
· the brand name drug, number and
The two men operate "The
price on the Medicaid Program
Apothecary" pharmacies in Rutland
Invoices."
•
'
and Hydeville. Dyer is assigned to
Barber
said
other
pharmacists
the Medicaid Provider Fraud Unit in
employed by Stein and Rochford did
the Vermont attorney general's
the same thing at their instruction.
office.
Another former employee, Sylvia
The affidavits, which had been
Tucker,
told Dyer that "she engaged
sealed for over two weeks, also
in these practices ... only because of
disclose oral statements and sworn
the threat of losing her job." She also
testimony by employees · of the
stated that it was Apothecary
defendants, physicians and patients.
practice to put generic drugs in
Stein and Rochford are charged
containers
labeled for brand-name
with Medicaid fraud involving the
drugs. She indicated that when one
dispensation of drugs to·persons with
employee resisted taking such action,
expired · prescriptions and
substitution of brand-name drugs for · Rochford "demanded" that the
substitution be made.
cheaper generic drugs.

9 CENTER ST.

773-7211

SILVER GOINS
Pre-1964
Paying-Cash for:

SILVER
DOLLAR •••
HALF
DOLLAR •••

I

SSS
SSS

QUARTERS•••

SSS

llMES...

$$$

ALSO WANTED:
1965 • 69 HALF DOLLARS

RUTLAND

STERUNG SILVER
Paying <:ash for Anything
- Marlled Stetlna

• Trapllies • gp.ns
• Falks • Knives

• Clndleslclcs
• Plcbn fllmes .
• TN Sell • Ell:.
tl&HEST
CURRENT
llARICET PllCES

.... .,.,

_. Also Buying
1•~1110• lllmlnd Rings

~·

82 Merchants Row

VOTE

GOLD!
WANTED!
Paying Cash for
Old & New Gold

•Webuy10k,

·&z1~2;;
•Pendants .f.:~"'
• Bracelets • ~tf

• Cuff Links •
• Rings • Medals

GUNS
WANTED!

Rutland, Vt.

,

Dick McDona-Id
for

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Castleton

Poultney

Wells

YOURS IN THE STRUGGLE

There's also a bounti·
assortment
of
ful
sweaters by WQod·
stock and Campus in
100% wools and acry·
lies. Choose from a
multitude of solids and
stripes in crew neck,
V • neck or · placket
fronts.

glass

*
custom stained glass
879-0288

What makes a sweater
a best selleit? When it's
classic in design, and
the look says "Shet·
land" - but the price
doesn't. This best seller
ls yours In a marvelous
.range of colors, arid is
made of 80% wool /20%
polyester. Sizes S, M,
L, XL.

from$
david s. shernian
westford, vermont
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_
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Godnick Shifts
Labor Stance .

I

With thousands of bricks already laid, and countless Project brave the cold weather daily ~oping to get the final
thcusand more to go, workers on the Center Street Alley_ touches done before winter. (Michael Aleshire Photo).

Three Area
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Nearly 2,500 seventh and eighth
grade students in Vermont attend
public schools that do not meet the
state's minimum standards for
curriculum and guidance, !!tate
Department of Education officials
said this week.
. Only three- llutland County
scnools are included in this group.
Dr. Karlene Russell, state director
of elementary and secondary ·
education, said at a meeting of
superintendents in Montpelier ... ,.
Only three Rutfand County
schools are included in this group,
Dr. Karlene Russell, state director of
elementary and secondary
education, said at a meeting of
superintendents in Montpelier. The
problem exists in about 50 of the 315
schools that house kindergarten
through eighth grade children.
. Because these schools have so few
students in their top two grades, they
do not have the staff or facilities to
provide ihe required services, Russell
said. Schools ,running from seventh
grade up are larger and therefore

S~hools Inadequate

have no problem meeting these state
standards, she said.
The deficient schools have been
given three years to come up with a
way to meet the guidelines. Some
schools have provided guidance for
their seventh and eighth graders by
buying part of the work time of a
_counselor from a nearby s~hool,
Russell said . For curriculum
requirements, schools have arranged
to ship students to neighborhing
schools for courses in the practical
and fine arts.
Now in the second year of the
period allotted for finding solutions,
few schools have done so, according
to Russell. "They're rath~r slow with
coming up with alternatives," she
said.
In Rutland County, only three
schools · need to improve their
services to seventh and eighth grade
students, Russell said. Castleton .
Ele-.nentary School and Barstow in
Chittenden must provide practical
arts to their students. Middletown

THE
BENCH

TAVERN

Elementary School . also has a few
changes to make to meet the
standards.
' Rutland Town Elementary School
had little difficulty meeting the
guidance requirements. The assistant
principal at the school serves as a
guidance counselor.

Mayor Gilbert Godnick, one of
two Democratic candidates in the
five-man race for the state Senate,
has backed off from his previous
support of anti-union right-to-work
legislation.
.
Earlier this year, Godnick said he
signed a card sent him by a national
right-to-work organization favoring
the issue.
The Democratic mayor's earlier
support of the right-to-work issue
has brought harsh criticism from his
Democratic rival in the Senate race,
'
Robert English of Poultney.
English called Godnick's support
"anti-union." Advocating the rightto-work issue, English said last week
is a "pure right wing, Republican
position."
English hit at what he said were
Godnick's conservative politics and
said, "I ani the only Democrat and
we have four Republicans (in the
race)."·"
Godnick shrugged off English's
criticism, countering that English.is a
"big Diamond supporter."
"Maybe I am a conservative,"
Godnick said. "I don't believe in
giving things away. I don't believe in
welfare (for people who are able to
work). I earned everything I got."
Godnick, however, backed off his
earlier support of right-to-work,
saying he did not understand what
the term meant when he signed the
card. "I didn't know the terminology
of right-to-work," Godnick said.
Right-to-work legislation would
bac union and companies from
agreeing to make union membership
a condition of employment.
After reconsidering the · issue,
Godnick, who is courting organized
labor, said he does not believe
Vermont needs right-to-work
legislation.
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available at the following
Iocat ions:
Rutland 'City
Center Street
Hartford Book Shop
Emperor of Ice Cream
.Murphy's
Essential Alternatives
California ,Fruit
Louras
Mini-Mart
Garrow's
Seward's Restaurant
Helene's
Petco Mini-Mart
Shirley's Mini-Mart
Woodstock Ave. Grocery
South End Market
Bellomo's
Creed Brothers Grocery
Travel Lodge
· Howard Johnson's
Kehoe's Good News
Osco's

Killington Area
Mendon Country Store
Lothlorien 's
Rill's Country Store
Center Rutland
Flory's Plaza
Pittsford
Kamuda's Store
Keith's Grocery
West Rutland
Main Street Cash Market
Castleton
Coon's General Store
Poultney
- IGA

Ma~in's

. 87 STATE STREET
RUTLAND, VERMONT

Luncheon S.e rved Daily
11:30 a.m. - 3 p.m..
Daily Luncheon Specials

happy hour 3:00-6:00
~

.....

~-···················

.....

late night menu available
caterang for small parties

*.

-------------------------------------------"A LOT MORE NEWS FOR A
NICKEL . LESS "
~-----------~-------------------------------

For information or to place an ad cal 1-

·775-04 71
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Sherburne Won't Fight Youth Center
By TIM TAYLOR
SHERBURNE - Town officials
here have decided noi to proceed
with legal action against the recently
established Northbrook Center. But
the controversial group home for
teenagers could still face a court
challenge from disgruntled residents
of Killington East, the vacation
home development in which the ·
center is located.
The Sherburne B_oard of
Selectmen met in executive session
Oct. 6 to discuss the new home with
Town Attorney Mark Sperry. '
Town officials decided against
legal action because, according to
Town Manager David Lewis, "our
case is not st{ong enough to warrant
an expensive , and time-consuming
legal action. ~o, other parties,
including the Killington East
Homeowner's Association, may have
stronger cases."
The board· retained the option to
reconsider litigation if the home
continues beyond its current oneyear lease, or if problems such as new
educational expenses for tbe town
anse.
Selectmen also instructed Lewis to
write a letter to state and group home
officials expressing . "strong
disapproval and distaste of the
underhanded method" in which the
home was established.
The board's decision removes one
hurdle to the continued operation of
the home, but another remains.
Barry Polidor, attorney for the
Killington East Homeowner's

that investigation, "we feel it was
intentionally misrepresented and put
in before discussing it with us or
letting us know about it."
He added: "That's the main reason
we're writing our letter - to express
our displeasure over the sneaky way
it was done."
Also at issue is how much of the
finanCial burden for educating
teenagers at the center will fall to
Sherburne, and whether the isolated
Killington East location is a proper
site for a group home.
While it appears the town will have
to assume few educational costs,

Associati.on, said recently the
association's board of directors met
last weekend to "discuss possible
options and possible actions to take
in regards . . . to the Northbrook
situation."
·
"There will be action taken in the
future," Polidor said. "Whether it
will be ligitation or otherwise, I can't
really say."
Polidor had said last week that
alternatives open to the association
include trying to reach an out-ofcourt settlement with the state or
Northbrook officials for removal of
the home; or filing a civil lawsuit
against the .cent~r or the owner of the
house, alleging violations of the
restrictive covenants applying to
homes in the resort area.
At a selectman's meeting last
month, Polidor indicated ' court
action was likely.
The Northbrook Center has been
surrounded by controversy since its
existence came to light in early
September. Town and school district
officials were angered to learn the
home had been established without
their knowledge or consent. 1
Since then, Lewis and other
Sherburne officials have been trying
to determine whether the state
Department of Social and
Rehabilitation Services or officials
with the Castleton Juvenile Services
Project engaged in a deliberate
attempt to keep the home's existence
a secret.
Lewis said this week that based on

Youth Denies
Aiding Crime

Lewis noted that selectmen will
continue to monitor the situation
and will channel pertinent
information to Sherburne school
officials.
On the issue of location, some
town officials and residents h~ve
expressed concern over the influx
into Sherburne of a handful of group
home youths.
Northbrook officials, however,
have stressed that the teenagers, most
of whom come from troubled
families, do not pose a threat to the
community.

'Male Sexuality'
· Theme of Program
Jack Jones will present a program
about "Male Sexuality" at noon on
Oct. 28 at 24 Evelyn Street.
Co-sponsored by Rutland Mental
Health Inc. and Castleton State
College, the presentation is the
second in a series of men's programs.
The first luncheon program was
held in September with Patrick
Keane, discussing the book "Hazards
of Being Male" by Herb Goldberg.
According to Goldbert, "Cultural
mythology has it that the male is in a ~
favored position. After all, it does
appear as if he has more options,
more choices, more power and
greater freedom than the female."
Keane explained that if this is true, •

then the male is paying a very high
pr.ice by being "top dog." Every
major health statistic shows that
males have a higher incidence of
chronic illness, death, suicide and
alcoholism. Men need to learn how
to get in touch with their feelings and
not I><: afraid to express them.
The last of the fall men's programs
will be presented on Nov. 18 at noon
with Roger Pierce, speaking on 'Men
Age Faster . . . WHY?" Those
wishing to participate are asked to
bring their own lunches.
· For more information, call 4685611, Ext. 205 or 775-2381. The
programs are free and open to the
public.

A Record of Leadership
and Accomplishment.

A 16-year~old West Rutland youth
pleaded innocent to charges of aiding
in the concealment of stolen
property.
Michael St. Pierre was arraigned
in Rutland District Court this week
on separate charges concerning the
sale of stolen tools on Sept. l and
Sept. 25 in West Rutland.
District Judge John Connarn
released St. Pierre without bail.
According to court records, St.
Pierre allegedly sold two afr
wrenches and a chainsaw Sept. l to
Harrison Todriff, knowing that they
were stolen. The tools were among
those taken during a burglary at
- Corcoran 's Auto Supply on Main
Street in West Rutland, court
records said.
Todriff was interviewed by
authorities after it was learned he had
been trying to sell the items for $50 at
the Rutland Fairgrounds.
Todriff said through an attorney
that he received the items from St.
Pierre, sold them for $60 and gave
$40 to St. Pierre.
The second charge concerned the
sale of a stolen tool box. According
to court records, the tool box,
containing tools valued at over $1QO,
was.: stolen from Paul Carlson of
West · Rutland and sold to Robert ·
Jones for $5. When Jones heard
someone had reported a tool · box
stolen, he began to make inquiries
and voluntarily handed it over to
police, court records said. Jones told
police he bought the to0l box from
St. Pierre, according to court
records.

Photography Michael Aleshire
54% Ce11terSt. R11tlm1t/, //t. 05701
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JudgeRulesWoman,85, MayStayinHome
By MARGO HOWLAND
An elderly Rutland woman won't
be kicked out of Pleasant Manor
Nursing Home, thanks to a .ruling
from Rutland Superior Judge Edwin
Amidon· Jr.
Amidon this week granted a
temporary restraining order
preventing the nursing home and its
president, Leon ·Dion, from forcing
85-year-old Ire·ne Beauchain to move
out of the home by Oct. 30.
The order also prevents the home
from retaliating against Beauchain's
daughter and guardian, Marie
Manney of Rutland, for complaining
about conditions at the facility.
, According to a lawsuit filed by
Manney through the Vermont
Senior Citizens Law Project, an Oct.
22 letter from Dion requiring
Beauchain to move out of the facility
by Oct. 30 was in violation of state
nursing home regulations, which
require 60 days' notice.
The ejection notice also was said to
violate federal law, which establishes
conditions under which a nursing
home resident may be evicted. The
suit alleged that Beauchaiil 's case did
not meet any of those conditions.
Be.a uchain has been a resident of

Supports the
U nioris efforts
for Fair Labor Practices

Sherry Russell Armitage
247-6115
Brandon. Vermont
'
05733

(

CHANGE QE PLACE
DOWN HOME
COUNTRY DANCE
NOV. 7 -

8p.m.

Pittsford Congregational Church
Benefit Unitarian Universalist
Building Fund

that at one point the nursing home
notified Manney of an injury to her
mother that required ice bags to treat
swelling. At no time did the nursing
home staff have any explanation for
the injuries, the suit said.
On Oct. 22, Manney received a
Dion chose not to comment, but
letter from Dion "advising" her to
place her mother in another facility
his attorney, Riel Bloomer of
Rutland said, "I'm certain they
by Oct. 30, the suit said, ·although
w~uldn't put her out if it came to
Manney had several times informed
that. I can't see Mr. Dion wheeling
Dion of her intention· to move her
her out the door."
mother as soon as possible.
The suit alleges· .that the eviction
notice is in retaliation of Manney's
Bloomer said he has not yet had a
complaints and that it would be
chance to respond to the suit but that
"highly detrimental" to remove
when a hearing is scheduled on the
Beauchain from nursing h9me care
temporary restraining order, "at that
for any period of time.
time we 11 analyze our position. We ·u ·
The suit also alleges the nursing
respond with whatever our position
home is responsible for Beauchain's
is."
injuries, either through neglect or
battery.
On Oct. 19, the suit said, Manney
In addition to _seeking to keep
noticed black and blue marks on her
Beauchain from being evicted until
mother's top left jawbone and nec_k,
another location is found, the suit
her stockings were "wet with urine,"
also demands that the nursing home
the room was dirty and the window
provide quality care. · The suit asks
open.
__for $1,000 in punitive; damages for
Beauchain. The {emporary
The room was still dirty ori"Oct. 20
restraining order will last until the
and on Oct. 21 another .complaint
court can schedule hearings on the
was made to the Vermont Health
merits of the case.
Department. The suit also iµdieated
Dion that she intended to move her
mother out of the nursing home as
soon as she' found another place.
No alternative facility had been
found as of the time the suit was filed
by attorney Lila Richardson.

the nursing home for the past eight
years and was described in the suit as
being in need of continual nursing
home care. Social Security pays for
all but a small portion of the cost of
the nursing home care, with
Medicare picking up the remainder
of the cost and $25 being allowed for ·
monthly personal expenses.
According to the suit, Manney,
who visits her mother frequently,
began to suspect her mother was
being abused or neglected after
noticing several mysterious injuries
for which •the staff had no.
explanation.
On March 28, Manney noticed a
black and blue mark on her mother's
right arm and a scrape on her face. In
April, Beauchain's son, Louis,
noticed a bruise. On Aug. 15,
Manney observed a lump on her .
mother's head.
On Aug. 19, the suit said, Manney
made a telephone call to Karen Kingof the Vermont Health Department
asking for an investigation of
possible abuse or neglect due to the
injuries observed. An investigation
was apparently conducted, but the
results have not been disclosed, the
suit said.
·
Manney subsequently informed

THE COUNTRY STORE
68 Main St., Montpelier, Vermont---
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Search for New Board Member
By TIM TAYLOR
The search to fill the Rutland
Town Board of Selectmen seat left
vacant by the Oct. 4 death of board
Chai r man Frederick Gallipo
promises to be what one selectman
termed, · with a touch of
understatement, "very interesting. "
State law requires an empty
position on the board · be filled
"forth with" by -the remaining
members. But exactly what
"forthwith" means already has
become one of several issues dividing
selectmen as they begin to jockey
over who will occupy the important
fifth seat on the board.
Selectman Russell Melocik, who is
serving as acting chairman during
October, said this week he expects
board members to . continue public
-

I

•

.

and private discussions over a
possible replacement for Gallipo
throughout the month. Melocik
indicated a final choice might · be
announced at the selectmen 's
meeting scheduled for Nov. 10.
"We.don't think we're wasting time
by dropping back a few yards and
looking at the situation," Melocik
explained .
But Selectman Jesse ·Billings, who
is often at odds with Melocik, said he
would push for a firm decision from
the board at its next meeting on ·
Monday.
"I'm going to work like the dickens
to get somebody in there at the next
meeting," Bill,ings emphasized
Wednesday.
Billings said he interpreted
"forthwith"
to mean
"immediately,"
.,
'
.,

Jeffords Fighting
He likes fo campaign as the
independent congressman who shuns
partisan political rhetoric, the folksy
Vermont native who listens to
everyone's views.
But this year, ~epublican Rep.
James Jeffords 1s attacking a
Democratic candidate as if he were in
· the fight of his political career.
-Whic_h · he · -isn't; Jeffords has no
Democr atic -- oppositiP.!1 ·and is
headed for a fourth --l ertn- -in-Washington with better than 75 or 80 ·
percent of the vote.
The reason the · Rutland
Republican is hammering away at
Democratic U.S. Sen. Patrick Leahy
involves the 1982 election year more
than this one.
·
Every time you see Jeffords on the
television screen. touting . Leahy's
opponent, Republican Stewart
Ledbetter, : remember ·that Jeffords
wants to run for the U.S. Senate in
1982, when Republican Sen. Robert 1
Stafford is expected to retire.
Jeffords is courting favor with a
constituency that has never liked hjm
:-- cons~rvative Republicans. And he
is providing a nice contrast for
Republicans to Stafford's "hands-off
Patrick Leahy" campaign .
appearances.
Jeffords can't really go wrong with
his strategy. Hard-core · GOP
partisans will remember his help to
Ledbetter, whether Ledbetter wins or
'not. In the event Ledbette'r does
upset Leahy, he will owe Jeffords a
1982 debt.
Democrats and independen t
voters have generally supported
Jeffords, . whose liberal views on
environmental and nuclear power
issues have always helped him with
that large bloc of Vermont voters.
Since most of t hem like Jeffords and

•

vote on issues anyway, they are
unlikely to hold a few anti-Leahy
comments against him two years
from now.
Jeffords toyed with a run against
Leahy this year. When he decided
against it last November, he cited the
obvious - that he couldn't find
substantial differences between and
the junior Democratic senator to
base a campaign on.
._ -- ~o cutting up Leahy a bit does play
to theeonservati-ve-GOP crowd, the
one -g roup that stands between- t-he.. ~
three-term congressman · and a
Senate seat.
In 1972, Jeffords suffered the lone
defeat of his political career. He lost
the GOP gubernatorial nomination
in a bitter primary against Luther
Hackett of South Burlington.
Hackett had backing from the
conservatives in the party.
Jeffords rebounded in 1974 in a
run for U.S. representative against
Democrat Francis Cain of
Burlington. Cain was clobbered by
Jeffords, and Jeffords has won by .
steadily increasing margins ever since
running against some of the weakest
opposition any recent Vermont
pplitician has ever been blessed with.
What people forget about the 1974.
race is that Jeffords had a
Republican primary opponent for
the nomination . She was
conservative state Sen. . Madeline
Harwood of Bennington. Jeffords
won that primary by just 2,200 votes.
Jeffords believes he cannot be
beaten in a statewide general
election. But he could be upset in a
low-turnout Repu'?lican primary
where he won't have his support from
independent and Democratic
friends.
Conservative Republicans have

wn___ _
P 00f • CJ 0----Disappears

Production Machine Operators Needed for Christmas Season.
Openings on all Shifts. Apply in Person at Vermont Job
Service on 173 West Street in Rutland.
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We wish to express our sincere thanks and appreciation to
relatives, friends and neighbors for their thoughtfulness and
many a'it& of kindness during oµr recent bereavement.
We are especially gr.ateful to Dr. Tomasi, his associates, the
I.C. U. staff and the nursing staff on the 2nd and 3rd floor atth'e
the Rutland Hospital for their endless efforts and concern.
Also, special thanks to the Rev. Ronald Staley and the staff at
at Aldous Funral Home.

"YOUR SMALL TOWN

selectmen involved who would
replace Gallipo as chairman. The
issue, though seemingly a minor one
since a permanent chairman will
presumably be elected after a fifth
member is appointed, is indicative of
political skirmishing that might
continue into the future. It points to
an.ideological split on the board that
sometimes lines up Melocik and
Selectman Robert Solari on one side
and Billings and Selectman Clifford
Young on the other.
Billings said that based on private
co-nversations with_fellow selectmen,
he arrived at the last meeting
expecting to be appointed acting
chairman. Instead, at the end of a
lengthy executive s~ssion, the' board
set up a revolving chairmanship, with
Melocik serving this month, Solari
next month, Young in December,
and Billings scheduled for January.
But Billings, who eventually walked
out of the private session, said
Wednesday he would have "no part"
long memories. They are not going to .
of the revolving system.
.
forget Jeffords' past, not his 63
"Did you ever hear of a rotating
percent congressional voting rating
fire chief?" Billings · asked
from the liberal Americans for
rhetorically. "Then why a rotating
Democratic Action. A supporter of
chairman?"
John Anderson in the GOP ·
Billings described the arrangement
presidential primary, Jeffords owns _
as a "power play" by Melocik and
the second-highest ADA rating ofall
Solari designed to "change the power
Republican House members.
balance" by whittling away at the
So Jeffords is trying to curry favor
authority of the chairmanship - a .
with his 1982 constituency, hoping
position he said was well-filled by
regular party Republicans will
Gallipo .
appreciate his partisan attacks and
While the four selectmen generally
help for Ledbetter.
have "no problems" on most issues,
-- ...
according to Billings, the two and
---two split becomes more obvious on
f
issues dealing with town-city
------ relations._ _J!illings characterized
•
Melocik and -SOlati<is moi:e. willing
t~ go along with the ci~y·s point of
view than Young and himself.
For that reason, the appointment
A clown from Fair Haven ·
of Gallipo's replacement and the
performed the ultimate disappearing
town elections scheduled for next
act this week whefi he failed to
spring are both "quite critical" to that
appear in Rutland District Court on
balance, according to Billings.
a bad check charge.
In .March, the seats of both Billings
Kevin fletcher, 27, of 55 Main St.
and Melocik will be up for grabs, as
in Fair Haven, who was listed in
will that of the . appointed fifth
court records as a clown, was alleged
member.
to have written li check for $300 fo
Melocik - who pointed out that
Richard Page. The check, drawn on
for the second time in two years the
the First National Bank and written
majority of the board will be up for
Aug. 21, was returned with the
re-election at one time - termed the
notation " "account closed,"
situation "Interesting with a capital
according to court records.'I'."
Billings agreed with that
Court officials said Fletcher has
been told to appear in court next
assessment, adding that;'I for one am
Monday to answer to the charge.
not going to run lying down."

1980 for 1982

ID

Card Of Thanks

-~·

and added he saw no reason for
putting the appointment off until
November.
While neither Billings nor Melocik
would reveal the names of candidates
under consideration for the vacant
seat, both indicated that of the
hand .fut of people under
consideration, at least one or two
would probably be acceptable to the
entire board.
"A couple of names pop up
immediately that would be just super
possibilities," Melocik said. He
explained that selectmen have
brought up some nominations, while
other individuals have volunteered
their services through letters to the
board.
One related point "of controversy
that arose at the Oct. 13 meeting of

'
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-Strike IssuesWhen employees · at the
Rutland Herald voted
unanimously to go on strike,
we did so over a number of
different i'ssues. Some were
economic, others were matters
of principle. In many cases, we

EDITORIAL
The· publication of this
second issue of the Rutland
Monitor coincides with the
twenty-first day of our strike
against the Rutland Herald.
Three weeks into the strike
our single goal remains the
same: To get back to our jobs
under a fair and a reasonable
working agreement.
The strike continues because
the owners of the Herald will
agree to neither constructing a
just working environment nor
even negotiating with us
toward that end.
Only hours before this paper
went to press, union members
met to reaffirm our willingness
to continue our march toward
more equitable wages, benefits
and working conditions at the
Herald, where some of us have
worked · for more than two
decades.
To press on is difficult. Our
pockets are empty. Our feet are
sore. But in the face of
adversity our spirits remain
high, and our commitment
remains unbendable in the
belief that what we seek is only
fair to expect in this
community today.
We are strengthened in our
resolve by the knowledge that
we have broad support for our
struggle. That support is
manifested in many ways.
It is shown by the young
couple who brings hot pizza to
a chilled picket line late at
night, and by the beep-beep of
a horn from a car that passes us
as we march. It is shown by the
representatives of more than a
dozen.groups and by the many
individuals who have joined
our picket line. By the
politicians who have chosen to
honor our strike and by the

contributors to our strike
fund.
We continue to urge a
boycott of the Herald for as
long as the strike goes on. We
extend our thanks to the
hundreds of supporters who
either have stopped buying the
paper or have withdrawn their
advertising. rutting this
economic pressure , on the
Herald's owners will help end
the strike more swiftly. It will
help us get back where we want
most to be - on the job.
As the strike continues we
frequently are reminded· of the
fundamental unfairness which
drove us here.
The bitter slant to coverage
of the strike in the Herald stil I
clouds the issues. We offer
what we believe is a more
factual review of the issues
elsewhere in this paper.
We read in the Herald of
"incidents" involving members
of our union, but we read
nothing of the issues that led us
to risk our livelihood in
attempt . to force modest
changes in the working
environment at the Herald.
Nor do we read . of the
representative of Herald
management who threatens
union members with a 'heavy
chain', nor of the strikebreaking employees at the
Herald who greets a verbal
barrage with a physical assault
on a young woman striker as
she passes him on the street.
As we begin our fourth week
on the picket line, these basic
facts serve as reminders to us
that we have chosen correctly
to exercise , our democratic
right to strike for the
betterment of the working
environment at the Rutland
Herald.

A Letter from the Picket Line
I had often read about unions
going on strike, bot to ·be truthful, I
never paid much attention as I
always thought it . would never
happen to me. However it did, and I
must say it isn't easy to walk a picket
line when it's cold, raining or both.
The one thing that keeps us going is
our belief in our union and our
strong conviction that what we are
asking for is not outrageous or
invalid.
We are asking for decent wages,
bt!nefits and, in some cases, a shorter
work week. We feel these demands
are not too much to ask the way the

cost of living is going up.
.
'Some of our men have families and
are the only ones working, yet they
have enough faith in our union to
refuse to work under these present
conditions.
The strike has brought us all closer
together, where before we didn't
know our fellow employees by first
names. Now we are united, working
together for what we think is right.
It's a good feeling walking side by
side, and it somehow makes it easier
to take.
JEANNE L. ZINGALE
Rutland.

felt the company refused to
negotiate in good faith during
our efforts to sign a new
employee contract. Listed
below are several of the key
points of contention between
the union and the company:

UNION

COMPANY

Wages & Benefits: The union is
asking for a combined wage-benefit
increase of 12.5%, to reflect the
annual rate of inflation in Vermont.
The union has given the company the
option of deciding how much of the
12.5% should come in wages, and
how much in benefits.

Wages & Benefits: The company is
offering an 8% wage increase, and
benefit increases amounting to less
tqan 1%. The company contends that
a cost-of-living increase is
unreasonable.

Janitors' Hours: The union has
asked that janitors be put on a '5-day
work. week, like other employees.
Dental Insurance: The union has
asked the company to provide dental
insurance for employees. The union
discovered that the company is
paying $8,000 more than it needs to
for its existing life insurance
program. The company could enroll
in a combined life and dental
insurance program ·for less than it
now pays for life insurance alone.
Vacation: The union is asking for
the following vacation schedule:
After 6 months - I week
After I year - 2 weeks
After 8 years ~ 3 weeks
After 15 years - 4 weeks
After 25 years - 5 weeks
Accident & Sickness: The union
has offered the company six options
for a new accident and sickness
insurance policy, to provide varying
degrees of expanded coverage.
Eye Exams: The union is asking
that the company share the cost, 5050, of annual eye examinations for
employees required to use video
display terminals for their .jobs. The
union has provided data indicating
that the terminals, which cause eye ·
strain, may cause cataract damage.
Contract Duration: The union
favors a one-year contract, like the
previous two it has had with the
company. In response to the
company's demand for a two-year
contract, the union ,has said it will
consider the idea if the company
includes a clause that wages for the
second year may be renegotiated
shquld the cost-of-living . index
exceed the second-year wage offer, or
if second year wage-benefit
provisions are substantial enough to
ensure employees adequate
protection from inflation.
Attitude: The union has informed
the company that it stands ready at
any time to negotiate the issues
affecting workers at the Rutland
Herald. Union negotiators have
weathered numerous rebuffs when
trying to engage the company in
good faith discussion of the many
wage, benefit and working condition
issues that touch the lives of Herald
employees.

Jan.itors' Hours: The company
insists that janitors must work a 6day work ·week, 52 weeks a year. The
company says janitors always have
worked 6 days, and should continue
doing so, because /of the "nature of ·
the job."
Dental Insurance: The company
has refused to respond to the union's
request for a dental insurance
program.
Vacation: The company is offering
the following vacation schedule:
After 6 months - 1 week
After I year - 2, weeks
After 9 years - 3 weeks
After 17 years - 4 weeks
The company's offer would benefit
orily 3% of all employees riext year.
Accident & Sickness: The
company wants to continue its policy
of accident and sickness insurance
that provides employees unable to
work only $40 a week, for a
maximum of 13 weeks. The company
has turned a deaf ear to the union's
concern that $40 is not enough to live
on for an employee victimized by
accident or sickness.

'

Eye Exams: The company says
that until it is absolutely convinced
that video display terminals are
injurious to the eyes, it will not help
employees bear the cost of annual eye
exams.
Contract Duration: The company
is demanding a 2-year contract, and
adamantly refuses to discuss signing
a I-year contract. The company
flatly rejected the union's initiative
for a compromise involving the wage
re-opener clause in the second year of
the contract.
Attitude: The company refuses to
engage in serious discussion of issues
company officials have not put on
their own contract agenda for this
year. The company has turned back
requests for additional negotiating
time, and contract talks have been
hampered by threats that the
company will replace employees
permanently if they continue their
strike for a better contract. The
company has rejected suggestions
that union .and company officials
negotiate directly, and instead has
hired a Boston lawyer to do its
negotiating . .
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Vermont's October FaceTurnsTowardWinter
.

.

.

''N0 spring nor summer
beauty hath such grace

As I have seen in
one autumnal face"
-John Donne

Photographs by P. J. Delehanty
Taken along the Mill River in Clarendon and in Woodstock.
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*STAR WORDS*
.

By ASTRO-WILD
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) ·
- Avoid looking at clocks
today. Time is too precious to

Think of the spiritual rather
than the material when you
next face a dilemma.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) qu~~tify.
The air might be cold but its
· Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
freshness is exhilirating. Enjoy
the stars tonight, particularly
- Your nocturnal behavior is
apt to earn you a place on the
Rigel.
chain gang. Cool it.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Aries (March 21-April 19)
Your pride is leading you into
a labyrinth from which you
- _Your tendency to think
about others before yourself is
may never escape. But there
admirable. Soon you will reap
still is time if you are more
an. unexpected reward because
magnanimous.
of it.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)Taurus (April20-May 20)A musical interlude will help
Your mother would not be
calm frayed nerves.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19f
pleased with the type of
magazines you are reading.
- Even though you're not at
Begin selecting less racy
the top of the totem pole, you
h~ve enough influence to help
literature.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)move things along. .
Sometimes your refusal to try
COMMUNICATION FROM
- hew things-interf~res with your
THE NETHER-WILDS:
happiness .. Be more. willing-to ---- ___ Try putting yourself in the
experiment.
·
position of-your-.a<hersaries.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) Empathy breeds benevolence ~·
Thenexttimeyoueatanapple,
Confidential to The
don't discard t_he seeds. They·
Marquis- You're out of your
are a source of nourishment.
league, kiddo. It's time to
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) reconsider.
t J I"

The Rutland Monitor will run a
weekly advice column for the
lovelorn, the forlorn, and the
otherwise down-and-out. Readers
are invited to send in their secret and
most intimate problems to our littleknown, but widely experienced,
Lothario, ORION THE ORACLE.
All inquiries should be addressed to:
ORION THE ORACLE
c/ o The Rutland Monitor
.'
142 1/2 West St.
··
Rutland, _Vermont 05701

•

Confidentiality is guaranteed, as is
sound ' advice.

Dear Orion: I am 15 and was going
out with a boy for only a month when
we broke up. Now I find out that he's
spreading rumors about me which
are totally false. Wha~ can I do to
prove ~im wrong and get my
revenge?
,
,.... From Susie
Dear Susie: It dependk how sizzling
the rumors are. If they are blazing
hot, quench them with a fire
extinguisher. If they are only
lukewarm, drench them with water.
To get revenge on your erstwhile
boyfriend, throw ice cubes at him
when he isn't looking.

Dear Orion: What do you do when
you find a strange man under your
bed?
- From Counting Sheep
Dear Counting Sheep: Introduce
yourself. If he seems sincere, offer
·nim-some hot chocolate. If he seems
Dear Orion: What's wrong with a ·
like a cad, ask hl.m ro·make-s-0me..bQ1
man who wants to work nights? He
chocolate for· you.
.
- - --:-n11s 1l-l~el)'..wjf! that wprks days, as
well as 3 beautifuf Cfiifdten. -But-he .
Dear Orion: I can't choose between
refuses to work a day job, even
though the whole family wants him
my love life and the picket line. I
want both, but they're miles apart.
to.
.
- From Long Nights and Lonely
What should I do?
Days
- From First Striker
Dear Long: Your man obviously has
Dear First: Ditch your lover and find
a case of nocturnophilia, a disease
a new one with a lot of money so you
can buy your own company.
which causes humans to have trouble
differentiating _between night and
Dear Orion: People think I'm weird
day. The only known cure is to. turn
· because I don't smoke dope. What's a
on the lights every time he tries to go
snappy comeback for these junkies?
to . sleep, forcing him to alter . his
sleeping patterns.
- From Wendy Weirdo

Teacher Calls It Quits
. Hugh Short, a Rutland . High
School history teacher for 23-years,
resigned last week because he was
"tired of teaching."
Short, 58, said he began thinking
about quitting last year- when he felt
he'd become ineffective as a teacher. ·
However, he said he decided to see
-whether the summer break would
revive his enthusiasm for teaching, as
it ijas done in the past. "This year it
didn't," he affirmed.
Short said he saw no use
completing the year. "Why prolong it
if you feel ineffective?" he asked. But,
he added, "it wasn't easy for me to
leave."
Short began his teaching career in
1949 at Tappanzee School in
Piermont, N.Y. nefore coming to
Rutland he taught history ~n
Enosburg Falls.
In his first 16 years of teaching
Short 'did no.U~ke . one day off, he

Dear Wendy: Frankly, I don't know
what your problem is . .I don't smoke
dope either, but nobody calls me
\\(eird. Perhaps you simply are a
dyed-in-the-wool weirdo.

said. Since then he has taken only a
few sick days. His absence this fall for
four days indicates his loss of
interest in teaching, he said.
·
School officials said they started
advertising this week to fill the
position Short vacated.
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Godnick's Vote Will Go To ••• Snelling

By DAVID MOTT
The worst kept secret of this
political year ' is that Democratic
Mayor Gilbert Godnick is a closet
supporter of Republican Gov.
Richard Snelling.
Godnick will not admit that - at
least not publicly. When asked if he ·
will endorse Snelling over ·the
Democratic Gubernatorial nominee,
Atty. General M. Jerome Diamond,
Godnick responds "I am not
endorsing anyone. I am not working
for anyone but myself."
Nor will Godnick reveal whorri he
will vote for when he steps behind the
voting· machine curtain. But the
mayor, who is engaged in a hotly
contested five-rt1an Rutland County
race for three state Senate seats, does
not feel compelled to tow the
Democra · :c party line.
"I find in talking with people, they
ten me they do not .vote the party
line," Godnick said. "I agree whole
heartedly. That is the way it should
be."
· The.signs are strong that Godnick
is bucking the Democratic ticket in
the governor's race and supporting
Snelling, not Diamond.
Politically, Diamond is anathema
to Godnick. Throughout his tenure
as mayor, Godnick has berated and
harrangued Diamond's political style
and positions, calling him an
ambitious and o'p porfonistic
politician.
Diamond attempted to mend

political fences in Rutland late last
month. After emerging from a
private meeting with Godnick in his
City Hall office, Diamond said the
talk had been constructive and that
Godnick had promised not to
endorse Snelling.
Diamond also said the .core of
Godnick's intense political distaste
for him focused on a sex
discrimination suit - brought by the
attorney general's office against the
city on behalf of a police department
employee two years ago. The city lost
that battle.
But any hope Diamond had of
winning Godnick's support was
shattered earlier this month when
Diamond sharply criticized a local
industry, Kors Inc., as a low-paying
corporation.
Diamond's attack on Kors
enraged Godnick, and the mayor ran
to the media to demand a public
apology from the attorney general.
Diamond never apologized.
Godnick was a major supporter of
Diamond's primary_ election rival,
former Speaker of the House,
Timothy O'Connor of Brattleboro.
But beyond Godnick's aversion to
Diamond, there are other signs the
Democratic mayor is backing
Snelling, albeit privately.
Hanging on the wall of Godnick's
City Hall office is a "S~elling for
Governor" poster. Godnick,
however, denies the poster is his. It is

the property of his unpaid assistant
and campaign treasurer, Lewis_
Salander, who has aright to hang the
poster anywhere he wants, Godnick
claims.
Godnick also has taken to wearing
a Snelling campaign pin inside his
suit jacket, according to one Snelling
campaign source.
As Godnick has stumped
throughout the county in his bid for a
Senate seat, his path has crossed
st;veral times with Snelling's. Last
week, both Godnick and Snelling
were on hand for a Central Vermont
Public Service Corp. demonstration
of an electric·car. Godnick posed for
pictures with Snelling.
Godnick contends his meetings .
with Snelling are coincidental and
.unplanned.
Snelling's campaign chairman, •
Carl Spangler, . shies away from

whether Snelling has Godnick's
support in Rutland County.
A source within the Snelling
campaign organization claims
Snelling has the mayor's support, but
notes the issue is somewhat sensitive
due to Godnick's bid . for a state
Senate seat on the Democratic ticket.
Whether support for Snelling will
hurt Godnick's chances at becoming .
the first Democratic county senator
since 1950 is uncertain.
Godnick i.s hoping for a
substantial Republican cross-over
vote to sweep him into the Senate.
Support for the incumbent GOP .
governor may help in attracting the
Republican votes Godnick says he
needs to win.
On the other hand, support for
Snelling . could cost Godnick .
democratic votes which he also needs
to win.

Crewneck

SWEATERS

20% off
16 colors

$1599

NOW

s-m-l-xl

70% shetland
30% acrylic .
Washable and Domestically Made

Voting Machines Ready ·
By TIM TAYLOR
After three votes, several years of
public discussion and the
expenditure of $11,000 in federal
revenue sharing funds, Rutland
Town finally has its new voting
machines.
Town Clerk Richard DelBianco
this week picked up 23 punch card
machines, along with two electronic
vote tabulators, which will be used
for the first time in ·the Nov. 4
General Election.
"We're awful excited," DelBianco
admitted Wednesday, referring to
the long-anticipated n;iachines. Two
previous votes on the machines failed
before theit purchase was finally
approved by town . residents in
September. The delay, ·DelBianco
said, was because "people are· a little
scared and apprehensive of change."
The new machines, according to
DelBianco, are similar to those now
in use in . Rutland City. Votes are
recorded by inserting a stylus into an
opening in the machine to punch

holes on the computer card ballot
corresponding to candidates and
. issues.
·
After the polls close, the cards are
fed into the tabulators, which can
count up to 1800 votes per hour.
DelBianco said the town will be able
to economize with the machines by
shortening the time necessary to tally
the votes. While hand-counting the
ballots usually takes until after
midnight, DelBianco expects the
. process can now be completed by 9
p.m.
"With this machine," DelBianco
explained, "you press a button, then
for five seconds this thing will rattle,
and a tape will come out that's your
whole .election counted."
An informational session and
demonstration of the machines has
been scheduled for Tuesday evening
at 6:30 p.m. at the Rutland Town
Elementary School. The machine is
also on display at the town offices in
Center Rutland.

RUTLAND, VERMONT

Ca~bin

BE!iIEiNERI
DNblMITEB
53 MERCHANTS ROW, RUTLAND, VT. 05701
775-4119

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY !
............................................................... .
7p.m.-9p.m.

30%off
coordinated

SUITS
by

~

•John Meyer

ESSENTIAL
ALTERNATIVES

•Jones of New York
•Jerry Margil

~~~ FUTONS • PILLOWS • OUIL TED Tf;llN(lS

•Saville
(~uit must consist of blazer, a skirt or
blazer & pants)

·*PLUS*
SPECIAL
RACK

A large consignment of east Indian wool r.ugs Dhurries
Drugge.ts
Berbers
handwoven in Indian homes in a broad range of
colors - earth tones, brights.

Sizes · r;rnge from Z'x 4' to 9' x 12'.
From 15% to 25% off.

·.

On sale 'till Saturday, November 1.
Come early for best selection.

PR!CE

all PANDORA
40% off
20% off

Open every day 'till 5:30, Friday 'till 9:00.

38 Center Street, Rutland, Vermont

h

773-8834
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- Representing
22,000 Members
Statewide

VERMONT STATE LABOR COUNCIL, AFL-CIO
149 STATE STREET, BOX 858, MONTPELIER, VERMONT05602
ROBERT E. CLARK
President

HOWARD CLAY
Executive Vice President

MARION PIERCE
Member at Large
HILDA BARBER
KATHY BRIODY
KEN JOHNSON

LOUIS PARTLOW
WENDELL PELKEY
JOHN HESSE

LEO SAVAGE
RICHARD GAMMELL
JAMES MERRIGAN

RICHARD SHORAM
MAURICE FORTIER
FRANK MOISAN

(802) 223-5229

RALPH CRIPPEN
Secretary-Treasurer
LENA BROWN
V./. P. Director
DONALD COOTWARE
FRANK MARTELL
CHARLES PARANT

GEORGE MacLEAY
LARRY MESSIER
LEONA RD WILSON
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THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT ·
symphony Forms

Youth
The Rutland Youth Orchestra,
some 20 members strong, consists
mostly of strings and wind
instruments.
It's so young it doesn't have a brass
section yet. But a musical horn of
plenty will unroil a rich variety of
entertainment Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
for this talented group of area
· youngsters when the Third Annual
Benefit Concert for the RYO takes
place at the Unitarian Universalist
Church on West Street. ·
The program will include some

French Farce
A French bedroom farce written
by ·the Gallic playwright Georges
Feydeau will be staged by Actors'
Repertory this wee~nd and next at
the Unitarian Universalist Church on
West Street.
"Chemin de Fer," a turn-of-thecentury comedy that romps through
several Parisian boudoirs, will be
presented at 8 p.m., Oct. 24, 25, and
26 and November I and 2.
The title of the play translates
literally as "Railroad". It is also the
name of a French card game which
symbolizes the theme of the witty and
ingenious plot.
Explaining the rules of the games,
one of the principal characters says,
"It's just like ma.rriage; The husband
is like the banker. As long as his luck
holds, he stays in the game, but
sooner or later another fellow comes
· along and beats him." What happens
then is the essence of this lighthearted and sophisticated story.
Feydeau, who lived from 1862 to
1921, was well-known for such spicy
confections. "Railroad", adapted
from the French by Suzanne
Grossman and Paxton Whitehead,
was first presented in this country in
1969.

A Rutland music store owner has
organized the Central Vermont
Symphony Orchestra to fill what he
perceives as a "void" in this area.
Bob Swanson, owner of
Swanson's Music Store on Center
Street, said the 45-member orchestra
has been in existence for "a little over
a month" and that new players were
welcome.
"We're still looking for members,
especially string players," he said this
week.
The orchestra boasts professional,
semi-professional and amateur.
musicians from as far away as
Middlebury, Swanson said.
. A graduate of the New England
Conservatory of Music and former
teacher in the Rutland and
Springfield school systems, Swanson
is the orchestra's conductor.
The repertoire includes classical
orchestral music. Tickets for the first

To Perform
well-known local musicials who have
appeared in previous years in
support of the youthful ensemble.
Robert Goss, formerly of the
Broadway musical stage, will sing
show tunes from some of the
productions in which he appeared
both in New York and on tour.
The Gettels of Clarendon Karen, director of the orchestra, and
Courtland - will play a violin-flute
dueLA cello solo will be performed
by Nathaniel .P arke of.Shrewsbury, a
Mill River Union High School
student who is a pupil of Bettina
Roulier, noted local cellist. He will be
accompanied by Mary Ellen Harlow
of the music faculty at Mill River.
Henry Chapin of Suitcase Circus, a
Plainfield mime, musician and clown
will be . a special feature of the
afternoon. All the performers are
.
donating their services. .
Tickets are availaole at the
Hartford Bookshop, Swanson's
Music Store and the Vermont
National Bank. Adult prices are
$2.50 in advance and $3 at the door.
Students up to 18 will be charged $1.
Refreshments will be provided
following the concert by Youth
Orchestra members.
The youth orchestra gathers
weekly to rehearse at the .Vermont
Achievement Center. They will play
a concert of their own later in the
year. Area communities represented
in the group are Rutland City and
Town, Shrewsbury, Wallingford,
Clarendon, · Mendon, Middletown
Springs and Poultney.

concert will go on sale next week.
here.
The orchestra will debut Dec. 14 at ·
2:30 p.m. at Rutland High School
auditorium. Tickets will be $3 for
adults and $1.50 for students and
senior citizens, Swanson said.
Rehearsals are Sunday .evenings
from 7-9 p.m. at Trinity Episcopal
Church -On West Street. Swanson
said orchestra members were
supporting the expenses of the nonprofit ·enterprise so far, and that
donations and sponsors would be
welcome.
Persons interested in joining the
orchestra may contact ;Swanson at
773-6855.

Contra-Dance
The Down Home Country Dance
· will hold its next contra-dance
program Nov. 7 at 8 p.m. at the
Pittsford Congregational Church.
The November dance will be th~ last
of the year, with programs to resume
next spring. Win Tilley will do the
calling, while music will be provided
by Freeman Corey's Champlain
Time Musical Group. Ordinarily the
Down Home Country Dance is held
at Rutland's Unitarian Universalist
Church, but the November program
·is being held in Pittsford to allow for
heating renovations at the Rutland
Unitarian Church. The program is a
benefit for the building fund of the
Unitarian Church.

Group

Contra Dance
Folk Dance
Sunday,

2-1,

October 26

Immaculate Heart of Mary School
Roger Cowan

Sa11dy Morse & Friends

Benefit of: RUTLAND COUNTY BATTERED
WOMEN'S NETWORK
, Adults· $2.00 I Kids Free

. ! APPLE TREATS!

,,

Music Man·
The Music Man has come to
Rutland. Band leader Nelson
Ramirez, who recently moved to the
area, is organizing a drum and bugle
corps.
Since Ramirez led drum and bugle
corps in New Jersey and Colorado,
he has offered his services to
Ameiican Legion members
interested in reviving the local corps
that disbanded 12 years ago, he said.
. Thirty-six persons already have
- signed up to be in the marching unit,
he said. Ramirez said he will ask
school band leaders to send their
students with the new drum and
bugle corps.
No previous training or supplies
are needed to join the musical group,
since Ramirez and the Legion will
provide both.

Mf~ tb!u. ......... .
SWANSON MUSIC
STORE

36 CENTER ST.

"Rutland's most complete music store"

'

773-6855
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The Senator Strikes Back
.

By CHARLIE SPENCER
A few thoughts while read.ing and
writing between the lines ...
As the grid season winds down or
up maybe, big games become the
order of the day. Down our' way
there's no doubt about the biggest
game of the day Saturday. It's Fall
Mountain at Bellows Falls, where the
unbeaten Langdon, N.H. Wildcats
can wrap up the 1980 CVL title with a
win over the once-beaten Terriers.
What if BF wins? Well, the Falls
Guys can wind up with a title tie with
the Wildcats - if they can win at
Springfield Nov. I. And, that isn't
the only IF. Springfield can wind up
in a two-way tie with Fall Mountain
if BF beats Fall Mountain and the
Cosmos beat BF.
We don't think any irs will be
needed . after Saturday, because we
figure Fall Mountain will be ·The
Falls, even without Steve Cutler, the
Wildcats' outstanding two-way star.
The backfield battle mi~ht be a
stand-off between the Terriers'
Vondle, Capen and Waryas and the
'.Vildcats' Jurkoic, Gay and Macri.
But . . . we think the game will be
decided up front, and we think the
Wildcats are tougher than the
Terriers in the trenches.
Comparative scores against
opponents? Well, Lebanon stunned
Bellows Falls while Fall Mountain
had few problems with the Raiders
- and - the ·Wildcats had a much
easier time with the Hurricanes from
Hartford than the Terriers did.
Given a break in the weather,
Saturday's hassle at Hadley Field
should attract a king-sized throng.
Experts are throwing figures . like:
3,000 and 4,000 around. They could!
be right. The rivalry is there, and Fall
Mountain is only a .stone's throw
from Bellows Falls. Well, maybe two
stones' throws.
We've seen some fine crowds at
Bellows Fall~ - and - the biggest
we've ever seen at Hadley was in
1971, when Jerry Curcuru's state
champion Terriers ripped MSJ, 20-0.
They were everywhere at Hadley that
afternoon, so deep atop the bank that
people beyond the first row needed
stilts.
If Saturday's game attracts that
many people, they'll need computers
to total the take. Doubt they'll need
computers to total the score though .
. . How does 21-6, Fall Mountain,
sound to you? Sounds good to us!
Other forecasts? Well, Friday we
went with Middlebury over Rice,
MSJ over Mount Anthony, ·

Montpelier over Burlington, and
Essex over BFA.
Saturday, we like Rutland over
Fair Haven, Brattleboro over
Springfield; Woodstock over
Windsor, Hartford over Hanover,
St. Johnsbury over Winooski, North
Country over Lyndon, South
Burlington over Spaulding and
Lebanon, N.H., over Stevens of
Claremont.
The biggest surprise last week?
That's easy. Rutland over
Brattleboro. Joe Teta 's Raiders beat
Darrell Sawyer's Colonels worse
than MSJ did. Does this mean
Rutland will beat MSJ in their big
game? We don't think so, but who
knows? MSJ can be some tough. Ask
Don Hubert of Fair Haven. 56-0?
Co:uld hardly believe that score.
Wonder if the Mounties were saying
to Middlebury, "Let's see you top
this!" This, of course, if and when
Fair Haven winds up in the Division
II title game against Hubie Wagner's
Tigers.
The World Series? It was good:-but - not great. It was ex~iting, but
not as exciting as the PhitrcrelphiaHouston playoff. Which reminds us,
even though Joe Morgan might not
agree, Bill Virdon deserved his
manager of the year honors.
He did a great job with the Astros,
what with J.R. Richard struck down
at .mid-season, etc. But we think
Virdon made a million-buck mistake
in the fifth game against the Phillies
when he took Nolan Ryan out. His ·
million-buck pitcher was still overpowering and we'll go with power
over finesse on the hill any day of the
week and twice on Sunday ... Think
that's the real reason the Phils beat
the Royals - because their pitchers,
especially their relievers, could strike
out people, while the Royal chuckers
couldn't, especially .not in key
situations.
The Series proved a few things Willie Wilson found out that you
can't steal first base. He'll realize that
but it may take time. We may have to
wait until George Brett plugs
Preparation H before the speedy Mr. •
Wilson finds a way to pilfer first .. .
The Royals looked like world beaters
against the Yankees. But in the Series
they didn't even look like
Philadelphia beaters. They lost the
Series when they lost the lead in those
·
first two games in Philadelphia.
Tuesday night's finale? It was
exciting but Monday night's
football game between Pittsburgh
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and Oakland was more exciting ...
which reminds us. Watching Howard
Cosell before Monday night football
is somewhat akin to watching the
movie Marathon Man before going
to "the dentist. ·
The state's soccer and field hockey
second season? They've already
started, of course, but if we have
things figured out right, most of the
titles in both sports will wind up
above "Middlebury-Dixon Line."
In soccer, we figure only Kixie
Austin's Proctor Phantoms stand a
chance of bringing a championship ·
down South, while in field hockey,
we feel Yvonne Frates' Woodstock
Wasps stand the only chance.
Our title picJ.rs? In field hockey ladies first, o:·
se - we like North
Country in C · L, Woodstock in
Class I, and Stowe in Class M.
In soccer, we . like Champlain
Valley Union in Class L, Milton in

Class. I, and Proctor in Class M.
The best.dark horse bets? In field
hockey, Hartford in Class L, Otter
Valley in- Class I, and West Rutland
in Class M.
In soccer, Brattleboro in Class L,
Burr and Burton in Class I, and
Green Mountain in Class M ... If
any of our title picks or dark horse
selections in either field hockey or
soccer have already been beaten, you
can use the rest of the salt to fill in the
grains that all our selections should
be taken with.
Oh,. the lines we were reading and
writing between? The picket lines, of
course.

Senate
(Continued from Page One)
costs and private industry the .rest.
Despite the fact that the difference
between' the two positions appeared
to be minor, Godnick said he
disagreed "entirely" with Partridge's
stance.
The state now spends $150,000
promoting tourism. Smith said that
amount ought to be increased to
$250,000. While not mentioning any
figure, English said the magnitude of
the state's effort should be tied to the
amount expended by private
industry.
Godnick has said he would
support an increase in the tax on
gasoline if Rutland County would
get its "fair share" from the revenue.
. When asked how he would divide the
revenue among the counties,
Godnick suggested a per capita basis.
"If I get there (Montpelier) I will tell
you better how it will work,"
Godnick claimed.
Partridge said Godnick's
suggestion was simplistic, and that a
more "insightful" solution is
required. Chittenden County, the
state's most populous county, could
end up with the bulk of the revenue,
he warned.
English worried that under
Godnick's proposal, Rutland's "fair
share" might be less than anticipated.
Underlying English's and
Godnick's challenge is a perception
that in order to obtain what it wants,

Rutland County must have strong
vofoes in Montpdier.
"' "This part of the state has been
shortchanged," English said. "We
have not had the salesmen and the
noise in Montpelier."
"If I get elected, I will fight for
everything l can get for Rutland
County," Godnick boasted.
Althol!.gh there are "nice guys" up in
Montpelier, he said, "I am not going
up there to be the nice guy. I want to
see things done."
The incumbents, however, .are
running on their records, experience
and seniority, and are battling the
charge that they have been less than
vigilant when looking out for
Rutland County's interests.
Citing recent construction such as
the new jail, a new District Court
complex, a new tourist center in Fair
Haven, and a new district judge for
the county, Bloomer said in an
interview, "It isn't that nothing is
happening around here as some
people would think."
Vermont last year had the lowest
rate of increase · in government
expenditures since 1970, Partridge
said, contending, "We have been
watching the store and have helped
keep taxes down."
.
Partridge also said that of the $100
million received by the state for
pollution control facilities, $30
million has been allocated to
Rutland County.

3173
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Fonzie Cioffi Story Cause of an Uproar
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Four articles concerning the
retirement of Mount St. Joseph
Academy football coaches Funzie
.Cioffi and Tony Zingali have caused
a large loud uproar from local sports
fans .
The stories, written by Ed Glodzik
appeared in the Oct. 22 edition of a
local newspaper, The Rutland
Herald.
The articles indicated that Cioffi
arid Zingali, who have been coaching
at the academy for the past 25 years,
will retire at the end of the current
season. Cioffi's letter of resignation
(he has submitted several in the past

Hello, Mayor,
This Is Jimmy
It was a late night telephone call
that woke a sleeping Mayor Gilbert
Godnick last Friday.
The groggy mayor reached for the
ringing phone, picked it up and heard
a voice say, "Hello, is this Mayor
Gilbert Godnick?" The voice
belonged to Pre.sident Jimmy Carter.
"Needless to say, the mayor was ·
surprised to pick up the phone at
10:30 at night and hear, 'This is the
president of the United States,' "
related Lewis Salander, Godnick's
Senate campaign treasurer.
Godnick has been a staunch and
consistent Carter supporter, and has
praised the president's urban
policies.
The president has made phone
calls to many Vermont Democrats
this year in search of support for his
re-election bid. And now that
Godnick is involved in a race of his
own, for a seat in the state Senate,
Carter ·was sure to wish the mayor
good luck during their late night
conversation.

only to be talked out of retiring by
friends or school board members)
and one comment obtained
indirectly from Cioffi on the sidelines
during last Saturday's MSJ-Fair .
Haven football game were used as
the foundation of the stories.
Cioffi indicated the reporters
obtained the information without
consulting with the MSJ coach.
Most of the information for the series
of articles was background material,
reporte9ly taken from a striking
Herald sportswriter's files . Although
some inforrnation wa<; obtained from
Zingali, the bu! ~ of it was
background.

---------------------------

APARTMENT
Available
December 1 - upper 1 bedroom.
Heat, Hot Water, Appliances.
$225. · monthly. Deposit. 123
Baxter Street, Rutland 773-2124.
FIVE ROOM
Furnished
apartment. No utilities. 108
Marble Avenue, West Rutland.
Call 775-7283 for more
information.

TWO Bedroom apartment with
heat and electric stove. $200 a
month and deposit. Rutland 7733991.
CENTRAL APT.
Clean,
Carpeted, 3 room apt. - Heat,
Hot Water. $200. References. Call
773-8581.

Step back and enjoy that fe eling of pride that comes from
a job well done. You 've earned it.
In a small way, we share your sense of satisfaction . For
satisfaction is the" extra" that comes with every
Wall-Tex® product .

Wall-TeX
Wal/coverings

20% - 40% Discount

CARMOTE
PAINT STORE

West St. (Across From Post Office) -Rutland, Vt.
OpenMon.-Thurs.8·5:30; Fri.8-8; Sat.8-1

775-43SJ

"were in bad taste."
Healey asked Cioffi twice if the
veteran MSJ skipper was retiring.
Both times Cioffi said he had not
made·a final decision, adding there
were many things to consider, such as
replacing the entire coaching staff
and system.
Healey used the item as his lead
story for his Oct. 22 "Sports Page of
the Air" wrap-up at 5:20 p.m.
Healey's lead stated that the
_newspaper's stories were "premature
and unconfirmed."
In the Wednesday afternoon
interview, Cioffi said he will discuss
his coaching future with MSJ
principal Rev. Richard Lavalley at
the conclusion of the current football
season.

-----··-----~--------------

Now that the dust has settled ... •

•

Early in the football season, Cioffi
made an oral agreement with the
other reporter and the Herald's
sports editor that the story wouldn't
be released until the retirement was
official and approved by the school
board. That trust was breached by
the publication of those articles.
Several local football fans reacted
bitterly to the stories. Many felt the
story had been blown out of
proportion and that Cioffi's
confidence had been broken.
· The reporter failed to realize that
though Cioffi had written the letter
of resignation, he was not absolutely
' sure he would indeed retire at the
conclusion of the 1980 campaign. In
a radio interview with Jack Healey of
WHWB, Cioffi stated the articles

Firefighters
support
Striking
Rutland
Herald
Employees
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Jack Healey: Man Behind theMike

Jack Healey and George "Mich" Braves at work.
By CARLETON LAIRD
"He's a real pro, knowledgeable
and above all, a perfectionist."
· That's the way George "Mich"
Braves describes his colleague Jack
Healey, the driving force behind the
area's only radio sports talk show,
WHWB's Sports Undercurrent.
It is the fifth year behind the talkshow mike for Healey, who moved
across town from WSYB in 1975.
The show was two years old at the
time, having been hosted by Braves
and others, such as Jeff Phelps, Ed
Lloyd and Joe Crowley, but Reale~
has molded it over the years into its
present form - a forum for local
sports enthusiasts.
The idea of the Monday night talk
show, according to Healey, is to get
people to call and talk about
whatever they want. "People inix up
the difference between a talk sho:w
and an information show," the 1979
Vermont Sportscaster of the Year
said. "I've been criticized for not
talking about certain subjects, but
I've always told them, 'It's up to you
we11 talk about anything."
The range of callers runs from
youngsters to old-timers and the
subjects are limited only ·by the
callers' .imaginations. But overall,
Rutland is a bai;eball town, Healey
says.
"The best night call-wise that we

Cioffi Story
Causes Furor
Page 15

ever got1 was in September of '78
when the Yankees beat the Red Sox
in the playoff game. But some of
those were digs at me," the ardent
Boston fan said with a smile.
Healey carries his work around in
public with him, frequently engaging
in sports-related conver~ations. He is
very careful to separate his private
and professional life though.
"There's an objective side of me
and there's the fan side of me. When I
work, I try to stay totally objective,
but when I'm out, I'm a fan like
anybody else.
"If I could just transform some of
the conversations that I've had
outside into the talk show . . . But
there are a lot of knowledgeable
people who listen to the show that
don't call. I've had favorable
comments from people who have
never called."
The only void that Healey and
Braves wish was fill~d concerns what
they term "in-depth''.i;alls, calls that
really get into heart of the subject and
don't just touch lightly.
Braves and Healey have three
regular callers, ·dubbed Yankee
Frank, No-Name and Phillie
Fanatic, who bail them out on slow
nights, but are always given the
opportunity to discuss their
opinions. "I'm proud of the fact that I
have never hung up on anybody in
five years. We give people more of a

chance to talk here than on any other
talk show I've ever heard."
Occasionally there have been
guests on Sports Undercurrent and
those have run the gamut from local
coach to professional ballplayer.
Among the celebrities that have been
on the show are Yankee Lou Piniella
and New York broadcasters- Bill
White and Phil Rizzuto; Boston
third baseman . Butch Hobson;
former Patriot announcer Gil
Santos; former Bruin Dave Forbes
and former Burlington and current
Boston talk-show host Bob Lobel.
Healey and Braves occasionally
get calls from meJ!lbers of younger
generation and it provides a fresh
outlook for the listeners. The duo
told of a peewee hockey player who
has called and talked very
knowledgeably. "We don't cut the
kids off," Healey said. "Some of
them really have more to say."
The show has had its amusmg
aspects as well. One·evening Healey's
father from Massachusetts called the
station, unaware that the show was in
_ progress.
"He asked to speak to me and the
engineer told him I was on the air. He
apparently didn't realize exactly how 'on the air' I really was and he got
through. As soon as he said hello I
knew who it was and then he asked
me when I was going to write to him."

~~
-·- -..../ L----Fall Is Football

'

A similar experience happened to
Braves, a former writer for the nowdefunct Vermont Sunday News,
when his daughter inadvertly got on
the air and asked him to stop at the
store on the way home.
Healey says that he has been
criticized for not getting into local
controversy, but he feels local
controversy is not the objective of
his ~how. "1 have good relationships
with the area coaches and I like every
one of them, but I'm not in a
situation to second-guess. We feel
that we owe the coaches and kids
more than that."
"And besides," Braves added,
"How can you get down on a bunch
of 16-and 17-year-old kids. They're
not highly-paid professionals and
neither are the coaches."
Healey, a native of Topsfield,
Mass., is also the voice of tthe
University of Vermont basketball
Catamounts for the third year.
L
"Although I'm not a native, I love
talking about local sports. Not
because it's my job, but I particularly
love the Rutland-MSJ situation
here. I've never seen a rivalry like this
one."
As far as gports Undercurrent
goes, Healey likes its uniqueness
best. "It's the local-ness of it. People
call up that I know and we almost get
into a personal conversation. You
are really in touch here."

Charlie Spencer
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Past Catches Cameron

Christine Wild

Woman Back
On The Force
By TIM TAYLOR
Former Rutland police officer
Christine Wild, who filed a sex
discrimination case against the city
after being dismissed this summer,
has been reinstated to her job.
City Attorney Robert Broderick
and Wild's attorney, Alan
Biederman, worked out a settlement
this week paving the way for the city's
first woman patrol officer to regain
her position.
The agreement, which includes an
undisclosed cash settlement,
reinstates Wild with full tenure,
she said, during an interview.
It also insures that she retainS"her
original . seniority and sick leave
benefits and protects her from any
retribution from the Police
Department because of the suit.
Wild and other individuals close to
the case expressed surp~ise at how
quickly a settlement was reached
once negotiations began.
.. At first they were dragging their
(See Page 16: Wild)

By DEBORAH GRAHAM
Robert Cameron, a 23-year
Rutland Police Department veteran
suspended from his job after it was
discovered he had a criminal record,
was convicted 36 years ago of
breaking into a military commissary
and taking an undisclosed amount of
money.
Cameron, 58, was suspended from
the police force Sept. 16 by police
Chief Charles Spoon after a routine
record check turned up proof of a
felony conviction against him.
City officials and Cameron's
attorney Alan Biederman have thus
far refused to make public the facts
surrounding the conviction, saying
only that it happened while the then
19-year-old Cameron was in the
military, and that it resulted in a 15year prison sentence, of which three
and a half years were served.
According to officials at the El
Reno . Federal Reformatory in
Oklahoma, Cameron was sent there
in February 1945 from a military
base in Mississippi. Prison records
show -he had been convicted of
"burglary with intent to commit
larceny" and of being AWOL, or
absent without leave.
Cameron stayed at the federal
prison until December 1945, at which
time he was transferred to the
military stockade at Fort Hood,
Texas. He spent the next two-and-ahalf years of his 15-year sentence
there and was paroled in 1947,
according to records.
Prisoq officials and other sources
said the-circumstances surrounding
Cameron's conviction were as
follows:
The Milton native was due to be
released from the military when, due
to some mix-up, he was re-enlisted
for another tour of duty. Distraught
over the prospect, Cameron and
some companions broke into the
base commissary and stole an
undisclosed amount of money. .
All had allegedly been drinking at
the 'time.
Cameron left the base, . but
returned some days later and turned
himself in, giving back the money he
had taken.

According to one source,
Cameron hoped that after turning
himself in and explaining the
circumstances, he would just be given
a dishonorable discharge from the
military.
Instead, he was tried by a military
court and was on Jan. 11, 1945,
sentenced to 15 years hard labor.
Although Spoon has characterized
Cameron's crime as "serious", some
aldermen have taken issue with that,
calling the incident "kid stuff," and
arguing that it did not merit the harsh
punishment given Cameron.
One alderman, Ethel Stearns, said
at a hearing on the officer's
suspension that she did not want to
hear anything about the offense
because "whatever it was, it was over

..

(See Page 16: Cameron)

Special Vote Due
By HILARY ROSENBERG
The Rutland School Board voted
Tuesday to call a special election to
request an increase in the City
Charter school tax limit.
The board will take a final vote on
the matter at its next meeting on
Nov. IO after school officials
determine the exact amount of an
increase that will be proposed, school
Superintendent · Thomas Chesley
said.
'
If the vote is confirmed, the special
election will be held approximately
50 days later, Chesley said. A public
hearing on the matter must be held 20
days before the election. Thirty days
notice is required for the hearing.
Originally the board wanted to
propose the charter change in the
upcoming general election ._
However, the board missed the
deadline for advertising the public
hearing by a few days.
The current school tax limit is
$2.20 per $100 property assessment.
"The school system can't continue
to operate on $2.20," Chesley said.
Since June, the board's finance
committee has slashed about
1307,000 from its original $6,549,000
budget and another $150,000 needs

Effects of Pot, Booze Studied

By KEVIN DUFFY
The subjects were split mto three
BURLINGTON
Moderate
groups and each group on different
drinking together with marijuana
occasions was given marijuana
smoking causes less impairment than
.alone, beer alone and then a
moderate drinking alone, according
combination of the two.
to research done at the University of
After each man said he had
Vermont.
·
reached his normal, moderate high
he was tested for impairment.
Researchers found that the young
men they tested reduced their
Consumption of beer alone caused
consumption of beer when their
the greatest impairment, followed by
partying included pot smoking as
beer and marijuana, and then
well.
marjjuana alone.
With the reduction in drinking,
The only impairment marijuana
performances in tests of memory, ·
_caused was that the subjects thought
concentration and motor skills
time was passing more sfowly than it
improved, said Psychology
actually was.
Department Chairman Dr. Richard
Musty, who helped coordinate
Musty said he was surprised by the
research.
results of the testing. "I had expected
Musty and doctoral candidate
to see impairment under the
marijuana (alone) experiment," he
William Saxby tested 12 men
between the ages of 18 and 22 who
said. "And I had expected to see
are moderate consumers of alcohol
impairment in the combination
~~~ .n:i~Ijj~\l~- .. . ....... .......... experiment in .excess of alcohol .. .

and done with and he had served his
time.
"He was 19-years-old - just a ·
kid," said Stearns. He's been a fine,
upstanding officer for 23 years. What
,difference does it make what he did
36 years ago?"
Although both Spoon and Mayor
Gilbert Godnick have said they want
Cameron back on the force, that
cannot be achieved until they get a
waiver from the federal government
, allowing him to carry a gun again.
Under federal law, no one
convicted of a felony or discharged
from the military under dishonorable
conditions may carry or possess a
firearm.
Cameron has been given a job in _

alone. So I was quite surprised by
this."
Another important finding of the
experiment, said Musty, was that
people generally control their highs.
That was especially evident in the
combination experiment where the
subjects cut back their drinking when
smoking pot.

"Very few people have approached
drug studies on the theory that most
people set their own doses when
consuming drugs," he said.
Historically, , subjects have been
given large doses of drugs and
extreme impairment has resulted.
But in the real world, Musty said,
most drug consumers use
moderation.
"People have control over the
effect of the drugs they're taking.

, . (See ,Page 16: Pot)

to be cut to meet the charter limit.
Chesley said he and other school
offi_cials will probably meet with city
aldermen to discuss the amount of a
proposed increase.
If voter~ approve the item, it will
go to the Vermont General Assembly
for the final passage. An objection to
the issue by the Attorney General or
by any Rutland resident might
stimulate the Legislature to put off
the measure until its next session to
give the challenger an opportunity to
present his case, Chesley said.
In the case of a challenge,
implementation of the charter
change could be delayed until July I,
1982, Chesley said.
If the change is not approved, he
said, the board will probably have to
hold a special election in search of
funds to support the school system
for academic year 1981-82.

. A GUIDE INSIDE
Mount St. Joseph Academy and
Rutland High School will be at it
again soon, bumping shoulder pads
and helmets. Find out what all that
banging will mean, al_.ong with other
familiar stories and columns in the
sports section, Pages 20-24.
Need some hints from the stars
about what the future will bring? Or
maybe just some tips from closer to
home. Dear Orion offers his advice
about coping, while Astro-Wild gives
some hints on things to come. Page

19.
Another downtown landmark
may soon be turned to different uses.
A local contractor would like to turn
Center Street's movie theater into
shops and offices and possibly a
performing arts center. That story is
on Page 3.
Rutland County's delegation to
the House of Representatives won't
be going back to Montpelier without
a fight this year. A story detailing this
.year's races is o~ Page 7. .
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·Neighbors Still Dislike New Jail
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
It is 3:30 Wednesday afternoon. A
crowd has gathered in the waiting
room of the Rutland Community
Correctional Center waiting for a
tour of the facility as part of the
institution's open house.
"I want to see the slammer," an
eager Cub Scout screams to one of
the tour gujdes.
"Well," the guide sighs," I guess we
can all get together and see the
slammer."
While the Cub Scouts and the pack
of curiosity seekers were anxious to
"see the slammer," the vast majority
of people who live near the facility
were not quite that anxious to see the
slammer move into their sedate
neighborhood.
Now that the correctional center
has been constructed, an air of
resignation and apprehension
surrounds the State Street/ Pierpoint
Avenue neighborhood.
Af~r waging a costly, but futile

Southeast PT A
Variety Show
The 20th Annual Southeast
Variety Show, sponsored by the
Southeast PT A, will be held next
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 7-8, at
7:30 p.m. at the Southeast School
auditorium.
The show will feature entertainment by the New Country Rockers
Friday night only. Other show
features for both Friday and
Saturday night include Maynard and
the Old-Time Fiddlers, the Fourth,
Fifth and Sixth Grade Chorus, skits
by the sixth grade and piano playing
by Mary DeSantics.
The theme of this_year's variety
show is "Yesterday, Today and
Tomorrow."
The chorus will sing songs
spanning the 20-year history of the
variety show, from the sixties to the
eighties. The skits by ·the sixth grade
will depict changes in food prices
from the 1930's to the year 2000.
Tickets will be _available at the
auditorium. Adinissjon is $1 for
adults and 50 cents for students.

battle to stop the jail fro,m being
built, a few State Street residents
have quietly accepted their fate.
"It's there, what can we do", said
one woman wlfo lives near the
corrections facility.
On the surface, neighbors of the
correctional center admit they simply
have to accept the new jail.
· They are anxious and scared. One
woman said she had nightmares
about her children being abused by
inmates. Some worry about
prisoners working in the fields near
Northwest School. They're
concerned about work release
prisoners walking the streets.

.

' \,
>L~.U~Ul!) ·~!l~J~.ium,rtt t_!«JH•l?:•.:ilf.1\

'l

Though the jail is empty and won't
house any inmates until late
November, State Street residents are
already reacting to the jail's presence.
"They've been bringing inmates
from the downtown jail to work in
the fields at the community gardens
here on Pierpoint Ave.," one State ·
Street resident said. "Well, they told
us that there wouldn't be any inmates
outside when the kids were going to
and coming home from school. Well,
last week they had inmates out while
the kids were coming back from
school. We had Bill Wood, the
fireman call them. They said they ·
wouldn't do it again."
Most residents interviewed said
they don't trust the state or prison
- officials. They felt the state lied to
them three years ago when it
promised a courthouse, not a jail
would be built on the site of the old
women's reformitory.
"Then we read this story a few
weeks ago about how the state lied to
the people in Windsor about the
corrections farm there. They said
they wouldn't have any hardened
criminals at the farm, then they
started bringing them in. They lie too
much, we don't trust them," one of
the residents of Pierpoint Ave. said.
A few residents feel that the new
jail will force some of the people out
of the neighborhood. Others, who
admit that they like the immediate
area, are reluctant to move. They say
they've worked hard building homes,
and meeting friends and don't want
to move.
Describing the neighborhood, one

OVER 12,000 WOMEN WILL BE BEATEN IN
THEIR HOMES THIS YEAR IN VERMONT.
FEAR, SHAME, ISOLATION, LACK OF
MONEY AND NO WHERE TO GO KEEP MOST
OF THESE WOMEN AND THEIR CHILDREN
IN BRUTAL LIVING SITUATIONS.

The new Correctional Center on State Street. (Photo by Tim Taylor)

woman said there is "quite a mixture
of people living here. Some are in
their 50s and 60s, while some are in
their 30s. A lot of them have young
kids."
Almost all of the immediate fears
concerning the corrections center
focus on children. People say they
will be afraid to let their children out
at night once the inmates move into
the jail. Others claim they will not
permit their children to play at
nearby Giorgetti Park because their
children will have to walk by the jail
and the garden fields.
"Hey, this is' the first time that
we've ever had anything nice for the
kids on this side of the city," one
woman said, referring to the recently
const~ucted Giorgetti con:iplex at
Pine Hill. "Now, they're going to let
those criminals play there too."
Some of the residents think that
the new jail will adversly affect the
,value of their properties, ma~ing
them less valuable and less saleable.

A local real estate salesman,
however, noted it would be a while
before the impact of the center could
be evaluated.
While a substantial number of
residents are upset about having a
new jail in their backyards, a few are
indifferent about it. They're simply
unconcerned about it.
A few teachers at Northwest
School said they ha~ no feelings
about the new jail. Residents said
that was typical since most of the
te~chers do not live near the school.
"We're still concerned about it and
we don't want it, but it's there," one
woman said. "No matter what we
did, all the money we raised, the
lawyer we hired, it all didn't work.
Nothing we're going to do will work
now. __
·
"We'll just have to wait and see
what happens. Who knows, maybe
everybody in that jail will be
redeemed and we 'II be safe. · Who
knows what's going to happen?"

Hiring Immediately!
We Are Looking For Ambitious People To Learn All Aspects
Of Our Business From Sales Display To Marketing
Management. Good Starting Pay. Automatic Raises. For
Personal Interview Call Rutland, 775-1933.

NO- EXPERIENCE -. NECESSARY-------

..

Photography Michael Aleshire
54!6 Center St. Rutland, f/t. 05701
Soon, _Rutland will be home of the only public shelter in the
state.
·
Women dedicated to helping other women are needed!
Volunteers to staff -this refuge will be trained in crisis
intervention and counseling techniques.
Please contact Kris Drumm immediately at 775-4699 or 775.0878 if you can help.

(802) 775-0722
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Downtown Theater May Be Sold Soon
"One of my main concerns is to.
restore the b_uilding," he said.
If the purchase is completed,
Giancola and his consultants will try
to determine whether to convert the
immense building into offices and
shops, something like the Opera
House on Merchants Row.
In addition, he is considering ·
refurbishing the theater and
maintaining it as a cultural center.
Many people here have· long been
clamoring- for such a facility in
Rutland.
Giancola likes the cultural center
idea. "It's very exciting t'o restore an
old theater. I'd just love to have a
special theater and put on my tux andhave my special box. I can just see the
mayor sitting in one of the box seats
. . . the governor sitting on the other
side."
But he said renovations for a firstrate theater might be too costly and
that the project might not pay off in
the long run. "It could be really
something, but how do you pay for
it?" he asked.
The Movies has been closed dµring
the cold months for the past year,
because heating costs are too high,
according to Mullin.
The heating and wiring in the old
edifice are "antiquated," Giancola
said . There are other structural
problems, he said.
Rough · estimates on restoration
run between $250,000 and $500,000.
Giancola left open the possibility
that part of the building could be
converted into shops and offices,
with the theater remaining.
'"
Explaining his reasons for buying
the theater, Giancola said: "ijust love
to fix up old buildings. I buy a lot of
old buildings and restore them."
And, whatever is ~one eventually
with the building, he said,
"something's got to be better than
what you have now. It's a dead horse
right in the middle of the business
district."
Patten said he and others want to
· keep the cultural center scheme alive,
and hope to influence Giancola's
eventual decision.
"If there isn't a group organized to
deal with the new owner," the center
idea could die, Patten said. Patten
said the group could represent the
local interest "that it should be
preserved as a cultural center."
One possibility, Patten said, is that
the group could raise money for
restoration and subsequently lease
the theater section of the building
from Giancola, operating the
cultural center.
· Referring to · the large sum
projected for renovation, Patten
said, "I think this town can raise that
kind of money."

By STEV~ BAUMANN
The historic Center Street movie
theater may soon be bought by
Rutland contractor Joseph
Giancola. Giancola plans to convert
the huge, ornate building into shops
and offices, and possibly establish a
performing arts center.
Meanwhile , Ceriter Street
restaurateur Will Patten · is
organizing a committee to represent
. people who want The Movies, the
former , Paramount Theater ,
"preserved for a cultural center," he
said.
\
A meeting of persons interested in
forming a cultural center committee
will be held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at
Patten's restaurant, Murphy's on
Center Street.
Giancola said this week he has a
deposit on the building and is waiting
for 1egal problems to clear before the
purchase is completed. He confirmed
the sales price is approximately
$60,000, a price asked by building
owners last year during negotiations
with the Downtown Development
Corp. Plans for the DOC to buy the
theater for a cultural center
eventually fell through.
·
The landmark bhilding is owned
by Oceana Inc., which in turn is
managed by Theaters Ltd.
Partnership of Rutland. A lawsuit
involving Oceana and NET Realty of
Long Island, the company that owns
they Rutland · Shopping Plaza
buildings, is now holding up the sale
of The Movies, according to
Giancola.
NET and Oceana have been tied
up in a court suit dealing with the
Plaza Cinema, also owned by the··
Oceana-Theaters Ltd. group. NET
has attached Oceana's holdings,
which means that the NET-Oceana
suit must be dealt with before the
Center Street property can be sold,
Giancola said.
Theater manager Kevin Mullin
,referred all questions to Rutland
business consultant Gerald Couture,
one of the partners of Theaters Ltd.
Couture was unavailable for
comment.
_ Giancola said, "If NET Realty
would release the attachments I'd be
closing (on The Movies sale) in a
minute.
"I was hoping to have this thing.
purchased and have it in design so we
c_ould start worlfing in January."
Giancola said he will not decide
what to do with the building until a
detailed study can be completed. "I
want to do something with it, but I
really don't know what."
H e added: "I can't · make a
decision, because I don't have any
numbers. Until I get in, my hands are
tied."
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Timbers Won't Seek Job
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Rutland High School Principal
William Timbers said this week he
will not seek the newly created
principal's position for the junior and
senior high schools.
Timbers said, however, he intends
to remain in the system in an
administrative job.
The School - Board screening
committee for hiring school
administrat6rs has begun
interviewing candidates for the post,
which is part of the overall

Artisans Hold
Open House
The Otter Creek Artisans will hold
art open house and exhibit Sunday
from 2 to 4 p.m. at their workshops at
214 Grove Street.
·On 1display will be work done by
instructors and students in the
recently-formed group, which was
organized to foster and develop ·
interests and skills in the field of
creative arts and crafts.
Included will be a demonstration
of Chinese cooking by Ruth
Cousineau; a collection of quilts by
Jan Snelling and Mary Ryan; and
pine cohe constructions by-- Lee
Stickney and Ellie Williams.

administrative reorgartization in the
school system, school Superintendent Thomas Chesley said this week.
Interviews began Oct. 21 and will
continue for at least another month,
he said. Ten applicants have been
interviewed so far. The selection
process is due to be completed Jan. 1. .
Following the initial interviews,
the committee will select applicants
for second interviews. The screening
committee's choice for principal will
then go to the School Board, Chesley
said.
The selection process is scheduled
to be completed by Jan. 1, Chesley
said.
The principal will be part of a new
administrative structure for grades
seven through 12. In the new design,
one principal administers the junior
and senior high schools. In the past,
there were two principals. He will be
assisted by two associate principals,
one situated at each school. They
have not yet been hired.
Also included in the schools'
administration are an Associate
Principal for Student Services,
Sanford Marx, and two Associate
principals for Curriculum and
Supervision. One of them is Mary
Fregosi, while the other is yet to be
· hired.

E-NGLISH for SENATE
D- RUTLAND COUNTY POULTNEY SELECTMEN
"YOUR S;MALL TOWN'S OPPORTUNITY IN THE SENATE"

IDEAS-POSITIONS
No Farm Inheritance Tax
No Farm Inheritance Tax
No Additional Gas Tax
* No Changes in Act 250
Stock in CVPS for Forced Investments via CWIP
Health Services Cost Control as Public Utility
Small Town "Do It Now" Courts
Local Priorities for Highway Fund Money
Replace School ,,P roperty Tax With Statewide
Income Tax
** Employment Protection for Aged and
.Handicapped
Castleton College the State University
Small Stores Have the Right to "Life, Liberty, and
the Pursuit of Happiness" too.

Stripped of their leaves, these trees offer a stark Halloween welcome.

Job Service Plans
Snow Jobs Seminar
By HILARY ROSENBERG
The Vermont Job Service· in
Rutland is preparing for a booming
ski season. The employment agency
hopes to hold a Job Fair in early
November at which potential
employees can survey the various
jobs available in Mendon and
Sherburne during the winter.
In the past, Job Service counselors
have had difficulty finding enough
people willing to take ski-related jobs
paying minimum wage, according to
employer relations representative
Mark Truhan.
Truhan said that many people who
take temporary jobs such as
chambermaids, ski lift operators or
restaurant workers "can't afford to
live in Killington, and can't afford
the transportation" to Killington.
Those workers who do have cars
are often afraid because of bad
weather to drive Route 4 and the
mountain roads, he said.
Currently, two buses make
p_eriodic runs up the mountain. The
Pico Bus, started last year, travels to
the Pico Ski Area six times a day, and

a smaller bus, operated by Ark
Transportation , services the
Killington Access Road, Truhan
said.
However, he said, the buses are
insufficient to · serve the
approximately 2,000. people who
work in the Killington-Pico region
throughout the winter.
·
At the fair, employers and
prospective employees can be
matched, and transportation
arrangements, such as car pooling,
can be .made. "We have the people,
they have the jobs. The whole idea is
to get the two together," T ruhan said.
Truhan has proposed the Job Fair
idea to 24 tourist-related businesses
around the two ski areas. So far, one
third of those operations have
reported back to him, and the
response is in favor Qf holding .the fair.
If enough employers hre il,lterested
in the idea, the Job Service will
arrange to hold the event. in a large
facility either in the Killington area
or in Rutland.

Earl 'Fatha' Hines Performs
Trailblazing jazz pianist Earl
"Fatha" Hines will appear in concert
with - vocalist Marva Josie at the
College of St. Joseph the Provider
Sunday at 8 p.m. as part of ~he
Crossroads Arts Council Series.

"'"' Buried in Judiciary
Committee by Petty Men.

Hines whb was born in Duquesne,
Pa., on 'oec. 28, 1905, -is noted for
influencing jazz pianists in the 1930s
and 1940s; his big oands featuring
jazz supersta_rs Billy Eckstine;
Charlie Parker, and Dizzy Gillespie:

I

Local507
_..,, English, a retired college
professor, said, ''I don't think
flSphalt is deyelopment... A ny'/;me we begin to approach
Newark (N.J.) up here I say
qui~."

The Only Local Senatorial Candidate Who Will
Keep Act 250 As It Is.

Bob En1llsb lor Senate
"YOUR SMALL TOWN CANDIDATE"
P.S. PLEASE SAVE THIS OR PASS IT ALONG

~ ,

~

.,

·~

I CAN'T AFFORD MANY MORE!

REA
supports
Local303
striking

RUTLAND HERALD
EMPLOYEES
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Rutland Policemen's Ball

The shuffle offeet and the tinkle of bottles marked the 27th
annual Rutland Policeman's Ball, held last Saturday at the
Rutland Elk's Club. Pictured are James and Deborah Berger
(above); Gary Tobin and Nancy and BernardMulcahey (above
left); and the Queen of the Ball, Diane Champine (jar left), with
her court, Deborah Carroll, Lynn Perkins and Susan Pratt.
Not pictured is Charles Fox, . who was chosen Officer of the
Year.

VOTE

SALE

Dick McDonald
for
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
•

Castleton -

Poultney .- Wells

We know today's prices will
scare the daylights out of you,
so we are "special pricing" some
items for the Halloween
Weekend .

«

men's

men's

SWEATERS
reg.$20.

I!-..

Now$1599

ESSENTIAL
· ,··ALTERNATIVES

70%wool
30% acrvlic

SPORT
COATS

20%
OFF

men's

FUTONS • PILLOWS • OUIL TED THINGS

OUTERWEAR 20,
%
off
30%0 off

Antaimoro·Paper from Madagascar
Pressed flowers on rice paperWall Hangings and Pictures
From $1.00 to $23.00

38 Center Street, Rutland, Vermont

~ LAP.m~ou~HOP

BLAZERS 20% ofi
SLACKS 20%off
'JDPS 50%
SWEATERS 20%off

RUTLAND, VERMONT

773-8834

when purchased widi
a sport coat.

Carbin
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Judge RulesWoman,85, May Stay in Home
By MARGO HOWLAND
An elderly Rutland woman won't
be kicked out of Pleasant Manor
Nursing Home, thanks to a .ruling
from Rutland Superior Judge Edwin
Amidon· Jr.
Amidon this week granted a
temporary restraining order
preventing the nursing home and its
president, Leon Dion, from forcing
85-year-old Irene Beauchain to move
out of the home by Oct. 30.
The order also prevents the home
from retaliating against Beauchain's
daughter and guardian, Marie
Manney of Rutland, for complaining
about conditions at the facility.
, According to a lawsuit filed by
Manney through the Vermont
Senior Citizens Law Project, an Oct.
22 letter from Dion requiring
Beauchain to move out of the facility
by Oct. 30 was in violation of state
nursing home regulations, which
require 60 days' notice.
The ejection notice also was said to
violate federal law, which establishes
conditions under which a nursing
home resident may be evicted. The
suit alleged that Beauchain 's case did
not meet any of those conditions.
Be_a uchain has been a resident of

Supports the
Unions efforts
for Fai'r Labor Practices
(

Sherry Russell Armitage
247-6115
Brandon, Vermont
'
05733

Dion that she intended to move her
mother out of the nursing home as
soon as she' found another place.
No alternative facility had been
found as of the time the suit was filed
by attorney Lila Richardson.

the nursing home for the past eight
.years and was described in the suit as
being -in need of continual nursing
home care. Social Security pays for
all but a small portion of the cost of
the nursing home care, with
Medicare picking up the remainder
of the cost and $25 being allowed fo r ·
monthly personal expenses.
According to the suit, Manney,
who visits her mother frequently,
began to suspect her mother was
being abused or neglected after
noticing several mysterious injuries
for which ' the staff had no.
explanation.
On March 28, Manney noticed a
black and blue mark on her mother's
right arm and a scrape on her face. In
April, Beauchain's son, Louis,
noticed a bruise. On Aug. 15,
Manney observed a lump on her ,
mother's head.
On Aug. 19, the suit said, Manney
made a telephone call to Karen King.
of the Vermont Health Department
asking for an investigation of
possible abuse or neglect due to the
injuries observed. An investigation
was apparently conducted, but the
results have not been disclosed, the
suit said.
·
Manney subsequently informed

Dion chose n~t to comment, but
his attorney, Riel Bloomer of
Rutland said. "I'm certain they
Wli>uldn't put her out if it came to
that. I can't see Mr. Dion wheeling
her out the door."
Bloomer said he has not yet had a
chance to respond to the suit but that
when a hearing is scheduled on the
temporary restraining order, "at that
time we 'II analyze our position. We •11 ·
respond with whatever our position
is."
~n Oct. 19, the suit said, Manney
noticed black and blue marks on her
mother's top left jawbone and nec.k,
her stockings were "wet with urine,"
the room was dirty and the window
open.

The room was still dirty ori"Oct. 20
and on Oct. 21 another .complaint
was made to the Vermont Health
Department. The suit also iµdieated

that at one point the nursing home
notified Manney of an injury to her
mother that required ice bags to treat
swelling. At no time did the nursing
home staff have any explanation for
tpe injuries, the suit said.
On Oct. 22, Manney received a
letter from Dion "advising" her to
place her mother in another facility
by Oct. 30, the suit said, although
Manney had several times informed
Dion of her intention · to move her
mother as soon as possible.
The suit alleges ,that the eviction
notice is in retaliation of Manney's
complaints and that it would be
"highly detrimental" to remove
Beauchain from nursing h9me care
for any period of time.
The suit also alleges the nursing
home is responsible for Beauchain's
injuries, either through neglect or
battery.
In addition to seeking to keep
Beauchain from being evicted until
another location is found, the suit
also demands that the nursing home
provide quality care. · The suit asks
__for $1,000 in punitive, damages for
Beauchain. The ~emporary
restraining order will last until the
court can schedule hearings on the
merits of the case.

THE COUNTRY STORE
68 Main St., Montpelier, \lermont---

--

FRESII ·SEAFOOD ·
II

LOBSTER- SWORDFISII- HADDOCK
CHANGE QE PLACE
DOWN HOME
COUNTRY DANCE
NOV. 1 -

8p.m.

Pittsford Congregational Church
Benefit Unitarian Universalist
Building Fund

SPECIAL·THIS WEEK
.Salmon -$2.99 lb.
fine wines, beer& a complete line of Vermont maple products ...........

Last Dance of Season

• Oullty Paperback•
• Dl•tlnctlve Hard Cover

Boob
• Complete Chlldren'•

Section
• Book• Special Ordered

lhe time
1s now.

54 Center Str~
Rutland. Vermont 05701
802 • 773-3000
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Many Area House Seats Up- For Grabs
By DAVID MOTT
A significant change of the guard
could be in the works this election·
year for Rutland County's 17member delegation to the state
House of Representatives.
In eight of the county's 12
legislative districts,' the incumbents appear to be facing _serious
• challenges.
.
Even if the incumbent candidates
are able to hang on to their House
seats, there will be at least four new
faces due to retirements.
Earlier . this year, four long-term
Democratic representatives from the
county announced they would not
seek reelection. Announcing their
intentions not to run again were
· Reps. Hugh Moffett of Brandon,
Patrick Candon of Pittsford ,
Thomas Costello of District 6-2 in
Rutland City and Daniel Allen of
District 6-3 in Rutland City.
The issues being discussed by the
candidates have ranged from taxes to
energy, improved highways, revision
of Act 250 - the state's development
control Jaw, and the preservation of
prime farmland . But the major theme .
in the election, articulated
particularly by business interests
such as the Rutland Regional
Chamber of Commerce, is that the
county has received an inadequate
slice of the state's economic pie.
Despite the possibility of an
unusually high turnover rate in the
county's state House delegation,
voter interest in the election appears
small. A series of county-wide
forums hosted by the Chamber of
Commerce failed to attract manyvoters. Figures released by one
chamber member showed that
approximately 150 voters, out of
more than 15,000 throughout the
county, turned up to hear ·the
candidates.

District 1
· · Poiitical newcomer Robert Wood
of Brandon, a Republican, is running
unopposed .
District 2
Four individuals, three of whom
are new, are vying for two seats. The
candidates are incumbent Raymond
Giddings, R-Pittsford; . Republican
David Melen of Proctor; and
Democrats Mark Candon of Proctor
and Charles Wise of Sherburne.
Giddings says he supports Gov.
Richard Snelling's proposal to, buy
large amounts of hydro-electric
power from Canada.
Candon, a teacher, journalist and
nephew of former Rep, Patrick
Candon, said he expects . his youth
and name recognition to help him.
His goal, he ·said, is to preserve the
"quality of life in Vermont."
Melen, whose businesses are
memorial stones and septic systems,
is running on his record as a
successful businessman.
"I am a businessman and I think
that is important," he said recently.
Wise, a real estate broker, has cited
his experience on Sherburne'& board
of selectmen, zoning board, planning
commission and volunteer fire
department.
·
District 6-2
Republican Rep. Lyle Rice, a 13-year
veteran of the State House, is vying
for another term; while tbrmer Rep.
. Walter Moore, a Democrat, is trying
to make a political comeback after
being defeateo in his 1978 re-election
bid.
Running ·on the GOP ticket with
Rice is Warren Dexter, who lost his
first bid for the House two years ago.
On the Democratic ticket with
Moore is political newcomer, Diane .
Stapleton.
Both Rice and Dexter are
·conservative Republicans, while
Moore is a moderate Democrat and
Stapleton is considered more liberal.
When asked af' a recent ·political
forum if they would support an
increase in the gas tax to aid the

deficit-ridden state Highway Fund,
only Dexter said he would.
Rice advocated shifting $9 million
worth of highway-fund programs to
the state's General Fund.
M.o ore opposed anyincrease in the
gas tax, noting that the General Fund
in 1979 had a $19 million surplus.
The Highway Fund ought tO be
merged with the General Fund, he
-argued. Moore also spoke for a tax
on diesel fuel to raise money for
highway construction. ,
. District 6~3
Two political neophytes are vying
for the House seat left vacant earlier
this year by the retirement of
Democratic representative Daniel
Allen.
Competing for the seat are Curt
McCormack, a Democrat, and Ruth
Walbridge, a Republican.
· Walbridge has been in the hospital
with viral pneumonia, but in a
telephone interview -she said she
expected to be released before the
weekend to finish her campaign.
- McCormack, co-founder of the
Rutland Safe Energy Alliance,
opposes nuclear power and supports
energy alternatives. ·
Walbridge said the difference
between herself and McCormack is
"he is anti and I am for."
Walbridge said she favors nuclear
power.
McCormack~ however, said: "It is
ridiculous to have faith in the
utilities. They are obviously a special
interest that is out to make money."
.
District 6-S
Rep. 'Harold Billings, after having
lost the Republican Primary to
Harold Pulling, is ~attling to retain
his seat in the state House as an
independent.

Denice O'Brien is running on the
Democratic ticket.
_,.
Pulling has referred to O'Brien as a
"little kid" who arrived in town only
three years ago and "doesn't know
what the issues are."
"I think it is a totally absurd
remark," O'Brien responded.
"I feel that I am capable after 15 years
of handling the issues (in the Rutland
area)."
Pulling has said he is against right
to , work legislation .that \VOuld
outlaw closed shops, yet he signed a
national petition favorjng such
legislation.
"How can he vote for something
unless he understands it," O'Brien
asked.
Billings, a Rutland Town farmer
has come under fire from Pulling,
who said his opponent's fervor to
conserve prime agricultural land is
less than sincere because Billings
attempted to convert some farmland
he owned into a mobile home park.
District 6-4
"I represent the middle-class
people and the working people,"
Democrat and incumbent Alexander
Keefe said recently. -The 62-year-old
Keefe has opposed the right to work
law and abortion on den;iand during
his six years as representative here.
Keefe said he ' does not believe his
Republican challenger Kirk
Faryniarz will win the endorsement
of his electorate.
District 4
Voters · in Castleton-PoultneyWells district must choose between
four men - in selecting their two
representatives.
. The incu111bents, Daniel DeBonis
of Wells is a Democrat with 16 years

experience in Montpelier. With him
is Alfred Rampone, a Republican
who has served two years there.
Opposing them are Edward Smith,
a retired Army Intelligence Officer,
and Richard McDonald, a Castleton
State College professor whose battle
for tenure prompted a student strike
there last May.
McDonald, is supporting Jerome
Diamond for Governor arid says he
concurs with Diamond's ideas about
"more. imagination" and less money
spent on solving the state's energy
problems.
,
Smith is a Republican who
believes in retaining the state's blue
laws and, like Rampone, believes the
Miller Formula will work if properly
implemented.
· Only Rampone says he favors
-passage of the right to work law. All
others said they are opposed to the
regulation, which some feel . could
be used to break unionized labor.
Fair Haven
The last time Albert Wilson ran for
state representative here, he was"'
unopposed.
·
But this_ year the Republican
incumbent has a challenger. She is
Joyceann Roll, a seven-year resident ·
and secretary to the Nursing
Department at Castleton State
College.
Roll, the mother of one son who is
serving in the United States Air
Force, said she is opposed to
increased taxes and the so-called
right to work law.
Roll, who has been campaigning
door-to-door here, said she fears the
creation of the "middle-income
poor," and some politicians'
readiness to spend.

e1e~1

IENltJE O'BRIEN

Your Representative
to the
_Vermont House
District 6-5 Rutland Town

*

Please remember to vote November 4th.
HELP ELECT

DIANE STAPLETON
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

WARD 3
Dana School

Please
Remember
To Vote.

WARD 4
Christ the
King . School

Your Vote Does
Make A Difference!
YOlfR REPRESENTATIVE TO
THE VERMONT HOUSE
District 6-2 .
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AU too often women's concerns in the Green
Mountain State are forgotten in political decision
making.
.

"'~

~

.

·

"LET'S ALERT WOMEN", a group dedicated to a
stronger women's political voice, urges you to help
change this on November 4th.

We have compiled a list of candidates whom we feel
will best represent the concerns of Vermont Women.
The candidates were chosen based on their voting
records and support for ERA, Aid to Battered
Women and Children, increased day cue services,
funding for the Governor's Commission on.Women,
. and ·a woman's right to have an abortion.

STATEWIDE AND NATIONAL· OFFICE
PRESIDENT:
John Anderson

U;S. HOUSE:

U.S. SENATE:
Patrick Leahy

GOVERNOR:
M. Jerome Diamond

Robin Lloyd

LT. GOVERNOR:
Madeline Kunin

SECRETARY OF STATE:
James Douglas

ATTORNEY GENERAL:
Scott Skinner

TREASURER:
· Arina Land

VERMONT SENAT.E
ADDISON COUNTY:
Charlotte Hammond
Arthur Gibb
BENNINGTON COUNTY:
Non Suitable

CHITTENDEN COUNTY:
Robert Daniels
Mark Kaplan
Sallie Soule
Gary Widrick
Terry. Bouricious

CALEDONIA COUNTY:
Scudder Parker
Edward Ryan

WINDHAM COUNTY:
David Gibson
Robert Gannett

FRANKLIN COUNTY:
Non Suitable

RUTLAND COUNTY:
Sanborn Partridge

ESSEX-ORLEANS COUNTY:
Dale Austin

WASHINGTON COUNTY:
William Doyle
Mary Just Skinner
Peter Smith

GRAND ISLE COUNTY:
Howard Gershater
ORANGE COUNTY:
Allen Avery

WINDSOR .COUNTY:
Peter Welch

VERMONT HOUSE

ADDISON COUNTY:
Marilynn Barbato-Sullivan
Marion Spencer
Elizabeth Deppman
Kathleen Hanson
Marie Baldwin
ADDISON-RUTLANDWINDSOR COUNTY:
· Helen . Chap
BENNINGTON COUNTY:
Edwin Colvin
Ralph Wright
Michael Nawrath
CALEDON'I A COUNTY:
Anne Batten
Roger Fox
Leland Simpson
CHITTENDON COUNTY:
John Pfeiffer
Ann Harroun
Althea Kroger
Willadine Cochran
Torry Carpenter
Theodore Riehle
Robert Babcock
Mary Barbara Maher
Gwendolyn Bronson
Gretchen Morse

ESSEX-ORLEANS COUNTY:
Non Suitable
RUTLAND COUNTY:
Raymond Giddings
David Melen
Richard McDonald
Warren Dexter
Curt McCormack
Harold Billings
WINDHAM COUNTY:
Stephen Morse
Donald Edwards
WINDHAM-WINDSOR
COUNTY:
Samuel Lloyd
Michael Bernhardt
FRANKLIN COUNTY:
Robert Rowley
Judith Wechsler

ORANGE COUNTY:
Ann Schorger
Eleanor Donnelly
August Jaccaci
ORANGE-WASHINGTON
COUNTY:
James Andrews
Lauren Leavitt
Harry Ashe ,
ORANGE-WINDSOR
COUNTY:
Hannah Jeffrey
Barbara Wood
Norris Hoyt
Carolyn Miller
Noel Neeley
Stephen Reynes
ORLEANS COUNTY:
Non Suitable

FRANKLIN-GRAND ISLE COUNTY:
Norman Smith
Judith Wechsler
Robert Rowley

LAMOILLE-ORLEANS COUNTY:
Fred Broad

WASHING TON COUNTY:
Faire Edwards
Keith Wallace
Donald Marsh
Peter Youngbaer
Ann Just
Donald Falzarano
Beverly Ryan

WINDSOR COUNTY:
Ernest Sachs ·
Marianne Blake
Louise Hood
Leigh Tofferi
Edgar may
Walter Wetherhead
Richard Warren
Marolyn Bates

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE:
LET'S ALERT WOMEN
BOX 8
WESTON, VERMONT
05161 -

SATURDAY - NOVEMBER 1st at t2:30p.m.
"Let's Alert Women" Will Be On W. V.P.R. Radio (89.5 on
your Dial) - Public Access Program

. ............. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Pat Bates Chos-en ·Woman of theYear
Patricia Bates of Rutland, project
director for the National
Endowment for the Humanities, was
recently named Rutland's "Woman
of the Year" by'the Rutland Business ·
& Professional Women's Club.
Bates was awarded a plaque in
recognition of her outstanding
~ervice to the community during a
banquet · ~t the Holiday Inn.
She · was selected by a panel of
judges over two other finalists, Berna .
Seward, director. of the Alcoholism

Bates drew up a grant proposal to
bring humanities programs to
approximately 40 libraries across the
·
state.
The National Endowment for the
Humanities · provided a $110,835
grant for two years. The project is
being co-sponsored by the Rutland
Free Library and the Vermont
Library Association.

Information and Referral Center,
and Jan Schaefer Butler, news
director and talk show host on
Rutland radio station WHWB.
Nominations for the award are
solicited each year from the general
. community.
Bates was instrumental in setting
up a variety of programs for adults
and children at the Rutland Free
Library. As a result of the success Qf
reading and discussion programs at
'the libr~ry · over the past two years,

The programs contain three
reading · and discussion themes:
Focus on Women and Literature
Myths in Marriage, and Focus o~
Living In Vermont, Seen Through
.The Eyes of Vermont Authors·.

Westside Energy Audit Due
The ' West Rutfand· School Board
has agreed to hire engineers to
perform a detailed evaluation of the
high school's energy efficiency.
The· stufly, administered by Delta
G Company of Rutland, will be the
third phase in a four-part, federallysponso~ed prncess to save energy
through structural improvements.
This step of the procedure is expected
: to cost $2,000, according to Principal
Frank Beaulieu.
The first two phases of the
·program involved applying to
participate in the program and
performing a general inventory of
energy-saving facilities already in the ·
. school.
Phase four, the actual
improvements, will be "the big one,"
Beaulieu said. It may - involve as

-

The citation on the plaque
awarded to Bates reads: "Presented
to Patricia Bates in appreciation for
her exceptional qualities of.
leadersl,tip and integrity and her
distinguished activities for the
betterment of her community."
Bates is past director of the Nellie
Grimm Fox Room at the. Rutland
library.

much as $80,000 for replacing all the
windows in the building, he said.
The windows are unusual in that
they vary in size and open by splitting
at the center." An extreme amount of
heat is lost out of those windows,"
Beaulieu said.
To fund the renovations, the board
will apply for a federal grant that
would- pay for half the project. The
remainder will be furnished by the
town, Beaulieu said.
School officials .hope to begin the
work next summer, he said.
Area schools also · involved with
the federal program to improve
energy efficiency include Fair Haven
Union . High School ano Castleton
. Elementary School, according to
Patrick Samone, who is administering the program for Vermo.nt.

VOTE
CURT McCORMACK
Democrat For State Representative
. Rutland City District 6-3 Ward 7

I wiU work hard for ..a sensible state energy policy. A policy
that uses energy that is here in Vermont, like our existing
dams, forests, wind, and solar power rather than expensive,
elaborate plans like purchasing electrical power from
Quebec and unsafe nuclear power from Massachusetts
Connecticut, and New Hampshire.
_ '

WALTER M. MOORE
-

I will work for the elimination of the sales tax on clothing,
welfare reform; so that only those in need receive aid. We
need a better method of distributing state aid_j,g education to
ease the burden on property owners.

Candiaate· for Representative
to the Vermont House.
Voters of District 6-2 who vote
at Dana or Christ the King
School. I have been trying to
meet the voters of District 6-2
in my door-to-door campaign.
If I have missed your home and
you wish to visit with me,
please telephone · me at 7739018. 111 be happy to visit with
you.

*

Please Vote on November 4.

*·

Patricia Bates

OCITIZEN------~
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88-0191

86-3262

(white)

(yellow.
,
champagne dial)

$115

$95

-
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)JGtJOOr)G
62 Merchants Row
Rutland, Vt.
For Fall and Winter
Beautiful Wool & Corduroy

88-0205
(yellow.
champagne dial)

$125

MEET SOME
COST-CONSCIOUS
CITIZENS! For a gift as affordable as it is beautiful. select a Citizen Watch for its
accurate dependability. Choose one
of these superbly crafted quartz
watches or 17 jewels.
r

Separates

49-1420
(yellow.
~
champagne dial)

from

$95

"Chestnut Hill"
Mi;is: an9 match from a beautiful
col lect1on of blazers and skirts in
a marvelous wool blend or classic
corduroy. Sizes 5/ 6 to 15/16.
SKIRTS from $20.

BLAZERS- $40

When We Say
We're

"NO-T .JUST JEANS,"
We Mean It!

There's no such thing ~son overage Citizen.

·~
(..) VlUJL<:Jai
DIAMOND

· OCITIZEN
JEWELRY CO.

ME~HANTS

Be_nDesiardins
Registered Jeweler
American Gem Society

11 Center St.
Rutland, Vt.
Master Charge & Visa Welcotrte
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Music Banned

By M,EGAN PRICE

POULTNEY - After numerous
complaints from town residents,
selectmen here have prohibited the
Highland Gray Inn from featuring
live music and are considering ·
revoking the bar's liquor license.
Neighbors have complained of
fights, abusive language and bottles
being thrown on Main Street.
The Highland Gray Inn, owned by
Dean Minthorn ~ and Robert
Williams, is one of two Main Street
bars.

Rep. Donald Moore
Has Heart Attack
I

Reip. Donald Moore, RShrewsbury, was reported in
satisfactory ,,,-condition Thursday,
following a mild heart attack that
sent the three-term legislator to
· Rutland Hospital last weekend.
Moore is uno-pposed in his bid for
a fourth term in the Vermont House.
The heart attack will not prevent
Moore from taking office, however,
said his wife, Jean.
Moore was unavailable for
comment, -- but his wife said the
legislator plans to be out of the
hospital and at the polls on election
day.
Although the results of several
recent medical tests have yet to be
seen, Jean Moore said she is hoping
her husband will be releas-ed from the
hospital over the weekend.
"He is coming along very nicely ...
progressing better than the average
patient in his condition," she said.
Moore was first elected to the
House in 1975.

Nov. 1, 1980

Bar

A public official who asked not to
be identified said the bar may be in
danger of closing its doors due to
financial difficulties.
The owners have not paid their
1979 taxes of $1,500.
Eliminating entertainment may
bring more financial hardship to the
Inn, the official speculated. In
September, selectmen voted to
require bar owners to give the town
one month's notice of when live
entertainment would be featured.
Selectmen were to.Id by police that
most complaints were made when
live music was offered at the Inn.
Selectmen have voted to outlaw
live music during the week and to
increase the police force on weekends ,
when entertainment would be
offered.
The town's other Main Street bar,
"Hohner's" has not been cited itS a
source of trouble. Hohner's, owned
by William Gilbert, has received
permission to feature live music three
times in November. Poultney voters
b'udgeted $15,000 for law
enforcement this year.
The money already has been spent
and selectmen have dipped into the
town's contingency fund to offset the
deficit. Voters will be asked to
approve additional money for police
at the Nov. 4 General Election.
Poultney disbanded its two-man
police department two years ago.
Since then, officials have hired
protection on an hourly basis from
the Rutland County Sheriff's
Department.
Deputy sheriffs reports show that
Main Street is most heavily policed.
Board chairman Robert English and
Selectman Stephen Taran suggested
recently that maybe both bars should
be closed and no riew ones opened.
Engl_~sh said he would talk to officials

at the Liquor Control Board about
the options. the town has.
English said he does not believe
taxpayers should have to pay to
police the two bars. Hohner's and the
Highland Gray fon's liquor licenses
expire in April.
But town manager Judita Dupo~t ·
pointed out, "there's nothing to say
we can't get their licenses revoked, "if
problems continue. But Poultney
could become a "dry town" only with
voter approval.
Most people doubt prohibition
would return to Poultney if the
·, question were put to a vote.

Race For A Pie
A foot race that pays off not in
medals or ribbons but in fresh-baked
pies will take off from the Rutland
Country Club parking lot Sunday at
2 p.m. for the benefit of the Rutland
City Rescue Mission.
The First Annual Pie Race, which
challenges participants to cover a 4mile course in 35 minutes or less, is
being held under the auspices of the
Grace Congregational Church
Youth Fellowship and the
Ridgerunners Running Club.
Everyone entering the contest
must register, and all registration
proceeds will go directly to the
mission's emergency food relief
program, sponsors say.
The entry fee is $3, payable at the
church office on Court Street before
5 p.m. Friday or at the country club
parking lot on Grove Street on
Sunday between 12:30 and 1:30 p.m.
Regardless of the number
competing, every registered run_ner
finishing within the time limit will
receive a pie.

Experience?
·You Decide.
--- ------·-- -· -----·-1

I
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By DEBORAH

GRAH~M

- Is Rutland ready for video
recorders, 8-foot-wide .screens and
· private movie showings?
Jill Ford hopes so.
Ford is the owner of Ne'w England
Video of Rutland, a store due to open
in the next two weeks which will
supply films, equipment and
accessories for video recorder buffs.
The 33-year-old Ford has been
making and· marketing Christmas
ornaments, and she ·frankly admits
her expertise in the increasingly
technical and complex world of
video entertainment is limited. In
fact, she concedes, she did not even
own a video recorder until less than a
year ago.
.
-----But -she says, "If Burlington can
support four stores, there should be
room for one in Rutland."
Although Ford will sell the basic
hardware needed for setting up your
home entertainment center, most of
her business at 52 Center St. will
center on a "film exchai:ige."
Interested customers will buy a
film, which will automatically make
.them members of the New England
Video club. When they tire of the first
film, they can then return it and for
anywhere from $10 to $15, exchange
it for a new movie.
From that point on, they can
continue trading in their movies for
new ones as often, or as infrequently,
as they like. A custo!f1er Il!ay keep a
film for as long as he or she likes,
FoJd noted.
'with theater prices escalating all
the time, Ford sees the video recorder -system as a way for families to see
good, cheap entertainment in the
privacy of their own homes.
Among the movies Ford will stock
-will be"Mr. Roberts," "Smokey and
the Bandit," "Citizen Kane," ''The
Deer Hunter," "Annie Hall," "The
China Syndrome," an_d "Breaking
Away."
She also will order any film a
customer wants.
A video recording deck can be
purchased for anywhere from $600 to $1,200, Ford said.
Films can be purchased for as little
as $59 or as much as $89.
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John Easton

1 Former Assistant Attorney General
Head of the Consumer Protectior.
Division

2 Practiced law in Vermont for ten

Scott Skinner

1 Dir,ect or of V P ' q C
2 Practiced 'a w 1r~ vcrrnnn t for

two

years

years including the management
of his own law practice·.

3 Director of "Nursing Home Rate

Setting Division of the Agency of
Human Services.

4 Marketing Executive with General
Dynamics Corporation
5 Captain U S Air Force _

Breakfast
----------------Special
two eggs
toast
home fries
coffee
$1.75
The
Emperor
before
9:30 a.m .

People are turning to

JOHN

OPEN 6 A.M.-10:30P.M.
SAT. 9:30 AM:-'10:30 P.1\.L
Pa id fo r by the Ccm'1it i! 9e !c ·e '. 1~· ,: : ,:,· - ~ as1c 1 •
Juiian

C

Ht:t·r i r, -)r: ·: r!..> " ~~

40Cehter
Street
Rutland, Vt .
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Twelve Fire Departments
Douse Fake Blaze
In a unique fire drill, 12 fire departments from western
Rutland County and neighboring New York State
battled an imaginary blaze at Green Mountain College
Oct. 21. More than 200 volunteers participated in the
mutual aid effort. Here, Whitehall, N. Y. firefighters
prepare their ladder for an ascension to the upper stories
of Bogue Hall. (Francis Owens 'Photo).

Justice Is Assisted
By Link to Washington
By MARGO HOWLAND
The U.S. Attorney's Office for
Vermont recently installed a series of
word-processors in its Rutland and
Burlington offices which will be
linked with the Justice Department
in Washington, D.C., through a telecommunications system.
Vermont is one of four districts in
the . country using the electronic
equipment under a new pilot
program, according to Catherine
Wilder, office manager for U.S.
Attorney William B. Gray.
Word processors are small
electronic devices that resemble
typewriters with built-in tel~vision
screens. Material can be viewed on
the ·screen as it is typed on the
keyboard, and then can be
transferred to paper.
'
l'he machines are self-contained
and are not as sophisticated as full
computer systems.
The equipment will be used for
docketing court entries, keeping
track of files and transmitting
statistics as needed to Washington. It
also will be used for typing briefs and

other legal documents - at 540
words per minute , Wilder said this
week.
"Our docket clerk in Burlington
will be able to enter information on
it, the docket clerk in Rutland will bt
able to put information into it and it
will be directly connected to
Washington," she said.
Also, the Burlington office can
transmit needed material to Rutland
- or vice versa - in a matter of
moments, . saving money, postage
and time, she said.
The equipment, which currently is
being used for its typing capabilities,
will replace "memory" typewri'ters
when completely on-line. Technical
assistants are expected to explain the
equipment's filing and call-up
systems during a visit to the
Burlington office early next month.
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Paying Cash for Anything
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• Trophies • Spoons
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is available at the following
locations:
Rutland City
Center Street
Hartford Book Shop
Emperor of Ice Cream
Murphy's
Essential Alternatives
California Fruit
Louras
Mini-Mart
Garrow's
Seward's Restaurant
Helene's
P'etco Mini-Mart
Shirley's Mini-Mart
Woodstock Ave. Grocery
South End Market
Bc;llomo 's
Creed Brothers Grocery
Travel Lodge
Howard Johnson's
Kehoe's
Good News
Osco's
Martin's

Killington Area
Mendon Country Store
Lothlorien 's
Bill's Country Store

Center Rutland
Flory's Plaza
Bonnie's Beauty Shop
West Rutland
Main Street Cash Market
The 9eaqiery
Pittsford
Kamuda's Store
Keith's Grocery
Castleton
Coon's General Store

Fair Haven
Ellis Market
Beam's Market
Wooden Soldier Rest.
Poultney
IGA

& at The l\tlonitor Headquarters
142 Yz \Vest Street

-------------------------------------------'~ LOT MORE NEWS FOR A
NICKEL LESS " ~-------------------------------------------

For information or to place an ad cal I -

VOTE YOUR CONSCIENCE
VOTE CITIZENS PARTY ON NOV. 4TH
• Initiatives for peace & disarmament .
•Equal Rights for women and minorities
•Increased funding for human needs and job creation

775-0471
Paid for by Lloyd for Congress
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Letter to the Editor
Letter to the Editor:
After attending a two-day
;:onference on domestic violence,
held here in Rutland, it became
obvious to me that not only are
women oppressed, but in a different
way, so are men.
I am not excusing men who batter

CLIPPED FROM
. OTHER PAPERS

-EDITORIAL
"Labor lmprobus Omnia
Vindt"
It is a Latin phrase which
translates: "Enduring Labor
Conquers All". Found inside
the graphic symbol at the
upper left hand corner of the
front page, those words are
especially appropriate for this
third issue of The Rutland
Monitor.
The month-long strike
against the Rutland Herald by
our union produced its first
concrete results only hours
before the Monitor went to
press this week.
After a month of stonewalling, the Herald's owners finally
agreed to a more reasonable
package of wage increases as
the initial part of a tentative
contract settlement.
lhe package provides wage
hikes _ranging from 8 to 13
percent this year and 9 to 13
percent next year.
The settlement proposal
endorsed by the Herald would
finally raise the average, wage
at the Herald close to the
average wage for the state
overall. Under the proposal
the minimum increase for any
employee this year would be 41
cents per hour. The minimum
increase next year would be 47
cents per hour.
While the wage increases are
modest, they would go a long
way toward healing some of
the wounds that runaway
inflation has inflicted on our
m~mbers. From the beginning
our goal has been a modest one
- to keep pace with the
steadily rising cost of living.
Although we did not get
everything we want and need,
we are heartened in knowing
that the Herald finally has
moved off tbe dime. It took
almost 30 days of educating
the company's owners from
the picket line to convince
them that there are very real ·
and ·legitimate issues to be
dealt with in the interest of
constructing ail improved
working environment at the,
state's second largest daily
newspaper.
Along with improvements in
the wage package, the paper's
owners have agreed to upgrade
the antiquated Herald accident
and sickness insurance policy,

which currently provides only
$40 per week for a sick or
disabled employee to survive
on.
Also the company has at
long last indicated a
willingness to end the
. requirement that janitors work
six days per week, and to
address employee concerns
about the eye-damaging effects
of video display terminals.
Progress also has been made
on a new job posting policy.
While the tentative
agreement on contract issues
may help curtail the $3.35-perhour, six-day a week schedules
and the substandard working
conditions at the Rutland
Herald, it is ·n ot, unfortunately
sufficient to settle the strike.
The stumbling block at this
point is the company's
insistence on a draconian
policy that would thrust many
longtime Herald workers out
of their jobs and replace tbem
with less talented - and often
inexperienced - substitutes,
some of whom have come from
out of state to take our
Vermont jobs.
These are our jobs. We want
them back and we are prepartd
to continue our long, hard trek
on the picket line - if that's
the type of enduring labor it
takes to get back to work.
The determination and
commitment of the working
women and men who make up
our group have carried us close
to settlement. We hope these
same qualities will enable us to
overcome the company's
threat to take away most of our
jobs.
Neither union-busting
tactics at the bargaining table,
nor attempts to pick-pocket
our jobs by those who have
crossed our picket lines, will
.dampen our resolve. The
fa bric of the Vermont worker
is of stronger stuff. We will
march on.
We do believe that
"Enduring Labor. Conquers
All."
And on the strength of our
commitment and faith in our
cause, and with the help of our
many supporters, we shall
strive once again to prove the
wisdom of that phrase.

Last week the New York
Times acknowledged that the ·
Rutland Herald strike was
having an impact on this year's
election in Vermont for the
U.S. Senate. In an article on
the Senate race between
Democrat Patrick Leahy and
Republican Stewart Ledbetter, the Times pointed out that
Ledbetter's efforts to unseat
Leahy were hampered by the
strike at the Herald:
" ... Mr. Ledbetter's efforts
to call attention to Mr. Leahy's
voting record and his military
stance have been hind~red by a
strike at The Rutland Herald,
the Vermont newspaper that
has usually devoted the most
ctttention to political
campaigns."
· Unfortunately, readers of
the Herald were denied access
to this information, even
though the New York ·Times
article ori the Vermont Senate
race was carried in the Herald's
pages. Editors at the Herald
judiciously omitted the abovequoted sentence relating to the
strike. Evidently, the Herald's
editors are not eager to let their
readers khow the full impact of
the strike:

their wives or children; what I want
to do is to bring to everyone's ·
attention the fact that societal
attitudes are oppressing all of us, and
this leads to violence at all levels,
from personal to national.
Most men were raised to believe
they had to be always strong, they
must support their families, and have
all the answers. This is a lot of
pressure to put on anyone. When
emotions are suppressed, they either
gnaw away at our i~sides so that we
become anxious and depressed,
sometimes leading us to tum to
alcohol or drugs; or they build up
inside until there is an explosion. ·
Most women are raised to nurture
and take care of others, to be sweet
and nice, not to make others feel
uncomfortable. When women
suppress their emotions, it usually
results in depression, which is really a
form of anger, but since it is not
'.'nice" to be angry; women tum these
suppressed feelings toward
themselves. On the other hand,
because of the stereotype of the
strong aggressive male, if men
suppress their emotions, it tends to
result in an explosion of feelings .
To me, a large part of the answer is
for education to deal more with. the
wh~le person; that is, to explore and
express our inner selves and to
nurture the innate creative potential
that all of us have. What is needed is
to help people be able to live their
lives creatively.
To do this, we need experience in
the creative process. Some wonderful
work has been · done through the
Vermont Council on the Arts but I
think we need to take this one step
further. I think that all classroom
teachers should be required, to take
creative arts, specifically creative
movement and drama, which
incorporates all other arts, and they
should learn how to integrate the arts
into the classroom.
I think it is a big mistake to
separate art from everyday life. It is
important for us to realize that art is
not just for special people, or rather,
that we are all special people.
DEBORAH PEASLEE
Rutland.

A Letter from the Picket Line
Whereas before the fashion for the
day was high-heel shoes, sheer
nylons, Pendleton suits, frilly
blouses, coiffered hair-dos, now you
see us wearing low, flat, sturdy shoes
or boots, nylons with he~vy kneesocks over them, lined slacks, bulky
(the heavier the better) sweaters,
Alpaca fur-lined coats and hats on
our heads. (Once it's on you can't
take it off).
Yes, walking the Picket Line lately
is no easy task. The other day it was
very cold and windy and someone
offered me a cup of steaming hot
chocolate with marshmallows. I
accepted it eagerly, never once
thinking of the calories involved,

only of the way it would warm DJe up.
There's no telling what someone has
hidden in their bag of goodies.
. Everyone packs a bag. Extra
sweaters, mittens, hats etc., plus
nourishing snacks to keep up our
strength. It's one for all, and all ·for
one as we walk along together.
By the end of our shifts (5 hours),
we are pretty beat, our joints 'a che,
and we are chilled to the bone, but
then someone will drive by, honk his
horn, give us the victory sign, or
maybe just a smile, and we know it's
all been worth-while.
JEANNE L. ZINGALE
Rutland.
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High above the roofs'of Rutland, there's a room
with a view, a barnacle of a penthouse affixed long
ago to a chimney behind 67 Center Street.
(Photographs by Michael Aleshire)

..

Scott Skinner.
,
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--------------------------APARTMENT Available
December·I - upper I bedroom.
Heat, Hot Water, Appliances.
$225. monthly. Deposit. 123
Baxter Street, Rutland 773-2124.

FOR SALE: 1973 Vega GT
Wagon, 4-speed, good tires,
mag wheels, rtins good.
$250. Call Bill at 775-4910
after 6:30 P.M.
FOR SALE: 4-wheel drive
International Scout, runs
good, body good, inspected,
$500. Call Bill at 775-4910
- after 6:30 P.M.
FOR SALE: Large pot-bellied wood stove manufactured by Patch foundry in
Rutland. $175. Call. Bill at
775-4910 after 6:30 P.M. ·
FOR SALE: 1959 Metropoitan, great on gas, 4-cyl.
engine, runs good, body
good, $300. Call Bill at 775491.0 after 6:30 P .M.

A Strong Independent
Attorney General Vermont
FOR
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·Does
Senator Patrick Leahy
have the leadership
capability and
the understan
of Vermont to help _
us
in the 1980's7
A ·lot of.people think so,

and here's what some have to say
about his record ..•
·· ..on community
.and economic .
development.
"In my opinion. there 1s not a single member of the New England Congressional delegation who has supported. the growth
and development of New England's travel industry srnaJ.l business, to the degree that you have. While others :rruzy vote in
favor of National Tourism Policy, export development for
small business, or the elirn1na.tion of customs deliws and visa
regulation red tape, you are the onJy member of the New England delegation who has actually rolled up his sleeves and
gotten to work on.each and 91/'ery one of these problems."
--:- Gar Anderson. Executive Vice President, Vermont Hotel .
Motel Restaurant Assoc:i.a.tion. Montpelier
"I ca.n't put into words the deep feeling of thanks that all of us
here at Two Penny want to express to you and your staff for
your wonderful support. It 1s clear to us that it was your efforts that made a great difference in the size of our NEA
grant this year."
-Nat Frothingharn, Director, Two Penny Cirous, Barre
"I would like to express the most sincere thanks of the Board
of Directors and members of the Downtown Development
Corporation for your assistance in our successful HUD 202
Housing Application. ·
"I am conftdent that I can si>ea.k not onJy on behalf of the Developnient Corporation. but for the entire Rutland community in expressing my most heartfelt gratitud0 and thanks."
- Paul A Bienvenu, Downtown Development Corporation.
Rutland
"Local government officia.ls meeting in Washington todaiY
presented Senator Patrick J. Lea.by With the 'Ieg:l.Blator of the

Year Award' for his leadership as a spokesman for rural
America"
-NatiOilal Association of Regional Councils, Washington. D.C.
"On 'b3ha.1f of the Rural Coalition. I want to thank you for your
efforts over the past several months to pass the Rural Development Policy Act of 1980."
- Barbara E. :&>Be, Executive Director, Rural Coalition.
.
Washingtoti. D.C.

. .. on cutting
government waste.
"In Senator Ieaby's words: 'The American people are sick and
tired of being ripped o:ffby some people in the federal bureaucracy.'
·
"As Vermonters and American taxp8i}Ters, we once again ·
thank Senator I.ea.by for continuing to wage an unrelenting
battle against bureaucratic waste in official Washington."
. -St. Johnsbury CaJ.e,donian-Record
"I should like to publicly express respect for the courage
shown by U.S. Sen. Patrick Leahy in his efforts to elirni.nate
waste, dishonesty, and other corruption Within our federal
government. I particularly appreciate his endeavor, as I was
dismissed frbm my position as a crirn1nal investigator, U.S.
General Services Administration. for exposing contracting
abuses, cover-up, and other irregularities. Through leg:l.Blation
as the 'Federal Disclosure and Accountability Act,' which 1s
sponsored by Sen. Leahy, employees reporting wrongdoing
will have adequate protection against reprisal. Furthermore,
the 'Federal Disclosure and Accountability Act' provides for
the investigation and correction of corruption. Eventually,
With such legislation. there will be great fear to commit
wrongdoing-rather than fear to report wrongdoing."
- 'Robert F. Sullivan. South Weymouth, Mass.

.. .on senior citizens.
"Thia is to inform you that you have been selected by the National Council of Senior Citizens to receive its Special Award
in recognition of your out.sta.ndllig ruJhievement on behalf of
senior citizens as a member of the United States Senate.
''The Award, the Certifl.cate of which is enclosed, is given to select members of Congress who have distingUished themselves
by voting for issues of vital concern to older ArneriCa.ns as
evaluated by the National Council of Senior Citizens."
- William R. Hutton. Executive Director, National Council of
Senior Citizens, Inc., Washington. D.C.
"We appreciate the interest you have shown in the problems
affecting our 12 million members and all older Americans."
- Cyril F. Brick:fleld, National Retired Teachers Association.
American Association of Retired Persons, Washington. D.C.
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.. . on defense.

Page IS

. .. on service to
· · Vermonters.

"As 1a member of the Defense Subcommittee of the powerful
-Senate Appropriations Committee,. Leahy h.aB consistently

advocated a strong U.S. defense postw'e. In instances where
he h.aB opposed development or procurement of a particular
weapon system, it's been because of serious questions about
whether or not the system would be cost-effective.
"As one who has both personal ·and professional interest in
national defense, I can·hardly find fault with Leahy for his efforts to :ma.xirnize the return on ~rs· dollars."
-KH. Wolvington, Burlington
"I know I speak for the men and women of the uniformed services in saluting you for a job well done.
''Your rnagniftcent fight to gain.a ·much-needed pizy increase
for enlisted personnel of the armed forces will not go unheralded by the ·Non Commissioned Oftl.cers Association."
-CA "Ma.c~" McKinney, Vice President for Government
Affairs, ·Non Commissioned Officers Association of the
United States of America, Washington, D.C. ,

...on agriculture.
''The year 1980 is a crucial one for the voters of this state and
nation.
·
·
"In the eleCtion contest for the U.S. Senate, agriculture in general and the dairy industry in particular have a proven ally
seeking re-election. He is U.S. Senator Patrick J. Leahy.
"We have had the opportunity to work with Senator Leahy
over the past five years. He knows and understands the
issues as they affect agriculture. Senator Leahy h.aB been
open and alwB07S willing to _listen.
.
"Senator Patrick Lea.hy's record as a friend of agriculture is
clear-we need him representing us in Washington-we urge
you to vote for Patrick Leahy when you go to the polls on Ncr
ve:r;p.ber4."
-Signed by 47 farmers from a.round Vermont
"On behalf of the daily farmers and their cooperative marketing assopiations ooross the nation, rnaor I extend our deep
appreciation for the capable and.forthright leadership you
exercised in_the recent development of the Food and Agr1culture Act of 1977.
"Your efforts in securing needed changes in the daily provisions as well as other portions of this legislation demonstrate once again your understanding of the need for a sound
and effective food.policy for the nation."
-Pa.trick B. Healy, Secretary, National Milk Producers
Federation, Washington, D.C.
I

"I am writing to express my thanks to you for your assistance
in our efforts to reduce the number of a.dv:lsor,y oommittees
that have operated in connection with Department of Agriculture programs.

"We found it ver,y helpful in our effort to eliminate unnecessar,y committees. As indicated on the attached, I have now reduced the number ofU.S.DA a.dv:lsor,yoommittees from llO
to 35, and several additional ones are prqjected for probable
termination later this yea;r."
_
- Bob Bergland, Secreta.ry, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C.
'

"My greatest hope is that the final count shows a wide margin

of victor,y indicating a strong position. Vermont, a small
state, needs to keep what you have achieved. Without a
strong, respected. voice on influential committees, Vermont
would have nothing. My ver,y best wishes for success."
-Rep. Elizabeth Dunsmore, Swanton
"In my opinion, your responsible and sensitive positions on
legislative matters affecting all Vermonters is an example of
concern for all people that transcends political pa.rt1es and
labels. In an era where h1gh pressure lobbyists and special
interest groups are prevalent, you have demoristra.ted an mdependence, that I believe, all Vermonters can take pride in."
- David J. Kirker, President, Northern Cornrnunicy Investment Corp., St. Johnsbury
"A member of the Appropriations Committee, he pllzyed the
leading role in restoring funds which were cut in the House's
proposed fuel assistance program for this winter.
''This was a move not oruy on behalf of the-elder1y and the
poor, but also one that Will benefit all Vermon~rs. For some
it rnaor be a matter of health or survival; for others, a savingS
in their tax dollars."
-Marilou Malone, Barre

•

"On behalf of the parents and students in Burlington, I would
l1ka to sincere1y thank you for the time and effort you expended on this matter. You are to be applauded for your special concern for disa.dvan.taged youngsters."
- Luther H. G;t1tlmecht, Superintendent, Burlington Schools
"On beba.lf of the National Center for Law and the Deaf and,
indeed, the entire deaf cornrnunicy, I want to thank you for
your strong and fruitful support of the Line 21 petition. ·
"Perhaps more than any other single factor, your assistance
helped all of us to increase public awareness of the needs of
• deaf viewers and to convince the FCC of the importance of
meeting those needs."
-:-Glenn A Goldberg, Executive Director, The National
Center for Law and the Deaf, Washington, D.C.
"I have never before needed anyone as desperate1y as I needed
Lea.hy's interest and abilicy to a.ct irnrned1ate1y. He showed
that he cared ... That's why I'm writing this letter. I can't
forget a man that helped me when no one else seemed to
care, -and I want ever,y Vermonter to know what Leahy did
for me."
·
-William M. Olivet, Randolph Center
/
"On behalf of the Town of Georgia, its Fire Department and its
Civil Defense Unit we wish to thank you for your invaluable
assistance in obtaining the large tank truck for Georgia. Ev&r,yone here concerned were gtea.t1y impressed with the quick
and decisive action ta.ken by you and your oftlce on our
behalf."
-Ric- Nye, Fire Chief, Georgia Fire Depa.rtrn8nt;
Robert Pierce, Cha.irrnan, Boa.rd of Selectmen, Town of
Georgia;
John Kieselma.nn, Cha.irrnan, Georgia Civil Defense Unit

. .. On housing. ·

... on health care.

"I don't believe I can proper1y express the appreciation of myself and our Boa.rd of Commissioners for all the help you have
provided in securing :Vermont's fair share of housing. We are
all pleased to hear the news that Vermont will receive an additional 150 units of housing for use in a rehabilitation/reuse
demonstration program. You can rest assured that these
units will be used as quickly and effective1y as possible."
- Allan S. Hunt, Executive Director, Vermont Housing
Fina.nee Agency, Burlington

"We -w rite to thank you most sincerely.for the effort you and
your staff expended on our behalf in our recent successful
application for designa.tion as a medically underserved area.
''This effort of responsiveness from your oftlce is enormously ·
encouraging to .us1n our efforts to provide rnedica.l care to
our cornrnunicy."
- M.H. Lauri.don, President, Mountain Valley Health Center,
Londonderr,y
"Final congressional passage this week of a rural ·health care
bill, designed in large pa.rt by Vermont's Sen. Patrick J. Leahy,
will mean a long-needed shot in the arm for people in rural

areas of the countr,y tr,ying to locate affordable health care
closer to home."
- ~/Montpelier Times Argus

"I have been impressed with the attention you have given to '
the homebuilders of this State over the last six years. Your
assistance with the tax exempt revenue bondissue and other
housing problems is much appreciated."
-Robert A Snyder, Essex Junction

Patrick

/
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-Wild------------=--~------:---------;::-----;---(Continued from Page One)

feet," Wild ' explained. But ~ithin
little more than a week, she said, the
city's offer changed from nothing to a _
cash settlement, then to a·
yrobationary jot on unsatisfactory
terms, and finally to the permanent
job with a cash settlement.
Broderick Thursday confirmed
that an agreement had been reached,
but declined to elaborate on the
details. Police Chief Charles Spoon
and J. Theodore Cacioppi, the city's
Equal Opportunity Officer, also were
tight-lipped on the situation. Both
responded to .questions with ,
"absolutely no comment."
The settlement apparently brings
to a · close the controversial sexdiscrimiitation suit that already had
drawn in state and federal
investigators and had threatened to
hold up tens of thousands of dollars

Pot
(Continued from Page One)

That's a real important finding," he
- said.
The experiment involved building
a living room setting, complete with a
rug, FM radio and other items.
Each group of four - the four
being friends even before the
experimentat,ion - was placed ir.1 the
setting and told to party until they
had reached their normal, moderate
high.
, Following that testing, conducted
in the summer of 1979, researchers
took testing equipment _to real
parties, and the results of those tests
supported what was learned in the
neuropsychology lab, Musty said.
But he cautioned that testing in the
field was "not very scientific," in that
_ it was not done in a controlled
environment.
He also warned that findings from
the research are not applicable to
light arid heavy users of alcohol and
marijuana, and that the ,research says
nothing about the long-range effects
of drug use.
Finally, an unavoidable drawback
to all human research, Musty added,
is that subjects tend to try harder
than they would otl}erwise.
Despite those qualifiers, however,
the research does give valuable
insight into the effects of alcoh~ and
marijuana on the majority of young,
healthy men, he said.
"These subjects are representative
of the largest group of users in the
country," Musty explained.
Women were not part of- the
experiment because· of the Federal
Drug Administration's concern
about the possible harmful effects of
marijuana on female hormone
production.

Cameron
(Continued from Page One)

the Department of Public Works
until the problem can be resolved.
Thus far, there has been no
progress toward obtaining a waiver,
Biederman said Thursday, although
he noted efforts are continuing.
Godnick, who earlier pledged to
use his politicaLconnections to try"to
win Cameron a presidential pardon,
likewise said he has gotten nowhere
with the federal government as yet.
The mayor talked with President
Carter on the telephone the other
night, but in the excitement of the
conversation, he said, "the subject
didn't come up.
"The president's got a lot on his
mind right now," Godnick noted.
Cameron, while he has received no
official financial help from the policy
union, has received several
individual contributions from police
and firemen to help him and his

family through
period.

his

suspension

-

in federal revenue sharing funds for
Rutland. An official with the U.S.
Treasury Department visited
Rutland this week to investigate
whether those funds should be
withheld pending the resolution of
the case. Although the official did
not directly participate in
negotiations, Broderick acknowledged that concern over the funds was
"one 'of a number of factors" that led
to the relatively quick settlement.
Wild was informed earlier this
summer She would - not be rehired
-because of an alleged lack of
aggressiveness. She later filed suit
with the Vermont attorney general's
office and the federal Office of
Revenue Sharing claiming her
- dismissal was the result of sex
discrimination.
An investigation conducted for the
city by Cacioppi concluded there was
"probable cause" to believe the
Police Department had disi:riminated against Wild, at least in the
manner it administered its formal
evaluation system.
In a wide-ranging and candid
interview Thursday afternoon, Wild
and her boyfriend, Gary Gregorio,
discussed the settlement and the
reaction they expect when Wild
returns to work Sunday evening.
Although both are pleased with
the terms of the settlement, each
expressed concern over possible
repercussions from certain ·officers
who reportedly are upset over Wild's
reinstatement.
"I've got to admit, I'm nervous
about going back," Wild confided.
She explained she was particularly
concerned about statements made
recently by Spoon that criticized her
performance as an officer and· ·
suggested she might face a difficult
working environment if she returned.
Gregorio, who complained that

'

such statements were tantamount to
a hai:assment threat, noted that her
"credibility has been .damaged."
"Right now," he said, 'Tm afraid
for her because it's very obvious from
the statements made by the police
chief in the paper that she's going
back to a hostile environment." He
added, "I don't think many men
would have the courage to do that."
Wild and Gregorio speculated that
Spoon's statements - which they felt
compromised the department's
position by bringing up the question
of haraSS'ment - may have speeded
up the timing of the negotiation
settlement.
Many of Wild's fellow officers and
supervisors have been supportive of
her attempts to regain her job, she
said. Wild and Gregorio, however,
are concerned over reports that a
small group of officers might
·
retaliate against her.
The idea, Wild said, would be to
intimidate her, into leaving, or to
make her "prove" her worth as an
officer.
Such actions would fit into what
Wild described as a pattern of minor
harassment against her in the past by
certain officers, particularly a few on
the 4 p.m.-to-midnight shift. Wild
reportedly has been tentatively
scheduled to resume duty on that
shift this weekend. Wild and Gregorio cited as specific
examples of such harassment:
Obscenities scratched onto her
locker; the phrase, "good riddance
bitch " written across her name on a
polic~ roster; and incidents where
Wild was ignored by other officers
.
·
responding to a call.
Altho-ugh such incidents
apparently were based on the
perception among some patrolmen
that she was a '.'weak" officer, Wild
defended her record by.saying, "They

were totally incorrect as to . my
abilities and aggressiveness. I don't
believe you have to prove you're a
good cop by busting somebody's
head in."
Wild was particularly critical of
the system used to evaluate officers, a
system she and Cacioppi agree fitiled
to inform her of what police officials
felt were problems with her
performance.
:
· "You expect to be trained," Wild
said . "If you're doing soqiething
wrong, you expect to be told about
it...If you're not getting that, you
naturally assume you're doing okay."
Up until the day she was informed
of her dismissal, Wild had received
no written or verbal signal that she
was apout to lose her job, she said.In
fact, according to Wild, some
feedback she · received during the
early months of her probation
indicated she was at times a little too
eager in responding to certain calls.
Wild said that all but one of her
watch commanders gave her
uniformly favorable reports, . and
that · the one who cited her alleged
lack of aggressiveness never spoke to
her directly about the problem.
She said she hopes her suit has
helped point out to the department
where the evaluation system needs to
be changed. Although the state and
federal investigations have now been
shelved, she has been assured the case
could be reopened if any future
harassment occurs.
Despite the problems that might
occur, Wild confirmed she is !;erious,
at least for the present, about going
back to her job and remaining in
Rutland. "If they're going to treat me
1ls a fellow officer with the same
respect as I'd treat them, fine," she
said. "If I'm going to be harassed and
have problems, then of course I'll
look elsewhere."

l I
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STEWART SMITH
REPUBLICAN -·CANDIDATE FOR
RUTLAND COUNTY SENATOR

It takes work
It takes dedication
It. takes experience .
It takes an intimate unclerstanding of the·
needs of Vermonters only a native
can possess .

THAT'S WHY-WE'RE SUPPORTING

STEWART SMITH
STEWART A. SMITH SUPPORTERS
CASTLETON AND HUBBARDTON

Ellis and Eleanor Anderson
William Hart
John and Debbie Liccardi
Grove and Gail Lugar ·
Theodore and Donna Parisi
Edward Q. Smith
Duid and Evelyn Stagg
Mr. a"nd Mrs. Paul Sweitzer
Frank Taggart
George Taggart
James Thomas, M.D.
Alfred and Pam Rampone Jr.
Malcolm and Shirley Vail
CHITTENDEN
John Ballou ·
Allen Hendee ·
Hon. Richard Mallary
Mr. and Mrs. Henr"y Lunde
Charles and Doris Silver
CLARENDON
William and Barbara Carris
James and Marilyn Gratten
George and Helen Holden
Randall and Ruth Kinne
George Ridlon
Edmund and Helen Rondina
John and Betty Wehse
Roger and Ruth West
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Wilson Jr.
Thomas M. and Donna LaVictorie
Thomas J. and Pearl LaVictorie ·
IRA
Ralph and Alice Perry
Robert and Alta Johnston

Ralph and Louise Guyette
Dean Judkins
Edward and Gail Kent
Thomas and Judith Lertola
Wesley and Dorothy Scott
Marilyn Smith
.
Earl and Rosamond Spencer
MIDDLETOWN SPRINGS
Col. Henry Bigelow
Olivia Bigelow
Page and Ardith Fenton
Paul Fenton
Clarence and Sharon Haynes
Richard and Jane Purrington
Lester and Mary Parker
Clyde Parker
Norman Parker
John and Kathie Winkopp
MOUNT HOLLY
Wayne Clark
Maude Devereux
Ltland and Edna Greenwood
James and Lois Holden
Rose ValPreda

PAWLET
Timothy Leach
Edith Mach
Merritt "Bus" Mars
Mrs. William Moore
Bardon Nelson
Thomas Nelson
Ruth Sheldon
Myron Waite
PITT:ifCii<I)

FAIR HAVEN
Edwards and Frances CarpenterDonald Cook
Walter and June Dorion
Doris Fusco
Mr. and Mrs. James Gilbert
Reginald Goddard
Mildred Gutterson
Mrs. Whitcomb Hyde
William Hyde
Louis Markoff
Wyman Maynard
Mrs. B. H. Norton
Mr. and Mrs. George Stannard, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Stannard III
Philip Stannard
Lawrence and Alice Welchko
MENDON
Faith Bartlett
~mmy Burke
Leonard Burke
John and Rosemary Canney, Jr.

Anthony and Lise Cioffi
Theodore and Theane Corsones
Alice Goddard
Richard Goddard

John and Mary Cadwell
Norman and Verna Harvey
Lillian Hier
Joseph Kamuda
Merle and JoSephine Macomber
Col. James Mitchell
Peter and Sophie Markowski
Carl Nickerson
.
John and Caroline O''Handley
Thomas and Emogene Terounzo
Edward and Doris Wheeler
PITTSFIELD
Arthur Begin
Cliff and Theresa Cerro
Olive Ferrick
Benjamin Gardner
Mary Merrill

PROCTOR
Serce Ambrosini
Charlton and Cele Capen
Alof Carlson
John Conant
Lawrence Fredette Sr.
Lawrence and Mildred Fredette, Jr.
George and Elsie Johnson
Jerry and Caroline Miglorie
David and Nancy Nelson
William and Beve_rly Taranovich
POU LTNEY
Francis Bozen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Marsh
James Pollock
Harold Wescott, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Willianis
Malcolm Williams
•
_Ray L. Williams
RUTLAND CITY
Clement and Frances Abatiell
Clement and Gloria Abatiell
Jack Abel
Douglas and Marian Acioly
Paul Adams
John and Mary Aines
Philip and Anne Alderman
Mary Altobell
James Averill
Nick Barone
Alfred and Doreen Beauchamp
Robert and Nancy Beauchamp
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bischoff
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Bogue
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Bordeau
Donald and Anne Bosten
James Brough
Robert E. Brown
John and Karol Browne
Gene and Elizabeth 'Burke
Erwin and Cloyce Butterfield
Martin Campagne
James and Shirley Canary
Margaret Canary
John Canney. Jr.
John Canney, Ill
Anthony Cantone
Fred and Irene Carbine
Stephen and Judy Carbine
Elizabeth Carmichael
Nick Carmolli
Henry and Helen Carris
Alfonso and Phyllis Cioffi
Alvin and Yolanda Cioffi
Charles and Carmen Clarino
Joseph Ind Jean Coloutti
Charles and Edna Conner
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Costello
Bartley and Catherine Costello

Richard Costello
Robert Costello
James and Kathleen Coughlin
David Cra:W'lord
Arthur and Marsha Crowley
Joseph and Merle Crowley
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Cutler
Robert and Rose Dakin
Mr. and Mrs: Albert Davis
Arthur and Ruth Dick
Michael and Susan Dick
Bernard Donahue .
George Donahue, Jr.
Shirley Eaton
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ellis
Amalio and Rose Esposito
Richard and Theresa Fagan
John Fenton
Martin and Helene Freeman
Ronald Fucci
Alie~ and Sandra Gartner
Leonard Gluck
Dr. Ronald and Barbara Heaton
J . Walter Herlihy
Dr. Alexander Herzen
Thomas and Nancy Hurcomb
Robert and Patricia Iverson
Rolla Jasmin Sr.
Robinson and Dorothy Keyes
Robert C. Kinney, Jr.
Peter and Madeline Louras
Gus and Ruth Louras
Natalie McLeod
David and Roberta MaCk
John and Ruth Maley
James Marro
Dr. Philip and Tina Merriam
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Miller
Robert and Lillian Miller
Pat and Jane Mondella
Neil and Jane O'Brien
Erling Omland
Hugh and Mary Onion
Dr. William and Jean O'Rourke
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Patch
Gordon and Marie Patterson
Albert and Ione Paul
Albert Paul Jr.
Glen H . Perkins
Kenneth and Hinda Pollack
Myles and Johanna Pratico
Frank Punderson
James and Dorothy Raleigh
Dr. George and Clarice Ravit
James Reardon
Ruth Remington
Francis Renner
Raymond and Florence Reilly, Sr.
Henry and Barbara Rizziere
Phyllis Robinson
John and Jerri Sabataso
Luigi and Doro{hy Sabataso
George and Bonnie Sargeant
Charles and Sis Shortle

Barbara Shortsleeves
Howard Shortsleeves, Jr.
Patrick and Franka Slattery
Vidot and Carol Spine
Ethel Stearns
Stewart an4 Lenore Stevens
Albert 8nd Marilyn Trepanier
Henry Vergi
Louis and Irene Vignoe
Payson Webber
John and Linda Welch
Norma White
Leonard and Mary Wing
George and Betty Wolfe
Anthony Zingali

SHERBURNE

RUTLAND TOWN
William Abrahamovich
Mary Baird
Jesse and Lillian Billings, Sr.
Jesse and Joyce Billings, III
Harold and Trudy Billings
Chester and Donna Brileya
Dr. Battista and Barbara Chiolino
Warren and Jean Crowley
Charlotte Fenton
Edson and Colleen Goodrich
Robert and Louise Goss
Byron and Roxie Hathaway
Ned Hemingway
William and Dorothy Kelly
Kenneth Kellon
John Link
George and Nancy Livak
Russell and Cynthia Melocik
Raymond and Sharon ~utting
Frank Oles
Albert Pulling
Harold Pulling
Tom Quinn
William and Jean Radaker
John and Martha Russell
David and Lynn Seward
Ernest Seward
Charles and Andrea Shortle, Jr.
John and Dolor .. Smiel
Robert Solari

TINMOUTH

SHREWSBURY
Angelo and Dianne Carrara
Louis Paul Carrara
Conrad and Eva Cyr
Stephen and Ann Graham
Elliott and Polly Haynes
Hull and Joanna Maynard
Lawrence and Carolyn Miller
Glendon Pierce
Willard Smith
William and Donna Smith
Nathan and Jan Snelling
Bernard Stewart
C. J . Stewart
Henry and Elizabeth Wilson
Lavonie and Hilda Woods

Oren Bates
Mr. and Mrs. W·a rren Battles
Bruce and Verlene Belden
Nancy Best
Walter and J udy Findeisen
Ed Fowler
Michael Holland
David Horgan
Burnham and Donna Martin
Enrico Monti
Thomas and Lauren. Rabeck
Gilbert and Claudia Rosenbrier
Evelyn Southworth

Huckins Boule
Tully Boule
Frances and Bill Colvin
John and Marian Squier
Roy Wilbur
WALLINGFORD & DANBY
William and Beatrice Baker
Frank Battease
Albert and Helen Bersaw
Karl Chapman
Clifford and Marlene Dawson
John and Harriet Gilman
Carol and Jay Kenlan
Wilbur Marquis
Edward Patch
Linda Patch
Arman and Ella Richards
Ralph and Mabel Stafford
Cornelia Tarbell
Ruth Tarbell
Mr. and Mn. Hugh Younc
Truman Young
WEST RUTLAND
Frank and Betty Ba1insld
Clayton Bailey, Jr.
Frank Czachor
John and Mary Ann Rogers
Victor and Ethel Sevi1ny
Hannah and Neil Springer
William and Brenda Shortle
Gustaf and Catherine Wedin
John and Olive Weinreber
WEST HAVEN
James and Elsie Adams
Byron and Luena Avery
Ruth Best
Brian and Sherrill Bo"k
Frances Book
Raymonc_I and ~arol"Ric~rds
WELLS

- STEWART A. SMITH FOR RUTLAND -COUNTY SENATOR

Alfred J. Beauc••P. Treasurer

Bernard and Doris Bremer
Ronald and Judy Bremer
Barbara Goodspeed
Lance Hobson
Samuel Jones ·
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THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT
''Chemin de _F er''
A Funny Farce

-·

By JEAN SWAIN
The lovers stand in close embrace,
local theater-fanciers, plus a few
gazing deeply into .e ach other's eyes.
newcomers who also shine.
_T)le air arou_n d them is tremulous_
Rutland is lucky to have two such
handsome leading ladies as Ilene
with recent memories of their newly
consummated passion and desire for
Blackman and Sandra Gartner, both
more of the same.
superbly costumed here. Ilene glitters
"Swear to me," he says huskily,
as the wayward wife; she can express
"that you have never deceived your
a change in emotion simply by the
husband before."
flick of an eyelid. Sandra gleams, and
· This line, the very essence_ of
as the virtuous, outraged helpmate of
French bedroom farce, is an early
the straying husband, she has a
indication of even better things to
chance · to show a broader range of
come In the Actors Repertory
feeling than has been her assignment
production of Georges Feydeau's
in some other roles.
"Chemin de Fer." The four-act play,
As the husband in question,
which delighted Rutland audiences
Seymour Lambert is outrageously
last weekend, will be presented again
audacious and adept in his sense of
on Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m. at
comic timing. Never mind that, "I've
the Unitarian Universalist Church on
had it up to here," is not in the
West Street.
contemporary French idiom; when
A frothy concoction with all the
Seympur screams it, in utter
substance of a champagne cocktail,
frustration
with appropriate
it's full of the absurdities that attend
gestures, he -strikes a responsive
the furtive couple in their attempts to
chord, and you laugh.
conceal their amours from their
Central to the success of the play is
respective - and respectable the · performance by Alan Buckland
spouses. A minor skirmish in th~
as Blackman's cuckolded husband .
battle of the sexes, if-you will. Or,
Excluding civilized urbanity and
since the title is the name of a French
sense
of dignified irony with every
card game; a titillating gamble in
and
gesture, he may well be the
word
which the stakes are someone else's
ultimate winner in the game.
wife or husband. Or perhaps testing
· Among others worthy of special
how much one can get away with in
mention are Arthur Patten as a
Paris in 1904, where extra-marital
bumbling inebriate; Thaddeus
affairs were just another fact of life,
Lorentz and Michael .Harlow as
The show, directed by Sylvia
officious gendarmes; and Bette
Willard, is full of memorable
Renaud, a real find.
portrayals by players familiar to

Drum and Bugle Corps
Being Organized Here _

a

~UTLAND'S

LEADING

•

By HILARY ROSENBERG
The marchers step in rhythm,
weaving patterns with their
movement, while the snare drums
snap and the silver horns spin and
flash. ·
That's how ' members ot the
American Legion Post 31 envision
the city drum and bugle corps they
are organizing.
Rehearsals for the corps begin
next week with the first performance
set for the state American Legion
convention in Rutland on June 28.
Anyone interested in playing the oms
or drums, or participating in the
color guard is invited to attend the
first session at the post on
Washington Street at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 4.
No instruments, uniforms or
previous training are required to join
the marching unit. The Legion will
provide equipment, and drum corps
leader Nelson Ramirez will offer
training.
·
"Number one, we want to · have
fun," said Mike Earle, one of the
corps organizers. "We want to make
this marching unit the best in the
state."
Ramirez said he hopes to make the
drum corps as professional as
possible. The· corps will start out
marching in local parades, and, as it

improves, participate in competitions across the country, he said.
The music played by the corp$ will
be "progressive," including jazz, rock
and even classical selections.
So far, approximately 30 persons
have signed up to be in the marching
unit. Earle said he will ask local
school band leaders to offer their
students the opportunity of playing
with the corps during summers and
when they are not involved in band
activities.
For additional information about
the corps, call Mike Earle, 775-3645.

Age of Innocence
To Be Discussed
Joan Aleshi re, Cuttingsville
librarian and humanities scholar,
will conduct the third program in the
current book discussion series
"Myths in Marriage," Mo'nday and
Tuesday in Brandon and Rutland.
The early 20th-Century American
novel, "The Age of Innocence," by
Edith Wharton, will be the topic at
the Brandon Public Library Monday
at 7:30 p.m. and Rutlan'd Free
Library Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. and
7:30 p.m.

Cast a vote for progressive government on
November 4.

ELECT*****

Also
Featuring Prime Cuts Of
Beef And Veal

Representative to the Legislature

Featuring

This Friday & Saturday
TWIN LOBSTER DINNER
And

SPECIAL
$9.95

Live Entertainment With A Triple Treat
Saturday Only
Jots Farrell - Al Jolly - Robby Hiendriken ·

Lunches Daily
1 MERCHANTS ROW

JOYCEANNE
ROLL

775-7457

"It will be almost I ike
being there yourself."
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Inside Woody Al Jen's Brain
By LOUIS BERNEY
If you've never cared for Woody
Allen and his self-deprecating, self~
indulgent Jewish humor, you wilt
positively detest his latest film,
"Stardust Memories." If you've
always enjoyed Woody Allen and his
Borscht-belt jokes and intimidation
of mortality, you still may find it
difficult to swallow this mostautobiographical picture yet from a
director who, despite his acclaimed
genius, finds nothing more
fascinating to make films about than
his own hang-ups. And if you are an
unswavering Woody Allen nut-and
go bananas over his incredibly funny
screen presence and confessional
homilies, you probably will love
"Stardust Memories" - although it
may insult you.

·· It is impossible to separate one's
feelings for "Stardust Memories"
from one's feelings for Woody Allen,
for the movie and the director/ actor
are so intertwined that they almost
are one.
"Stardust Memories" is a film
·ab~ut, a director (played by Allen, of
course) and his mo~ies and fans.
The director in the movie, Sandy
Bates, ls invited by a well-known film
critic to participate in a weekend
seminar on his films at a resort hotel
known as the Stardust--' just like the
real life Woody Allen has attended
real life weekend film seminars put
on by movie critic Judith Crist in
Tarrytown, N. Y.
In fact, almost everything that
Sandy Bates does in "Stardust
Memories" meets our conception of
what Woody Allen does in real life.
And that is why Woody Allen fans
must at least be a little nonplussed,
not to mention hurt, by the utter
contempt with which Woody depicts
Sandy Bates' followers.
Woody Allen makes it very

difficult for his real life admirers to
feel good about this film, bc;:cause of
the way he caricatures and belittles
Sandy Bates' admirers in the movie.
They basically are mindless, wildeyed parasites who, in Bates'
(Woody's) eyes come to him either to
offer false praise or to establish a
personal link with this famous
director. Or even worse yet, to offer a ·
thoughtful insight of his movies that
Bates himself finds absurdly stupid.
Sandy Bates, you see, is a director
who wants to be respected for his
serious films. Yet he is revered only
for the comedies he personally
dislikes.
The clear message we are receiving
from Sandy Bates - Woody Allen
- is that he believes, in retrospect,
that all of his early comic hits are
intellectual rubbish. But because he
now thinks he has reached a plateau
of intellectual sophistication, Bates
(Allen) takes out his frustrations over
his own past failings on those poor,
adulating fans who catapulted him to
fame in the first place.
·
This newest Woody Allen hangup, which began to surface in" Annie
Hall" and "Manhattan", is several
notches removed from his more
fa .miliar maligned-Jewish-son
routine. Yet that, too, has a place in
this movie.
All the people who love Sandy(his
fans) are Jewish, while all the people
Sandy loves (three women) are not.
Although Diane Keaton is not. in
"Stardust Memories," three
surrogate gentile romantic interests
are: Sandy's enigmatic girlfriend
(Charlotte Rampling), a French
lover (Marie-Christine Barrault. of
"Cousin, Cousine"), and the one
attendee of the weekend seminar who
cares not a whit for the director
(Jessica Harper). Although these
three women are little more than
ornaments to Sandy's psyche in the

20th Annual Presentation Of

Friday & Saturday - Nov. 7 & 8 - 7:30 p.m.

COMPLIMENTS
OF
PROCTOR
TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION
PROCTOR JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

-

·-

.

·.:._=--o..t'

The Rutland Monitor will run a ·
'.· Weekly advice column for the
lovelorn, the forlorn, and the
otherwise down-and-out. Readers
are invited to send in their secret and
most intimate problems to our little.known, but widely experienced,
Lothario, ORION THE ORACLE.
All inguiries should be addressed to:
ORION THE ORACLE
c/ o The Rutland Monitor
142 1I2 West St.
Rutland, Vermont 05701
Confidentiality is guaranteed, as is
sound advice. ·
Dear Orion: For a long time I've
lusted after the auburn-haired beauty
who sits next to me in Chaucer 103.
As the professor recites the text, I day
dream. my own version of "Tf!e•
Canterbury Tales." But despite my
best efforts at attra~ting her
attention, she doesn't know me from
a .s emicolon. How can I make her
notice me?
- From The Miller
Dear Miller: If you want to perk
up her interest, convince her to enroll
next semester in D. H. Lawrence 202.
On the other hand, if you want to
cool down your own libido, switch
your major to PlaneGeometry.

Dear Fat: Neither will get you very .
far these days. The new boom
industries are plastics and fortune
cookies.
Dear Orlon: My boss is energetic,
handsome and pays well. My
problem is that he thinks he's the
greatest thing since sliced bread, and
he's not. How can I let him· know
without jeopardizing my job?
. - From Butter Ball
Dear Butter: Every day place a loaf
of pumpernickel bread and a knife on
his desk and ask him to slice you a
piece. He'll get the message, even if
you don't.
Dear Orion: For the last three
nlghts I've woken up in a cold sweat
after dreaming that -1 turned into a
gigantic fly. How can .I stop this
terrifying dream?
,
- From Meta Morphosis
Dear Meta: Whack yourself with a
fly sw~tter before going to bed.
Dear Orion: I can'tsay "No."ls this a
problem?
- From Yessir
Dear Yessir: Yes!

.

Dear Orion: I love to cook Chinese
food, but my new girlfriend insists ·
that I cook meatloaf and spinach
every night. What can I do to get her
to start liking Chinese cuisine?
- From No ~ice
Dear No: Every evening before
dinner, take her on a long wok.

*STAR WORDS*

"Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow"

SOUTHEAST SCHOOL Children

looks out the window at a train on a
nearby track and sees a car full of
beautiful people whose revelry is in
stark contrast to the melancholia
which fills his own train. It's another
case of Woody Allen being on the
outside 109king in, but in this movie,
the theme never goes much beyond
that point.

~:~~DEAR

Dear Orion: I just received a large
inheritance. I can't decide whether to
invest in silver or soy beans. Any
advice?
- From Fat Cat

Southeast Varieties

Adults $1.

movie, and are lacking in their own
development, they represent, in total,
the director's forbidden fruit.
. Unfortunately, the most intriguing
scene in the movie comes at the
outset of the film, and arouses great
expectations that never are satisfied.
Sandy is on a stalled rail~oad car with
a bunch of bizarre looking losers. He

50¢

Jly ASTRO-WILD
Aquarius (Jan. 20;,Feb. 18) An important message awaits
you in the final scene of the _
next film you see.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Try to be less cold-blooded.
It's bad for your circulation.
Aries (March 21-April 19) Allow younelf to give in to
temptation, just this one time.
'Taurus (April 20-May 20) Drinking will not solve your
problem. Seek advice from a
relative in Ohio.

Gemini (May 21-June 20) You can no longer sit on the
fence. It's tirne to make up
your mind, once and for all.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) Your mind is being polluted by
too much television. Read a
good book for a change.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - A
little man who looks like a
mushroom will offer you some
sage advice.
Virgo (Aug. 23_-Sept. 22) Your penchant for perfection

sometimes bothers people.
Loosen up.
Libra (Sept. -23-0ct. 22) People are beginning to . lose.
respect for you. Reassess your
motives . . ·
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) You rely too heavily on
doctors and pills. Think more
about caring for your ills on
your own.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Give a flower to a friend.
The gesture will be appreciated.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)y our life is too rational. Mix in
a little romance and
sentimentality:
COMMUNICATION FROM
THE NETHER-WILDS:
The winds of change are about
to blow your way. Be
prepared.
Confidential to Mr. Jive
Hipster - Your cantaloupes
are beginning to sour. It's time
to move on again. You've
already overstayed your
welcome.
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The Senator's Fishy Outdoor Tales
By CHARLIE SPENCER
As bad as last weekend was for the
turkey hunters, it was even worse for
the trout fishermen. While it was the
first weekend for the gobble guys and
gals, it was the last one for the
trouters . . . And, talk about your
"Lost Weekends." Ray Milland's
famed problems with the bottle were
nothing, compared to the problems
the cold wind and rain posed for
trout and turkey buffs.
"Waste of time," was the best
phrase we heard - and - we can't
tel~ you the worst, this being a family
publication, union-style, of course ..
. Anyway, the turkey and trout
probably enjoyed the relative peace
and quiet - to say nothing of the
door, seeing as how the bow and
arrow season also ended Sunday.
. . . Maybe the lousy weather,
· especially on the weekends, explains
the 300-plus decline in the archery
totals, helps explain it, anyway. We'll
wait official word from the biologists
-then we'll question it, of course.
GET SERIOUS? OK ...
The biggest buck reported down
our way was the 176-pound, eightpoint beauty bagged by Springfield's
Dale Greene. Larry Greene said his

1

brother . got it with one arrow
through the heart - on what might
be called a "tape-measure" shot ...
Did we bow hunt? Nope, we're
waiting for the arrow season.
GET SERIOUS? OK . ..
"The fishing must be lousy,"
Palmer Ainsworth, Springfield
attorney, laughs as he passes us on
the picket line ... We laugh - on the
outside - cry on the inside, because
we weren't able to get out the last two
weeks of the season, because it's now
"~ait 'til next year" for all trouters.
On our trip north, with our
brother, the Rev. Francis Spencer,
M.S ;, Bub Emerson and Wendell
Barrows; we had great luck with the ·
rainbows at Crystal, the squaretails
at Newark, the lakers at Long Pond
and Caspian, where the bows also hit
well.
Wendell was "king of the waters".
One early morning, he got his laker
limit - two - in about half an hour
at Long Pond.
Had barely left the launch site
when he lost a laker. He circled the
area again and got another keeper,
wondering if it was the same one he
lost minutes earlier? It looked about
· the same size, 20-plus inches, about

Soup du Jour cup
Homemade French Fries small
Chili Con Came small
Fish Chowder (winter)

bowl
large
large
Gazpacho (summer)

'

three pounds. He got his second up at
the other end of the pond.
Bub, who lost the "biggest fish of
the trip" dough to Barrows by only a
quarter of an inch, got his laker limit
at Caspian - and - we all got
rainbow limits at Crystal.
With "Padre," we limited out twice
at Newark - ten nice natives both
days. Might have done it a third time
too - but - wind, sleet and snow
drove us off th~ pond ... The fish we
caught had goose bumps on their
fins.
·
GET SERIOUS? OK ...
The hot fly at Newark was the
Golden Demon, trolled down two
colors of lead-core line. The Jaybird
Special and Green Woolly Worm
also worked well ... The hot lures?
Mooselooks, fluorescent red, silver
and copper - and - the smallish
"Mini-Mooses" that Larry Sicard
sells at his Franklyn Store in Barton.
We got our biggest 'bow, a nice, fat
16-irtcher at Bald Hi!, where anglers
had good luck this season, getting
some fine, fighting fish in the 15-inch
class.
IN YOUR SPARE TIME ...
Look around for a small lure
called "Shoff's Triple Teazer." Our

brother, Joe, sent us several from out
Seattle, Wash., way, where they
work wen-on trout and salmon. They
work well here too, especially at
places like the "Ludlow Lakes."
It's. a light little brass lure with a
fluorescent red head - and - a
single hook, instead of the usual
treble hook that most lures favor.
Trolled right on top at about medium
speed, it was the only lure the 'bows
at Rescue would hit one day . . .
We've looked everywhere for it ,but no luck.
NEWS FROM CHITTENDEN ...
Tried the dam called the
"damned dam" by frustrated
fishermen this season ~ and settled
for one 15-inch rainbow and two
strikes ... Our brother got the 'bow
as we circled the little island at the
upper end of the bay to the right after
you leave the .launch site.
Interestingly enough, we thought
we saw a dead smelt floating on the
water at Chittenden - but - we
couldn't find it when we circled back
after reeling in our lines ... Then,
when we dressed the rainbow, we
found a three-inch smelt in its
tummy. At least we thought it was a
smelt - but - you know us. We
always thought · a smelt was a
smallish fish with "B-0":
Seriously, if there a.re smelt in
Chittenden, it might explain .why the
fish there aren't hitting like they used
to - in the "good ola days." Why hit ·
lures and flies if smelt are available?
Incidentally, wonder if there are
any of those Atlantic Salmon Junkers
still left in Chittenden? Never forget
the day we got three. Well, we got
two - our limit - and our brother
got one and lost another. One of
those days you never forget ... We'll
live on memories like that - until
trouting resumes next Spring.

Cottage Cheese
Onion Rings

AND ...
We'll remember the lone goose we
saw at Rescue on one of our last days
out trouting. Figured maybe its mate
had been killed and that made us sad.
Then, on our last day at Rescut?, we
didn't see the loner - but - as we
headed for shore, we saw ten geese on
Round Pond. They took off, headed
south - and - we hoped the loner
was with them ... "Hoping" that way
will make our winter shorter - and
- happier.

STUFFED TOMATO with tuna or egg ~alad, cottage cheese and tossed salad
GREEK SALAD feta cheese, Greek olives, strips of ham and anchovy on crisp
salad greens with red onions, cucumber
CHEFS SALAD strips of ham and bacon, hard boiled eggs, chick peas on fresh
·
greens with grated Vermont cheddar

END OF THE LINE ...
Are we a boat expert? Hardly. We
couldn't tell a ten-foot punt from a
ten-yard field goal!

SPECIAL TIES
served with homemade-french fries and tossed salad

MURPHY'S FAMOUS FISH N' CHIPS

NEW YORK STRIP SIRLOIN .

MURPHY'S FRESH FRIED CLAMS

HOT HAMBURGER PLATTER

HOT ROAST TURKEY PLATTER

HOT ROAST BEEF PLATTER

Mounties
(Continued from Back Page)

2 EGGS, BACON, TOAST SERVED ANYTIME

SANDWICHES
Sandwiches served on whole wheat, rye or roll
The Best Hamburger in Town
The Best Frankfurter in Town
Roast Beef

grated cheese
hacon
Grilled Cheddar

Turkey

& Ham

Hot Pastrami & Swiss

& Bacon

Reuben

& Tomato

;Ar.

Smoked Ham·& Swiss

Peanut Butter & Jelly

BLT

Liverwurst & Onion

.Tuna Salad
Egg Salad

sauteed onions
sauerkraut

Fried Egg .
You Create; We Construct
Swiss Cheese, Sour Cream & Cucumber

Vermont Meals Tax 5%
,

defense has allowed but seven. "I
think these kids are as good a hitting
team as we've ever had," said Cioffi.
It has indeed been a great season
for MSJ, but until the last foe has
been vanquished, until the gun
'sounds a Mountie victory Saturday,
all of the year's assets must be put
aside. Great seasons have been
washed out before; on Convent
Avenue,. the lesson has been learned
that a
season is not great until it
is all over.
In 1969, for example, the Mountie
came into RHS weekend with an
unblemished record, and there was
talk that MSJ's team was the best
anyone had ever seen in Vermont.
This was before Rutland's Billy
Looker - returned a second half
kickoff for a touchdown and the
heavily favored Acads were tied, 1212. .
It is a new decade, and the
Mounties hope. to greet it properly.
They know ~hat a team taken too
lightly is a team that can dispose of a
great season in one game ...
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The Senator Strikes Back
By CHARLIE SPENCER
A few thoughts, while waiting for
Indian summer ... Nov. 4? Big deal
- for the politicians maybe, but
football fans will take Nov. l and
Nov. 8 as. their big days in Vermont.
Speaking of Nov. 4, we love what
one famous wit once said about' ·
voting - his advice was don't vote, it
only enccmrages the rascals! We
aren't sure he said "rascals'', though.
He might have used a stronger word.
Get serious ... okay?
This is the last Saturday of the first
season - and - the biggest games
are Springfield hosting Bellows
Falls, Fair Haven at Lee, Mass.,
MSJ at Rutland Saturday night, and
Essex tangling with South
Burlington.
We're going with Springfield, Lee,
MSJ, and Essex ... but we might
favor going with Anderson, Loni not
John, of course. ·
Get serious ... okay?
In the other games, we go with
Brattleboro over Mt. Anthony,
Hartford over Windsor, Woodstock
over Stevens, Lake Luzerne over
Poultney, Montpelier over
Spaulding, Rice over Burlington, St.
Johnsbury over Lyndon and North
Country over BF A ... Friday night
we went with Middleb_ury over
Winooski - and if the Spartans won
that one, well, don't bet against John
Anderson Tuesday.
Some tough picks this weekend,
Carter/ Reagan picks, but next
Saturday the picks will be easy MSJ and Middlebury over anyone,
probably Esse-x and Springfield.
In Saturday's soccer title clashes,
we're going with Missisquoi over
BFA in Class L, Milton over Burr &
Burton in Class I and Pro~tor over
Peoples.
The safest bet? _
Proctor over }!eoples.
In Saturday's field hockey title
tilts, we're going with North Country
over South Burlington in Class L;
w ·oodstock over lake Region in
Class I and Proctor over West
Rutland in Class M. The safest bet?
You must be kidding? There's no
such bet as a safe bet in field hockey
- not even when played by men!

/

Get serious ... okay?
Breen, to Davis to Green, that's the
way- the umpteen phone calls went
this week as coaches and
sportswriters tried to find out the
point setup situation in Southern
Vermont Division II football ranks ..
Dick referred callers to Charlie,
who referred them to Fred Green ...
Wouldn't say there were a gang of ifs
ands and buts - but - the point
system had more people confused ·
than the IRS .. . and just as scared!
Going into Saturday's games, both
Springfield and Fair Haven had 15
points, while Bellows Falls had 13 _
I / 2. So - only Springfield can
control its own destiny Saturday. If
Carl TanCretti's amazing Cosmos
beat Bellows Falls, they1l qualify for
the Division II title game, no matter
what Fair Haven does at Lee, Mass.
If Springfield wins, the Cosmos
will wind up with 17 1/2 points, 1
point better than the 16 1/2 points
· Fair Haven can wind up with by
beating the 5-1 Lee team ... what if

By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
· Exit the Zipper, enter the Major.
The gJJessing game is over, Ralph
Houk is the new manager of the
Boston Red Sox. The resident penny
pinchers feel that the Major will lead
the tribe of Red Sox kids to the
forefront of the _American League
East.
The major, bless him, is an
optimist. He says that he wouldn't
have taken the job if he didn't think
that the Red Sox have a chance to
win the AL East next year.
Whew! What a dreamer:
Rumor is that Sullivan tabbed
Houk because he felt that the cigarsmoking Major could do the best job
with the young Red Sox team.
Wait a minute. The team they have_
now is not that young.
Tabbing Houk undoubtedly
means that a new youth movement is
ready to be launched. Exit Fred

Representative

PROCTOR
CHITTENDEN
SHERBURNE
PITTSFORD

****

VOTE

While Vermont grid coaches in the
CVL feel that they're shortclianged
by the point system,_that gives nonleague Vermont teams in Southern
Division II a break, they're "golden"
when compared to their New
Hampshire CVL counterparts. In the
Granite State, CVL elevens have no
shot at the New Hampshire gridiron
title tilt. You say that's ridiculous?
You 're right, of course ..'If Fall Mt.,
the 1980 CVL champions beat
Monadnock Saturday - and - the
Wildcats are solid favorites they still
-won't be given a crack at the gridiron
title in their class. Even Walt Smith,
the NHIAA's sports czar, will have a
tough time trying to convince anyone
that a 9-0 team doesn't deserve a title
shot, no matter what league it plays
in!

-~ -

Talk about something being rotten
in Denmark ... something is a lot
more rotten in t~e- high scb.ool
· football world just across the
Connecticut River!
Oh, -well, maybe Mel Thomson
will become New Hampshire
governor again Tuesday - and Fall
Mt. can ask him to fly the Granite
State flag at half-mast for . the
Wildcats!
"- Get senous
.
... o k ay.?
We1l take Saturday - · this one
and next - and. the football players
over all the politicians from here to
Washington, no matter what
happens next Tuesday!
Oh, how will you know when
Indian Summer arrives? When the
teepees are topless, natch!

ALPHA-BITS

ELECrf _
MARK . J. CANDON
State

Bellows Falls wins and Fair Haven
loses? Well, the phone· lines will be
buzzing again with Breen and Davis
hoping that everyone calls Green
first!
Get serious ... okay?

NOVEMBER

4th

****

Small Local Contractor

RUTLAND
VALLEY
MAINTENANCE
general repairs
plumbing, electrical, carpentry
ClJSTOl\1 CABINE'"FRY

775-0245 Eves~ ·

Lynn, Burleson, and · anybody else
(Hobson, Remy). that is over 25 and
has some market value.
Lynn seems to be the most
dispensable and the most in demand.
The Dodgers are already offering
half of Southern California, half of
the royalties of the new ' Eagles
album, and some kids named Law,
Howe, Hatcher, and Beckwith.
Can Howe, Beckwith, Law,
Hatcher and other unknowns be
worth a Freddie Lynn. _Or, what is a
Freddie Lynn worth? How can one
with such obviously limited talents as
Sullivan assess the market value of
Fenway's i:esident superstar?
I don't know either. I would hold
out for Hatcher, Beckwith, Howe
and Bellows Falls' Kevin Keefe, in
addition to Linda Rondstadt, three
cases of Coors, and a parking space
on Yawkey Way . .
Burleson might go too, especially

Why

EARL . GARDNER
For
U.S. SENATE?

if Zimmer gets the Texas job. Zim
may be willing to give up J.R. and
half of Texas for the feisty Sox
shortstop.
The bottom line is that Sullivan
seems to be willing to uiifoad some of
the established Red Sox stars for a
slew of prospects. This will, of
course, help them sell a lot of
programs next spring, but it also
means that the team will tke a new
d.irection when the season opens next April.
Does . it mean that the team will
emphasize speed, defense, and
pitching instead of the long ball and-a
bunch of rubber arms on the mound?
I don't know, and I would be really
surprised if Sullivari has seen the
light. I really don't think that he
intends to build a winner, I just think ~
he wants to trim his payroll in the
Griffith tradition.

1. As much work experience as
Leahy & Ledbetter combined.
2. More varied & relevant
experience.
3. Former union machinist.
4. A production engineer - only
candidate qualified to increase
productivity.
5. As much experience of ·higher
education as L&L combined.
6. Experience with health, military
service, military production, coops, computers, agriculture,
nuclear plilnt engineering, taxes,
housing, business operation .

.

7. Knows how enormous is the crisis facing America and proves it by
offering a program big enough to do the job; as follows.
8. Take control of government & elections away from c~rporalions by
A. Quarterly petition & referendum, initiative & recall system.
B. Make election 1:ampaigns equal for all as part of the election
process, run & paid for by govllrnment in the public interest.
9. Make the first requirement of our economy to provide employment
or income & free health care for all.
10. End inflation by change from 'circulating money to dQmestic
personalized vouchers like travelers check in total amount equal to
output of our economy.
, '
11. Establish an Export-Import authority to handle all foreign
,
shipments & payments.
12. Create a National Production Board to:
A. Allocate & schedule production:
B. Train new workers.
C. Divide up hours of work equally.
D. Regulate issuance of vouchers.
E. Prepare a national budget for action by voters or a
referendum.
13. Budget to cover wages & incomes, profits, costs, imports, capital
health, educa_!!on, crime, energy & government - abolishing taxes,
S.S., welfare compensation & insurance - together with their
bureaucracies.
14. Putting everyone into really productive work will give us an
. economy powerful enough to deal with energy,.world population and
Russian imperialism by non-military means.
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The 70s Belonged to the Mounties
-

.

the Green Wave, as the Mounties
took seven of the .IQ tilts, includ ing
the last six straight, by a total score of
196-!09.
1970 - MSJ 14, Rutland 12

By CARLETON LAIRD
The decade.of ~he 197as has come
to a close and with it, IO more
Rutland-MSJ football games have
come to pass. The ?O's belonged to
l

A ''Zero Factor''
In Evidence
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
While politicians are trying to
debunk the zero factor theory (that
there is something fatalistic about
being elected iri a year that ends in
zero), local football fans are finding
their own application of the theory:
The most popular theory is that a
favored team has never won the
Rutland-MSJ game in a year ending
in zero since the intra-city battle was
launched with a 49-0 Rutland victory
in 1934. MSJ, unbeaten anq
challenged seriously by only
Brattleboro in eight previous starts,
will enter Saturday's tilt as the oddson favorite in the annual showdown.
It was the 1940 Mounties who were
the first victims of the zero jinx. The
1940 Mounties entered the Sept. 28
contest as the favorites for the first
time in the· history of the rivalry.
Rutland had won the previous six
matches by 49-0, 32-0, 34-0, 12-6, 120, and -13-0 margins.
Local experts felt that the
defending Marble Valley League
cl:iainpions were finally ready to post
their first win in the city series.
More than 3,000 people were on
hand at St. Peter's Field that day as
the Raiders darted to a quick 20-0
lead in the first half on the strength of
Albert "Monk" Martin's running.
MSJ rallied valiantly in the second
half, closing to 20-18, but could get
no closer.
Ten years later, the Mounties once
'again entered the fall showdown as
the clear-tut favorite. By 1950, the
·Mounties had gained some
credibility in 1the series after dropping
the first seven contests and were
expected to sweep the Armistice Day
classic.
On game day, the Mounties were
unable to unleash their powerful ·
Ernie Zambon-led offense. Zambon
was held to 89 yards in -the match.
The key to the game was the passing
ability of Rutland's "Cozy Joe"
Dolan. Dolan flipped a .21-yard,
third-period touchdown pass to Dick
Grace for the game's only points,
turning back the powerful Mounties.
Rutland entered the 1960 intracity encounter with a 7-0 mark,
seemingly on its way to a state title. It
seemed that all the mighty Raiders
needed was a victory over the

<'

Mounties. That would be a breeze,
reasoned Rutland rooters and most
local experts.
The 1960 game turned out to be
one of the biggest upsets in the
history of the rivalry. The underdog
Mounties thumped' Rutland, 42-6 to
deprive Rutland of the win and a
state title.
Leading the MSJ charge that
Veteran's Day was Al Sabataso, who
is now one of the Mounties coaches.
Sabataso started the charge with a
24-yard touchdown run, Sabataso
later threw a 26-yard touchdown
pass to George Dumouchel for the
team's second strike, Sabataso
scored the game's third touchdown
on a short plunge.
The Mounties extended their edge
to 30-0 until Dean Kent scored the
Raiders' onfy touchdown.
·
Until that point, Rutland held a
20-3-3 edge in the series.
· ,
Rutland was a slight favorite in the
1970 finale, which decided the
south's first-ever representative to a
state title game. Thatgamefeaitured
\ some of the area's more famous
athletes 1 including Billy Looker,
Rick Brodowski and Bob Bove.
Though the. game featured the
name athletes, it was unheralded end
Bobby Job, who made the game's
most dramatic play. Late in the
game, with Rutland leading, 12-8,
Job made.an incredible leaping catch
• of a Bove toss. ·
One MSJ fan described Job's
catch as follows: "He jumped so high
I thought he had help from pod on
the- play."
Two plays later, Bove threw the
game winner to Brodowski,
offsetting the Rutland lead. MSJ
won, 14-12. Brodowski wound up
with 106 yards in rushing and 36
yards in pass receptions.
By winning the showdown, MSJ
advanced to the title game the
following Saturday, bowing to
Burlington, 19-16.
All of the ingredients for a typical
"zero factor" year are pr~sent this
weekend. The Mounties are rolling,
the Raiders are ripe. And, as we all
know, on any given day, any given
thing can happen, especially in this
· rivalry.

..
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for all seasons.
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Rick Brodowski led the way for
the Mounties with !06 yards on the
ground , as MSJ upset Rutland for its
fifth consecutive victory over the
Raiders.
1971 - Rutland 40, MSJ 6
The Raiders stunned the heavilyfavored Acads behind the 163-yard,
four-touchdown performance of
Terry Swane. The Raiders built a 340 lead, as Swane went over the 1,000yard mark and ended the eight-game
season with 18 touchdowns.
1972 - Rutland 14, MSJ 12
. Big Willie Phillips blocked an
MSJ punt with just over two minutes
left in the game and it bounded out of
the end zone for the safety that lifted
Rutland into the state championship
game. Had the game ·r emaided tied , it
would have been MSJ that faced
Montpelier the following Saturday.
Rutland lost the title game, 35-6 ..
1973 - Rutland 7, MSJ 0 •
Quarterback John Olson capped
Rutland's three-year winning streak
by running for the game's oµly score
· and Paul Fuller added the extra
point, as Rutland recorded the first
of three ?O's shutouts.
1974 - MSJ 14, Rutland 8
Rutland held ;in 8-6 advantage in
this one and MSJ's fate seemed
sealed when QB Mike Mee fumbled
into the Rutland end zone. Guard
Brian Coombs pounced on the ball,
however, and the Acads prevailed, as
Funzie Cioffi collected his IOOth win.
Unbeaten Acads downed Burlingt-'
on, 20-14 for .the state title.
1975 - MSJ 32, Rutland 7
Andy Motroni moved over the
1,000-yard mark, gaining 155 and
scoring twice, and Al Flory threw

two touchdown passes to lead the
·- Parochials to a big victory.
1976 ...;.. MSJ 38, Rutland 0
In the snow and mud , John
Harvey took the opening kickoff 80
yards for a touchdown to start the
Mounties on their way. MSJ ground
out 298. yards on the gr,o und to
Rutland's 67, and Bobby Joe Cioffi
scored on runs of 18, one and 26
. yards. The Acads went on to drub
South Burlington 50- 7 in the title
game.
1977 - MSJ 30, Rutland 0
Tom Gilligan, incredibly, scored
28 of the 30 MSJ points and Terry
Hermanns shined in the air as the
Green Wave moved again to the state
championship game. Against
Rutland, hermanns was /-TO' for' 93
yards, two touchdowns and a pair of
. two-point conversions. In the title
match, it was MSJ 32, South
Burlington 6.
1978 - MSJ 20, Rutland 15
It appeared as though Rutland had ·
pulled off the big upset, but Mike Li:y
found Andy Hock all alone in the end
zone in the waning moments and
MSJ pulled the victory out of the
fire. The Mounties led 14-0, but
Rutland came on to lead 15-14 before
a fumbled punt set up the gam~winner.
,
1971! - MSJ 30, Rutland 6
The game was much, much closer
than the score would indicate, as
MSJ led 8-6 with six minutes to play.
Behind John Cioffi (!03 yards on IO /
carries) the Mounties put up 24
points in the final 5:30. The' big score
was a Vic Motroni to Tom Aicher 72yard halfback option to break a ·
scoreless tie just before_ the half.

~ER S1'f?c-~/' J1h.
~SPA7U11
c~NTER s\\\i(; ,

Because of demand, the CENTER STREET SPA will be open
6 days a week for men, 9:00, to 9:00, except Saturday, 10:00 to
1:00, which will include more free standing machinery and
Nautilus equipment.
·
The new spa ~ill incude the original floor space plus two more
rooms for additional working area. This is to combat overcrowding. We hope to see yqu this fall at the newly equipped
Ce_n ter Street ~pa, -open 6 days a week for men, 9:00 to 9:00,
except Saturday, 10:00 to 1:00.

.

THE
"BENCH
TAVER·N
87 STATE STREET
RUTLAND, VERMONT

OUl=ERWEAR_' CLOTHING FOOTWEAR
,

.

~:

Luncheon Served Daily
'

11:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

;

Daily Luncheon Spe_cials

happy hour 3:00-6:00
\

.

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6

Downtown Rutland

Dinner Served Thursday,
Friday, ,S aturday Eve_n ings
. catering for small parties

*
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Mounties AreThe Favorites

Mountie Roster
NO. NAME

YEAR

II Brian Sabataso Sr.
13 Jim O'Rourlce
Sr,
14 Kevin Thayer
Jr.
Soph.
1.2. John Notte
32 Mike Messier
Sr.
33 Harley Tatro
Sr.
34 Victor Motroni Sr.
40 _Tony Daito
Sr.
41 Jay .McGinnis
Sr:
42 · Tim Solari
Sr.
45 · Joe Gallagher
Sr.
21 Frank .Ragosta Jr.
John Hock
Jr.
.24 Perry Bove·
·Tr .
:Jr.
26 Brad: Thomas
43 John Dall
Jr.
44 , Kevin Canney
Jr ..
15 ·Joel LaFrancois Soph.
16 .Mark Tallagnon ' Soph. ·
. 20 .. Chris Barrett.
Soph .
23 . Jim Miles . .. Soph . .
25 Brfan Gilliam . Soph.
.30 Don· Messier
Soph:
Soph.
31. _Greg Davis
35 Dave Kissell
Soph:
50 _torn Joyce
Sr.
s ·r.
52 John Battles
53 . Matt Patry .
Sr.
51 -Steve· l(nox
Jr.
.55 . John' Estabrook .· Soph.
74 . Mike Palumbo . Soph, ·: .

NO.

NAME

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
66 Dave Vogt
Jr.
60 Tony Notte
63 Brent Grady
Jr.
Jr.
68 Ricky Gallo
Jr.
69 Ed Bianchi
61 Dave Notte
Soph.
. 64 Mike LaFaso
Soph.
71 Eric Hagen
Sr.
Sr.
72 John Miles
75 Chris Thompson Sr.
Sr.
78 Bob Morton
54 Charles Orcutt
Jr.
56 Neil Cunningham Jr.
67 Ray Pratico
Jr.
70 Steve Ryan
Jr.
77 George Clifford
Jr.
73 Dean Bates
Soph.
76 Dennis Lynch
Soph.
Soph.
79 Tony Gilliam
Sr.
80 Mike Ragosta
Sr.
81 Tom Aicher
Sr.
82 Kyle Buzzell
Sr.
88 Dan Lawlor
83 Mike Thorne
Jr.
89 Derrick Miner
Jr.
90 Kurt Thompson Jr.
Soph.
85 Tom Steele
Soph.
86 Jeff McGee
Soph.
91 Rob Liscinsky
62 John Sullivan

65 Bob Jones

n

'.

Raider Roster
YEAR

NO.
10
12
15
20
25
31
33
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
50
52
54
58
59
64
66
68
70
72
73
77
78
82
86

NAME

Steve Gaiko
Rick Celentano
Chris Keefe
Wayne Berry
Mike Pockette
Scott Gero
Pat Hogan
Les Perkins
Tim Smith
Jeff Eells
Todd Turner
Scott Johnson
Scott Welch
Greg Nutting
Brian Coleman
Kip Horton
Rob Parker
Matt Pecor
John Lee
Tom Bolgioni
Dave Champine
Jay Merrill
Ricky Laird
Mike Laduke
Brian Palfey ,
Milo Tudor
Steve Barlow
. Roger ·Edwards
Mike Spencer

YEAR'
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Soph.
Jr.
Sr.

Jr.
Jr.

Photos by
P. J. Delehanty
.Bob Fredette
'
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IT'S THE BIG GAME

RAIDERS
By CARLETON LAIRD
What has happened until now is all
but meaningless. You can throw
away MSJ's 7-0 record. You can
throw away Rutland's 3-4 mark. It all
comes down to the final game.
If Brattleboro beats Mt. Anthony
in the south as expected, the
Rutland-MSJ game will decide the
southern representative to the
Division I state championship game.
The unbeaten Mounties enter the
game as Clear favorites, featuring a
potent offense and a strong defense,
but the Raiders have been playing
their best football of the campaign in
the past couple. of weeks.
Rutland downed a tough
Brattleboro team, 12-0; the team that
has given MSJ its toughest battle of
the year. Last Saturday, the Redmen
overcame a slow.start and blew Fair
Haven out, 26-6.
The Rutland team was quite
relaxed during the week preceeding ·
the game but still working hard,
according to coach Joe Teta. The key
to beating the Acads, however, lies in_
getting the. best individual ,
performance from each player, Teta
said.
Rutland has prett)' well recovered
from early-season injuries that
decimated the team. The MSJ game
could mark the first time that
Rutland is near full strength.
"We haven't got an offense that
will steamroll anybody," Teta said.
"But we have played pretty good
defense. Nobody in the state has
scored two touchdowns against MSJ
and it's hard to keep them under
three TD's. It's a definite challenge."
Running back Jeff Eells, who was
ill early in the season, is just rounding
into top form, but the Raiders will
have to do without the services of
wing Scott Johnson, who injured
ligaments in his knee and is in a cast.
Tim Smith will fill in.
Rutland has two quarterbacks that

MOUNTIES
By BOB FREDETTE
It is much like walking on mossy
stones or tip-toeing on thin ice,
playing what is called Division I
football in southern Vermont. In this
league the facts of life have to be
learned . early, like those lessons
taught you by your father during first
encounters: Catch the ball with both
hands, hold your breath
and
squeeze -the trigger.
In the four-team southern
conference there is little margin for
error. The season is but three games
_:___ three heartbeats - long. And
when you have title aspirations, such
as those caressed by Mount St:
Joseph Academy, the one gr~at
lesson is stressed each day; Every
· game is vital, make sure of your
victories.
And so the Mounties will carry this
axion onto the field when they meet
Rutland High School Saturday night
in one of the state's most anticipated
annual events. All that has transpired
is no longer of consequence. It no
longer matters that MSJ is 7-0 and
that its cross-town rivais are 3-4. Nor
does it matter that Rutland has not
won in this matchup since 1973, for ,
the law of averages has a way of .
catching up with streak-bearing, 7-0
teams.
In the Southern Vermont League,
one afternoon can re-write the story
of an entire season.
"You just can't have a let-down in
the Southern Vermont League. It's
just too short, too quick," said
Mountie line coach Tony Zingali this
week. "In one day the season can be
atl over."
There 1s no better spawning
ground for an upset than in a rivalry
game such as this, something the
Mountie coaching staff is aware of. ·
And it is no secret that Rutland has
played its best football of the season
in recent weeks, garnering
consecutive victories over

can be used, although Rick
Celentano - a transfer from MSJ will get the starting nod. Steve
Gaiko, the southpaw signal-caller,
wijl see some action at the helm as
well as in the defensive backfield.
"We have a choice," Teta said.
"We can try to stop (Vic) Motroni
and (Tony) Daito (the Mountie
running backs) or we can aim for
(quarterback Jim) O'Rourke and
(end Tom) Aicher.
"They have three outstanding
receivers and the best back and
quarterback in the state. We have to
try to stop from getting burned on
the big one and play honest against
tbe run. You can't cheat against
them."
It is a well-known fact, however,
that being the favorite in the highpowered, intra-city rivalry does not
guarantee a victory. It is a game
where emotion rules and the team
that is pumped up the most usually
comes out on top.
If Rutland should win and Mt.
Anthony lose, the Raiders and
Mounties would be tied for first in
the Southern Vermont League with
2-l records. Rutland would get the
title nod for beating the Acads headto-head, putting a team with a .500
r'ecord in the game.
If Mt. Anthony aq.q Rutland both
win, though, it would create a threeway tie at 2-1 and would call for a tiebreaking situation similar to last
year's affair in Bellows Falls between
Mt. Anthony, MSJ and Brattleboro,
which MAU won.
Of course, Funzie Cioffi 's
Mounties need not ever get into that
situation. It only requires a simple.
win over Rutland for the Mounties to
make the states again.
Simple? It's never simple for the
victor when Rutland and MSJ get
together. Why should this year be
any different?

Brattleboro and Fair Haven.
"It means nothing," said head
coach Funzie Cioffi of his teams'
dominance of Rutland through the
bulk of the l 970's. "You can bet that
Rutland will 'be playing a good
ballgame. It all depends on who gets
the breaks."
"I think Joe (RHS coach Teta) has
been doing some shuffling around up
there," cautioned Zingali. "He might
have come up with the right
combinations."
The 1980 Mounties have had their
combinations down pat since
opening day, due to a strong
contingent of returning seniors. The
Acads have put together their most
impressive season since 1976,
burying their opponents by a
collective margin of 258-50. Their
cloSest encounter was a 12-7 win over
Brattleboro and, in six other outings,
the Mount has surpassed 30 points
each time.
They are guided by quarterback
Jim O'Rourke, a cool customer who
calls most of MSJ's plays, thros with
accuracy, and is rarely trapped in the
backfield. Several plays are designed
with O'Rourke's running in mind.
His bread-and-butter corps ~!
running backs is made up offullback
Mike Messier and halfbacks , Vic
Motroni, Tony Daito and Tim
Solari. All have enjoyed fine success
behind the effective blocking of a fine
offensive line that is composed of
center John Battles, tackles Eric
Hagen and Chris Thompson, guards
Brent Grady and Dave Vogt, and
three ends who have proven to be
dangerous pass receivers.
Probably the most feared Mountie
end is Tom Aicher, a consistent deep
threat. He is joined by Kyle Buzzell
and Mike Rago:;ta, who sometimes
runs plays in to O'Rourke.
While the Mountie offense has
averaged some 37 points a game, the
. (See Page 20: Mounties)
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Charges Dropped
Lafley Case Said Weak
By TIM TAYLOR
Theft of service charges against
Rutland police Lt. Reginald Lafley
have been dismissed by Rutland
County State's Attorney James
Mongeon.
Mongeon said his decision to drop
the case was ·based on lack of
sufficie-n t evidence to prove Lafley
had "criminal intent" in mind when
he made 142 unauthorized longdistance telephone calls on police
phone lines over a IO-month period.
Police officials had filed the charges
againsi Lafley on Aug. I after giving
the veteran officer an opportunity to
resign without publicity.
"Taking into account the law of
the State of Vermont and the state of
the evidence, conviction is not
probable," Mongeon said in a press
release. Mongeon's statement added
that the state attorney general's·office
had also reviewed the case and
concurred with his decision.

Laf-ley's attorney, Alan
Biederman, Thursday afternoon
welcomed news of Mongeon's
actions.
"We're pleased," Biederman said,
"but not at all surprised. We never
thought there were sufficient
grounds to· bring this prosecution in
the first place, and we thought it was
a misuse of the criminal process to
meet a civil goal."
Biederman noted that while the
criminal charges against his· client
have been resolved, Lafley still faces
civil disciplinary proceedings
stemming from alleged violations of
police policy concerning the use of
communications equipment.
Department sources indicated
police officials were disappointed
that the case had been dismissed. One
individual revealed that police filed
(See Page 7: Lalley)

.

'

Lt. Reginald Lalley with friend, Shirley . Regimbald at
Policemen's Ball held last month. (Photo by Tim Taylor)

Vermont Carves
Own Political Path

Roofing paper is applied to the apartment building on
Church Street being built for · the elderly and handicapped.
When completed in June, the building is expected to house
approximately 40 individuals. The $1.36 million project is
being financed b'y the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. (Photo by Kevin Duffy).

By LOUIS BERNEY
Vermont kept true to form on
election day 1980.
The state always has liked . to
consider itself an island of stability
untouched by the waves of change
that flow forth from its 49 neighbors.
Yet Vermont never has been
completely successful in keeping the
most powerful of those waves from
overlapping its shores.
So it was last Tuesday that the
state was influenced by - and party
to - some national political trends,
while departing from others.
Results at the · Vermont polls
generally reflected the conservative
Republican voting patterns
established across the country:
- Ronald Reagan won the state's
three electoral votes.
- The GOP won six of the eight
statewide offices that were contested,
marking a gain of two from 1978.
- Republicans increased their
majority in the state House of
Representatives by five seats and in
doing so knocked out some of the
most liberal members of the House.
- The statewide candidate most
closely embracing the traditional
Democratic concept of social
activism in government, attorney
general nominee Scott Skinner, was
not only upset in Tuesday's elections,
but .was crushed by political novice
John Easton.
The Vermont Democratic
Party, which just two years ago was
gloating over its flock of rising young
political stars who were being touted
for statewide office, now has less
than a handful of viable candidates
to run for high office in 1982. On the
other hand, the state GOP suddenly
finds itself with a bevy of political up-

and-comers to compete in statewide
elections in the I 980's.
On those scores, Vermont was like
the rest of the nation, contributing to
an immense Republican sweep that
turned the country decisively to the
right.
_
But in other areas, the state
reaffirmed its stubborn independence by resisting the conservative
tide:
Independent presidential
candidate John Anderson ran
stronger in Vermont, with 15 percent
of the vote, than in any other state.
And Reagan's margin of victory
.here, though a substantial 5 percent,
was only half what he achieved
nationally.
- Citizen's Party candidate Barry
Commoner ran three times as
strongly in Vermont as he did across
the country.
While liberal Democratic
senators were knocked out of office
like dominos elsewhere, Vermont's
(See Page 7: Election)

A GUIDE INSIDE
MSJ meets Essex S aturday for
the Division I football title. Story,
Page 11, Pictures, Page 12.
Sen. Sanborn _Partridge, beaten in
his bid for re-election Tuesday,
reflects on his long career of service
to Rutland County in the
Legislature. Page 2.
Star Words advises Capricorn to
dabble in math, and Orion tells
Stewed TomatO to change her name.
Page 8.
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Partridge Reflects on Career
By KEVIN DUFFY
Veteran state Sen. Sanborn
Partridge, R-R utland, believes - he
was knocked out of office this week
because he was unable to overcome
the local popularity of Rutland
Mayor Gilbert Godnick.
The Proctor resident was stoical
about his loss in the Senate race, and
indicated that he may run for public
office some time in the future.

"Oh come on, the world doesn't
end with one defeat," the 65-year-old
Republican said during a telephone
.
interview.
Godnick, a Democrat, beat out
Partridge for the third of three atlarge state Senate seats from Rutland
County. The other two winners were
incumbent Republicans Stewart
Smith and Robert Bloomer, both of
Rutland City.

Need a Press Release but don't know how to write
one? How about help with an·employee newsletter?
. We can write it for you or help you do it yourself.
Put 10 Years of Newspaper experience to work for
1you.
CONTACT:
·
Stephen Baumann, 446-2854
OR
Richard Griffith, 438-2934
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"Apparently I was not that well
known in Rutland City and the West
Rutland area as compared to those
who were successful," Partridge said.
Godnick easily outpolled Partridge
in those two communities.
Partridge entered the Legislature
in 1961 as a representative, and in
1969 became a senator, an office he
has held uninterrupted through
this year.
He said his defeat will allow him to
"catch up" on hobbies and projects,
including doing work for a church,
the local library and historical
society, and the Boy Scouts .
Partridge said he could not
speculate on how effective a senator
Godnick might be, but indicated it
takes time to wield influence in the
Legislature. ·

"He's got to build his· bridges and
find out how the joint operates,"
Partridge said about the mayor.
Partridge is chairmap. of ' the
Government Operations Com·mittee
and a member · of the Se~ate
Appropriations Committee. ·
The former committee takes on
special importance in the comin'g
session as the Senate will attempt to
reapportion its districts. ·
Among his other accomplishments
in the .General Assembly, Partridge
. cited his involvement in improving
state aid to education and Vermont's
welfare system and ·election · laws;
instituting the law banning
billboards; and making Route 4 from
West Rutland to New York state a
four-lane highway.

Proctor Begins
Property Appraisal

Over the years, Partridge
developed a reputation for being
fussy about details in bills and for
putting in long hours at the State
House.

Because properties are being
assessed far below their fair market
value, Proctor has begun its first
town-wide reappraisal in 12 years.
David Melen, chairman of the
Board of Selectmen, said town
properties are currently at an average
of 46 percent of fair market value.
"We're that far off from the true
value," Melen said.
,
The reappraisal, scheduled to be
compl~ted in April, is intended to
bring all properties in Proctor up to
their full value. The effect will be to
assure that all property owners are
"paying their fair share ·of taxes,"
Melen said.
The tax rate in Proctor is $5:80.
Since tpe Grand List of $152,869.30
will increase due to the reappraisal,
the tax rate probably will fall, Melen
said.

No longer will he be burning the
midnight oil there, but Partridge
shows no remorse, only gratitude, for
having a hand in shaping Vermont's
destiny over the past two decades.
"It really has been a fascinating
time," he reflected. "It's been a time
of change for Vermont."

RUTLAND
VALLEY
MAINTENANCE
~~
'

general repairs
plumbing, electrical, carpentry
Stewart

Bruce

775-,2246

775:-0245

RUTLAND'S LEADING

Also
Featuring Prime Cuts Of
Beef And Veal
Featuring

This Friday & Saturday
TWIN LOBSTER DINNER
• And

SPECIAL
. $9.95

Live Entertainment With A Triple Treat
Friday & Saturdar
Joe Farrell - Al Jolly - Robby Hiendriken'

Lunches Daily
1 MERCHANTS ROW

775-7457

For those of you who don't know
about us yet, Sweeney Todd's
is a men's
and women's haircutting
. store.
We offer services like
permanents, Henna, and
highlighting as well as
cutting and styling.
. We are always
pleased to set up an
l\IEXS
appointment for a
consultation, at no
C&
charge, to help
\\Ol\IENS
you imagine how ·
IIAIRCl r'rfIN(i
you will look in
a new style. ·

~§
, \\rE.~ENE-W ·
.·.'r ~ TOD I)'SJL
67 \\i\LES STRI ~ET . )
Rl ;fLA.1\\D
775:180()
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Vermonters Await Reagan Decision
By MARGO HOWLAND
Four Vermonters may be cast out
of prominent political jobs because
of the election of Republican Ronald
Reagan.

Vermont; Brian Burns of South
Burlington, regional director of the
Farmers Home Administration; and
William Gray of Jericho, U.S.
attorney for Vermont. All but Gray
are Democrats.
.But Burli gton lawyer Lawrence
Wright, chairman of the Reagan
campaign in Vermont, said this week
that the change to a Republican
administration "doesn't mean
automatically that everybody is
replaced."

· The political appointees were all
named to their posts by President
Carter.
They are former Rutland resident
Stella Hackel, director of the U.S.
Mint; Earle McLaughlin of
Burlington, federal marshal for

Fuel Aid Is Available
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Rutland residents who have been
unable to obtain federal fuel aid
through the state Department of
Social Welfare can turn to local
assistance programs as a last resort.
The Bennington-Rutland
Opport.unity Council's Crisis
Intervention Program offers needy
persons "alternative ways to deal
with heating costs," according to
program coordinator James Boss.
The year-round program,
expected to begin in December, will
receive $30,000 in federal money,
$18,0.00 of which will pay salaries,
,Boss said.
The remaining $12,000 will be
made available to buy wood stoves
and solar collectors, finance
weatherization and help pay fuel biils
in emergency situations. Maximum
fuel assistance for one family will be
$ 150, Boss said.
Income for a family or individual
wanting to participate in the Crisis
Intervention Program must not exceed 25 percent of poverty level. As
an example, income for a family of
three cannot exceed $7,780.
·
.8oss said the program also will try
to show people how to plan their fuel
consumption to avoid emergencies.
_"We11 be trying to educate people

that they have to deal with energy in
Vermont IO months out ofa year," he
said.
· Part of that effort will include
setting up a wood co-op in Rutland
County in the spring. Co-op
members will cut the wood and
transport it to a storage-area, and pay
only $25 a cord when it's needed in
the winter.
Meanwhile, for city residents, the
Mayor's Fuel Fuhd helps needy
families.
Last year, the fund apportioned
$4,000 in fuel assistance, according
to Aldo Manfredi, administrator of
the money.
But for awhile this ye~r it appeared
that kind of cash would not be
available again. Benefit horse races
held at the fairgrou~ds last summer
failed to raise much money for the
fund.
As a result, the program was nonexistent until last week when two
local churches chipped in $1,000.
Now, three other churches have
indicated they too will contribute
money, Manfredi said .
He cautioned, however, that
because the minimum fuel delivery is
$100, the fund this winter may be
spent fast.

TO ALL THOSE
FRIENDS WHO AIDED
ME IN MY CAMPAIGN,
THANK-YOU!
Denice O'Brien
20th Annual Presentation

Southeast Varieties of 1980
Presenting

"Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow"
TONIGHT and SATURDAY - NOV. 7 &8
7:30 P.M. - SOUTHEAST SCHOOL
Adults Sl.00

Children 50e

Singing - Dancing - Instrumental
Comedy & Novelty Acts
18 ACTS
100 Performers
Featuring
•Don Blitz & The New Country Rockers •
•Maynard & The Old Time Fiddlers •
•Miss Lorraine's School of Dance*
· •Pianist - Mary Desanctis •
•Singer - Dianne Moulton. •

Department in Washington, was
named to his post by President
Carter at the urging of U.S. Sen.
Patrick J. Leahy, D-Vt., despite the
fact that a selection committee
named by Leahy recommended
someone else.
Gray, contacted after Reagan.'s
· landslide victory, had little to say
about his chances for reappointment.
"It's too early to speculate on what
effect the election will have on this
office and the employees here
including me," Gray said. "Certainly
for the near future we intend to
continue with our work."
Linda Welch, Rutland County
Chairman for the Reagan-Bush
campaign, said of Gray: "I don't
· think he has anything to , worry
.about, personally."

Although "political plums," such
as Hackel's job, are likely to fall into
the hands of favored Republicans, ,
Wright added: "Frequently, the more
professional jobs are held over." ·
Wright said he considered the job
of U.S. attorney iil the "more
professional" category.
"It's a '7ery demanding job that
requires a very capable person," he
said.
·
Political appointments generally
are for four years, "or at the pleasure
of the president,'' Wright said. And .
there is frequently a period to allow
for smooth transition from one
appointee to the next.
Gray, a Republican who had
served under the previous U.S.
attorney, George W. F. Cook of
Rutland, and in the Justice

THE

EXCHANGE

9 CENTER ST.

773-7211

RUTLAND
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Rutland City
Center Street
Hartford Book Shop
Emperor of Ice Cream .
Murphy's
Essential Alternatives
California Fruit
Louras
Mini-Mart
Garrow's
Seward's Re1taurant
Helene's
Petco Mini-Mart
Shirley's Mini-Mart
Woodstock Ave. Grocery
South End Market
Bellomo's
Creed Brothers Grocery
Travel Lodge
Howard Johnson's
Kehoe's
Good News
Osco's
Martin's
State Cut Rate

Mendon Country Store
Lothlorien 's
Bill's Country Store

Center Rutland
Flory's Plaza
_Bonnie's ~auty Shop
West Rutland
Main Street Cash Market
The 9eamery
Pittsford
Kamuda 's Store
Keith's Grocery

Castleton

-

Coon's General Store

Fair-Haven
Ellis Market
Beam's · Market
Wooden Soldier Rest.
Poultney
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$UNDANCE COIN$
-Here is a price comparison of three dealers that
have been or are now in
town .during the p~st three
clipped· from

THEIR PRICES

OUR PRICES

11/3/80

Class Rings

14K .

JOK

Mini (8g) (5.16 DWT)
Small (16g) (10.32 DWT)
Medium (23g) (14.84 DWT)
Large (3lg) (20 DWT)
Ex-Large (38g) (24.52 DWT)

$ 60.80
$121.60
$174.80
$235.60
$288.80

$ 42.64
$ 85.28
$122.59
$165.21
$202.54

For Exomp_le
· Class Rings

CUPPED

14K

Ex. Large Ring (36g)
Large Ring ·C26g)
Medium Ring (16g)
Small Ring '(8 grams)

Wedding Bands
Ex. Large Band (15g)
Large Bar\d (10g)
. Medium Band (6g)
· Small Band (3grams)

252 . .
182.
112.
56.

Class Rings .

. Fc;n Example

.FROM

()CT~

weeks. (NOTE: We are in
no way associated .with
the dealer in the Rutland
Mall at this time.)

18

lOK
144: 104.
64.
32.

14K-

14K .

120.
80.
48 .
24.

82.SO
SS.

33. 16.SO

lOK

347.25
250.80
· 1s4.20
77.10

231.50
167.20
102.80
51.40

Wedding B~rids 18K ,

14K

Ex. Large C36g)
Large Rings
Medium Rings
Small Rings

· Ex.Large
Large
MeditJm
Small

THEIRS

173.S2
llS.74
69.30
34.S6

INDIAN PENNIES
1908
1909
1856
1857
1877

CLIPPED
FROM
OCTOBER
11, 1980
HERALD

S ............. $8.00 & up
S .............. $8.00 & up
.............. $4.00 &. up
.......... ; ... $1.00 & up
75c & up

..............

WAR NICKELS

144.SO
96.4S -

1942 thru 1945 with a large mint
mark above the dome

S9.7S

28.80

25ce~.

· OURS

lOK

77.40
165.12
237.44
320.0.0
392.32

THEIR PRICES

14K

Class Rings

l4K

51.60
103.00
148.40
200.00
245.20

O·URPRICES
1908 s ............. $15& up
1909 S .. .. .. .. .. . . . $65 & up
1856 ......... ·..... $550& up
1857 .......... ·-· ..
$5&up
rnn . .. . . .. . . .. .' .. $200& up

WAR NICKELS
1942 thru 1945 with a large mint
mark above the dome

·

7 5cea.&up

NEED WE SAY MORE
Green Mont'Motel -lOa.m. -4p. m.
Rutland

*SATURDAY*

* NOVEMBER 8th *

Sugar House Motel-lla.m.- Sp.m.
Middlebury

MARK CASSIDY-(802)775-7617
MIKE SMITH- (802)446-2645
LIFETIME RESIDENT OF RUTLAND
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Sherburne Loses Another Sewer Battle
state Water Quality Control Board
or a lawsuit against the state
environmental agency. (The project
comes under the jurisdiction of the
Sherburne fire district.)
"Everything is still under
consideration," Lewis said last week,
"We still haven't eliminated any of
those options."
The new list and Lewis' response
are the latest developments in a
prolonged and sometimes bitter
controversy between Sherburne and
the state over the exact manner in
which federal water pollution control
money should be distributed among
various towns competing for the
funds.
Lewis has charged the state with
inconsistency in implementing the
priority system and with
discriminating against projects in
Rutland County. He also has
complained that less serious
pollution problems, particularly
those dealing with phosphorus
contamination to state lakes, have
received greater attention than the
more immediate health hazard posed
in Sherburne by inadequately treated
sewage.

By TIM TAYLOR
SHERBURNE
Sherburne
officials have lost another battle in
their effort to speed up federal
funding for construction of a longawaited municipal sewage system.
Uoder a revised project priority list
released late last month by the state
Agency of Environmental
Conservation, Sherburne will not be
eligible until 1984 to receive the $9
million in federal money slated for
the project. Town officials earlier this
summer had proposed a reshuffling
of the state's funding schedule that
would have allowed construction to
begin on the Sherburne system as
early as next spring.
Despite the setback, · the town is
prepared to launch another legal
assault to hasten the funding,
according to town manager, David
Lewis.
"Our lawyers are working on it,
and we're not planning on accepting
the verdict," Lew.i~s explained
recently. Although Lewis declined to
detail exactly what actions will be
taken, he earlier had indicated that
options included an appeal to the

Recreation Plan Due

scheduled for completion by
February.
"We see a need for upgrading our
recreational facilities and activities,"
Melen said.
He said selectmen have recognized
a need for improvements in the
town's little league field and
swimming area, the construction of
basketball courts and the creation of
picnic areas.
The master plan will be part of an
application for government funds to
finance recreational projects, Melen
said.

By HILARY ROSENBERG
The Proctor -Board of Selectmen
has set the wheels in motion for
improving the town's recreation
facilities.
The town has hired planning
engineer Stephen Durkee of Rutland
to put together a "master plan';
detailing the recreational facilities
now available in Proctor and
suggesting improvements and
additions.
Board Chairr.nan David Melen
said work on the plan has been going
on for about a month and is

Hiring Immediately!

The state, in turn, has claimed
Lewis misunderstands the priority
system and that the heavy emphasis
on phosphorus abatement is
mandated by law. In a point by point
response to criticisms raised by Lewis
at a public hearing in August, the
state defended its project schedule
and denied Sherburne's request for
accelerated funding. Although the
state earlier had indicated a portion
of the Sherburne grant might be
moved up to fiscal year 1983, the
final list postponed the entire project
until 1984.
Lewis last week renewed his attack
on the state by claiming the Water
Pollution Control Division
.repeatedly has changed its standards
for deciding how projects are
financed.
"In a nutshell," Lewis said, "what
they've been doing for two or three
years is using their priority system
and interpreting it in a certain way ...
In the latest list, they've completely
changed the interpretation of their
system."

wanted to, and used an excuse of the
fudge factor to explain it."
Lewis said he-feels the state has left
itself vulnerable to an appeal or court
action through its alleged arbitrary
changes in policy. Lewis hopes such a
challenge will not only speed up
funding for Sherburne, but also force
the state into a more consistent.
position.
"They've continued so long
following their own rules and playing
favorites here and there," Lewis said.
"They're put in a corner and boxed in
and can't find a way out."

Specifically, Lewis complained the
state has all but abandoned its .
original system of basing funding
decisions on "priori~y points" which are based on such factors as
the severity of current water·
pollution and~ the readiness of the
community to go ahead with
treatment · plans. Instead, Lewis
, noted, the state now has placed
primary emphasis on a set of ·
"management criteria" - for.
instance, the phosphorus abatement
program - that are outside the
priority point system.

/

/

• Quality Paperback•
• Dlatlnctlve Herd Cover
Books
• Complete Chlldren'•
Section
• Book• Special Ordered

Lewis also accused the state of
arbitrarily choosing to stress certain
management criteria while
disregarding others. Instead of using
the overall priority system to govern
the distribution of funds, the state
has set up a funding list and justified
it after-the-fact by altering the rule,
according to Lewis. He claimed the
state has "funded the ones they

54 Center Street
Rutland, Vermont 05701
802 - 773-3000

Local Factory Outlet Is Looking For Ambitious People to
Learn All Aspects Of Our Business From Sales Display To
Marketing Management. Good Starting Pay. Automa~it
Raises. For Personal Interview Call Rutland 775-1933.

NO EXPERIENCE

NECESSARY------JOE GLUCK, PROP.
'-

19 CENTER ST.

CAKES

. for your every special occasion

Photography Michael Aleshire
54%Center St. Rutland, Ii 05701
(802) 775-0722

773.7593

~

also
Cupcakes* Cartoon Cakes* Party Trays
Donna Canney - Call 773-9308

·.·

RUTLAND, VT.

ESSENTIAL
ALTERNATIVES
~=:,coao!'i

FUTONS • PILLOWS • OUIL TED THINGS

Luxury quality

COTTON FLANNEL
SHEETS
Like sleeping in flannelette pajamas.

WHITE, 'Y ELLOW, BLUE, &
CANDY STRIPE. Flat and. fitted. Twin,
queen. (Kmg to order).

double,
.

from $16.00 to $24.00
38 Center Street, Rutland, Vermont

773-8834
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Human Rights Activist
Fearful of Reagan

EDITORIAL
The Rutland Herald
employees' strike has taken a
cruel turn during the past
week, one which brings the
dispute dangerously close to
permanent irresolution. When
the strike was called more than
five weeks ago, we were
seeking improved wages,
benefits and working
conditions.
Today the· matter is much
more grave. We are seeking to
save our jobs.
The paper's owners have
decided that the tidiest way to
settle the strike is not to
negotiate an accord, but to
take away our jobs. Rather
than choosing to sit down at
the bargaining table, the
company has decided to
replace striking employees
with new hires, some from out
of state.
In retrospect, we were naive.
We always had assumed that
the company, like us, wanted
to resolve the strike by talking
over the differences and
attempting to reach a common
ground of understanding. We
were wrong.
The Herald's owners did not
want to talk. They did not
want to ~egotiate . . They did .
not want to reach a settlement.
They simply wanted to take
away our jobs.
Before the company ever
agreed to negotiate, once the
strike was called, its owners
began the process of replacing
us. We received a letter on Oct.
10 notifying us that the Herald
planned to hire a new staff.
The first post-strike negotiating session was not held until
three days later. And during
that session, which was called ·
at our initiative, the company
refused to discuss our
positions.

The company exhibited
similar reluctance to negotiate
during the second session four
days later, on October 17.
It did not, however, show
restraint regarding its threat to
hire new employees. By the end
of October the Herald had
brought in enough m1tside
help to replace all but 23 of the
60 employees who had walked
out.
What the paper's owners
now are proposing is a divideand-conquer scheme. They
have told us that those
employees whose jobs have not
yet been filled may come back.
The others may not. Their jobs
are gone.
We have rejected such a
ruthless gambit. When we
went on strike, we did so
united. We remain united. The
very purpose of our effort has
been to seek what is best for all
of us, not just for selected
individuals. The strength of a
union lies in its solidarity.
Those of us who were given the
opportunity to return to the
Herald this week minus most
of our colleagues never
·entertained the thought of
doing so.
The fiber of our strike has
been our togetherness. The
paper's owners have the might
and the money to overpower
60 individual employees. Our
unity gives us the strength to
stand up to .them.
The task before us is not
easy. We are trying to win back
jobs from a paper that is
resolutely going about
replacing us. We are dealing
with a company whose owners
prefer expediency and petty
greed to compassion. The road
ahead looks long and bleak,
but our unity keeps us walking
on.

Letter to the Editor

On Saturday we bought the third
issue of The Monitor. One of the
front page articles really made both
of us very angry. It was the story on
Bob Cameron. Why is this being
made such a newsworthy item? The
whole affair happened a very long
time ago. He paid for his.mistake and
. h~s led an exemplary life since. He
has been one of the best-liked
policemen in the city, as well as being
a very fine officer.
I can see no use to this constant
scandal mongering and harrassment
of a fine man. It has long been an
article of faith in this country . that

when you paid for your mistake, you
started over with a clean slate. The
treatment given to this fine man has
given the lie to this.
In the first place, the whole story
should never have reached the peak
of notoriety that it did. We feel, as do
ever so many people that we have
talked to that the whole thing is
simply uncalled for.
We hope feverently that you will
all let the story die! Give Bob some
peace and let him rebuild the life that
every single reporter and newsman or
woman has helped to ruin!
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel A. King

By DAVID MOTT
The campaign for human rights in
Latin America and the Soviet
Union may have taken . a step
backward with the election of
Republican President-elect Ronald
Reagan, a representative of Amnesty
International said this week.
Joshua Rubenstein, New England
representative for Amnesty
International, which won the Nobel
Peace Prize for its work on behalf of
political prisoners, said the
organization has serious concerns
about what effect Reagan's election
will have on third-world
dictatorships that c't>nsistently
violate human rights.
Rubenstein indicated that ·
Reagan's hard-line attitude toward
the Soviet Union may hurt the
human rights movement in that
country as well.
He made his comments Thursday
on the.WSYBradio talk show, Open
Mike.
Rubenstein was most concerned
about Latin America. "I am much
more concerned about the effect of
his election on Latin America , "
where "violent social chan·ge" is
taking place; Rubensteii;i said. He
noted that in Argentina and Chile
there exists "tremendous abuse of
human rights." ·
"President Carter did make
human rights an international issue
and made many dictators around the
world, in Latin America and Eastern
Europe, very uncomfortable," he
said. "Ronald Reagan has not made
human rights an issue, and I am
. afraid he has made it clear he is
indifferent to much of the violence
that is going on in Latin America,
that he does support some of these
regimes."
Under Reagan, Rubenstein
warned, repressive, anti-Communist,
governments may garner · more
support from the United States "to
restrain social change \ind harden
their policy towards theii: own
population."
Carter "spoke quite openly and
aggressively" about the Soviet
Union's abuse of human rights, and,
as a result, "clearly upset Soviet
leaders," Rubenstein said.
"If Reagan proceeds to make
human rights an issue only with
regard to the Communist countries
and resorts to quiet .diplomacy with
regard to the abuses of human rights
in Latin America or the Phillipines,
then he will be seen as a hypocrite
and very inconsistent," Rubenstein
said, "and I think that his effect on
the behavior of Soviet leaders will be
reduced." ·
Amnesty International, formed in
London in 1961, is a world-wide
organization that acts as an
ombudsman in human rights issues.
Rubenstein said Amnesty works to
discover the identity and history of
political prisoners to "personalize the
issue of human rights."
In addition, Amnesty Internation-

al attempts to establish dialogue with
repressive governments to win
release of prisoners and to "remind
them (the governments) ' that we
know what they are up to," he said.
Rubenstein said that since 1961
Amnesty International has
intervened in 18,000 cases of political
persecution. As a result, 15,000
prisoners have been released, he said.
Rubenstein has just authored a
book called "Soviet Dissidents: Their
Struggle for Human Rights."
During the radio interview,
Rubenstein said that Amnesty
International has found the same
kinds of persecution today in Iran
that occurred under the late Shah.
In Nicaragua, despite the fact that
the national guard under the late
Anastasio Somoza Debayle
murdered 50,000 people, the new
government has not used the ~eath
penalty to punish individuals, he
said.
"I think Khomeni could have
learned a lot from that," Rubenstein
said.
"A regime that takes over power
from a previous regime has to set its
own terms and Khomeni has relied
on coercion and violence," he
remarked.

Women's Survival
Is Group's Goal
American women are forming the
ranks of a new group: Women's
Party for Survival.
Why a women's group for peace?
Because some women believe now
more than ever that people have to
realize they are caretakers of the
earth.
The group wants to inform
individuals that it believes the media
and industry are condoning violence,
'the domination of people and the
glorification of women as sex
objects.
The first meeting of the group is
Nov. 12, 7:30 p.m. at 30 Lincoln Ave.
(upstairs in the.back).
On Nov. 16 and 17, Women's
Pentagon · Action will gather in
Washington, D.C., to share ideas
and demonstrate at the Pentagon.
Women's Pentagon Action is
angry at the millions of dollars spent
on the military while social ills
remain unresolved. It sees a thread of
violence in the American fabric that
is apparent on the battlefield as well
as in the home.
The action group will hold a
training session at Goddard College
Nov. 9 from IO a.m. to 4 p.m.
For further information on
Women's Pentagon Action contact
Deborah Peaslee at 775-7500 or Nina
Swaim at 649-1570.
Additional information about
Women's Party for Survival is
ilVailable by calling 775-7500 or 7756260.
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Lost and Found
An Urban Archeology

. The Cro-Magnons· did it, so did the Egyptians and the
Romans and the Puritans - and so do Rut/anders: we lose
·
things from our pockets.
The humble objects shown here were all found in our very
own midden, the Pit parking lot at Center and Wales Streets.
People get out of their cars and, while they are checking their
tires, the stuff in their pockets falls out. Ball point pens are by
far the most numerous, followed by lighters and combs. The
sunglasses are a rarity.
Ground into the earth by wheels and feet, these relics
gradually collapse and disappear, only to emerge after the next
rain like some ancient bronze in Troy. Don't laugh - a
thousand years from now they'll all be in museums.

Photographs by Michael Aleshire

Election~~~~~~~~~~-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(Continued from Page One)
Patrick leahy survived the crash,
albeit barely, by fending off a
challenge from Republican Stewart
Ledbetter.
- The state Senate will have a
more Democratic, and more liberal,
look next year, with the Democrats
picking up four new seats to pull
close to parity with the Republicans.
The Democrats now occupy 14 of 30
seats in the chamber.
The Republican surge in the state

Lafley~~~~~~~~~-

rating among large numbers of
voters. The three-term attorney
general also made the mistake of
putting all of his political eggs in one
basket. He neglected many issues
because of his misguided insistence
on repeatedly berating Snelling's
proposai for New England to invest
in huge quantities of Canadian
hydro-power.
Snelling's impressive victory also
must be attributed to the governor's
popularity in Republican circles, and
the inability of Democrats to poke
any significant holes in his four-year
record in Montpelier.

ccontinued from Page One)
charges against Lafley only after
having City Grand Juror John
.Canney exa'mine the case to ensure
that it could be prosecuted.
Canney confirmed Thursday he
had reviewed the charges with police
officials before Lafley was cited;
saying the case originally "looked
like it deserved attention." Canney
added, however, that a case can
appear weaker after a prosecutor has
conducted his own investigation and
consulted with the defense attorney.
Although Canney was the original
prosecutor in the case, Mongeon .
assumed jurisdiction over the matter
in October after Canney disqualified
himself because of a potential conflict of interest'. Canney, who also
serves as assistant city attorney, had
been involved with both the criminal
case and the civil disciplinary
proceedings against Lafley.

Easton defeated Skinner so
soundly that the Democrat, who
once was viewed as one of his party's
most promising young candidates,
may be permanently out of state
politics.
One of Snelling's former aides,
Republican James Douglas of
Middlebury, soundly defeated
Democrat Robert Babcock for
secretary of state in still another race
that was much more one-sided than
most politicians had predicted.
The most interesting ~on test of the
day was the Leahy-Ledbetter bout. It
pitted a strong candidate with a weak
organization :- Leahy - against a
weak candidate with a very strong
and effective organization . If
Ledbetter had pulled off the election,
which he came within a single
percentage point of doing, the credit
would have had to have gone to his
staff.

was -marked by the relative ease with
which its major candidates disposed
of their Democratic opposition.
In what long had been anticipated
as a fiercely close race, GOP Gov.
R,ichard Snelling romped to a third
term in office by whipping
Democratic Atty. Gen. M. Jerome
Diamond by more than a 3-2 margin.
Diamond wore the same albatross
which victimized U.S. Sen. Edward
Kennedy in last spring's Democratic
presidential contest: a high negative

Biederman said Thursday that
his concern over the grand juror's
possible conflict of interests stemmed
in part from Canney's involvement in
negotiations aimed at settling
Lafley's case out of court.
City Attorney Robert Broderick
confirmed Thursday that at present,
the civil case against Lafley will
continue as planned.
The city's Board of Civil Authority
is scheduled to take lip consideration
of the matter later this fall to discuss
what disciplinary. action, if any,
should be taken against Lafley.
The board has placed Lafley on
indefinite suspension without pay
until the situation is resolved. Before
the board can review the case,
however, the alleged police policy
violations will first be heard before a
Rutland district court judge serving
in a civil capacity.

The state's former banking and
insurance commissioner, Ledbetter
appealed to the entire spectrum of
the Vermont Republican Party,
despite his sluggish campaign style.
His advisors put together a strategy
aimed at portraying Leahy's Senate
record as too liberal on both defense
and government spending.
Perhaps recognizing the political
turn to the right this year, Leahy
fought back by denying the charges
that he was a big spender - except
on defense - rather than taking
credit for those positions. The 40year-old Democrat proved to be
wise, if somewhat less than- candid.
Other Democratic senators such. as
John Culver of Iowa, tried to run on
their liberal records and lost because
of it.
'
The key to the Ledbetter campaign
was trying to bring out the fact that
Leahy was far more liberal than he
depicted himself to be, and far more
liberal than the average Vermonter.
That plan, which Ledbetter
borrowed from two of his opponents
in the GOP Senate primary, was
successful in making his contest
against Leahy close, but not quite
successful enough to bring victory.
The fact that Ledbetter almost
beat Leahy, and that Leahy is now
one of a very small group of Senate
liberals, may push the cautious
Democrat into a more conservative
voting pattern during his second
term in Washington.
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By ASTRO-WILD
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Be sure that you have extra
batteries on hand for your
flashligbt.
\
.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
- It would be advantageous
for you to walk, rather than
drive, to one of your usual
destinations this week.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
- If you don't start voicing
your own opinion more
forcefully, others will begin to
control your destiny.

*STAR WORDS*
•

Taurus (April20-May 20)Don't go calling others
childish for acts you do
yourself.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)Put that little extra effort into
your labors. The quality of
your work will iinprove
immensely.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) Try to get a glimpse of your
surroundings from the top of a
mountain or high building.
Leo (July 23-A ug. 22) Don't judge others too

harshly. You have just as many
· flaws yourself, though you
might not recognize them.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)A long distance move may be
in the offing, perhaps even to a
foreign country.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) You erred by letting
expediency stand in the way of
compassion. Begin thinking
less of your own selfish
·interests.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)Be more ske.ptical about what
you are told from above.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.

21) - A little detective work
might uncover some skeletons
in the closet of a fi:iend. .
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)
- If you brush up on your
algebra and long division, you
might be able to save a
bucketful of money.

Dear Orion: My wife wants to try an
"open·. marriage." She says it will
show how strong our marriage is. But
I'm afraid it's really a sign that our
marriage is coming apart at the
seams. Should I still go along with
her idea?
·
- From Sweating Bullets
Dear Sweating: If you're worried
that your relationship with your wife
is becoming unhinged, you need
.more than an open marriage to keep
you together. I recommend epoxy
glue.
Dear Orion: My boyfriend always

calls me "lambchop." I'd rather be
called by my real name. What should
'
I do?
- From Stewed Tomato
Dear Stewed: Change your name to
Lambchop.

COMMUNICATION FROM
THE NETHER-WILDS:
Listen for the rumble of
distant thunder and take cover
before the lightening strikes.
Confidential to Billy Boy Get a real job.

THE RUTLAND MONITOR
Is Seeking Notices of Events of Public Interest. To
Have A Calendar Item Published In The Monitor,
Send The Notice To: The Rutland Monitor, P.O.
Box 424, Rutland, Vt. 05701. Notices Must Be
Received On or Before Thursday.

Production Machine Operators Needed for
Christmas Season. Openings for 4:30 p.m.-1 a.m.
and 1 a.m.-8 a.m. Shifts. Apply in Person at
Vermont Job Service on 173 West Street in Rutland ..

Vermont Job Service
173 West Street

Rutland

Dear Orion:'Everybody I voted for
lost. I feel disenfranchisecl, How can
I become part of the American
mainstream?
- From Georgia Peanut
Dear Georgia: Move to California,
buy General Electric appliances and
call your pet poodle Bonzo.

--------------------·-----'

1 I

:20% Di-scount
~. .t '

-

-

··-----~------------------BABYSITTING - - My home.
Infant' or Toddler. Rutland 7755953.

Call Now

1976 VEGA - Good Cond., 4-spd ..
- radials - hatchback - only
43,000 mi. Asking $1,650. 775-6350.
'72 T-BIRD - 2 dr. $600.00. 25
Church St. Also, Cone Stove for
camp. Call 773-8198.

259-2725

CHANGE QE PLACE
DOWN HOME
COUNTRY DANCE
NOV. 7 -

·window

. Pittsford Congregational Gh urc h

Benefit Unitarian Universalist
Building Fund
Last Dance of Season

Quilt··
let.s the sunshine in~and keeps it in!

Now, efficient ·insulation
for your win4ows
in four decorator colors

8p.m.

BABYSITTING.

MY
HOME!

(S) u n. inc.

Eest Wailingford. Vermont

Telephone

05742

!802i 259-2725

By hour, day, or
week . For details

call 775-1356.

.
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THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT
Like 'Fatha; Like Jazz:
A Night Of Sax Education

Spotlight on Actors
Breaks the Rules
By VALERIE RESTIVO
BENNINGTON - The Oldcastle
Theater Company has mounted an
attractive and sometimes moving
production of David's Mamet's
intriguing two-char.acter play about
actors, "A Life in the Theater."
The play premiered in New York
in 1977. Performances continue this
week on the Southern Vermont
College campus.
· To carry out the action, the stage is
set so that "backstage" is downstage
toward us, the viewers. Upstage (at
the back) is a curtain, behind which,
acco.r ding to. the play, sits the actors'
audience. The piece puts the real
audience "backstage", from the
actors' perspective.
In sustaining the illusion, Mamet
breaks some theatrical rules, such as
the "absolute" one about actors
never saying their lines with their
backs turned to the audience. In this
play, they often address "their"
audience, leaving us to watch their
backs and listen to their carefully
projected lines.
Joseph Butler plays Robert, the
older actor, with sensitivi°ty,
emphasizing the pathos of trying to
"teach" the younger actor, who
prefers to learn his own lessons in his
own way but cannot separate himself
from his would-be mentor. Richard
Howe is John, who is on the verge of
"making it."
Robert's pontification irritates a11
of us, as well as John, who would like
to escape the pompous lectures on
"the true nature of theater". But
underneath is pathos, and that keeps
us and John listening and caring.
In one scene at the make-up table,
after John has finally expressed the
irritation we've all been feeling, .
Robert accuses him of violating the
unwritten rules of etiquette between
actors. Too much reality offstage
might result in too little on - the
.a.:tors can tolerate only so much

Interpersonal tension, or their work
together is destroyed. Then John
returns to the self-imposed restraint
that characterized earlier scenes.
Mamet implies criticism of the
system that creates stars who eclipse
former stars. Robert is "on the way
down," while John is "on the way
up." We can foresee a future in which
John is in turn confronted by his own
replacement.
Some of the scenes are
wonderfully funny or moving. At the
outset, John is ready to rush out of
'the theater for a meal, while Robert's
oblique and sometimes plaintive
comments lure him back, until he
relents and asks the older man to join
him. This tension between the quest
for independence and interdependence continues throughout.
The "play-within-a-play" includes
some classic examples of favorite
scenes or blunders every actor has
f!Xperienced and lines every
playwright would like not to have
written. Robert fumbles his way
through one hilarious episode with
an open fly, while John tries to cover
for him, changing the stage
directions to block the view of the
"audience" (but not ours ) .
"A Life in the Theater" needs a
little more life. It is played as a single
exper~ence, with no changes of scene
or intermission. The first half is
oddly P!lCed; it should build our
sympathy for the players but the
halting quality tended to make me
tune in and out of the action.
Shelli DuBoff's costumes are
attractive and sometimes amusing, '
but too much emphasis is placed on
costume changes. Joel Stoehr's set
works beautifu11y, enhanced by
lighting designed by Robert
Sugarman and Allison Glass that
creates the credibility of the double
theater. Except for problems with
pacing, Eric Peterson's direction is
effective, stressing the actors' need
for each other and our need for them .

DANCE HUSIC FOR THE BO'S
DISCO, DANCEABLE ROCK, ~
••SPECIAL REQUESTS"

.

FOR ANY OCCASION,
LIGHTING INCL.

RTE4A
HYDE VILLE

265-3086

-By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKi
"Aah ... ahah ... oh yeah ...
alright . . . ummm . . . " Guttural
expressions from deep inside
legendary jazz pianist Eai"l "Fatha"
Hines told the story better than
reams of well-turned phrases could
have.
His soothing umming and awing,
mixing softly with the seduetive sax
playing of Eric Schneider, set · the
tone for Hines' appearance at St.
Joseph the Provider College Nov. 2.
Those in the crowd responded by
swinging their feet gently to the
music, tapping their fingers on
chairs, oohing.and awing with Fatha
Hines.
·
Hines' repertoire included pieces
popular in the pre-bop era of the
l 930's, war-years numbers and
contemporary songs. The quartet
used a variety of tempos' and its
program ranged from quiet romantic
tunes to upbeat sw~ng_ numbers.
While Hines and vocalist Marva
Josie were billed as the featured
attractions, it was 25-year-old
Schneider who elicited the most
favorable response from the
audience. About 35 minutes into the
program, after Hines plaJedT four
"easy numbers, Schneider walked on
stage, · picked up his alto sax and
began to overwhelm the audience.
Schneider's ringing sax, a direct
contrast to Hines' early quiet
numbers, caught the crowd
completely off guard.
The young sax player's second
number, Louis . Armstrong's
"Struttin' With Barbecue," was
among the evening's snappier songs.
It was during this tune that Hines
began his guttural cheering and
finger snarring
"Struttin' With Barbecue" was one
of the more famous tu~es recorded
by Hines when · he played with

Armstrong in the late 1940's.
Following this number, Schneider,
provided the first comic relief of the
night when he blew out a jazzy
version of "Rudolph the Red Nose
Reindeer."
Fo11owing a 25-minute, "10minute" break, Schneider whipped
into a four-song arrangement: "All of
Me," "Cotton Tail," "Nearness of
You," and "Things Ain't What They
Used to Be."
The prolonged set gave Schneider
a:n opportunity to showcase his many
talents (he even dragged out a
clarinet during the medley), for the
tunes came close to representing the
fu11 spectrum of jazz that can be
played by a small combo.
As the concert reached the twohour mark, some people began to
wonder about the whereabouts of
vocalist Josie, ·who received equal
billing with Hines. Hines referred to
her as "marvelous Marva Josie"
throughout the concert,' but at 10
p.m. she hadn't yet appeared.
Suddenly, though, a sweet but
powerful voice engulfed the
auditorium, and the quartet looked
around to "discover" the source.
When Josie appeared on · stage,
some of the older members of the
audience gasped in surprised. They
rea11y weren't expecting the source of
this incredible voice to be a frizzyhaired young black woman in a
super-tight pair of day-glow red
pants and a bright green smock, with ·
hip moves that would make Elvis
Presley look like the Tin Man.
But quickly accepting her
appearance, the crowd warmed to
her ability to travel the distance of
the scale at will.

The

Beacon
Restaurant
.At
Rutland State
Airport

lour tounln
'1 u-.if· '"'1•01

52 Center Street

Rutland, Vt.

Grand Opening

~
SONY * RCA * SANYO
VIDEO RECORDERS
ATARI & MATTEL MOVIES . & .
VIDEO GAMES ACCESSORIES:

November 14th
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The Senator ·Strikes Back
By CH.i\RLIE SPENCER
A few thoughts, while trying to
collect our own . . .
They bring down the curtain on
the 1980 high school football ~eason
Saturday and if all us "experts" aren't
three sheets to the wind, it figures to
be curtains for Essex and Bellows
Falls! In other words, we figure MSJ
will win the Division I crown by
beating the Hornets, figure
Middlebury will win the Division II
crown by beating the Terriers.
MSJ and Middlebury - the "M &
M's" that don't melt anywhere especially on the football field. ·
What with the mileage problem,
you'd think MSJ would be playing
Essex at Burlington, BF playing
Middlebury at Brattleboro, but it's
just the other way around, of course.
It goes to prove .that gas prices
aren't the only things to be
considered in setting up fields for title
games. There's the old North-South
situation: Headmasters' try to
placate the fans above and below the
"Middlebury-Dixon Line". Then
there's also the question of the
availability of decent fields.
At Stolte Field in Brattleboro,

MSJ will be the solid favorite over an
Essex team it beat 42-12 in its third
game of ~he season ~ But Bruce
Wheeler's Hornets beat Mount
Anthony much worse than Funzie
Cioffi's Acads did, so the margin
hardly figures to be 30 points again,
29 maybe?
Get serious? OK ...
We think the Acads are the better
ballclub, much better maybe, both
offensively and defensively - that's
why we 're picking them. It's as simple
as that.
Essex chances? Put it this way, the
once-beaten Hornets stand a much
better chance against the unbeaten
Mounties than twice-beaten Bellows
Falls does against undefeated
Middlebury at Buck Hard Field.
Bis Bisbee's Terriers are a tough
team but, Hubie Wagner's Tigers are
tougher, much together - even
defensively, where BF excels. The
Terriers have beaten two
Wishboning teams handily, but
Middlebury's Wishbone, even better
than the Essex version, is much
better than the ones run by Windsor
and Springfield, if only because the
Tigers have better backs and linemen

1969's Div. I Champion
Was an Easy Selection
By BOB FREDETTE
There may or may not have been
unpopular choices during the era in
which Vermont's high school state
champions were chosen after the
season was completed, but there was
little or no controversy in the final
year of such voting by Vermont
coaches,

outing as a Mountie, which is one of
the reasons why he remembers the
year so vividly. The husky - but
quick-running back scoi:ed from 80
yards out on MSJ's first play from
scrimmage. The play on which he
broke the long run was a variation of
the Mounties' 42 trap, a straight
hand off into the line. So amazed was
Picucci upon bursting into the
secondary and finding no one left in
his path that he hesitated, then
looked around, before running
nearly the length of the field.
"I gc;>t about five yards past the line
(of scrimmage) and was so alone that
I had to take a quick look around.
Everyone was on the ground, just out
of the play," Picucci said. "The
second time I carried the ball it was
the same thing," Picucci grinned,
continuing that "This time I was
dragged down from behind. If I had
h~d any speed I would have made it
to the end zone. That would have
been something, eh? Two carries for
160 yards."
Picucci nonetheless carried for SS
yards the second time. On the day he
lugged the ball 11 times for nearly
200 yards, and three touchdowns.

The Division -I and U title games
first · appeared . in 1970. That year,
Mount St. Joseph lost to Burlington
High School, 19-16, but in the year
prior, the Acads were se)ected by the
coaches as the top team Division I
~lub in the state.
Even if the voting did not favor the
Academy that year, remembered
MSJ alumnus Joe Picucci this week,
there would have been no doubt in
the minds of Mountie fans as to who
was truly number one.
Picucci, a senior running back on
that 1969 team, recalled that the
·unbeaten Mounties earned the top
rating by defeating the northern
champion - BFA-St. -Albans during the course of the year by a
very lopsided margin.
The contest was Picucci's best

·;·.
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Biggest upset this wekend? It could
be Essex over MSJ or BF over
Middlebury but. not if Castleton
State beats Keene State in soccer.
That would be the biggest upset, no
matter what happens at Brattleboro
or Burlington. Ron Butcher has Jim
Thieser's number, just like Richard
Burton has Liz Taylor's - used to
have, anyway!
Just for the record, here are the
records since the state title grid
games began in 1970 - the best thing
that happened to Vermont high
school football ranks since the
elimination of the flying wedge . . .
QIVISION I
Burlington 19, MSJ 16. Bellows
Falls 14, Montpelier 13. Montpelier
3S, Rutland 6. Brattleboro 28, BFASt. Albans 0. MSJ 20, Burlington 14.
Mount Anthony IS, Essex 0. MSJ
SO, South Burlington 7. MSJ 32,
South Burlington 6. Montpelier 20,
Brattleboro 14. South Burlington 20,
Mount Anthony 7.
DIVISION II
South Burlington 7, Poultney 6.
South Burlington 21, Windsor 6.
Hartford 18, Winooski 8. Essex 14,

Hartford 12. South Burlington 23,
Fair ·ff.Jwen 8. Middlebury 48,
Windsor 6. Middlebury 21, Hartford
6. Fair Haven 7, Middlebury 0.
Middlebury 41, Hartford 6.
Middlebury 47, Windsor 14.
So much for football.
The biggest question in the mini
New England cross-country meet at
Manchester, N.H. Saturday? How
Sue Spencer, Rutland's amazing
freshman, fares.
She could tum out. to be the
biggest headline-maker at the
Derryfield Country Club course.
In the boys• race, Shawn Gardner,
U-32's unbeaten harrier ace, should
lead the Vermonters.
Last year, Peter Fenn, Rutland's
brilliant cross-country runner,
finished eighth in the New Englands
- we'd like to think that Garnder
could J:>etter that showing, but we
don't think he will.
lt11 be interesting to see how Kim
Silloway, St . .Johnsbury's hoop ace,
fare.s in the girls' competition
Saturday. She won the Class I girls'
title in Vermont this year.
A few final words on football ...
All of Essex• prayers weren't
answered last Saturday. Some were
answered when the Hornets
outscored South Burlington 30-29 in
a sensational ballgame. But Rutland
dido 't upset MSJ, and that had to be
the prayer - the other prayer - that
Hornet fans offered.
Wonder which • game Hubie
Wagner and his Middlebury Minions
scouted last Saturday? Was it BF at
Springfield, Fair Haven at Lee,
Mass., - or both? Knowing Wagner,
we'd wager he and his scouts took in
both games Hubie takes no
chances. But ~e wonder why.
Middlebury scouting anyone before
a football game is like Farah Fawcett
scouting Phyllis Diller before a
beauty contest!
Get serious? OK ...

If Saturday comes up anything but
roses, weather-wise, we hope the
powers that be switch the title game
to Monday or Tuesday - whichever
day Veteran's Day is observed.
Playing football in impossible
weather is ridiculous ~ especially
when state titles are riding on the
line.
Oh, how do we collect our ·
thoughts? In a fishing net of course!

·~··
for all seasons.
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ihan the Jacks and the Cosmos.
Are we certain MSJ will win?
Certainly - just as certain as we were
when we picked the Mounties over
Burlington back in 1970. That was
the year the Seahorses took a 19-0
lead and hung on to hold off the
favored Mounties, 19-16.
It was in 1970 that title games in
both football classes were
inaugurated . . . MSJ won the last
"voted" Division I title back in 1969.
Are we certain Middlebury will
win? Certainly, just as certain as we
were back in 1977 when we picked
the Tigers over Fair Haven and Don
Hubert's Slaters won 7-0.
·
That was the biggest upset - in
our book, anyway - since the title
games were started.
Actually, of course, winners in
state title football games are not
anywhere near as certain as death
and taxes.
Football is a funny sport - funny
peculiar, not funpy, ha-ha. Take last
Saturday on the college level, for
example. It was Mississippi State
over Alabama, Arizona over UCLA,
San Jose State over Baylor, and
Oklahoma over North Carolina.
How many experts picked those
upsets? . . . Well, we picked
Oklahoma over North Carolina. and .
we still think that the Sooners are one
of the top teams in collegiate football
no matter what their record.
Anyway, Alabama, UCLA,
Baylor and North Carolina were all
undefeated going in - just like MSJ
~nd Middlebury so anything
could happen Saturday at
Brattleboro or Burlington.

OUTERWEAR CLOTHING FOOTWEAR
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·M ounties Will Battle Essex Hornets
By BOB FREDETTE
Maintaining a high level of player
intensity is one of the most difficult
jobs -of a high school coach. Funzie
Cioffi and Tony Zingale, coaches of
the Mount St. Joseph Academy
football team, hope that their squad

will still have its mental toughness
when it meets Essex Junction
Saturday in the Division I title game
in Brattleboro.
The unbeaten Mounties (8-0) have
already disposed of Essex, the
preseason favorite to be the north's

entry ro the season finale, when the
clubs met at St. Peter's Field back in
the season's early stages. However
that 42-12 victory (the Mounties'
biggest romp to that date) and MSJ's
recent victory over Rutland High
School are viewed by the Convent
Avenue coaching staff as the biggest
obstacles to achieving that high level
of intensity.

ALPHA-BITS
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
King Steinbrenner, whom Reggie
Jackson not-so-affectionately calls
"the nian with the boats," has once
again proven that he is the most
disturbing force in major-league
baseball.
He is more taxing than Billy
Martin, more obnoxious than Calvin
Griffith and more appalling than the
departed Charlie Oscar Finley.
Steinbrenner's latest outburst the muzzling of Dick Howser and the
emergence of his newest edition of
the Rules of Etiquette for major1ea g u e managers - further
convinces the baseball public that the
Yankee owner is indeed mad.
Dick Howser is too splendid a
human being to work for the czar of
Yankee Stadium. Howser would be
happier managing the Texas Rangers
or the fabled Cuckamonga Wildcats.
Let's face it, manager of the New
York Yankees is not included in any
list of the nation's most secure jobs.
What Steinbrenner has done once
again is to grab headlines on the back
page of the New York Daily News by
berating the man who brought the
Yankees the American League East
pennant and 103 wins. Three losses
to the Kansas City Royals apparently
negated those achievements.
After a weekend of suspense, little
was settled. Steinbrenner said
something to the effect that Howser
could have his job if he kept his
mouth shut.
All that Steinbrenner accomplished was to flood the rumor mill with
stories about Howser's apparnt
demise. Steinbrenner, remember, . is
the man who once boasted he was
able to fill the back page of the News
with a single phone call.
What all of this in-fighting means
is that the Yankees again will be a hot

topic next spring. Despite the
successful campaign of I 980, the
Bronx Bombers didn't turn the
presses as they have in the ·past.
People like Howser, Bob Watson,
Willie Randolph and Tommy John
don't make waves.
Steinbrenner obviously feels that
his team must be immersed in
controversy in order to win. The
team that fights together, wins
together, Boss .Steinbrenner
contends.
Most teams disagree with that
approach to baseball.
The czar of Yankee stadium also
believes in trying new methods.
Recently someone told him that
hiring a Dallas Green-type buttkicker will assure the Yankees of not
. only an AL crown, but another'
World Series win as well.
Now Steinbrenner is looking for a
former lion trainer (complete with
chair and pistol) to manage the New
York bunch.
The buttom line is that Howser did
a more than adequate job with the
Yankees this past season and
sh.ouldn't be subjected to
Steinbrenner's abuse. The czar,
however, isn't one sports fan·s would
call humane.

"It's hard to get these kids up," said
Cioffi this week as he busied himself
taping ankles before practice. "One
reason is that they beat Essex
already, and another is because of the
Ru~land game" (a 29-14 victory in
which MSJ looked sluggish during
the first halt).
"It's awfully hard coming off that
Rutland game," echoed Zingale. "It's
such an emotional game."
In the past, Mountie teams have
fared well coming off the Rutland
game and into the finals. Their only
loss in title game competition
occurred in 1970 (19-16 to
Burlington), but since that time, the
Acads have won the crown in 1974,
76 and 77.
The indicators point to another
Mountie title Saturday, particularly
because MSJ was so successful
against Essex earlier this year in what
was thought to be the "Game of the
Year" at St. Peter's Field. The ·
Academy defensed the Essex
Wishbone to near perfection and was
nearly unstoppable on offense.
The ingredients for another

Mountie Roster
NAME

YEAR

Brian Sabataso
Jim O'Rourke
Kevin Thayer
John Notte
Mike Messier
Harley Tatro
Victor Motroni
Tony Daito
Jay McGinnis
Tim Solari
Joe Gallagher
Frank Ragosta
John Hock
Perry Bove
Brad Thomas
John Dall
Kevin Canney
Joel Lafrancois
Mark Tallagnon
Chris Barrett
Jim Miles
Brian Gilliam
Don Messier
Greg Davis
Dave Kissell
Tom Joyce
John Battles
Matt Patry
Steve Knox
John Estabrook
Mike Palumbo

Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Soph.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr:
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Soph.
Soph.

NO.
II

13
14
12
32
33
34
40

41
42
45
21
22
24
26
43

Did You Know
. . . That Bill Terry was the last player
in the Natio-nal League to hit above
.400?
.
" .. That although Gil Hodges is
the National League leader in career
grand slams with 14, he trails
American League leader Lou Gehrig
by nine?
. . . That Ted Williams hit .388 at
the ripe old age of 39 and led the
league in batting the following year
at .328?
. . . That Bob Feller pitched the
only opening-day no-hitter in I 940?
... That Mickey Mantle broke into
the big leagues as a shortstop?
. . . That the Brooklyn Dodgers
were the first team to sign a black
player, Jackie Robinson, and the
Boston Red Sox were the last,
sig~ing Pumpsie Green?
. . . That Al Benton was the only
pitcher to face both Babe Ruth and
Miekey Mantle in regular-season
· ·
.
play?
" ' . That the Chicago Cubs are the
only team in the National League to
play in a ball park built prior to 1960?
. . . That Jackie Robinson retired
from baseball because he was traded
to the New York Giants for pitcher
Bill Littlefield, who pitched for IO
teams in nine seasons?
. . . Dave Kingman played in all
four divisions in one season? (The
Yanks, Angels, Mets and Padres).

Another possible detriment is that
the Acads are the clear-cut favorites
to win an unprecedented fourth title
in their unparalleled fifth visit to the
·
championship game.

44

15
16
. 20
23
25
30
31
35
50
52
53
51
55 .
74

~1r..R

.

NO.

NAME

YEAR

62 John Sullivan
65 Bob Jones
66 Dave Vogt
60

63
68
69
61
64
71
72
75

78
54
56
67
70
77
73
76
79
80
81
82
88
83
89
90

85
86
91

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Tony Notte
Jr.
Brent Grady
Jr.
Ricky Gallo
Jr.
Ed Bianchi
Jr.
Dave Notte
Soph.
Mike LaFaso
Soph.
Eric Hagen
Sr.
John Miles
Sr.
Chris Thompson Sr.
Bob Morton
Sr.
Charles Orcutt
Jr.
Neil Cunningham Jr.
Ray Pratico
Jr.
Steve Ryan
Jr.
George Clifford
Jr.
Dean Bates
Soph .
Dennis Lynch
Soph.
Tony Gilliam
Soph.
Mike Ragosta
Sr.
Tom Aicher
Sr.
Kyle Buzzell
Sr.
Dan Lawlor
Sr.
Mike Thorne
Jr.
Derrick Miner
Jr.
Kurt Thompson Jr.
Tom Steele
Soph.
Jeff McGee
Soph.
Rob Liscinsky
Soph.

SIR£

~«..
~ SPAs\~~
~
.

19

·C,c-NTER

.

Because of demand, the CENTER STREET SPA will be open
6 days a week for men, 9:00 to 9:00, except Saturday, 10:00 to
1:00, which will include more free standing ma·chinery and
Nautilus equipment.
The new spa will incude the original floor space plus two more
rooms for additional working area. This is to combat overcrowding. We hope to see you this fall at the newly equipped
Center Street Spa, open 6 days a week for men, 9:00 to 9:00,
except Saturday, 10:00 to 1:00.

Mountie victory are present but, as in
any big encounter, intangibles must
be taken into consideration. It's no
big secret that favorites become
losers when playing a team more
eager for vi ctory.
Vic Motroni and Jim O'Rourke ·
were principally responsible for
MSJ's early-October romp over the
Hornets. Motroni rushed for 127
yards and two touchdowns and
caught one ·of O'Rourke's three
scoring tosses, a 34-yarder.
O'Rourke, a classy quarterback
threw for nearly 150 yards.
"They (Essex) gave us the pass, so
we passed," Cioffi noted. "I don't
think they will this time."
Likewise, the Academy gave Essex
the pass in order to shut down the
Hornet running game, which netted
only 102 yards. Overall, MSJ
outgained Essex 427-196 in total
yards.
"If we can hold them like that .
again, we'll be happy," said Cioffi of
his defense, one that yields an
average of eight points a game.
"We'll go with the same basic
defense; I thought we stopped the
Wishbone very well."
The Mounties came out of the
Rutland game with a ctean bill of
health and then some. Halfback
Tony Daito, forced to miss the intracity rivalry because of a mild case of ·
mononucleosis, is expected to return
to the lineup for the title game. It's
still unknown, however, how he11 be
able to perform.
If Daito, a consistent factor in .
Academy fortunes, is not up to par,
Ciof(i and Zingale will go with
capable Tim Solari. Rounding out
the backfield, of course, is durable
fullback Mike Messier,· who either
never gets hurt or plain refuses to
show it.
All fpur Mountie backs have
proven capable receivers.
Meanwhile, the Academy's trio of
ends - Tom Aicher, Kyle Buzzell ·
and Mike Ragosta are ready.
·
From their past eight encounters,
southern Vermont football followers
know what MSJ (287 points for, 64
against) can do. All that remains for
the team is a trip to Brattleboro and,
very likely, another line in the record
books ...

Breakfast
----------------Special
two eggs.
toast
home fries
coffee
$1.75 t~J3r:.m.
The
Emperor
OPEN 6 A.M:-10:30P.M.
SAT. 9:30 AM:-10:30 P.M.

40Center
Street
Rutland Vt .

'
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Starting Defense

The Depth

Mounties Search
For · Fourth Title
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Hard

By MEGAN PRICE
Some people say that shortly after man
discovered fire, he discovered moonshine
- some say before.
Scientific .reports have yet to disclose
whether the remains of primitive man .
were pickled inside as well as out.
We know the Greeks enjoyed a good ·
toot and that Cleopatra
in
Shakespeare's version anyway - before
inviting the asp to come a little closer, had
a glass in her hand.

beer is to Jack Daniels. Old-timers say
that even Jack Daniels can't compare to
the home-made applejack of old.
They claim applejack will proof
radiators to - 50degrees Fahrenheit, burn
in your carbiJretor when gas is scarce and
put most anybody under the table after a
few belts.
Sixty . years ago, when farms
outnumbered those left today by more
than five to one, applejack and hard cider
were seasonal favorites. Most farmers

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"They call it that good old Mountain Dew
And them that refuse it are few ... "
- tradifional song
This fondness for alcoholic beverages
has not been lost on Vermonters. Many a
cold "hill has been nipped in the bud by a
nip of some potent hot or cold toddy.
In the South they call it moonshine; in
the West, the cowboys and Indians call it
"firewater." But in Vermont, . the spinestraightening, throat-threatening home
brew is often hard cider and applejack.
Hard cider is to applejack what draft

had their own orchards, or an apple tree
or two in the back yard.
·
Joe Bird of Fair Haven recalls that
during Prohibition, there were more than
a .dozen places in town where a fellow
with a thirst for something stiffer than
root beer could find himself some ·
applejack. "Three glassfuls and you were
headed for the border," Bird recalled.
(See Page 11: Cider)

Hard cider starts with a wooden cask, a lot of sugar, and an
e'q ual amount of patience. In Fair Haven, Doug Wood (left)"
and Kim Lussier (right) stand guard over their keg. (Megan
Price Photo).

Godnick's ·Win Expensive
By DAVID MOTT
Rutland · County's new Democratic
state Senator, Gilbert Godnick, fueled his
election victory with more than $5,000 in
contributions, ending up with the most
expensive Senate campaign in the
county's history.
In campaign financial statements filed
·with the Rutland Superior Court,
Godnick said he spent $7,083 to defeat
incumbent Republican Sanborn
Partridge.
Jerry Arbour, also a Democrat, spent
nearly that much of his 1978 bid for a
Senate seat, according to Court Clerk
Gay Rice, who said Godnick's
expenditures represented the most on a
Senate election in county history.
By comparison, the two other victors
-in the county's Nov. 4 Senate election,
Republican incumbent . Sens. Robert
Bloomer and Stewart Smith, spent $645
and $1,169, respectively.
Robert English of Poultney, the other
Democrat in the race, collected $250 in

contributions and spent $229: Neither
Bloomer nor Smith listed any
contril;mtions.
Godnick's financial statement lists I 15
individual contributions, ranging in size
from $10 to $300. Only six of the financial
donations to Godnick's campaign came
to $200 or more. The $300 donation was
contributed by Mintzer Brothers Inc. on
Strongs Avenue.
Businessmen and attorneys made up
the bulk of contributors to Godnick's
campaign. Several city employees also
contributed to their boss's politicai bid.
Godnick is mayor of Rutland.
Contributing from the ranks of City
Hall employees were: Assessor Charles
Franzoni, $20; City Atty. Robert

Broderick, a Godnick appointee, $50;
City Planning Coordi~ator J. Theodore
Cacioppi, a Godnick appointee, $20;
Assistant City Atty. John Canney, also a
Godnick appointee, contributed . $50
through his law firm of Battles & Canney.
The five most generous contributors to
Godnick's · campaign after Mintzer
Bros. Inc., were: Henry J . Russo, owner ·
of Green Mountain Distributing Corp.,
$250; the Industrial Political Action
Committee of Vermont Contractors
Association, of which William Keogh is
executive director, $250; Real Estate
developer John Giorgetti, _$250; Earle
Thompson of 160 South Main St., $200;
Stratty Corsones of 62 Forest St., $200.
(See Page 10: Campaign)

A GUIDE INSIDE
Police say report of a city bus
driver beating an 8-ye-ar-old
passenger is "unfounded." Details
Page 7.
Rutland 'bas a new multi-million
dollar jail. Will they have the
guards to man it? Find out why the
workers there are picketing on
Page 3.
Kids jumping on cars, a
wheelchair stuck in the road . ,..
What do Rutland police do all
day? Find out on -Page 6.
A · narrow victory over Stewart ·
Ledbetter assured Senator Patrick
Leahy of another six years in
Congress. What will he do there?
See Page 2.

· An October pumpkin passed over for the rituals of
All Hallows Eve gradually recedes beneath the
s.nows of mid-November. (Photo by Taylor).

Westside
·Projects ·Going Under
By HILARY ROSENBERG
West Rutland's _. flood control and
industrial park projects are drowning,
and the means of rescuing them are
diminishing, town officials said this
·
week.
While the Department ofHousing and
Urban ·Development last week withdrew
funds intended for dredging the Castleton River to reduce flooding in the
town, the U.S. Army Corps ofJ!ngineers
ordered that about 7 acres of fill at the
industrial park site be removed.
For the river project the town was
scheduled to receive $160,000 in federal
money, which was left over from a
$230,000 grant for purchasihg land for a
housing project for the elderly. Town
officials estimate the river project will
cost $325,000
· . Originally, the h9using and ~ver
projects were interconnected, smce
dredging the river would bring the
housing site out of the flood plain and
allow , construction to begin, Town
Manager Quentin Phelan said. However,
engineers determined recently the
housing project no longer lie.sin the flood
plairi, and builders started work on the
development soon after.
Since the housing project no longer
depends on- the Castleton River
operation, HUD deemed the grant for the
river work invalid, Phelan said. · In
addition, the town has passed the
September deadline for using the grant
for the dredging without having concrete
, plans.
·
.
At the Monday selectmen's meetmg a
representative from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's Soil Conservation
Service asked the town to ' sign off about
$830 000 of federal funds once meant for
a ~ore extensive Castleton River
dredging effort.
Phelan said the possibility of this
money being used for the scaled-down
(See Page 10: Westside)
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Leahy at Political Crossroads.
By LOUIS BERNEY
U.S. Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., still
1
, might be basking in the glow of his Nov. 4
· ., r.e-election victory. He still might be
taking comfort from the fact that his job
is secure for another six years. And he
still might - as he tends to do - be
feeling smug over his success at fending
off a massive offensive by Vermont
Republicans who wanted his scalp as
their number-one political booty this
year.
But Leahy should not be basking or
taking comfort or feeling smug these
days. He might not recognize it, but the
40-year-old Democrat is at the
crossroads of his political career.
Leahy is at the point where he could
begin carving a reputation for himself in
. Vermont and Washington as a true
statesman. Or he could easily lapse into
that malaise of self-interest and egotism
which consumes so many congressmen
and afflicts them with the sobriquet of
. political hack.
Today Leahy could go either way.
, In his first six years in the Senate he
• demonstrated an unusual propensity for a congressman - for working his butt
! off.
· He also showed, on the Senate floor,
• that he could place matters of social
: conscience and integrity above political
pragmatism.
_
On , the other hand, Leahy also has
! given the impression that he co~siders
· himself more a creature of Washmgton
· than of Vermont. He does not always
: seem to remember that he was sent to the
• nation's capital to represent the people of
• this state.
. He has been so caught up by his
; mercurial rise in politics that many of his
i best Democratic friends in Vermont are
' worried about the course he will take in
Washington.
If Leahy is to become an important
force in the Senate, he must learn a little
more humility, and he must always
remember that his roots were planted
along the banks of the Winooski, · not
along the shores of the Potomac.
The man Leahy succeeded in the
Senate, George Aiken, was viewed both
at home and abroad as a statesman. The
reason was principally that Aiken never
forgot he was a Vermonter. In fact, he
was most appreciated for his common

mandate at the polls, but his post-election
behavior would cause one to · think he
wo!.1 by a landslide.
If ever Leahy had a chance to be
humble, it would have come following his
one-percent win over Ledbetter in a
contest so close that Leahy didn'.t take the
lead until l a.m. the day after the election.
Yet instead of being gracious, all Leahy
could do was gripe when Ledbetter
requested a recount at the behest of his
supporters. Privately, Ledbetter's aides
said Leahy was the perfect example of the
poor winner, refusing to pay the
customary homage to his vanquished
opponent.
sense brand of Vermont wisdom and -the
self-effaCing guile he brought to ,
Washington. During the three decades he
toiled in Congress, Aiken never lost grasp
of his own ego. Leahy already has after
just six years.

But Ledbetter and his aides should not
be surprised by Leahy's petty antics.
Leahy treats everyone, apparently, with
the same disdain. Even his own staff.
A week following the election Leahy
summarily fired four of ~is Washington

In his first term in office, Leahy was a
follower in the Senate's liberal camp.
Now, thanks t.o the Republican vacuum
which sucked most of the liberal leaders
i out of the Senate, Leahy has · the
· opportunity to play a leadership role
among liberals.
Whether he will do so, though, is
anyone's guess. During his campaign for
re-election this year, Leahy felt pressure
from the conservative movement and
attempted to water down the liberal
voting record he had cut in the Senate.
! Now that the Senate will be packed full of
conservatives over the next few years,
Leahy might exhibit the same willingness
to bend to the right, so as to remain
popular with his peers.
The Democrat should be sobered by
the fact that in both of his Senate
victories, against Richard Mallary in
1974 and against Stewart Ledbetter this
year, ,he was unable to win a majority of
tlJ,e votes cast. Each time Leahy slithered
to victory with only 49 percent of the vote
(due to the presence of third party
candidates on the ballot).
Leahy never has received a clear

aides, including one - David Julyan who had done the bulk of the work on
several projects that Leahy loved taking
credit for publicly. Sadly, Leahy did not
• have the courtesy to tell the four aides
personally that they were being
dismissed . He dispatched his
administrative assistant, Sam Kinzer, to
do the dirty work. Leahy remained in
Vermont while Kinzer was firing the four,

Relax
.

m your

Shevelva Smock

who have yet to be told why they were
being let go. They reportedly are
planning to let Leahy know precisely
what they think of his less-thancourageous style when he returns to
Washington.
One of the problems, according to past
and present staffers, is that Leahy has
allowed himself to become isolated
during the past year, both from
constituents and aides.
Vermont reporters previously had little
trouble reaching the senator for comment
when they called his Washington office.
He even would leave the Senate floor to
respond to calls from home . . Now,
however, reporters must go through a
. tangle of aides, and still have little
likelihood of talking with Leahy.
Similarly, a number of Vermonters
who have sought assistance from their
congressional delegation have .
complained recently that while Sen.
Robert Stafford and Rep. James Jeffords
are quick to respond, Leahy sometimes
never gets back to them.
Some people close to Leahy place the
blame on Kinzer, a non-Vermonter who
has become an effective buffer between
the senator and all those who seek to
bend his ear.
If Leahy is to reach statesmanlike •
status, and _if he is to serve Vermont
citizens effectively, he should consider
the distance he is putting between himself
and those whom he should be listening to.
He need only keep in mind that
Vermonters like their elected officials to
be easily accessible. If he loses sight of
that, 1986 will come a lot sooner than
Patrick Leahy might like.

"HAIR HAVEN"
·H air Cutting
Hair Styling
Bill Canfield, prop.
MAIN STREET, FAIR HAVEN, VT.
APPOINTMENTS
265-4428

.
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VANITY FAIR
Lush, plush , forever carefree in the
laundry, Shevelva® Dacron polyester is .
a household word for cozy, self-confident
comfort . Smocked with embroidery
at th roat and ruffled cuffs you are
warm to your ankles with one quick
zip. Two pockets for all your Things.
·
Terrific colors. Just the robe for you and
your gift list.
Sizes P-S-M-L. Available in Rose
Sachet, Plumette, or Versailles Blue. $40.

For Sale by owner, si.x-bedroom, two-apartment house. Call
after 5 p.m. weekdays, 775-2251.
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Comer of
Merchants JI.ow
And West.St., Rutland .
775-3901
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open daily

Rock & Roll - Jazz
Blue Grass - Country Rock

THE HOMETOWN BOOKSTORE
has records, tapes and cassettes
you are looking for.

R
E

"More Than A Bookstore"

•

Best Selections of old and new releases.
Lower prices than any Rutland Store
Big Bargains
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Jail Guards Picket to Air
By HILARY ROSENBERG
person,- I feel I've accomplished
As a guard at the Rutland Community something," Moran said.
Most important, a job as a jail guard
Correctional Center, Michael Moran has
worked 60 and 70-hour weeks "just to means security, Moran said. Even in a
.
national depression, he said, guards will
make ends meet," he said.
"
When opportunities for overtime arise, be in demand.
Moran is one of the first to jump at them.
As a Vietnam veteran with a physical
"I take it," he said. "I have to because of disability, Moran had trouble finding a
my kids."
·
steady job until he became a jail guard, he
Moran supports a family of five on a said.
salary of about $9, 120 and a great deal of
While serving in active combat in
overtime pay, he said. Many guards who Vietnam, Moran was injured when a
do not work much overtime hold second rocket exploded behind him blasting him
50 feet, Moran recounted. He was taken
jobs, Moran said.
The excessive overtime takes a chunk with a back injury to DeNang Hospital,
out of the time Moran could be spending where "they patched me up and back I
with his family, he and his wife Faye said went" into combat, he said .
After leaving Vietnam, Moran became
in an interview at their Forest Park home
this week. '~It's a strain on my an artillery instructor in California. But
family," Moran said.
while he was on the job, an army vehicle
. "It's beginning to show in his health," struck him in the back, Moran said. He
Faye Moran observed. "It's running him left the war with a 40 percent disability.
In search of a state with jobs to offer,
down, and really whacking him out."
Moran was one of the approximately Moran and his wife moved to Vermont,
25 corrections workers who participated he said. Within a few weeks he was
in an informational picket Thursday in tending bar at Bowlerama and managing
front of the Rutland facility. Workers apartments on a seasonal basis in
demonstrated for better wages and Chester.
benefits in hopes of influencing ongoing
Later, he did odd jobs in Tinmouth,
contract negotiations for the Vermont worked as a security guard at K-Mart in
State Employees Association, according Rutland and. served as president of
to Robert Maxham, corrections shift Vermont Jobstart for the· Benningtonsupervisor and spokesman for the Rutland Opportunity Council.
. Moran spent a good deal of time
demonstrating Rutland guards.
A similar picket was recently put on at searching for a reliable and satisfyingjob,
the ·woodstock Correctional facility. but, he said, his disability often hurt his
.
This week the Woodstock guards are chances, he said.
suspected of staging a "sick-out" to
At the correctional center he was given
protest low wages and poor conditions. a chance to show ·he could perform well
Despite the long hours and low pay _ despite .his disability, Moran said. "I had
involved in the job, Moran has worked to convince myself that I could do what I
with corrections for a year-and-a-half wanted to do," he remarked.
and intends to stick with it, he asserted.
As he gained confidence in himself,
He enjoys the work, he said, because it Moran made "a complete turnaround"
deals with people. "If I can help one from deep depression to a more secure
sense of himself, he said.
The security of the job "calmed him
down,"Fayesaid.However,bothsheand
Moran recognize the job is not easygoing and offers few rewards, they said.
Terrorism · is a form of political
The job requires a person to be on the
violence as old as recorded history. While lookout for his own and the inmates'
modern terrorism poses new ditticult1es, protection. Moran recounted one
of the causes . and "cures" mc1
· ·d ent 10
· which
· he was attacked by f our
fthe questions
h .
or sue · VIO 1e~ce are endurmg.
inmates while guarding the cell block.
Because of its complex causes and the , Somehow he said he got to his radio and
subjectivity of. terror, a full anal_ysis of called for 'help. '
terrorism req~ires_ t~e .collaboratl?n . of
Considering its hazardous and
many a~ade~1c d1sc1phnes. A ~eries of stressful aspects, the job does riot equal
panel d1scuss10ns has been .de~1g!led to the pay and benefits, Moran said.
mc~u.de sch?lars fro~ the d1sc1phne~ of
According to Department of
~ohtical science, history, commumc~- Corrections figures, Vermont pays its jail
hons, and psychology. The panel will guards the lowest starting salary in the
addres.s three. fu~damental .questions: country.
What 1s terrorism. Why does 1t occur as
Prior to a recent pay raise Vermont
?;ten as it.does_? What can be done ~bout guards started at $7,608 (n~w about
1t. The series will b.e offered Nov. 19 m the $8,000) a year. In the next highesi paying
Ru~land Free Library. All programs state, Arkansas, corrections officers
make $8,016; and New Hampshire
begm at 7:30 p.m.
The session will examine some possible guards take in $10,008.
actions which nations may take to
In addition, other states offer
preclude acts of terrorism and shouid corrections workers l\azardous duty pay
terrorism occur, the appropriate and a clothing allowance, Moran said.
responses.
Faye Moran makes the shirts her

About 25 employees at the Rutland
Community Correctional Center staged
an informational picket all day Thursday
to protest low wages and inadequate
benefits. Demonstrators said they hope
to impress their needs on the public mind
and on the Vermont State Employees'
Association, which is now involved in
contract talks. Kim Moran, right,
daughter of Correctional Officer Mike
Moran, upper center, displays a youthful
version of the solidarity salute. (Photos
by Taylor).

husband uses for work, and spends many
an hour mending them, she said.
In benefits, officers would like to see an
increase in medical benefits from 80 to
100 percent, improved life insurance

Terrorism Is Topic

policy and health and sickness insurance,
Maxham said.
"If they want the services," Faye
maintained, "they're going to have to pay
for them."
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At Benn-Burry You11 Find the Area's Largest Selection (not to
mention the area's best prices) of top name-brand insulated leather
boots for men & women. Sorels for Children, Too.

Timberland ~

Fall & Winter

$59.95 to $78.50

Golden Retriever
$56.95 to $78.50

Sorels ~iiitvmlt.4i
$59.95 to sn.oo
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hlppewa·

$34.50 to $67 .50
$80.00 to $108.00
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Lay ·a way. Master Charge, Visa, Turtle Green Charqe
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*STAR WORDS*

•
·union. Visits Pa. Paper
(Reprinted by permission of the Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Citizens' Voice).

Striking employees of Vermont's
second largest daily newspaper Tuesday
visited Wilkes-Barre, Pa., for a first-hand
look .a t the operation of the Citizens'
Voice.
Members of Local 303, International
Printing and Graphic Communications
Union, struck the Rutland, Vt. Herald
Oct. 2 when their contract expired. Since
then, the 60 strikers have been publishing
a weekly strike newspaper. They recently
decided to explore the possibility of
publishing their newspaper on a daily
basis and came to Wilkes-Barre to talk
with members of the striking unions who
are publishing the Citizens' Voice.
The union represents pressmen,
printers, reporters, advertising

salespersons, circulation, business office,
deliverers and maintenance.
Union President Robert Kinglsey
noted the walkout was the first by Local
303 in the 38 years it has represented
employees. at the newspaper.
"The company was °'ever willing to
provide wages to arm 01,1r members to
face the cost of living,;, explaine~
Kingsley, the paper's political writer.
"We had health concerns regarding the
use of video display terminals, but the
company did not want to even talk about
them."
Kingsley pointed out wages 'at the
Rutland Herald were about 50 cents an
hour lower than the statewide average,
which, he noted is about one dollar an ·
hour less than the national average.

Having problems
.applying your makeup?
... how to care for your skin?
"

CONTINENTAL
HAIR
PEOPLE
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THE OPENING OF THE

'~Makeup- Skin

By ASTRO-WILD
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Take a train ride and you will find
that your seat mate will have some
interesting news for· you .
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Ignore the advice of your lawyer.
Your own instincts are more
sensible in this case.
Aries (March 21-April 19) It's time for a haircut. Save one of
your shorn locks for good luck.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Watch your diet. You're
consuming a lot too much
cholesterol.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)- A
lot of your worries will_disappear
if you take a more positive
approach to resolving your
problems . .
Cancer (June 21-July 22) - Do
not accept an offer of a free loaf of
bread from a woman of tiny
proportions.

Dear Orion: i just got married to a
real swell guy. My Jife is quite
enjoyable, other than one major
problem I've encountered in
marriage: I can't cook! I've invested
in numerous cookbooks, all to no
avail. My husband is tired of coming
home to disasters or eating out at
night, which tends to get expensive.
What can I do to salvage things?
- From Clarissa in Clarendon
Dear Clarissa: Don't worry. Your
problem is common among
newlyweds. Cooking is unimportant
if you are willing to give up eating.
And eating is more of a learned habit
than a biological necessity, despite
what Dr. Spock and Ronald
McDonald say. Everytime your
husband sits down at the table, offer
.him a diversion like dominoes or
Chinese checkers. Soon he'll forget
that he ever used to eat, and your
marriage should be a total bliss.

COMMUNICATION FROM
THE NETHER-WILDS:
The straight and narrow path
will lead you astray.

every morning with a craving for
whoopie-pie and baked Alaska. I
scream so loudly for them that my
wife is forced to prepare them for me.
In the afternoon, I yearn for
enchilladas and burritos. Again, my
wife fixes them for me to quell my
anguished screaming. I've gained 20
pounds in three days and my friends
are now keeping their distance. How
can I solve this eating problem?
· - From Tubbo in Tinmouth
Dear Tubbo: Eating isn't your
problem. Your spouse is. First,
you've got to divorce her. And next,
you should go to Clarendon and look
for a woman named Clarissa and ask
if you can live with her. Your
stomach will deflate quickly.

Dear Orion: I have develOped a
strange eating problem. I wake up

~

Care Salon"

ESSENTIAL
ALTERNATIVES

Now Thro 'Nov. 30, 1980

Classes Every Tuesday & Thursday

L(!o (July 23-A ug. 22) - If you
don't have a dark colored vest, buy
one.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) .- A
reading between the lines will
bring you unexpeded dividends. ·
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) While passing in front of a brick
wan · you will be asked to do
someone an important favor. Do
it.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - .
Write that letter that you have
been procrastinating over for such
a long time.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)y ou will learn a meaningful lesson
from a young child.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Don't flaunt your attributes.
People can see right through you.

<t;;;;~~J

FUTONS •

PILLOWS • QUILTED THINGS

On Makeup Techniques and Skin Care
Call "Kathy", our in-house technician for
an appointment
775-2483 or 773-6950

I·----------------------------~
With This Coupon - Good thru Nov. 30th. 1980
I
i
20%
A Skin ~are Kit
:
0
I
Q FF
A Makeup Kit
I
I
L--------~----------~--------~

., _r,~

CONTINENTAL
MAIR
PEOPLE
161 State Street, Rutland, Vermont
775-2483 -- 773-6950

;,

Introducing:

The New Super Futon
A combination of foam and cotton for that feeling of
sleeping on a cloud. Layers of cotton next to you for
breathability with a central core of high density
foam.
·
·
Still portable, foldable, and FIRM for perfect spinal
support.
Twin $92.00

Double $115.00
King $145.00

38 Center Street, Rutland, Vermont

Queen $130.00

773-8834
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Godnick Keeps Job;
Others Eye A Plunge
By DAVID MOTT
But the mayor attached a caveat to his
Mayor Gilbert Godnick says he has no position saying that if he discovers he
intention of stepping down as the city's cannot adequately handle both jobs, he
chief executive when he travels to will give the mayor's post to Board of
Montpelier in January to assume his new Aldermen President William Bloomer.
seat in the state Senate.
In a recent interview, Bloomer
Godnick said he intends to hold both acknowledged he . is contemplating
jobs until the March elections roll around whether to run for mayor. But, although
and a new mayor is chosen.
he said he has "not absolutely ruled" out
"I think I can do both," said Godnick, that possibility, he said his "inclination"
who noted that the period from January is to continue practicing law.
'
to early March is traditionally a slow time
Bloomer stressed he did not run for the
in City Hall as well as in the state . board of aldermen with the idea of
Legislature.
running for mayor.
Another alderman who is considering
a run for the mayor's office is John
McDonough.
McDonough said he will not decide
whether to run until after Jan. 1.
By HILARY ROSENBERG ·
"There are so many ifs, I'd just as soon
Voters in West Rutland have
overwhelmingly adopted the Australian say it is remote, " he said .
Former mayor John Daley, who nearly
ballot method of voting. The item, which
has been controversial, passed 708 to 185. defeated Godnick in last year's Q?.ayor's
Voter turnout for the Nov. 4 election race, is expected to make another run for
reached a new high. Of 1,280 registered the office. Thus far, however, he has not
announced his intentions.
voters, 1,061 cast ballots.
Godnick has spent the past 12 years
"We began to wonder if we were going
to have enough . ballots," Town Clerk immersed in Rutland politics; for four of
those years he was an alderman and for
Victor Sevigny said.
In contrast, the Sept. 9 primary eight he was mayor.
After 12 years in City Hall, Godnick
election drew only 265 voters.
Those supporting the Australian ballot said he has grown accustomed to the
measure have argued it will assure high routine.
"I guess you get accustomed to any
voter turnout. In the Australian method,
voters go to the polls throughout the day type of job," he said. "Everything is sort
to vote. A town meeting, on the other of mechanical now."
Asked what advice he would offer the
hand, requires that voters meet all at
once. In West Rutland, town meetings next mayor, Godnick said: "I think one
usually attract only a few hundred voters. thing you have to remember, no matter
School and town officials have favored how you do it, you don't make too many
the town meeting because it guarantees enemies unless you attack the
budgetary decisions wil! be made in one pocketbook.
"You have to keep taxes down, but you
night. Two years ago, the town had to
hold three costly votes by Australian must remember to be fair to your (city)
employees," he said .
. ballot before passing a school budget.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

. Australian Ballot
For Westside

Man to Start Newspaper
To Print 'Good News'
By KEVIN DUFFY
Citing a need for positive news, a
former salesman of photo typesetting
equipment plans to start a weekly
newspaper in Rutland within 30 days.
"We want to fill a gap. That's the best
way of putting it," said 40-year-old
Gregory Spencer, explaining the impetus
behind his venture, which he calls The
Rµtlander.
The Rutlander, Spencer said, will have
an initial circulation of 16,000. The free
paper will be delivered by carriers and
will be dropped off at strategic locations.
Spencer said The Rutlander will be
unlike the Rutland Herald, the Rutland
Monitor and the Rutland Shopper in that
it will be half advertising and half
"positive news."
"It seems like there isn't enough good,
positive feedback. And that's what we
want to bring to the area," he said.
The Rutlander won't have a news staff;
instead, the stories will be generated by
free-lance writers, said Spencer.

Asked about financing The Rutlander,
Spencer said the paper is strictly a "family
operation."
"It's a commitment we're making as a
family," he said. The Spencer family
includes his wife Carolyn and five
children, who attend Rutland schools.
Explaining the "gap ~' in local news
coverage, Spencer said the Herald has a
"regional" rather than local emphasis and
the Shopper is pretty much all
advertising.
The R utlander will publish articles
about events that are positive, as opposed
to conventional news stories, be said.
Noting that he's familiar with
practically every weekly in the state,
Spencer said, "It's become really
fascinating to see what a good newspaper
can do for the community."
It's that prospect of doing something
positive for the commuaity that
prompted Spencer to give up his job with
Compugraphics.

"It's not easy to give up a secure job, a
job I liked very much," he said. "But we
want to do it, we want to help the
community."
The idea of publishing a weekly
newspaper in Rutland is not new. Last
month, Rutland Herald employees on
strike began publishing the Monitor, and
Spencer said he's not worried about four years ago two men put out the
competition for advertising from the Rutland Sun, which folded in 1977.
other three newspapers in Rutland
A monthly paper, the Rutland Voice,
because his idea has been endorsed by
·
advertise.rs.
also folded in 1977.
But despite that poor track record for
He said his career in graphic arts will
allow him to work with advertisers to alternatives to the Herald and the
Shopper, Speneer is confident of success
improve their ads.
,,.
"I'll be able to offer something as far as for The Rutlander.
"There's no question that we'll be able
marketing ideas for advertisers,"Spencer
said, pointing out what he considers a to provide a service here," he said. "I
know that."
·
selling point of the new weekly.
Spencer quit his job with
Compugraphics Inc., the world's leading
manufacturer of photo typesetting
equipment, to start up The Rutlander..
The newspaper's base of operations is
three rooms in the Service Building on
Mercha?ts Row.

lODAYSONLY
PENNSYLVANIA
HOUSE
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From The Police Blotter .
'
The following · an~ excerpts from the
Rutland Police Department's daily log
for the week of Nov. 7 to 13.

16:57 - Individual called complaining of
crank calls. Contacted telephone
company.
20:22 - Youths in Plaza reportedly
causing trouble and harrassing
customers: Officer talked with subjects.
22:33 - Minor accident with minor
damage on Strongs Avenue.
23:27 -Advised of intoxicated subject in
Plaza in need of assistance.

Friday, Nov. 7
.
Report of accident involving Saturday, Nov. 8 train and car near Campbell and West 00:41 - Took intoxicated subject into
Streets.
custody. Turned over to Alcohol
00:35 - Call put in for RFD Rescue Unit Information Referral Service.
and Aldous Ambulance.
00:55 - Report of vehicle driving on
00:38 --,-- Dispatch notified · Ver.m ont lawns in area of Hazel and State Streets.
Railroad.
05:49 - Knocked over parking meter
Ol :23 - Accident reported on South found on Wales Street.
Main Street': Vehicle left scene.
08:09 - Resident in vicinity of North
Ol :33 - Advised by Rutland Community Street Extension reported approximately
Correctional Center that guard spotted half dozen real estate signs stuck in lawn.
an escapee, Robert Braley, on Wales Report later of a large number of similar
Street. Requested assistance.
signs in front of high school.
01:39 - Subject taken into custody at 17:05 - Minor accident in area of
Rutland Shopping Plaza.
Dunkin Donuts.
· 04:00 - Report of female wearing dark 19:31 - Advised juveniles involved in
clothing walking on yellow line in middle party in Giorgetti Park area.
of Route 4 West. Negative results.
19:45 - Responding officers reported all
08:24 - Minor accident on Allen Street. secure, keg in custody.
08:31 - Report of vandalism to car 20:55 Report of bomb scare at
·
parked on Granger Street.
Southeast School. Unidentified male
16:15 Report of children being called to say bomb would go off at 21 :00.
assaulted by other children in Forest Occupants evacuated, area secured, show
Park area. Officer dispatched to scene.
cancelled. No bomb found.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 21:11 - Report of fight on ,State Street.
Negative results.
·
22:16 - Children reported throwing
apples at house on Woodstock Avenue.
23:47 - Fight on Lafayette Street. Car
window apparently broken. Restitution
will be made to owner.
Public relations Officer Frank Kelly's
tip of the week: "Don't forget! Beginning Sunday, Nov. 9
December l, no vehicles can be parked on 01:29 - Report of gas siphoned from
any city streets in Rutland between 2 a.m. three cars in Killington Avenue area.
and 6 a.m. This ban will remain in effect 13:34 - RFD reported fire in box car
until March 31. ".
-No. 13014 on Vermont Railway tracks
00:34 -

Kelly's
Krimestoppers

\ I

near Forest Park.
14: 16 - Report of double-paned window
smashed in house on Hillside Road.
Approx. $360 in damage.
16:28 - Report of broken window at
Midas Muffler.
20:56 Call from McDonald's
Restaurant. Problem with young people
breaking glass in parking lot.
22:01 - Notified by RFD of fire in
dumpster at high school. Requested
assistance from officer.
n:53 --:- Report of alleged assault m
Lincoln Ave_nue area. Unfounded.
Monday, Nov. 10
03: 11 - Subject reported throwing rocks

through window on Forest Street.
Damage approx. $20.
05:02 - Notified by Citizen's.Band ra~io
of two subjects walking west on Royce
Street from South Main carrying object.
Appeared suspicious. '·
05:03 - Officer reported television found
on lawn of Royce Street house.
05:05 - Officers discovered Rutland
Mental Health broken into. Incident still
under investigation.
05:48 - Report oflarge boulder blocking
southbound lane of North Main Street.
Officer removed object.
07:0 l
Officers assisted stranded
motorists at Allen and South Main
Streets.
10:53 - . Complaint received of
disagreement between pickets and
management · at Herald Building on
Wales Street.
15:20 - Shoplifter apprehended at store
on North Main.
·
19: 17 - Officer behind Plaza observed
car rolling backward on River Street
Bridge. Officer responded to assist.
Advised by dispatch: "O.K. But just don't
join him."
19:39 - Report· of children throwing
snowballs in area of State Street and
Cleveland Avenue.

Tuesday, Nov. 11
Report of vandalism in Lincoln
School area. Unfounded.
04:45 Report of subject breaking .
windows on Forest Street.
17:34 - Ambulance requested at Library
Avenue.
18:41 - Notified offire at Italian Club on
Grove Street.
20:55 ~ Officer discovered fire in
dumpster at business on West Street.
RFD notified.
23:52 - Report of breaking and entering
in progress ·a t business on Grove Street.
Unfounded.

00:15 -

Wednesday, Nov. 12
Report of three male subjects
jumping on hoods of vehicles on Wales
Street. Subjects gone when officers
arrived.
06:59 - Chimney fire on Cardin;il Lane.
12:30 - Report of vandalism to lawn and
mailbox in Curtis Avenue area.
14:47 - ,Downtown business reports
shoplifting incident.
15:01 - S.nowballs in Kendall Avenue area.
18:32
Shoplifter m downtown
business.
20:22 - Report -of purse snatching in
Plaza. Female victim in vicinity · of
Vermont National Bank had purse stolen
by subject believed to be a female.
Subject apparently fled scene in
unidentified vehicle.
21: 16 - Report of fight in Plaza. Taken
care of by officer upon arrival.
22:47 - Report of subject in wheelchair
in road near Park Street School. Officer
responded, found subject's wheel was
stuck in crack in road. Officer assisted
with dilemma.
02:50 -

Thursday, Nov. 13

I

00: 16 - Report of possible breaking and

:20% Discount

· entering in progress at business on West
Street. Investigation revealed what
appeared to be a subject with a flashlight
was in fact a blinking flourescent light.
05:12 - Report of window broken in
business on Center Street. Damage
approx. $350.
12: 17 - Broken window at business on
South Main.
15:30 Rutland phy~ician reported
prescription pad had been stolen from
office. Area pharmacies notified. Case
still under investigation.

,, t '

Call Now

,25.9-2725

Window
Quilt'"
lets the sunshine in,.. and keeps it in!

efficient insulation
·for your windows
in-four decorator colors

No~,

• Quality Paperback•
• Distinctive Hard Cover
Booki
• Complete Children'•
Section
• Book• Special Ordered

(5) un. inc.
East Wallingford. Vermont
057-12

Telephone

!902i 259-2725
54 Center Street
Rutland, Vermont 05701
802 - 773-3000
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Cops Call Rep9rt False

Area Cellist Heads South

Williams, indicated that along the bus
By TIM TAYLOR
The basis for a recent news . article route, the boy refused to remain seated.
reporting an alleged beating of a young Although the driver had to walk to the
boy by a city bus driver has been ·called back of the bus three times to return the
youth to his seat, there was no violence,
"unfounded" by Rutland police.
· The article, published in Thursdayis Williams said.
Based on that report, '.'the investigating
edition of the Rutland Herald, described
an ' incident that occurred Monday in a - officer ... has marked the case closed van owned by The ~us which was ·parked complaint unfounded,". according to a
riear K-Mai:t in the Rutland Shopping press release prepared by Williams.
"The bottom line," Williams said, "is
Plaza.
Maggie Suker of Grove Street, we're left with the fact we have a
according to the article, witnessed what youngster who claims he wasn't hit, a
she believed was a bus driver in his late .witness who claims (the child) wasn't hit,
20's beating a small boy passenger for no parents and teachers who believe the
child, and no apparent bruises or injuries
apparent reason.
S uker, who had just left K-Mart at the to the child."
time of .the incident, was reported as
Williams said police began their
saying the driver repeatedly. beat the child_ investigation into the incident after Suker
with his clenched fists.
· filed a complaint with the department on
Rutland Police Capt. Douglas Monday. "We were looking into the
Williams said Friday an investigation . incident long before the article appeared
into the incident revealed the child was in the paper," he explained.
·
never beaten or in any way physically
"I have no explanation for the
harmed by the driver.
.
discrepancy in facts between what the
Williams, who formerly handled child- complaintant saw and what actually
abuse cases as the department's juvenile tr~nspired," Williams said.
officer, said police had spoken with both
He added, however, "When watching
the driver and the child involved, as well
as an adult witness on the bus and the something from a distance, sometimes
people can see things differently from the
·
child's parents and teachers.
way
they happened."
The investigation, according to

Songbirds are not ' the only
music-makers leaving Vermont for
warmer spots this winter. Bettina
Roulier, well-known local cellist, plans to
spend the months of December throu~h
April in Sarasota, Fla., where she will
play 'in the Florida West Coast
Symphony Orchestra.
Roulier, ·who recently retired from the
music faculty at Castleton State College,
was invited to join the orchestra's string
section afier auditioning with Paul
Wolfe, the symphony's conductor. He is
the director of the summer Chamber
Music and Composers Conference, held
annually at Bennington College.
During the winter, the orchestra will
present four double concerts - Friday
and Saturday nights - in Sarasota's Van .
Wezel Auditorium, Roulier said.
This will not be her first experience in a
symphonic en'semble. Before coming to
Castleton, she played with the Hartford
(Conn.) and San Antonio symphony
orchestras. In Vermont, she participates
in a · number of chamber groups,
including the Trio dei Monti and the
Rutland Chorale string quartet, as well as
giving private lessons.
Roulier took her musical education at
the Juilliard School of Music in New
York City and at Indiana University in
Bloomington, where she studied with
Janos Starker and Fritz Magg, receiving

·

BETTINA ROULIER
a masters degree in performance. During
a year in Europe as a Fulbright Scholar
after Juilliard, she was a pupil of Pablo
Casals in Prades, France.
Since Vermont in summer is known for
its hospitality to birds and musicians,
Roulier will join the northern migration
next spring.

Pollution In Otter Creek

New State Policy Could Limit City Sewer Service
By TlM TAYLOR
Rutland Mall and the city sewer system.
Rutland City officials have adopted a An Act 250 environmental hearing on the
wait-and-.see attitude toward a new proposed connection was held earlier this
policy change expected from the state wee.kin Rutland.
·
Agency of Environmental Conservation
Ponsetto indicated in.his letter that the
that could affect how hook-ups are anticipated increase in sewage from the
granted to the city's sewage treatment mall should have an insignificant impact
system.
on · the city's sewer system. The
. City Engineer Warren Conner said he . arrangement should add only 16,000
was surprised to learn that the state is gallons of effluent a day to an existing
considering a change in its policy_toward daily flow of more than 5 million gallons.
the amount of pollutants that can be
An agreement signed in August by
dumped into streams designated "water Rutland Town and ·city officials and
quality limited" - a designation that Juster Associates of New York, the mall's
includes portions of Otter Creek below owners, promised city sewer and water
the city's treatment plant.
service to the mall in return for a cash
"This is the first I'v~ heard of this," payment to the city of $225,000.
Conner . said after learning of the
In addition, Juster agreed not to
anticipated policy change last week expand the mall until new sewer service
through a letter from Department of can be arranged through a future town or
Water Resources Commissioner John regional system.
Ponsetto. "It's a complete surprise."
However, Ponsetto also noted the
The letter, sent to the Rutland District agency is in the process of revising its
Environmental Commission, describes policy on new sewer connections in light
the environmental agency's approval of of certain water pollution regulations
the Jong-awaited ' link-up between .the rec~ntly clarified by . the federal

Environmental Protection Agency.
Those regulations, Ponsetto said in a
telephone interview last week, prohibit
pollutant loads in "water quality limited"
sections of streams from being increased
above current levels.
Ponsetto said he was still unsure
exactly what the new regulations will
mean for Vermont because the agency
has not received a complete report from
the EPA.
If the regulations are interpreted
strictly, Ponsetto said, municipal systems
such as the one in Rutland may be
required to improve their level of sewage
treatment before allowing any new
connections.
This improvement might be
accomplished through the relatively
inexpensive addition of "coagulant1'
chemicals to the existing system,
Ponsetto said.

JOnftTttftn DftRRY
..

Conner said he is anxious to learn what
the "new policy will be, and how it wili
affect Rutland. Currently, Rutland's
treatment plant is classified as a
"primary" system. The city is slated to
receive federal construc~ion funds in
fiscal year 1984 to begin upgrading the .
system to a "secondary" level.
If the state sets up a new connection
policy based on maintaining a fixed level
of pollutants, Conner said, the city may
have to partially redesign the proposed
system to insure that new connections
can be added in the future.
Such a change would be a significant
departure from cun;enf policy, which
allows new connections as long as the
plant retains a reserve capacity, Conner
said.
"If that's the case," Conner
commented, "It looks like they've
changed the whole ball game."

JOE GLUCK, PROP.

HftlR DtSIGn

19 CENTER ST.

RUTLANQ, VT.:

773.7593

'

37V2 CENTER STREET • RUTLAND. VERMONT 05701 • (802) 773-2011

Drapes
Curtains
Kirsch Rods
Towels

Sheets
Blankets
Bedspreads
Comfortors

"Tablecloths
Slip Covers
Body Warmers

JOB SERVICE
There Will Be A Job Fair For Persons Interested In
Working In The Killington-Pico Area For The
Upcoming Ski S~ason. The Fair Will Be On Sat.,
Nov. 22, 1980, Between 10:00 A.M. And 3:00 P.M.
At The Vermont Job Service Office At 173 West St.
Employers From The Killington-Pico Area Will Be
Present To Discuss Employment Opportunities.
For Further Information Call
The VJS At 773-3338

'

The Vermont Job Service At 773-3338
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Letters to the Editor .
Letter to the Editor:
The Rutland County Battered
Women's Network has received some.
publicity these past two weeks. Calls
of support, concern and most
importantly, calls for help have been
coming as a result. For this we are
extremely grateful. The focu s of the
recent articles in the Rutland Herald
has been the training on domestic
violence offered by the Governor's
Commission on the Status of
Women. (Not the Network as the
paper stated). We had hoped for a
substantial representation from the
area agencies, so an understanding of
the battered woman's problems, ahd
an understanding of Rutland's
current situation would be reached
by all. The disappointment resulting
from the lack of participation was
felt strongly.
Changes in attitudes and actions
come hard and painfully. We are
optimistic that Rutlana will support.
and help our cause as a greater
understanding of family violence is
reached in our community. We have
received heartening responses from
many people. Several area paint
stores contributed materials to
renovate the shelter. Donations of
money and space from area churches
have · helped tremendously. The
Methodist Church, Grace
Congregational Church, Trinity
Church and St. Peter's Church have
been particularly supportive. An

anonymous donation came from a
woman in the state for $1,000. The
county side judges showed their
awareness of the magnitude of the
problem by granting us the use of the
county jail for six months as of
December. Several members of the
Kiwanis pledged money and support
this week. All expressions of concern
are deeply appreciated, and keep us
going.
The Rutland County Battered
Women's Network has received 151
calls since May. We have housed 24
women and l 9 children in private
households during this time.
Unfortunately we can offer only a
few days shelter in emergency
situations; Many women are forced
to remain with their abusers because
they have nowhere to go. The
frustrations of being a crisis worker
are extreme. When a battered victim
is trying to escape a terrifying and
brutal existence, every tangle in a
complicated system becomes
incomprehensible, intangible. The
agencies, forms, bureacracies and
procedures a woman starting her life
over must deal with, create another
battering situation. She is in effect
beaten by the system. Encountering a
lack of empathy, shame and
ignorance of her plight, a woman will
often return home, defeated and
dejected.
We can all help victims of wife
beating. We can listen and be

EDITORIAL
Campaign spending records in
Vermont fell like the a utumn
leaves in this year's ele .:tions.
Approximately $2 million was
expended on a single con t~ st the race for U.S. Senate - making
it easily the most costly seat in
Vermont political history.

But while politicians are
convenient whipping boys (and
girls), the electorate too must be
shaken into awareness about the
impact of big spending. · The
richest candidates are those who
can put the most money into
advertising. In Mullin's case the
advertising
often took the form of
While the big money, much .of
television
commercials
and direct
which came from special interest
mail
appeals.
In
Godnick's
case it
groups, . generally went to
bumper
stickers
and
was
largely
statewide candidates, more money
posters
plastered
on
every
than ever before was spent on local
races as well. Rutland City Mayor convenient spot in the country.
The caveat to voters must be
Gilbert Godnick poured more
than $7 ,000 into his successful bid that they are abusing their
to win one of the county's three privilege if they simply cast a
ballot for the most familiar name,
se~ts in the state Senate. No
legislative candidate from the one they see most often on
Rutland County ever had spent television or the back side of a car.
Voters rri ust a void the
that much previously.
temptation to vote merely for
Much has been said in other what is known and familiar. It
places about the dangers of would be a shame if Godnick only
politicians attempting to "buy" won his election because he had
elections. One of the candidates . more bumper stickers thaq his
for the U.S . Senate seat, opponents. The electorate's
Republican James Mullin of responsibility must be to become
Williston, was 'roundly criticized informed of the qualifications and
for his exorbitant spending habits. positions of candidates. After all,
Many politicians, indeed, aQ election can only be bought if
attributed Mullin's defeat to the voters are willing to accept a bill of
negative publicity his heavily goods w~thout knowing all the
financed campaign generated.
particulars.

sympathetic. Men and women can
speak up to men that are hurting
their mates. Over 12,000 women in
· Vermont will be beaten this year.
Mothers and sisters suffering
physical and mental abuse can be
strengthened by compassionate
hearts and .ears. The abuser must be
confronted and encouraged to seek
help in conquering his in(\bility to
deal with anger and frustration
without violence.
Rutland will soon be home to the
only shelter in the state for battered
women. We expect to hom~e over 50
women and their children in the first
six months. Please support the
Rutland County Battered Women's
Network in their work helping these
victims of violence. In such troubled
times, peace must begin in the home.
If you are in doubt as to the need

for such support, start asking women
you come in contact with if they have
been abused. You will be stunned at
the number of yesses you will hear.
Doctors, lawyers, counselors and
social service workers ought to ask
all women they deal with \f they have
been beaten by their spouses. Many
women are waiting fo be asked, and
need to unload their burdens.
Together, men and women in
Rutland can take a stand against
domestic violence. We can be proud
of being the only home to a shelter.
We can be proud to say that in
Rutland, women being beaten in.
their homes have a place to go, and
understanding people to talk to.
In Peace,
KRISTINA DRUMM
VISTA Volunteer
RCBWN

The following 'is an Open Letter to the
People of the Rutland Area:
Have you ever been frustrated by the
red tape of federal bureaucracy?
I have been dealing for the past year
with the Farmer's Home Administration
and I have felt plenty of frustration.
Recently I asked myself the question:
"Are you the .only person who has ever
had these feelings?" In my mind I felt sure
that I could not be the only person that
has had such an experience and feels
totally turned off to the federal
government. However, .1 wondered how
to find out if this was true.
This letter is an' open invitation to you
to contact me if the answer to any of the
following questions is yes:
Have you ever applied to FmHA for
assistance and felt the lengthy paperwork
or processing was so frustrating that you
simply decided to forget it?
If you presently have anFmHAloan, do
you ,feel they took an unduly lengthy
amount of time in determining your
eligibility or in processing your
application?
Do you feel thatFmHAis unresponsive or
indifferent to your needs?
Have you ever applied for a loan through
FmHArnd felt you were discriminated
against or hassled in any way? .
FmHA sometimes loans monies at lower
interest rates . Don't you feel that if you
are eligible for these lower rates that you
are entitled to them?
Did you believe that the appraisal that
FmHAdid on the property was for your
benefit?
The response I got recently when I
asked why no one speaks out or questions
any of Farmer's Home Administration's
policies is that most people may initially
be upset but by the time they leave the
office they have forgotten this or do not
have the courage to say something.
I believe there are people who do have
the courage to speak out on this matter
and I would like to hear from you .
•
(Ms.)· Linda L. Wilson
RFD I Box 618
Springfield, Vt. 05156

ennui) and takes up a lot of space which
could be put to far better use. You add
nothing to our understanding of Ken
Wild's snotty little put-downs; there are
more deserving obje<;,ts for your sense of
parody. "Dear Orion" is different: it may
or may not be funny, but at least it is
universal.
The people of Rutland are pulling for
you; be professionals.
Best wishes,
William J. Gaynor

Letter to the Editor:
Your paper has turned out to be so
terrific it is time to dump "Star Words."
This gag was funny the first time; now it is
just an embarrassingly puerile in-joke
which .has no effect on anyone (except

Lettter to the •Editor:
Six weeks to .go before Christmas.
Ironically, six weeks ago, members of our
union decided to go on strike.
I always get rather sentimental around
the holidays - I guess that is what
inspired this letter. Christmas was going
to be a lot more special for me this year as
my little boy, Jared, is at the delightful
age when toy trucks and shiny tricycles
put a gleam in his big blue eyes and a
Jimmy Carter grin on his face. But I can't
help feeling bitter when I think of the
disappointment that little Luke or Erin or
Jason and all the other kids may have
because their parents couldn't afford to
buy them that one special toy that they
envisioned under the Christmas tree.
"Bitter" is a mild description of the way
I feel about . the unfortunate
circumstances that have evolved from
this strike. In fact, I have become utterly
enraged at the thought that one man
could cause such oppression by replacing
the jobs of 60 experienced and qualified
people with a mass of amateurs. It
astounds me that those rookies would
actually degrade themselves by accepting
a position that morally belongs to
someone else.
But, in spite of my ·negative emotions I
believe God has a purpose for everything.
In six weeks, I have been alienated by a
number of people (who chose to continue
to work during the strike), which I used to
be able to call friends - now I feel uneasy
in their presence. Yet I have been
fortunate enough to meet some new
people that have united in endless efforts
to solve this tyrannical madness.
If there is such a thing as fate, I hope
and pray that our future lot is promising.
And thanks to our thoughtful and . loyal
supporters, maybe it will be!
Kathleen A. Carrara
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Intimations Of Winter On An Autumn Eve

A late autumn evening has a magic all its own. It is
a magic of contrasts, between the golden glow
indoors and the icy blue beyond, and a magic of
1ransformations - From vapor to solid, from chaos

to order, the forces of cold and wind work their
change on delicate crystals of ice. In these scenes
caught this week near Pico Peak, winter hints of the
coming show.

.

'
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Campaign----------ccontinued from Page One)
The financial statement also said that
Godnick is indebted to . Howard
Shortsleeve Jr. , son of the late Alderman
Howard Shortsleeve Sr., and Henry
Russo, for $1,000 in loans.
· Signs of Godnick's campaign were to.
be seen everywhere in the days p_receeding
the election. Campaig1: poster$ featuring

----------------.;;:i••···------

the candidate~s picture' were , pasted up
throughout the · county. Godnick also
spent a lot of his campaign money on
radio and newspaper advertisements.
Sanborn Partridge had not filed his list
of campaign contributions and expenses
by late this week. The deadline: for filing
was Nov. 14.
1972 VOLVO 144, needs engine, body
excellent. First $500 takes it. 775-6722.
1976 VEGA - Good Cond., 4-spd.,
radials, hatchback, Only 43,000 mi. Call
775-6350.

-------~--~---------------1971 Toyota Celica for parts. Good
BRANDON - PineRidge Apartments: engine, radial tires. Shrewsbury, 4921or2 bedrooms, lease security, carpeting 3350.
& appliances. No pets. ·Call 775-0461 or
247-5500.
1979 DODGE Omni, '69,000 miles. Runs
excellent. Call 483-6005. Very early, very
LEICESTER 2 Bedroom, rural late • .
setting, State School Road, appliance~,
lease & securlty. Call 775-0461 or 2475500.

PEDIGREE Golden Retrievers. 9 weeks
old. Male & Female. $125. each. 7758325.

ONE Bedroom, · heated, appliances
included. Convenient to town. Call
Rutland, 775-3494.

FUJITSU
AM/FM auto reverse
Cassette player for large car. Terrific
sound. 775-6722.

FIVE Room furnished apartment. No
utilities. 108 Marble Ave., West Rutland.
· Call 775-7283 for more information.

SPLIT Firewood. Free. You take it
away. 775-6615.

ROOMMATE wanted to 's hare large
farmhouse in Shrewsbury. Rent $87.50
monthiy. Call Shrewsbury, 492-3350.

SALE Display Work in the Rutland area.
Rapid advancement for the right person.
$800.00 per month to start if you qualify.
Call 775-1933.

/

Rutland
Valley
Maintenance

e
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Plumbing-Elect r i·ca 1
BRUCE
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Carpentry
STEWART

775-0245

775-2246

Oil and Garbage Mix·
For White's Fuel Service
By HILARY ROSENBERG
the second business.
With the oil business decreasing as
By · collecting rubbish, White's will
, more people learn to conserve energy, . provide an extra service to current fuel
White's Fuel Service in Castleton has customers, which Buckland said he hopes
taken on rubbish collecting as a second will attract. more customers. People
enterprise.
appreciate the convenience of.paying two
White's owner, Forest Buckland bills in one check, he said.
bought the garbage business last month · The rubbish business will also serve to
from Michael Ryan of Castleton. Pick- keep his eight staff members busy during
the offseason (for oil), he said. Instead of
ups began on Oct. 30.
Buckland said he has seen a decline in hiring a part-time worker to help deliver
the fuel business in the past five years·. oil, Buckland can riow put on full-time
The company even perpetuated the help to handle both oil and rubbish. But,
slowdown, he said, by helping people he joked, "We won't do it with the same.
conserve energy through various means, truck."
such as assuring their furnaces burned
Buckland said he didn't know who he
fuel maximum efficiency.
, would assign to collect rubbish from the
"You cannot stand still" while business employees he npw. has working in the fuel
decreases, he said. "You've either got to operation. "Apparently rubbish h_as a
go forward, or you'll go backward." To .very degrading connotation towards it,"
proceed forwa~d, Buckland invested in ·he said.

Westside'---------(Continu~d from Page One)
In offering the grant, the agency
version of the project was slim. However, . requires the town match it. The town
selectmen, frustrated with the little planned to match the funds with HUD
attention West Rutland has been money, but now must do so with town
receiving, refused to release the money. money or apply for another HUD grant,
Phelan said.
"I'min no hurry to turn back any money
· Two months ago, representatives of
to anybody," Chairman -Daniel Deuel the Corps of Engineers stalled
said. Selectman Adam Krempa added, commencement of the river project and
·"Our problems are just as bad if not . ordered · that work on filling in
bigger than anyone else's."
swamp land at the industrial park site be
While the town was losing tedera1 halted when they determined both
money this week, it gained $68,000 from projects would alt.er nearby swampland
the state Agency of Environmental and eqdanger wildlife habitating there. ·
Conservation. But selectmen were
Despite the order, contractor Frank
skeptical about the actual usefulness of Elnic.ki has continued filling · the
this money. The grant, passed as law by wetlands. Monday, however, Elnicki and
the 1978 General Assembly, would P.helan ,receiy~.d a no,tice fr:om ~~ti. Cprn~
finance a feasib"ility study and demanding the removal of the fill.
engineering work for the river project.
"This is getting to be like a nightmare
Deuel objected, "We're getting to me, " Elnicki said. "You're talking
engineered to death, but we're not getting some big money here. This is making me
a hell of a lot done."
sick."

We Are Pleased to Announce

TONY FULL

Formerly of Chicago and Washington, D.C. has joined our staff, specializing in
both men's and women's hairstyling.

Douglas Creative Hairstyling
For Ladies .and Gentlemen The Finest

BENEFIT DANCE

Haircuts * Styling * Permanents * Coloring
Waxing * .Ear Piercing * Facials * Skin Care
38 1/2 Center St. - Third Floor
· Rutland, Vt. - 8~2-7_75-6261 '
(Elevator Service)
Open Thurs. & Frt. Till 8 P.M.

FOR

HERALD
RUTLAND
STRIKERS
,,
•

Sunday, November 30, 1980
8:00 pm - Hunt's In Burlington

Featuring
Three Big Bands
Dan Gilmour And Band
John Galimor
The N-Zones

Admission $5

COMPLIMENTS
OF

LOCAL
1201

Ticke.ts Available:
In Rutland:
At the Monitor - 142_1/2 West St.
In Montpelier:
Buck Spieler Records
Country Store
Beu Pond·Books
..." ..

-

In Burlington:
Book Stacks
Vanguard Press·

CITY WORKERS' UNION
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Only Deer Season Slows Cider Press
,

By MEGAN PRICE
FAIR HAVEN - The workings of a
cider mill are not all nostalgic smells of
warm apples and ~ vision of the bulging
biceps of men tightening the screws on
the press.
Not_if you plan on putting out more
than 25,000 gallons, like Doug Wood and
Kim Lussier will be this year.
~·

Here they come! Bushels of apples
head for the conveyor belt where they will
be ground and pressed. (Megan Price
Photo).

Wood's Cider Mill has been going
strong since mid-September.
Now in its third year of operation,
Wood said he expects to continue making
cider until the snow stops him.
Wood processes Macintosh apples for
the most part. A few delicious and
cortlands sneak in now and again, but for
the most part Macintosh are pressed into
cider here.
The Wood family has owned the
· orchard since 1951. They have about 35
acres and between 2,200 and 2,500 trees.
The apples being pressed now are
frozen when the crew bends low to pick
them off the ground early in the morning'.
Loaded into huge boxes holding about
24 bushels, a loader delivers them to the
cider mill. where they are carried by ·
conveyor up to a silo inside the mill. The
apples are carried to a grinder where they
are chopped into pulp and carried by a fat
three-inch tube controlled by Lussier.
Standing over the oak frame of a press,
Lussi~r serves up an even layer of the pulp
onto a heavy nylon cloth spread over the
frame.
The large cloth is folded over the .top of
the mash to make a neat package and
another frame put on top until the stack
towers nine shelves high.
Then the pressing begins.
Powered not by hand but by machine,
the presses are squeezed and the juice
runs out below into a tube to a stainless
steel catch basin. From there it is piped to
a cooler and later poured into jugs. Wood
operates two presses at a time.
Each press handles about . 24 bushels
and produc~s about 75 gallons of cider.
The amount varies depending on the size,

(Continued from Page One)

They say its pretty simple. You get
"Down in the cellars, there'd be as many ahold of some cider, a keg or earthenware
as a dozen or more 50 gallon barrels of jug which will seal tight with a plug of
the stuff," Bird said with a shudder.
cork or wood, add about one pound of
Two or three small glasses of the sugar for every gallon of juice. Then you
altered apple juice and "lots of fellows
wait.
would end up in the ditch on the way
Both King and Burt prefer honey to
home," Bird recalled.
sugar. Burt said he sometimes adds maple
Provisions for beating an invasion of a syrup if available. The maple adds to the
government "revenoor" often included a flavor. Using honey, instead of cane large tub of water set under a table.
sugar, gives the brew "a more mellow"
"If anyone were to show up they'd all taste, Burt said. King said he only picked
pitch the stuff into that tub. It'd dilute it, up the art five or six years ago. Burt said
you see, so they· couldn't get a test," Bird he's been at it for about 30 years, having
explained.
·
. been taught by an uncle whose farm also
But raids were an infrequent provided the barrels.
occqrrence. "Most of the places ran wideYears of experimentation have
open- . . . Everyone knew where they perfected his product. King claims to still
were."
be a beginner, though fans who have
With the ,end of Prohibition and the sampled his concoctions say otherwise.
opening of government-run liquor stores,
Applejack is made much the same way.
most people found it easier to drive to the The fermentation process, however, is
store and buy a bottle or two of followed by one more all-important step.
government-stamped brew. than to make That is to allow the ·g rog to freeze solid.
their own at home.
Just as -20 degrees fahrenheit
But the "back-to-basics-natural-food" temperatures will often separate the real
phenomena may have sparked interest Vermonters from the curious flatlanders,
bigger than homemade bread and so too will the akohol separate from the
yogurt. A few Vermonters are returning weaker components of the fermented
to making their own home brew as well. cider.
Some never left.
Once frozen, a plug is pulled from the
The men that still dabble in hard cider, . side of the barrel and a drill inserted.
men like Lyle Burt of Hubbardton and
The brewer bores to the center of the
Vernon King of Benson, are modest barrel. There, in the heart of the keg, lies
about their achievements.
the applejack - ~ll 190 to 200 proof of it.

Kim Lussier spreads apple mash into a press frame at
Wood's Orchard Cider Mill in Fair Haven. (Megan Price
Photo).
age and type of apple used. When the
apples are still firm __: before the frost hits
them - they are juicier and easier to
handle for the crew.
· Now, the cider is just as good, but it .
takes more apples to get the same number
of gallons, Wood explained.
The cider that is produced "turns
quicker late in the season," to hard cider,
Wood explained.
"If you let it sit out in the 70 degree
heat, it won't last a day: A lot of people
don't understand that cider's just like
milk. Under good refrigeration it11 go
two weeks," Wood explained.

Wood serves about 50 accounts
stores mostly all over . southern
Vermont and eastern New York state.
He sells cider directly from the mill
here off Route 22A also.
"We never deliver it over a day old, and
we're always visiting the stores and
pulling it off the shelf if it's been there too
long," he said.
Lussier and Wood have .put out about
25,000 gallons of cider now and expect to
keep the mill going until late November.
"We'll slow down for deer season to
five days a week," Wood said. "Have to
save some time for hunting." ·

Donald McCormick of Rutland
Fair Haven and picks up the cider, which
remembers sampling a bit of it during the has been pulled off store shelves because
Prohibition era.
· it has .become too tart for gourmets of the
"You couldn't drink it straight. It tame store-bought "sweet cider."
would burn your throat," he recalled. "It Wood's, like other orchard owners, keeps
was pure alcohol. Tasteless really, but the already naturally fermeQting stuff
back at the cider mill for customers like
awfully powerful. Just a little bit and
King and Burt who can buy it cheaper
you'd be numb."
McCormick recalled when a friend than sweet cider and already hardening.
poured some into the beer glass of a big
Like Burt, he then runs an air-tight
fellow famous for his seemingly hose from the barrel to a jug of water.
bottomless stomach for beer. He could · With the end of the hose planted inside
drink an awful lot and not be drunk. But the water, the brewer can watch the
after two shots of applejack in his beer the fermentation process.
Bubbles will flow from the end of the
unsuspecting tippler was looped. "He
couldn't taste it. Added to something else hose to the top of the water container,
it was unnoticeable."
which is left uncapped .
King and Burt said they stay away
When the bubbling stops after six to
from the applejack. Hard cider is their · eight weeks, you know the sugar has been
brew.
converted into alcohol. The plug is put
Burt's is already "working" down in his back in the top of barrel and what was
cellar. Along about Christmas, Burt said once innocent apple cider is now hard
cider.
he expects his will be ready.
King said his product is a health drink.
King has yet to move his barrel from
off the back porch into the house, but • "A little bit, I think, is damn good for
plans to "as soon as I get some extra your health," he said.
muscle" to help.
Both men treat friends with it
With the help of some friends, King whenever they stop by during winter
sets the barrel up in a corner of the house,
King said he expects to have his recipe
adds the cider and then about thr'ee ready by early February - a month
pounds of brown sugar and an equal or Shakespeare called the "cruelest" of the
"little less" amount of honey.
year. Men like Burt and King know best
King travels to Wood's Cider Mill in how to tame it.
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WHAT'S ****
HAPPENING
Chamber EventSThe Rutland Region Chamber of
Commerce is sponsoring a Breakfast
Forum Nov. 18 at 7:29 a.m. at Howard
Jc. ·mson's restaurant on Route 7 South.
Leon Boucher , postmaster from
Montpelier and coordinator for the new 9
Digit Zip Code System for the State of
Vermont will be speaking, as well as
Postmaster Kenneth Yates. This is an
opportunity to bring your questions and
complaints and receive some direct
answers. Call the Chamber of Commerce
to make reservations (773-2747). Cost is
$4.25 per person.
The Rutland Region Chamber of
Commerce Legislative Issues Committee
announces a Legislative Luncheon
Program for Nov. 19 from 11 :45 a.m. to
1:15 p.m. at the Holiday Inn of Rutland.
This is an opportunity for our business
community and residents to hear what
issues the following organizations will
address this year in Montpelier. Our
newly elected Senators and Legislators
have been invited to attend, so you will
have the chance to hear their views also.
Make your reservations now by calling
the Chamber at 773-2747.

Music
Green Mom;1tain College in Poultney
- Goldovsky Opera Highlights, Nov. 17,
8 p.m., Ackley Hall. Admission is Free. ·

_Doobies Do it With Style

By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Only a fool or Bob Dylan would not
follow a gigantic musical success with a
large dose of the same.
It is~ therefore, not surprising that the
Doobie Brothers followed their 1979
smash, "Minute by Minute," with a
somewhat similar collection of tunes
assembled into their latest effort on
Warner Brothers, "One Step Closer."
While "One Step Closer" tends to
Nov. 17 - "Take a Look Book" an
imitate the softer, more subtle areas of
afternoon reading from Digging the Past
rock and roll that the one-time king of the
by children's author, Bruce Porell. A
rock bands showcased last year in
program ·for children where they can
"Minute by Minute," it is not entirely an
learn where to have their own writing
instant replay of their previous album.
published. Bring some of your own
A more appropriate title for the
writing and ask a friend to come too! 4:30
current work might be "One Step
p.m. at the Rutlartd Free Library.
Beyond." The Doobies' latest offering
appears to step beyond basic soft rock
"A Friendly French Meeting" at 7:30
into soft jazz, as evidenced by the
p.m . Any person interested in
overpowering influence of Cornelius
conversational French and would like to
meet with others interested in developing , Bumpus' alto and tenor sax work on the
majority of the album's nine cuts.
programs about French culture and
For nearly a decade, the Doobies were
language is welcome. Bring any French
recognized
by their guitar and drumrelated materials you would like to share
dominating beat that aroused hand
with others at Rutland Library.
clapping, foot stomping, dancing and
cat"calling. That influence is distinctly
Nov. 18
Daphne DuMaurier's
absent from "One Step Closer."
Rebecca will be reviewed by David
Littlefield at 10:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. at
Replacing the drawn-out solos and
Rutland Library.
hand-clapping improvisations are
equally long sax and horn interludes
Nov. 19 - "Songs and Movie Working
which makes the group's new sound a
Together for Children". An opportunity
cross between the Crusaders and postto sing and listen to familar songs begins
1975 Bee Gees. ·
·
at 4:00 p1.m. Martha Tomsuden,
After a long internal battle concerning
musician, creates a participation
the group's musical direction, keyboard
program with bright songs, accompanied
player Michael McDonald and sax
by guitar and piano. A special movie will
player
Bumpus are the appaJent winners.
conclude the program. Approp. for
McDonald co-wrote four of the
school age children at Rutland Free
album's nine cuts and Bumpus' sax is the
Library.
dominant instrument on the work.
Bumpus wrote one of the tunes., "Thank
Nov. 20 - "Folk Artist in Vermont" at
You Love," a definite jazz number with a
7:30 p.m. Slide / discussion with Nancy C.
Muller at Rutland Free Library.

Doings At
The Library ,

strong Latin theme reminisicent of some
of the Sergio Mendes numbers of the late
1960's.
"Thank You Love" is one of the three
songs on the album which features
background vocals by legendary studio
vocalist Nicolette Larson, who recently
embarked on a career of her own with the
hit recording of Neil Young's "Lot of
Love. ~·

It is Larson's mature but sweet voice
which makes "Just In Time", the
showpiece of the album. The song also
features a long Bumpus sax solo and has
a noticeable Latin beat to it.

Reading the credits on an album cover
usually reveals a lot about the album
itself. "One Step Closer" is no exception.
In addition to the usual list of prominent
studio musicians (Jimmie Haskell,
Jerome Jumonville, Bobby, LaKind and
Lee Thornburg), one other curious name
appears on the liner notes: Paul Anka.
One might quickly wonder just what in
the hell is Paul Anka 's name doing on the
same album cover as the • Doobie
Brothers.
Anka and McDonald co-wrote
"Dedicate This Heart", a top-40 type that
is getting a lot of AM air play and seems
to be the logical follow-ug to "Real
Love", the first single from the album.
Perhaps the strongest question that
can be raised after listening to the albu~
dozens of times is, can the group retain its
hard rock audience by offering a blend of
jaz~, soft rock and discofied pop?
The answer,· at least for me is a
resounding no. The Doobies see~ed to
have veered off the rock road which
featured "China Grove'', "Listen to the
Music'', "Long Train Running" and
other classics which satisfied hard
rockers .in the rock-dry late 1970's.
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•
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-Under The Marquee
By LOUIS BERNEY
Can a Ph.D. mathematics professor
find love and stimulation in a washed-up
... , ·, baseball player? Unfathomable as it
might sound, she can, at least if you're
willing to be carried away by a vacuous
and uninspired film called, "It's My
Turn."
This movie, which stars Jill Clayburgh
as the unconvincing ip.ath prof, takes us
on a ride that is about as thrilling as a
roller coaster that never goes up, down,
or around curves. It is another in a series
of Clayburgh's "adult" romantic
· comedies that includes "An Unmarried
Wdman," "Starting Over," and "SemiTough."
Even though she seems incapable of
playing anything other than a
sophisticated, intelligent, klutzy and
breathless dame, Clayburgh at least
exuded a degree of vivacity and semi-

credibility in the three earlier pictures:
But in "It's My Turn," she totally lacks
life and the film is unable to overcome her
limpness of character to amount to
much. Clayburgh actually seems bored in
"It's My Turn," and she unfortunately
appears much more aged and washed out
than she did in "Luna," in which she
played the middle-aged mother of a teenage boy.
Perhaps she is bored, arid we are bored,
because the movie itself gives us nothing
to be excited about. At one point in the
film Clayburgh is asked, "How's your
life?" The best she can muster up in
response is, "It's fine.
working a lot."
When the movie begins, she is teaching
in Chicago and living with a man
(Charles Grodin) with whom she shares a
life most notable for its lack of passion.
(When she tells a cousin about her
relationship, the· only positive thing she

I'm

Theater Offe.rings
Movie Listing's
Week of Nov. 14-20
_
Rutland: Movieland "Private
Benjamin"; Plaza Cinema - "Beyond
the Valley of the Ultra-Vixens" and
"Super Vixens"; Studio 1 and 2 "Gloria" and "It's My Turn." All movies
· at 7 and 9 p.m.
Ludlow: Ludlow Theatre - "Smokey
and the Bandit, Part ll"
Manchester: Manchester Cinema Nov. 14-15: "Honeysuckle Rose'', 7 p.m.
and •'The Big Brawl" at 9 p.m.; Nov. 16- ·
20: "The 39 Steps", 7:30 p.m. and
"Foreign Correspondent" at 9 p.m ..
Londonderry: Derry Twin Cinema "Oh God Book II" and "Dressed To
-Kill", Fri and Sat. at 7 and 9:15 p.m.,
Sun-Thurs. af8 p.m.
Middlebury: Campus Theatre "Dressed To Kill'', 7 and 9 p.m. Mon. and
Tues., bargain nights.
Randolph: Playhouse Theatre - "Song
* oflhe -Souih" thruNov. 18, shows at 8
p.m.; "The Getting of Wisdom", Nov. 19,
Mon-Thurs.; "Stardust Memories",
starts Nov. 20, 6:45 and 9 p.m., Fri.-Sun.

Claremont (N.H.) Opera House - Nov.
20, "On the Waterfront" and "Rebel
Without A Cause"
Castleton State College - Nov. I 7,
"Titticut Follies'', a documentary, 1 I
a.m., 3 and 7 p.m.
Green Mountain College - Nov. 14,
"Thunder and Lightning, 7:30 p.m.
Green Mountain College - Nov. 14,
"Thunder and. Lightning, 7:30 p.m.
UVM - Nov. 15, "The Onion Field'',
Nov. 16, "The Big Sleep".

can say is that it gives her "space." No
mention of love.)
She takes a trip to New York to attend
her father's wedding and to be
interviewed for a new job, and
inadvertantly falls in love with the son
(Michael Douglas) of her father's brideto-be. He is the ex-ballplayer, and why
they hit it off, other than because of
mutual ennui with life, is the big mystery
of this movie. She knows nothing about
baseball and he seems indifferent io
math. The only visible bond between
them, besides their parents, is a baseball
card, ·which she stares at as though it is
the Rosetta Stone, and declares, "There
are a lot of statistics here. That's
impressive."
If anything would be more difficult to
believe than a romance between a math
professor and a ballplayer, perhaps it
would be an affluent, 29-year-old Jewish,
American princess enlisting in the U.S.
Army.
But that is exactly what happens in
another mindless, romantic comedy,
''Private Benjamin." The only thing that
makes "Private Benjamin," work, where
"It's My Turn" failed, is Goldie Hawn.
She fills the screen with the zest that
Clayburgh lacked.
Goldie Hawn has a smile that emits
more incandescence than a thousand
candles. And she infuses as much joy into
a movie as a child does at a birthday
party.
Yet her screen effervescence still is not
enough to make this silly movie work.
Goldie, just like Jill Clayburgh in "It's

My Turn," plays a character who
seemingly has everything in the world
·going for her, not the least of which is an
abundance of wealth.
· But when her second husband dies on
their wedding night, Goldie cannot cope.
She never has been alone, and realizes her
privileged unbringing prepared her for
nothing other than the chores of
matrimony.
An Army recruiter discovers her
during a radio talk show, and Goldie
suddenly is transformed from Jewish
American princess into Private
Benjamin.
When she arrives at a basic training
base in Mississippi, everything is whacko
for her; she insists she has made a mistake
and that she was supposed to be in the
Army of yachts and fashionable
condominiums. She starts off as the
troop flunkie, but during a mock war
exercise she suddenly becomes the ace_of
the Army.
The hardcore discipline of the trenches
has given Goldie ·precisely what her
affluent background couldn't: a sense of
self-confidence and accomplishment. ·
Unfortunately, the movie has nothing
more to say, even though it continues for
another hour, with Goldie falling in love
with a dashing young Frenchman, who
turns out to be not so dashing once she.
decides to make him her third husband.
"Private Benjamin" offers little more in
the way of substance than "It's My Turn."
But at least Goldie Hawn gives you a
reason to be vaguely interested in what's
transpiring.
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ACadelny Seniors Finished
By BOB FREDETTE
If you've ever. been around the press
· booth at ·st. Peter's Field about the time.
of a Mount St. Joseph football game, you
know that Ken Butterfield and his. movies
make a notable contribution to the
Mounties' good grid fortunes. You also
know that about 15 minutes before the
kickoff, Butterfield, a portly, middleaged, smiling member of the MSJ
Athlt:tic Association, will grin his way
into the precise center of the window
overlooking the field, and, amid greetings
and laughter, place his gear on the
counter.
From his bag of photo equipment he
will produce - and unwrap - a doze'n or
so packages of film. Ken's camera will
probably exhaust every foot of film, but
Ken will get every play, and, if supply
· permits, slip in several crowd pans as
well: good pictures overall. .
Ken's films return from the processing
stage early in the week and are sometimes
screened in various · establishments
around Rutland, where die-hard alumni
and football fans in general can watch
and · talk about how much better the
teams of the past were. More
importantly, of course, is that Funsie
Cioffi gets the benefit of the films.
Cioffi, Academv coach of 25 years, is

the one whose reviews matter most. He
and line coach Tony Zingali go to the
movies each week and, as a result, their
, Mountie team either works very hard at
practice, or works very, very hard at
practice, depending on how well
everyone paid attention to what they
were doing while on the field the previous
Saturday~
.
When the camera goes into retirement
at year's end, when the final game has
been played, Mountie footballers don't
toil over their mistakes. The mistakes
don't worry Fumie or Tony, either.
However being coaches; they look at the
year's last films to see if they couldn't be
doing something a little better
somewhere.
Cioffi attended a very comfortable
showing of the films following the
M<;>unties' 58-28 conquest of Essex last
weekend, to complete a perfect 9-0
season. What few mistakes MSJ made
were early, but in the second half,
particularly in a span of 6:51 in the fourth
period - Cioffi swore that his champions
could do no wrong. The fourth period of
the 1980 title game will be remembered
best because MSJ scored 32 points.
"We got it all in 6:51," Cioffi
exclaimed. "We checked the clock. Jeez,
if you could see the films. The kids did

Hiring Immediately!
Local Factory Outlet Is Looking For Ambitious People to
Learn All Aspects Of Our Business From Sales Display To
Marketing Management. Good Starting Pay. Automatit
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some great blocking, and on defense they
were really hitting."
In the midst of that fourth period there
flowed a six-minute, 51-second "Sonata
in E flat," during which a number of the
Academy's gridiron musicians stepped
beneath the spotlight for brief, but
resounding solos. The crescendo saw. the
Mounties playing themselves into a 58-22
lead and their fourth state title.
Upheld was the Academy's unwritten
tradition of giving the title game its most
robust performances. (MSJ has averaged
35 points in five title appearances). Once
more were demonstrated the qualities
that have made ·MSJ football such a
domineering force over the past dozen
seasons: tenacity, depth, and endurance.
Wearing the green and white on one's
back means that each time you hit into
the line, the man you're playing against
wants to do it that much less.
"We wore them down," said Zingali
following the game. "Defensively we just
ran them down physically. It was just too
much for them to handle."
·~we did wear people down this year,"
Cioffi echoed. "Our kids were really
strong."
Twenty-three seniors made the 1980
Mounties very strong. And those seniors
left a lasting impression in the "AllSenior" span of 6:51 in which four
Mountie touchdowns were scored and
not an Essex first down allowed.
With SAturday's score at 26-22,
quarterback Jim O'Rourke flung
consecutive passes to Kyle Buzzell and
Tom Aicher, the latter a 36-yarder for a
score; following a short Essex punt into
the wind, Mike Messier carried for his
third score of the game; following a
qu'arterback sack for a safety by Matt
Patry and Eric Hagen and the ensuing

Style
free kick, Tony Daito scored from seven
yards; moments later Daito scored his
second touchdown, scooping up a fumble ""' ..
and carrying it in from 15_yards.
In between TD's., O'Rourke threw
conversion passes to Vic Motroni and
Mike Ragosta, and Buzzell kicked two
extra points, the second to make it 58-22
with 4_:26 still to play.
Lights up.
"It's the best I've ever seen them play,"
said Cioffi. "It was better than any team
I've ever seen in high school."
There will of course be speculation as
to whether this Mountie team was
Cioffi's best in his 25 years. Some will say
that the 1976 team ( 10-0) was better,
some will argue that the 1969 team was
more powerful, despite its 12-12 tie with
an upstart Rutland team and 'its 19-16
loss to Burlington in Vermont's very first
north-south finals game.
For the record, the 1980 Mounties
scored 345 points and yielded 92. Seven
times the Mounties surpassed 30 points
and four times topped 40. Impressive
figures have been a part of the CioffiZingali dynasty.
Puring Cioffi's 25-year tenure, MSJ
has amassed an overall mark of 147-54-6.
Since the inception of the title games, the
Acads' record stands at 79-J8-l, and
includes five state championship
appearances.
MSJ's 58 points Saturday broke the
old record of points scored by a single
team in a title game, 50, scored by the
1976 Acads.
The long and short of it is that; should
Cioffi and Zingali indeed retire from the
coaching ranks, there will be big shoes to
fill on Convent Avenue.
Not to mention that Ken Butterfield's
moving pictures might never be the same.
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A Kill Comparable
To '79'sAnticipated
It is speculated that the total deer kill
ta'<en during November 1979. The total
for Vermont's 16-day whitetail deer
kill figure was pushed over the 15,000
plateau pwing to the first of a series of
season in November will equal or surpass
the figures achieved last year, said Fish &
antlerless seasons: This, says the Fish and
Game Department, should over a long
Game Department spokesman Robert
period of time, bring the deer herd into a
Candy this week.
The regular antlered deer season, and
balance with the amount of winter
(feeding) yards that the state has to offer.
the special antlerless season that
A total of 8,394 doe were reported
coincides with it, will run from Nov. 1530 this year. Daily hunting hours begin
taken last year. ·
one-half hour before sunrise and expire
"We're trying to take the pressure off
one-half hour after sunset.
the winter yards ," Candy explained,
In 1979, a total of 15,055 deer (both • adding that the previous winter, mild by
buck and doe) were bagged during the
New England standards, produced an
November season.
"insignificant" amount of winter kill.

"If things go right," said Candy,
Petitions are now being accepted for a
referi:ing to the weather, "we expect to low income representative to the
take somewhat more deer than last year. Bennington-Rutland Opportunity
During the first weekend of the season we Council Board of Directors. This board
usually take 40 percent of the kill, and if position covers the areas of Brandon
we fall behind, we usually don't make it Pittsford, Chittenden, Mendon · and
up. If we have normal weather for the Sherburne.
Petitions must be filed by Nov. 28. For
first weekend we should take more than
last year."
further information, contact Judy DellaOnly 6,661 buck (with antlers Camera, 1-800-622-4121.
measuring three inches or more) were . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
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The Senator ·Strikes Back
By CHARLIE SPENCER
A few thoughts, while waiting for the
lfovember th~w ...
Let's hear it for MSJ and Middlebury
- and - no booing in Essex and Bellows
~alls.

Get serious, okay ...
No dciubt about the fact that the
Mounties and the Tigers are the two best
football teams in 't he state, far and away,
and, both teams did it the hard way,
winning championships as favorites.

Before the season started we weren't the
only "expert" who picked the "M and
M" elevens to go all the way, putting a
gang of pressure on both clubs.
It's sometimes easy to win as
underdogs, always tougher to win ~s
favorites ...
. That's why ~he Funzie Cioffi/Tony
Zingali Acads and the Hubie Wagner
Tigers rate all the raves they're getting,
and then some!
Congratulations! Congratulation go to
Bruce Wheeler and his Essex Hornets
and Bis Bisbee and his Bellows Falls

Some 1980 Baseball Facts
Pete Rose, 39-year-old, played the full
schedule of games for the eighth season of
his career. His totals at five different
positions: 643 LF, 560 RF, 631 3B, 629
2B, and 327 l B. Steve Garvey ran his
consecutive game streak to 835, sixth best
in major league history.
George Brett's .390 batting mark was
the highest for a third baseman in this
century. He surpassed Freddie
Lindstrom's .379 figure for the Giants in
1930. Brett also had 118 RBI's in 117
games, best average since Walt Dropo
drove in 144 runs in 136 games for the
1950 Red Sox. In this superlative year for
third basemen, Mike Schmidt passed
Eddie Mathews' 1953 record of 47
homers with a new major league record of
48.
The Oakland A's had four pitchers
who went the distance in 14-inning
games, which is by far the longest effcp;t
by any hurlers this season. Matt Keough
won a 14-inning game on may 17; Mike
Norris on June 11, Rick Langford on
July 20, and Steve McCatty lost one on
August 10. The Oakland mound staff
;ompleted 94 of their starts this season,
:he highest figure since the 1941 Whte
Sox completed 106. Langford completed
22 games in a row.

It was a wild base stealing season.
Ricky Henderson of Oakland swiped an
even 100, and Ron LeFlore, inserted as a
pinch runner on the last game of the
season for Montreal, stole two bases to
beat out Omar Moreno of the Pirates 97
to 96. LeFlore and Rodney Scott of the
Expos set a record for two teammates by
stealing 160 bases between them. The
Padres had three players with more than
50 thefts: Gene Richards 61, Ozzie Smith
57, and Jerry Mumphrey 52. Willie
Wilson, runner-up with 79 in the AL, was
not thrown out in his last 32 attempts.
Johnny Bench passed Yogi Berra's
record of 313 home runs exclusively as a
catcher and wound up with 323. This_ puts
him on the all-time home run team by
position with l B Gehrig, 493; 2B
Hornsby, 289; 3B Mathews, 485; SS
Banks, 293; OF Ruth 692, Aaron 661,
Mays 643; and P. Ferrell 37. No PH
homers are included, or those hit while
playing other positions.
Jim Kaat, Tim McCarver and Willie
McCovey joined the list of veterans who
have played in four decades. Mccarver
did it when he was only 38 years old.
Minnie Minoso, 57, became the second
five-decade player.

Jim Kaat, 41, became the oldest pitcher
to steal a base (June 23 in St. Louis) since
Cy Young, 42, in 1909. Kaat also hit a
homer (off Joe Niekro) on August 27,
and on June 4 pitched a 1-0 win over the
Mets in 10 innings. Phil Niekro, 41, and
Gaylord Perry, who turned 42 in
September, also pitched complete game
shutouts. This marked the first season
that three hurlers over 40 joined the
whitewash department in the same year.

Manny Mota of the Dodgers reached
the. 150-mark in career pinch hits with
Oct. 5 RBI single. With 502 at bats, this
gave him a nifty .299 career PH mark.
Willie Wilson set a new record with 705
at bats; tied Garry Templeton's switch hit
mark with 100 hits batting right and 130
batting left, and tied Pete Rose's 230 hits
as a switch hitter. ·He also hit 184 sin~les,
an AL record.

Sparky Lyle set a new career record for
games pitched by a lefthander with 806.
He passed Darold Knowles at 765, who
passed Warren Spahn at 750.

Mike Squires of the White Sox became
one of the very few left-handed catchers
in this century when he appeared behind
the plate on May 4 and 7.
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Terriers. It's never easy to make "the-final
four" and they did.
One thing about the title games. They
were so one-sided they won't be replayed
- mentally - by the losers, as close
defeats always are.
Oh, BF might wonder what would
have happened if the Terriers had been
able to score and take the lead after they
recovered that early Tiger fumble. But, it
wouldn't have made any difference, not
in our book,, anyway. Essex took over the
lead against MSJ, all to no avail, simply
because the Mounties were so much
better than the Hornets. The same thing
would have happened to BF, even if the
Falls Guys had taken the lead. The Tigers
were simply too good, and - wouldn't
you love to see MSJ play Middlebury? So
would we - this Saturday! Even though
it's the start of the deer season the game
would attract a record crowd. And, what
a ball game that would be. The two teams
scrimmaged before the season started. It
all depends on who you talk to as to who
the "winner" was.
Reports Wt? got were that offense was
the name of the scrimmage, in other
words, while the Mounties couldn't stop
the Middlebury Wishbone, the Tigers
couldn't stop the MSJ Delaware Wing-T

Fair Haven came up when they upset stunned - MSJ and Middlebury in
previous title tilts. Back in 1970, Nick
Morris' Seahorses held off the A~ds, 1916; while Don Hubert's Slaters blanked
the Tigers, 7-0, in 1977.
Next year? Well, while the Division I
teams will have to sweat the Mounties as
usual, Division II teams won't have to
sweat the Tigers. Both the Mounties and
the Tigers will be missing a "shipload" of
talented seniors, but with their programs,
both clubs will be tough as usual.
Indications are Middlebury will move
to Division I in 1981. So - Division I
teams will have to sweat both the
Mounties and the Tigers, - Good luck is
what 'Division II teams are saying!
The only question is whether the Tigers
will join Southern or Northern Division I
ranks. Maybe they will go north - and
- set up a possible MSJ-Middlebury
Division I title game in 1981, one year too
late for the fans who love to see the
Mounties and the Tigers tangle this year!

The team that won that session was the
Middlebury's 24-game winning streak
team that had the ball last. Sounds like may not be the longest current high
sort of a biblical battle, " ... the last shall school football winning skein in New
be first."
England right now. We aren't ~ ....!':. of
Seriously, MSJ-Middlebury would be course, but we'd be willing to bet it migfi
one hell of a.ball game. The winner? We'd well be the one posted by Orono, Me.
pick the Mounties - but - we didn't see - High. Orono recently won its fourth
either team in person, only on TV.
straight Division II grid crown in the Pine
So - we asked Bob Underhill who he Tree State and - ran its amazing
thought would win. His Mt. Anthny winning streak to 38 straight games in the
Patriots played both clubs, losing 50-6 to process.
the Tigers and to the Mounties.
Springfield's Gardner Black, father of
"If they played, I think I'd probably be former Cosmos star, Greg Black, played
inclined to go with Middlebury," at Orono way back in 1930 - on another
Underhill said. The MAU mentor said he Orono team that was also undefeated.
thinks the Tigers might "outquickj\ the
Sounds like Orono is the Middlebury
Mounties, even though the Acads might of Maine - or that maybe we should put
have an edge in Bob's book, when it it the other way, Middlebury is the
comes to the comparing the outstanding "Orono" of Vermont.
talent of the individual stars that dot the
Like Middlebury, Orono is a college
lineups of both elevens.
town - the U Diversity of Maine is
In other words, Underhill feels that located there, but, Orono is smaller than
while MSJ may have the edge in Middlebury. And, wouldn't you love to
individual talent, Middlebury may have see Middlebury play Orono?
And, the winner play MSJ!
the edge in team talent ... An interesting
observation!
Oh, when will the November thaw
One thing the lopsided title games
prove was the miracle Burlington and arrive? Before the January one, we hope!

52 Center Street

Rutland, .Vt.

Grand Opening

November 14th & 15th·
Come In & Sign Up To Win An

Atari Video' Computer System

Luncheon Served Daily
lla.m.
Daily Luncheon Specials

happy hour 3:00-6:00
Dinner Served Thursday,
Friday, Saturday Evenings
catering for small parties

*

Drawing To Take Place In Dec.
Buy a Video Cassette Movie, receive a coupon good for one
free exchange.
We invite you to come in & see what "your" TV can do.
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HUNTERS! BE CERTAIN
CHARLIE'S
HUNTING
ALMANAC
By CHARLIE SPENCER
Remember "Old McDonald"?
If he and . his farm were still around
nowadays during tht deer season, well,
the old farmer would be sweating his
animals - even more than his daughters,
if he had any.
We've never been able to figure out
how hunters can mistake other animals
for deer. It's like mistaking a farmer's
daughter for a farmer's son. Even a
traveling salesman wouldn't do that - at
least not in the good old days.
Anyway, for the mistake makers, we'll
list a few easy ways to tell other animals
from deer, when it. comes to farmer's
daughters, you're on your own ...

Rules Of
Thumb .
It isn't a deer if it's pulling a plow ...
cha~ces

are it's a horse;!

It isnt a deer if it's hooked up to a

milking machine ... chances are it's a cow
·,...,
- and that's no bull!
It isn't a deer if it's greased ... chances
are it's a pig!
It isn't a deer if it's eating a tin can ...
chances are it's a goat!
It isn't a deer if it's one-legging a
hydrant ... chances are it's a dog - and
no wise cracks about farmer's daughters!
It isn't a deer if it's chasing a mouse ...
chances are it's a cat!
It isn't a deer if it's black ... chances are
it's a sheep.
Have you ever heard of a black deer in
a family?
It isn't a deer if it's kicking down a
fence . .. chances are it's a donkey!
And ... it isn't a deer if it's shooting at
any one of the above ... chances are it's a
jackass - a jackass hunter!
And, just in case you can't tell a
farmer's daughter from a farmer's son,
we11 give you one rule of thumb ... don't
shoot or do anything - until you see the
whites of their chemises!
. Seriously, thiqgs are getting serious
when it's getting so that deer - and
farmer's daughters - are safer in the
w.o ods during.the deer season!
If "Old McDonald" were still around
- he'd not only post his land - and his
animals during the deer season - he'd
also post his daughter and declare open
season on halfwit hunters!

With hunting season underway
and the normally still woods full of
aspiring huntsmen, it's time for a
review of"Animals Notto Shoot".
Surrounding are just a few of the
animals that in time of "Buck
Fever" are, but never should be,
mistaken for deer. Above, note
that the feathery creatures are not
whitetails but simply ducks and
geese. Below are the often tricky to
identify rollin1 cat and roaming
dog while to the right is the everpopular 13-point porker. (Photos
by Bob Drzewiczewski, Animals
by Farmer John).

Deer Season
Saturday, Nov. 15
Through
Sunday, Nov.' 30
.

Senatorial View
On Title Games

Deer Kill To
Be Comparable

Mounties Finish
O~ High Note
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Aldermen Reject
A Proposed Deal
With Lt. Lafley
spoke out strongly against'the proposed
By TIM TAYLOR
agreement, told the board, "In no way
Rutland aldermen Thursday evening
will I ever concur with paying Mr.
overwhelmingly rejected a proposed
Lafley or anyone in his position one red
cash settlement to the disciplinary case
cent_ofthe taxpayer's dollars ... To me,
pending against suspended Rutland
that's straight- blackmail, and I don't
Police Lt. Reginald Lafley.
care who knows it."
With only a minimum of discussion,
City attorney Robert Broderick and
the board voted to turn down the
Police Chief Charles Spoon argued in
- tentative settlement, and t<) instead
l:>ehalf of the proposal, telling the board
press on with civil action against Lafley,
who is accused of making long-distance - a settlement would be in the best
interests of the city and police
personal calls on police telephones.
department.
The settlement - which had been
Thursday's vote, which rejected the
finalized Thursday during meetings
settlement eight to zero with one
between Lafley and his attorney and
abstention, has left the city open to a
city officials - would have reinstated
protracted legal battle over the case that
the 13-year veteran officer to his job
could include a federal court challenge
with the understanding he would retire
of the board's authority to make any
on Dec. l. The document also proposed
disciplinary decision concerning Lafley.
paying Lafley $2,500 in return for
After learning of the board's decision,
dropping any further court action, in
Lafley's attorney, Alan Biederman,
addition to s1-1,203 in back pay and
leveled his most' bitter attack at city and
accumulated sick leave an-d vacation
police officials since the controversial
time.
case came to light on J1,1ly 30.
Alderman Nicholas Barone, who
Biederman, who claimed his client is
the victim of a personal Vendetta by
Spoon, a~cused city officials of lying to
him about the settlement's
confidentiality and the chances it would
have for approval.
"I was assured by the mayor, the chief
of police, and the city attorney, all of
whom apparently lied, that there was
little question they would be able to
By HILARY ROSENBERG
persuade the board of aldermen to
An out-of-state car bearing two to
accept the agreement," Biederman said.
four men was- being sought by police
Biederman also blasted city officials,
Friday in connectio_n with the shooting
and particularly Broderick, for not
of a man as he drove on Woodstock
insisting that the aldermen's meeting be
Avenue. A short time later another
held in executive session. Biederman
bullet crashed into a Woodstock
claimed that Broderick had agreed not
Avenue home, police said.
·
to incorporate the terms of the
Police said the victim, whose-name
agreement into a "public" document.
was being withheld, was heading east on
"The only reason Lt. Lafley agreed to
Woodstock Avenue shortly after 11
a settlement is that he's tired of fighting
p.m. Thursday when he was shot.
what is · a very parochial and venal
The victim, according to police, said
bureaucracy," Biederman contended.
he first thought the noise he had heard
"He never agreed to settle because of
was backfire from another vehicle. He
any feeling of guilt."
told poJice he then saw a bllllet hole in
"There's only one reason that Lt.
the front windshield of his car.
Lafley is being persecuted, "Biederman
.Moments later, he realized the bullet
continued, "and that's because Chief
had hit him, police said.
Spoon wants him off the force."
The wounded man drove himself to
Bieder:man accused police officials of
Rutland Hospital for treatment, police
"taking a minor incident and trying tb
said. The shooting victim was still in
blow it up into a major confrontation."
sur~ery early Friday morning and
Biederman also confirmed he is
hospital officials described his
considering filing suit in federal court
condition as fair.
asking that the board, because of its
Police later observed a bullet hole
current involvement in the case, be
through his back windshield as well.
disqualified from making any future
Police said the victim reported the
disciplinary decision. Such a suit,
vehicle from which the shot came was a
Biederman said, would claim that
bro-Wn, 1978 Pontiac Grand Prix,
Lafley's constitutional right to an
bearing a white license plate, probably
impartial hearing has been jeopardized
from Kentucky. The vehicle held two to · by the board's actions.
four males, police said.
"We're ready to go to any forum for
Shortly after the incident, a bullet
any type of trial," Biederman said.
was fired through the window casing of
Contacted Th u rs day night ,
a Woodstock Avenue home, according
Broderick declined comment on
to police. The bullet traveled through
Biederman's allegations. Spoon was
the house and shattered a door casing,
unavailable for comment.
police said, finally lodging in the
Thursd~y's board meeting served to
kitehen floor.
bring out into the open a number of
Police said they had no firm leads on
issues that. previously had been
suspects as of early Friday.
(See Page 12: Lafiey)

Man Shot;
Police Seek
Ky. Auto

1

A mist-covered moon and a snow~covered barn compose this Vermont rural
still life on the East Pittsford Road near Rutland. (Photo by Taylor).

Westside Swamp Puts
Contractor in Quagmire
By HILARY ROSENBERG
After filling in several acres of
swampland to build an industrial park
in West Rutland, contractor Frank
Elnicki has found himself stuck in a
legal and financial bog.
First, Elnicki said he discovered some
of the land he was filling in does not
belong to the town but rather is owned
by Stanley Ga wet of Ga wet Marble and
Granite Inc. In addition, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers rec,,ently told Elnicki
to remove 9 acres of fill in order to
preserve swamp wildlife.
In response to the Corps' order,
Elnicki's lawyer, Eugene Rakow, asked to meet with Army representatives to
negotiate a compromise.
If negotiations fait, Elnicki may sue
the Corps, Rakow said. The attorney
said the Corps' authority to 9rder
Elnicki to remove the fill is in question.
In September, Elnicki was told to
stop filling in the swamp after Corps
representatives determined the work
would endanger wildlife. ·
Last March, Elnicki received a deed
from the town granting him about io
acres of land at the industrial park site
on the condition he. fill the area.
Elnicki spent several thousand
dollars filling the swamp. Removing the

fill would cost a great deal more, ~
said.
Even before Elnicki encountered n
Corps of Engineers, he was running int
problems with the industrial park sit
After filling in a few acres, he wi
informed by attorn~y,s representin
Ga wet Marble that hq was filling in Ian
owned by Gawet. Elnicki said tb
lawyers warned him to stay of( n
property. ·
Elnicki investigated Gawet's claim b
having a survey done of the land h
(See Page 12: Westside)

A GUIDE INSIDE
Affidavits- tell story o
suspected drug theft~ at Rutlani
Hospital. Page 2.
Police Blotter features wom01
in long red dress, snowstorn
incidents and the Mental HealtJ
TV caper. Page S.
When it's light at night:
photo feature. Page 9.
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~Neighbors Like Single Session
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Other neighbors said they, too; are
do the work," they do it.
relieved that students are no longer
Residents living_ near the Rutland
"Space is still a big problem,"
lingering on their steps and lawns.
High and Junior High Schools are
Timbers said, bul discipline has become .
"Now they don't have the time to do ·
much happier with t_heir neighborhood
much more controllable with the new
that," one person said.
this year thl!n they have been for several
set-up.
years.
From a teacher's point of view, study
The high school has' 775 students but
The-new single session schedule in the
halls have quietened the halls, making
Timbers
expects that number to drop to
schools has kept students inside the
teaching a bit easier, according to
700
in a couple years. The Junior
about
school - all day and off neighbors'
science teacher Betsy Chase. Some
High School has 639 pupils.
premises, residents and school
teachers even claim the new situ~tion
administrators report.
~as improved students' grades ~mce,
Not only do students stay out of the
"It's alleviated my situation 100 ~ Chase said, "given the opportumty to
neighbor's hair during the school day,
·- percent," Anthony Cantone of 82
Church St. said.
In the past, Cantone said, students
plagued his lawn and porch, littering the
area with b.ottles and · drinking and
smoking.
_
By HILARY ROSENBERG
"Their mess was always kicking
the need to obtain the federal permit.
West Rutland officials were told this
around," he said.
The . town received an Act 250- permit
week that by filling in swampland at an
At times students would deliberately
from the state Environmental Board in
throw · garbage . on his lawn, Cantone - industrial park site they broke a federal
1978.
law.
said. Vandalism, sometimes resulted,
Selectmen said that of the several
· Victor Maerki, legislative assistant to
such as . when .students tore off the
state and federal agencies they have
Sen. Robert Stafford, R-Vt., told Town
railing on his porch, Cantone recalled.
dealt with I.ti trying to ·get this project off Mariager Quentin Phelan the· town
But now, "there's no more of if," he
the ground, none ever mentioned the
404
of
the
Clean
Water
violated
section
said. Only infrequently do students
. federal law or permit. In fact, they noted
loiter on his lawn, he said, and when . Act, requiring that a permit be obtained ·
the first acre of swampland was filled in
to fill wetlands that are adjacent to
that happens it is "short-lived."
by the National Guard. Town officials
streams. Sen. Stafford helped write the
For ten years the schools operated on
conjectured
a lack of comunication _
section a couple of years'ago, his aide
a split session-scheditlec-Some -students
_
··between
state
and federal agencies was .
said.
arrived early in the morning and left
at fault.
'
According to Alan .Laraway of the
eariy in the afternoon, while others
Corps of Engineers district office in
started school later and left late in the
That the violation was inadvertent
Burlington, the Corps is assigned to
day. Throughout the day, high school
' does not release the town. from its
administer and enforce section 404. In
students were allowed to roam in and
obligation to have the permit or comply
.out the building during free periods. - - this ca~e, _the Corps inspected the site
with the federal government's request to
But now study halls keep students in - and sent a notice of the violation to
correct the situation, Laraway affirmed.
fede.ral agencies such as the U.S. Fish
class seven perii:>ds a day.
However, he said the Corps is willing
and Wildlife Service and the
- "Everybody's accountable to be sod
to
lisfen ' to the town's argument
Environmental Protection ·Agency,
place every minute," high school
supporting the continuation of the
asking
for
opinions
on
the
violation
and
principal William Timbers said.
.:Project. The town will have to come up
what action should be taken concerning
Across the street from the high school
with economic, .engineering and
it,
Laraway
said.
at the Rutland Jewish Center, the new
environmental data showing how tbe
In West Rutland's case the opinions
rules have made "things much better,"
project can proceed without adversely
indicated approximately seven acres of
Rabbi Solomon Goldberg said. No
affecting the environment, Laraway _
fill
would
have
to
be
removed
to
longer are there "constant numbers of
said.
preserve the wetlands and the wildlife
people sitting on the · steps of the
habitating there. The Corps then
synagogue porch," littering with
The final word on the · issue of
ordered the removal in a letter to the
cigarette butts and bottles, marking the
removing the fill material comes out of
town that was sent two weeks ago.
building with graffiti and making
the central Corps office in New York
Phelan and town .selectmen claimed
"remarks" to people going in and out of
City, he said.
this week that they never knew about
the building, Rabbi Goldberg said.
Maerki said Stafford's office' is
"trying-West Rutland out of its pickle."
METAL BUILDINGS
NEW HOMES
The office has contacted the Corps to
Barns · Sheds
Custom or Preffab
·
roquest that it cooperate with the town .
·Log Homes

but they leave the area immedi~tely
after their last period, administrators
confirm.
"Kids used to wait around for their
friends (to get out of school)," Jtlnior.
High School Principal Dominic Paul
said. "Now they come and leave at the
same time ... I mean they j1:1st leave."
It only takes students about five
minutes to clear out after the school day
ends, Paul said.

Town Told Swamp Fill Illegal
in arriving at a reasonabie solution to
the conflict witli the industrial park site.
According to Phelan, Maerki said ·
Stafford '.s office will try to help the town
in its effort against the fill removal.
However, Maerki added the remainder
of the swamp could never be filled and
the parcel that ·has been filled could not
be used for_ industry, due to the
violation of the federallaw, Phelan said.
Selectmen 'have little faith in
Stafford's pledge to help the town,
however.
Instead, they feel the solution to the
problem will have to be worked out in
court, selectmen said. "You either do it
their way or you do it our way, in
court," Phelan insisted.

Garage~

RICK KAMINSKI
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INSIDE STORM WINDOW

Brandon, Vt. 05733
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C arm_o te Paint Store
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v

our entire stock of
Mens' and Ladies' clothi11g.
-
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Inexpensive to Buy
Substantial ~riergy Savings
Safe and Easy to Clean
Added Security Barrier
Sound Barrier
Great for the Do-It-Yourselfer
Lightweight Aluminum and Glass Construction

.

Shop tonight unt,i I 9pm, Saturday u11ti I Spm.
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1
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West Street
(across from the Post Office)

Rutland, Vermont

775-4351
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Alleged DrtJg The
By TIM TAYLOR
An affidavit _in .an alleged drug-theft ·
case at Rutland Hospital reveals that a
security officer .confronted a nurse
about missing drugs after he found
parts of syringes and some blood.1
stained paper in a wastebasket.
Another affidavit in the case states
that a second nurse sparked concern
because of her "progressively
deteriorating performance" in the
pediatrics ward.
Both affidavits, signed by Chief
Investigator Raymond Taylor of the
Rutland Police, help tell the story of
two Rutland Hospital nurses who have
been accused of stealing drugs.
Judith Welch, 29, of 113 Library
_Ave., has pleaded innocent in Rutland
District Court to a felony charge of
"embezzling" the drug demerol, a pain
killer.
And .Karen Tuttle; 31, of 43 E.
Washington St., has been cited by 1
police for Etllegedly stealing a ll!-rge vial
of valium, a tranquilizer, while on duty

in the hospital's operating room. She
has not yet entered a plea.
Both women reportedly have been
fired from their positions with the
hospital as a result of the alleged thefts.
The charges against Welch and Tuttle
are the latest incidents involving drug
thefts at Rutland Hospital that have
come to the attention of the public in
·
recent months.
An inquest was opened in July by the
Rutland County State's Attorney into
thefts of-drugs at the hospital and at
Eden Park Nursing Home.
The 'inquest, still in progress, ha~
centered on the activities of Ellen Mary
Adams, a registered nurse formerly
employed by both institutions. Adams
committed suicide Aug. 31.
The investigation of Adams is
unrelated to the charges against Welch
and Tuttle, said Deputy State's
Attorney David Suntag.
According to affidavits in the twp
new cases, hospital officials first became
concerned about Welch because of her

Carry-Out Foods
Get Royal Preparation ·
By LOUIS BERNEY
national reputation for his cooking at
Epicureans of Rutland, rejoice.
Royal's Hearthside, prepares most of
One of the city's premier restaurants,
the hot dishes at the gourmet shop early
Royal's Hearthside, has renovated and
each f!10rning.
expanded its gourmet shop on Main
The shop, which had its official
Street so that aficianado s oJ the · opening Nov. 16, will be open seven
restaurant's excellent menu can sample
days a week, from 6:30 a.m. until IO
/
some of Royal's delightful dishes in
p.m.
their own dining rooms.
Customers may order their gourmet
The restaurant's proprietors, Ernie
choices over the phone, according to
and Willa Royal, have added a hot food
Mrs. Royal.
carry-out section to their gourmet shop
Royal's Hearthside opened in 1963,
that will offer customers an assortment
and the gourmet shop went into
of dishes, including selections from the
business nine years later. The shop was
restaurant's menu.
closed for six months to allow for the
The new shop, which is fashioned
expansion and renovations.
after an old-fashioned European
Many of the old counters, which offer
market, provides a number of other new
such selectl.ons as choice cuts of meat
sections besides the hot food table.
and a variety of seafood, not to mention
Shoppers will be able to purchase
mnr exo · packaged foods (some of
fresh produce, an international
which come under Royal's own label),
f
selection of cheeses, take-out salads,
remain.
freshly ground coffee, sandwiches and
But the new counters are sprinkled
an expanded number of wines, pastries
around the premises and give the shop
and desserts, in addition to the former
the image of a comple.te market.
array of gourmet foods.
The Royals still sell chef's appliances
"We felt that the gifts were occasional
in tlie store, but the gift shop has been
things, where food is eaten all day long,"
completely removed.
Willa Royal said in explaining why she
To help move things along, the sales
and her husband decided ·to convert
staff has been increased fr'om four to
their eight-year-old gift and food shop
seven. And the Royals themselves are
solely into a gourmet market.
constantly to be found around the store,
"People are more interested now in
greeting customers and accepting
buying prepared food," she said. ''.We're
compliments for the opening of
·Rutland's newest epicurean market.
aiming to serve the local person. We're
here to make it easier for, them."
She explained._that many working ·
people today like to buy dinners that
already are cooked and bring them
home, rather than spend hours in the
kitchen.
·
Ernie Royal, who has developed a
'

I HUNTER'S
OWL'S
( CLUB
SlJPPER
Nov. 22 - 6 to 8p.m.

,
Homemade Chicken Pie With "Flxln1"
and De1aert1

Adm. $3.50

\

.

Follow Rte. 100 In Ludlow (off 103) lor
1/4 Mlle - Left on Owr s Club Rd. 1/2 Mlle
~
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Thrift Shop
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Hospital

"progressively deteriorating
performance in fulfilling her nursing
dutie·s" in pediatrics . .
At an April 24 meeting between
Welch and two of her supervisors, the
document indicates, she was told the
hospital "could no ·longer tolerate her
behavior and mood swings which were
affecting her ability to ~dminister and
properly record medications and render
patient care."
_
Following the meeting, the affidavit
states, a supervisor was retrieving
Welch's belongings from the pediatrics
ward when she allegedly discovered two
syringes in an open tote-bag.
When confronted with the syringes,
Welch claimed they contained an antinausea drug intended for a neighbor,
accotding to court records. A
subsequent lab test showed the syringes
contained demerol, the police affidavit
·
states.
- ihe incident involving Tuttle,
according to a separate affidavit,
occurred only five days after the
hospital_ notified · police they were
having a problem with the theft of
demerol and stadol, ~ another painkilling controlled drug.
On Oct. 13, the' document states,
Tuttle herself reported someone had
stolen a multi-dose 'vial ofvalium from a
p:icka11:e of qrugs she had carried frqm

A

the hospital's pharmacy to the
operating room.
'
Tuttle told hospital security the vial
apparently had been taken when she left
the drug shipment outside a second
floor bathroom for less than five
minutes, states the affidavit.
While investigating the reported
theft, court records reveal, officials
found two syringe "sleeves," a portion
of a tournequet and some paper with
blood on it in a wastebasket in the
operating room's bathroom.
Armed with -this evidence, hospital
Security Chief Robert Carroll
confronted the t"".O nurses on duty in the
area~ the document states.
Ca r roll, the · report continues,
threatened to take their fingerprints and
have the blood on the paper analyzed.
A short time later, according to the
affidavit, Tuttle allegedly confessed to
Carroll she had stolen the vial and
indicated she had injected herself with
four to five cubic centimeters of the
drug. (One law enforcement official
familiar with drug abuse indicated that
amount of valium normally is
considered an extremely large dosage.),
Tuttle on several occasions denied
involve~ent wi~h other drugs missing
from the hospital, according to the
affidavit.

'DAILY' MONI'FOR?

Would you buy the Rutland Monitor if it were offered daily and included
world and national news and features?
If your answer is "YES", please fill out this coupon and mail it to Box 424,
Rutland, Vt.; 05701 or drop it off at the Monitor.office at 1~2 1/2 West St. or
with a picketer in front of the Rutland Herald. Please include your name,
address and phone number so that you can be contacted when the daily Monitor
begins. The space below has been provided for your comments on what you
would' like to see in a daily newspaper.
Name~~-~~-~~----~~~~~-~~-~-..;:_~

Address _ ____:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone_ _ _ _ _ _~
COMMENTS:._ _ _ _-'"' - - - - - - - - - - ,.

...-.....+1·Pllll'L'I
I HAND LOTION -1
Cracked Fingers - Chapped Hands
Rough Skin - Wind Burn

It Has No Equal!

.

'51 Merchants Row & 62 Woodstock Ave.

THE
BENCH
Restaurant

·1

87 STATE STREET
RUTLAND, VERMONT

"

AC ROSS F-ROM
DISTRI CT COURT

§>}~~

Luncheon Se rved Daily
lla.m.
Daily Luncheon Specials

IIAIRCUTTING

Dinner S erved
Friday, Saturday Evenings

(For Consignment}

Rutland

By T he Firepl3:ce

open Mon.-Frl., 10-5, Sat. 10-2

775:1806

NEEDED
Winter Outerwear

, cater mg for sma 11-parties

*
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Arrival Expected Next Week

Free Parking?
It'~ Temporary ·

Hospital's.Scanner Nearer
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Rutland Hospital's computed
tomographic (CT) Scanner, planned ·
and fought for more than a year, will
soon be here.
If all -goes as planned, the $241,000
scanner will be sent from Maryland
Monday and arrive at the hospital on
Wednesday, according to Assistant
Administrator William Taft.
Hospital officials and engineers will
meet Friday with representatives from
_Pfizer Medical Systems lnc. 1 the
manufacturer of the scanner, to review
the final arrangements for the machine's
· delivery and installation, i::aft said.

Renovations are now being made to
rooms in the radiology section of the
hospital to accommodate the scanner.
Several walls are being removed while
new walls will be erected to form the
"CT suite," where the scanner .will be
situated, Taft said.
work on electricity' plum bing and air
conditioning will also have to be done in
preparation for the machine's
installation.
·
According to the current schedule,
Pfizer technicians will begin installing
the scanner on Dec. 1. Installation is
expected to take · t~o to three weeks,
Taft said.
·

Actions Are Dropped
Against Two Strikers
Two legal actions brought against
striking workers of the Rutland Herald
by the newspaper and its employees
have been dismissed.
One, involving allegations of simple
assault, was dismissed by the city grand
juror for lack of evidence, while the
other, a request for an injunction
against striking reporters Megan Price
and Deborah Graham, was dropped by
the paper.
Graham was also involved in the
simple assault case. According to a
complaint, Graham was alleged to have
kicked Herald worker Kirk Faryniasz
as he crossed the picket line in front of
the newspaper's Wales Street office.
Faryniasz filed a complaint with the
city police, with the result Graham was
cited to appear in District Court to
answer to a simple assault charge.
This week, · City Grand Juror J9hn
Canney said he had decided not to bring
the case to court based on the statement
of a sheriff who witnessed the scene.
That sheriff, according to Canney,
"did not view it as an ·assault." Ganney

added: "I agreed with him."
In the . other case, the Herald had
aske9 for an injunction against Price
and Graham to prevent them ·from
"harrassing, intimidating or
threatening" Herald employees or
customers as they crossed the picket
line. In addition, the paper asked for
$1,000 each in damages from the pair.
The paper was granted a temporary
restraining order against the two
striking reporters on the strength of
their complaint, which included five
affidavits from Herald employees who
said they were frightened for their own
physical well-being · around Graham
and Price.
,
Graham and Price repeatedly denied
the bulk of the allegations against them,
and characterized the complaint as
"ridiculous:"
·
Late last week, the company's
attorneys communicated to Alan
Biederman, attorney for the two
reporters, their wish not 'to pursue the
case any further.
With that, the case was dismissed.

Parking illegally · in 1 Rutland . has
always been a gamble, but for a while
this week, the odds of not getting caught
were a little more in favor of the driver.
When questioned about_ a reponed
shortage of blaQk parking ticket forms;
Rutland Police Captain Douglas
.Williams replied with a simple, "We ran
low," followed by a nervous laugh.
As Williams explains it, police never
actually ran ·o ut of tickets altogether.
But officers were asked to search for
stashed-away books of tickets, and
some parking patrol duties were
curtailed, Williams said.
· "We got down to the real warning
zone where we had to make sure nobody
was hoarding them," Williams nott!d.
"But we haven't reached the crisis stage
~ere we're completely out of parking
tickets," he added, "and we won't." A
new shipment of tickets should be
arriving from the printer "any day",
according to Williams.
During the shortage, Williams said,
the city's two parking officers have been
catching up on tracking_down scofflaws
- those who build up several unpaid
~
tickets.
The department plans computerize
its traffic system eventually, according
Christmas Crafts
to Williams, thereby making easier the
prosecution of ·minor offenses. But in
On Sale Saturday
the meantime, Williams conceded, the
department is concentrating mostly on ·
There will be a Christmas Craft and
those with several violations.
Rummage Sale in St. Anne's Han,
"Some people accumulate 100
Immaculate Heart of Mary Church,
tickets," explained Williams, "and they
Lincoln Ave., on Saturday, Dec. 6
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. This is a good ' certainly have high priority in our
book."
opportunity to purchase handmade
articles for Christmas.

Hospital employees will be trained to
operate the new scanner in late
December, he said. An open ho.use for
the public to view the device will be held
some time in January.
The open house will represnt the
outcome of several months of struggling
to get the scanner approved on the state
level. In June, the Vermont Health
Policy Corp. turned down the hospital's
proposal to buy a scanner.
However, it later reversed its decision
when presented with specific data
supporting the purchase.
The scanner will be financed with
about $200,000 in pledges and
donations from the community and
money from a hospital fund used for
purchasing equipment.
The computed tomographic scanner
is a sophisticated electronic device that
enables physicians to diagnose patients'
internal disorders. A patient is placed in
the cylindrical machine and
computerized "pictures 1" something on
the order of X-rays, are produced.
The device is particularily helpful in
diag~osing damage to the nervous ·
system.

to

FOR CHRISTMAS
, Gifts From i\round The World
SHOP,- EARLY
MAIL EARLY.

'''""'~"'

lnternat1onale ,,.

15 N. ... St.• Ill. 1, RlllMI. VI.
/
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ravel
ompany

. 802 775-6921
MERCHANTS ROW

RUTLAND, VERMONT

'OPEN DAJLY lOA.M. .9 P.M.
SUNDAY1P.M.·7P.M• .

~•The
~••Opera

•••House

Something For No~hing???
Not quite, but almost. Buy something -for
yourself and get a gift certificate for so- meone else-orfor yourself. Here's thedealJ
'This Thursday, Friday, or Satilrday, come in
and buy a suit or sport coat and receive a gift
certificate worth 20% of your purchase. You
may have the gift certificate made out to
- an~one, and it may be used in our men's or
ladies' shops. Remember Thurs., Fri., Sat.
only. Fri. 'Til 9:00! ·

~C1rhlne And.ersan
DRESS RIGHT - You can't afford not to

VISA, MASTER CARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED

P-!!'sland
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Come In and Sign Up to Win An
ATARI COMPUTER·SYSTEM
52 Center Street

Rutland Vt. 802 775-2958
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·F ire Report on Highlitnd ~Gray Due
By MEGAN PRICE ,
_
POULTNEY - The Highland Gray
Inn, which was recently refused an
entertainment permit for the months of
November and December by Poultney
selectmen, now may be facing an even
bigger problem. Town officials are
awaiting a report by state fire marshal
Robert .Schlachter conducted at the
Inn, Nov. 17.
The - three-story building now
provides bed space to hotel guests and
offers a bar and restaurant on its first
floor.
Owners Dean Minthorn and Robert
Williams have- made man_y alterations
to the building since they assumed
.ownership of the Highland Gray about
three years- ago:
· But those alterations may not be
enough to meet · state and local fire
' codes.

When a local deputy sheriff noted
earlier this year that- exit doors were
locked rather than open in case of fire,
town officials asked for a fire inspection ·
.
by a state fire marshal.
Town Manager Judita Dupont said
Tuesday the inspection has been
completed, but the fire marshal's report
has not yei been filed with the town.
"It's not back yet," she said, adding
she suspects the report ' is now in
Montpelier_ and under review there.
"We don't know if it's good or bad."
.If the report is negative, the building
could be shut down immediately by
town officials.
At the Oct. 13 meeting of sele~tmen,
several of the Inn's neighbors
complained of loud and abusive
.language, bottle throwing and fights
occurl-ing around the bar. It was not the
first time neighbors 'have complained.

Paul Lynch, of Lynch's Variety Store
on Main Street, said that loud music
emanating_ from the bar sometimes
continues until 2:30 a.m.
A few mont!ts ago, selectmen banned
both the Highland Gray Inn and
Hohner's - the only other Main Street
bar - from featuring live entertainment
during the week. Residents have
complained however, that Minthorne
and Willi ams have recently
circumvented this mandate by installing
a juke box.
According to - Dupont, neighbors
"three doors down" have complained of
loud music, coming n·ot from live bands
but from the jukebox.
At the Oct. 13 meeting, selectmen
agreed to refuse the Highland Gray
Inn's owners live entertainment permits
for the near future.
Local sheriffs have also accused the

Pou,ltney.Merger Idea Alive
.

'

By MEGAN PRICE

deputies on an hourly fee scale.
POULTNEY - Voters here have
Taxpayers budgeted $15,000 for
approved continuation of the town and police last March, the same amount
c village· merger study with a 793 to 397
they had approved on Town Meeting
vote.
Day in 1978.
At the same time, residents approved
But rising expenses and an increased
call for police protection during the
the addition of$5,000 to supplepient the
town's police protection for the balance summer months quickly depleted the
of the year. Seven hundred and twentypolice budget.
two persons approved that expenditure
In early September, selectmen and
·
- Town Manager Judita Dupont agreed
while 446 voted against it.
' Poultney .contracts with the, Rutland
Poultney was running out of money to
pay the sheriffs. Without the additional
County Sheriffs Department for local
police protection. The town pays the
money, town· officials said Poultney

~ Theater

O_fferings

Movie Listings
Week of Nov. '11-27
Rutland: Movieland - _ Private
Benjamin; Plaza .Cinema
TheAwakening; Studio I - Beyond _
Death's Door; Studio Il - It's My
Turn.
Special matinee at Studio II Saturday
and Sunday of "Santa Claus."
Showings at 2 p ~ m. All other shows 7
and 9 p.m.
Ludlow: The Ludlow Cinema
Caddyshack (through 11/23)
Manchester: Manchester Cinema
Smokey and the Bandit, 7:30 p.m.; No
N_ukes, 9 p.m.
·
Lo.nd.onderry: Derry Twin Cinema Stardust Memories; It's My Turn.
Showings Friday and Saturday at 7
and 9: 15 p . m. Sunday through
Thursday, one showing at 8 p.m.
Randolph: Playnouse Theatre

Stardust Memories (through 11/25);
20Ql - Space Odyssey (Wed., 11/26);
0 h God Book II (starts 11/27).
New hours starting this week.
Showings at 7:30 Sun. through Thurs.
and at 6:30 and 8:45 p.m. Fri. and Sat.
Middlebury: Campus Theatre
Dressed to Kill, r7 and 9 p.m. ·
Castleton State College: Steelyard
Blues, 12/ 3, 50¢; MASH and Catch-22,
12/ 10.
Springfield: Ellis Theatre --o: Oh God
Book II.
Bellows Falls: Ellis Theatre - Dressed
to Kill.

would be without police
before the year ended.
dipped into a contingency
. down on sheriffs' hours and
the voters' decision on Nov.

protection
Selectmen
fond, cut
waited for
4.

The $5,000 appropriation will come
from Federal Revenue Sharing money
the town received earlier this year.
Voters also authorized $electmen to
appoint a committee to "consider,
formulate and approve a plan of
merger" between the town and village.

a

The board met twice a month for
year, reviewing and calculating all town
and village income and expenses over a
three-year period. Their findings, based
on a theoretical merger of the village
and town in 1979, envisions a General
Fund tax rate of 69 cents.

Highd.and . Gray owners of "over. serving" their cu·stomers - allowing
them to drink too much alcohol. .
But other sheriffs credited the bar
owners, saying they have seen Williams
and Minthorn drive. some of their
patrons home rather than,allow them io
drive themselves home after a night at
the Highland Gray.
Owners Minthorn and Williams said
they have a list of trouble-makers who
are not allowed to enter the bar and:are
awa·re of some problems. But Williams
said he feels neighbors may be making
crank calls about problems at the bar
when in fact there is no one in the bar
and it is closed down.
-~
· .
At the Nov. 10 meeting of the
s~lectmen, Williams and Minthorne
protesled the board's earlier decision to
outlaw entertainment at the Highland
Gray. _
They asked why Hohner's was not
similarly cited and were told by the
board that selectmen had not had any
complaints about Hohner's business
recently.
- Hohner's request for entertainment
for November and December has been
_
approved.
.
Selectmen Stephen Taran -and
Chairman Robert English have both
gone on record as being in favor of
closing the two Main Street bars. Town
officials have found.that the majority of
hired sheriffs time is spent patroling the
Main Stree.t area when the bars are-._
·serving. Police reports state that this is
where most of the trouble occurs. "My position is this," Dupont
explained recently. "I'm for a business
making a buck but not at the expense of
other people." .
Dupont said that since the
elimination of live entertainment at the
Inn and Minthorn's and Williams'
hptification, she has not had any
::omplaints about the bar.

STRONGS AVE., RUTLAND - OPEN THUR. 'lll 8, FRI. '1119
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From
The
Police
Blotter
11~
~,
The following are excerpts from the
Rutland City Police daily log for the
week of Nov. 13 to Nov. 20.
Thursday, Nov. 13
18:57 -:--- Report of dead dog on north
side of Killington Ave.
22: 10 - Rescue squad dispatched to _51
Allen St.
22:31 - Intoxicated subject came into
station and passed out on floor.

subject in Plaza parking lot: Wife
unable to start car.
12: 19 - Report of juveniles riding
motorcycles on Lyman Ave. with no
helmet and no license. Unable to locate.
12:44 - Report of sick woman in Plaza
lot. Apparent heart attack. Aldous
Ambulance notified.
21 :01 - Escorted runners from city
limits north to ~ity limits south.
23:26 - Shoplifter at Grand Union.
Subject cited into court.

Sunday, Nov. 16
00:37 - Report of intoxicated subject
on side of road between Center and
Friday, Nov. 14
Washington. Unfounded.
02:03 - Report of vehicle heading west
00:54 - Intoxicated subject came into
on Center St. with youngsters in back.
station. Turned over to AIR.
-. being very loud and boisterous at this
01:49 __: Report of subject i.n long red
- time. Area checked, unable to locate.
- dress. walking in and out of traffic on
06: 16 - Home broken inter in northern
North Main. Area checked, negative
end of city during nignt. Pocketbook,
- results.
keys to vehicle and vehicle stolen.
07:42 - Received call from woman in
Vehicle later recovered.
southeast
section of city about a woman
07: 17 - Second report of housebreak in
.
screamin'g.
Officers responded .
northernend-of city.
Determined
incident
was disagreement
07:20 - Fire at 202 Columbia Ave.
between son and mother.
07:30 :_ Report of break at apartment
17:56 ·- iuveniles reported drinking in
in Elm· St. area, groceries taken.
local
establishment, unfounded.
07:44 - Report of vehicle stolen from
19:09 - Report o(_deer hit in roadway
Church St. area.
near River St. bridge. Deer dead. Game
07:55 - Fire at 225 Dorr Dr.
warden notified.
08:45 - Report of break at' Rutland
Monday, Nov. 17
Mentai Health. Television stolen 00:07 - Officer reported smoke coming
same set as stolen lastweek. Case still
from house at 23 Terrill St. RFD ·
under investigation.
notified.
09:21 -:--- Received notice from police
08:07
- George Cesarski, 82 Crescent
academy dog trainer. Will be walking
St., reported deer stolen front back
dogs in Crampton Ave. area.
porch.
09:40 - Report of abandoned vehicle at
Roberts ·and Lincoln.
16:23 - Report of attempted rape in
14:41 - Intoxicated subject reported in
area
of Meadow and South St. 19-yearfront of Bardwell Hotel. ·Taken into
old
female
approached by male, age 15custody and turned over to Alcohol
Information Referral service.
17:04 - Report that new section of sidewalk at . Lincoln and Roberts ·has
been defaced.
Saturday, Nov. 15
02:27 - Accident with injuries on
Strongs Ave.: Michelle Letourneau, 19,
of Ludlow, received head lacerations ·
and possible back and neck injuries
when struck while crossing street by
vehicle driven by Lynette Abraham, 27,
of 27 Maple St.
. .
03:08 - Two women in inini-park at
~adison and Prospect having a
disagreement. Taken care of by officer.
One subject, intoxicated, taken home
by officer.
...,.05:58 - Request to deliver message to .

K~lly's

Krime-stoppers
Public Relations Officer Frank
Kelly's tip of the week: "With the ·
coming of snow, we receive many calls
in relation to snowballs thrown at
moving vehicles. ' This is a very
dangerous practice, because it could
cause serious injuries or death to people
in the vehicle if the operator loses
control of the -car."
-

Dear Friends & Neighbors: The Holiday
season is here again. It is time to think of
joining the second annual RUTLAND
COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY
COMMUNITY CHRISTMAS CARD.
Send cards to out-of-town friends, but
greet local friends in this special way. What
you would spend on cards and postage for
local friends can be a tax deductable
donation to help the homeless and helpless
animals all year Ions.
The animals cannot speak for
themselves, but we can; and we ask for
your help. Your donations (large or small)
will help the Humane Society help the
homeless, forgotten animals to find
shl!lter, food and a loving hand to aid
them.
At Christmas time the names of those of
you wllo have joined us in sending this
special greeting will "' published in this
pap~r. What a 1reat way to say Happy
Holiday to your local friends.
All donations can be sent to the Rutland
County Humane · Society, Inc., Stevens
Road, Pittsford, Vt. 05763. Be sure to
designate it for the Community Christmas
Card.
The animals thank you.

16, approx. 5 foot four inches tall, with
curly collar-length hair and medium
build. Subject fled area when car
approached. Under investigation.
16:37 - Beerkeg confiscated on Nov. 8
released to Farrell Distributing.
18:15 - Two male subjects came into
statjon with no place to spend night.
Referred to Pine Street mission.
21:24 - Received call from Rutland
man who appeared to be intoxicated.
Requested to go to jail. Officer
investigated and determined case was
domestic problem.
Tuesday, Nov. 18
00:0,J - ·snowing hard at this time. All
roads in city are snow-covered. DPW is
also out.
02:53 - Report of housebreak at
Killington Ave. •area. Pair of
rollerskates taken.
02:59 - Sbuth Main St. hill is bad.
DPW contacted and will take care of it.
04:54 - Three and three-quarters inch
of snow in front of station.
12:55 - Report of teenagers throwing
snowballs at passing cars on State St.
15:29 - Ripley Rd., Dorr Dr. and
bridge iced over. DPW notified.
16:47 - Advised by CB radio that west

side of River St. bridge is glare ice.
Vehicle is sideways across bridge,
unable to move. Vehicle gone when
officers arrived.
Wednesday, Nov. 19
0 I :0 l - Advised by security personel at
Finast in Plaza that employee had been
apprehended stealing merchandise.Subject cited into court for Dec. 9.
07:32 - Officer reported cruiser in
State Cut Rate lot with flat tire.
11 :38 - ·Stolen car located on· Healy
Dr. with two juveniles. Case forwarded
to State's Attorney for juvenile hearing.
18:05 - Attempted purse snatching at
Lincoln and Williams St. area. Subject
is male, around five foot six inches tall,
with shoulder length hair. Area
checked, unable to locate.
Thursday, Nov. 20
0l:11 - False fire alarm, box at River
and Granger. ·
08:02 - Information given for future
use: two dogs in Lincoln Ave. area
chasing youths. Area checked, negative
· .
results.

Is ple.ased to announce that Linda Hayden O'Neill
Uormerly of Bertha's Beauty Salon) has joined the Stafj ·
She is available Thursdays & Fridays.
168 Baxter Street, Rutland

Tel. 773-6886

The Area's Best Selection of Styles, Colors & Sizes For
Men - Women - Children

JQf GLUCK, PROP.

19 CENTER ST.

Drapes
Curtains
Kirsch Rods
Towels

RUTLAND~ VT.

Sheets
Blankets
Bedspreads
Comforters

Tablecloths
Slip Covers
Body Warmers

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6
Fri. 'til 9 P.M.

Master Charge & Visa Welcome

88 Merchants Row
Rutland, Vt.
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Private School·Approv~l
By HILARY ROSENBERG

The state Board of Education
Thursday withdrew its proposal for
legislation requiring that private
schools' obtain state approval ,
according to Joseph O'Neal, prip.cipal
-of the Dorr Drive Christian Academy.
O'Neal and other representatives of Vermont Christian schools met with
two board mem!>ers in Montpelier to
discuss the proposed bill.
' Edward Fabian, deputy commissioner of the education department, and the
board's attorney Robert Luce said the
board will review an alternate proposal
offered by the Christian School
Association that the state recognize

three · school categories public,
private and parochial - ins'tea d of
simply lumping church s,chools in with
other private institutions. Then, the
wording in any legislation regarding
parochial schools should be changed
from state "approval" to state
"recognition" of the school's existence,
O'Neal said.
However, O'Neal said, Luce and
Fabian indicated at the Thursday ,
meeting that the board will probably
drop its attempt to come up with
proposed legislation for private schools
for the time being. Otherwise, the board
~ill propose minimal standards for

DOdge'S Sentence · Reduced
Chief Federal Judge James Holden
has shaved two months off a six-month
jail sentence issued to Clinton "Corky"
Dodge of Rutland Town.
An order filed in U.S. District Court
in Rutland Thursday indicated Holden
had granted Dodge's motion ·for a
reduction oLsentence, but did not say
why.
Court officials said the motion was
contained in a personal letter from
Dodge to the judge, and that it was
"sealed" and unavailaqle for public
inspection.
_
Dodge was sentenced in August to six
months in a federal correctional facility
on. a federal gun law violation. The
. violation st emmed from Dodge
acquiring a firearm without notifying
the gun dealer, Frazier/ Sports of
Rutland, that he had a felony criminal .
record.
Dodge was convjcted of two felony
sex offenses after pleading no contest to
the charges in 1972. He received
probation fo r the charges.

Dodge bought the gun shortly after
being acquitted of rape. Dodge's
attorney, Rutland lawyer John Welch
Jr., could not b~ reached tor comment
late Thursday rilght.

,,

Ide~

both.private and public schools become
said. In order to progress from one
legislation, O'Neal said.
grade to the - next a student must
He said the association pr¢feri; the
complete 12 PACE booklets (study
General Assembly adopt their proposed , programs) in each subject.
legislation rather than have the matter
Discipline is strict at the school.
dropped · with the possibility that
Good behavior is rewarded by
another unsatisfactory proposal be
-privileges, the highest being the freedom
suggested.
·to wander from different activities in
The board's original proposal
different rooms of the school.
·imposed a sentence of$ I00 to $:2,500 or
Fo'r disruptive behavior, a student
one year.in prison for staff members of
receives demerits, which take away
any school not o~taining state
privileges such as recess.
approval, O'Neal said.
. Moral violations have different
According to O'Neal, the association
consequences. A . student discovered
would go to court to challenge any bill
lying or swearing (behavior- that is
that might lead to.state control of their
"counter to God's expectations" of
schools. He insisted the board's original
man, O'Neal said) is removed from the
draft of the proposed legislation went
room and spanked, according to
against the Constitution by not
O'N eal. If a child is discovered smoking
a-cigarette, he is expelled, he said ~ When
distinguishing between church and
a child is interviewed for acceptance
stat'e. "We 're a church doing business on
Mond;ty like we do business on · into the school, he is told about the
school's rules and punishments, he said.
Sunday," he said. "The school is the
"They don't come in blind," he
church."
remarked.
_
O'Neal's school is one of seven
O'Neal said the school's disciplinary
Accelerated Christian Education
policy creates a fertile learning _
(ACE) · schools in the state.' Founded
, environment. "The ACE system is IO
four years ago, the Dorr Drive School is
years ahead of public schools," he said.
located on the former estate of Julia
The school can teach a first grade child
Doria, a Vermont Poet Laureate in the
to read on his own in about nine weeks~
1800's, O'Neal related.
he said.
Each of. the school's 32 ·students
(spread out from kindergarten to 12th
grade) studies at an individual rate, he
Petitions are now being accepted for a
low income representative to the
Bennington-Rutland Opportunity
Council Board of Directors. This board
positio ri covers the areas of Brandon,
Pittsford, Chittenden, Mendon and
Sherburne.
Petitions must be fi led by Nov. 28. For
fu rther information, contact Judy DeHaCamera, 1-800-622-4121.

Low Taxes ·
4 Bedroom Cape in super condition
on 1 1/2 acres with panaramic view
and brook frontage. Formal dining
room and sunny spacious kitchen.
School bus pickup on locatton.

Attractively Priced At $53, 900.

June Salander

Real Estate

50 Kingsley Avenue
Telephone

Rutland

FREE
CLASSIFIED
ADS
CALL TODAY
775-7255

Some - people call us
The Hair Studio. Why?
'Because we are locateq on'
a third floor, overlooking the
rooftops of Rutland. Don't
panic, you don't have to
climb 3 flights of stairs. We_
.have a modern elevator'

R utland Town

We offer the ultimate in
haircutting for men and
women, also coloring, Henna, facials. and the
most sophisticated permanents, including "The
Sensor Perm". Give us a call:
'38 l/2 CENTER ST

' DOUGLA~
CREATIVE HAl~TYLINC.

•H-R:>Fl~

(ElEvATOR SErMq)
RUTLAf\O.VT

(w:J2) 775-6261

773-8429

Dr. Edward W. Brown
/

Dropped

'Announces That

Dr. Howard Nelson Rileywill IJe associated with him in the

Practice -of Chiropractic

We Will Purchase
Your Fine
· Jewelry & Diamond~ ,,
- We shall be pleased _to bJIY
your fine jewelry, gold sterling silver and diamonds for
immediate-cash.
Expert counsel given to individuals, banks, and attor- ·
neys in the strictest confi- ,
dence.

'I

Use One of Our Convenient Accounts or American Express; Diners
Club, Master Charge, VIH.
-

Monday-Wednesday-Friday
'
Tuesday-Thursday
Saturday

9 A.M.-12 Noon & 1:30 P.M.-5 P.M.
9 A.M.-12 Noon, 1:30 P.M.-5 P.M.
& 7 P.M.-9 P.M.
9 A.M.-12 Noon

FREE~
- eweler8
N

1618 MfRCHANTS ROW
RU TL ANO. VE RM ONT
773-279 1
I
~P-. Certified .G e mologist'
~..,..-. A meri can G em So ciety

-

All Office Hours By Appoi ntment
140 Main Street

77.3-3736

.

Rutland, Vermont
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K Cars, World Cars
Are Showroom · Draws
~

By KEVIN DUFFY
Area automobile dealers report that
the ballyhooed Ford World Cars and
Chrysler K Cars have definitely drawn ·
customers to showrooms since the cars
went on sale the first week in
October.
But the dealers remarks varied when
asked how well the cars were selling.
Some salesmen said the cars are selling
well, another said they're just beginning
to sell, and yet another said they haven't
sold well at all. .
"They've created a terrific amount of
interest," said Harold Westcott, owner
. of a Plymouth aealership in East
· Poultney. "But we are a little short on_
buyers."
Westcott, whose dealership sells a K
Car called the Plymouth Reliant, said
people are "just hanging on to their
pocketbooks."
Kenneth Maturo, who sells a
different K Car, the Dodge Aries, at
Granite Motor Co. Inc., on South Main
St., said sales of the new automobile are
just beginning to pick up.
"The curiosity stage is over," he said.
~·Now we're on to the sales stage."
_
Maturo conjectured that sales of the
new car sputtered initially because the
K Car and the World Car both went on
sale within two days of each other, and
people ,were weighing the advantages /
and disadvantages of both lines. Now,
Ile said, many people have fi,nally made
up their minds.
Chet Brileya, owner of Brileya's
Chrysler/ Plymouth Inc. in West
Rutland, echoed Maturo's feeling that '
people initially were just checking out
the much publicized cars, but now
. they're buying~them.
"We have been doing very, very well
with them (Reliants) since the first two
weeks," he said.
As for the Ford World Car called the
Escort, one dealer said its been a
drawing card but not a hot seller, and
another said its selling well.

"We haven't had any dramatic (sales)
increases .... but it did draw people into
the dealership," remarked Ed Root, a
salesman at Elmore Motor Sales in
Brandon.
Root said that people seem to be
more interested in mid-size cars rather
than compacts like the Escort. The K
Cars, which are bigger are subcompacts.
The main selling points of both lines
are that they offer front-wheel drive and
high gas mileage. .
. Clayton Stewart, owner of John C.
Stewart & Son Inc., ip. Cuttingsville,
said front-wheel drive is particularly
attractive in Vermont because of the
tough winter driving.
He said a customer of his, after
driving in Vermont's first substantial
snowfall this week, called and said that
his new Escort handled the greasy roads
better than his former car, a Fiesta.
To boost sales of the Escort, Stewart
said, people have to be reminded that
it's American made.
"It's just a matter of getting people <
used to the fact that this is an American
car," he said, confident of the car's
success.
Some of the dealers said that a strict
comparison can't be made between the'.,
K Cars and the World Cars because
they're different sizes and prices. The
tiase price of the smaller World Cars is
about $5, 700 while the K Cars start at
about $6,800.
_
In addition, Stewart said that early
sales of the new lines from Chrysler and
Ford can't be compared to early sales of
General Motors' X Body cars, which
came out last spring.
He said the X Bodies, four-wheel
drive sub-compacts which offer good
gas mileage, were made available during
a traditionally high-selling time of the
year and.during a period when gas was
not as plentiful as it is now.
GM plans to offer a "J" car next
spring.

Danielle Gibeault (left) and Susan Lloyd enjoyed an early Thanksgiving feast
this week at Christ the King School in Rutland.

The Sandman Is A Thief
The rising cost of sand, coupled with
an increasing number of thefts of sand
from city boxes, has prompted the
Department of Public Works to cancel
its longstanding practice of placing
supplies onand around Rutland to aid
stranded motorists.
DPW officials said this week they
decided earlier this year to strike the
item from the budget, thus saving them
some $5,200 that would ordinarily have
gone to setting up and maintaining the
familiar green 'sand boxes' in the city.
Tradi~ionally,
the public , works
department has placed those boxes at
slippery intersections, hills and other

notorious trouble spots.
In recent years, a DPW spokesman
said, people have taken to filling up
their pickup trucks wiih the sand, and
emptying whole boxes in a matter of_
minutes . .There have even been cases of
,drivers coming in from out of state to
swipe the sand, the spokesman said.
In place of the sand, a mixture of sand
and salt will be kept at the city landfill,
and will be available to any city resident
who requests it. Residents are
encouraged to go to the landfill and get
a supply of the mixture to keep on hand ·
in their car trunks in the event of any
tro'uble.

Freeze Ptit On Ice -Cream

By MEGAN PRICE
POULTNEY - Donald and Alberta
Pritchard 's plan ·to install an ice cream
parlpr in the former Gray Foundry
building has been frozen, accordihg to
Town Manager Judita Dupont.
The Pritchard 's approached
selectmen last summer with a plan to
renovate the old building and construct
a "family-type" ice cream parlor inside.
Alberta Pritchard, a former nurse,
said a hearfog problem . now prevents
her from continuing her former career.
The moth~r of several teenagers, she
said she noted the absence of
entertainment for Poultney's youth.
The idea of an ice cream parlor and
sandwich shop came after reviewing
several - options, she told the board.
After investigation by the board and
Dupont, the Pritchards were given the
go-ahead for their -project.
Much of the cleaning and painting of
the building's interior has been done,
Dupont noted earlier this week.
,
But a problem with the furnace has
developed. Town officials believe the
buiding's current heating system is
faulty and will not adequately heat the
building. Selectmen invited bids from
several local heating specialists in
September. Two of three bids have been .
received, Dupont said.
But now . the Pritchards have
suggested the town table the matter
until spring. The reason, according to
Dupont, is that "they realize winter is
not the time to be starting up an ice
cream parlor." . _
Meanwhile, town officials are
- investigating other uses for the former
Gray Foundry property.
The 4.5-acre plot was purchased by
the town , last spring. Since that time,
local officials have been busy
investigating possible uses· of the land.
·While some persons believe the town
should develop a recreation area, others

have envisioned an industrial or
commercial use for the property,
Dupont explained: "I don't want to
apply for a grant to do something
because I think this is what we need.
We're looking at the whole 'town ... and
developing prioritid before we make
any decisions. We have to decide what
Poultney r9ally needs."

FRIDAY'S SPECIAL

Fresh

$2.-2 5

'' S t e am e r s "

A ,Basket

4P.M.

'Til Sold Out

~
ESSENTIAL
· ALTERNATIVES

.

/

,..-zcor=..,..., FUTONS ,. . PILLOWS • OUIL TED THINGS

• Quality Paperback•
• Dl1tlnctlve Hard Cover
Book•
• Complete Children'•
Section
• Book• Speclal Ordered

Luxury quality

COTTON FLANNEL
SHEETS
Like sleeping in flannelette pa1amas.

•

WHITE, YELLOW, BLUE, &
CANDY STRIPE. Flat and fitted. Twin, doub~,
queen. (King to order).

54 Center Street
Rutland, Vermont 05701
802 - 773-3000

from $16.00 to $24.00
38 Center Street, Rutland, Vermont

773-8834
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EDITORIAL

The distortion continues.
There seems no limit to how far the pushers of editorial pens at
the Rutland Herald will go. The 11ew rule of thumb at the Rutland
daily seems to be: "Don't let the facts stand in the way.".
"This week's best example of the new "facts-come-secondjournalism" was exhibited in cc;>verage of the with~rawal of an
unfair labor practice charge filed against the paper by Local 303 of
the International Printing and Graphic Communications Union,
which represents the more than SO workers who have been on strike
to improve the working environment at the Herald since Oct. 3:
Herald Publisher Robert Mitchell announced through his
newspaper that the charge was withdrawn because it was
"unsubstantiated." He said the withdrawal "confirms" the Herald
has bargained in good faith with its employees.
But once again the Herald has omitted critical facts.
The central allegation in the unfair labor practice charge
con~erned failure of the paper's owners to provide key financial
information ·that might have brought an early settlement of the
labor dispute. The charge was withdrawn only after the National
Labor Relations Board in Boston extracted th~lt information from
the Herald's owners.
Though the information was not provided until nearly a month
__ after it was needed, it is true that once the information was in the
union's hands, the ·basis for the unfair labor charge largely
disappeared.
What is riot true is that this turn of events in any way
demonstrates the Herald has negotiated in good fitith.
In fact this and every action by the company only demonstrates
further that the paper's owners are only determined to break the
union, which has had contracts with the newspaper since the
1940's.
But the Herald's reporting of the unfair labor practice case
comes as no surprise. It is part of a pattern of editorial abuse that
bas developed since the strike began.
_
' Other examples of the new "facts-come-second-reporting" were
provided in the Herald's recent coverage o1the murder of a young
Rutland woman in Boston, and of alleged incidents of violence on
a city bus and in the city schools.
Still, t.heHerald_,'s penchant for putting truth and fairness in the
background is r:nost evident where the strike is concerned. The
Herald has taken great pains to catalogue alleged "incide~ts"
involving strikers. This catafogue has been labeled the "campaign
of. harassment against employees crossing the picket line."
The cataloguing of _strike-related developments has not,
however, -provided room for reporting complaints against management representatives who have threatened and abused
unio·n members with chains, vehicles, fists and feet.
Also, the Herald recently reported in depth on legal actiops filed
against striking reporters Deborah Graham and Megan Price. The
paper never reported that all legal actions filed against Graham
. and Price were subsequently dismissed.
The net result of the Herald's self-serving approach to coverage
of the strike has been to cloud the real issues in a dispute that has
deeply ·affected the lives of dozens of employees and has had
ramifications throughout the CO!Jlmunity.
Never does the Herald tell why it pays employees almost SO cents
per hour less than the average worker in the state.
Never does the Herald tell why it will not work with employees to
answer health questions posed by the use of video display

-

~m~•

Never does the Herald tell why its benefit programs are below
par or-'why six-day weeks are foisted on certain employees. ,1
And never does·the Herald explain how it can expect 20 ~triking
· union members to return to work and leave 30 of their fell ow
wprkers out on the street and out of luck. Never does the Herald
answer why.· it is not1nQrally wrong to try to turn worker against
worker in this way,
Instead the Herald loads its pens with yellow ink and ~drives to
divert attention from these central issues. ·
-This- .week's most peculiar pronoun~ement by the Herald's
owners accused the union of prolonging the strike unnecessarily.
Nothing could be further from the truth. The goal of the strikers
from the start has been to get back to work in the most timely
fash~on possible under a fair and reasona~le new working
agreement. That goal remains firm as this sixth edition of the
Monitor hits the streets.
It is_Robert Mitchell and Herald management who threaten to
leave more than SO Rutland families with empty tables this
·
Thanksgiving.
We challenge Herald management to show it is not they who
prolong this strike.
·we challenge them to show there is not good reason for us to
continue to exercise our democratic right to walk the picket and to
press on with our struggle for human dignity.
We challenge them to return to the bargaining table with a fair
· and just proposal for a long overdue settlement of this strike.
·we shall be there waiting.
1

--
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Letter-s to the
Letter to the Editor:
An article about your strike against
the Rutland Herald in the Vermont
Vanguard Press (Nov. 11) was very
interesting. I'd like to devote a few
comments to scab writer- Martin
Rablovsky.
The Vanguard quotes an article by
Rablovsky, part of which accuses you of
"slicing apart the fabric of this charming
city . . . " The only ones who are doing
this are Rablovsky-and his_ilk.
Herald editor Stephen Terry claims
Rablovsky's "writerman" style of
journalism brings to Vermont a
refreshing change. Isn't it strange that
what is so refreshing to Terry makes the
rest of us hold our ·noses?
Oh, yes! The Vanguard also said that
Rablovsky vehemently denies being a
scab. Well, when something looks like a
duck, waddles like a duck, and quacks
like a duck, it is a duck.·
P!!rhaps that example is a bit too
esoteric for Rablovsky to compr@end,
so 111 say 'it another way: One of the
Great Teachers in human history stated,
"By their works, ye shall know them."
A duck can't help being a duck, but a
scab chooses to be a scab.
KEVIN M. WALSH
Burlington.

Letter to the Editor:
Next Thursday will be Thanksgiving,
the day we thank God for all our
blessings. This year will be
little
different then years gone by, as a lot of
us find our pocketbooks thinner, but
the appetites of our children as hearty as
ever. ·
Being on strike for seven weeks is
beginning to take its toll on everyone,
however, we are still in unison with
"One for all and all for one." Some days
are worse than others and we can't help
having bitter feelinglabout all that has
happened to us, so I have written the
following lines of poetry to help us out.
Just for today, put all grudges
aside,
And maybe give in and swallow
your pride.
To settle an argument that's been
brewing for years,
That's maybe cost heartaches and
many a tear.

a

Then maybe tomorrow when you
start in your day,
That feeling of goodness will be
tht:re to stay,
And you'll find it much easier to
retire at night,
_
Knowing that somehow you made
a wrong right.
Happy Thanksgiving!
Jeanne_L. Zingale
Rutland.

Springsteen Rocks Hard
/

By KEVIN DUFFY
The street, the night, the automobile
- three recurrent images in the urban
rock and roll poetry of Bruce
Springsteen.
From his first album, "Greetings
from Asbury Park," to his latest, two
discs collectively called "The River,''.
Springsteen has used those images ..to
.describe New Jersey youths searcning
for love while busting out-of their kiddy
clothes into adulthood.
"The River" is replete with songs of
love tinged . with sorrow. But · what
separates it from other Springsteen
albums are the blistering rock and roll
songs; tunes like the frenetic "You Can
Look (But You Better Not Touch)," the
pounding "Crush on You" and the
rollicking "Cadillac Ranch," "I'm a
Rocker" and "Ramrod."
In each, .Springsteen's deft touch with
words takes a back seat to the chords.
Those songs hearken back to the very
roots of rock and roll, and their sole
purpose is to fuel a party.
Look, for example, at the first four
fast-paced lines of "I'm a Rocker": _"I
got a 007 watch and it's a one and
only /It's got a 'I Spy' beeper and that
tells me when you're lonely/I got a
8atmobile so l can reach ya in a fast
shake / When your world's in crisis of
impendin' heartbreak."
There are other rockers on this album
whose lyrics are not so carefree, and the
result is they seem more powerful.
"Jackson Cage" and "Two Hearts"
seem to this listener to fall into that
· category. -

As for the ballads, they are not, as a
whole, quite as successful as the faster
tunes. "Independence Day", "Point
. Blank" and the title cut are excellent,
but others are marred in some way.
For instance, "The Price You Pay"
sounds like a rehash of "The Promised
Land," a song on "Darkness on.the
Edge of Town," the album that
immediately preceded "The River."
And _"Drive ·All Njght" features
Springsteen wailing in the throes of
anguish - the result i s anguish for the
listener.
Botti tunes are on Side 4, making that
the weakest side of the double album.
But one side doesn't break this double.
album; there's plenty more good stuff to
assure that "The River" is a triumph.
The most beautiful of the 20 songs is
"Inde~endence Day", a heartwrenchmg account of a young man's
decision to leave home in order to
escape the rut in which his father, whom
he loves, is caught.
Springsteen's languid. way of singing ·
"Independence Day" fits perfectly the
fact that the young man's departure, ·
though sad, must occur for him to grow.
All in all, "The River," a two-year
effort by Springsteen, amply
demonstrates the songwriter's
incredible ability to write both th~
fiercest bursts of rock and roll and the
most touching ballads.
No other songster is so good over
such a wide range. That perhaps is the .
overriding message from "The River."
(The album was loaned by Stereo Theater on West
Street).
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Vixens: A Big.Bust
By KEVIN DUFFY
What a strange experience it was inthat grand old theater Movieland the
other night.
The occ;:asion was the Tuesday night
showing of "Beyond the Valley of the
· Ultra Vixens" and "Super Vixens."
There were only five of us in the .
theater. And there was no heat to speak
of, except for a small quartz unit at the
front of the theater and another in the
back. '

..
Dear Orion: I'm a junior in college,
majoring in astronomy, with decidedly
liberal values; i.e., anything goes.
However, I have a tough time making
my liberalism known to pretty coeds. If
you were in my shoes, what would be
your opening line?
,,
- From Mumbles
Dear Mumbles: Try this tried and frue
girl-getter: "Hey lambchop, wanna trip
to the moon·on gossamer wings with a
fellow _who likes to giggle loudly in the
dark?"

metaphysical question: Why did the
moron throw' his clock out the windo_w?
Dear Orion: I want to run for mayor but
I'm awfully shy. I never go outside, and
when the -phone rings I hide under my
bed with Mittens, my cat. What should I
do?
- From Please, No Name

But strangest of all were those
movies. If they had been just a shade
more bizarre they might have passed for
high-camp art.
Instead, they were simply crummy
movies featuring sexually aggressive
women a1I,1ply·endowed and dumb men
with sexual problems.
One of the dumb men in "Ultra

-

Although "Ult.r a Vixens" is set in
Arizona and "Super Vixens" in
Vixens," a · handsome guy named
California, both are introduced with
Lamar, tries to fight off the vixens who
German music and both feature a
keep jumping him. Inevitably he's
character named Martin Bormann,
outmuscled, but just when a vixen
played by different actors. Strange.
But enough about these awful
thinks she has her man, Lamar turns ,
aggressive and finds his sexual release in
movies. If Rutland's theater owners are
one particularly kinky way, much to the
interested in putting five people in
disappointment of those vixens.
Movieland every night, why don't they
Another dummy is Clint, who is
do it 'with class? Show, for -instance, an
featured in "Super Vixens." Vixens
award-winning documentary.
keep approaching Clint but he's
You wouldn't lose any additional
repelled, that is until he meets "Super
money and it's good p.r., which means
Vixen" (just call me Vix, she says), a
it's go!>d business.

Dear Please: Mittens should run for
mayor. You can be the campaign
manager, pulling the strings from the
shadows, preferably beneath the bed.

Dear Orion: I never thought I'd be
writing to you, but I'm at wit's end over
· a perplexing problem. I can't laugh
anymore. People tell me jokes and my
response is, 'So what.' I'm losing
friends. Please help me laugh.
- From Woody A.
·

Dear Orion: What's the perfect
Christmas gift for a 68-year-old woman
with bad teeth, diabetes and a
hankering for cherry twizzlers?
- From Betwixted, Bothered and
Bewildered

Dear Woody: Look at yourself in the
mirror and ask yourself the following

- -Dear BBB: A 68-year-old man with-bad
teeth, diabetes, etc.

woman who pumps gas out in the
California desert and who looks exactly
like Clint's girlfriend, a bosomy
beautiful dark-haired woman who,
early in the movie, is stomped in a
bathtQb by a cop suffering ~from
impotence (not to mention meanness).
The bathtub scene is particularly
grisly. After the vixen is stomped she
tries to crawl out of the tub. But the cop
will have none of that, so he throws a
radio into the bath water 1 electrocuting
the poor girl.
Writer, director, photographer,
editor and producer, Russ Meyer, who
has made a name for himself with vixen
movies,, not only has a fixation with big
breasts and sadism, but with German
musfo and that old Nazi Martin
Bormai;in as· well.

\
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Eric Letendre, Florence, Vt. 05744

Office: 802-775-1771

Hom~

802-483-6657

.

.

•·-~
What make.a a sweate~ a best seller?
When Ifs classlc In design, and the look
says "Shetland" - but the price doesn't.
This best seller 11 yours In a marvelous
rarige of colors, and · Is made of 80%
wool/20% polyester. Sizes S, M, L, XL.

!3 CENTER STREET. RUTLAND. VERMONT 05701
{80~)
OWNED AND OPl!RATEO BY

VINNY DIANA

775·4289
MON .• TUES .• WED •• SAT. SI TO !I
THURS . It FRI. 9 TO 9

There's also a bountlful assortment of
sweaters by Woodstock and Campus In
1000/o wools and acryllcs. Choose from a
multltude of sollds and stripes -1n crew
neck, V-neck or placket fronts. From $16.

.
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WHAT'S ****
HAPPENING
Doings At
The · Libra1:9y

Benefit Dance
In Burlington

A series of · three notable literary
programs for the public begin· this
month. On Monday, Nov. 24 at 7:30
p.m. in the Nella Grimm Fox Room of
the Rutland Free Library, author Joyce
- Sparer Adler will offer a st~mulating
reading from her forthcoming book
entitled, War in Melville's Imagination.
These three programs are cosponsored by the Vermont Academy of
Arts and Sciences and the Rutland Free
· Library. The programs are free and
open for the -public_

Toy Sale
ln Castleton

BURLINGTON - A benefit dance
will be held Nov. 30 in Burlington to
raise money for the families of striking
Rutland Herald employees.
- Music will be provided by the North
End Rythmn Kings, Jon Gailmor, and
Dan Gillmor and friends.
The event will be at R. W<Hunt's in .
downtown Burlington, and will begin at
8 p.m.
. .
Tickets, which cost $5, are. available
at Bear Pond Books, the Country Store
and Buch Spieler in Montpelier; at the
Vanguard Press office and Bookstacks
in Burlington; and at the strike center
office O)l West Street in Rutland.
The theme of the event is "a great time
for a great cause.·~ It has been organized
by an ad hoc committee of people
wishing to support the strikep. who
have been walking the pick.et line for
more than six weeks.

CASTLETON - Toys and sports
equipment will be on sale Saturday,
Nov. 22, at the Castleton Village
School, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
This is the third annual sale
sponsored by the Castleton School
Association. It will feature items like
used skis, skates, books, games, and
other toys that are in good repair.
Rutland County Audubon Society is
Persons wishing to bring items for the·
·
presenting
"Kookaburra Country'', the
sale are asked to price them .and deliver
- second in their series of Audubon
them to the Village School on Friday,
Wildlife Films, at Rutland High School
Nov. 21, from4to7p .m. Eighty percent
auditorium
on Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. Fran
of the proceeds will go to the individual
Hall, a master of nature photography
and 20 percent to ' the School
and creator of the film, will narrate it in
Association. Funds will be used for the
person. Tickets will be available at the
benefit of the Junior High students.
A bake sale will be held on the . door.
premises Saturday morning, also with
proceeds going for Junior High
programs and equipment.
_
CLARENDON - Mill River Union
For more information about the sale,
call 468-2428 or 265-3805.
High 'School's drama club, Stage 40,
will present the Tony Award-winning
musical "The Robber Baron", Nov. 21
and 22 at 8 p.m. at the school
auditorium. Tickets are $3 for adults, $2
for students and senior citizens.
The Rutland County Humane
Society is having a craft and foo~ sale
Saturday, Nov. 22, from IO a.m. on at
the Rutland Mall. There will be a large
variety of hand..:crafted items for sale ,
FAIR HA VEN Knights of
just in time for the holiday season; along
Columbus, Council 810 of Fair Haven
with an assortment of home-baked food
are holding a Toy for Joy D·rive. Drop
items to please those who do not get
off points: Kand.i 's Korner .and the
such things at home anymore.
.
Wooden Soldier in Fair Haven
All proceeds to benefit the many
Prunier's Market in Hydeville and the
homeless and abandoned animals at the
Village Store in Castleton. For further
shelter.
information call John Kelly, 265-4564. -

· Kookaburra Country

'Robber Baron'

Sweet Rose Review.
SWEET ROSE REVIEW, the
Crossroads Arts Council . Artist in
Residence for the week of December 15, consists of Janice Buckner on bass
and guitar and Anna Epstein on banjo. ;
Together they present a wide- diversity
of music. ,Concerts are designed to be
dynamic and exciting, while capturing
the feel of different musical genres.
Barbara Delatiner of the New York
- Times says, ~'They present a 'potpourri'
of virtually every style of music .. . The
result is a clever evocative piece of
counterpoint."
The residency here is partially
. sponsored by the V_ermont Council on
the Arts, Howard Johnson's Motor
Lodge, and the College of St.Joseph the
Provider. Three performances are open
to the public free of charge. They are
starred in the schedule listed below.
Dec. l - Sherburne Elementary
School, 10:00 A.M .; CSJP Bucci Hall,
8:00 P.M.

Dec. 2 - Northeast School, 10:00
A.M.; Proctor Elementary School, 2:00 .
P.M.; Castleton.State College, Campus
Center, 8:00 P.M.
Dec. 3 - Lincoln School, 10~00
A.M.; Dana School, 1:30 P.M.
. Dec. 4 - Mill River Union High
School, ·10:15 A.M.; Rutland Free
Library, 4:00 P.M. (Children).
Dec. 5 - Rutland High School, 10: 15
A.M.; Northwest School, 1:30 P.M . ·

Humane Society
Craft Sale

THE RUTLAND MONITOR

Toy Drive

Is Seeking Notices of Events of Public Interest. To
Ha've A Calendar Item Published In The Monitor,
Send The Notice To: The Rutland Monitor, P.O.
Box 424, Rutland, Vt. 05701. Notices Must Be
Received On or Defore Thursday.

STRIKERj..-7,.BENEFIT

Pico Base Lodge
Sunday, December 7-a:oopm

DINNER* ENTERTAINMENT
'

Featuring

·Trax
(Formerly the Eddy- Thomas Band)

Liz-Edwards',
Tickets .- $5.50 single
,
$10.00 couple

Sally Aiken

GIANT
RAFFLE

MORE INFORMATION
·-CALL 775 -04 71

. \
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Castleton Presents 'Macbeth'

CASTLETON An impressive
production_ of "Macbeth" has been
mounted by the Players at Castleton
State College. Itis showing at the Fine
Arts Center through Saturday, with
evening performances at 8:.15 p.m. and a
Saturday matinee at I p.m.
·
Written in William Shakespeare's .
grat "middle'" period, the years from-.,,1602 to 1608 that brought forth such ,
great dramas as "Hamlet" and "King
Lear", the play tells a tragic story of the
early wars of the Scottish succession.
It has given the world the prototype
of the weak, indecisive, corruptible man and the scheming, ruthless worn.an who
inspires him to carry out deadly crimes
to satisfy their common desire for
- power.

As a vehicle for the Players, it is
perhaps their mo_st ambitious straight
dramatic presentation, at least in recent
seasons. Directed by Byron Avery of the
theater faculty, the cast of more than 30
members includes students and people
from the area, several of them familiar
to local audiences.
Many of the actors also double - or
triple - as members of the stage crew,
in lighting, construction, costuming and
the rest ofthebehind-the-scenesactivity
necessary to the finished product.
All the action of the play_:__ which is a
long one, lasting more than two hours,
with an intermission between the two
acts - takes place on a triple-deck open
stage designed after the Elizabethan
model.

Election Infraction
·p rompts No Action
_
-By KEVIN DUFFY
BURLINGTON Chittenden
County State's Attorney Mark Keller
has declined to ' bring charges against
Burlington's city clerk~ office for
allowing primary election baHots to be
distributed illegally. "'
· Keller said an investigation revealed
t!ie clerk's Office had no criminal in.tent.
Instead, its mistake was not to follow
the letter of the law, an error fairly
common in city -clerks' offices around
the state, said Keller.
"We just didn't feel there was ariy
criminal intent, although there was a
technical violation," the prosecutor
said.
Keller's investigation disclosed that
the clerk's office allowed Rep. Alfred
Couture, D-Burli-ngton, to deliver
personally six ballots to voters in their
homes.
The elderly voters, all in Couture's
district 4-7, were unable to go to the
polls. Vermont · law says that voters

Westside
(Continued from Page One)
filled In. The survey revealed that Ga wet
owned a few acres the town had claimed
as its own and had deeded to Elnicki.
Elnicki said that apparently he has no
right to Gawet's land (it's 1 1/2 to 4
·acres depending on who's talking), and
that he has lost the money he spent
filling it in.
Town officials "said they'd make it up
to me," Elnicki claimed. But the town,
he added, has not done so.
Selectmen have suggested Elnicki bill
Gawet for filling in the land.
Attorney Rakow said Elnicki's
problem ·with the (:orps of Engineers
looms over everything else and it 'must
be solved before the mix-up with Ga wet
can be addressed.

confined to their homes can receive
ballots through the mail or from justices
_of the peace o 0 ly, Keller said.
Couture "did not realize he was doing
anything wrong," said Keller. The 70year-old Couture was seeking reelection in his district.
Keller said his investigation showed
there were not enough justices of the
peace to deliver absentee ballots, so the
city clerk's office allowed Couture to
deliver some.
Couture did not attempt to influence
voting where he delivered the ballots,
Keller said. In fact, he said, five of the
six who received ballots from Couture
voted for one of his rivals, Rep. Sadie
White, D-Burlington.
White lost her district seat to Couture
in the primary by 53 votes. Newcomer
Elaine Charbonneau, a Democrat,
finished first in the voting to capture the
district's other seat.
It was White who brought Couture's
infractions to the attention of Keller.
She said her intent was to "clean up"the
city clerk's office.
"The city clerk's office should be
cleaneo up," said the 78-year-old White.
"Whether we need a new city clerk and a
new mayor I don't know. But the city
clerk's office should be cleaned up."
She said her objective was not to
undo Couture's victory with ·the hope
that she would reclaim her seat. "That's
impossible," she said. White has been a .
state representative for 14 years.
Asked if he 'had'<ielivered the ballots,
Couture s~id, "I've done nothing that
she (Sadie White) hasn't done. I could
say it that way.,, .
City Clerk Frank Wagner voiced the
saine sentiment. "Sadie White has done
this herself," he said.
Wagner said he thought it was okay
for, Couture or White to deliver ballots.
"Over the years, when we've been stuck,
they've done it," he said. "We didn't
look at tltis _as anything wrong."

- PRE - HOLIDAY

SAL-E
25 %off
*A-L L DRESSES ·& JUMPERS
SELECTED GROUP OF

*SWEA'fERS
SALE ENDS NOV. 22nd .
Fine Feathers Make F"ine Birds

~,

(;ountrY SJiop·

56 Merdlants FON. R.Jtland.-Vermont

At ground level the space at the front
of the stage serves as courtyard,
banquet hall, battlefield, and the desert
heath where the three witches work
their sinister spells and give Macbeth his
first temptation to usurf" the Scottish
crown.
Behind this area, under an
overhanging gallery, another
compartment serves as throne room or
other castle interior,- diselosed -by the
parting of a curtain. Directly above, the
curtained balcony provides· yet another
domestic setting- Macbeth's chamber,
or the nursery w.here Macduffs-children
are killed. At the very top, in a murky
blu.e aerie, Hecate and the weird sisters
hold forth.

Lafley
(G.tntinued from Page One)
discussed only in private.
One such issue involves the criminal
charges that had been filed against
Lafley in connection with the telephone
ca'lls. Those charges eventually were
dismissed by Rutland County State's
Attorney James Mongeon because he ·
felt the case against Lafley could not be
·
won.
- Monge9n received jurisdiction in the
matter after City Grand Juror John
Canney, the original prosecutor,
disqualified himself because of a
conflict o[.interest.
"The story has gotten around town,"
Spoon told the board, "that I issued the
(theft of services) citation before I
checked with the prosecutor. This is
wrong."

In all, this ingenious arrangement
provides for flexibility among the
frequently shifting scenes characteristic
Spoon said Canney had assured him .
of Shakespeare's plays.
police had a good case against Lafley
That this complicated design, calling
before the citation was filed.
Police officials have in private
for constant changing of lights and
criticized both Canney and Broderick
curtains, worked without a snag at
for their handling of the criminal and
Wednesday's opening night, Is a tribute
- civil sides of the case.
. to the technical staff, with scenic and
lighting production by Don Jung.
Broderick also at several points came
Sound effects, directed by Lisa
under questioning by aldermen about
Lorimer, were also well coordinated.
why the city was reluctant to pursue the
The costumes, created by Jeannette
·case legally, even if that course resulted
Rousseau (who also plays Hecate) were
in a federal court challenge. Broderick
excellently evocative .of the period.
told the board he was not personally I
On Wednesday, while the first act
worried about handling protracted
sustained a high tension, the subsequent
litigation, but felt it was in the best
performance suffered from some
interests of the city to dispose of the case
unevenness in pacing. The blank verse
quickly.
' met with varying degrees of success and Spoon and Broderick were visibly
articulation before an audience hushed
upset when they left the aldermen's
to catch all its nuances.
chambers following the meeting. As
Outstanding was Chris Higgins, a
they left the room, Spoon attempted to
college senior from Bennington, as
discuss
with Broderick what had gone
Macbeth, consistent and credible as his
_ dark plans for greatness crumble
~rong with the vote, but was rebuffed
by the city attorney.
aro~nd
him. _ As Lady Macbeth,
Louenna Avery, a veteran Player,
"We've got realproblems," Broderick
chilled the blood with her ready cruelty
told Spoon just before entering his ·
at the outset and the final "perturbation
office and closing the door. Spoon
of nature" of her sleepwalking scene.
refused any comment directly following
For this reviewer, one of\he evening's
the meeting.
highest points was reached by Todd
A civil hearing on the merits of the
Pykosz as Macduff when, in a poignant
disciplinary case will now be scheduled
passag~ on the battlefield, he hears of
before a district court judge. Such a
the murder of his wife and -children by
hearing -had been slated for Thursday
Macbeth's assassins. This 20-year-old
morning, but was postponed to allow
student from Fair Haven was able to
aldermen to consider the ·proposed
encompass in his incredulous grief all
settlement.
the horror of Macbeth'~ evil, a reminder
that innocent victims of war are ancient
sufferers.
1

OCITIZE

-THE

~·

BABYSITTING.

MY
HOME!

By hour, day, or
week. For details
call 775-1356.

·~

EBEAUTIFUL
0
BAGUETIE
This
year's
look-the
.,..
classic baguette.
Designed as
jewelry with
elegant quartz
accuracy, a gift
worthy of
admiration.
49-4160-10

._th~

(yellow)

Beacon

;R esta_urant
At
Rutland State
Airport

\our <'.ounln
Mu~it· Spol

$250

There's no such thing as
an average Citizen.

OCITIZEN

~td
@
l I Center St.

-

t - ~- •

·""' ,'.;ff..,.

-

.....

•

~ -..-·-

...
-
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JIWELUCO.

DlAMOND MERCHANTS

Ben Desjardins
Registered JeU;eler
Amt>rican G~ Society
Rutland, Vf.
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C_L A-S S I F I E D
WORK WANTED. Mom, want more
than a babysitt_er? Reasonable rates,
infants welcome. Call Castleton.- 4685223.
FIREWOOD for Sale. Maple-split,
delivered or you pick up. Call 775-0461
or 247-5500.
-

FOR SALE - Two radial snow tires,
l.65 SR 15, Mounted on .Volvo rims.
Excellent condition, $90.00; also two
Saab 99 wheels -no tires, $25.00-. New,
never used, chemical toilet. Great for
deer camp or fishing shanty, $25.00; 3speed English-made woman's bicycle.
Blue. Has three baskets for groceries,
etc., $40.00; Scuba gear, tank,
regulator, -compass & knife, $85.00. Call
265-8668.

SALE Display Work in the Rutland
area. Rapid advancement for the right
person. $800.00 per month to start if
you qualify. Call 775-1933.

VICTORIAN farm house on l / 2 acre in
Rutland Town. Super location with
panoramic view. House needs some
work. $39,900. June Salander, Real
Estate, Rutland. 773-8429.

-

1968 FORD Econoline Van (needs
work). $475. Call 438-5400.

EXECUTIVE 9 room custom built
ranch in mint condition. Prestigious
neighborhood. N.E. school district.
- Priced just right for this quality home.
June Salander, Real Estate, Rutland,
773-8429.

TRAYNOR folded horn 18" speaker,
bass cabinet, $100. Furman Parametric
equalizer, $150. Ampec/Bass 18 amp
with ext. speaker, $450. Call days, 7751860, nights,. 775-3360.

I HA VE listings on 3 downtown
commercial buildings. Call me for the
details, June Salander, Real Estate,
Rutfand. 773-8429.

BABYSITTING, Clarendon area,
children three & up. Evenings and
weekends. 773-3043.

J

QUIET upstairs, two-bedroom
apartment. Appliances, no utilities. No
pets. Deposit. 773-8039.

ATTENTION Home owners, have that
snow and ice removed from your roof
and valleys by experienced men before
it causes damage. Guaranteed work.
Call before 9 a.m. after 6 p.m., Rutland,
773-7649.

FIVE-ROOM furnished apartment. No
utilities. 108 Marble Ave., West
Rutland. Call 775-7283 for more
information.

SIDEWALKS shoveled and sanded.
Fast service. Rutland 773-7649. Ed
Flanders, better call now and get .on the
list.

,HOUSEMATE wanted. Looking for
responsible person with ·house or
apar~ment who wants to share with a
like ' type. Preferably in MendonKillington area, but rural Rutland will
do in a pinch. Call Female at 773-6747.

FACELIFT furniture refinishing.
Specializing in antiques and natural
wood finishes. Veneer Repair. Ms.
Linaa Small, 9 Chaplin Ave., Rutland.
775-1771, 775-3191.

ROOMY Colonial, living room with
fireplace, separate dining room, ·sunny
kite-hen plus all appliances, oversized
landscaped lot, slate patio. Low 40's.
June Salander, Real Estate, Rutland.
773-8429.

VINYL Material repair ... not a patch
but a lasting professional repair. For
autos, trucks, airplane seats, vinyl roof,
snowmobile seats, furniture, luggage,
handbags. Can repair any cut, tear,
hole, burn. Eric Letendre, Florence.
_775-1771, 483-6657.

I

,5

I

L

coating, flashing, valleys tared, small
leaks repaired, cement block, chimneys
built, chimneys cleaned, pointed &
caped. Porches jacked, sills replaced
wooden steps built, fire-escapes, decks.
Guaranteed work, 23 years experience.
Ed Flanders, . Rutland. Please call
before 9 a.m. or after 6 p.m. 7-73-7649.
Fast Service. •
FOR SALE - humidifier by West
Bend, excellent condition. $35. 7754962.
FOR SALE IBANEZ custom·
electric guitar (white). Two years old
with DMZ pickups. Gold hardware
with case. $300. 775-1860.

MALE licensed practical nurse seeking
AKC . Registered Collies, 4 weeks, 2
private duty nursing or part-time.
females,
whelped Aug. 28th. Had shots,
Geniatric nursing, call Rutland, 775.:: been wormed. Call 773-2157 after 6
4603.
p.m. or see them at 71 Baxter St.
FEMALE - roommate wanted. Large
apartment. $175. with utilities. Call
ROCK & ROLL · Disco Jockey
evenings, 775-637 l.
,- availabl~ for weddings, Christmas
parties and New Year's parties, seasonal
MECHANICAL artist seeking layQut
dances. 775-6348.
work. Experienced, references. Contact
Pamela, Florence, 483-6113.
MUST SELL, 1969 Toyota Land
Cruiser with p!ow. New radial snow
tires. Excellent condition. $1800. Call
WANTED for parts, dead audio
775-3031. equipment, stereo's, amps, tape decks,
etc. Fre-e pickup. No reasonable offer
1979 FORD Pinto, green, 4 spd., 12,000
refused. 775-5967 weekdays.
mi., must sell. Call 775-2022, 775-7038·.
1949 FORD piCkup truck, excellent
condition. Call after 6, 362-2752.
1979 Cougar XR..:7. 35,000 mi. AM-FM $2, 700.
- 8-track Quad. Power windows. 20-25
MPG. Highway using cruise control.
HOME maintenance, general repairs,
Excellent condition. $5,900. Rutland,
l;>uilders, renovators, roofing, roll-slats, 773-3802.
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Trivial,You Say? Not to the Nuts. ~.
By CARLETON LAIRD
Baseball trivia buffs,- it's time to add
another item to the list of"must haves".
It's the new, first-ever Baseball
Calendar from the editor of the Baseball
Encyclopedia and Macmillan
publishers that covers the year 1981 and
is a treasure trove of information· and
trivia for the true "baseball nut".
The calendar consists of three
different elements. The first 'is events,
the second pictures and the third spaces
for participation by the reader.
. Each month has a different theme,
and where appropriate, blank spaces (or
you to fill in your guesses as to who will
win various awards' or races.
January deals with the Hall of Fame.
There are duplications of the plaques of
the first five inductees - Ty Cobb, Babe
Ruth, Honus Wagner, Christy
Mathewson and Walter Johnson - as
well as a series of pictures showing Hall
· of Farner Willie Mays making his
famous over-the-shoulder catch of Vic
Wertz' drive to center in 1951. There is
also a space to pencil in your chojces for
the '81 induction as well as a space for
the actual inductees.
February features a Great Player of
the Past - Babe Ruth. Surrounding the
month's calendar is the story of Ruth's
great performances, including his 1919
extravaganza. In- '19, Ruth' ·1ed the
league in homers with 29, runs scored
with 103, runs batted in with 112 and
slugging percentage with .657, while
batting .322. Add this to a 9-5· record
with one save and a. 2'.97 ERA on the
mound and you get an i9ea of the
Sultan's true versatility.
The March feature is Unbeatable
Records. Included in those considered
~unbeatab-le" by the experts are Joe
DiMaggio's 56-game hitting streak,
Johnny Vander Meer's back-to-back

no-hitters, Lou Gehrig's 2, 130
consecutive-game skein, Cy Young's
511 career victories, Ty Cobb's mark of
winning batting titles in 12 of 13 years,
Bob Feller's 12 career one-hitters and
Hack Wilson's major-league mark _of
190 RBI for the Cubs in the 1930 season.
For April, it's Great Opening Days.
Highlighted is the first indoor game,
held in the Houston Astrodome on
April 9, 1964; Bob Feller's' opening-day
no-hitter against the White Sox in 1940
.(the only one in history) and Ted
Williams' .449 average in the 14 openers
in which he appeared.
May's theme is Great Team. The 1927
Yankees, generally considered the
greatest team of all time, is featured.
The '27 Yanks had a fearsome lineup,
including the most devastating one-two
punch in history - Babe Ruth and Lou
Gehrig. The yanks also featured such
stars as Tony Lazzieri, who hit .309 and
drove in 102 runs; Bob Meusel, .337 and
103; Earle Combs, .356; Hoyt Waite,
22-7 with a 2.63 ERA and Herb
Pennock, 19-8.
June deals with Great Streaks. The
first that. comes to mind, of course, is
QiMaggio 's 56-game hitting skein. Also
told is Tom Seaver's record IO-straight
strikeouts, Walt Dropo and Mike
Higgins' 12 straight hits, Rube
Marquard's 19 consecutive wins and Cy
Young's record of winning 20 or more
games for 14 straight years.
July, naturally enough, is the All-Star
Game month. There are highlights of
past affairs as well as a blank box score
for the 1981 game.
Pete Rose is featured in August as a
Great Player of Today. There are loads
of facts on the Phillies star who is on the
trail of Cobb's record 4,190 career hits
as well as a table of where Rose is in the
all-time standings.

September deals with Great Finishes.
pennants and seven · W or 1d
Championships, including five straight.
Featured is Bobby Thompson's "Shot
Included in the back are 80 trivia
Heard Round the World," a three-run ,
homer that lifted the Giants to a 5-4
questions and a word puzzle, and the
victory over the Dodgers in the playoff
whole package sells for$7.95.
Also in -each month; on the
game of 1951 after New-York won 37 of
appropriate date, · is a· memorable
its la.§t 44 games behind Mays and
Monte Irvin to finish in a dead heat.
happening. For example:
With the arrival of October comes the - ' Jan. 3, 1973 - George Steinbrenner
World Series. Among the biggest Series
bought the Yankees.
Feb. 7, 1949-DiMaggio became the
events is Don Larsen's 1956 feat, when
he struck out Dale Mitchell on a 1-2
first player to sign a .$100,000 contract.
March 10, 1941
Brooklyn
pitch to complete the only perfect game
in World Series history. Whitey Ford
announces its players will wear batting
tossed 33 2/ 3 innings of scoreless
helmets.
baseball over several Seri'es and Mickey
April 6, 1973 - Ron Blomberg
becomes the first designated hitter and
Lolich is the last pitcher to win three
games,. Who pitched the most innings in
draws a base on balls.
May 24, 1935 - Babe Ruth hits three
a single Series game? It was a pudgy
home runs, numbers 712, 713 and,Jl4.
lefty with the Boston Red Sox - Babe
Ruth, in a 14-inning performance. And
June 2, 1925 - Lou Gehrig takes
of course, who can forget slugger Bucky
over at first base for Wally Pipp.
July 18, 1927 - Ty Cobb collects his
Dent's blast into the left-field screen at
4,000th hit.
Fenway in 1978 to lift the Yanks to a 5-4
win over the Sox?
Aug. 6, 1952 - .At the gfand old age
Noveml;>er is the mon~h of the Most
of 46, Satchel Paige hurls a 12-inning, 1Valuable Player. There are pictures of
0 shutout.
Sept. 8, 1965 - Bert Campanaris
the six three-time winners (okay, they're Jimmy Foxx, DiM~ggio, Yogi Berra, 1plays all nine positions in a single ball
game.
Roy Campanella, Stan Musial and
Oct. l, 1961 - Roger Maris hits
Mickey Mantle) as well as Frank
Robinson, the only player to cop the
homer number 61.
MVP award in both league~.
Nov. 14, 1920 - The National
League bans the spitball.
The year concludes with a profile of a
Dec. 13, 1974 - An arbitrator rules
Great Manager. The first featured is
Gatfish Hunter a free agent.
Charles Dillon Stengel, the well-known
Editor Joseph L. , Reichler invented
Casey. Stengel held a lifetime record of
thecalendarasaresuliofsuggestionsby
1,926-1,867, just over .500. But take
away nine seasons with inferior teams in
his friends, and plans it to be a yearly
item. Reichler is aware that several
the National League and a 40-140
season with the fledgling Mets in 1962
players and teams have been neglected
but he tells those who don't find their
and Casey boasted a 1, 149-696 mark
favorite teams or players in the calendar
over 12 ye.ars. Those years, of course,
were with the Yankees. Through that
that all he can do is to repe_at a wellknown baseball phras~ - Wait 'till next
stretch, during which he averaged 96
wins and 58 losses, Stengel won 10 year.

UNITED ELECTRICAL,RAJ)IO and
MACHINE WORKERS ofAMERICA

supports
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AL.P HA BITS' - A REVIEW
THE BEST baseball novel ever .. . close
. . '. but I like "Long Gone" better. Malamud wrote ''The Natural" 28
years ago long before he gained national
attention and a National Book Award
or "t WO, and a Pulitzer Prize for "The
Fixer"', "The Assistant" "Rembrandt's
Hat" and a few others that have become
contemporary classics.
"The Natural" is the story of Roy
Hobbs, a collage of every baseball hero
from Babe Ruth to Joe Jackson to Dave
Kingman (who was just a toddler when
the novel appeared).
Hobbs is, as the title implies, a
natural phenom. He does everything
right. The ball flies out of the park even
when he swings at bad pitches, just like
it did for Roberto Clemente and Yogi
Berra, other real-life naturals.
Unlike Clemente, Beha or most of
today's baseball heroes (Steve Carlton
aqd Dave Kingman excluded), Hobbs
life is a mystery. He refuses to divulge
the seamy dark details of his past
though he is perpetually stalked by smut
columnist extraordinaire Max Mercy.

By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Mark Twain (or someone) once
defined a classic as something that you
should read, but haven't. Or was it
something that everybody says they
!!ave read but haven't.
Anyhow, one of those classics is
Bernard Malamud's "The Natural," ·
which many contend is the best novel
ever written about baseball.
For years I have passed the book on
the shelf, ignored it at lawn sales, and
even told a few people that I read it, and
guess what? I even said it was the best
novel written about baseball.
After .flying through its 217 pages, idisagree with the contention that it's

Gardner a,nd
Virtue Tops
Shawn-Gardner of U-32 High School
and Ted Virtue of Middlebury College
have been selected by the Vermont
Sportscasters and Sportswriters
Association as Athletes of the Month
for October.
Gardner, a senior 'cross country
runner, was chosen in the High School
Division, while Virtue, a junior tight
end with the Panthe ~ , was selected in
·
'
the Open Division.
Gardner won each of the four races
• that he entered in October. His
conquests included the Burlington
Invitational, a New York City Track
and Field Invitational, the Northern
Vermont Athletic Conference Eastern
Districts, and the Class L
Championships. He led U-32 to the
state team title as well.
Virtue caught 19 passes for 370 yards
and two touchdowns in the month and
blocked effectively when not called
upon to receive. He was named to the
ECAC All-Star team for his nine
catches, 182 yards and one touchdown
in Panther win over Colby.
Both athletes now become eligible for
Athlete of the Year honors.

Like Kingman, Hobbs tells i:iothing.
Mercy, like any good big-city reporter,
writes monstrous stories laced with
misinformation, inuendo, and outright
lies. ·
All Mercy ever writes about Hobbs is
fiction.
Malamud craftily splits the novel into
two time periods, roughly 15 years
apart.
We are given a young Hobbs on his
way to a tryout in Chicago at the
beginning of the book. Through chance,
misfortune and fate, Hobbs is shot by a
flaming beauty before his tryout at
Wrigley Field. Tough Luck. Exit hero.
After 15 years of exile, Hobbs returns
with his magical bat, Wonderboy, in a
basoon case, of all places. He sigris a
skimpy contract with the lowly New
' York Knights and the 35-year-old
rookie is quickly shipped to the far end
'of the bench for the first three weeks of
the stint.
Fate intervenes again, disposing of
I

the team's only hero, who is also
married to Memo Paris, the woman of
Hobbs' dreams. Like killing two birds
with one stone, Hobbs is quickly given
the chance to become the team's regular
right fielder and Memo's beau all at
once.
.
Hobbs does superbly with baseball,
swatting the ball out of the park at
record pace, grabbing every fly ball in
sight and putting the lowly Knights, the
Chicago Cubs of their league, into the
pennant race for the first time since the
collapse. of the Roman Empire.
Hobbs, however, strikes out witli
Memo. Well, at least, at first .
As he becomes a bigger hero, almost
as big as Bump, he slowly wins Memo's
favors. Hobbs and Bumps were complete opposites. Bumps was a
clown, Hobbs a recluse. Memo prefers
the clown-type, but half falls for Hobbs
eventually.
Malamud blends a lot of Babe Ruth's
character into Hobbs. Like Ruth,
Hobbs ate tons of stuff. Hobbs also developed a monumental belly-ache
which threatened the team's pennant
hopes. Hobbs even called a home run
like Ruth did once.
However, unlike Ruth, Hobbs half
fell for a fix scheme launched by the
team's unscrupulous owner, "the
Judge". Hobbs hedged and hedged
about it, tried io back out of the fix, fell,
tried to back out again and finally went
for it.
Mercy tried to nail Hobbs for being
involved with the fix. He succeeded to a
degree.
Malamud concludes "The Natural"
by using one of the game's more famous
quotes, "Say It Ain't So, Joe", the plea
of a youngster to Shoeless Joe Jackson
after the White Sox star left the
courthouse after being indicted in the

(802) 775-0722

a

Kill Totals
Are Soaring
Rutland County is th~ leader in the
number of whitetails slain through the
first five days of the 1980 deer season,
according to reports from the Fish -&
Game Department Research
Laboratory in Roxbury.
Some- 742 buck and 723 doe had been
taken throughout the county for a total
of 1,465 kills. The state .totals,
meanwhile, stood at 4,324 buck and
3,591 doe at less than .one-third of the
way through the 16-day season. It
appears that the total 1980 kill will well
exceed the number of deer taken in
1979.
Only l,726 buck had been reported at
this ·stage of , the 1979 season. - An
insignificant amount of winter kill last
year, and favorable weather for the first
wekend of the 1980 season have
combined to get the kif! figures off to a
quick start.
Windsor County ranked second
behind Rutland with 636 buck and 495
doe reported; Bennington ranked third
with 524 and 554; Lamoille was fourth
with 586 and 457. The least amount of
kills were reported in "Grand Isle, with
16 buck, but no doe, reported.
Last year, 15,055 deer were taken. It .
was the first in a series of seasons in
which doe permits will be issued.
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is available at the following
locations:

'

Photography Michael Aleshire
54!;f CenterSt. Rutland, Vt. 05701
I

Black Sox scandal of 1919.
This time, youngster says to Hobbs,
"Say It Ain't Tn~e, Roy." It was.
Sure, it's a novel. Sure it's a piece of
fantasy that was written long before the
designated hitter and artificial turf. But,
it's still a great book 28 years later.

Center Rutland
Flory's Plaza
Bonnie's Beauty Shop

Rutland City
Hartford Book Shop
Emperor
Bedard's Market
A&J Market
Correctional Center
East Street Market
Carrigan 's Market
Murphy's
California Fruit
Louras'
West Street Mini-Mart
South Main Mini-Mart
Shirley's Mini-Mart
Garrow's
Seward's Restaurant
Minard's
Wagon Wheel
Gill's Deli
Helene's
Woodstock Ave. Grocery
Bellomo's
Creed Brothers
Kehoe's
Good News
State Cut Rate
Book King
Center Street Spa

--

West Ru-tland
Main Street Cash Market
Creamery
Clarendon Sprincs
Clarendon Spa
Pittsford
Kamuda's Stor..
Keith's
Fair Haven
Ellis Market
Beam's Market
Wooden Soldier Restaurant
Hometown Bookstore
Poultney
IGA
Lewis'

-

Cuttin1sville
Olde Barn
Cuttingsville Post Office
East Clarendon Store
North Clarendon Grocery

Killincton Area
Mendon General Store
Lothlorien 's
Killington Market
Mendon Country Store

-

Castleton
Coon's Store

& at The l\tlonitor Headquar ters
142 Yz West Street

-

---------------------------- ---· -----------'~ LOT MORE NEWS rFOR A
NICKEL LESS "
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For information or to place an ad cal I -

'

For Sale by owner, six-bedroom, two-apartment house. Call
after 5 p.m. weekdays, 775-2251.

775-0471

'
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City ,Flag Championship Contest

(Jody Larsen Photo)

f

The Rutland Recreation Department
adult flag · football league held its
championship game Nov. 16 and Saltis
Dairy of Poultney came away a 50-44
winner · over regular-season champ
Seven-Up, despite a valiant catch-up
effort. Above, Seven-Up's Robbie
Gilligan bursts into the secondary. At
l_eft, Seven-Up's Al CoX' hauls in a
t<,»uchdown pa~ while below, Jeff
Houghton's throw just glances off the
fingertips of Bob Scott.

(Carleton Laird Photo)

(Carleton Laird Photo)

·Deer Kill Well Up

New Baseball .Calendar The Natural Reviewed

-

From ·Last Season
-·

-

Page JS

I
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Must for Trivia Buffs
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HoWe Scale Eyes
PlantNearAirport
By DAVID MOTT
nor RIOC's Executive· Director
The fate of the Howe Richardson
Michael Bancroft were available for
Scale Co. plant on Strongs Ave. is being
comment.)
discussed by company officials and
Asked about Howe Richardson
representatives of the Rutland
Scale's Rutland facility, Plant Manager
Industrial Develop_ment Corp. in talks
Robert Martel said, "The buildings are
that one source described as "very
not geared to 20th Century;
delicate" and ~·critical."
production."
RIDC directors have been asked to
The plant still produces only,
keep the talks "confidential."
mechanical scalc!s even though demand
) But one source said that an option
for computerized digital scales is on the
being discussed is constructing a new
rise.
plant at RIDC's proposed 80-acre
Complicating .the problem is the fact
industrial park near the Rutland·
that
scale production has dipped with.
Airport in Clarendon.
grain sales as the result of President
Howe Richardson Scale, one of the
Carter's embargo against the Soviet
oldest and largest employers in
Union, ~xplain'ea the c.o mpany's
Rutland, _has been laying off people
communications director, Scott
during the past year. In October, at least
Peyton.
nine white-collar workers whose jobs
_.. were being duplicated in-New Jersey
were laid off.
And ·the plant itself has not been
modernized to meet current demand.
Gov. Richard Snelling attempted to
meet with Howe Richardson· President
Arnold Toivonen at company
headquarters in Clifton, N.J., Nov. 18.
That meeting, set up by Development
By HILARY ROSENBERG
and Community Affairs Secretary C.
A local businessman is compiling a
Harry Behney, fell through, however,
lawsuit against North American
when it was learned Toivonen would be
Shopping Centers, Inc., of Buffalo,
out of the country at that time, said
N.Y., to get "several thousand dollars".
Snelling's press secretary, Michael
the _firm owes him on a land purchase
Some third grade students at Proctor Elementary School did ~ore tha~ eat
Sinclair. .
agreement, he said.
turkey this _Tha!!.ksgiving. Donning attire to fit the occasion, the youngsters
- About two yc;.ars ago, the
trekked to a··1ocalnursing home and entertained some of the residents there.
Snelling said he could not comment on
development firm -purchased an option
(Marilyn Griffith Photo).
a meeting that didn't take place.
to buy 31 acres on North Main Street in
However, he added, ~·If I do meet with
Rutland Town from Hiram Huntoon.
him (Toivonen) it would be for the
The land was to be the site of an
general purppse" of seeing what .the
80,000-square-foot shopping plaza and
state could _do to insure a "long
an apartment and townhouse complex.
cooperative rel~tionship" between
\
However, Rutland Town Selectmen
Howe Richardson Scale"and Vermont.
opposed the project, and the Rutland
Toivonen said in a recent telephone
Board of Aldermen, in a preliminary
interview from his New Jersey home
vote one year ago, decided to deny the
By DEBORAH GRAHAM .
that discussions with RIDC have been
Barucco's two brothers! and two
com~ny city sewer service.
going on for approximately 10 months
Ralph Darucco spent most of Sunday
sisters live in the heart of Naples, where
In oraer to have additional time to
and involve several options.
and Monday on the telephone. So did
some of the quake's worst damage/
. gain clearance for the shopping center's
But he declined to say what those
occurred. Sunday and Monday he and
Luigi Spallieri and his wi.fe, Lucy:
construction, Stephen ·Goodman,
options are, explaining all discussions
In fact, for much of Rutland's Italian
his wife stayed up late into the night
president of North American Shopping
are "preliminary in nature." He refused
community, the early part of this week
tryin~ to get through on the telephone
Centers, asked Huntoon for an
to comment about the . option of
was spent waiting, wondering and
to their relative~s homes.
extension on the option to purchase,
buildin_g a new plant near the airport.
trying again and again to find out what
"We're very shook about it," said
Huntoon said.
·
Likewise he was mum when asked
had happened to relatives and friends in
Emily Barucc;o. "There's· no doubt
He granted the company a six-month
\ earthquake-torn Italy.
about the possibility of the plant
about it. Lasfnight the phone rang over
By Tuesday, · with 3,000 people
shutting down. ·
extension on the purchase agreement
there; now it doesn't ring. We don't
provided the firm p~y a certain aniount
already dead, and the death toll from
know what that means."
Snelling, meanwhile, said he was-not
per month into an escrow account; he
Italy's massive earthquake rising, more
, Mrs. Barucco said her husband was
knowledgeable about the particulars
said. Huntoon would not name the
than a dozen Rutland families had
especially. worried about the fate of his
regarding Howe Richardson in
amO\,mt specified in the agreement for
begun the frustrating process of trying
five nieces and nephews, all of-whom are
Rl;ltland. But, he added, it is well known
the
extension.
to locate their relatives in that
fairly young. "All the things we see on
the plant has a problem and that RIDC
However, following the six-"' '
devastated country.
T. V. - they live right there in that __.. is 1Tying to help find a solution.
period (which expired ~st ·••OIJth
area," she said. "We try to call every The governor's attempted meeting
hour, btit we just can't get through." with Toivonen irr New Jersey was not an - Huntoon discovered !he <Je"eJ;PriJJg),
Mr. ,Spallieri-'s elderly mother and
firm ~ad. r:ieve!j>Ut,~nY..!DOnetin.~IJJelJt
unusual move, according to Sinclair.
\
he said. Smee that time he'haa n\l.t~~tt
father both live in the earthquake
He "frequ_ently goes to different parts
Does -it seem as if there are more
from Goodman, and finds he is ""<\wtul.
region, according to Mrs. Spallieri.
of the country to meet directly with
lawyers than pigeons in Rutland? See
difficult to get hold of," Huntoon •aid.
Like the Barucco's, the Spallieris were
industrial leaders to talk about plant
Page 6.
Through the lawsuit, which has htJt
able to get a clear tel~honeJine to Italy
expansions and relocations," Sinclair
yet been filed, Huntoon aims to obtait.
Sunday night, but got no answer when ·
said.
How do residents near Rutland High
the money that was supposed t{) be in ;
the phone rang.
Robert Justis, former secretary of the
School feel about the new single
the escrow account, he said. ·
Since that time, Lucy Spalli-eri said
Vermont Industrial Development
session? See Page 2.
"If they clean l_lP their act," Huntoon
they have not been able to get through.
Authority and now director of
said, North American Shopping
(Telephone -company officials said .
industrial development for Vermont,
Centers could stilh~ttl_iin_Rutl~d.The
The best baseball team ever? See Page
Mo'nday they are having trouble
said Snelling's attempted meeting with
1~
'
company
would have to bring its past
reaching Naples, but were unsure if the
Toivonen was "important."
payments up to date and renegotiate an '
trouble stemmed from earthquake
"That is · obviously an important
agreement ort purchasing the land, he
Where are the clergymen and women
damage to lines or simply was caused by
m}!eting," Justis said. "It is obviously a
said.
notoriously wild? Rutl,nd, England.
the volume. of calls into the area. They
matter that the governor has to get
See Page 9.
When asked this ·week about th~
are now under instructions to attempt a
involved with."
(See Page 8:' Quake)
(Neither RIDC President Ned-· Pike
~ Page 11: LaWluit)

N.Y. Builder
May Be Sued

.

Rutlanders Are Shaken
By Italian _Earthquake
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:N eighbors Like Single Session
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Other neighbors said they, too; are
do the work," they do it.
but they leave the area immedi~tely
Residenfs living near the Rutland
relieved that students are no longer
"Space is still a big problem,"
after their last period, administrators
High and Junior High Schools are
lingering on their steps and lawns.
Timbers said, but discipline has become
confirm.
much happier with t_heir neighborhood
"Now they don't have the time to do
much more controllable with the new
"Kids used to wait around for their
this year th~n they have been for several
that," one person said.
set-up.
friends
(to get out of school), .. Junior.
years.
From a teacher's point of view, study
The high school has' 775 students but
High School Principal Dominic Paul
halls have quietened the halls, making
The-new single session schedule in the
Timbers expects that number to drop to
said. "Now they come and leave at the
teaching a bit easier, according to
schools has kept students ins'ide the
about 700 in a couple years. The Junior
same
time ... I mean they j1:1st leave."
science
teacher
Betsy
Chase.
Some
school · all day and off neighbors'
High School has 639 pupils.
It only takes students about five
teachers even claim the new situation
premises, residents and school
minutes to clear out after the school day
Not only do students stay out of the
has improved students' grades since,
administrators report.
neighbor's hair during the school day,
ends, Paul said.
"It's alleviated my situation 100 - Chase said, "given the opportunity to
percent," Anthony Cantone of 8;! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , - - - , . . - - - - - - - - - - Church St. said.
In the past, Cantone said, students
plagued his lawn and porch, littering the
area with b.ottles and drinking and
smoking.
_
By HILARY ROSENBERG
"Their mess was always kicking
in arriving at a reasonable solution to
the need to obtain the federal permit.
West Rutland officials were told this
around," he said.
the conflict witli the industrial park site.
The . town received an Act 250-permit
week that by filling in swampland at an
At times students would _deliberately
from the state Environmental Board in
According to Phelan, Maerki said
industrial park site they broke a federal
throw · garbage . on his lawn, Cantone
197~
Stafford's office will try to help the town
~~
.
said. Vandalism. sometimes resulted,
in its effort against the fill removal.
Selectmen said that of the several
Victor Maerki, legislative assistant to
such as . when students tore off the
However, Maerki added the remainder
and
federal
agencies
they
have
state
Sen. Robert Stafford, R-Vt., told Town
railing on his porch, Cantone recalled.
of
the swamp could never be filled and
dealt with I.Ii trying to get this project off Mariager Quentin Phelan the · town
But now, "there's no more of it," he
the parcel that ·has been filled could not
the
ground,
none
ever
mentioned
the
violated section 404 of the Clean Water
. said. Only infrequently do students
be used for industry, due to the
. federal law or permit. In fact, they noted
loiter on his lawn, he said, and when . Act, requiring that a permit be obtained
violation
of the federal law, Phelan said.
the first acre of swampland was filled in
to fill wetlands that are adjacent to
that happens it is "short-lived."
Selectmen "have little faith in
by
the
National
Guard.
Town
officials
streams. Sen. Stafford helped write tlie
For ten years the schools operated on
Stafford's pledge to help the town,
conje~tured a lack of comunication
section a couple of years ago, his aide
a split session-schedulec·Some ·students
however.
_
··between
state
and
federal
agencies
was
~
said.
arrived early in the morning and left
Instead, they feel the solution to the
at fault.
'
According to Alan .Laraway of the
early in the afternoon, while others
problem will have to be worked out in
Corps of Engineers district office in
started school later and left late in the
That the violation was inadvertent
court, selectmen said. "You either do it
Burlington, the Corps is assigned to
day. Throughout the day, high school
' does not release the town - from its
their way or you do it our way, in
administer and enforce section 404. In
students were allowed to roam in and
obligation to have the permit or comply
court," Phelan insisted.
this ca~e. ~he Corps inspected the site
.out the building during free periods. with the federal government's request to
But now. study halls keep students in · and sent a notice of the violation to
correct the situation, Laraway affirmed.
fed~ral agencies such as the U.S. Fish
class seven perfods a day.
However, he said the Corps is willing
and Wildlife Service and the
- "Everybody's accountable to be sort*
to
lisfen ' to the town's argument
Environmental Protection Agency,
place every minute," high school
supporting the continuation of the
asking for opinions on the violation and
principal William Timbers said.
:Project. The town will have to come up
what action should be taken concerning
Across the street from the high school
with economic, .engineering and
it, Laraway said.
at the Rutland Jewish Center, the new
environmental
data showing how the
In West Rutland's case the opinions
rules have made "things much better,"
project
can
proceed
without adversely
indicated
approximately
seven
acres
of
Rabbi Solomon Goldberg said. No
affecting the environment,. Laraway _
longer are there "constant numbers of fill would have to be removed to
said.
preserve the wetlands and the wildlife
people sitting on the · steps of the
habitating
there.
The
Corps
then
synagogue porch," littering with
The final word on the · issue of
ordered the removal in a letter to the
cigarette butts and bottles, marking the
removing the fill material comes out of
town that was sent two weeks ago.
building with · graffiti and making
the central Corps office in New York
Phelan and town .•selectmen claimed
"remarks" to people going in and out of
City, he said.
this week that they never knew about
the building, Rabbi Goldberg said.
Maerki said Stafford's office' is
"trying-West Rutland out of its pickle."
NEW HOMES
METAL BUILDINGS
The office has contacted the Corps to
Custom or Pre+fab
Barns - Sheds
· roquest that it cooperate with the town
·Log Homes
Garage~

Town Told Swamp Fill lllega/'

1

RICK KAMINSKI

STOP MR. NORTHWI.N D

BUILDER - GENERAL CONTRACTOR
R-D. 3,

WITH THE NEW
INSIDE STORM WINDOW

Brandon, Vt. 05733

247· 6304
Additions - Repairs
Alterations

AIR CONTROL PANEL™

I

INST ALLS IN MINUTES

Cedar Shingle Roofs
Slate. ·Repairs

. ,

to the inside ol your home's windows
,~

\

--<.

.. - ... ' .

/

· -·,

',

)

Alter Air Control Panel
1
ln1talled

Before Air Centro! Penel

STOPS HEAT LOSS
· Should be used in addition to storm windows

fOLIDAY
/ .....

SALE

--~....,; .

·.................
C armote Paint Store

2070off.

\"

our entire stock of \ .
Mens' and Ladies' clothi11g.
>

• Inexpensive to Buy
• Substantial Eriergy Savings
-. Safe and Easy to Clean
• Added Security Barrier
• Sound Barrier
· ·Great for the Do-lt-Yourselfer
• lightweight Aluminum and Glass Construction

•

~

Shop tonight unt-il 9pm, Sa~urday u11til Spm.

_I NAME
I STREET
1
CITY ' STATE
I I TELEPHONE -

I .

West Street

I

ZIP
.

I
I
I

(across from the Post Office)

Rutland, Vermont

··············-···
'

-

775-4351
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Orie Guilty Plea in Scallops Case

By MARGO HOWLAND
Seafo~ Co. of Ports~outh, R.1., o~
BURLINGTON One of five
Nov. 9, 1979, that the truck was driven '
persons indicted on a variety of charges
to Vermont, and that the truck was
stemming from the hijacking of a
eventually buried ill' Goshen near
scallop truck in Portsmouth, R.I., just
Dragon's house ~nd on property rented
over a year ago, has pleaded gµilty in
by Dragon.
The wrecked remai_ns of the eJl!pty ·
federal court here and will testify
'.against the other defendants.
truck were found by local and state
Clifton Dragon, 3 f, of Goshen, _ police and FBf agents on April 10. The
pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court · truck had been driven into a bulldozed
last week to count II of the indictment,
hole and then buried.
which charged him with burying the
Gilpin's girlfriend, DeeDee DelNero,
stolen truck last November and with
16, who is mentioned as an unindicted
knowing the truck to have been stolen.
co-conspirator, pleaded guilty in
In exchange for the plea and
Dragon's testimony against the other
defendants, the remaining charges
against Dragon will be dismissed,
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jerome
Niedermeier said. ·
By MARGO HOWLAND
Dragon was also indicted orr four
. Speculation that Rutland Town other charges, including assisting in the
selectmen might try an end run around a
transportation of the stolen truck from
Superior Court ruling ordering them to
Rhode Island to Vermont (O;mnt I),
warn a special election by Nov. 26 faded
assisting in the transportation (Count
Monday night when the board made no
III) and sale (Count IV) of 12,223
efforts to appoint a fifth selectman.
pounds of scallops contained in the
A special election will be warned for
truck, and with conspiracy (Count 5).
Dec. 30 to fill the three-year term
Also indicted with Dragon were
vacated by the death of boardChairman
Ralph Junior · Gilpin, 32, of Newport,
Fred Gallipo. Gallipo died Oct. 4 and
R.I., alias "Jay", who was charged
the
selectmen have been unable to agree
separately in Rhode Island with.
on
a
successor.
hijacking · the truck on Nov. 9, 1979;
"fhree candidates haye filed for the
David J. Perrier, ' 34, of Salisbury;
post: · Rodney Gallipo, son of the late
Ralph Bennett, 24, of Brandon and
chairman;
Albert Mattsson, and David
Paul Vyzorek, also of Newport.
Seward.
Gilpin was indicted for buying the
The newly-elected selectman will
truck, selling the stokn scallops, and
'
serve until 1983.
conspiracy; the remainder were _charged
There had been talk that selectmen
with all five counts.
might try one last time to agree on an
The government has alleged that
appointment
in order to avoid having to
"' Gilpin hijacked the truck, a 1975 Ford
speciaJ
election for Dec. 30. No
warn
a
ten-wheeler belonging to the Carter
sqch move was - made Monday,
however.
. On Nov. 10, the board was presented
with a petition contaiRing 775
The
signatures, asking that a special election
· for the vacant selectman's seat be
Silver Shop
warned for Dec. 30. The board referred
I
the petition to the town attorney, who
said it was valid.
9 Center Street
Selectmen called a special session for
Rutland; Vermont
Nov. 19 to act on the petition, but a
773-7211
motion to warn a special election failed

Newport, R.I.,Family .Court July 28 to
being an acce~ory to kidnapping and
robbery in connection with the
hijacking, accor.ding to Portsmouth
Deputy Police Chief 'Madison Bailey.
De!Nero is supposed to testify against
Gilpin as a result, but it is not known
whether that arrangement will extent to
her testifying in Vermont.
The driver of the seafood truck, John
Ledsworth, 27, of Portsmouth, to19
police he was driving to Gloucester,
Mass., with the scallops when a pers<;m

wearing a Halloween mask and armed
with a gun jumped on the running board
of his truck and commandeered it. Later
a second person joined the first, he said.
Ledsworth also told authorities that
while he was in the truck, he was able to
see a, blue Volkswagen following the- truck. The· car was traced to DelNero.
Ledsworth was left tied to a tree and
was rescued by police.
The trial will begin the first week of
December in federal court in
Burlington.
·

Spe~ial Town Election Set
1

on a 2-2 tie vote. Selectmen Jesse
Billings III and Clifford "Kip" Young
signed the warning, while acting
chairman Bob Solari and selectman
Russ Melocik. refused.
Donald Chioffi, who spearheaded the
·petition drive, then filed suit in Rutland
Superior Court, seeking a court order
that would require the selectmen to
honor the p~tition and warn a special
election.
During the hearing, Melocik and
Solari filed written responses
explaining that they would rather try to
appoint someone and avoid the expense
of a speci~l election when the regular
election would be coming up in March
anyway.
However, Judge Edwin H. Amidon
Jr. ordered the special election, saying
that since they had not appointed a
successor "forthwith;" they must honor

*

•

Fabricators of ,
Silver & Golc!.Jewelry

the petition, which had well in.excess of
the number of , signatures legally
required.
Solari said he was "disappointed with
the court's ruling" but agreed to sign the
petition, noting that "we have until
Wednesday" to sign it.
Melocik de~Iined comment on the
.
ruling.
Chioffi, who had earlier been
mentioned as someone interested in the
post, has withdrawn in favor of Rodney
Gallipo.
·
.
"I'm strongly behind him," Chioffi
said.
Chioffi also hinted he might try for
another board seat when two termsexpire in March. Both Billings and
Melocik will be up for re-election.
Chioffi said, "I'm certainly not going to
run against Jesse Billings because we
have the same p~ilosophy."

_. .......
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Putting It All Together . .
at Rutland Savings .Bank
24 Hours A Day/365 Days A Year
We Are At

~our

Service-. ·

24 Hour Ttller Service Availablt
In All Of Our Convtnitnt Loc:ations

As most of us digest a bountiful
Thanksgiving meal, let us pause to
remember the many lonely, abandoned
animals handled each yearby the Rutland
County Humane Society. Each year just ·
under 3000 dogs,and cats receive the loving
care and attention of the shelter staff.
Where woµld these animals go if there was
no Humane Society! Would you help see
that these many homeless and helpless
animals get the care they need!
Join with us in our second ~nual
Community Christmas Card. Send cards
· to out-of-town friends, but greet local
friends in this specia~and warm way. Send
what you would spend on .....cards and
postage for local people to the Rutland
County Humane Society, Inc., Stevens
Road, Pittsford, Vt; 05763. Your donation
(lar1e or smaU) Is tax deduct.Ible, and will
help to care for the unfortunate animals all
yearlon1.
f
At Christmas time, the names of those of
you makln1 this special holiday greetin1
will he printed In this ·paper In a lar1e
community Christmas Card;

1

S.vinge Account& and
'Certilic.atea of Depoeit at
_Higheat Ratea of Interest
'
Muhiplier Plan

-

Pi~,ord

r: •"'--

Rutland~'!"'nw

\.

Individual Retirement

..

I

Travelers Checb

· PenonaJ Money Orden

lrid1•-ler

Check/Either-Way
Account&

~~~ ~

Accoufit.e

Corporate Checklnt
.Ac:coanta

Manchestor

Cuh Reaerve {:ertiflCllte

(

Special Monthly lntereat
Certificatea of Depoeit

Poetqe Paid Bankink

by Mail

lo1M1illcton

..
•U Hour Te

Chrietmu Clube
United Statea
Savings Bonda

Student Lou1

ice Only

Home Mort,qe1

Super S.vingl Bond

Doesn't it niake sense
to do all your banking with us?

Direct l>epoeit

The One-Stop An_ytime Bank

We pay the highest interest rates

ConlWD~

Home Improvement toe.
VISA

allowed by law.

RUTLAND SAVINGS BANK .
The friendly bank.
Since 1850

What a great way to greet local friends at
this holiday time of year.

RUTLAND LUDLOW MANCHESTER BENNINGT9N
24 HR TELLER CENtERS

.

PAY'v'LET PITTSFORD BRIDGEWATER WALLINGFO.RD SHERBURNE

. I
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From The Police Blotter
The following are excerpts from the
Rutland -Police daily log from Nov. 20
to Nov. 25.
Thursday, Nov. 20
09:16- Report of injured dog at Maple
Day Care Center.
.
09:42 - Male subject on Cottage St.
reports someone entered , his room
during the night and took shoes and $10
frotn wallet.
11: 18 - Report of several loose dogs on
Highland Ave. getting into garbage.
11 :40 - Loren Daniels of Adams St.
reports lost or stolen pocketbook.
Thinks it may have fallen from car.'
11:46 - Re_port of hit and run accident
involving car on ·Nov. 19.
12:5j - Party calls to relate possible_
peeper in their area.
. 13:30 - Lost dog, Temple St. plack,
Newfouridland.
...,
14:4.l - Woman from Prospect St.
reports· she didn't receive her welfare
check this month.
15:09 -Acdcte.I'l.t: MercliantsRow and
West.
15:30 - Post office reports woman on
Lafayette St. has n~t picked up mail for
.
a week. Requests check.·
15:43 - Furniture Fair reports car just
ran into buiding o~ Dana Ave.
16:39 - ,Officer following subject who
has supposedly spotted a chimne,y fire
somewhere on North Main.
17:0 l - Disturbance on Pine St.
17:30 - Miscellaneous complaint on
Green Knolls Lane involving strikers
and ·management from Rutlan!l Herald.
18: 16 - Vandalism at Evelyn St.
apartments.
18:45 - Noise disturbance at Green
Knolls Lane.
18:55 - Officer reports subjects have
left area.
21 :02 - Theft of services at Ted's Pizza.
21 :04 - Break at apart_roent at 26
Williams St.
21:30 - 'Noise· disturbance on Pine St.
21:34 - Vandalism to vehicle at BowlA-Rama.
21 :49 - 1Woman_calls to complain she
can't get her husband to go to work.
22:42 - Report of drunk pedestrian on
Wales St. by Rutland Herald.
22:44 - Report of subject trying to get
in window on Washington St.
)3: IO - Hospital advises have subject

injured when car windows apparently
shot ou.t.
_
23: 17 - Report of window shot out on
Woodstock' Ave. ·
23:38 - False box fire alarm, Church
and Williams.
23:43 - False box fire alarm, Grove
and Maple.
23:47 - False box fire alarm, River and
Granger.
23:56 - False box fire alarm, Church and Will~ams.
Friday, Nov. 21
00:02 - Mendon resident reports was
travelfog on West St. near Highway
Furniture and hit deer. However, could
not find deer.
,
0l:17 - Resident of Thomas St. reports
suspicious silver-grey vehicle leaving
area at high rate ·of speed.
01:20 - Woman on Grove St. advises a
male wearing a tan ski jacket and cap
. entered her residence and then fled on
foot, direction unknown.
02:52 - Intoxicated woman calls with
no specific complaint.
- 03:06 Fire trucks going to
Woodstock and Temple.
03:30 - Intoxicated woman again calls,
advises she is sick and tired of listening
to me. I advised her the feeling is
mutual, and hung up.
03:31 - Intoxicated woman calls for
third time, complains about husband.
03:33 - Intoxicated woman calls again
.
complains about husband. ·
03:45 - Intoxicated woman calls for
fifth time, yelling about husband.
04:49 - Hospital security reports man
in hospital refusing to leave.
07:59 - Unidentified male reports a
body in hall in buiding near West and
Elm. Complaint unfounded.
_
IO: 16 - Rep.ort water fountain_ at
~ Meadow St. park squirting water 20 feet
into air. Rec. Dept. notified.
10:56 - Report of pregnant cat at the
Loretto home. Animal control officer
dispatched.
12:03 - Report of a sick, black dog on
Cottage St. Apimal control officer
djspatched. _
13:27 - Accide'nt, South' main by
C.J.'s.
_
18:06 - Report of possible gunshots in
area of Vo Tech on Woodstock Ave.
18:09 - Accident with injuries, South
Main and Washington. 19:07 - Kids throwing snowballs at
cars on Forest St.
Saturday, Nov. 22
00:45 - Light snow starting at this
time.
OJ :31 :--- Report of car driving on lawn

at Lutheran church.
01:33 - Cars no.w spinning around on
church lawn on Hillside Ave.
05:02 - Woman advises three subjects
on West St. who appear to be
intoxicated and are jumping in front of
13:43 - Party calls in that a dog in rear
vehicles.
·
of building on West St. may be in
05:02 - Male truck driver advises three
trouble.
subjects jumped in front of him on West
15:5l - Accident, West St.
16:25 -Accident, Gari:;ow's gas station,
St.
05:03 - Male subjects reports one or
vehicle left scene.
16:26 - Shoplifter at Finast.
three subjects jumped in front of him on
West St., making him lose ·control and
17:40 - Woman from Piedmont Dr.
slide sideways.
reports two suspicious subjects just used
10:22 - Report of deer head at South
her- phone. Requests police check.
and Forst. Animal control officer
19:29 - Power out on Elm St.
notified.
20:06 - Accident: Evelyn St.
-..,...
12:55 - Kids throwing nsnowballs off
20:07 - Fair Haven Rescue requests
River St. bridge.
escort through city with victim from
1'3:27 - Report of bicycle stolen from
serious accidenT Mansfield PL
21:47 - Accident involving pedestrian
13:53 - Report of young.male subject
on Main St. near Mich.el's Mobile.
pointing at other kids.
_
Tµesday, Nov. ts
15:57 - Cruiser with flat tire at Jet Car
00:37 - Car: stolen from GE parking
Wash.
lot. ,
~
17:48 _
Poultney Rescue going
01:39 - Street sign at Strongs and
through city with critical patient.
Clover has been pulled up and is lying
19:32 - Dog hit by car, Woodstock and - on ground.
·
Temple.
08:03 - Break at Tire Warehouse on
21:35 - Male subject ' passed out in
South Main, cash and cnecks taken.
shopping plaza.
08:20 -- . Social services reports a run22:20 _- Report of assault in Regency
away.
Manor. __
08:38: - Rescue squad to Church St..
Sunday, Nov. 23
08:53 - Stray dog in area of Evelyn St.
03:32 - Woman from Granger ·st.
09:37 Man from LincQJ_n Ave.
came to station to file assault complaint
.reports someone broke into his garage
against her husband.
.
and stole 4 tires and rims about a month
- 07:57 - Break at Gulf station onN orth
ago.
Main.
12:22 - Chimney fire, 74 Baxter St.
07:58 - Accident, Allen St.
12:27 - Persons soliciting in front of
09:37 - Break at R&R Leather on
post office without permit.
North Main.
_
l ~: 15 - Hit and run at Baxter St.
involving car.
11:05 - Chet of Chet's Exxon reports
two windshields smashed in vehicles
over weekend.
Monday, Nov. 24
00:26 - Unidentified caller reports
gunshots in Robbins St. area.
Public Relations Officer Frank
00:45 - Woman reports purse taken
Kelly's tip of the week, as relayed by
from Pico Peak Lodge. Referred to
Captain Douglas Williams:
state police.
·
"Pedestrians and motorists are
00:53 - Armed robbery on Cold River
reminded that there has been a change - '
Road. State police notified.
in the traffic signal pattern at Center
09:57 - Report stained glass window at · and Merchants Row. A walk cycle has
Chamber of Commerce smashed.
- been put infor all directions. People can
14:06 - Window broken at Wilson
now cross the intersection in all four
Music on West St.
crosswalks with no fear of moving
traffic."
13:39 - Accident, Strongs Ave.

Kelly's
-Krimestoppers-

SPECIAL
· Month
12.-COLOR
2-COLOR

of

DECEMBER

REPRINTS----------~
Sx 7--------------:--~

,,

FALL and WINTER

DRESSES 25%off
SKIRTS -20%off

f!~,. ,..~..
Come In and Sign Up to Win An
ATARl COMPUTER SYSTEM ._
52 Center Street

Rutland Vt. 802 775-2958

twl~V~~

h~~-

Open 9-.5:30 p.rn. Mon.·.Thurs.; Fri. 9-9; Sat. 9-5
Lay·a-way, Master Charge, Visa, Turtle Green Charqe
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Hero

Spends~ Holiday In Hospital

By DEBORAH GRAHAM
Kenneth shared with his brother,
Kenneth Stone dido 't sleep in his own
Alpha.
bed Monday night. He tossed and
When David got there, "Kep and
turned in an unfamiliar bed; and finally,
Alpha were trying to get this window
because he jus1Couldn 't sleep in a bed so
open but there was a board over it and
unli*e his own, he crawled onto a vinylthey couldn't get the nails out." David
covered couch, which although only 4went to another window, a small-paned
feet-long, had the advantage of at least
one with nine squatts of glass, and using ..
feeling somewhat like his customary
his bare arm as a battering ram,
sleeping bag quilt.
smashed the glass and the .oak lights
Kenneth will go on missing that bed.
out.
And probably, he will miss his favorite
Burned and bleeding, he "grabbed
sleeping . bag quilt as well. Those two
Alpha by the seat of his pants and threw
items, along with just about everything
him out the window" onto the garage
else Kenneth and his family owned,
roof a few feet below. David then
- burned in a fire Monday night which
looked around for Kenneth, but not
-destroyed Kennet.h's home and left he
seeing him, he figured he was out, so he
and his brother trying to fall asleep in
hurled himself through the window
some very-Unfamiliar hospital beds.
after. Alpha.
Kenneth, 12, and his brother David,
But Kenneth was not out. Weak from
17, are heroes. Their names have been in
smoke and heat, he had stumbled and
the paper and their friends at sch6ol
fallen as he stood by the window witb
think they're great. Everybody from the
his brothers. He staggered to his bed,
fire chief to the school principal has said
where he burned his hand on the metal
how brave they are.
frame, and sat down, pulling his pillow
Like any kids, Kenneth and David
over his-face.
think that's all tight. "I · don't mind a
"It was so hot ... I tried to get up, I
bit," says David, w_hen asked how much
tried to grab the window, but I fell back.
he likes the idea of being a hero.
My arms were flying everywhere, my
But David and Kenneth, happy as
legs .were flying everywhere. I was just
they are to be alive arid to know the rest
trying to get the heat off me," Kenneth
of thefr falll_ily is safe as well, .are aware
said.
too that Thanksgiving dinner isn't going
The 12-year-old said he tried to yell
to be the same.
out, but by that time, "I was burning
For one thing, it won't be in their
inside and out · . . . I couldn't think
house. And, very likely, David still will
anything. I was just wondering about
be in the hospital when Thanksgiving
trying to breath, to get the hotness out
arrives.
of me."
As David tells it, it was his 11-year- ·
Meanwhile, .Davici, lying on the
·old sister, Angie, who first saw the fire.
garage roof, gasping for breath, realized
Angie was sleeping alone in a big
that Kenneth was still inside. He ran
upstairs bedroom, one in which they
back to the smashed-out window and
saw his youngest brother "sitting on the
had planned to move David's-five and
bed, waving his hands around. He
six-year,:-old niece and nephew.
looked like he was in shock.?'
About 2:30 Monday morning, Angie
. By that time the room was so hot, it
woke up and "saw sparks and things
"Singed David's hair as he went in, he
shooting out of the light outlet." She
said. Flames had burned through the
jumped out of bed and ran downstairs
door and were coming inthe room.
and woke up her mother and . older
, sister.
·
David grabbed .Kenneth, pillow and
all, and, holding him in his arms, dove
David, sleeping down the hall from
through the window. When the two
his brothers in an upstairs room, heard
boys got to the ground, the window
his mother yelling that there was a fire.
through which they had dove was in
He got up and froQl that moment on "I
flames,,_
dido 't feel a thing."
It was only after he had rescued the
The H-year-old ran out of his room
animals from the barn and had seen that
and saw a ball of flames blocking the
everyone was all right that David said
hallway and filling one of the stairwells.
he began to feel the pain of his burns
He dashed through the flames to make
and cuts.
sure Angie had escaped and then went
Was it true the teenager wouldn't let
thrnugh again to check out the room

Both David and Kenneth have
the ambulance attendants look at him
second-degree burns, David on his arms
until he was sure they had looked at
and Kenneth on l)is ear, nose and hand.
Kenneth? in his hospital bed, David
Kenneth was due to be released from the
blushes and turns away. "They said
hospital Tuesday night, but it was
that's what I did. I don't know."
expected David would be there all week.
Authorities Tuesday still did not
know what started the fire. While parts
"It's true. We don't have much left,"
of the downstairs were saved, it
· said the boys' mother, Janis Reed. "But
appeared the home was a total loss.
we're all okay. We got out all right, and
For Kenneth, the_ worst part was
that's all that matters."
losing his books. "I had books more
than they have in this hospital," he said.
The Red Cross is asking for
"Under my bed, I had books, all over
donations of clothes and especially
my room - I had them everywhere."
bedding for the family . .
David said he will miss most his
Contributions should be !>rought to
clothes, particularly "my big black
the Castleton Federated Church, in care
western shirt with these red roses on the
of the Rev. Donald Snyder. A bake sale
chest," and his valuable collection of
also
will be held soon in Castleton to
~i_nal Superman comic books from
~ raise money for the family.
the 1950s.

54 Center Street
Rutland, Vermont 05701
802 - 773-3000

You Are Cordially Invited To Meet

· Andrea Mead Lawrence

'

Thursday, December 4th
from Noon dn She will be here to autograph copies of her new book
1

~

Practice of Mountains"
A Great Christmas Gift Idea
• Qu•llty .P•pel'Ncka
• Distinctive H•rd Cover
Books .
• Complete Children's
Section
• Books Spec..I Ordered

Ph~tography

Michael Aleshire·

54)1 Center St. Rutland, //t. 05701
(802) 775-0722
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Rritland - Where Lawyers -Rqost
By DAVID MOTT

· hideous analogy but it is true."
To a great degree the Rutland Bar
Association is a home-grown product.
An unusually large proportion of
lawyers in Rutland are Rutland natives.
Rutland lawyers are a "very closeknit group who fight in court but are
friends and relations on the outside,"
Amidon said.
Since the early part of the century, the
Rutland Bar has had a formidable
reputation because of its successful
lawyers.
Rutland's tradition of having good
lawyers has induced many local ·people
to enter the profession, Crowley_said.
The large number of attorneys in
Rutland has both negative and positive

attorneys, one lawyer for every 197
residents. In Ne·w York, the ratio is one
to 286,_despite the fact that there are
61,000 lawyers in that state.
Why does Rutland seem to appeal to
attorneys? It - appears to be a
combination of things: the state's
second largest concentration of people,
a big insurance.industry, a federal court
and a strong legal tradition dating back
to the early 1900s.
As a business community, Rutland is
the focal point of southern Vermont.
Rutland · Superior Judge Edwin
Amidon remarked that 'lawyers
generally flock to an area where
business and access to legal resources is
easy.

Legal advice is seldom cheap, and in
Rutland City it's harqly ever in short
supply either:~
.,
During the past 20 years, the number
of lawyers in Rutland has multiplied
like ferns in a rain forest. The city now.
has more lawyers per capita than any
other city in the state.
There are now 99 lawyers in the city,
according to the Vermont Bar
Association, and that translates into
one attorney for every 187 Rutland
residents.
- In New York State, which has more
attorneys than any other state, the ratio
of lawyers to ,population is less than the
ratio for Rutland.
· "Rutland is a legal center for the
state, much more so than Bennington,
Burlington or White River Junction,"
said Rutland attorney Arthur Crowley.
In _Burlington, there are 191

I

.

.

ef(ects. On the positive side, it' has
bolstered the quality of legal services in
the area. On the other hand, it has made
it difficult for young attorneys to open
~hop locally.
"It's just about impossible to put your
own shingle up unless you go with a
firm," said Rutland Bar Association
· President Henry Battles.
Ten years ago, John Welcp
independently set up shop in Rutland.
Going it alone "mC'.ant many long hours
for many years," he said. "It may well be
that it would be extremely difficult for
someone at this particular point in time
to, as it were, to 'hang out a shingle' as

"Burlington and Rutland are the
Washington (D.C.) and the _New York
City of .,Vermont" when -it comes to
attorneys; said Amidon. "That is a

Bypass Is On Schedule
Modifications to engineering plans
Department appealed to the Second
for the Route 4 bypass project have
Circuit Court of Appeals in New York
been delayed slightly because of a
City, and Congress in the meantime
shortfall in federal highway aid this..__ funneled more money i.n to highway aid
year. But construction of the road is still
and devised a new formula for
scheduled to begin in 1982, according to
distributing that money to states in the
future. state Transportation Secretary Ronald
Crisman.
The Congressional action reduced
Crisman said the delay in making
the cut in highway aid 'to Vermont from
changes to the highway's design is "not
$23 million to only $13 million and
critical.:'.:_ And, speaking to the original
made moot the U.S. Transportation
1982 target date for construction, he
Department appeal.
added, "We like to think we're going to
Crisman said the effects of that cut
be hitting it."
will stretch over three years,- but there
The bypass will connect Routes 4
won't be seveEe repercussions in any one
west and 7 south, skirting downtown
year.
Rutland. Crisman noted that all land on
"What happe~d this summer didn't
which the highway will be butlt has been
affect · this summer's construction
purchased, and that the engineering
. program greatly," he said.
plans are nearly complete.
In addition to the bypass,
What remains now is to get sufficient
Burlington's
northern and southern
commitments of money from the state
connector
project
has been delayed
and federal governments, he said.
slightly because of the cut in highway
Crisman put the total cost of the project
aid, said Crisman.
at approximately $20 million.
He explained 'that the state thus far
The shortfall in federal highway aid
has been unable to purchase property
occurred as a result of Presi~ent
_ for the southern connector, which will
Carter's budget cutting. •
divert traffic from Shelburne Street
Originally, the state was slated to.lose
(Route 7) in the southern end of
approximately $23 million in federal
highway money. But it sued the U.S.
Burlington.
Transportation Department to prevent
The cut in aid als_o may cause a slight
that cut.
delay in the completion of Interstate 93
A federal judge ruled in the state's
near St. Johnsbury, and it will put off
favor. The U.S. Transportation
·some-paving projects, Crisman said.

Kookaburra Country

Toy Drive

Rutland County Audubon Soci1 / is
presenting "Kookaburra Country t he
second in their series of Aud ,'.11on
Wildlife Films, at Rutland High Sc' ool
au'ditorium on Dec. 3 at 8 p.m . . ran
Hall, a master of nature photogra phy
and creator of the film, will narrate it in
person. Tickets will be available at the
door-.

FAIR HA VEN Knights of
Columbus, Council 8IO of Fair Haven
are holding a Toy for Joy Drive. Drop

I

. off points: Kand.i 's Korner and the
Wooden Soldier in Fair Haven;
Prunier's Market in Hydeville and the
Village Store in Castleton. For further
information call John Kelly, 265-4564.

compareg, to when I did so IO years
ago." _
1
William Bloomer joined the law
practice of his father, Robert, and
uncle, John, three_years ago. "There is
no question it has become more
competitive," he said. "There is"a lot
more legal work to be -done than there
was several years ago."
The inc;eased competition has
resulted in specialization and has.
·generally increased the quality of legal
services, local lawyers said.
.
As one attorney put it, "Passing the
bar exam no longer guarantees a living"
in Vermont.
Amidon said he has noticed a rise in the quality .of trial work in the· past IO
years.
"I think_it is, as much as anything,
competition," he said.
With such a high· concentration of
lawyers in Rutland, one might think the
market may be saturated. But Bar
Association President Henry Battles
doesn't think so.
"I d'o n't see that happening right
· now," he said. "As far · as I know,
everybody is pretty active.·~
\.

The
Exchange
9 Center Str~et
Rutland, Vermont
773.7211

I

Buyers of
Silver and Gold

2nd Time Around
Children's
Thrift Shop
43 Baxter St., Rutland

;NEEDED

'1/fNJo~

"'Yltt"4~.,}~~Fi~~~J

Winter Outerwear
(For Consignment)

I

open Mon.-Frl., 10-5, Sat. 10-2

'
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Is Seeking Notices of Events of Public Interest. To
Ha~e A Calendar Item Published In The Monitor,
Se~d The Notice To: The Rutland Monitor, ·P .O.
Box 424, Rutland, Vt. 05701. Notices Must Be
Received On or Before Thursday.
·
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FRIDAY'S SPECIAL

Fresh
''Steamers"

$2.-2 5
A Basket

4 P.M. 'Til Sold Out

Some people call us
The Hair Studio. Why?
Because we are located on,
a third floor, overlooking the
rooftops of Rutland. Don't
panic, you don't have to
climb 3 flights of stairs. We
.have a modern elevator!
,

We offer the ultimate_in
haircutling for men and
.women, also -coloring, Henna, facials and the
most sophisticated permanents, including ''The
Sensor Perm". Give us a call:
381/2 QNTffi Sl

DOUGLA~-,

CRr;ATIV[ HAI~mINC

• nm FL()()?
(ELEvAToR SEfMCE)
!Ml.Al'(). Vl
(&:>2) 775;,6261

,
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Brill Waits
To Contest
Guilty Plea
.

· By MARGO HOWLA_N D
. Space Research founder Dr. Gerald
Bull will nQt pursue efforts to withdraw
his guilty plea to arms export violations
until after he has c9mpleted his _sixmonth jail term.
Bull's attorney, David A. Gibson of
Brattleboro, recently informed U.S.
District Judge James Holden of his
client's wishes, so that the court would
not schedule a hearing on the matter
. while Bull is still in jail.
Bull began serving his sentence Oct.
I, after surrendering to federal
authorities shortly before 3 p.m~ at the
Allen wood federal prison camp in
Allenwood, Pa.
Shortly before the scheduled
surrender date, Bull retained Gibson
and sought a stay in the execution of his
sentence and a withdrawal of his guilty
plea to the charge. Holden denied the
motion, and his ruling was upheld by
_
,
(Photo by Kevin Duffy) ..
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals.
The motion to withdraw the plea of
Above, a woman turns away as a rescue worker straps a
collided at the .intersection of Pine and Maple Streets and a
guilty was to be set for a hearing, until
' victim of a Tuesday car crash to a stretcher~ Two cars
woman had to receive ' hospital attention.
Holden received Gibsonis Jetter.
Bull and Space · Research Corp.
President Rodgers Gregory had
pleaded guilty the previous March to
charges resulting from the illeg~
shipment of arms, ammunition a'nd
"implements of war", as well-as a radar
tracking system, to the racist
ONE 1969 TQyota Crown, six cyl.
FIREWOOD for Sale.. Maple, split,
governm~nt of South Africa.
- ·"1980 CRl25 motorcycle. Mint condition.
stationwagon, body good but needs work.
delivered or you pick up. Call 775-0461 or
sacrifice;,
Rutland
days
773-721
I,
evenings,
·
The shipments violated federal law
$90,. Call 422-3377.
247-5500.
773-8826.
requiring a license from the Office of
FOR SALE-Ibanez custom electric guitar
A Sunbeam coal-wood furnace good ,~ '
Munitions Control of the U.S. State.
ARTIST for hire: Signs, illustrations,
(white). Two years old with DMZ pickups.
condition, for $295, Call 422-3377. '
Department and .~as also contrary to a
graphics, logo d!'=sign, very versatile in
Gold hardware with case. $300. · Traynor
ONE pair of unmounted Giant Salom skis,
United Nations arms embargo · on
execution to get just the image you want to
folded horn 18H speaker, bass cabinet, $100.
not used, $65, Call 422-3377.
weapons shipments to South Africa.
project. Call 775-5974 after 6:00 p.m.
Furman Parametric equalizer, $150.
1979 CAMARO-good .condition, inside
Steven.
Gregory, who is now serving the sixAmpec/Bass 18 amp with ext. speaker,
and outside. 6 cyl. Call 438-5528.
$450. Call days, 775-1860, night, 775-3360.
month term, was unsuccessful in a
FOR SALE, 1967 Rambler, American, runs
WANTED: Town Manager. Applications
recent·· attempt to have the sentence
FIVE-room furnished apartment. No
well. with car for parts, excellent-body. Call
will be accepted until Dec. 20, I 980 for the
reduced. The corporation itself, a nowutilities. 108 Marble' Ave., West Rutland.
8 a.m.-4 p.m. Barb at 446-2640.
position of Town Manager for the town of
defunct electronics and munitions firm
Call 775-7283 for more information.
West Rutland. Mark envelope "Town
One Omeg!l photo-enlarge~. $95, Call 442on the U.S. Canadian border, was fined
Manager Application." Send to Town of
HOUSEMATE wanted. Looking for
3982
$45,000 for the shipping violations and
West Rutland, Town Manager Office, West
responsible person with house or apartment
ONE commercial, microwave oven, Magic
four charges of false declarations.
Rutland, Vermont 05777. !
who wa.nts to share with a like type.
Chef, good conditon, $350. Call 422-3377.
Those charges stem from false
Preferably in Mendon-Killington area, but .
ONE
complete beer tap, with tower, lines,
statements on shipping forms which
SONY 120 watt amp., $195, Kenwood
rural Rutland will do in a pinch. Call Female
regu,lator and tank, $150, Call 422-3377.
at
773-6747.
~
_,
12
inch,
three-way
speakers,
receiver,
$195;
indicated the shipments were headed for
A One-thousand gallon ceramic lined water·
$195; B.l.C. turn-table, $50, Jensen fourONE small air compressor, $25. Call 422the( corporation's Canadian plant
tank,
$200. Call 422-3377.
$150,
Sony
reel
to
reel
tape
way
speaker,
3377.
instead of the true destination, South
deck, $90, EPI JOO speakers, $90, Criterion
Africa,
ten-inch speakers, $75, eight-inch two way
In seeking to have his guilty plea set
speakers, $25, Allied reel to reel tape deck,
aside, Bull contended he was pressured
$65, 15 inch guitar speaker, $50, Call 422- ·
A ·suspected case of homosexual rape
Chater also said Tuesday that four
by his pre~ious attorney, Robert
3377, or 775-3982. Will take offers, must sell,
is
reportedly
under investigation at the
cell doors in a block had been welded
Bennett of Washing~on, D.C., and that
all asking prices.
Rutland Comml!Jlity Correctional
open as a"'safety precaution. ·The change
Bennett had a conflict of interest in
Center.
allows inmates· to wander about within
representing both himself and Gregory.
·Ornate piano, needs work, $I 50, Call 442Correctional Centei: Supt. Michael
the cell block but "does not affect the
3377, or will take offers, must sell, all asking
Bull's prison term had been delayed
Chater said Tuesday h6 was not sure
security of the facility," Chater said.
prices.
several times ·because of his depression
precisely what had happened but he
The doors were welded open because
and suicidal tendencies arising out of
confirmed an investigation is under
the cell-Jocking mechanisms are so old
the sentence. Bull also has claimed he
on a charge for which he had already
way. Chater refused to acknowledge an
there is no guarantee they would open
was not fully competent at the time he
served a sentence or_else drop the case,
inmate
had
been
raped.
·
to release inmates in the event of a fire.
pleaded guilty.
Niedermeier brushed off the idea.
A source close to corrections officials
Correctional Center Shift.Supervisor
Gibson declined comment on why
"First I don't anticipate that the plea
reported, however, that a rape had
Richard Kennedy said the alleged rape
Bull was giving up his efforts to have the
will be set aside. But if it is,. of course,
occurred Tuesday night. Further details
did not occur in the cell bloGk where the
motion to withdraw his plea scheduled
the government will fully re-examine
were sketchy.
doors are welded open.
quickly.
the entire case," he said.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jerome
And, Niedermeier added, the plea~iedermeier said he had no idea why
bargain contained the government's
Bull changed his mind. Asked if the
promise not to bring further related
government _would be put in an
charges - and if the agreement were set
awkward position if the plea were set
aside, that promise would no longer be
aside and the choices were to retry Bull · binding.

C L A S S I F-I E D

Jail Incident Is Investigated

JOE GLUCK. PROP.

19 CENTER ST.

Drapes
Curtains ·
Kirsch Rods
Towels

RUTLAND; VT.

Sheets
Blankets
Bedspreads
Comforters

773.7593

Tablecloths
Slip Covers
Body Warmers
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Poem For Tony
Gail & Family
I and the World

\

with the gilded
spectrum of dawn, And· the golden rays that
shine on Me
'
_
Touch each and everyone. If I should live this
wondrous day with 11ever a twinge of envy, with
never a thought of prejudice with never a mean
desire, than I am what I want to be lean go no higher.
Or if I can live this, glorious tide with a wish to
make night love the dawn, then any clouds of
night will clear for the world and hope 'are mine.
All My Love,
MaryBeth

EDITORIAL

A good place to 1ook for a model of spiritual strength this
holiday season is about 50 minutes north in th~ -small town of
Randolph.
·
For nearly six months a group of 45 employees at the Waterbury
Plastics Company there have been striking for recognition of their
democratic· right to a union contract. Most of the strikers are
women who have·worked at the plant for more than a decade.
Their opponent is a multinational corporation determined to
keep organized labor out at any cost. It is a firm known for moving
into small rural towns to find an unorganized work force and cheap
iabor.
The facts in this case could hardly speak out more clearly in
favor of the employees: Virginia Carter had worked at the plant for
16 years and was earning $3.37 per hour when ~he strike began.
The facts also show quickly what the Randolph group. i~ up
against:.One striker was recently cited into c~mrt for throwing a
stone at a woodchuck in a field owned by the plastics company.
Seemingly insurmountable odds, however, have not dampened
the spirit or the resolve of the Randolph workers.
The cold winds that howl across the flats in front of the plant
have not dissuaded them from picketing 18 hours a day, six days a
week ~ince the strike began last June 16.
Likewise, the corporation's willingness to replace the strikers
and its failure to budge at the barg_aining tablt'. has not stopped the
employees from pursuing what they feel is just.
.
'
I
The strikers draw their warmth from a wood fire across the road
from the plant, from each other's support and from the support of
others. Hundreds of working men and women marched in the state
capital this fall to support them. The strikers draw their hope from
their vision of righteousness.
·The goal t.hey ~re striving for was aptly described by John L.
Lewis more than 40 years ago: "it is the freedom for the common
people - freedom from economical bondage, fJeedom from
oppressions of the vast bureaucracies of the cor-porations, freedom
to regain some human initiative, freedom\ that arises from
economic security and self-respect.':
The Vermonters in Randolph are deservblg of our thoughts' as
the holidays arrive. We believe in them. We support them.
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Mary Elizabeth Graziano, Rutland
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Letters to the Editor
Letter to the Editor:
In your Noyember 15th issue under
"From the Police Blotter" was an
incident involving a wheelchair being
stuck i-n a crack in the road.
Well, I'm the one who was in the
wheelchair! I have made plenty of trips
up and down Park St. where I have had
to dodge holes, busted bottles, and
other objects.
I think it's about time the city fixed
the curbs so that a wheelchair can go on
the sidewalk and not in the road.

There are other people in Rutland I;m
sure that would go out more and not
stay locked up in their house if they
could get around all these barriers.
I say it's time to get· the sidewalks
fixed so the handicapped can get
around!
Maybe then the police wouldn't have
to help someone in a wheelchair all the
time. LETS MAKE RUTLAND
ACCESSIBLE!!!
Thank you,
Paul W. Lackey
'

Letter to the Editor:
Today is the day when everyone is
stuffed from eating too much turkey
with all .the trimmings. It's also when
Mom starts making turkey soup with
the carcass and thinking of all the
different casseroles she can make to use
up the remaining meat. By the end of the
week (hopefullY.) the last bite . will be
eaten and everyone will give a sigh of
·relief.
•
Howev(;!r, ih just a short three weeks,
once again it will be turkey time or else
time for ham, roast pork or some other
gourmet dinner.

This is truly a hard time for all us
"weight watchers" and believe me there
are quite a few of us.
The irony of it all is · with all the
festivities coming up,. this is when we.
want to look the slinkiest. Taint easy.
Why is everything good also
fattening. Oh well, to look beautiful you
must pay the price.
In closing, just a short reminder when
your about to take that second helping:
Once it's on your 1ips, it's forever on
your hips. Stay Thin,
Jeanne L. Zingale
Rutland.

Qua~e~~~~~~~~~~
(Continued from Page One)

more ways than 0ne. "It's no picnic, I
can tell yo! that," he said.
call only once; they will not try to make · According to Ethel Wambaugh,
the connection a second time.)
,
executive director of the Rutland
Mrs. Spallieri said she had c:alled the · chapter of the Red Cross, more than a
Red Cross, as well as the Italian
dozen families have called seeking
information about relatives in the
Embassy, in her attempts to find out
what had happened to her mother and
earthquake region.
"We've gotten a lot of calls," she said.
father-in-law.
Tuesday afternoon, 'she said she
"And there are probably a lot more·
planned to call another number in
people in town who have family over
Washington, where, she was told,
there who won't call us."
·
officials had a . list of the names of.the
Unfortunately, Wambaugh said,
there is little the Red Cross can do to
dead. "I don't know what else to do,"
she said.
immediately allay any worries. In any
For Pat Valente~ the weekend was a
major disaster, a moratorium on
inquiries ~is - invoked to allow the
sleepless one, until he got a call telling
him his wife and two children were
primary agency _ in this case, the
.
alright.
Valente, of Rutland, said his wife and
Naples Red Cross - to get the
emergency under control.
children are living in a small town-about
Wambaugh said ;the · moratorium
30 minutes from Naples. At 4 a.m. ·
f
·
Monday his wife called him and said she
would last or at least 48 hours (startmg
last Monday). Ot~erwise, she said, the
and the children were okay..
.
. . woulg ".1ust
. pour m.
. There's no
.. mqumes
· "She said they were very scared, but
way you could find anybody as fast as
alright," Valente said. His wife and
the calls come in."
daughters, ages eight and 13, were in
Wambaugh said all she can do now is
their apartment preparing supper when
take the names of people seeking
the earthquake hit, he said.
infoqnation and notify them - if a
_ "They just didn't know what it was.
bulletin comes through ,about their
The chandeliers started going back and
specific inquiry.
forth, the windows were ·shaking, and
In the meantime, Rutlanders with
outside all over people were screaming. .lfriends and relatives in the ravaged
They ran o~tside too, a~d finally
country can do little but wait and worry.
"We're going to keep on calling.
realized what it was."
When the quake had ended, Valente
Maybe it1l be next week before we find
said, "my wife told me there was a crack
out anything, but we1l keep trying;"
, in her building going all the way from
said Mrs: Spallieri.
the top ·to the bottom."
Mrs. Barucco said she would do the
Valente, who went throv.gh an
same. "All my husband's people are
earthquake himself in 1964 in Afaska,
there -every one," she said. ••worried?
We're heartsick."
- said the experience left him shaken in

---......

Rural

~ngland's

By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Obscure publications can often be the
most resourceful .and informative
source~.

While recently fumbling through'the
September 1980 issue of "In Britain," a
monthly travel-type publication about
British Life,. I sfombled across an article
titled, "How to Find Rural England in
One Easy Lesson."
It so happens that Edward Mace,
author of the article, contends that the
easiest way to find rural England is to go.
to Rutland County.
Until six years ago ~ April I, 197 4 to
be exact ·- Rutland County was the
smallest county in the kingdom for
more than 800 years. · Mace d~scribes
Rutland County, which is now a part of
Leicestershire, as "a mere 150 square
miles of mostly rolling uplands
separated by prudent valleys in the
middle of England."
Instead of towns and villages like
Proctor, West Rutland, Fair Haven and
Poultney, England's Rutland County is
dotted with villages and hamlets named
Oakham, Teigh, Uppingham and tiny

·page 9
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RutlaOO County

(just 35 names on the parish list)
Tix over.
Mace feels that the real beauty and
essence of Rutland County is "its
villages, ~which have retained,
remarkably, their effortless ability to
delight the eye."
According to Mace, life in Rutland
Co.unty seems to be pleasant ertough for
the average Englishman. "The
agreeable truth is that Rutland, as it is
today, is enough. A lovely p1ace, green
in spring and hardly less so in the
summer. In autumn the sunlight filters
through the mist that lingers in the quiethollows, turning the countryside soft
and golden, like a pe_ar. Winters are
brisk and occasionally long."
Sound familiar?
Rutland County's history seems to
carry n·o distinctions, Mace concludes.
He maintains that the area has been
rather quiet through the ages save for an
occasional murder which disrupted the
normal quiet of the English
::ountryside.
"The past is pretty uneventful. Even
the editor of the monumental 'Victorian _

History of the Counties of England• was
compelled to admit 'that it is difficult in
dealing with Rutland history, not to
trespass o¥er the border.• The m~st
pressing difficulty about . Rutland's
history is that there isn't any: if, t>y
history, is meant events that shook the
world," Mace writes.
Rutland County's only notorious .
characters in history appear to be a few
clergymen and women. One of the
reasons for their brief reigns of infamy
can be attributed to the fact that 36
varieties of "real ale" are availablein the
county's pubs.
According to s.ome experts, the best
real ale in England is brewed by the
Ruddies, local brewers, who this year
have won the top award for the best
cask-conditioned ale in the country. Mace documents the county's minor
problems as follows: "The Rutland
clergy were forever being arraigned for
domestic offenses, adultery,
drunkenness and such like. The laity
were not much better. Rutland women,
it i~ understood, were the worst of the
lot."

· Mace never explains why the Rutland
. women were considered to be "the worst
of the lot."
Stnqe . the merger of Ru~land with
Leicestershire six - years ago, life ·in
Rutland County has chan·g ed ·
somewhat:
The most dramatic change is the
development of "Rutland Water, "an
enormous reservoir which is also being
used as a recreational area.
A pubJication called "Rutland Water
- A Visitor's Practical Guide" informs'
tourists of the many uses of the
reservoir.
And it also seems that the serenity of
rur~l Rut11md County has finally been
invaded by commercial interests.
Mace concludes his article with a
lament/plea, "I hope popularity won't
sink Rutland Water. The planners do
.their best but its charms were a little less
obvious last Easter Bank Holiday than
they were the year before. There
remains, in any case, the stillness of the
countryside beyond. Rutland is a place
where, if you-listen carefully, you can
still hear what silence sounds like."

'

Some More Country .Living With Noel Pe"in
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
If you've developed a fear of sequels,

relax, Noel Perrin 's "Second Person '
Rural," the grammatical heir to his
highly successful "First Person Rural,"
might shock you. ·
After1 the immense success of "First
Person Rural," which included an essay
about Newsweek's elaborate efforts to
get a single photograph of rural author
Perrin, the gifted Dartmouth English
professor and sometime farmer (his
term) returned to his typewriter to
produce 28 captivating essays about the
frustrations, ' joys, sufferings and
mayhem of being a city person turned
country dweller.
Unlike "First Person Rural," the
followup is .not. a how-to book. It is,
instead, a philosophical argument for
life in Thetford, Vt., over life in the city.
Like his lifestyle, Perrin_'s writing
style is simple. He wastes as little time
constructing sentences and reaching a
point as he does makipg apple cider. He
always takes the path ofleast resistance.
Real Perrin fans, a lot of them who are still battling the drudgeries of city
life, may be disappointed to learn that
almost all of the works in "Second
Person Rural" have appeared elsewhere
1

Benefit Dance In Burlington
BURLINGTON - A benefit dance
will be held Nov. 30 in Burlington to
raise money for the families of striking
Rutland Herald employees.
Music will be provided by the North
End Rythmn Kings, Jon Gailmor, and
Dan Gillmor and friends.
The event will be at R.W. Hunt's in
downtown Burlington, and will begin at
8 p.m.
Tickets, which cost $5, are available
at Bear Pond Books, the Country Store
and Buch Spieler in Montpelier; at the
Vanguard Press office and Bookstacks
in Burlington; and at the strike center
office on West Street in Rutland.
The theme of the event is "a great time .
·for a great cause." It has been organized
by an ad hoc committee of people
wishing to support the strikers, who
have been walking the picket line for
more than six weeks.

first (usually in either Vermont Life or
Country Journal).
~
Throughout the bqok, Perrin
emphasizes that a set of rules, written
and unwritten, governs life . in the
country.
In the opening essay, "Country
Codes," he theorizes there are . three,
unwritten codes for rural life. If one
violates these with city stupidity or
brashness, he is ridiculed, ignored or
banished depending .on the severity of
the infraction.
Perrin concludes the essay with a
brief expl~nation of why a 101 of city
folk have been shunned by Vermonters: '
"So, next time you're in a country store
and you get a sense that the locals are
avoding you as if you had the worst case
of B.O. in the country, you can be pretty
sure of the reason. You've probably just
said some dreadful thing in code."
Later in the book, Perrin says tbat
city dwellers who migrate to the country
should be ·subjected to a long-term
examination . to determine their
suitability to country life.
.
He feels that all too often urbanites
rush t~ the country with hopes of
cityfying tile country by _building
French restaurants, fancy . schools,
·
boutiques and other city features.
To determine their ability to.move to
the country without changing it, Perrin
suggests in "The Rural Immigration
Law" that "For example, they could
show proof of having taken care of two
farm animals of at least pig size, or one
cow, for at least nine months. Complete
care would be rigorously interpreted."
Failure to do so would not result in
immediate banishment. "I'm
kindhearted," Perrin writes. "I wouldn'"t
say that you would have to clear out
immediately, It's just that your taxes
would automatically double. They'd
just stay double until you passed your
preliminary i.est."
Characters. as varied as cows who use
a -cow-highway (honest Injun', a · cow-
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is available at the following
locations:
Rutland City
Hartford Book Shop
Emperor
Bedard's Market
AclJ Market .
Correctional Center
East Street Market
Carrigim's Market
Murphy's
California Fruit

Center Rutland
Flory's Plaz.a
Bonnie's Beauty S!top
Wat Rutland
Main Street Cash Market
Creamery

Clarendon Sprln11
Clarendon Spa

Louras'. -

West Strecl Mini-Mart
South Main Mini-Mart
·Shirley's Mini-Mart
Garrow%
Seward's Restaurant
Minard's
Wagon Wheel
Gill's Deli
Helene's
Woodstock Ave. Grocery
Bellomo's
Creed Brothen
Kehoe's
Good News
State Cut Rate
Book King
Center Street Spa

IOllnpon Area
Mendon General Store
Lothlorien 's
Killington Market
Mendon Country Store

Plttsfo.d

K.amuda's Store
Keith's
"*Hann
·Ellis Markel
Beam's Market
_V{ooden Solf!ier Restaurant
Hometown Bookstore.
Poultney
IGA

Lell'is'
C11tt1n-n11.

0111f"&r;

Cuttingsville P!>St Office
East Clarendon Store
.North Clarendon Grocery

-C_.leton
Coon's Store

& at The l\'lonitor Heaclq•ters. ~
The
Silver Shop
9 Center Street
Rutland, V~nt
-.773-7211

-.

Adding to the beauty arid rusticness
highway), four lambs eventually
of the work is .the typeface, which was
slaughtered, local craftsmen who fight a
set by Arrow Composition in Linotype
lot and tell fibs about each other, old
girlfriends, mice, bats and Perrin's three , janson; an old-style face issued . by
Anton Janson in Leipzig between 1660
daughters all grace the book.
and 1687, and t.ypical of the Low
One of the triumphs of the book (and
Perrin's style) is his ability to provide .country Designs broadly used
throughout Europe during the 17th
the most unassuming backdrops to his
Century.
iessons. But that should come as no
Also adding to the esthetic beauty of
surprise because Perrin considers
the book are nine drawings by Allyn
himself a teacher, writer and farmer in
Massey.
·
that order.

-142 Yz West Street ·
- - -- - - -·- -- - -- ~ -- ---- - -- - - - - - - .-.., _-- -·- - -- - -- '~ LOT MORE NEWS FOR. A ·

-

.NICKEL LESS "
----------------~---------------------------

. For information· or to place an ad call .-

Fabricators of
Siluer & Gold Jewelry

775-0471

(
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Summer .Returns:
With Wonder
Indeed, he mentions the great reggae
_ ~y KEVIN DUFFY
Stevie Wonder's follow-up to the
stat on "Master Blaster": "From the·
experimental double album "The Secret
park I hear the Rhythms / Marley's hot
Life of Plants" is out, and it marks a
on the box 7 Tonight 'there will be a
return to the composer's successful
party / On the corner at the end of the
block."
formula for funky stuff and ballads.
As any listener of pop music knows,
Called "Hotter Than July," the new
album sounds like typical Stevie
Stevie Wonder has a great voice. More
Wonder. There's nothing daring or
often than not, his voice is as welldifferent about it.
played as any instrumept on a song.
It is as if Stevie wants to reassure his
On the ballad "Lately," which
fans he hasn't gone. off to some far
features just a piano and . bass
corner of wonderland and left the rest
synthesizer (both played by S.W.) and
of us behind to ask "What happened?"
the voice, one can't help but think what
And while "Hotter Than July" is far
a great voice it is.
more accessible-th·an "The Secret Life of
Though the lyrics to "Lately" border
Plants," it doesn't bowl one over as did
on sappy when read, the voice makes
'"Sopgs in the Key of Life," a double
them sound genuine.
album saturated with feeling . and
"Hotter Than July's" record sleeve,
arguably Stevie's best effort.
with pictures of Martin Luther King
More interesting than the new songs
and racial rioting, and the song "Happy
is the fact that this is Stevie Wonder's
Birthday" both advocate a national
first single album in several years.
holiday for the great civil rights leader.
But one shouidn'f be deceived into
Also noteworthy is the speed with
which "Hotter Than_ July" appeared. · thinking the album is angry; it's not. It's
It's. a .ready follow-up to "The Secret
Stevie Wonder comfortably entrenched
Life of Plants," which was not a great
in the space-aged world of overcommerda1 success-(afterall, how crazy
produced music.
can plants get?).
As a matter of fact, on the album the
On first listen, "Hotter Than July"
artist thanks the Sony Corp. for
soup.ds like pretty bland stuff. But play
inventing the "Professional Digital
it a second time and some of the songs
Audio System which helped us reach
the technological dream that once o'nly
that left no impression are suddenly
danceable.
existed in-our minds."
A few of the tunes grab one's -- At the root of Stevie's music are street
attention right away. One of them is the
rhythms.
/
single from the album, a reggae song
Perhaps if his sound were a bit cruder
called "Master Blaster (Jammin)."
it would - achieve the greater task of
Evidently Mr. Wonder hl!s been
boring into the gut, instead of floating
bending _an ear Bob Marley's way.
to that pleasure part of the brain.

Sweet Rose Review
SWEET ROSE REVIEW, the
- Crossroads Arts Council Artist in
'Residence for the week of December 15, consists of Jani.Ce Buckner-on bass
and guitar and Anna Epstein on banjo.
Together they present a wide diversity
of music. Concerts are designed_ to be
dynamic' and exciting, while capturing
the1 feel of different musical .genres.
Barbara Delatiner of the New York
Times says, "They present a 'potpourri'
of virtually every style of music ... Th~
result is a clever evocative piece ef
counterpoint."
'.fhe residency here is partially
sponsored by the Vermont Council' on
the Arts, Howard Johnson's Motor
Lodge, and the College of St. Joseph the
.Provider. Three performances are open
to the public free of charge. They are
starred in the schedule listed below.
Dec. i - Sherburne Elementary
School, 10:00 A :M.; CSJP Bucci Hall,
8:00 P.M .
.

Dec. 2 - N ortheai;t School, l 0:00
A.M.; Proctor Elementary School, 2:00
P.M.; Castleton State College, Campus
Center, 8:00 P .M.
Dec. 3 - · Lincoln School, 10:00
A.M.; Dana School, 1:3,.0 P.M.
Dec. 4 - Mill River Union High
School, 10:15 A.M.; Rutland Free
Library, 4:00 P.M. (Children).
Dec. 5 - Rutland High School, 10: 15
A.M.; Northwest School, !:30 P.M.
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Voters of Benson, Castleton, Chittenden, Clarendon, Danby, Fair Haven, Mendon,
Middletown Springs, Mount Holly; Pittsford, Poultney, Proctor, Sherburne, Tinmouth,
Wallingford, Wells, West Haven and West Rutland.
"

PUBLIC HEARING

PROPOSED 1981 BUDGET
RUTLAND
,_ COUNTY SOLID WASTE DISTRICT
I

Notice ,is _h,ereby given that a public hearing will be held on the Rutland County Solid
Waste Districts Proposed 1981 Budget .

'~ L
I

WE

. WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER'~IO; 7:30 P.M.
_ "The Commons"
RUTLAND A8EA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL
' RT. 4 EAST
RUTLAND, VERMONT
· Voter~from any of the above municipalities are welcome to attend the hearing.
Copies of the proposed 1981 B_udget are on file at the Tol_\'n and City Clerk's offices in
each respective municipality.
Dates this 24th day. of November 1980
. Bo._..d of A.ldermen, Rutland City
Boards of Selectmen:
Town of Sherburne
Town of Mendon
Town of Benson
Town of Tinmouth
Town of Middletown Spr.
Town of Castleton
Town of Wallingford
Town of Mount Holly
Town of Chittenden
Town of Wells
Town of Pittsford
Town of Clarendon
Town of West Haven
Town of Poultney
Town of l)anby
Town of West -Rutland
Town of Proctor
Town of Fair Haven

To serve

... •The
~••Opera

802 775-6921
MERCHANTS ROW

RUTLAND, VERMONT

•••House

K'~

0 Q

ARE--- BACK!
YQU,

the

/P u8LIC .

-HENRY H. ABAR
~- ~

Sheef metal Roofing ·
ROUTE 7 NORTH, RUTLAND, VERMONT

775-4390
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Marines: ·A Few Good Chaitges

•
'

- By TIM TAYLOR
Not long ago, while hitch-hiking to
New York, I was picked up by a young
· Air For9e ROTC instructor. As our
conversation ·worked around to the
differences between the various
services, he began to describe with
obvious relish what he felt was Air
Force superiority to the Army and
Navy, bothJn education, and training.
In response to a question about the
Marine Corps, however, he stopped
altogether for a moment, his face •
darkening into a frown. "The Marines,"
he finally said, "are different." "Those
guys," he continued, cautiously
searching for the proper word, "are
crazy."
While the Marines themselves
I
probably take exception with that
From
the
halls
of
Montezuma
to the shores of Otter Cr~ek ... Marine Corps
assessment of their mental well-t~eing,
Col.
James
-Riley,
left,
and
Staff
Sgt. Jeff Lang inside marine recruiting
they no doubt approve of the distinction
headquarters
on
Merchants
Row.
setting .them apart from the other
.
'
services.
doubled, to a current level of around
image of various Ma~i?es, mal_e and
Marines like to be different.
female shocked into ng1d attention.
2,300.
That difference, perceived oi;re~J;is
Part of that new effort has been an
Of ~ourse there are also pictures of
·one of ·the Corps' main selling points
extensive · public relations campaign
Marines suspended from hang-gliders,
when it comes to finding new recruits hitting hard at -the tradition of the
Marines splashing in waterfalls, e~en
a process known as "procurement."
Marines clad in less-than-regulation
Corps, but also emphasizing changes of
In Rutland, the man in charge of
the last few years.
two-piece swim suits. But the ima_ges
procurement is Staff Sgt. Jeff Lang,_ at
that linger are of those stiffened soldiers
' One piece of literature handed out by
24, one of the most successful manne
lang is a slick booklet entitled "Life in
decked out in full dress blues.
· recruiters in northern New England.
the Marine Corps." . The effect of
The pristine white hat and gloves, the
Lang ended up tecruiting in Rutland flipping through this 44-page, 21 ~
stiff blue.uniform-With its red piping and
via Manchester,. N.H. and Anchorage,
photograph saJute to the Corps 1s
gold buttons, and ·the marine's stern
Alaska ·- after job promises made to
almost hypnotic. Page after page of
countenance,
as solemn as an M.-16 .him by his own recruiting officer fel_l
four-color lithography depicts rugged
all work together as if designed by some
through.
· ·,
.
. .
young men all;d women passing through
master advertising director to reinforce
"I person11lly feel the Manne Corps 1s .
the motions of \\'Orid alien to most of
that ubiquitous motto: "The Few. The
the greatest thing since apple pie, so I
us.
Proud. The Marines."
don't see lying to people to get them in,"
In one photograph, three technicians
he explains.
_
calmly tinker with a colorfulbut deadlyIncluded · in the booklet is a
In an effort to share a slice of that pie
looking rocket-pod. In another,
description of boot camp as "pure, nittwith others, Lang recently set up a
infantrymen disembark from a chopper
gritty, down-in-the-dirt, back-breaking
meeting between a reporter. and his
into the mists of an ominous red glow.
hard work." Sounds tough, _ but
boss, Col. James Riley. The idea was to
In a third, a young_yecruit, sheathe~ in
according to Riley, several significant
interview Riley, the deputy director for
Corps changes in recent years have been
heat-resistant clothmg, crouches behmd
marine recruiting in the northeast, on
to avoid the past problems with toowhat appears to be the ultimate death
some of the recent political and social
ray deviCe, but what is probably just a
1 rigorous basic trai?ing.
. .
.
changes that are beginning to make his
Riley recalls an mfamous mc1dent m
water cannon.
job a little easier.
And recurring like a leitmotif
Corps history that occurred at Parris
For example, Riley in particular is
throughout the entire booklet is the
Island, S.C. in March of 1956. A young
encouraged by what appears to be an
increased support in this country for a
strong military presence.
"I think the reason there was such a
/strong · landslide vote for- Ronald
Reagan," he contends, "is that he
signaled to the people he was going to ·
push for a strong military . .. He reacted
to the will of the people to put a little
more money into guns instead of
butter."
That new shift has translated into a
boon for recrmtmg, Riley says.
Recently reinstated .draft registration,
for instance, "has at least helped to
plant the seed of thought in a young
recruit's mind of the need for a strong
armed forces." ·
During the -years of the draft, that
seed was somewhat more effective.
Although Marines were never directly
conscripted,the process did, according
to Riley, "give th~ young fellow a little
incentive to say, 'Hey, do you w_a nt to be
drafted or do you want to j9in the
serv)ce -of your choice?' "
With the eno of the draft, the general
anti-military atmosphere of the early
1970's, and the demise of the G.I. Bill in
1976, procurement became more
difficult. Since the draft period, the
- number of Marine recruiters has almost
/

1

a

The

• drill instructor,-angered at his platoon's
performance the day before, aw?ke the
men at 2 a.m. for an early mornmg run
through nearby Ribbon Creek. Six
recruits died in the ensuing panic.
Today, says Riley, aprospective drill
instructor undergoes psychological
- testing "fo insure he doesn't have any
sadistic traits or personality disorders
that might manifest themselves (during
training.)"
.
The net result of these and other
changes , :---- including increased pay
benefts and bonuses, better training and
job opportunities and a greater degree
of responsibility relegated to new
recruits - has, according to Riley,
produced a better Marine.
"You don't see the number of
lethargic recruits you once did," he
explains. "Instead you see enthusiasm,
self-generated ~motivation, a
tremendous increase in physical fitness,
and more curiosity ... The new recru"t
will ask more questions and" show a lot
more interest."
/
And over ' the last 15 years, the .
number of marines with high school
diplomas has risen from 41 percent to 75
percent, to a place just below the Air
Force, according to Riley.
LQo'kirig to the future, Riley feels
"pretty good about signals given off by
Reagan," signals that,he hopes indicate
a resurgence in military funding and
support.
If nothing else, the country seems to
be moving bacl~ to wjlete Riley and
Lang would like to see it - back to a
posit~n where the few good men and
women won't be so hard to find.

\

Lawsuit

(Continued from Page One)
status of the plans ,to build the. planned
shopping center here, Goodman refused
to comment.
,
·
The company has built more than 75
commercial and residential
developments in Canada and the Unit~d
States.

Exchange

9 Center Street
Rutland, Vermont ·
773-7211 '~

Buyls of
Silver and Gold
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Recreation, ·Parks
Activities. Listed
The Rutland Recreation ~ J:>arks
Department's 21st a_nnual City Toy
Project has star~ed. Last year the
dep~~tment provid~d toys .to. 139
faimhes and 315 children. This is the
only .Christi;nas project. that , d~~ls
exclusively with toys. The hst offa.mihes
is strictly c.onfidential and no family has
ever been turned down. A phone call
identifying a needy family i.s ~ll the
depar~ment needs. Those wishmg to
help can donate a .new toy or ~ake a
financial donation to the Rutland
Recreation Department Toy -Project
Fund.
The Rutland Recreation and Parks
·-Department will sponsor the following ·
swimming times at the Vermont
A'Chievement Centers Pool. Rutland
city residents may use the pool fr.ee of
charge during the allocated times.
Wednesday, beginning Nov. 26, from 67 p.m., elementary school ages only;
Friday, beginning Dec. 5, from 8-10
p.rh., junior and senior high age only.

those interested in learning about cross
country skiing the chance to participate
a'nd learn more about it without
purchasing ski's and equipi;uent. T~e
instructor for the program this year will
be Joan Ambush who has been on the
staff at Blueberry' Hill for several years.
The nine-week program will run on ·
Thursdays beginning Jan. ,8. 'An adult
class will be held at 9 a.m. and a class for
students (elementary th)"ough high
school) will be held at 3:30 p.m.
Included in the cost of the program
will be all instruction and the rental of
all equipment. Thisyear's fee is still not
determined; however, it is expected the
fee will be under $25 for adults and
under $20 for students.
Registration will take place on
Wednesday, Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. at which
time Ambush will speak briefly about .
the program, show a film on cross
country· skiing, conduct~ registration,
and measure participants for
equipment. Parents must be present at
registration for children under 18. Fees
for the program will be collected at
registration and should be made
payable to Blueberry Hill. Registration
will be conducted at the Lawrence
Recreation Center.

.fr•..
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Doings At
The Library
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Sports - Is Winning Everything?" It
. will be shown at ·1:45 p.m. in the
Lawrence Recreation Center. The film
examines ttie pressures parents and
coaches can place on a child to win, the
Jtsychological and social harm that this
"winning is everything" ethic can have
on a child's developing ~elf-image. The
film is open to anyone interested.
Parents of children who have registered
for - the <lep.afim-e nt's Efementary
Basketball League are urged to at-tend.

A ONE·WOMAN SHOW

Monday, Dec. l, "A Delightful View
of _France," a short film about touring
!!Outhwest France, · will be shown at
Rutland Free Library. The program is
for anyone interested in French culture
and ' language. Refreshments will be
served. This event starts at 7:30 p.m.
and is free and open to the public.
Andrea Mead Lawrence, this region's
Olympic Gold Medal winner, will be in
Rutland next week to discuss and
autograph her new book," A Practice of..-Mountains."
Lawrence, winner of two gold medals
for women's skiing in the 1952
Olympics, will be at Rutland Free
Library Wednesday, Dec. 3 at. 7:30
p.Qi., and the following day will be at
the Hartford Book Shop at noon for an
autograph session.
In her book, Lawrence, who now
lives in Mammoth Lakes, Calif., traces
her own journey to the Olympics and
how her ·life was-enriched in the process.
Throughout, she speaks _of the
mountains that have continually played
a part 'in her life.
Refreshments will be served at both
of Lawrence's appearances.

Dear Orion: My wife recently ran off
with a penniless merchant marine who
eats sa!'dines for breakfast. How can I
get her back?
Signed~ Shipwrecked
Dear Wre-cked: Call the Coast Guard
and ask for Stan.
Dear Orion: I can hardly manage to
keep m_y car on the road when it snows.
Wliat should I do?
.
Signed, Skid Row
Dear Skid: You know, often the best
way to see som\,! of those out-of.:the-way
spots in Vermont is to follow a skid and
keep right on going. So next time you
"feel your car ·sliding from center just say
to yourself, 'Gee, that's an interesting
ditch, and wow, what a tree! It's so big. I
think.ed like..to..expJore. both of. ttlem a
little bit closer.' ·

w 0

K

I
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Dear Orion: I love to dance but
everybody says I have two left feet. The
result is I can never find a dance partner.
Signed, Fred Adair ~
Dear Fred: Appro<!ch a woman of
your-liking and say, 'Dance with me or
I'll tell your husband about a nine-year
extra-marital affair that featured
s·norkeling in Key West and
shuffleboard on the Queen Mary."

The Rutland Recreation & Parks
Department will participate in the
Cross Country Skiing Van . Program~
sponsored by the Blueberry Hill Ski
On Nov. 25, the Rutland Recreation
Touring Center. The program allows ____ Department will show the film "Youth .

November }~~.!980

·-

-0
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Starring JEHANE DYLLAN
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DECEMBER 1
RUTLAND

8:00 p. m.

HIGH,

SCHOOL

Tickets available at the following locations:
Boo~ King; The Emperor, Hartford Book
Shop, Stereo Theatre, Rutland Monitor-142
1/2 West Street, Hometown Bookstore-Fair
Haven, and at the door.

HAIRCTITTING

/

PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Tickets - $3.00

§>m~
Rutland
775:1806-
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Benefit ·-

Striking Employees of-Rutland
Herald
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'Come Back, Little Sheba-'

Court Comment

1-WaS a Juror For _a Day

~

"Come Back, Little Sheba'', William
besides Booth, starred Sidney Blackmer and
Inge's naturalistic drama of the 1950s will be
Joan Lorring. These roles in t11e local
presented by the Marble Valley Players in
production are taken by Betty Fredette
the last weekend of November and the first
. (Lola), Alec Craig (Doc) and _Lorilynn
week of December.
Moore (Marie). The principals are backed
The play will be offered.in Brandon and
~y a strong group of little theater veterans.
Rutland.
These include Baird Aram Barsumian as
The drama, was one of many Broadway
Turk, Marie's athletic boyfriend of the
hits ef the 1950s and early '60s which proved
moment; Marilyn Steinberg as Mrs.
that the triumphs and tragedies of every d{ly
-Coffman, a nosey but kindly neighbor and .
life are the stuff of high drama. Inge was a
Jeff Shaffer,,Marie's fiancee.
master of the art (he also wrote 'Picnic') and
Crew---for the production are stage
'Sheba' was performed hundreds of times.
manager Terri Godnick, assistant stage
The play depicts a few days in the lives of - · manager Barbara Romeril, technical
Doc and Lola Delaney; he a chiropractor
director, Jim Jones and sound director, Ted
whose-dreams of becoming an M.D. have
Pendleton.
been shattered by an early "shotgun"
The production is under the direction of
marriage and she, a woman whose grief at
Dee Senecal.
the Joss of a baby and of her youth and
"Come Back, Little Sheba" will be
beauty are reflected in her plaintive cries of·
presented as Dinner Theater at the Brandon
"Come Back ... Come Back, Little Sheba."
Inn, Friday and Saturday nights, Nov. 28
This cry is to her little pet dog, lost years - and 29. Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. More
before.
information is available from Senecal at
Into this rriix ·comes a young, pretty
775-0834. Reservations can be made by
boarder, Marie, and her youthful courtship
_calling the Brandon Inn, 247-5766.
games are delightful to Lola but a cause of
• The Rutland Production of "Sheba" will
frustration to Doc, who struggles to hide the
take place in Nourse Hall, Trjnity Church,
fact that he is powerfully attracted to the
West and Church streets, Rutland. Dates are
young woman. It is' against this background.
Thursday, Dec. 4; Friday, Dec. 5; Saturday,
that we watch the struggle of the human
Dec. 6 and a Sunday qiatinee, Dec. 7.
spirit with lost dreams, alcoholism,
Curtain time for the evening performances is
compromises - but a spirit that proves
8: 15 p.m. and the matinee is at 2 p.m. Tickets
unconquerable to the end.
may be obtained at Mintzer Brothers,
The play was first presented at the Booth
Strongs Ave., by calling Senecal at 775Theater, New York, on Feb. 15, 1950, and,
.0834, from any cast member or at the door.

By MARGO HOWLAND
I have covered courts for four years, and every time I watch )he
jury selection process I feel a nagging twinge of jealous~.
I watch bored, impatient jury candidates shuffle· their feet and
mumble excuses to the clerk abou~why they cannot serve on the case.
I'd see people offering honest, if reluctant, answers_ to t~e
prosecution and defense (or plaintiff and defendant) during the "vo1r
dire" and, when excused, hastily leave the courtroom in evident
relief.
, /
"You ninnies!" I wanted to shout at them. "Here you are, given a
chance to perform your greatest civic duty as a citizen, besides
voting, and you try to get out of it!"
Eventually, there~d be the panel of"twelve good men (and women)
true" in -the jury box - some clearly enjoying themselves, others
resigned to the long arm of the law reaching in and bolloxing up their
.:_J!ersonal plans, or jobs, for the next few days or weeks.
' I'd give my eyeteeth to be a juror.
I came sort of close, once, when I received a letter saying I was on
the first list for jury duty in federal court {that's the one where they
send you questionnaire forms-to fill out and then they throw out the
ineligibles - lawyers, clergymen, police officers: people in_the armed
forces, etc. - and then pick a call panel from those who are left.)
I sent in the questionnaire, as 1 recall, saying I thought I belonged on
the1 list for Brattleboro instead of Rutland (or maybe it was the other
way around.) I was living in West Windsor, which continues to be my
legal residence, and the questionnaire-Sa~d something about being
excused if the court was more than 50 miles away.
Anyway, I riever heard another peee out of them. I wish I hadn't
·
mentioned the mileage.
"You'll never get on a jury," former Assistant Attorney General
William Keefe told me once. "Newspaper reporters don't get on
- juries - they know too much about the system. They know what
_bullshitters laywers are."
I sighed. I despaired of ever getting on a jury. Even ifl (gulp!) went
into another profession (personally, I'd_ra_ther cut off my nght, no,
make it my left arm) lawyers have ways of checking up on jurors and
would undoubtedly bring up my past, iike some sort of c~iminal
record.
All I'd have to hear would be "Weren't you once a re--" and they
wouldn't even have to finish: I knew my chances of getting on a jury
panel would go right out the window.
B.u t last Sa tllrday, wonder of wonders, I got my chance.
Never mind that I took notes during the irial, when real jurors
can't dose.
Never mind that arguments on "motions.in liminie"were argued in
front of us instead of at the bench.
N('.ver mind that there were only six
us, and four_doubled-as
witnesses.
.
Never mind that I could hear my colleagues deliberating behind
me before deliberations got started.
Never mind that the janitor told the judge we'd have to be quick
·
because he had to close the building.
, · I was an ersatz juror, but it felt like the real thing.

.INTIME FOR BIG SAVINGS
ON YOUR CHRISTMAS GIVING!

9fia _......_iving _
SALE
•
/

of

STOREWIDE
COATS
VESTS*
PARKAS*
SNOWSUITS*
"SND.WMOBILES"
"BIBBER WARM-UPS" -

OFF*
OR MORE
*NOT ALREADY SALE PRICED

STOREWIDE-All Size Ranges

find a treasure
A world. of good taste •.-.m just one place.\ Come
.
for everyone on your list.
Pertonalized shopping assistance. Our consultant will be glad
to advise ·you or even select for you.

-10% Off tii\!JD &r.•
~=Ji.'

l'he personal touch that means so much. Fine engraving is a
speciality of ours. It can add a well-lettered panache to special
gifts.

in Mollie's Place!

,_,CHEENOS"

While they last!

$15.90

Waists 25to 30

PANTS!

Telephone-service. Your Christmas problems solved by a call to
Freeman Jewelers. 773-2792.

WIDE· WALE CORDUROY

Gift wrapping. Every gift packaged in our famous box and gift
wrappe~ at no extra charge.

YELLOW SALE TAGS!

Easy payment plans. Use your Freeman Jewelers charge
account, Master Charge, Dines Club, Visa and American
Express.
Easy payment plans. Use your Freeman Jewelers charge
account, Master Charge Diners Club, Visa and American
Expr_ess. Last ...but not least. The prestigious reputation of our name. ·

FREE'tJz
' N
' .

F~
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Girls' Coats
.I
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0
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(
j9.
9
CO ,.-fS ,
Sizes 2-14

In Mollie's Place!
·
Yg. Jr. DOWN-LOOK
sizes
A
8 tQ 14
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- .
3;4 and Full Length

•

Regular to $135

These Are Just A Few of The Thanksgiving Bargains on Friday and
Saturday.
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1&11 MERCHANTS ROW
e·~,·Je
RUTLAND. VE AMO NT
WiiiO
• V
773-2791
,
<:;~. ACerti~ed GG.e1110 log~st
Y. _mer1~an .em ocicty
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Free Giit Wrapping

*

l]se ,our easy lay-away plan

17 CENTER ST.
RUTLAND, VT.
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Court -case Raised-Moot Question
By MARGO HOWLAND
The jury had a perplexing task before
it. Did college student James Stone
break into Marilyn Miller's apartment
and commit rape and aggravated
assault - or had she identified the
wro~g nian?
I

Mi11er, who got a look at her
!lSsailant's. face before he tied a red
bandana under his nose and mouth,
says it was Stone - the same fellow who
tried to make a pass at her in Rocco's
Pizza Place the night before.
She picked Stode•s picture. out _of a
lineup of 12 photographs and identi~ed
Stone in court - where he stood beside
a bailiff with no other personS' around.
·But Stone, who said he had "gone
straight;' after previous felony and
niisdemeanor convictions, said he was
standing talking to friends. at the
university cafeteria until just minutes
before the assault could have occurred.
· Who was right?
It was all p~t of an ac~demie and ·
l~gal exercise in trial advocacy by thirdyear law students at Vermont Law
School in South Royalton. The "moot

court" was held Saturday, with an
University, which prepares the "cases"
The prosecutors, Kevin and Susan
identical mock trial being held in
for law students 16 try, decided to sleep
Dailey, pointed to the eyewitness
separate courtrooms at Rutland
late last bee. I3 because she wasn't
identification and the cJothes as
District Court.
_ feeling well and didn't have to work.
convincing evidence of Stone's presence
Deputy States' Attorney David
She eventually woke up and read at
at the Miller apartment. As for the blue
Suntag presided over one trial, while
her desk for awhile, then returned to
book, Kevin Dailey suggested Stone
Public Defender Barry G.riffith was the
bed, where she dozed lightly.
could have returned to the restaurant
judge for the other. Both used the
But then she was awakened by a noise
and recovered the book.
federal rules of criminal procedure in
and saw a .man in her room, dressed in
And he might have followed Miller
ruling on motions and objections,
dark pants; a navy v-neck sweater, and
home: she walked with a friend and
because the students were familiar witll
their conversation could have drowned
carrying a coat in one hand and a knife
them ·_ but a sprinkling of Vermont
out the noise of footsteps, or possibly a
in the other.
law was tossed in to keep them on their The intruder put a red bandana over - car, behind them, Dailey said.
toes.
_
his face before assaulting her, then fled .
The defense lawyers, Dina Cullen and
The students were given a realistic
After he left, Miller, very upset,
Gina Merino, stressed the alibi,
"case," complf;te with ·police reports,
noticed a small blue book, resembling a
reasonable doubt and the loss of the
doctor reports,· inter~iews with the
checkbook, on the floor . It hadn't been
book the previous evening. Cullen drew·
defendant and with. prosecution and
seven "reasonable doubts" on the
there before.
defense witnesses.
She picked it up and noticed it was an
blackboard, stating that if the jury had
From that, the students conducted a
appointment calendar of some kind and
even one such doubt, it would be
trial, with witnesses giving answers
tha't it had a letter in it.
enough to acquit Stone.
based upon their interview reports. The
· After resting a few minutes, she called ·
, Now we come to the jury. A real court
opening and dosing statements .were
police and gave the investigating officer
might question the impartiality of a jury
left up to the prosecution and defense to
the book. She noted that the~ime on her
of which four of the six jurors doubled
design. The students also could object
-bedside clock was' 12:45 p.m.
as witnesses. The idea was, however, to
to a potentially inadmissible question.
Police, following up on the letter in
get a jury - any jury - to go over the
In the Stone case, the facts were as
the book, contacted the woman whq
facts a.nd come to a conclusion. The
follows: Marilyn Miller, a student at the
wrote it, a Diana Samuels, and she
fifth juror was a friend of one of the law
National Institute for Trial Advocacy
informed them that Stone had
students, arid' the sixth was a reporter
apparently removed the letter from her
who had come to cover the proceedings.
apartment when he moved out
Questions by jurors began · to emergr
following their "break-up" the previous
like muShrooms after a spring rain. ·
day..
Would Stone have had time to get to
Sen. Robert Stafford, R-Vt., is
the Miller house after talkipg with his
Stone
was
apprehended
and
·
sending Minard_a parade application.
friends, assuming his friends were being
consenteel to have his house searched
Minard said he expects a decision on the ·
truthful?
without
a
warrant.
Clothes
identified
by
application early next month.
Could he have returned to the
Miller
as
worn
by
the
intruder
were
If the band is accepted, fund-raising
restaurant and found the blue book?
Stone's
home.
There
were,
found
in
for the trip and intense practice sessions
however, no identifying patches, rips or - - It did appear that he could back up
will commence immediately, he said.
his story that he lost the book, at least
other
markings on the cJothes and rio
Mindard is confident the school's 92for a short time.
stains.
member marching unit, incJuding eight .
The fact that the book appeared in
Stone identified the book as his and
majorettes and l~ag girls,could make
Miller's apar~ment didn't have to mean
that
he
had
lost
it
the
previous
evening
a good showing for the state.
Stone had it - someone else could
at Rocco's Pizza Place. He said he and
Three years ago, when Minard began
have.
his friends searched ext~nsively for it
directing the higb school band, he found
Why couldn't the knife be traced to
and even asked a waitress to help. students "embarrassed" to march and
Stone? He wasn't asked if he owned one,
Stone's friends corroborated_ his
play in parades and ceremonies, he
ahd the presence of a book and a knife
testimony at the trial, although one
recalled.
could not be m~re coincidence. .
noted that Stone'was reluctant at first to
But he said he worked to change that
Why didn't Mi1ler hear somebody
tell them what he had Jost.
attitude by introducing to barid
breaking in? Afterall, she was in a "light
members new, more challenging
doze~.
formations.
_
Stone's alibi·was that he wa$ talking
The clothes are pretty damning, but
to friends at the university cafeterib.
The new high school schedule, which
why would Stone let the police search
around noon', and that after leaving the
requires students to remain in school for
his house Without a warrant if he were
cafeteria he went to the library. _
eight periods, has helped )>oOst interest
guilty?
Stone acknowledged speaking to
in the band, Minard said.
After a couple of notes --to Judge '
Miller at Rocco's, but said he had no
Because students have to be at school
Griffith, the jury announced it was hung
other acquaintance with her. Miller said
all day, it becomes "another facet of .
- five to 'one for acquittal. (The
it took about seven minutes to get f_rom
their life," he said." And they're going to
holdout was the witness who played
the university to her house by car, as it
make the best of it."
Miller.)
was four miles away. Rocco's was about
Every ' year more students are
six blocks from her house.
The judge, jury and participants then
attracted to the band ariCI work harder
The knife was never identified as - recessed for a critique of the
to play well, he said. And with morale
,belonging to the defendant and there
performance.
on the rise, he said, the music sounds
.And just for the record, in Judge
were no prints on it or on the "blue
better for"music comes from the heart."
Suntag's court, Stone was convicted.
book".

Band May March in D.C.
" . During the usual academic year,. the
Rutland High School marching band
performs in a few half-time shows for
football and 't>asketball games.
This year, however, the band is ready
for the big. time. Band director Gerald
Minard and local school officials have
been trying to get the band into the Jan.
20 Inauguration Day Parade in
Washington, D.C.
Twenty years ago the RHS band
marched ~n the inauguration parade for
President John Kennedy. At the time,
Minard was attending the Navy School
of Music in Washington .but a heavy
snowstorm prevented him from seeing
the parade.
To be nominated to participate in the
special procession, political
connections have ' to be made far in
advance, Minard said.
Long before the general election,
Minard began "talking to people on
both sides," he said.
Since the election, he and
Superintendent of Schools Thomas
Chesley have contacted members of the
Republican National and State
' Committees and Vermont's Cong·ressional delegation to spark interest in
having _the RHS _band represent
Vermont in the parade.

STR·I KERS' BENEFIT

·Pico ..· Base Lodge
Sunday, December 7 -8:00pm

DINNER* ENTERTAINMENT

\

Featuring ·

TRAX
.Liz Edwards
· Tickets -$5.50 single·
_ $10.00 couple
The Emperor. Murphy's,
an Striker

Sally Aiken
GIANT
RAFFLE

Formerly the
Eddy ·Thomas Band

Linda Cullum
MORE INFOR1\1ATION
CALL 775 -04 71
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1927 Yankees: Hard to Argue With
By CARLETON LAIRD

There have been a lot. of great teams
throughout baseball's history and
although greatness is an arguable
subject, it is very difficult to dispute that
the 1927 Yankees were not only one of
the best, but perhaps the greatest
baseball team ever assembled.
The argument is easy to back lip. The
team was led by five Hall of· Famers,
including the devastating duo of Babe
Rlith and Lou Gehrig.
The lineup was awesome from top to
bottom. Gehrig played ' first base and
batted .373 with 47 home ru_ns and a
league-leading 175 runs batted in.
Tony Lazzeri played second base and
contributed a .309 average with 18
homers and 102 RBis. Shortstop Mark
Koenig hit .285 with 62 RBis and
"Jumpin' Joe" Dugan hit .269 with 43
RBis while playing a sterling third base.
Pat Collins did the catching and batted
.275.

The outfield consisted of leftfielder
Bob Meusel, .337, eight homers and 103
ribbies; rightfielder Earl Combs, a Hall
of Fame member who sported a .356
average with 64 RBis and the immortal
Babe Ruth in rightfield.
·
The 1927 season was among the best
of Ruth's astounding career. The
Bambino hit a mighty .356 with a record
60 homers and 164 runs batted in.
The Yanks featured a fine pitching
staff whose overall earned run average
, was a low 3.20. Han· of Farner Waite
Hoyt led the way with a 22-7 mark and a
league-leading 2.63 ERA.
Hoyt was backed by Farner Herb
Pennock at 19-8, 3.00 and Urban
· Shocker at 18-6, 2.84. Thirty-year-old
rookie Wiley Moore was the bullpen ace
with a 19-7 mark, a 2.28 ERA and 13
saves. (He _lacked enough innings-:
pitched to qualify for the ERA crown.}
The Yanks of '27 won 11 Ogames and
lost 44 while · running away with the

Compliments ~

of

VERMONT STATE LABOR COUNCIL
AFL-Cto ·

American League flag, outdistancing
Philadelphia by 19 games. They then
'Went on to dispose of the Pittsburgh
Pirates in four straight games in the
World Series.
The team stati.stics are overwhelming;
The Yanks hit .307 as a group with a
team slugging percentage of .489, nearly
half a base for every time at bat! New
York also led the league in triples with
103, homers with 158 (Ruth, Gehrig and
Lazzeri accounted for 125 of those), and
runs scored. The 158 homers is an
amazing statistic when one considers
that · base'ball was not a game of
longballs in the pre-Ruth era.
There were ·. also several individual
feats that led the league and some that
have stood the test of time. Gehrig led
the loop with 447 total bases and was _
second in triples with 18. His 117 extra
base hits was second best ever. It was
only Combs' 23 three-baggers that
eclipsed Gehrig and Combs also
' collected-a high 231 hits.
Ruth's .772 slugging average w-as best
in 1927 and third best in history, but
only to himself. His 138 bases on balls
was also tops., as was his 60 home.rs and
his home run percentage of l LI long
balls per lOO' at-bats. That is the second
best ever, again to Ruth's own 11.8.
Hoyt led the foague in winning
percentage with a .759 mark and

. Shocker was among the pitching leaders
with a .263 batting average.
The story is told that the Pirates, after
watching the . Yanks take batting
practice before the first Series game,
were so in awe thafthe World Series was
decided without a pitch being thrown.
This theory was borne out by the
Yankees' four-game sweep. The Series
ended on a bizarre note, however, with
very little glamour.
With the score tied 3-3 in the bottom~
of the ninth and Johnny Miljus
pitching, Combs led off with a walk.
Koenig beat out a bunt and a wild pitch
moved the runners up. Ruth was
intentionally passed to fill the bases and ·
Gehrig and Meusel both fanned. With a
one-strike count on Lazzeri, Miljus
tossed his - second wild pitch Of the
inning and Combs scored the Seriesending run.
Ruth hit the only two home runs of
the World Series and drove in seven
runs while batting .400.
. Th~re h~s never been, and ffil!Y never
be, a team like the '27 yankees. It was a
unique combination of players who
happened to have outstanding years in
the same season combined with _the
spunky managing of Miller Huggins.
Great teams have been compared
throughout the year.s but there is one
that rises above them ali.

ALPHA-BITS
~

(Continued from Back Page)
Seasons", which 'ended with the 1975 seaso·n. Five years have passed, which
means we may see "Five Seasons II" or "The Son of Five Seasons"' in your
_
bookstore soon.
It was bound to happen. Gene Mic:,a:el was destined to pinch hit for Dick
Howser, it's that simple.
After all, the requirements for the Yankee manager's job is to be a Mattel doll
that gives· only three answers, "Yes, George, you're right", "Right away,
George," and "Anything else, sir?"
Jack Tracz:, general manager of the Glens Falls White Sox (AA Eastern
League) was busy cleaning his desk this past week. Tracz will be leaving the team
next week.
,
His destination is uncertain at this point. He will, however, be attending the
minor league winter meetings in Dallas, where he hopes to find a new job along
with· former GlenSox assistant GM Frank Malczyk. Everything at the GlenSox
office seems to be in a holding pattern awaiting the approval of the-sale of the
parent team·to Edward DeBartolo, Jr. The sale was rejected on the first ballot,
but will be voted on again Dec. 13.
, Former GlenSox outfielder Rod Allen was recently activated to the team's
major league 40-man roster. Allen began the season with the Glens Falls team
and was later .elevated to the-AAA team in Iowa. The GlenSox winter roster
came through with "manager to be announced." Manager Mike Pazik has not
been replaced ... yet.

.· Tim D~vis, who coached the .MSJ freshman football team this past fall; is the
school's new girls' varsity basketball coach.
;

COMPLIMENTS
The Area's Best Selection of Styles, Colors & Sizes For
Men - Women ""'.""' .Children
·

.OF

LOCAL

1201
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6
· Fri. 'til 9 P .~ . .

crrY
Master Charge & Visa Welcome

WORKERS' UNION

........
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·Houghton Resigns So~er Post

1980-81-H is Little Slice of History
I

By BOB FRED£TTE , .
When Steve Houghton assudled the
duties ~f head basketball coach at West
Rutland in November he became the
second member of his family to coach
three varsity sports in a single season.
Houghton stated recently, however,
that he would do so only for the 1980-81
_ academic year.

The 27-year-old coach reve~le~ this
past week that he would be res1gmng as
the Golden Horde's soccer mentor and
that he would tender his letter of
resignation ..As ·soon as I get the time to .
write it. 111 probably resign by the end
of the month," Houghton said.
I

The West Rutland school board has
not yet been infor~e.d of Hougb_ton.'s
plans to retire; he has informed ~thl~t1c
Director Jim Candon and Pnnc1pal
Frank Beaulieu of his intentions.
A graduate of Poultney High School
as well as Castleton State College,
where he majored in physical education,
Houghton- became the varsity soccer
mentor in 1977 and guided Westside to
it'S first playoff berth, that coming in the
program's third year of existence
(1979). Since taking 'over the soccer
reins, Houghton - has · become West
Rutland's baseball coach, a post he has
held for two seasuns.

year's tutelage under Valente,
Houghton took. over when the former
moved on:'. ..I wanted to coach a varsity
sport. When Tony left it looked like my
~'!!Y chance," he said.
Having been freshman footballer at
Vermont (the final year of the program)
and a baseball and basketball player at
Castleton, he admittedly was somewhat
skeptical on ·the prospect of coaching
varsity soccer, where he lacked the
tools. It was his father who provided the
answer.
.. He said something to the effect-of, 'If
what you really want to do with your life
is to be a teacher and a coach, now's the
time to do it.'"
' ;

a

..I wasn't as successful coaching
soccer as he·was with football, but it was
different, a brand-new program." ·
The Westside soccer program is now
organized downward to the junior hig_h
sc;:hool level. Although the program 1s
still growing, Houghton felt that it has .
...come as far as I can go with it.
Someone else w1Ilbave to pul mote into
it. I'd like to s~e them .get ·someone in /
here who has a decent soccer
background." ,
. My father was a real big influence on
He says that everyone felt he was at
his best as a football coach, but he never
played football. When he got the job at
Poultney, he went out and studied like
hell, and went to coaching clinics. I
pretty much did the same thing for
soccer.
m~.

His father, Dean, now the principal at
Mill River Union in Clarendon, .was a
three-sport coaeh at Poultney.
In addition to his duties within the
school system, the younger Houghton
directs the Proctor Post 6 American
History will -nouestify to Houghton 's
Legion baseball team. Within the ·greatness as a s<>ci:tr coach but, despite
confines of West Rutland, Houghton is
the factthat his t~ms suffered losing
a- one-man phy-ed staff, his _seasons in two of tliree years, he and the
responsibilities being to coordinate and
program won noteable triumphs. The
oversee the entire program.
Horde was the first Marble Valley
League team .t o win a loop contest in its
It is no secret that in Class M schools
.first year. That 1977 squad s~w another
such as West Rutland that (because of
pinnacle when · it tied powerful rival·
lower numbers of enrollment than in
Proctor, the eventual state champion, 1larger schools), the bulk of ath!_etic
1 in a home contest.
teams are made up of a certain circle of
individuals. The constant exposure to a
"This year we set a team record for
limited group of students (a number of
the most goals scored in a game (five) .•
which will probably also play on the
With a new program you always have
Post 6 team) was one reason why
something that the kids can shoot for,"
Houghton has elected to release soccer,
Houghton points Olft. "We were setting
his first-ever varsity assignmen(
records almost every time we set foot on
the fie.Id .
..It's· not fair to the kids; they see me
'e nough already," he said. ..Some
"Las't year was the most memorable
coaches can do it (tutor three sports),"
season. We started like a house afire.
he said, citing his father and Westside's
When we beat Green Mountain in the
• legendary Frank Hinchey, "but times · _opener the kids got it into .their heads
have changed and sports have come a
that we were going to get into the
long way. There are too many things
playoffs. Still we had to win one of our ,
that have to be done for a coach to be
last three games to make it."
successful: ..Many coaches specialize".
Th.; Hordesmen, then a solid, seniorHoughton is not a stranger to guiding .led squad, wanted that necessary eighth
victory before traveling to Brattleboro
three teams in a single season; during his
for the regular season finale, the reason
first year here (1976),he coached
baseball, basketball, and football, all on . being that the dangerous Colonels had
toppled Proctor during the year, The
the junior varsity level. when football
was cut from the school's athletic eighth win had not materialized before
the Horde boarded the bus for Bratt,
program and replaced by soccer,
but Westside reacted to .tlie must-have
Houghton became assistant coach to
situation by downing the Locals, 4-2.
the Horde's first mentor, Tony Valente
(who has since go on to take the varsity
"That was some bus ride home,"
soccer job at Ludlow's Black River
Houghton said, and smiled. He may
"High School).
never have the suetess his dad ·and
Although he hasl never played soccer
Hinchey enjoyed, but he's got .a slice of
and his true experience was limited to a
history.

/

.

Westside's Steve Houghton

ALPHA-BITS
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Long after th~ World Series and just before ' the annual winter meetings,
baseball fans are given a temporary high, a brief return to an afternoon in
Wrigley Field or an evening in the Astrodome when baseball reigns as the king of
the sports_world.
This brief reprieve is granted by Roger Angell (Five Seasons, The Summer .
Game) and his annual treatisis on. baseball in the New Yorker,
One unfamiliar with Angell gasps at the thought of finding a redeeming
baseball article in the New Yorker, of all places, After all, the New Yorker, the
sanctuary of classy cinema reviews (also authored by Angell), snobbish book
reviews, first-rate fiction and ads for $13,500 glass plates.
It is, but it also is the sanctuary of one Roger-Angell, the dean of th~non-beat
baseball writers, _
"
In his New York office, Angell keeps a baseball (unatograuphed, of course) to
rub occasionally and remind him of his one love. Angell has always treated
baseball as a lover. His current essay, "The Sporting Scene: Pluck and Luck",
which appears in the Nov, 24 edition of the New Y9rker is no exce~tion.
"Begin with the ending," it begins, initiating a review of the World Series
between the Royals and the Phillies. Angell, like most baseball fans, was
appalled at the use of attack dogs in Philadelphia for the sixth and final game of
the World Series.
In "Pluck and Luck", Angell gives the Series and the past season his usual
treatment, which means the sprawling essay (damn the New Yorker and its ads)
is filled with bits of trivia - this is the first all-carpet World Series - and flowing
descriptions of parks, characters, amt plays.
' Angell's language and use of it is different from every baseball writer in the .
country. No one else mixes Shakespearean imagery and locker'room language as
well as he does. ·
What separates Angell from the pack of beat reporters is his attention to detail
and his app·reciation of the technical aspects-of the game. Word lovers and true
fans alike will love his rambling description of George Brett's posture, swing and
character. He does much the same with Amos Otis.
Unlike most sportswriters, Angell does not dwell on major plays or events, He
them with what he feels they deserve arid move& on to other.areas, those
which other writers miss.
/
He can be funny, but he is mostly serious. The best line in the essay may be, ....
, and several hundred sportswriters learned, once and for all, how to spell
hemmorhoid. ·~
.
Also unlike most sportswriters, he brings the fans into the artice, This time he
ropes a group of die-hard Royals fans who lament with the rise and fall of their
teams fortunes in the Series.
, (
.He flashes back on the season, focusing on the Astros, Yankees, Red Sox, A's
and Willie Wilson.
It is, to say the leas.t, required reading. It's entertaining, and classic Angell ..Jt
may also be the final installment for his next book. His last volumn was "Five
(See Page 15: Alpha-Bits) ..
tre~ts

GlenSox GM Quifs,

The 1927 Yankee Team,
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A Change
ls Urged
By Panel
By TIM TAYLOR
A community-sponsored study of the
curriculum used in Rutland schools has
concluded with a report urging changes
in the . system's administration of such
programs as art, reading, physical
education, and the use of school
libraries.
The report - prepared by the
program development committee of
Parents, Administrators, Teachers and
Community (PACT) and presented
Tuesday night to the School Board's
curriculum committee - also warns
that such familiar concepts as
neighborhood schools may have to give
way beneath the economic pressure of
declining enrollment and the rising
costs of building maintenance.
In addition, it calls for a more
detailed professional study of the
financial and administrative problems
that will face Rutland schools in the
next few years.
The major areas of concern listed in
the report and some of the opinions and
suggestions offeFed' incl_ude:
- Art. Elementary students currently
lack an integrated or consistent
exposure to the fine arts, in part because
of the elimination of art teachers. Afull~
time arts coordinator, who would
circulate among the schools, could
design programs for various grade
levels, offer· training to teachers in
creative techniques for teaching art, and
integrate such disciplines as reading,
writing and mathematics into the study
of art, music and drama.
:__ Physical education. Although a
program has been returned to the
elementary grades, it is still limited,
while the high school has no formal
program at all. Teachers should be
encouraged to introduce more exercise
and recreation into a student's daily
routine, and at least an intramural
program should be restored to the high
school.
- Reading. · Cutbacks in staffing of
school Ii braries. and occasional.
problems with uninspired teaching have
sometimes dampened students'
enthusiasm for reading. Encouragement -of more creative teaching
methods, increased exposure to the
library and the use of interesting,
outside materials to supplement the
existing reading program could help
reverse this trend.
- Neighborhood schools. The concept
is attractive, but probably impractical
because of the financial necessity of
consolidating students, services and
facilities on a more citywide basis. The
luxury of allowing a child to walk to
school would have to_be paid for by the
sacrifice of much-needed programs.
- Professional evaluation. The last
formal study of the school system by an
outside consulting firm was completed
15 years ago. A new study, while
expensive, could pay for itself by
providing a credible guide to the·
distribution of limited financial,
physical and human resources.
(See Pase l 0: Schools)

Work At
Tampax
Slackens
By DAVID MOTT
A decline in sales of tampons as a

Dazzled by the glow of Old St. Nick himself. At least that seems to be the look
on this four-year-old standing in the Toy and Hobby Shop at the Rutland Mall.
Santa is nowhere in sight, though. The tot is dazzled by the rows of toys that
tower over him. (Photo by Kevin Duffy).

Another Easy Winter?
Don't Bet Your Earmuffs

1

By KEVIN DUFFY
Button up your overcoat and don
those wooley mittens because it's going
to be an unusually cold winter in
Vermont.
Temperatures on the average may be
5 degrees lower than normal, predicted
forecasters in telephone interviews.
"Overall it looks like a colder winter
than normal - much colder than last
year," Brian Durst, a forecaster for New
England Weather Systems,said.
As for snowfall, two of the three
forecasters surveyed said it would be
lighter than usual, but much heavier
than last winter, which was a bust for
skiers but a break for hungry deer.
- U.S. Weather Service specialist
George Joseph said we may see less
snow than in an average Vermont
winter because of a predominance of
cold, high-pressure systems, which tend
to bring low t.e mperatures and generally
clear skies.
U.S. meteorologist Jack · Hummel
added that the number of clear days will

increase as Lake Champlain and lakes
in Canada freeze, reducing the amount
of moisture they release into the air.
. Durst, however, who forecasts for
Rutland radio station WHWB among
others, said coastal storms will dump a
large amount of snow on the lower end
of Vermont this winter.
"Rutland is in a good spot for coastal
storms," he said, adding, "You will do
well but places like Wilmington will do
even better."
Coastal storms, Durst explained,
originate in the South and move up the
Atlantic Coast.
Exactly why air masses move the way
they do hasn't been determined
precisely, although there are many
theories. What is known is that the
masses are linked to the movement of jet
streams miles above the earth.
As the streams move so do the
masses, bringing changes in
·temperatures and either clear skies,
(See Pase 10: Cold)

result of women's concern over Toxic
Shock Syndrome has spurred
management at the Rutland Town
Tampax Inc. plant to ask workers to
voluntarily take time off without pay
until inventory begins to drop.
A source said last week that Tampax
was looking for approximately 40
workers to take up to six weeks off
without pay.
The company's executive vice
president in Palmer, Mass., Thomas
Moore, said Tampax was encouraging
workers to take one week, or more, off if
~
employees could afford it.
Moore said the reduction in the work
force is not a layoff. In the past,
Tampax has asked employees to take
days off without pay when sales slump
and inventories back up, he said.
Workers who take time off without
pay remain company employees,
Moore said, and will resume ftill-time
work when business conditions permit.
Sources said last week that the more
than. 150 production employees at the
Rutland Tampax plant were informed
of voluntary layoffs last Wednesday.
Production workers, mostly women
were being called into managers' offices
for interviews.
Several individuals close · to the
situation said the request for voluntary
time off had generated resentment
among some employees, particularly
because the request came without
warning.
"We never dreamed it would happen
until yesterday," one,wonian said. "We
did not have much time to talk about
it.,,
Another woman, however, said
employees seemed ·to be taking the
situation "in stride," and that, with the
nation-wide drop in tampon sales, the
company's move seemed "inevitable."
Tampon sales have been declining
nationally, Moore said. He declined to
specify how badly Tampax sales have
been hurt.
Moore said the publicity surrounding
the association between Toxic Shock
Syndrome and tampon use is "one of
the, if not the main reason," for the
slump in tampon sales.
(See Page 10: Shock)

A GUIDE INSIDE
The incontinent caller, the
purloined cheese, and the blob
that attacked Center Rutland-all
this and more in the police blotter,
See Pase S.
Goddard College at the
crossroads, See Page 3.
Chickens are in, swine are out.
Vladyka's in the news again, See
Page 6. Table talk, but we don't mean
the Pase.
pies.
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Battle oftheTable Rages in CityHall
By DAVID MOTT
A recent move by Rutland's building
inspector to declare a scale model of the
city's Center Street Alley Project a fire
hazard and have it removed from City
Hall sparked a somewhat humorous
battle between Tax Collector Bernard
Waterman and the Public Works
Department over possession of the table
on which the model sat.
Ai last look it appeared Waterman
gained the upper hand by luring the
table into his. office and keeping the
door locked whenever he ventured out.
But, as one observer put it last
Thursday, "the saga continues," and the
Public Works Department _has
apparently vowed to regain possession
of the table.
,
While the Public Works Department
claims the table is on its inventory roster
and came from its offices which are
down the hall from Waterman's
domain, the tax collector said he was

promised the table by former City
Treasurer Joseph Simonds . The
promise supposedly was made after a
desk from Waterman's office was
transferred to the city attorney's office.
Since early spring, the table has sat on
the second floor of City Hall outside the
aldermanic Council Chambers.
·But Wednesday, City Building
Inspector Laurent Lamontagne
declared the model a fire hazard and
ordered it removed from the corridor.
The city building code does not allow
loose articles in hallways, he said.
The model was ·taken away.
Some in City Hall suspect a
conspiracy behind the fire hazard
ruling.
When asked about the conspiracy
theory, Lamontagne said with a
chuckle, "I could care less, as long as
they got it out of the hall. I was just
trying to get it out of the hall." ,
Hearing of an impending table snatch

Bad Checks
· The Rutland Region Chamber of
Commerce has issued a warning to local
businessmen regarding bad checks. It
noted thaWhe Rutland County state's .
attorney's office has decided that as of
Dec. 15 it will not prosecute any bad
check complaint involving a check that
does not bear the birth date of the
person cashing the check. Further
information is available from the city
PoHce· Department.

Jeffords in Rutland
Rep. James M. Jeffords, R-Vt., will
discuss national health insurance and
the new Congress under President-elect
Ronald Reagan at a breakfast forum on,
Dec. 16. The event, sponsored by the
Rutland Region Chamber of
Commerce, will begin at 7:29 a.m. at the
Holiday Inn. More information is
available from the Chamber, P.O. Box"
67, Rutland, Telephone 773-2747.

by Waterman, Mary Muzzi, a payroll
clerk with the Public Works
Department, hustled down the hall and
told Waterman that in no way was the
table his; it was DPW's table.
Waterman disagreed and Muzzi, as if
to restrain Waterman from latching
onto the coveted table, grabbed
Waterman by the shoulders.
Extracating himself from Muzzi's
grip, Waterman proceeded to sit on the
table and declared he was not moving.
Muzzi asked Waterman to move.
Waterman refused to move.
Muzzi threatened to tip over the table
with Waterman on it.
Waterman, according to one report,
threatened to sue.
With the battle somewhat at a
standstill, but with Waterman in
possession of the table, Muzzi retrated
down the hall to consult with Public
Works Commissioner Allan Merrit - a
bad tactical move observers said lat'er.
For, as Muzzi moved down the hall,
Waterman and the table, moved into
the tax collector's office.
"I left and the table dissappeared into
his office," Muzzi complained later.
Once inside, Waterman immediately
locked "the door.
The table dispute is still simmering.
Waterman locks the table in his office
whenever he leaves, taking no chances
that Muzzi or other DPW workers

might stage a surprise raid to liberate
the table. ·
Pointing to the corner of his office
where the table sits, Waterman said
"That is where it is staying." He vowed
to heap heavy objects on it to keep it in
his office.
Muzzi Thursday reportedly tried to
outflank Waterman by offering Edward
Moran, a janitor, banana bread if he
would unlock Waterman's office door.
Recognizing subterfuse when he saw it,
·Moran retreated from temptation to the
first floor of City Hall and, reports say,
refused to journey back to the second
floor until Waterman returned to his
office.
Despite the intensity with which both
parties claim rightful possession of the
table, Waterman and Muzzi are treating
the situation as a good-natured joke.
~'It was so funny," Muzzi said as she
recalled the hall battle for the table.
And despite the fact that she and the
Public Works Department lost the first
battle, Muzzi claimed the DPW would
win the war.
"We are going to get it because it is
ours ... he hasn't got a prayer. Poor
Bernie," she said.
When asked why · Waterman was ·in
such good humor over the incident, an
associate of the tlfx collector's fired
back, "Because he won. You are always
in good humor when you win."
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A New Direction For Goddard

By HILARY ROSENBERG
The fate of financially ti:oubled
Goddard College in Plainfield will be
decided within the next two weeks.
The board of trustees will be
presented with a plan for reorganization
of the school's academic and
administrative structure. The plan
includes layoffs, college officials said
this week.
Acting Goddard President Victor
Loesslath Ehle said he believes the plan
wiJl be accepted by the board and by the
school's accreditation authority, the
New · En.gland Association of High
Schools and Colleges. "People know
the time has come for Goddard to
change," he said.
The trustees will consider the plan at
a working meeting in New York City on

Tuesday and make a final decision on it
at the board's annual winter meeting on
Dec. 13. Two days later, the New
England Association will judge whether
the plan makes the college financially
viable and can be the basis of the
renewal of Goddard's accreditation.
The school, which operates on a $5.5
million annual budget, is currently
about $1 million in debt, Ehle said:
The reorganization plan, worked out
by a college task force over the past five
months and completed this week
articulates a new vision for the college,
Ehle said. It involve~ the integration of
Goddard's five programs of study that
are now isolated from one another. (For
example, the adult non-residential
program offers different faculty and
classes than any other program).

In the new design, the options and
resources of all programs would be
open to all students, he said. The 50
faculty members, nQw confined . to
teaching in one progt;am, would be
retrained to work in all five programs,
Ehle said.
The reorganization will allow
"significant cuts" to be made from the
130-member non-teaching staff,
according to Ehle. Currently each
program has its own administrative
structure, which makes the college's
. administration "top-heavy," he said.
"We've got more deans than the
University of Michigan," faculty union
president Carla Thomas observed.
However, she said she would condemn
any cuts in the college faculty. "I don't
think the end justifies the means," she

said.. Ehle said layoffs of faculty
members are not scheduled in the
reorganization plan.
Along with an overhaul of the college
system will come an organized fundraising effort, which Goddard has never
seen before, Ehle said. The college
recently hired a Chief Financial Officer
and Fundraiser, Jerome M. Shostacki
who will coordinate the fund-raising
campaign, the president said.
Ehle, who replaced former president
John Hall, who resigned about a month
ago due to Goddard's troubles, said he
is optimistic the school will attract niore
students because of its restructured
system and the re.suiting financial
soundness. "I intend to see the college
through until it is stable," he asserted.

Fuel Cuts May Leave Some Cold
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Lou Magnane of the BenningtonR utland Opportunity Councilfears that
changes in federal funding policy could
badly hurt the home weatherization
_program for-low-income families he has
helped build during the past few years,
he said.
He has seen the Depart01ent of
Energy cut back funds in the past two
years and expects more of the same, he
said. In fact, Magnane said it wouldn't
surprise him if the Reagan
administration eliminated the
department entirely, and cut money for
the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CET A) which provides
labor for the weatherization program.
Magnane also foresees a transfer of
the work to weatherize homes from the ·
five Vermont community action
agencies now handling it to the private
sector, he said.
·
- The weatherization program
provides the homes ~f low-income
families with insulation, storm
windows, roof repairs and other heat
conserving renovations free of charge.
This year, the Department of
Energy's original allocation to the

state's Comprehensive Employment
and Training office, which administers
the weatherization program, was only
enough to fund the program for six
months, CETO weatherization
administrator ·Marcel Rocheleau said.
Recently, however, the department
increased its allocation by 150 percent
to $2,370, 150, still only enough to cover
nine months of the program at its
current rate of operation, he said.
BROC can only last for seven months
on its increased share, according to
Magnane. BROC's current budget is
$550,000 for the past year and a half.
The state's strategy is to continueweatherizing homes at its regular pace
and hope for additional funds in the
spring, Rocheleau said. To win the.
extra money, he feels the state must
impress the federal government by
"weatherizing as many homes as
possible as quickly as possible," he said.
If additional money is not made
available, he said, the program will
begin to "phase down" in June and halt
in September until receiving funds
again in January.
The phase~down is included in the

state plan for the weatherization
program that is due at the Department
of Energy in its final form by Dec. 17.
The plan also outlines a pilot project
at · the Northeast Employment and
Training Office that allows private
contractors to do some of the office's
weatherization work. According to the
plan, the project will test the ability of
private contractors to take over
weatherization in case pf a · labor
shortage or at the end of a contract
period.
Magnane expects the project will go
into full-scale operation as the result of
the elimination of the CET A program.
With private contractors, the program
will serve fewer people since they
"would do as little as they can for as
much as they can," Magnane said.
Magnane said he is frustrated with
the federal government's actions and a
lack of challenge to them. "Everybody is
just accepting what comes down from
the federal go_vernment," he said, "and it
makes me sick as a taxpayer."

United Press International, Inc., photo.

Photograph of Joe Hill Jaken by Internatio
News Service on the eve of his execution.

Introducing the

Cloud Futon...
To our cotton earth firm foton we have
added a 2-lnch high density. foam core. for ·
a hint of cloud softness and long lasting
resiliency. Still the comfort of cotton next
fo you, and firm support for no morning
backache.
Also,..a complete line of cotton quilts,
flannel sheets, floor pillo~s. buckwheat
hull pillows, and more.
·

ESSENTIAL ALTERNATIVES
38 Center St., Rutland, VT. 05701 (802)773-8834

CHRISIMAS
SALE
Thursday· Friday· Saturday

DRESSES 30% off
AIR
CRUISE
AMTRAK
OUR COMPLETE SERVICE
MAKES THE PL.A NNING SIMPLE
AT ·No ADDITIONAL COST TO YOU

.-.•The

'••Opera

•••House
Merchants Row
Rutland, Vermont

Barbara Barron, Carlene Peterson,
Mary O'Brien
Travel Consultants
802 775-6921
Free Delivery Service
For Commercial Accounts

~
llliipany

20% off on all
FALL & WINTER FASHIONS *ex~ept hosie.r y & jewelry'

1!_~,.,..~..
tl.d~V..:

. . .,,.,

Keeping Pace with Fashion
Christmas Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-S
VISA, MASTER CHARGE, TURTLE GREEN CHARGE
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Lawrence Book Rates Gold
spiritual an:d physical communion with
mountains from her childhood days at
Pico to her first competitions and to her
present life in Mammoth Lanes, Calif.
"We have mountains inside us,"
Lawrence writes. "A mountain is never
there simply to climb or ski. It is a
challenge to physical mastery and
spiritual possibility to which one goes
towards risk with as much abandon as
possible."
She dots the volume with quotations
from such· diversified sources as the
Bible, Balzac, William James, Kafka,
Christopher Fry, Gertrude Stein and
. Thornton Wilder. This vast and
impressive list is a reflection of
Lawrence's diversity as a person. She is
intense, well-read, articulate and
intensely concerned about the
environment.
She seems to fit Bob Dylan's
description of himself, "I'm like a
matchbox, too many matches in a small
box." The book is a collection of
various subjects, ideas, memories, and
recounts of events.
Lawrence perhaps uses her hindsight
best when she describes her second run
in the slalom at the 1952 Olympics at
Rodlekeiva, Norway. After the first
tun, in which she fell but recovered
brilliantly, Lawrence was in fifth place.
The mental process involved in preparing for that all-important second
run, which ultimately won the gold
medal for her, was nothing more than
the accumulation of all that she had
learned until that point.

By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
One of the problems bookstore
proprietors may have in stocking
Andrea Mead Lawrence's book "A
Practice of Mountains" is finding an
appropriate place for it on the shelves.
True, it's non-fiction. But it could be
placed in sports, nature, psychology,
outdoors, games, or general.
No · one, however, will confuse her
work with any other offering by a
famous athlete. It is well-written,
methodical, and busy. Absent is the
locker room . gossip, sensationalist
figures each all-too-common in books
written by (or ghost written for) sports.
It is an intense work written by
Lawrence, the only American woman to
win two gold medals in skiing at the
Winter Olympics. It is co-authored by
Sara Burnaby, a fifth-generation
Southern Californian, who is a
seasoned free-lance writer.
In the book, Lawrence draws on her
vast experiences, both on the ski slopes
· and in her mind, to produce an
introspective collection of memoirs.
She refers to the work as a "collection of
unfinished -business."
While most of the work is definitely
historical in nature and theme, the
treatment is certainly different.
Throughout the work, she frequently
makes references to her ability and need
to put events and thoughts in
perspective (often after several years)
before she can deal with them
.objectively and analyticaly.
A prevailing theme of the book is her

Andrea Mead Lawrence talks to- Helen Porter, the former owner of the
Hartford Book Shop, at the store Thursday. (Photo byr Michael Aleshire).
"After tripping on that first run, I set
up an emotion crating a trigger effect
putting me face-to-face with my
history," Lawrence said at an interview
at the Hartford . Book Shop on
Thursday during an autographing
session.
The rest, of course, was indeed
history. That · second run was perhaps
her best eve_r, that instant in time when
you perform the perfect deed. It was
good enough to win.
Though the book is a collection of

Recycling Program Funded
Recycling programs in Castleton,
Rutland City and Poultney, have been
named as pilot projects in a study to be
completed by the Rutland County Solid
Waste District. Beginning in January,
the programs will be funded through a
$27,000 U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency grant; and studied to determine
the feasibility of recycling in the region.
According to RCSWD Manager
Rick Dovey, the District will be jointly
responsible with the town of Castleton
and the Episcopal Church in Rutland
for expanding programs there, and for
the success of a new program with the
town of Poultney. Dovey said that the
District will provide technical
assistance, administrative help, and
·
publicity.
The grant was awarded following an
EPA review of the District's. study into
the potential of recycling, complet«_d in
September. The report revealed an
availability · of recyclable materials
including newspapers, glass and metal:
nearby markets and intermediate
processor to purchase the materials,
and a positive attitude toward recycling.
"The support given existing
programs indicates a desire on the part

of many residents to actively participate
in a conservation program," Dovey
said. He added that since recycling
creates lower waste disposal costs, it
serves to keep taxes down, which also
encourages involvement.

memories and events, she does not dwell
on the victory in Norway. This
treatment also separates the work from
other sports books.
Lawrence, above · all; attempts to
explain her life in her own detailed
words, detailing the emotional and
mental experiences involved. It is well
written, well conceived and clearly the
work of two gifted, sensitive people.

The

Silver Shop

2nd Time Around
· Children's
Thrift Shop

9 Center Street

Rutland, Vermont
773-7211

43 Baxter St., Rutland

Upon completion in the spring of
1981, the RCSWD will evaluate the
project to determine if volunteer
recycling can work, the percentage of
materials which can be recycled, the
financial benefits which can be realized,
and any recommendations concerning
project improvement.

WANTED
Winter Outerwear
(Fo~

Fabricators of

Consignment)

· Silver & Gold JewelrY
r

open Mon.-Frl., 10-5, Sat. 10-2

Dear Friends and Nel1hbon:
Tbanks1lvln1 Is over and
Christmas comes quickly cl0ser. The
best spirit of the holiday season is
helpin1 othen less fortunate. Why not
make younelf feel 1ood and help the
many homeless and unfortunate
animals by joining the second annual
Rutland County Humane Society
Community Christmas Card?
Send your tax deducti·ble donation
(large or small) to the Rutland County
Humane Society, Inc., Stevens Road,
Pittsford, Vt. 05763.
At Christmas· Time the naJDes of
those of you making this special
holiday greeting will be published in
this paper if received by December 15.

''Black & White"
(Rock n' Roll)
FRI.-SUN.
December 5-7

What a warm and wonderful feeling
to know that your donation will help
feed the lonely and abandoned
animals we handle all year long.

Next Week
Monday thru Sunday
December 8 thru 15
Back by Popular Demand - The Best in Rock n' Roll

The. animals thank you ...

.

m~

"FATE"·
Inquire About the Wobbly IJ's
New Years Eve Party

~~~~~~J

775-1991

Rutland Shopping Plaza
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From ·The Police Blotter
· The fo-llowing are excerpts from the
Rutland Police daily log from Nov. 27
to Dec. 4.
Thursday, Nov. 27
00:35 - Chimney fire on Engrem Ave.
00:50 - Dorr Dr. near Clement Road is
a sheet of ice. DPW notified.
01:15 - Broken window at Harold's
Exxon. Subject apprehended.
03:54 Domestic disturbance on
Granger St.
07:0I - Broken window at Midas
Muffler.
.
I 1:29 - Southeast school boiler light
blinking red.
.
13:06 - Domestic disturbance on State
St.
13:08 - Report of shooting in home
near corner of River anq Forest.
13: I I - State police advised they had
received same cali, dispatching Aldous.
13: 12 - Investigator requested.
' 13:2 I - Incident classified as suicide.
Notifieg police chief, medical examiner
and state's attorney.
I4:29 - Next of kin in reference to
above called to request press release
held until family members notified.
15:37
Traveler's advisory for
southern Vermont through Saturday
morning: mixed snow and freezing rain.
16:06 Minor accident near 59
Prospect St.
18:40 - Fire at 110 Woodstock Ave.
22:40 __.:._ Intoxicated person called to
complain about female police officers
and correctional guards. Called back at
22:42 and 22:45.
Friday, Nov. 28
03:01 --,- Rutland Hospital requests

Kelly's
Krimestoppers
Public Relations Officer Frank
Kelly's tip <>f the week: "Breaking and
entering into homes has been - a
consistent problem in Rutlan~ .
Residents are urged to help curb this
type of activity by securing their homes
as best as possible."

""'

I

--·

I
I
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f'
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- -· -

officers contact doctor at residence.
Need to contact him; phone seems to be
off hook. ·
05:15 - Roads really becoming icy.
09:32 - Theft from residence on North
St.
11:37 - Car blocking drive on Library
Ave.

15:24 - Wreath blown down from .
between Center and Wales Streets.
RFD notified.
15:48 -'- Vandalism on Plain St.
15:51 - Vandalism on Strongs Ave.
I6: 16 Theft from business
downtown.
I6:25 - Theft of chain saw from North
Main.
I 7: l I - Advised that on Grove St. near
first hole there are wire sparking. CVPS
notified.
Saturday, Nov. 29
.
00:2 I - Drunk reportedly passed out m
alley on Strongs Ave. Subject gone
when officer arrived.
02:32 - Officer reports .in pursuit of
male subject in Church St. area.
.
02:39 - False box alarm, State and
Pine.
02:43 - Vehicle involved reference item
at 02:32 towed by police.
03:25 .,.___ Advised vehicle had been
stolen from Bethel. Inventory revealed
numerous items not belonging to
owner assumed stolen. Included: fur
coat, ~ittens, cheese, bag of gifts.
09:0 I - Vehicle stolen from Rutland
motel between Friday night and
Saturday morning.
I2:I6 - Youth with BB gun on Maple
St.
20:48 Rutland Airport reports
accident involving airplane .
Information relayed to state police.
21: 18 - Light-colored pickup in Center
St. area reported with subject pointing
rifle out window of vehicle.
Sunday, Nov. 30
00: 15 --'- Starting to snow quite heavily
at this time.
01:20 - Hysterical woman requests
police on Allen St. for disturbance of
·
some sort.
02:35 - Telephone operator reported
woman on Baxter St. who called to
request help and then hung up.
02:40 - Request to check residence on
High St. because of woman thought
suicidal.
03:12 - Woman found to be OK but
very drunk.

- - · ·woodshed Restaurant
--·

-·

--

~

I

Route 4A-We5t Rutland, Vt.
438-9889
>

Friday & Saturday ·
December 5 & 6
Entertainment
9 pm-1 al!!
...... ... .. .
- .... -·

_

,

--~

- · - --

STRONGS AVE., Run.AND - OPEN THUR. 'tU •• FRI.

•au.

OUR OWN CURED

-CORNED BEEF
ROUNDS sFA~1! $19~.
Swift's

HOSTESS
HAMS !~'.~· $9 99

05:58 - Report of pulp wood in middle
of Rt: 4 in Center Rutland just east of
underpass before Rt. 3 turnoff. State
police notified.
07:43 - Vehicle blocking driveway on
South Main.
17: I 7 - Lights on Center St. are down.
17:26 - Another report of lights down;
reportedly causing traffic problems.
RFD notified.
17:59 - Domestic problem on Baxter
St.
18:3I - Male subject reports assaulted
by brothers.
· 20:25 National weather service
advisory warns high, strong, gusty wind
predicted for southern Vermont with
speeds up to 60 mph and poor visibility
due to blowing snow.
21:50 - Advised water main behind
.
Plaza shut off to fix break.
22:55 - Domestic disturbance on
Library Ave.
Wednesday, Dec. 3
00: I 3 - Christmas lights on Merchants
Row are down by Carbine-Anderson.
RFD notified.
08":21 - Report of break at Northwest .
school. Entry not gained .
08:30 Rescue squad to Park
Pharmacy on West St.
·10:30 - Juvenile into station asking to
speak to officer. Spoke with officer and
left.
14: 15 - Snowballs reportedly being
thrown at customers at downtown gas
station.
18:05 - Snowmobiles on Hazel St.
18: 19 - Alcoholic came into station
requesting help. AIR .called.
23:32 Report of gunshots in
Washington St. area. Unfounded .
Thursday, Dec. 4
O1:09 - RepDrt of large group of people
in Strongs Ave. Possible problem.
O1: 10 - . Officers advised only
basketball group celebrating. Will quiet
down.

."HAIR HAVEN"
·Hair Cutting
Hair Styling
Bill Canfield, prop.
MAIN STREET, FAIR HAVEN,
APPOINTMENTS
265-4428

Dallas Is Back

at the Rustic Woods):led ·

l I :29 - Dog bite on Pine St.
I 5:20 - Christmas tree lights in park
are missing.
23:05 - Advised of armed robbery in
Center Rutland.
Monday, Dec. 1
00:46 - Vehicle involved in robbery
recovered in Giorgetti Park.
Vehicle had been stolen. Turned over to
.
state police'. ·
02:13 - Advised two male subjects
hitchhiking east on Rt. 4 east of mall;
one of them matches description of
subjects wanted in robbery. Relayed to
state police.
.
09:51 - Vehicle at Vo Tech vandahzed
over weekend.
10: 10 - Advised dogs going through
training at Police Academy will be
"trailing" at Allen and Stratton.
12:30 - New sidewalk put in at Lincoln
and Roberts. (See 17:04 entry for Nov.
I4.) Not set yet, try to keep eye on it
until dried.
I5:44 -'- Minor accident on North
Main.
I6:25 - Chirnney fire on Horton Ave.
l8:I8 - Disturbance on Granger St.
I8:46 - Report of drunk on Wales St.
by Herald building. Alcohol
Information Referral contacted to take
subject away.
Family disturbance on
I 9:09
Granger St.
.20:44 - Window open at business on
State St.
22:54 - Disorderly subject on Library
Ave.
.
23:20 - Report of threats received at
residence on Williams St.
Tuesday, Dec. 2
OI:IO - Fight in Church St. area.
OI :23 - Advised by citizens of drunk on
ground in front of movie theater on
West St. AIR contacted.
02:20 - Report of 101,1d male subject on
Cottage St. May have smashed
. windows.
02:28 - Report appears unfounded, as
unable to raise complaintant or
.
anything else.
03:44 - Rescue squad to Pleasant St.
04:21 - Open door in Plaza.
04:42 - Open door on Merchant's
Row.
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Fair Haven: No Place For Pigs
By MEGAN PRICE
FAIR HA VEN - Fair Haven zoning
officials have ruled that a newlyestablished pig farm here does not meet
local zoning ordinances.
L and N Pork Producers, the brain
child of Larry Vladyka of Castleton and
Fair Haven resident Norman Gray, is
operating along Route 4-A illegally,
Zoning Administrator William Heller
said in an interview Thursday.
According to Heller, the property
where the pigs are housed - located
west of the main business district near
the Cedar Dale Lumber Co. - is zoned
as roadside commercial. Heller said
local ordinances dictate that "no swine
or forbearing animals" may be housed
there.
The exception, Heller said, is rabbits.
Chickens and other · foul are also

allowed. But pigs are a violation.
Heller said he discovered the
violation when he visited Gray's
property to gath.e r information
regarding a permit Gray requested
asking to open up a gun shop on his
property.
Vladyka ·has repeatedly made the
same request of Castleton selectmen,
and once operated a gun shop and
trading center at his home near
Castleton Corners on Route 4-A.
Vladyka lost his shop and home in a
fire about two years ago. When he asked
for a permit to rebuild, the request was
turned down.
Vladyka-'s request was denied after
neighbors testified that Vladyka's
customers or others connected with the
business tested rifles at all hours. One
neighbor said his house had bullet holes

in it from late-night rifle tests.
be removed from the property, the
Despite court challenges by . judge ordered.
Vladyka's lawyer to protest the town's
Vladyka moved the swine to Gray's
refusal to grant him a permit, Vladyka
property in October.
has yet to receive that approval.
On Nov. 4, Heller visited the property
and handed Gray an injunction. But,
In retaliation, Vladyka opened his
Heller said that as of Thursday, "He's
Gateway Hog Farm. That too
still got the pigs."
·
prompted a court battle with town
A wandering goat and a turkey or two
officials.
have been seen as well on the former
While Castleton zoning ordinances
Carbotti Farm now owned t>y Gray and
allow swine to be kept, zoning
his wife, Chris.
administrators and a Superior Court
Heller said he has turned his findings
judge ruled that the stench from the
over to selectmen. Selectmen in turn
of
ordinances
operation was a violation
have handed the matter to lawyer
which forbig transmission of offensive
Cranston
Howe, who would represent
odors to adjoining properties.
the town.
A judge ordered Vladyka to remove
Howe said he has not visited the
all but ·three pigs, which could be used
property or written Gray a letter
for personal consumption. The other 80 addressing the problem.
to 100 pigs of all colors and sizes had to
Howe said he has driven by the
property and seen what he believed were
one or two pigs, but not a herd as earlier
had been kept in Castleton.
Then too, the lawyer said he did not
notice any stench as described at the
Castleton farm.
·
·
Johnson said.
Howe
said
he
expects
to
visit
the
DelNero, who also is Perrier's sisterproerty soon with some town officials to
in-law, pleaded guilty in Newport, R.I.
count
piglets and talk to Gray about the
Family Court last July to aiding Gilpin
problem before writing him a letter.
in the hijacking. She agreed to testify for
Howe said he has heard rumors the
the government.
pig
business may die a natural death,
But on Thursday DelNero was
due to the increasing cost of pig feed,
nowhere to be seen:
and sees no reason to push the matter
Because she failed to respond to a
legally if that happens.
subpoena to testify Thursday, Assistant
In the meantime, Heller said he has
U.S. Attorney Jerome Niedermeier
approved
Gray's request for a permit to
asked Federal Judge Albert W. Coffrin
establish a gun shop on the property.
to issue a warrant for her arrest as a
"But he hasn't picked it up yet," Heller
material witness.
said.
By the end of the day, DelNero was
still missing. Authorities said she was
believed armed.
DelNero is 17 years old, has brown
hair and brown eyes, is 5 feet 3 inches
tall and weighs 120 pounds, authorities
·
said.

Fishy Tale Surrounds Scallop Caper
the driver, Ralph Gilpin, while trying to
By MARGO HOWLAND
The story of five men indicted for show him the way to Clifton Dragon's
their roles in an elaborate scheme to house in Goshen. The truck was to be
hijack a truck full of scallops, sell them buried on Drago1,1 's property and Jeff
in Vermont, and bury the truck is the Humiston of Brandon was to be paid
story of "The Gang That Couldn't for digging the hole.
And when the group tried to drive the
Shoot Straight."
Star witness · Kathleen Johnson, truck into the hole, it got stuck.
testifying under immunity, told a jury in
Gilpin, 32, of Newport, R.I., is
U.S. District Court in Burlington this alleged to have hijacked the Carter
week of efforts to move and bury the Seafod truck on Nov. 9, 1979, in
truck, which was being stored on her Pourtsmouth, R.I., while the vehicle
mother's property in Brandon for. was enroute to Gloucester, Mass., with
safekeeping.
six tons of scallops belonging to the
First Kathleen couldn't get the truck Aquidneck Lobster Co.
Aquidneck borrowed the truck at the
started so the battery was charged for an
hou.r. Then when she did get it started, suggestion of Paul Vyzorek of Newport,
the truck became stuck in mud.
one of the regular Carter Seafood
Efforts to pull it out with a tractor drivers, the government claims. ·
failed. She tried a larger tractor, but
Gilpin was indicted in Rhode Island
because she didn't know how.to start it for the alleged hijacking, and indicted in
·she had to wake up her 72-year-old
Vermont for his part in the concealment
mother, Ruth, for assistance.
.of the truck, the sale of stolen scallops,
But that didn't work either, so she and the conspiracy.
finally went to Clifton Dragon's home
Dragon pleaded guilty last month to
in Goshen, where the truck was to be burying the truck and will testify for the
buried, and got his assistance.
· government. Vyzorek, Ralph Bennett
While Dragon was trying to pull the of .Brandon and David Perrier of
truck, a chain snapped, striking him on Salisbury also were indicted for
·- -.the.back ofthe_headand.causing heavy allegedly helping to transport the stolen
bleeding.
motor vehicle to Vermont, burying it
and peddling the scallops. They were
charged with conspiracy as well.
Johnson admitted she lied to the
grand jury about not . knowing the
scallops were stolen, and quoted Perrier
as saying: "You don't even have to cook
these scallops, they're so hot."
While the scallops were being bagged
at Johnson's, Gilpin 's teenaged
girlfriend, DeeDee DelNero, perched
on a car and brandished a shotgun,

Invites you to join our movie
exchange club which gives you access
to a great home TV movie library on
Video cassette.
See us for free, friendly advice on
pur:chasing Video recorders, . cameras,
games, pre-recorded movies or any Video
.
product.

The

Christmas

Idea

West Rutland High School Drama
Club will present a Christmas play
called "Alais M's Santa _ Claus
Performance" on Dec. 12 at s ·p.m. and
Dec. 13 at I and 8 p.m.
Tickets, on sale in the school office,
are $2 for adults, $I for students, and 50
cents for children less than six years old. ·
There will be a special performance
for Grades Kindergarten through six on
Dec. 19. Christmas cookies and punch
will be served after each performance by
the Friends of the Fine Arts.
·

• Quality Peperbecka
• Dl1tlnctlve Herd Cover

Bookl
• Complete Chlldren'1
Section
• Book• Speclel Ordered

CHRISTMAS HOURS
Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Saturday 9 to 6

Come In and Sign lJp to Win An
ATARI COMPUTER SYSTEM

----

52 Center Street

Rutland Vt. 882 775-2951

54 Center Street
Rutland. Vermont 05701
802 - 773-3000

Exchange

9 Center Street
Rutland, Ven'n<>nt

773-7211

Buyers of

Silver and Gold
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Elderly Housing Project Advanced F~ir Haven
By MEGAN PRICE
POULTNEY _ Vicki and John
Swenor have received Act 250 approval
of their plan to convert the former
Central School Building here on Main
Street into housing for the elderly.

The building was put up for bid
earlier this year, after several
unsuccessful attempts to raise money to
restore the huge three-story brick an'd
wood-frame building.
The school is a landmark here, and

several citizens groups tried to come up
with alternative uses for the old school
;lfter it was closed several years ago.
When those attempts failed to
produce any new uses for the building
or money enough to refurbish it for
community offices, the local school
board opted to put it on the auction
block.
The Swenors bought the property for
less than $30,000, after Swenor, a
school board member, disqualified
· himself from the approval proce~ure

Park Still In Dark
FAIR HA VEN - Several months
after deciding to install "crime lights"
around the perimeter of Fair· Haven's
park, the downtown green remains a
dimly lit hangout for youth.
Selectmen decided to install the lights
after a series of public hearings designed
to address the problem of vandalism
and mischief in the downtown area
here.

W eatherization
Workshop Set
The Bennington-Rutland Opportunity Council in conjunction with
Vermont Action on Energy is
sponsoring a Self-Help Weatherization
Workshop on Dec. 6 at 10 a.m. at the
new BROC office located at 70 Park St.
in Rutland.
Insulation; .getting to know your
furnace; no-cost/low cost techniques
you can do yoprself. Instructors will
include representatives from the
Department of Energy and from state
energy groups.
To reserve a space in the workshop,
call Jim at BROC, 775-0878. Lunch will
be provided.

The lights are popular in large cities
across the country · where nighttime
crime and vandalisms are problems.
Experts maintain that well-lit areas
are less likely to be targeted by thieves
and troublemakers. They say criminals
and mischief-makers prefer darkness.
At that time, Selectman James Doran
said engineers from Central Vermont
Public Service Corp. assured him the
installation of the lights would be free to
the town. Only the extra wattage would
cost taxpayers. That, Doran said,
would amount to about $1,000 more
each year.
The reason the lights still are not
installed, according to selectmen
Chairman James Wemette, is that the
"lights were tabled because we never got
anything in writing" from CVPS.
"It was originally stated that there
would be no cost to the town," for the
installatiOn, Wemette said.
Now, that situation seems to have
changed. Wemette did not elaborate
upon the situation with CVPS, but said
the board is waiting to receive a written
agreement from the utility.

Graco
Spray System

7'73·7908

Kevin Sweeney
William Follett
Brian Larkin

Yainting
.
Exteriors- Interiors
Free Estimates

VDT
. .I •
t

1

~

necessary for the board to approve the
purchase.
.
The Swenors bid was one of two bids
received, according to reports. The
other bid was much less, school officials
said.
The Swenor's plan, according to the
Act 250 permit, is to construct 11 units
of elderly housing in the buiding.
Poultney has one other federally
subsidized elderly housing project,
known as Heritage Court, a former
motel which was converted for this use.

District Court
Clerk Selected
A new clerk for the Rutland District
Court was selected late Thursday to
. replace retiring Clerk Concetta Ferraro,
Court Administrator Michael Krell
said.
Sylvia Clouth, 31, of Northfield will
begin her new job Jan. 5, Krell said. She
was one of 40 applicants and five
finalists for the job, he said.
The 40 applicants took a test and 13
were interviewed by a three-member
panel, Krell said. Five finalists from the
13 were then interviewed by Krell and
Rutland · District Judge Francis
Mccaffrey.
·
Ferraro, who announced her Dec. 31
retirement earlier this fall, said she had
"not heard officially" of the new
appointment.
Clough, who is married and has a
family, · is currently employed at
Northfield Fuel. She will move to
Rutland in January. Ferraro will stay
around long enough to train her, Krell
said.
Prior to her employment at
Northfield Fuel, she was in
management at the Northfield Savings
Bank and the Marble Savings Bank,
Krell said.

Gives Presents
T 0 Shoppers·
. By MEGAN PRICE
FAIR HA VEN - Shoppers here will
be able to put their pennies toward
Christmas presents rather than ·parking
meter time in coming weeks.
As in previous years, selectme~ have
agreed to cover the main business
district's parking meters, allowing free
parking from Dec. 13 until Dec. 29.
Fair Haven's lone meter maid, Alice
Reed, is known for a no-nonsense
approach to her duty.
. Working six days a week, in all kinds
of weather, Reed's devotion towriting
tickets has prompted some store owners
to offer their patrons perinies for the
meters, while another store here has a
sign on its door warning people to be
sure and put change in them.
Selectman Whitcomb Hyde praised
Reed's impartiality and devotion to her
job. Reed ·is. paid the minimum wage
and does not receive a percentage of the
income on the tickets she authors.
Selectman James Doran said he
thinks the meters should be taken out all
together. Doran said he believes Fair
Haven's meters actually discourages
people from shopping downt~wn.
Some visitors have been shocked to
. receive a parking ticket on Saturdays, a
day when parking is free in most other
metered municipalities.
But Hyde said he believes, that if the
meters were removed, some
businessmen would park in front of
their own stores and• monopolize
downtown parking.
Board Chairman James Wemette
'ended the discussion by stating that a
majority of the town's voters would
have to approve the change. before
parking fees could be permanently
banned.

''L 0 0 K''
WE- ARE BACK!
To serve you, the PuuLIC.
HENRY H. ABAR
~

•

Sheet metal Roofing .

DX•
1"80 snal&?

ROUTE 7 NORTH, RUTLAND, VERMONT

775-4390

We use one half~ .TnUCh air ,...... B£:a.'tftl!D
as most other JCe creams J. I. '1 ~"" I.Ii"'-

·

-nT,..HE1)
:IT'5

·-vve ~ lct,5 of fresh Vermont,...

cream & et!fj yol~'S too! ti.I."' ~
We use only the finest
M~
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"1:91' 'A.-.w-&1~
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FRIDAY'S SPECIAL

Fresh
''Steamers"
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A Basket
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Letters to the Editor

EDITORIAL

Mayor Gilbert Godnick, in .his usual, bombastic style, nas
sought to belittle critics who are worried he cannot adequately
serve next year in his dually elected roles as city mayor and state
senator. Some aldermen have expressed concern the four-term
- mayor will be spending too much time in Montpelier to attend to
his mayoral duties in Rutland.
·
.
Godnick is not a man of subtlety. He contemptuously has told his
detractors that they don't know what they're talking about when
they say he can't do two jobs at onc_e. He has advised those w_h o
think he ·might be shirking his responsibilities in City Hall that no
one understands the demands and legal requirements of the
mayor's office better than he does. Perhaps this is true.
But Godnick's knowledge of City Hall is matched by his
ignorance of the Legislature. This became more than evident when
he stated, after being elected to the Senate last month; thatJanuary,
February and March are slow months in the State House. The
absurdity of that statement should be apparent to anyone who
knows the L'egislature meets only from January through midApril.
.
Serving in_the state Senate, Godnick will find out, is no less a
full-time position than he claims the mayor's job is. Senators not
only ·are required to attend sessions on the Senate floor. They also
must devote many arduous hours to committee work.
Godnick, like his 29 colleagues in the Senate, will be assigned to
three committees. He ran on the campaign theme that he would
look out for the interests of Rutland County while in Montpelier.
He will soon enough learn that if he is to live up to that ambitious
pledge, he cannot be a daily commuter between Rutland and
Montpelier. He will be·required to spend long hours in the State
House, often late into the night, if he expects to serve his
constituents well.
Rather than being so pompous about his talents, the mayor
might do well to heed the advice of some of his critics. If citizens in
Rutland County are to be best represented locally and in
Montpelier, Godnick may not be big enough to fill both roles.

The publication of this eighth issue of the Rutland Monitor
coincides with the onset of the third month of the strike against the
Rutland Herald by more than SO members of Local 303 of the
International Printing and Graphic Communications Union.
We have chosen to devote this space in this week's Monitor to 26
sometimes forgotten victims of the long labor struggle - our
children.
A special Christmas fund has been established for these
.youngsters, who range in years from a few months to high-school
age. The fund will be used to hold a special Christmas party for the
children and to provide them with presents they would other.wise
be forced to go without because of the unwillingness of the Herald's
own_ers to settle the labor dispute.
Contributions can be mailed to Children's Christmas Fund, Box
-424, Rutland, Vt. 05701. Donations also can be dropped off at the
Monitor office at 142 1/2 West Street.
While years of work at the Herald make it clear to any striker
why it is so important to make a stand against the daily paper and
its owners at this difficult time, it is still hard to convey an
understanding of the sacrifices of the struggle to a bright-eyed fiveyear-old, especially during the holiday season.
The strike shall continue. The issues remain as clear and
legitimate as ever. Community support continues to grow.
The hope of the strikers continues to be for a return to their jobs
under a fair and just new working agreement.
Our hope for the children is for a merrier Christmas than
circumstances might dictate.

Letter to the Editor:
Sunday, Dec. 7, is the 39th
anniversary of the surprise attack by the
Japanese on Pearl Harbor bringing the
United States into World War 11.
I remember the day as if it were
yesterday. I was sitting at the kitchen
table with my girlfriend doing my
homework. I was a freshman at Mount
St. Joseph Academy (now I'm dating
myself). It was a Sunday aftern~on ~nd
my father was sitting in the den hsten~ng
to the radio. All was peaceful and qmet.
Suddenly the announcement was made
and I remember the shocked look on my
father's face. No doubt he understood
what this would mean more than I did.
He was fortunate that he had five
daughters and only one son who was·
only 12 years old at _the time. So he
Letter to the Editor:
Perhaps most of the recent readers
have seen the ads lately for the second
annual Community Christmas Card
sponsored by the Rutland County
Humane Society. The idea is really a
simple one; rather than sending cards to
local friends and neighbors, make a
donation to the Humane Society and at
Christmas time the names of all who
have given will be printed in this paper
in one huge holiday greeting card as
wishing their friends a happy holiday
season. What a great way to greet your
friends and help the animals too.
Each year we handle just under 3,000
dogs and cats, and numerous other
animals at the shelter in Pittsford. So
many of these animals are abandoned
or homeless. At the shelter they receive
food, warmth and loving attention from
the staff. Others are reunited with their
happy owners; and still more are
adopted into new homes. But the
Humane Society is much more than just
a place to get a pet, or a place where a
lost pet gets cared for. Humane
education programs are offered free of
charge to the elementary schools in the
county. These programs are designed to
help the young people better
understand and appreciate the many
animals of the world. It is also hoped

would not leave to go to war.
However, up and down the street all
our neighbors were leaving for war. It
was a pretty deserted neighborhood.
At my graduation we had only five
boys in our graduating class. The rest
had been called in the service and their
mother's came on the stage to receive
their diplomas.
I remember singing "Over There'',
·" It's A Long Way to Tipperary" and
"God Bless America." By the time we
marched out to "Pomp and
Circumstance" there wasn't a dry eye in
the old Strand Theater.
To most people, Dec. 7 will be just
another day, but speaking for myself, it
holds a lot of "nostalgia".
Jeanne L. Zingale
Rutland.
that these students will be instilled with
a healthy respect for all forms of life.
Nuisance animals such as skunks are
trapped out of basements and back
yards at no charge to the people.
Distressed pets find willing help from
the Society at no charge to their owners.
And complaints of neglect and abuse
are investigated with no charge to
·anyone. Most people around here take
all of this for granted, never considering
who pays to maintain the Humane ·
Society. No federal, · state or county
funds are received for the operations of
"the Society. The bulk of our funding is
from individual donations. Without the
help of people like you, we couldn't
exist, and the animals would be the
losers.
You can help by sending a tax
deducti.ble donatiov ·today to the
Rutland County Humane Society,
Stevens Road, Pittsford, Vt. 05763. Ifit
is received by December 15, your name
will join . the many others to be
published in this paper as wishing all of
your friends and neighbors a happy
holiday season.
Happy holidays to all from the
Rutland County Humane Society and
the animals.
Thomas R. Browe
Executive Director
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Countdown To
Christmas
The hubbub of the holiday season is
no more apparent than at the Rutland
Mall. On any given day one can
encounter a saleslady peddling cheese
and sausage; a mother des~ribing games
to her child; shoppers searching for
gifts; and stuffed animals whose looks
seem to say, "I'm worth it." (Photos by
Duffy).
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CLASSIFIED S c h o o l s - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - HOUSE to Share in country setting: 15
minutes out of Rutland. Call 492-3455.
WANTED _: Queen size water bed - Basic
frame, bag heater liner. Leave message for
Teri at 775-2022.
DIAL-a-Teen - Teenagers available for
odd jobs, temporary and full-time
employment. Call 775-7495.
BALSAM Christmas Trees. Call Wayne
Benware, 51 So. Main St., 775-4962.
PHILO'S Automotive. Import & Domestic
specialist. Tom "Philo" Voity. 250
Woodstock Ave., Rutland 775-3433.
PIGS - 7 weeks old, $15. 5 pigs ready to eat.
I Borre. Call 483-6867.
UNIQUE Christmas Gifts: Looking for
something different this year? Se~ our
collection of Far Eastern handicrafts
including animal shaped baskets, originally
dyed weavings, bpne jewelry, unusual
clothing and more. Call Rutland 775-3027.
BRANDON Area: 2 bedroom apartment.
Appliances and hot water included, no
utilities. $195. Brandon 247-6571.
LAROE Grey Kittens, free to good home.
Brandon 247-6571.
BIG old -player piano, $50. Player parts
gone, piano fine. You move it. Brandon 247657 l.
CUSTOM knit ski hats and winter caps.
Any size, shape or 'color. In time for
Christmas. Call Rutland 775-3027.
BUYING all types of guns. Rifles, pistols,
shotguns. The Exchange, 9 Center Street,
Rutland 773-7211.
MUST sacrifice: Wurlitzer Spinet Organ.
Good condition. Multiple stops. handsome
cabinet. $350. ASk Deena. 775-0086 or after
6 p.m. 775-1417.
74-3/4 TON Dodge Tradesman Van,
$1200.00, 72 T-Bird, good mechanical
condition, $600.00, 48 FORD 1/2 Ton
pickup, $600.00 and fireplace., 25 Church
St., Rutland 802-773-8198.
FOR SALE - Ibanez custom electric guitar
(white). Two years old with DMZ pickups.
Gold hardware with case. $300. Traynor
folded horn 18" speaker, bass cabinet, $100.
Furman Parametric equalizer, $150. Call
days, 775-1860, night, 775-3360.

(Continued from Page One)

The four PACT members who
presented the report Tuesday night Jan Magray, Linda Orr, Donna Brown
and Marsha Tomasi, all parents of
children in the Rutland schools - told
the committee a number of other
important concerns have been
addressed.
These include the common school
day instituted this year for sec~ndary .
grades; the increase to three in the
number of principals serving the
elementary schools, and a new emphasis
on parent-teacher conferences.
Magray, who Jed the group's
presentation, told the committee the
report "obviously didn't hit on . every
area of concern." "We really felt hke we
just touched the tip of ev~rything," she
said. "It was very frustrating because of
that."
In an interview Thursday, Magray
explained that PACT originated about
a year ago with meetings between
concernf!d parents and teachers at each
individual school.
While emphasizing the positive
recommendations made by PACT,
Magray noted that the discussion grew
in response to problems among the
various elements of the school
community.
"We felt that communications
(among parents, teacher~ and
administrators) were very strained at
the time," Ma gray recalled. Contract
problems between teachers and sc~ool
administrators added to the anx10us
atmosphere, according to Magray.
"Suddenly," she noted, "there were
radical changes going on in our schools,
and people were asking a lot of
questions."
The first phase of PACT was to draw
up a list of a dozen or so "surface"
problems at each individual school.
This list included such items as the need
for a new fence or more playground
equipment, concern over discipline or
the administrator-teacher ratio, and
questions about pressure on students
and teacher morale.
The initial months of trying to
process this raw information, Magray
said, were often frustrating. Eventually,

PACT reorganized the groups from
individual schools into six committees
dealing with parent-teacher relations,
finance and • budget, administration,
public relations, discipline and program
development.
Only the last two ever got off the
ground, and Magray's committee is the
only one yet to complete a study. A
similar report is expected from the
discipline committee.
The major problem brought out by
both the initial list of surface symptoms
and the committee's final report is the
recent paring away of all but the most
basic elements of the student's
education.
The elimination of an art program at
the elementary level, for instance, has
deprived s_tudents of what M~gray feels
is a necessary aesthetic expenence.
"You're dealing with people's
sensitivity, with people's emotions, their
expressive abilities," she explained. "It's .
a very healthy thing for · kids to be
creative."
'
Such programs as art and physical
education also once provided needed
avenues of success for students who did
-----------------

Shock

(Continued from Page One)
To.ic.ic Shock Syndrome is a rare and
potentially deadly disease that strikes
women between the ages of 13 and 52
years old during menstruation.
Earlier this year, the federal Food
and Drug Administration and the
federal Atlanta Center for Disease
Control performed studies that linked
Toxic Shock Syndrome to the use of
certain tampons during menstruation.
The FDA study found that in 71 percent
of the toxic shock cases, women had
used the new Rely-brand tampon from
Proctor and Gamble. In October, the
CDC said women using Rely tampons
had an increased chance of contracting
toxic shock syndrome . Shortly
thereafter, Proctor & Gamble withdrew
its product from the market.
The federal studies have shown,
however, that toxic shock syndrome is
associated with all types of tampons,
not just the Rely tampon.

HOME maintenance, general repairs,
builders, renovators, roofing, roll-slats,
coating, flashing, valleys tared, small leaks
repaired, cement block, chimneys built,
chimneys cleaned, pointed & caped. Porches
jacked, 'sills replaced wooden steps built,
fire-escapes, decks. Guaranteed work, 23
years experience. Ed Flanders, Rutland.
Please call before 9(a.m. or after 6 p.m. 7737649. Fast Service.

poorly in academics.
Cutbacks in library staffing and the
lack of supplemental programs to
challenge highly-motivated students
have added to the problem.
The suggestions of her committee,
according to Magray, are aimed at
checking and partially reversing this
trend.
'~If you teach only the basics in a ve~y
sterile manner, you could end up in
some kind of intellectual vacuum of
'programmed' people who don't know
how to be human," she said.
Magray acknowledged that some of
the group's suggestions will cost money,
but expressed confidence the funds can
be found . "It's really a matter of
streamlining," she said. "Of using
effectively what we have."
The report will now be studied by the
curriculum committee and eventually
referred to the full School Board for
possible action.

Cold

(Continued from Page One)
· clouds or precipitation.
Patrick Pagano , president of
Metroweather Inc. of Jamaica, N.Y.,
which does forecasting for local radio
stati~n WSYB, said he believes weather
patterns are influenced by sunspot
activity and, this year, by planetary
alignment and activity in the volcano
Mount St. Helens.
__
But he was familiar only with how
Mount St. Helens might affect weather.
Pagano said some of the voleanic ash
. remains , airborne, blocking a small
portion of the sun's rays and lowering
air temperatures enough to influence
the direction of jet streams . .
Of the forecasters interviewed, ·
Pagano offered the most detailed
description of what this winter might be
like. His long-range forecast went like
this:
December: Moder,a te snowfall the
middle of the month and cold until
Christmas. Christmas will be white but
before New Year's there will be a storm
that will begin as snow but turn to rain,
eliminating much of the white stuff.

Offering
bright ideas
•;.a.~
like
___ ., '--""""""L.~ random
access Touch-Tuning'"
that lets you command all channel,
volume and power functions and
never leave your cozy
fireside chair.

FIREWOOD for Sale. Maple, split,
delivered or you pick up. Call 775-0461 or
247-5500.
1968 FORD Econoline Van (needs work).
$475. Call 438-5400.
.
SIDEWALKS shoveled and sanded. Fast
service. Rutland · 773-7649. Ed Flanders,
better call now and get on the list.
ONE 196F Toyota Crown, six ..".YI.
stadonwagon, body good 1>.ut needs work.
$90,. Call 422-3377
FIVE-room furnished ·. apanment.' ·' No
utilities. 108 Marble Ave., Wesi_ Rutland.
Can 775-7283 for more·information.

r-:·-·-·-·-·-·
....
I 1
l.:a1Jow-bv
AIR I
I
I•
• .

C:

* NEW

* HOUSEHOLD

REX

REMOVES POLLEN & DUST FROM THE AIR - YOU MUST SEE IT TO_BE CONVINCED
HOURS: MON • FRI 9 AM • 10 PM, SAT 9:30 AM • 2 PM

*COMMERCIAL

CLEANERS AND CARPET SHAMPOOERS SALES & SERVICE

GENUINE

TRAPS DUST IN WATER

FACTORY
PARTS

•

Model 4418-This Mediterranean slyfed
19" diagonal decorator TV from Magn8'IDI
{shown on optional pedestal base) includes
such features as an LEO channel display,
tone control and Videomatic.

SEE THE NEW RAINBOW POWER NOZZLE

•

···-"~"" ·~

.• ............
-i.erc..,,...die_..
Wilson Music Co.
Magnavox .Home Entertainment Center

OPEN ·9 t0-9; starting Friday

.

JRUTLAND .HERALD
STRIKERS' BENEFIT~
'

~

Sunday, December 7, · 8:00 p.m.
4--ll...C-><''!.!._-

~

PICO BASE LODGE
DINNER* ENTERTAINMENT
Featuring

T RA x ::~~:.:,Band

J
Liz Edwards

Sally Aiken

ADMISSION TICKETS

Linda Cullum -

RAFFLE

$5.50 Single

RAFFLE TICKETS
$1 per Ticket
Need NOT Be Present
To Win
At The Action Center
142 1/2 West St.
The Emperor
- Any Striker
At the Door

DONOR

ITEM

'

$10. Double

Family Color Portrait

Norm Porter Studio

Ham

Cartier ·Meats

· 1/2 gal. C.C.

\

Ralph

~

Audrey Crippen

2-for-1 Chinese Dinner

The Emperor

2-for-1 Dinner

Murphy's

2-for-1 Dinner

Back Home Cafe

2-for-1 Lunch ..

Petrone's

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL .775-0471
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Chorus' Christmas Gift: 'Hallelujah!'
By HILARY ROSENBERG
The snow is here, the Christmas
decorations are up in downtown
Rutland and the seasonal shopping rush
is on. But something is still missing from
the Christmas mood.
Sunday, the music begins. Handel's
"Messiah" will proclaim the spirit of
Christmas in a celebration of the birth
of Christ in two performances at 3:30
and 7 p.m. at the Grace Congregational
Church.
·
The oratorio has been performed by
choruses in Rutland churches -since the

1950s, according to Alan Walker,
conductor of the choir and orchestra
that will perform the Messiah.
It is considered a Christmas piece
although its text, concerning the birth
and revelation of Jesus as the Messiah,
could pertain to any Christian holiday.
In its time the Messiah was performec
on Good :F'riday three days befor:
Easter.
Back in the mid-l 700s when the
·Messiah was composed, it was
presented in concert halls rather than
churches since, Walker said, "church

people thought it was defaming the
religious text." The libretto, or text, is
composed of interwoven strands from
19 books of the _New and Old
Testaments, _he said.
It was written by Thomas Jennens, "a
real third rate author . . . who just
happened to come up with a real good
deal here," Walker said.
The Messiah comprises three main
sections. The first anticipates the birth
of the Redeemer, the second glorifies
Christ's teaching and resurrection while

:C·h anukah Treats: Latkes, Borscht
By VALERIE RESTIVO
The only Chanukah tradition that is
traceable to the beginning of the holiday
itself, over 2,000 years ago, is that of
. lighting eight lights.
Comemoration
of the return to the Jerusalem temple
following a fierce battle has always
included these lights. Light, in fact, has
become the dominant symbol of
freedom for this holiday.
A novel by Howard Fast, "My
Glorious ·· Brothers," gives one of the
most poetic literary accounts of the
defeat of the invaders by a small band of
Jewish warriors, led by Judah
Maccabee. On returning to the temple,
legend has it that the Jews found only
.enough oil for a single day. The light
continued for eight . days, and the
Chanukah "menorahs" (candelabras)
have always been designed with that in
mind.
The holiday lasts for eight days. It
follows the Hebrew lunar calendar; this
year, Chanukah began at Sundown
Tuesday. Each night, a new candle is lit,
until on the eighth night the menorah is
ablaze.
There is a ninth light, not considered
part of the celebration itself. Called the
"sham mas," or "servant," it is used to
light the others.
I haye never heard an explanation of
why potato "latkes" (pancakes) have
become the major Chanukah dish.
Nevertheless, they are usually featured
in American Jewish homes at this time
of year. An annual "latke party" was
part of the tradition in my parents'
home.

The recipe is my mother's; it has been
approved by three generations of
enthusiastic eaters! Note: You certainly
don't have to be Jewish to love latkes.
Bert Graber's Potato Latkes
4 or 5 large potatoes (russet or Idaho are
good) - serves 4-8 people
l medium onion
2 eggs
salt & pepper to taste
:"enough flour or matzo meal to give a
little body" (l-2·Tbsp.)
Grate potatoes; put into strainer and
let cold water run through. Drain. Add
onion, grated. (For the sqeamish, I have
found lhat a moderate speed on the
blender will give a fair approximation
of the grated mixture, although some
texture is lost.) Add egg, salt, pepper
and flour or matzo meal. Drop by
tablespoonfuls into hot fat (oil,
·shortening or chicken fat) and fry until
thoroughly cooked and as brown and
crisp as you like. Serve with sour cream
or applesauce. We always have both,
and I prefer making homemade
applesauce iQ large enough quantities to
turn the meal into a complete one, with
the possible addition of some greens.
Applesauce
A large quantity (1-3 lbs.) ofapples any variety. Macintosh make a good,
sweet sauce and get mushy quickly; pie
apples are tarter and less likely to
soften. Honey to taste. Cinnamon to
taste.
Peel and core apples. Add a very
small amount of water or cider and
cook gently until tender, adding honey
and cinnamon and a dash of lemon if

apples are very sweet. Serve warm or
cool, with latkes.
If you serve latkes as a side dish or
simply want to add a winter bel!ywarmer to the Chanukah meal, try the
following soup:
Mike Ford's Cabbage Borsch
2 lbs. plate brisket
2 large marrow bones
l onion, diced
I No. 2 can tomatoes .
I small head cabbage
2 cups raisins or I/ 2 cup brown sugar
juice of 1/2 lemon
10 whole peppercorns
a few dried mushrooms (or fresh)optional
pinch basil, thyme, other herbs to taste
I I/ 2 bay leaves
I tsp. salt
I clove
I I/ 2 quarts water
Bring meat, bones and water to a boil;
add onions and tomatoes and cook
slowly, gently for about 2 hours. Add
cabbage, salt, lemon juice, raisins or
sugar. Continue cooking (simmer) until
meat is very tender, adding other
vegetables if you like. (Carrots, celery,
peas are good.) The soup has a
delightful, sweet-and-sour flavor. It's a
good one-dish meaJ or an appropriate
accompaniment to a latke dinner.

the third section proclaims faith in the
Second Coming.
Within the three sections are 50 parts.
The Rutland chorus traditionally
performs Part I, which looks forward to
Christ's birth, as well as selections from
other parts.
The entire Messiah would take about
four hours to perform, Walker said. But
in late 18th Century England or
America, "people thought nothing of
sitting (in church) for four hours," he
said.
With three sections and 50 parts, the
Messiah still only took Handel about
three weeks to -compose in 1741.
Contrary to expectation, Walker said,
handel was not inspired by a holy
revelation to write the Messiah.
"I don't think it was too lofty a
reason," he said. Simply enough,
Handel needed to make money.
His Italian operas no longer being in
vogue, he turned to the more popular
form of the oratorio, a composition for
orchestra and chorus that usually deals
with a biblical theme.
At the time Handel wrote the
Messiah "he was at rock bottom in his
life, "Walker said. Fifty-six years old, he·
had recently been very ill, was starting
to go blind and was bankrupt. In fact he
was so broke that he sold . tickets for
performances of his compositions at his
home.
He received an invitation from the
Duke of Devonshire, the Lord
Lieuten;mt of Ireland, to compose a
work to aid charities in Dublin. Handel
immediately went to work, and worked
day and night to complete the piece.
The Messiah was first performed in
Dublin, Ireland, six months after its
composition by Handel's chorus of 24
people at the Foundling Hospital,
which received most of the proceeds. It
was an immediate success.
In London, however, the
performance was "a flop for several
years," according to Walker. After a
while, he added, the Messiah caught on.

DOU
CL
A~
CQEATIVE HAIQ6TYLING
FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
HAIRCUTS• STYUNG • PERMANENTS

THE RUTLAND MONITOR
Is Seeking Notices of Events of Public Interest. To
Have A Calendar Item Published ln The Monitor,
Send The Notice To: ·The Rutland Monitor, P.O.
Box 424, Rutland, Vt. 05701. Notices Must Be
Received On or Befo~e Thursday.

381/2 Cf:.NTER ST • 1HIRD FLOOR
(ELEVATOI< SERVICE)
f?UTLAND VT 05701 • (802) 775 6261

The
WATER BED SHED
East

A complete waterbed and accessories store
38 Strongs A venue
Rutland, Vermont
775-4391
.
Open Mon.-Thurs. 10 am-6 pm
Friday & Saturday 10 am-9 pm

reg.

$420

•

WEDNESDAY - LADIES NIGHT
Reduced Prices

HAPPY HOURS
Monday-Friday

Sheets, bedspreads, mattress pads & comforters
A Complete Waterbed System
Pedestal frame, headboard, safteyiiner
heater and mattress.

170 Woodstock A venue

NOW $350.

4-6
Reduced Prices

Game Room

uecemoer o,
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Rocking Foursome Makes Trax
By CARLETON LAI.R D
Eddy left the band a month ago and
It's a pity when success can be
on came Wyatt, bringing his sparkling
controlled by something as fickle as the
keyboard play, driving rock-and-roll
weather, but when you're a New . guitar and songwriter ability.
England band playing the immediate
Thomas hails from the midwest and
area, your success is linked to that of the
played in another popular Vermonteconomy. And this time of year,
baseq group, Almost Home. He is a
especially, the economy is controlled by
strong vocalist and songwriter with a
the snow, or lack of it.
broad musical background. While in
Such is the case of the band Trax,
college at North Texas State, Thomas
formerly the Eddy-Thomas Band.
had occasion to play with a variety of
artists including Doc Severinson and
Three southerners and a midwesterner
Lou Marini.
have transplanted themselves to the
Edwards and Thomas were
chilly region of Vermont in an effort to
introduced by Frank Wilkie, the basist
make their mark on the music industry.
of the Marshall Tucker band, and they
"It goes as the economy goes," said
played together in a southern band
bass player Rich Thomas, originally
before being reunited in Vermont.
from Missouri and now from Rutland.
Edwards, a steady, solid rhythmist, has
"Last year, with the lack of snow, it was
been playing with quality southern acts
bad. We had a shorter season and made
less money.
for nearly 15 years, hailing from
Spartanburg, S.C.
"It's carried over this year, too. Club
He was a member of an earlier
owners are less anxious to make a
Marshall Tucker Band incarnation, the
commitment for season openers. They
are wary."
Toy Factory, before Uncle Sam decided
that it was more important to fight than
The band has just added its newest
drum. Returning to the road after his
member, Rudy Wyatt from Greenville,
tour, Edwards became a member of
S.C., and is preparing for a long grind
groups such as Sledgehammer (backing
through the winter. The members
Percy Sledge) and the Winters Brothers.
realize that if they are to be based in
-Vermont,-travel is a fact of life.
Elliott was the last member to join the
original band and comes from
"It's impossible to be a pro here and
Wheeling, W.Va. Elliott graduated
not travel. We have been (and will
continue) going south every couple of
Cum Laude from Berklee College of
Music. A devoted guitar player, he
months," Thomas said. "We live here
utilizes his classical and jazz training,
because we love it. We all accept that we
along with his feel for rock and roll, to
have to travel for a long time to come.
produce high-energy, outstanding leads
But you need a place to go and lick your
wounds after the road."
and solid rhythms.
Wyatt is the oldest member of the
The group began when Thomas and
group and was introduced to the band
Don Eddy joined together as a duo last
by Wilkie. Prior to entering the Navy in
year. Drummer Ron "Redrock"
1966; he worked by Whiskey a'Go-Go
Edwards joined the pair to form a trio
in Atlanta, playing in the house band.
and guitar player Scott Elliott was the
next to come.
His- roots are in classic rock and roll,
molded by some of the greats he has sat
in with, among them Jerry Lee Lewis
and Johnny Lee Hooker.
He worked the San Francisco and
Los Angeles areas with a three-piece,
high-energy group called Rudy Blue
Shoes_ and appeared in concert with
_such groups as Black Oak Arkansas and
Redbone. He is also a prolific
songwriter.
The Marshall Tucker Band has
founded a new label, Creative Arts out
of Moore, S.C., arid Wyatt has a
standing deal for some studio time. The
band will make a southern swing in
January and will spend some time in the
studio. They will record some original
tunes, augmented by some southern
playersto give the group a fuller sound.
Although the band's roots are in
rhythm and blues, they mus_t cross over
into a country-ish vein owing to the
Solidarity, August 4, i917.

(Carleton Laird Photo)

Rich Thomas, Ron Edwards, Scott Elliott and Rudy Wyatt
trend taking hold in several of the clubs
they play.
Trax' last excursion took them to
Greenwich Village and •the Lone Star
Cafe, a club that advertises itself as a
piece of Texas in New York. The trend,
spurred by· the ever-increasing
popularity of the Urban Cowboy (it's
known as "Cow-hip'), has brought out
the cowboy in the city dweller.
The next trip to the Big Apple will be
Dec. 10-'l I and the group will appear at
Cody's, a club with its very own
mechanical bull. Although the flavor of
the clubs are country, the band goes
over very well. The cow-hipsters, _
although perhaps preferring Willie and
Waylon, are taken in by the beat, the
drive and the high energy of Trax.
February holds a tour of the great
Lakes and upstate New York. The band
was also approached in the Lone Star
about travelling · to Seattle next
September to play in the Bumbershoot
Festival, a multi-band1 concert in front
of 100,000 people.

are "Trax".

In the meantime, however, the band
. will be playing in theVermont area. The
group's next appearance will be at the
Pico Peak Base Lodge, Sunday, Dec. 7
at a benefit for striking Rutland Herald
employees.

The

Exchange -

_9 Center Street ·
Rutland, Vermont
773-7211
_ Buyers of

Silver and Gold

Photography Michael Aleshire
54~ Center St. Rutland, Vt. 05701
(802) 775-0722

CHRISTMAS
TREES
$6-$9
available at

OVER 12,000 WOMEN WILL BE BEATEN IN
THEIR HOMES THIS YEAR IN VERMONT.
FEAR, SHAME, ISOLATION, LACK OF
MONEY AND NO WHERE TO GO KEEP MOST
OF THESE WOMEN AND THEIR CHILDREN IN BRUTAL LIVING SITUATIONS.

Matteson's Service Station.:
99Woodstock Avenue, Rutland
773-9849 ' 775-6516
Open 6:30-11:00
daily

Soon, Rutlaild wiU be home of tM only public she/Nr in tM
state.
Women tkdicot«I to helpin1 otMr women till - *«l.«ll
Yoluntens to sttdf thb nfu1e will be trained bl ~
int~rvention and co1111Selin1 t~lutiqua.
_ _
-·.
.
Please contact Kr/$ Drumm im#n«liately at 115-1699_or 1150818 if you can help.
-

Custom blended unleaded Sunoco gasoline available
4 blends to choose from

A. R. Sandri, distributor
of Sunoco Motor products

Rutland

Co~nty Battered Women's

Network·
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"Litt le Sheba":An .'~"For.Elfort
By J1:AN SWAIN
"Come Back, Little Sheba," by
William Inge, is being presented by the
Marble Valley Players at Nourse Hall,
Trinity Episcopal Church, Friday and
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. and Sunday at 2
p.m.
_ It's first performance m Rutland was
Thursday night at the church. The twoact play, directed by Dee Senecal,
opened its run at the Brandon Inn the
weekend after Thanksgiving.
The le_a ding roles in the drama, which
was a success on both stage and screen
some 25 years ago, art: played by Betty
f redette as Lola and Alex Craig as her
husband, Doc. It's a thoughtful play
that has worn fairly well, but with some
simplistic Freudianisms that seem dated_
now.
Thinking about this production from
the viewpoint of one who saw it on· its
second night in Brandon with the idea
of writing a review of it for the public
print gives rise once again to tho.se
perer!lial questions that arise in such a
context.
The play requires a considerable
depth, range, and control of expression
from its actors, particularly the two
principals. It depends , for its interest
and audience identification not on
twists of plot but on revealing
delineation and development of
character, where-in lie its tension and
'
resolution.
It's unrealistic to expect from local
talent - a phrase used here not in a
derogatory sense the finished
direction and performance of polished
professionals. It's unreasonable to take
exception to the hard work of a stage
crew that must strive to overcome the
lack of adequate theater facilities in this
area - a lack, bemoaned countless
times, that has kept local audiences
from the full enjoyment of theater,
music and dance for years. With the best
will in the world, church halls and
basketball courts and hotel dining
rooms and lobbies are just not good
enough, even with generous material
help from local businesses, and high
school auditoriums are a chancy
business.
_One must salute the aim and energy
oflittledrama groups that struggle to fill
their own need for self-expression and
the need of the public (whether the
public knows it or not) for live stage
presentations. The fact that play-acting
has been around in some form or other
since before the dawn of recorded

history proves that need. One doesn't
want to discourage any moves in that
direction, no matter how tentative or
imperfect they may be:
In short, MVP must be given credit
for trying. But have they · tried hard
enough? Does their "Sheba" represent
the height of their possible effort? One
would, by and large, hope not.
So the question still remains. How
can the reviewer deal with a production
handicapped by human and technical
inadequacies without sounding unduly
harsh and captious?
"Sheba" is the case in point here. It's a
difficult play, and some of tfie actors
strive earnestly to meet its demands.
Fredette in particular. She is almost
constantly on stage, and Lola is a
complex personality to portray in her
messy, pathetic, middle-aged, nostalgia
and lethargic self-indulgence. In. terms
of last Saturday's performance,
Betty Fredette, Alex Craig and Marilyn Steinberg in "Come Back, Little
Fredette is not physically sloppy
Sheba."
enough at the outset (and the set
designer did not make her apartment
untidy enough) to provide strong
contrasi. with the strength into which
basis of reviews? Will they be attracted
convincing; James I. Jones, in a briefbit .
she grows later on, and her performance
as
the
postman,
seems
more
relaxed
by the presence of people they know in
mirrors this lack of precision in shading
than
in
any
of
his
previous
appearances
the
,cast? Do they like this particular
and intonation.
- with this group, and Peter Cooper and
. play and want to see it no matter what?
Her strongest scene, and that of
Do they belieye in supporting local
Michael Austin as concerned AA
Craig, is the climatic drunken assault.
enterprise for the hope of better things
members are also competent. Brian
Here they hit real emotion. But in the
to come, just to keep it alive, odor some
Pendleton is skillful as both radio voice
following action when she, timid and
other,
less readily explicable reasons?
and
sound
technician.
forlorn, telephones her own mother for
Do they hope to fine a certain moment
reassurance, she doesn't give the
What message can be derived from
of rapport or illumination up there
moment its proper weight and
these remarks is problematical. Do
behind the footlights? The answer can
significance.
people go to shows, or stay away, on the
be all or none of the above.
Craig, too, lacks projection as the
defeated man. His tired patience witb - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ' - - - - - - - - : - his wife's chronic ineptitude and her
wistful vapidity comes through, but not
with enough depth; some of the time he
just doesn't speak loudly enough, and
Students at West Rutland are
ends on Feb. 20, 1981," said Lorraine
the irony of his life's fa,ilure is obscured.
currently conducting a label collection
Davis, "thats how many we'll need for
This shallowness of characterization
drive that promises to bring in valuable
our new playground equipment goals".
extends to some of the minor players as
playground equipment for the school.
Labels from Campbell's Soups,
well. Lorilynn Moore as Marie, and As part of a program called "Labels for
Beans,
Tomato juice, V-8 Swanson
Jeffery Shaffer as her fiance, Bruce, are
Education," Campbell Soup Company
Canned
foods and Franco-American
one-dimensional, and the supposed
is offering various items of equipment
products are all redeemable.
charms of Baird Barsumian as Turk
to elementary schools in exchange for
with whom Marie has an affair befor~
"We hope we have many friends in
labels from the company's products.
settling down, escaped to this reviewer;
the community who 'Yill want to help,"
According to Lorraine Davis, P.T.O.
he seemed to have _trouble just making
said Davis, "They can do so by saving
president, schools may redeem the
his way around the set.
the Campbells labels and giving them to
labels for playground equipment,
audio
/
visual
equipment,
etc.
"We
hope
our students or simply drop them at any
On the other hand, Marilyn
to collect 25,000 labels before t~e drive
store in our community.
Steinberg as , a neighbor woman and
Arthur R. Varga, Jr., as a milkman are

Westside Label Collection Drive

The
Silver Shop
9 Center Street
Rutland, Vermont
773-7211

... •The

Fabricators of
Silver & Gold Jewelry

~••Opera

802 775-6921
MERCHANTS ROW

RUTLAND. VERMONT

•••House

Marble Valley Players
· - Presents -

SPECIAL DAIL V

Come Back, Little Sheba

Ladies Night Wed., 8pm-1 lpm
Drinks at Reduced Prices
Bull Tournament - Sunday

A Drama in 2 Acts by William Inge
DIRECTED BY DEE SENECAL
Thurs., Fri., Sat.; Sun. Matinee

Dec. 4-5-6-7

Happy Hour

Curtain Time: 8:15 pm
Matinee - 2:00 pm

Mon.-Fri.
4pm-6pm
Drinks 1/2 Price

NOURSE HALL. TRINITY CHURCH
West & Church Streets
Rutland
Aduhs: $3.00
Senior Citizens, Students: $2.00
Ti~kets May Be Obtained At The Door,
At Mmtzer Brothen or by Calling _775-0834 773-7786 and Ask For "DEE"

•

99 Marble St.
West Rutland, Vt.
438-9891
open ·at noon daily

/
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AcadsWill Test
OwnVersatility
last year and will be instrumental in a
fast-break offense. Backing them .are
junior Frank Ragosta (who played
regularly on the junior varsity level),
senior Brian Sabataso, and juniors Greg
Thayer and Mike Thorne.
Kelley stated that of the reserve
guards, Ragosta and Sabataso would
probably see the most action.
The front court should be one of the
Acads' strong points with the return of
three seasoned players. Scott Lee, Bob
Jones and Mark King are all seniors
who will play in the middle, all topping
6-feet, 2 inches. Jones saw the least
playing time in 1979-80, but his absence
from the hard court was due to an
injury. Reserves at the forward/center
position will be Terry Kelly (a senior ·
transfer from Fair l-faven, 6-1), Frank
Trombetta (a 6-1 senior), and a junior
out of · the JV program, 5-11 Larry
Zukowski.
Also practicing with the varsity are
sophomores John Notte and Rob
Liscinsky, but Kelley notes that the pair
of six-footers will likely be playing
junior varsity ball.
· The Acads will be playing six nonleague contests before meeting crosstown rival Rutland High School in the
SVL opener Jan. 6 at Keefe Gym.

By BOB FREDETTE
The difference between . Mount St.
Joseph football and basketball teams is
that, when speaking of the former, a
suitable adjective is "awesome", and
when referring to the latter, a fitting
description is "respectable."
The 1980-81 season will be much the
same as the previous two years under
the direction of coach Jim Kelley. The
Mounties will not be the terror of the
Southern Vermont League, nor will
they be its doormat; the Academy has
the competitive tools to face up to the
loop's best and, should Kelley's seniorled squad remain healthy, it will make
its share of smoke in the SVL.
The Acads will not have great size but
they have more experience in the middle
than last season, and perhaps enough
. speed at the guard slots to enable them
to play a running game on a controlled
basis.
·~we're going to try to play a
combined· fast break and control-type
game," said Kelley, whose club opens at
home with Burr & Burton on Saturday,
Dec. 6. "I think we have the personnel to
run; we have more speed at guard this
year, but so far it's been difficult to get
the kids to pull up when they don't have
the shot; our timing is still a bit behind."
However, adds Kelley, the Mounties
will have to do a number of things to be
successful. They will run, they will try to
move the ball inside, and they will try
moving guard Jim O'Rourke out to the
wing position to utilize his shooting
skills, considered the best on the team.
"But our offense (a point guard setup) and defense (basically a number of
zone set-ups) haven't changed. It will be
much the same as in past years," Kelley
stated.
Kelley's top guards will be senior cocaptains O'Rourke and Mike Ragosta.
Both saw an abundance of playing time

The Schedule
Dec. · 6, Burr & Burton; 9, at
Burlington; 11 at Middlebury; 16,
Burlington; 19, West Rutland; Jan. 3,
Middlebury; 6, at Rutland; 9, at
Brattleboro; 13, Mount Anthony; J.6,
Springfield; 20, at Windsor; 23, Bellows
Falls; 27, Rutland; 30, at Hartford. Feb.
3, at Mount Anthony; 6, Brattleboro;
IO, Windsor; 13, at Springfield; 17,
Hartford; 19, at Bellows Falls.
(Note: All varsity games start at
approximately 7:30 but for Jan. 3 game,
which will begin at 3:30).

Kyle Buzzell accepts the Post 31 Most Valuable Player Awar.d for his
performance in the American Legion baseball program last summer. Head
Coach Bill Flory presents the trophy as other coaches and officials look on
· during the Rutland Legion's baseball banquet last week.

ALPHA-BITS
. (Continued from
no longer have these prescribed things
to deal with in any sort of a framework.
"The choices I have in front of me are
also enormously interesting. The first
thing I have to do is make a living. The
second thing I would really love to do is
land use. I really find that enormously
interesting. I love to see land used
without destroying the environment.
There is one piece of land out West that
I would really love to see developed.
"When I say developed, I mean for
recreational use. I don't mean cutting it
up into little blocks either. You can't
take God's earth and put it into tiny
squares. And, at some point, you have
to say, 'no more.' "
Lawrence's appearance at · the

..

Back Page)
Rutland Library on Wednesday and at
the Hartford Book Shop Thursday were
immense successes. She is still a hero.
She still remembers names and faces
and talks to the people.
.
It is hard to believe that this person
has two gold medals tucked away in a
drawer (that's where she says she keeps
them) and had her picture on the cover
of Time magazine in 1952: She is
completely unassuming.
Lawrence spent nearly five hours at
the session Thursday, selling around 40
copies of her book. Bookshop owner
George Revis said that by midafternoon, "the store was a zoo, there
were all kinds of people there. She's a
really nice lady.''

Compliments
of

VERMONT STATE LABOR COUNCIL
AFL-CIO

Chinese (Szechwan) and
Natural Foods
Dell Sandwiches

Full Breakfast from 6 a.m. (9:30 Sat.)
40 Center Street

Rutland

775·2022

WARNING

COMPLIMENTS
OF

Voters of Benson, Castleton, Chittenden, Clarendon, Danby, Fair Haven, Mendon,
Mid~letown Springs, Mount Holly, Pittsford, Poultney, Proctor, Sherburne, Tinmouth,
Wallingford, Wells, West Haven and West Rutland.

'

PUBLIC HEARING
PROPOSED 1981 BUDGET
RUTLAND
- COUNTY SOLID WASTE DISTRICT

LOCAL

Notice ·is hereby given that a public hearing will be held on the Rutland County Solid
Waste Districts Proposed 1981 Budget.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 7:30 P.M.

1201

"The Commons"
RUTLAND AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL
RT. 4 EAST
RUTLAND, VERMONT
Voters from any of the above municipalities are welcome to attend the hearing.
Copies of the proposed 1981 Budget are on file at the Town and City Clerk's offices in
each respective municipality.
Dates this 24th day of November 1980
Board of Aldermen, Rutland City
Boards of Selectmen:
Town of Mendon
Town of Benson
Town of She.),ume
Town of Middletown Spr. ' Town of Tinmouth
Town of Castleton
Town of Chittenden
Town of Mount Holly
Town of Wallingford
Town of Clarendon
Town of Pittsford
Town of Wells
Town of Danby
Town of Poultney
Town of West Haven
Town of Fair Haven
Town of Proctor
Town of West Rutland
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An Old-Timer Spins Classic Yarns
By BOB DRZEWiCZEWSKI
Detroit Tigers' scout Robert "Chick"
Whelan simply could not be a
politician. ~e doesn't believe in using
too many words to tell a story or using
the long way to get to a point.
Whelan, the guest speaker at the
annual banquet for the Rutland Post 31
Legion b!iseball team, brought his point
home with the fewest ·words possible
and the most laughs.
"Just because I'm an old fogy, don't
think that I don't speak your language,"
Whelan cautioned the young crowd,
"'cause I do."
The crowd of about 129 found out
that Whelan was a crusty, no nonsense
baseball type when he yanked off his tie,
unbuttoned his shirt, and said, "Now,
what the hell do you want me to talk
about?"
Like most seasoned baseball men,
Whelan has an endless supply of
baseball tales, some true, some
·exaggerated and some totally fictitious.
"Any prayer that ~s ever- played this
game professionally hates the umpires
from the cradle to the grave," Whelan
said in introducing a yarn about former
Cleveland Indian manager ·George
Robert "Birdie" Tebbets.
"Birdie came out to argue a called
third strike one day," Whelan began,
"and after a discussion, Tebbets turned
to the ump and said, 'George, how do
you spell your last name?' "
The ump replied, "M-0-R-I-A-R-TY"

"That's what I thought," Tebbets shot
back, "one eye".
"That one-liner earned Tebbets a
quick ejection and an automatic fine.
"Danny Murtaugh, that old tough
Irishman and manager. of the
Pittsburgh Pirates, (Whelan's former
employer) was very. nervous in the
dugout, and on this day, his best pitcher
that year (1960) was Bob Friend.
"Well, there in the middle of the
pennant drive," Whelan continued,
"and Friend keeps stepping off the
mound, stepping back to the mound
and then walking off again.
..After about the third time that
Friend did that, Murtaugh calls time
and runs out there. The minute
Murtaugh gets out there, he starts
yelling at Friend asking him what's
going on. Then the infielders came over,
Mazeroski from second and Dick Groat
from short. No one is saying anything.
"Finally Groat says, 'Danny, why the
hell don't you get off the field, we're
trying to pull the hidden ball trick."
Whelan admitted that he never
played a game in the maj 0 rs, never
made a putout there and never went to
bat. Yet his contributions in recent
years have been significant. He has
signed Al Oliver, Richie Hebner, Steve
Blass and other major leaguers.
He also feels there is a significant
difference, a one-word difference at
that, between yesterday's players and

today's players. That on~ word is desire.
"Today's player don't have it,"
Whelan said. "They have too rµany
things given to them, they have no
desire _today."
The veteran · scout also feels that
today's ballplayers are not as wellskilled as their predecessors. "Look at
Carl Yastrzemski," Whelan said. "Great ·
ballplayer. He'll make it to the Hall of
· Fame, no doubt ... but, is he as good as
Williams or DiMaggio? Never!"
While rambling through his free
floating speech, Whelan asked and
answered his own quesiions about the
best ball players ever.
"The best pitcher?"
"That's easy: Walter Johnson, saw
. him myself."
"But if I had to win one game, you
know who I would pick?" Whelan asked
the audience. Before anyone c:mld
answer, Whelan quickly said, "Carl
Hubbell."
"The best hitter?" Whelan asked
almost without stopping.
"That one's easy," he said. "Ted
Williams, no question. He wasn't much
of a fielder and he couldn't throw, but
he could hit."
After the banquet, Whelan said that
today's Boston hitters don't even come
close to Williams despite the publicity
they receive.
"Rice won't even be a good hitter for
long," Whelan said. "he's too easy to
pitch to. It's easy to pitch to him,
everybody knows the book on him, it's
high and tight or low and away."
"The best manager?" Whelan asked.
"That's easy too. Joe McCarthy. !
never played for him, but he was my
kind of manager. He had Hack Wilson
up in Chicago in 1930 (the year that
Wilson belted 56 homers, still a
National League record, and drove in
190 runs, still a major league record).
"Well, Wilson had this reputation for
putting a few away. And one night,
Hack was in the bar of the hotel having
a few when McCarthy walked in.
McCarthy walked over to Wilson and
brought a worm with him. He took the
worm and put it in a glass of water. It
swam. McCarthy then took the worm
and put it in a glass of whiskey, where it
died. McCarthy then asked Hack if he
knew the difference.
"Wilson replied, 'Well, skip, I don't
have to ever worry about getting
worms, do I?"
· The Tiger scout saved some of his
best comments for the end of his speech.
"There. is this philosophy going
around, it started in Europe I guess,"
Whelan said to the group of Legion
players. "But. that's not the way the
game is to be played. I agree with that
great man from Green Bay, Lombardi,
the only way to play is to win."
"And, if you don't want to play to
win," Whelan concluded his speech,
"stay home and play marbles with your
sister."

Scout Chick Whelan

ALPHA-BITS
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Sportswriters assigned to the 1952
Olympics must have loved Andrea
Mead Lawrence.
They must have had a grand time in
Norway trying to understand this 19year-old skier who had just done what
no_ American had done to that point
(and still hasn't), won two gold medals
in the Olympics, only
the third
time that skiing was featured in the
Winter Olympic Games.
·
While the beat reporters were
bombarding her with questions about
her race, how she calculated, trained
for, and skied the race, and how she felt
about this and that and other athletic
things, Lawrence· was firing back
answers about spiritualism, being, and
other inner experiences.
They didn't understand.
That was 1952, 28 years ago, long
before team psychologists, biorhythms, and other forms of
emphasizing the mental aspects of
sports. All those long psychological
words just weren't in their vocabularies
then.
·
They probably had a lot of trouble
understanding her period even without
her long explanations in terms they
didn't understand, comprehend, or
didn't know how to write about.
Lawrence was as unique then as she is
now. She is a combination of many
marvelous elements that creates a
woman who is a great athlete, a
concerned environmentalist, an author
(a one-shot deal though she admits) and
a great human being.
In her book, bawrence describes a
photograph taken of her at 16 with a
cigarette in her hand, a can of beer in her
other hand and a book of Socrates in
her lap.
One of the reasons that she c0 authored "A Practice of Mountains"
was that she had some unfinished
business that she wanted to write about.
One of the topics she chose to write
about was her inner feelings about
competition that weren't printed for
various reasons during her career.
"Racing and skiing is something you
have to do," Lawrence said. "You just

go and do it, and don't analyze it. You
have to realize you're dealing in energy,
not in theory. It's simply a process of
total energy. When you're leaving the
starting gate, you release this energy on ,
trajectory. All the course really is a line
of the mind and becomes the thing you
·
are doing."
Writers weren't ready for that type of
reasoning in 1952.
"It's energy you're dealing with, and
you just can't write formulas for that,"
Lawrence said. "It's. a personal
experience and energy is. the individual
ingredient that is extended."
The process of writing, "A Practice of
Mountains" began around 1964, but a
combination of ingredients including a
divorce which forced her to raise five
ch~~ren by herself delayed the writing.
Lawrence met Burnaby through
some mutual friends. The co-authors
first met on a chairlift.
"We started talking," Lawrence said,
"after all, what else do you do on a
chairlift? After about the third trip, we
started about space, light, all those
wonderful things.. I said something
about space not being the notes of the
music, but the space in between. Sara
. agreed. I said to her, 'I could explain
more to you, but I don't have to tell you,
you know."
The collaboration took about four
years, with Burnaby doing the final
writing. During the venture, Lawrence
said she learned a lot about publishing
(they went through two agents) but
decided that it wasn't her thing.
For the first time in her life, Lawrence
has completed all of her immediate
projects and is ready to start anew for
the first time in a long time.
"My situation now is enormously
easy," Lawrence, who will be leaving the
Rutland area around Dec. 15 now that
her mother has recovered from a broken
hip. "For the first time in a real long
time, my committments aren't dictatiqg
what I have to do. My racing career is
over, my marriage is over, my children
are raised and the book is completed. I
(See Page IS: Alpha Bits)
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Vermont's Unreported Crime

Ripping Off . the Drug Pusher
By LOUIS BERNEY
It was a cold November night. The
clock hovered about midnight. A young
woman was stoking the fire of the wood
stove in her rural Vermont home. She
was alone. Her husband was on the
town, still savoring the revelry of the
night.
.
Suddenly, the serenity of the
woman's home was shattered by a
crash. She wheeled around and saw two
· men smashing through her front door.
Their heads were covered by stockings
and their fists were clenching guns.
They led her to a bed and shoved her
down upon her stomach. They tied her
hands behind her back. She heard the
terrifying sound. of a gun being cocked
just inches from her head. A second gun
was cocked, again close enough to her
skull so that she felt its presence.
"Where's the money," she was asked.
With little hesitation, she told her
assailants what they wanted to hear.
Much to their surprise, they discovered
a booty of abciut $10,000. The two men
then departed into the black chill of the
night.
Armed robbery a relatively
uncommon crime in Ver_m()I)t. Qr .is it?
I here are no statistics on this case. It
never made the police blotter. The
police, in fact, have no idea the robbery
took place. The crime remains
unreported.
The reason? The woman's husband is
a big-time drug dealer. A cali to the
police would be as much an indictment
of the couple's illegitimate business
dealings as it would be that of the
robbers.
The gun-toting thieves were well
aware of what they were doing. They
believed the crime was committed with
impunit'y. They knew their victims,
themselves miscreants, were unlikely to
contact the law.
"They came to my house because I
was a dealer," the woman's husband
recently confided. "No other reason.
They knew we wouldn't tell the cops."
The $10,000 robbery, which took

place last month, is not an isolated
incident. It represents a growing trend
in Vermont, a trend toward violent crime perpetrated internally among
members of the state's drug-trading
community.
"Robberies occurring between pe9ple
that are drug dealers have been
happening with growing frequency,"
Vermont Attorney General M. Jerome
Diamond acknowledged. "The number
of people involved in th~ drug trade isn't _
up, but the amount of dollars passed in
the transaction of drugs is increasing."
That assessment is confirmed by
Vermont's county prosecutors, the
officials who deal most directly with
drug crimes.
"There's a lot of money out there, a
lot more than people are aware of,"says
Chittenden County State's Attorney
Mark Keller, whose county is the focal
point of big-time drug-dealing in
Vermont. "The drug dealer doesn't
report these robberies to us. Obviously,
he thinks he would be ca ugh~ himself."
Holding up drug dealers is a full-time
profession for some Vermonters,
according to Keller.
"We've talked to people who say they
make a living ripping off drug dealers,"
the Chittenden County state's attorney
said
Prosecutors concede that cases such
as the $10,000 robbery last month often
are committed without their
knowledge.
Formerly, according to Washington
County State's Attorney Gregory
McNaughton, authorities in Vermont
were better informed of criminal
activity within .the drug . community
because of a strong undercover unit run
by the state police.
·~we had the intelligence and we knew
what was going on," McNaughton said.
But during the past five years, the
· number of undercover police agents has
been cut from 10 fo two, according to
prosecutors.
"We used to be able to rely on them

--·
••••
'
much more than we do now," one state's
attorney complained.
Because of the reduction in size of the
undercover narcotics unit, prosecutors
say they frequently are kept in the dark·
about the criminal activities of drug
dealers, particularly regarding
robberies.
Early in the year, for instance, two
dealers were driving along a state
highway when they were forced off the
road by another vehicle. Two armed
men took the dealers out of the car,
ordered them to lie down on the road,
and then confiscated a large quantity of
drugs. This incident apparently remains
unknown to the state's law enforcement
ct>mmunity.
"The robbery was riever reported and
the cops don't know a thing about it,"
one drug trader claimed. "It's only
passed on among dealers."
Some drug dealers_ who are robbery
victims assert they do not want to see
their assailants caught.
"If they're-in jail, they might want to

Feds Will Probe RSVP
By DAVID MOTT
Reacting to accusations of financial
"improprieties," a federal agency has
launched an investigation into the
Rutland Senior Volunteer Program
(RSVP).
The New England director of the
federal Action agency, John Torian,
'said this week following a preliminary
inv.estigation, "I think we discovered
enough accusations that warrant. .. . us
to take a closer look."

Torian declined to say . what the
nature of the possible improprieties are,
or disclose whether the financial
transactions being investigated are
linked to any particular RSVP
employee.
'
Torian said he is turning the matter
over to Action auditing and inspection
units in Washington, D.C.
Kirby McCollum, Action coo'rdinator for Vermont-New Hampshire,
who aided Torian in · the preliminary
investigation, said this week , "As much
as I can tell you at this point is there a re

some transactions that are being - of the alleged improprieties, Kathryn
questioned . . . Some _questionable
Rushford, resigned her post effective
practices have come to our attention."
Dec. I. Reached at'her home, Rushford
One source, however, who is close to
said her resignation was the result of
the situation but asked not to be
"very deep personal problems," and had
identified said the financial
nothing to do with problems at the .
improprieties involved signing
RSVP office.
employees' signatures on expense
Rushford said she knew nothing
checks without their permission.
about the federal inves~igation.
RSVP is· a local agency that uses
"I haven't heard a word about tbis
senior citizen volunteers for projects
from John (Torian) and Kirby
aiding other citizens. Action funnels
(McColluni) ... Whatever he finds will
$62,000 a year to RSVP through
be fine," Rushford said. "I don't kno~
Rutland Mental Health, Inc., which
anything about my financial
oversees RSVP's activities.
improprieties."
McCollum said that during the
Torian stressed that while the results
course of his investigation he talked
of the preliminary investigation warrant
with Gilbert Aliber, executive director
further inquiry, there is no evidence at
of Rutland Mental Health, and Ann
this time to suggest that any
Rowe, an employee with RSVP.
·wrongdoing actually took place.
When questioned about the federal
All the . preliminary investigation
investigation into RSVP, Aliber said
turned .up "is a basis of allegations that'
only, "I have no comment to make
causes us to look at it" more closely,
about this whole thing."
Torian said.
Rowe, likewise, refused to discuss the
"We don't know what is true or what
matter.
is right," he said. " We a re going to have
The di .. ector of RS VP during the time
to look at the basis of the allegations."

cop a lighter charge by giving the cops
information on me," a dealer, himself
the victim of a recent holdup, said.
But Keller contends prosecutors ·are
more interested in catching the robbers
than they are the dealers.
"We would consider the robberies to
be the more offensive crime:" Keller
explained. ''We would prefer to go after
the guys who committed the robberies,
because most of the time they are drug
dealers themselves."
Keller agrees with McNaughton that
the ability of law enforcement
authorities to pursue the illegal
activities of drug dealers has b_een
diminished because of the lack of
undercover agents.
"We don't know as much as we used
to know about it because the money to
investigate has dried up," he contended.
Some pros~cutors feel the state has
reduced its undercover efforts because
of the notoriety of the Paul Lawrence
case. Lawrence was the undercover
narcotics agent who was imprisoned
after it was discovered he had fabricated
evidence in scores of drug arrests across
·
the state.
Others place the blame on former
Public Safety Commissioner Francis
Lynch, who preferred paying
informants within the drug community
rather than sending his own undercover _
agents to do the job.
'
(See Page 8: Drugs)
/,

1\ GUIDE INSIDE
Rutland Business College ,, is
growing, and if Roger Ciufo has
his way it will continue to do so for
years to come. See Page 3.
Ho-H.o -Ho. It's not your normal
9-to-5 job but at this time ofyear it
is as vital as any other. Thoughts
on dealing with an itchy white
beard and the terrible - twos are
found on Page 4.
"Local . crackpots", loose in
Rutland, scanners in the night,
and tales of the errant dashhound
hound - in this week's police
blotter, Page 5.
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School .· Officials ·oppose Reagan Plan
By KEVIN DUFFY
Local school supe.rintendents
disagree with presjdent-elect Ronald
Reagan's proposal to scrap the new
U.S. Department of Education.
In their op_inion, the department,
which began operating in October 1979,
should be given a chance to show
whether it will be an asset.
Backers of the department argue that
bringing together 150 education
programs that previously were spread
among several departments will reduce
duplication and .save approximately
$100 million.
'
In addition, they say, ed·u cation as a
separate department will have a
stronger voice iri Washington.

But the Reagan camp claims the new
department is an unnecessary addition
to the federal bureaucracy and means
increased government intervention in
local education ~
- In telephone interviews, three
Rutland area .school superintendents'
acknowledged federal intervention as
inevitable and said the new department
should be given time to perform.
"I! really hasn't had a chance to prove
itself," remarked Richard Zani,
superintendent of the Rutland Central
Supervisory Union.
"I don't see it as an addition, frankly,"
Rodney McFarlin, superintendent of
the Rutland Northeast Supervisory
Union, said. "I see it as getting
education out from under>the stigma of

Man Guilty In ·Scallops Case
By MARGo HOWLAND
Ralph Bennett of Brandon was f<!!Jnd
guilty Thursday of helping to conceal a
hijacked truck full of scallops, selling
the load of seafood and conspiracy.
The 24-year-old man . now _faces . a
potenti aL sentence of. 20.- . years,
according to U.S. Assistant Attorney
Scott McGee. Bennett earlier had
rejected a government offer that he
plead guilty in exchange for a five-year
jail sentence. ·
·
Bennett was one of five persons
indicted by a federal grand jury last fall
on charges arising from... t,he hijacking
Nov. 9, 1979, of a Carter seafood truck
from its loading dock in Portsmouth,
R.I. The truck was travelling from
Gloucesfer, Mass. with a load of
scallops worth $50,000.
"'
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department, however, none pt the
superintendents bC!ieve Reagan will
succeed in abolishing it in the near
future.
"I don't see how, now that it's
started," Chesley said. "The machinery
is in place. Promises have been made to
a lot of people."
·
Zani said, "I don't think he (Reagan)
has the legislative backing.''
"It-might be wise for Reagan to look
at other depart!Jlents" for cuts, he
advised.
But a ·retired school superintendent
living in Cuttingsville said Reagan is
right in wanting to eliminate the
Department of Education.
"Elevating it to a separate
department is politicking (by President
Carter:) and we don't need that,"
remarked John Steele, who was
superintendent of schools for children
of U.S. Army personnel in Europe and
Africa before retiring in 1972.
"We need more local control," Steele
said. "Maintaining a separate
department would be more expensive."
He said /that at the time he was a
Sl}p~rintendent, Army schools were
under the Department of the Army.

-·

Woo·d shed Restaurant

I
I

The indictment alleged that Ralph
"Junior" .Giltin, also known as Jay
Long, 32, of Newpori, R.I. carried out
the actual-hijacking and that the other
defendant£, Paul Vyzorek, also of
Newport, David Perrier, 34, of
SaJ.i-s-bury, Bennett, and CliftonDragon, 31, of Goshen helped him.
The indictment also charged the men
disposed of the stolen truck on
Dr~gon's property in Goshen after it
had been driven from Rhode Island to
Vermont.
The indictment also alleged the five
defendants helped in the transpor.tation
of the stolen scallops from Rhode
Island to Vermont and that they then
sold the scallops in Vermont.
- Two of the charges against Bennett
were dropped prior to the trial.

other social programs."
Rutland City School Superintendent
Thomas Chesley said it is important
that th!! federal government's
regulations for local education . come
from a single source.
"The involvement by .Uncle Sam is so
extensive," he said, "it can't continue to
exist fragmented."
Mcfarlin termed as "unrealistic"
Reagan's ar gument that abolishment of
the department would mean Jess federal
intervention. "That's about as
unrealistic as Carter's feelings about
cutting back on bureaucracy," he said.
But Chesley warned that while the
new department may prove to be
beneficial in some respects, it also may _
bring increased and burdensome
regulations.
He mentioned the new Office of the
Inspe-ctor General, whosejob it will be
to see that local school systems complywith federal regulations.
Che.sley said his "skepticism" about
the Inspector General's office makes it
difficult for him to be "dogmatic"either
way about the Department of
Education.
·Despite - the controversy over the
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A Day in the Li/e of a (Part-Time) Santa
When reporter Hilary Rosenberg went ·to
interview Santa Claus she figured she would meet _
a plump m1111 in a red suit. What she didn't figure
was that she might meet a fellow Monitor
reporter, working a part-time job. Her account of
Sports Reporter Bob Drzewiczewski'sforay into
Christmas/and follows.

By HILARY ROSENBERG
The little boy, held up in his mother's
arms, stared distrustfully at the whitebearded fat man in the red suit and
floppy hat.
"Come see Santa," the man said.
The boy shook his head no.
. "I've got some candy for you. Do you
hke candy?"
· The boy smiled. "Yeah," he said and
noded vigorously.
'
"Do you want to -sit .on Santa's lap?"
The boy shook his head no. His
mother took him closer to the huge .
man.
"Are · you afraid of Santa?." Santa
·
asked.
"Yup," the boy confirmed.
"Tell me," Santa said, trying another
approach, "what do you want for
Christmas?"
o

The boy stared blankly at him.
"Tell Santa what you want for
Christmas," his mother urged.
"I want toys," the boy said;
"What kind of toys do you want?"
Santa asked.
. There was a gleam in the boy's eyes.
"Boxes of toys."
Judging from this conversatfon,
which took place at the Rutland Mall,
being Santa Claus is no easy task. This
'- year's ma~l Santa, Bob Drzewiczewski,
characterized the job as "confining,"for
it requires one to sit in the same pldce
for two hours at a stretch, four hours a
day, and be jolly, talkative and friendly:
"It's just like acting," he said in an
interview. "A one-man show for two
hours."
But Drzewiczewski handles the role
well, according to photographer Don
Blades, who has snapped pictures of .
Santa and children for three years now.
Blades explained that small children
often race into "Santa's Land," where
Santa sits, but stop short of him,
stunned by his size and his strange
costume.
Drzewiczewski; however, knows
what to do; he initiates a conversation

with the child, the photographer said .
"Sometimes I crack jokes to loosen
up those kids that just stare like 'a
stone," Drzewiczewski said.
Or, he said, he tells a child, "N.ow you
have to tell Santa what you want for
Christmas or Santa won't know what to
bring you." That usually prompts a
response, he said.
Older and more aggressive children
come to Santa with letters they've
· written to him or pictures of what they
want for Christmas .
One child gave Drzewiczewski a
drawing of "My Puppy Puddles," a toy
dog that can go to the bathroom. The
youngster even put the Sears catalogue
number on the picture, Santa said.
A letter from a Jitfle girl named Elsa
started out, "Dear Santa, Elsa is super. I
want a walkie-talkie
and
strawberry shortcake and baby wet'n
care and my puppy puddles and a
weasel. I love you Santa. Merry
Christmas."
Last week a girl presented Santa with
-a Christmas gift - a -bowl-full. of.fresh
brownies, Drzewiczewski said.
Othe·r children, he said, are brave
enough to ask Santa questions, such as
"Where do you live?" "How's Mrs.
Claus?" or "How come you look
different than you looked last year?"
Then there are those "impossible
children" few Santas have- the skill to
handle. "The kids with the 'terrible ·
twos,' " Drzewicze~ski said. "You tell
them to come sit on your lap and they
just freak out. They're just terrified of
the (Santa Claus) image."
Last Saturday, Drzewiczewski
experienced a barrage, of the terrible
twos. Children were quietly waiting for
their turn to visit with Santa when the
first child in line began crying in terror,
Drzewiczewski said. "The front kid
loses it and it's a chain reaction," he
said. "It's like the Domino Theory."

The author asking Santa why his eyebrow§ are so dark.
the photographer talk sports or just sit
there in silence. ~You do spend a lot of
time staring at the guy across from
you," Drzewiczewski said.
·
And when it gets not, the man in the
heavy red suit carefully pokes a straw
betwee~ his moustache and beard and,

careful not to dislodge his whiskers,
'
takes a drink.
Despite the difficulties, Santa ,said he
enjoys his Christmas work. After all, it
involves less pressure than the normal 9
to 5 position and, most important, "you
don't take the job home with you."

128 MERCHANTS ROW
RUTL~I}. YER MONT

That was the same day part of Santa's
moustache got stuck in his nose, causing
a 40-minute itch. "I just went nuts,"
Drzewiczewski said.
.

~..r

. sometimes the hardest part of the
job, he said, is waiting through the long
periods when no. children are around.
Weekday afternoons and evenings can
be slow, he said. That's when Santa and
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Rutland College'S BuSiness Booming
By TIM TAYLOR
A glance inside one of the new
classrooms at the recently relocated
Rutland Business College offers an
incongruous picture:
·
The walls, which; like the school seal
near the entrance, are freshly painted,
reinforce that air of excited anticipation
that usually surrounds any new and
uncertain enterprise.
But the old wooden desks, lined up in
neat rows and columns, are a
throwback to another era. With their
ink wells, bench seats and dark-brown .
·tops scored with time, they seem better
suited to a one~room schoolhouse.
Nevertheless, the stark contrast
between old and new is appropriate for
a school th.a t, though established in
1889, is also one of Vermont's newest
and fastest growing jnstitutions of
higher learning. The changes that have
set up this · incongruity have occurred
rapidly and on several levels. In just a
little more than a year:
- Enrollment at the 91-year-old
institution has more than quintupled,
jumping from 24 day and evening
students last fall to around 130 this year.
Current projectioris call for 300 ·
students by -1983, and 600 by 198-9, the
school's one-hundredth anniversary.
- The n'u mber of full and part-:time
teachers has increased from two to -six,
while as many as 20 faculty members
may be employed .over the next several
years.
- - The recent move to new·quarters in
the United MethoClist . Church on
Chestnut A venue has opened up new
classroom and office space, along with a ,
student lounge, teachers' room and
library. ·
~Course offerings have expanded to
inciude such theoretical , topics as
economics and business law in addition
to the more standard courses of
business ·· math· and ·accounting.
Managerial training is slated to receive
more emphasis in the future, as'are
courses leaning toward the liberal .arts.
English· ana iritrochidory psyclioiogy,for instance, are two night classes
offered this fall.
- A fund drive is under way -to
purchase an initial library of 3,000
books, pamphlets and magazines, .

which should expand to about 20,000
items by 1983.
- And in what is probably the most
significant change, the state of-Vermont
on May 19 of this year certified the
school as an official college. The new
designation provides RBC with mu,c hneeded academic credentials and makes
students eligible for state financial
assistance.
If all goes according to schedule, RBC also will be able to grant associate
degrees by 1983. In addition, plans call
for obtaining regional accreditation, a
process necessary before students. can
apply for federal - financial aid
programs.
The man behind RBC's transformation is Roger Ciufo, a Ludlow-born
former teacher, college instructor and
educational consultant who accepted
control of the school from its elderly
owner, Katherine Hinton, in August of
1979.
Mrs. Hinton, Ciufo recounts, had nm
the facility since 1944, the year she took
over from a local probate judge who
had owned the school since the late
1890's.
Although Ciufo is careful not to
criticize Mrs. Hinton's handling of the
school, his comments make it clear that
RBC by last year was in need of a
change, Run as a school for learning
such business skills as typing and
shorthand, RBC at the time was not
really a college. It lacked the breadth of
programs and formal course structure
necessary for state or regional
accreditation. Student enrollment was
low, and much of the community was
not even aware of its existence.
"When I took over," Ciufo says, "it .
wasn't so much that there was anything
wrong, but we needed to change the
scope."
The months that followed bro_ught
new course ·offerings; aaefailed growth
pli\n, a visit from a state certification
review board and ·a rapid increase in
students - a phenomenon Ciufo credits
-fo favorable word of mouth.
"All of a sudden," he remembers•
"things rehlly began to grow and
develop."
The problems that resulted, Ciufo
says, were "huge, complex and almost

:it:J

Roger Ciufo
{

. "] don't have any vision of a campus
with a hundred acres of land," Ciufo
confides. "That really isn't the nature of
our philosophy."
But Ciufo does hope Rut.land will
recognize RBC as the third institution
of higher learning in the area, · along
with Castleton State CoUege and the
CoUege of St. Joseph the Provider.
To insure that it does, Ciufo has
undertaken a recruiting program by
visiting area high schools to speak with
prospective students.
Many of these students, according to
Ciufo, do "'n ot want to go directly into a
job or commit themselves to a full

unmanageable." He now admits that he
may never have undertaken the college's
transformation if he had been aware of
the full magnitude of the task. .
"But what has been interesting and
· satisfying," he adds, "is the kind of
response we've had from the
community al)d the students, a felling
that, well, 'we've made i('"
If the college continues its expansion,
Ciufo says, the Chestnut Avenue facility
will soon be inadequate. And although
RBC caters primarily to commuting
- students, the school may require some
type of residential hall if, as anticipated,
it begins to draw students from other
areas of the state.

(See Page 12: Business) -

The
WATER· BED S.HED
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS
A complete waterbed and accessories store
38 Strongs A venue Rutland, Vermont
775-4391
Open Mon.-Thurs. 10 am-6 pm
Friday & Saturday 10 am-9 pm
I

.

.

.

Sheets, bedspreads, mattress pads & comforters
A Complete Waterbed System
Pedestal frame, headboard, safteyiiner
heater and mattress.

WE
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$420
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To serve -YOU,
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•

NOW $350.
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HENRY H. ABAR
~

Sheet metal Roofing
ROUTE 7 NORTH, RUTLAND, VERMONT

775-4390
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From The Police Blotter
The following are excerpts from the
Rutland Police daily log for the week of
Dec. 4 to Dec. 11:
Thursday, Dec. 4
16:33 - Dog hit on Bellevue Ave. _
18:22 Advised police computer
down.
22:29 - Aldous Ambulance reports
youth on Water St. called requesting
ambulance because his parents were
lying face down and wouldn't get up.
Aldous requested police respond.
22:34 - Officer on Water St. requests
RFD rescue squad. Parents were passed
out. Apparent food poisoning from
food prepared in home improperly.
22:59 - Nojse disturbance on East St.
People playing drums.
Friday, Dec. 5
9:27 - Request from Mental Health to
help .with subject on Granger St.
09:40 - Male subject brought small bag
of' silver _into station found in trash in
front of K-Mart.
.
· 10:33 - Loose dogs in . vicinity of
Leonard, Clark and Thrall Ave.
15:06 - Fire trucks going to Rutland
.Hospital.
17:06 - Mental subject sought on
Woodstock Ave. Officers responded.
18:28 - Report from hospital of subject
there with problems. Subject lodged for
intoxication.

Kelly's
Krimestoppers
Public Relations Officer Frank
Kelly's tip of the week: "Posted speed
limits are based on ideal weather a,nd
road conditions. These limits are
entirely too high at tim~s of reduced
visibility and when pavements are
slippery. Please adjust your - driving
habits accordingly."
·

20:26 - Received word Air Force is
having drill, so that if anyone should
call about loud exploding noises or
earthquakes we should know about it.
21 :09 - Intoxicated subject came to
station. Requested we call his wife. Wife
· not home. Alc-9hol Information
Referral contacted.
Saturday, Dec. 6
00:46 - Officer picked up intoxicated
subjects. AIR notified. Subject lodged
for intoxication.
·
0 l :40 - Acci.d ent with injuries at
Campbell Rd. near Dorr Dr. ·RFD
rescue squad requested.
01:45 - Advised of lost dog: brown
dashhound hound in Woodstock Ave.
area.
07:38 - Theft of wallet from downtown
restaurant.
12:32 - Report of stray dog .in citizen's
garage on E. Washington St.
13:0 l - RFD to GE plant on Windcrest
,Rd.
16:02 - Cat hit on Crescent St. Animal
control officer advised.
Sund•Y, Dec. 7
00:27 - Report of dogs barking in lot
on Crescent St. ·
02:08 - RFD to Evelyn St. apartments.
16:30 - Report of intoxicated juvenile
in Plaza.
16:33 - Juvenile brought to station.
18: 16 - Court contacted ref. youth turn~d over to care and custody of
social services.
Monday, Dec. '8
00:44 - Report of intoxicated male in
apartment on Cottage St. Wouldn't
leave.
02:09 - RFD to Church and Williams.
False alarm.
02: 17 - Report of several intoxicated
subjects walking on Center St. throwing
snowballs and being obnoxious.
02:49 - Another fire alarm at Church
and Williams.
07:48 - Report of barking dog on
Hopkins Ave.
12:44 - Hubcaps missing from vehicle
in Stratton Rd. ·area.
16: 13 - Forest St. area. Report of dogs.

16:30 - Rutland Monitor called for
info on Cold River Rd. robbery a while
ago. Advised to call state police.
16:37 -=- Report of theft of food stamps
from home on Center St.
was shot In New York
16:46 - Shoplifter at First National.
by a "local screwball." This male
18:3 l - Call received from female
subject wants the local patrolmen ·to
subject who stated her friend just heard
watch out for the. local screwballs,
her registration number run on a
because he "don't want anything to
scanner and wants to know what is
happen to us."
going on. Advised her registration has
Vandalism to Mayor
not been run through this department,
08:53 and furthermore, if she listened to
Godnick's lawn on Grove St. Car drove ·
on grass. Approx. $75 damage.
everything her friend said. about what
14:31 - Kids playing with matches
she heard on scanners, she was already
outside Governor's. tabJe.
two points behind the game. Thanks us
for the info. and hung up.
17:19 - Request health and welfare
19:51 - Fight in Plaza.
check on female subject living on
20:38 Vehicle at State and · Woodstock Ave.
Columbian rolled into road. Officers
17:26 - All was all right.
responded and moved.
Wednesday, Dec: 10
21: 16 - Accident with injuries at River
03:12 Upon. chec_king doors at
St. and Dorr Dr. Request RFD rescue
establishment on South Main St.,
squad and Aldous -Ambulance.
officer reports: "miracles never cease.
-4L:2l - Request another unit on Dorr
All doors at this establishment secure."
Dr. side - can't<:ome in from River St.
04: 18 - Report from Allen St. Tires
end.
· were slashed on Dec. 9 during day.
22:02 - Intoxicated male on top of
Complaintant believed result of
West St. hill.
argument between mother and father.
22:08 - Intoxicated male brought to
04:57 Intoxicated subject being
station, AIR contacted.
transported to station by officers. AIR
22: 11 - Accident involving a fire truck
notified. Subject lodged for
and Aldous ambulance at scene of first
incapacitations .
accident on Dorr Dr. and River St.
13:52 - Advised of car stranded in
middle of intersection at S. Main and
22:32 - WCAX called for info. on Dorr
1
Curtis.
Dr. accident. Advised road is ·now open
but have no further info at this time as _ 19:00 - Youth throwing ~now balls in
Forest Park area.
no press rele_ase has been issued yet.
Thursday, Dec. 11
Tuesday, Dec. 9
00:30 - Minor accident at Temple
00:02 - Request from businessman .in
Crossing.
town that officer go to his
01:03 - lntersections ·and hills .getting
establishment, take keys out of car in
slippery. DPW notified.
parking lot, because_ he _forgot to
02:29 - Request for an incident repoh
remove them from ignition. Officer
by an officer to report over-serving at a
brought keys to station. Businessman
local establishment.
will pick up in A.M.
04:51 - Bridge on River St. and Dorr
00: 12 - Loud music in }!ast St. a.rea.
Dr. all ice.
00:52 - Male subject on emergency line
1 f :20 - Fire trucks at VAC on Park St.
advises that John Lennon, former
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Joe Gluck, Prop.
19 Center Street, Rutland, Vermont 773 ·7593 ·

Drapes
Curtains
Kirsch Rods
Towels

Sheets
Blankets
Bedspreads_
Comforters
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CHRISTMAS

· th~

SALE

3 days only.

Ski fashion
headquarte1S
C.B., Alpine Designs, Ski Levi's, Sk"yr, -Obermeyer,
and many. others.
MEN - WOMEN - CHILDREN

Xmas Hours

Open Daily 9:30-9
Saturday 9:30-6

~

North Country

O~

Visa & Master. Charge Welcome

II M~rcllut1 Row

Donton Ru&Jud
775-lHl

Free Gift Wrapphig

•

Tabl;cloths
Slip Covers
Body W:armers

Thursday· Friday· Saturday

DRESSES 30% off
20%off on all .
FALL & WINTER FASHIONS .
*except hosiery · & jewelry
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Keeping Pace whh Fashion
Christmas Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5
VISA, MASTER CHARGE, TURTLE GREEN CHARGE
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Westside Board
Says ·Dumping
Unauthorized
'

Sewer ProjectMovillg Ahead
D

By MEGAN PRICE
FAIR HAVEN - Fair Haven's
extensive sewer problems are a step
closer to being solved.
Town officials say they have been
given the green light for extensive
renovation and replacement of some
sewer lines here. Work on the project
could begin next year.
Town Manager Louis Faryniarz
expects bids will be put out on the job
early next year.
Faryniarz .declined to speculate on
'the price of the project. But proposals
submitted by engineers who designed
the preject estimated the cost at well
over $100,000.

By HILARY ROSENBERG
West Rutland recently sent a $500 bill
to a local trucking firm for allegedly
dumping unauthorized waste into the
town sewage system, Town Manager
Quentin Phelan said.
Daniel Deuel, chairman of the ,Board
,of Selectmen, said Melron, Inc. of
Center Rutland ha~ deposited several
loads without the board's sanction in
the past few years. David Melen, owner
of Melron, denied any wrongdoing.
The trucking firm contracts with
' Juster Associates of Yonkers, N.Y.,
owners of the Rutland Mall, to
transport effluent from ~he mall to the
West Rutland sewage plant. Juster pays
the town $20,000 to take the waste.
However, Mark Simon, operator of
the Pleasant St. dumping s!_ation, said
Melron has trucked sewage from other
than the mall to the station.
Simon said he noticed the effluent
was different on several . occasions
because it was black instead ofthe usuaigray. Melen, he said, told him Melron
operators dumped loads at the West
Rutland station by mistake.
However, Melen claimed this week,
"We've paid them for some of (the
additional loads) we've dumped there
and were authorized to dump them." He
speculated that the town's $500 charge
is a misunderstanding.

For more than five years, Fair Haven
selectmen have been seeking state and
federal money to upgrade aged water
lines and leaking sewer pipes.
Engineers from Dufresne-Henry Inc.
of North Springfield have conducted
several studies to determine the best
means of solving the problems.
.Fair Hav.en's..sewage treatment.plant

Search For Principal Continues
By HILARY ROSENBERG
The Rutland School Board has not
found an individual to fill the newlycreated post of secondary school
principal, · even though a board
committee reviewed applications for
three months.
The Screening Committee was told to .
begin the search again, which involves
buying more advertisements for the
position and interviewing more
candidates.
·
Fifty people applied for the job
during the initial search, Superintendent of Schools Thomas Chesley- said.
Eight of the candidates were invited to a
first interview and half of those were
asked to be interviewed again.
However, "there was-n't a strong
s.ense" am'ong committee members that
any one Of the candidates was right for

t

Deuel, chairman of the selectmen,
recalled that one sewage ha uler who
went out of business failed to pay the
town $500 for use of the sewer system.
Since then the town has undertaken a
stricter policy for sewage payments,
often demanding payment ir advance,
he said.
West Rutland officials exr. -ct to lose
the contract with Juster next year when
the mall hooks into the Ruiland City
sewer system.
· However, some of that ioss- has
already been made up.
This week the Killington-Pir ri Motor
Inn in Mendon contracted v:ith the
town·t·o truck sewage to West Rutland
from January to March for · monthly
fee of $2,500.

is inadequate, according to their
findings. The reason is infiltration of
ground water into broken an~
separated sewer pipe in some parts of
the town.
The problem js most apparent in the
spring, when runoff froml melting snow
mixes with contaminated sewer water
and overburdens the local treatment
plant.
The result ,. is a · discharge of
inadequately treated water into some of
Fair Haven's streams.
Unable to handle the volume of
water, officials have had to stand by and
watch while polluted water overflows
into brooks and rivers.
'
But money for the replacement of the
sewer lines may at least be at hand.
Streets to be affected by the sewer
pipe upgrade are Bensc:m Lane, Allen
Avenue, Caernarvon Street, Fourth
Street and Washington Street.
In all, about 1,000 feet of pipe would
be replaced, with the majority of work .
done on Benson lane and on the western
boundary ·of Saini-Mary's Cemetery,

the job, remarked Albert Martin,
committee chairman.
Because -the first search failed, the
original deadline for picking someone
for the job - Jan. 1 - has been pushed
back indefinitely, Chesley said.
The new post is part of the
realignment of the administration of
Rutland High School and Rutland
Junior High School. There will be one
principal for both schools, two
associate principals for curriculum and
supervision, and an associate principal
for student services.

Selectman James Doran explained.
Faryniarz said property owners who
will be affected by the repair o_f the
sewer lines will be notified and invited
to attend a meeting Dec. 16 at 7 p.m. in
the town office for an explanation":
Aerial maps of the town, together
with Dufresne-:fenry Inc. engineers,
will be on hand to explain the project,
Faryniarz said.
, The town also has problems with
'getting enough water to its citizens.
While engineers from bufresneHenry say the water quality here is
about the same as that anywhere else in
the state, the water lines are inadequate.
Ibey found that water pressure for
much of the town is dangerously low.
The problem is the worst in the business
district, where a fire could cause the
greatest amount of damage. .
The reason for the dangerously low
water pressure is due, once again, to
pipes which have outlived their
usefulness, their report stated.
.
A:t least ·one -of the mal1nvatel- lines
into the village, from the Inmari Pond
reservoir, is about 100 years old.
The main line itself is about half the
diameter of what it should be for a town
this size, officials say. And, with mineral
deposits forming inside the pipes, that
diameter is believed to have shrunk to
about two to three inches in some
places.
With the large demand for water that
a fire could create, the pressure would
fall to a trickle.
Engineers have proposed the
introduction of water towers to help
ensure a constant water pressure, as well
as replacement of some water lines, but
federal and state officials have yet to act
on that request.

Having problems
. applying -your makeup?
.how to care (or _your .s kin?
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"Makeup- Skin · Care Salon"
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99 Marble St.
West Rutland, Vt.
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and Skin Care
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Merusi, 1\_Local Classic,' Remembered
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Librarian Pat Bates offered perhaps
. the best description of Rutland photo
journalist Aldo Merusi, who died
Thursday at age 72. Bates called him a
"local classic."
Working for 32 years (1.941-1973) at
the Rutland Herald as a photographer
and state editor, and later as freelance
photographer / journalist, · Merusi was
one of the more p·opular and
controversial figures in the state.
Friends have described him as jovial,
humorous, enterprisi°ng, hard working
and egotistical. Almost every adjective
has been used to describe the man who
won 12 Associated Press photo awards
(four in one year), popularized Panther
Pete, photographed six presi~ents,
attended three political conventions,
worked at hundreds of weddings, won
thousands of pool games and allegedly
struck out a batter with one pitch.
As the Herakl's state editor, Merusi
brought a flair to the job which helped
bring people closer to the news. His dual
interest injournalism and photography
was one of the main reasons why he was
une of the first · people in the state to
draw a close relat~onship between
pictures and stories.
Throughout his illustrious life,
Merusi was the type of person who drew
either a positive or negative reaction
from people. Few people lacked an
opinion of him.
Rutlander George Praves, who
worked with Merusi at the Vermont
Sunday News, recalled that Merusi was
an extremely active person, even in his
·
later years.
"I remember being with him at a ·
wedding two years ago," Braves said.
"He danced for three straight hours Aldo loved to dance. I just couldn't
believe the enthusiasm he had for life.

He was just a great guy."
For more than two decades, Merus·i
was the only photographer a_t the
Herald and as such wielded
considerable influence because he not
only controlled .which pictures were
printed, but which were taken as well.
He used the old Speed Graphic
Cameras with skill before buying the
Mamiya twin-lens reflex cameras he
used in later years. The clumsy Speed Graphic (the type you see in old movies)
was bulkier, slower and harder to use
than today's sophisticated 35mm
cameras.
Looking back at Merusi's work, one
quickly appreciates the craft involved . .
In his era, he. was one of the best.
His trademark was an ability to pose
people and objects and still produce a
·
candid ef(ect.
.
While state editor at the Herald,
Merusi was known for using "canned
staged shots" for specific events or days.
People who worked with Merusi
claimed he used an old stuffed
woodchuck as a prop for Groundhog
Day photos.
·
He also used a sap bucket, which he
attached to a telephone pole, as a joke.
That photo was nearly an annual event.
He even brought the technique to the i
Vermont Sunday News after leaving the
Herald.
Rep. Alexander "Bud" Keefe, DRutland City, reflected on Merusi and
his career after learning of the
photographer's death Thursday.
"I worked with Aldo for 17 years at.
the Herald," Keefe said. "For years, he ·
was one of the finest photographers on
the East Coast. He was renowned
throughout the country for his Yankee
shots. He was equally renowned for his
Panther Pete stories. Politicians of his
era really respected him," Keefe said.

(See Page 8: Merusi)

Christmas cookies, French Butter Cookies, Honey Spice
Drops, Marzipan, Tea Conjectionary Marzipan Fruit

Kurt M. Wojtasch - ·
44 Easterly A venue
Rutland, Vermont
775-1798

Levrs

THE·
BENCH
Restaurant
87 STATE STREET
·RUTLAND, VERMONT
ACROSS FROM
DISTRICT COURT

Lunch or ·Dinner Saturday &
· SundaY.
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e
·straight legs
·slight irregulars
ONLY
·waist sizes 27-46
FAl\10lJS NAME BRAND TURTLENECKS
·mens &womens ·
.many colors to choose from
·turtlenecks sell for $15.
Christmas Hours: Mon.· Fri. 9-9

Sat. 9·6

· Downto~n Rutland

46 Center St.

Com.e Join Us by the Fireplace for

llijQ.;

$1295

100% Vermont Honey r
No Coloring or Preservatives Used

J
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mystery body being pulled out of the
Poultney River, but he wouldn't listeh.
He said no person, no story. I guess I
taught him too well."
Following his forced retirement from
the Herald in 1973, Merusi became a
freelance writer/ photographer for the
Vermont Sunday News until its collapse
in 1977.
Merusi's work for the William Leobowned publication was limited to
Rutland County. He also did some
freelance work for the Burlington Free
Press.
In addition to his journalistic work,
Merusi w.as a prolific freelance
photographer, ·taking pictures of
weddings, banquets, private and public
functions. Illness forced him to reduce
his workload within the last year.
When not at work, Merusi spent
much of his time during his retirement
years at the Rutland Elks Club and at
the Rutland Public Library.
"I saw him so much, that I thought he
worked there," library employee Pat
Bates said. "He was one of the more
frequent users of the library. He went
through a lot of books. I'm sure going to
miss seeing him."
One of Merusi's favorite hangouts
was the pool table at the local Elks
rLodge. Most Elks members concede

14-oz.JEANS

HOLIDAY
· },,~
BAKI.NG
~1· Christmas
.
Houses made with

775-5919

"I'm talking about guys like Dan Healy,
Peter Bove and Governor Gibson."
Merusi felt people were- the key
ingredient of news. He believed it was
impossible to have a news story without
people.
Merusi tried to teach this philosophy
to his subordinates, sometimes with
amusing results.
About two years ago, Merusi told this
story· to this reporter, which I
paraphrase:
"I had a stdnger in Poultney, who
used to bring in stories to me on a piecework basis.
"He really believed, like I do, that
there can be no story without people in
it. It so happened that one Thursday
night a car plunged into the Poultney
River, killing the driver. He went over
to covet the story, but didn't come back.
"So, the next morning I asked him if
he knew that they fished the car out of
the river. He said, 'Sure, I helped them
pull the cable,' Then why the hell didn't
you come back and write the story, I
asked.
·
"He answered that he couldn't
because the body was. unidentified,
didn't have a name, and therefore
wasn't a person. Now, that Friday
morning, when .they identified the body,
he had a story because there was a
person. I tried to tell him what a -great
story he could have had about the

*

CHRISTMAS
TREES
$6-$9
available.at

-Matteson's Service Station ·
99Woodstock Avenue, Rutlanct
773-9849
775-6516
Open 6:30-11:00
daily
Custom blended unleaded Sunoco gasoline available
4 blends to choose fr9m .

A. R. Sandri, distributor
of Sunoco Motor produc '
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Letters to the Editor

EDITORIAL
John Lennon's death has
affected many of us profoundly,
more so than the passing of other;
celebrities who likewise are
remote from the unfolding of our
everyday - lives~ --Perhaps -it is
-because only in death does the
life of a John Lennon really
become alive to us. And perhaps
it is because John Lennon and
the Beatles launched-an era, and,
in a perverse and doleful way, his
deatJl has ended ope.
For those of us who are
children of the 1960's
regardless of our chronological
age - .the Beatles represented, in
a time of bewilderment and
turbulence, a spark of hope, a
flicker of optimistic dissent, an
innocent skepticism for society's
cherished institutfons, a sense of
gentle capriciousness and joy,
that indelibly branded our lives.
Today the purity and freshness
of the ma_gical mystery tour the

'

Beatles guided us along have
been replaced by cynicism and
anger, by spite and avarice, and
ultimately by an ugliness of spirit
that threatens the very lifeblood
of-humanity-which -the Beatles so
eloquently celebrated in their
music.
John Lennon's death strikes a
chord of despair, for it nudges a
little further from our grasp that
wonderful age of innocence
which the spirit of the 1960's had
told us was forever attainable.
For the past decade, the lingering
belief that the Beatles might one
day reunite served as a metaphor
for the hopes.of a lost generation
that the ideals of incipient youth
' can last _throughout life.
Lennon's death sullies that
dream. And with his death, a
brave young generation may
finally have to confront the harsh
reali!Lof adulthood.

Letter to the Editor:
There are only 13 days left till
Christmas. Everyone is caught up in the
"hustle & bustle" of last minute .
shopping, sending packages and gifts.
Yo•• can actually feel the hub - of
excitement any day of the week
downtown or up in the Mall. You
sometimes wonder how are people
doing it, with the inflation and so many
.out of work.
Call it magic or whatever, but
everyone finds a way to celebrate
Christmas. It's the one time of the year
when we are filled with good cheer and
love for our fellow man.
Maybe in some instances "Santa"
won't have as heavy a sack to deliver to

~

some houses. But-you can be sure of one
thing, whatever he brings was bought
with lots of love and consideration.
To me there is nothing that can to-p
the sight of children _on Christmas
morning. Having had three of my own, I
speak from experience. You may have
stayed up till the wee hours of the
morning putting together that dollhouse or electric train on Christmas
Eve, but when you drag yourself out of
bed the next day, the sight of those
sparkling eyes and their sounds of
astonishment, make you realize it has
all been worth it.
Jeanne L. Zingale
Rutland.

Most dogs, and soine cats, are adept
at begging for treats from the table at
mealtime. The holiday table is
especially attractive to them because of
the smells of turkey, gravy and stuffing.
However, .for your pet's sake, avoid
the temptation to give the little darlings
samples of the_ rich_ JoQds.__ Their
digestive systems are not tuned to
accepting -these foods. The result may
well be upset stoma<,;hs or loose bowels.
The mess you may get into later is not
worth the momentary joy of satisfying
the upturned, begging face at the table.
And, never give your animal turkey or
poultry bones as they may splinter and
puncture the intestine if swallowed.
One way to solve the begging at the
table problem may be to feed your pet
before your meal. This can discourage
the excited begging that is hard for you
to resist.
A good commercial pet food is your best bet in meeting the nutritional needs
1

of your pet. At holiday time, buy them a
favorite food so that they may share in
the holiday repast without having to eat
"people food."
Feeding table scraps to your pet is a
hard habit to break, and it can lead to
obesity and or malnutrition for the
animal. Overweight animals are .prone
to diabetes, heart failure, hormonal
malfunctions and other health
problems.
_
To determine just how much to feed
your pet, read the directions on the food
package which usually go by weight or
age. Puppies generally need more food
in relation to body weight than d~ adult
dogs, and the lower metabolic rate ofolder pets makes it wise to feed them
less.
Proper diet, not overfeeding, and
plenty of exercise will help keep your
pet fit and trim and in top health.
Rutland County Humane Society
\,_

Lord why do you choose this
To take someone we Love.
Will he ever go to heaven
And rest in skies above?
Will this pain go away Lord
And my questions cease to be?
Have you/reed him of his sins,
Will you keep him company?

His mother is so empty Lord
His I ather bears the pain, ·
His brother blames himself Lord,
What do you stand to gain?
You've left a family broken
And we must trust in you?
I have so many question's
And your answers seem so few.

ls he aching for his wife Lord,
ls he crying for his sons?
ls his struggle in his past now,
Will you let him know he's won?
Will he hear me if I tell him,
Just how much I loved him so
And that my heart will never leave his,
Will he ever know?

And yet I'll kneel tonight Lord
And ask you in my prayers,
That if you should choose me next
I too may climb the stairs.
Forgive me for my doubts Lord
Take my questions all away
Make me stronger if you can
To believe in what you say.

'

(Continued from Page Seven)
that Merusi, despite his age, was one of
the best pool players in the club.
~erusi also spent a lot of time at the
Elks Lodge telling stories, holding
court, reminiscing. Keefe remembers
that Merusi used to amuse the people at
the Elks with some of his stories.
"Aldo .used to try telling us that when
_he was in Randolph he was the only lefthanded pitcher to ever throw back-tobac~ no-hitters in a doubleheader in
Vermont," Keefe said. "I don't know if
that's true, but he sure made you believe
it."
Merusi, who lived at 17 Giorgetti
Blvd., was born Nov. 27, 1908, in
Littleton, N.H., son of Louis and Elena
Merusi.
Merusi
was
a
gradu~J_e of
Randolph High School and Boston
University and did graduate work at the

University of Vermont. He married Pauline Willis in
Waterbury June 28, 1936. She survives
him. Other survivors are his brother
Emile and his sister, Enis Masino, both of Randolph and several nieces and
nephews.
Mr. Merusi was a member of the First
Baptist Church, Benevolent Protective
Order of Elks, Rutland Lodge 345, the
Advisory Board of the Salvation Army
and a former member of the Executive
Board of the Vt. Epilepsy Association.
At the request of Mr. Merusi, funeral
-services will be private. There will be no
calling hours. The family suggests that'
those who wish may contribute to the
Vt. Cancer Society, 13 Loomis St.,
Montpelier or the Rutland County
Humane Society. Arrangements are
under the direction of the Tossing
Funeral Home.

For my heart wants trust in you Lord
And I truly ask to be
Forgiven of "my" sins
And worthy unto thee.
My mind does choose your word Lord
For I know there-is no other
To be worthy of your heaven
As you've chosen/or my ''BROTHER."

We Love You, Alan!

-

Bonnie (Knapp) Mayhew

-Drugs~~~~~~~~~~~
(Continued from Page One)
Prosecutors are concer~ed about the ·
increased violence within the illicit drug
market in Vermont.
Almost all Vermont drug dealers
carry handguns now, and some arm
themselves with shotguns.
"I think it indicates the trend toward
violence," one law enforcement official
said of the arsenal being built up by
Vermont drug traders.
One of the most gruesome cases
occurred two winters ago when a
Northfield man, who allegedly was
robbed of money and drugs in the midst
of a business exchange, -killed a reputed
drug dealer the following day with a 12gauge shotgun. The police were brought
into that case and the killer, Roy
Waters, pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to jail.
Most big-time Vermont drug

salesmen still deal in marijuana and
hashish, according to law enforcement
authorities and dealers alike.
·cocaine is becoming a hot item in the
state, but usually it is sold by "your nice
respectable kids," rather than the
hardened dealers, according to
McNaughton. "It's a different level of
dealing."
_
Nonetheless, authorities and dealers
say the increase in drug-related
robberies indicates that Vermont is not
as far away from the city as many people
think when it comes to crime.
Since 1978. the number of armed
robberies has doubled, according to
state police statistics.
- "It's like big city crime, but it's
Vermonters doing it," one dealer
confessed. "It's raunchy dope dealers
turning into raunchy dope rip-off
artists."
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-~DEAR

~. ORION,
Dear Orion:
I'v.e met this really swell guy, but we have a problem. Every time we go out for
dinner and dancing he insists on Chinese ·rood and disco afterwards and I want
Italian and a country-western band. How do we solve this?
Signe,d, No ~isco Duck
Dear Duck:
Take unto thyself the best of both, for it is written - egg plant parmesian and
polyester shall pass from this earth, yet Willie and Mao endure.
Dear- Orion:
Its my cat. Every morning I wake up and she's sitting on my fa.ce, purring. I'm
losing sleep and she's gaining weight. What can I do1
Signed, Fat Cat
Dear Fat:
I. Get ri~ of the cat. 2. Sleep on your stomach. 3. Leave me alone.
Dear Orion:
_
I gave _1ny bµsbJlnd_()~~ of tho~~--~<>DIPUt_er _games for his bir~hda_! a montlt ago \
and it is ruining our marriage. He doesn't talk to me anymore. AH he wants to do
at night is play hockey on the TV screen. Worst of all, when I ~anted to fi.nd out .
who shot J .R., he-insisted we try for two out of three ~nd promised not to tee me. ·
What can I do?
Signed: No Hockey Puck
Dear Puck:
For Christmas buy y.our !ms band a new pair of socks. Then stuff them in his
mouth when he insists you play just "one more game" and turn the channel to
"Miracle on 34th Street":-Tell him Bobby Hull told you to do it.
Dear Orion:
I have this recurring dream that I'm skiing naked down Killington and all
around me the trees are threatening to break my legs. What does it mean?
Signed, Nervous Ski Bum
Dear Bum:
I don't know, but I'd like to find out. Drop by the office and we11 check out
your stem christies.
Dear Orion:
I've trimmed my Christmas to the bare nones and I'm still stuck with a list of
more than 50 family members and friends. But I'm only getting $70 a week and
my rent is $220. ANY GIFT IDEAS???
Signed, No Scrooge
Dear No:
Night crawlers make dandy presents, and sell two for a nickel in most areas.
They're easy to train and feed, and can live comfortably in a styrofoam cup. Su<;h
cups are often found in trash barrels and with a bit of string and a broken crayon,
these- cups can be transformed into delightful little ornaments to hang on the
Christmas tree after the worms have gone to their heavenly reward and are
sleeping with the fishes.

HONOR ROLL
Rutland Junior High School's honor
students for the first markjng period
were:
Grade 7, Diane Ackley, Margaret Allen,
Andrea Averill, Sandra Baginski, Darcy Battles,
Michelle Beaudry; Thomas Blanchard, - PeterBourque, Linda Bove, Melinda Brislin, Debra
Brown, Thomas -Brown, Kerry Browne, Timothy
Cahill, Karen Callahan, Denise Calvin, Tonia
Cannizzaro, William Chapleau, Sally Coccia,
Stacey Dikeman, Deborah Ellison, Bradford-..._
Engborg, Erin Fahey, Lynn Falco, Alicia Gilman,
Andrea hance, Rosamarie Iracane, Heidi Johnson, Tracey Lambert, Lynn-Lamothe, Lisa
Lang, Shiela Lawrence, AnneMarie Leno,
Michael Mainolfi, Catherine Maurice, Noelle
Mayne, Gina Miglorie, Lisa Moersch, Traci
Mondella, Wendy Moore, Donna Mylott, Daniel
Norris, Karen Paolucci, David Pezzetti, Courtney
Remington, Patricia Richards, Timothy Root,
Christine Ryan, Brian Sanderson, Sean Sargeant,
Wendy Searles, Lisa Steele, Anthony Teta,
·Charlene · Turner, Darren VanGuilder, Sara
Welch, Melissa Whittemore; - Grade 8: Angela
Alexander, Mary Allen, Carolyn Banse, Amy
Bischoff, Gail Brisson, Bonnie Broe, Elizabeth
Brown, Marie Carroll, Rita Cendrowski, Michele
Chadburn, Christine Conklin, Stephanie Creed,

Jeffrey Eaton,' Lisa Euber, Joan Fellows, Lori
Fish, Stephen French, Douglas Horgan, Colleen
Keefe, Michele Keefe, Suzanne Lansing,
Maryann Lenoci, William MacFarlane, Daniel
MacKenzie, Michelle Martell, Mary McGinnis,
Bernadette McLellan, Deirdre Morse, Deborah
Nagy; Lori Paohicci,--Marc PaHefson,--Deborali
Pike, Rebecca Pollard, Katherine Salls, Denise
Sanderson, Michelle Sinon, Rebecca Smith, Amy
Swords, Wendy Tayler, David Van Guilder,
Fawn Waters-:- Christopher Whitehair, Heidi
Zoesch; Grade 9: _Joseph Abel, Kathie Baitler,
Deborah Banse, Jeanne Bates, Dawn ,Broe, Lisa
Carlson, Joseph Carmolli, Sara Chase, Lisa
Clark, Candy Clarkson, Kimberly Coarse,
Patricia Coughlin, Bettina Earle, Michele
Eitapence, Martina Elrick, Philip Enborg, Valerie
Eno, Gregory Enzor, Kimberly Ettori, Emilia
Falco, Julia Fales, Justine _Farrow, Joan
Gennette, Ari Goldberg, Glenn Goodman, Leah
Grabowski, Brenda Hyland, Laurie Johnson,
Stephanie Johnson, Ronna King, Tamara
Lambert, David MacLaughlin, Lisa Mainolfi,
Kristen Maynard, Donna Merrifield, Catherine
Mondella, Bryan Nightingale, Tracy Peplau,
Lauralynn Pratt, Sandra Ray, Eric Sanborn, Lisa
Sears, Michael Srnith, Janet Stillwell, Craig
Susmann, Jill Tl!-lbot, Barend Vangerbig.

STRONGS AVE., Rtm.AND - OPEN THUR. 'tU 8, FRI. 'IU t

Choice Pre-Packaged

SIRLOIN
STEAKS $22~.

Fri. thru Mon. Dec.12-15

FATE
NEXT WEEK
Tues.- Sat. Dec.16-20

SEABIRD

Invites You to Join
Its Fabulous Movie Exchange Club
Which Gives You Access
To a Great Home TV Movie Library
On Video Cassette.
We can also help you with free friendly advice on pur·
chasing video recorders, cameras, games, pre·
NCOrdecl movies end other video products.

Inquire About the Wobbly IJ's
New Years Eve Party
775-1991

Rutland Shopping J_»laza
/

52 Center Street
Rutland, Vt. (802) 775-2958
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Christmas Season: Not Everywhere
information about the cultural
By VALERIE RESTIVO
traditions and practices of Inuit pe.ople
The joy of holiday caring and sharing
who are _not converts to. Christianity.
is sometimes tempered by intolerance.
After reading the story, an
"The Christmas spirit" becomes the
essence of the winter solstice season, , unenlightened child (or adult) might
assume that ALL people in the
which has long nurtured celebrations,
Canadian. Arctic are Christians.
both sacred and secular. · 1
This is the first "OWL"issue in a long
Christmas and Chanukah
while that has dealt with non-white, celebrations dominate in our part of the
non-English speaking Canadians;
world. T,hese very different holidays
readers are regularly given information
share themes of peace, love,
about different Canadian cultures. Yet
understanding, freedom and giving.
the people in the story are presented in
The themes are sometimes strangled by
white terms (particularly, in white
a narrow world view. Thus, a "crossChristian-missionary terms). Although
cultural" play or story presents
the word "igloo" means any Inuit
"Christmas Around the World," as if
housing, the author uses the old-school;
Christmas were the center of winter
textbook meaning of snow/ ice house.
celebrations everywnere.
More significant is the latent racism,
A glance at an atlas quickly reveals
in the guise of tolerance seen in so much
that Christian sects account for less
than half the world's religious
writing about North American nonwhites. The "noble savage" tone
affiliations. Jewish, Moslem, Buddhist,
Confucian, ~hinto, Taoist and ·
prevails. The story implies that the
Zoroastrian faiths are embraced by
"real"culture is the Christian one, give
significant portions of the world's
or take some dietary differences (fish
hea~ soup in place of eggnog or· a
population. I started thinking about all
this when the December issues of
Wassail bowl).
children's magazines started to arrive at
" Now it's time to sing," Ekerena
our house~ Published by Canada's
decided. "Not folklore songs," she made
Young Naturalist Foundation, "OWL"
it clear." We must sing Christmas songs."
magazine is now distributed in the U.-S.
Why the either - or, and why she
by the National Audubon Society and
rejects the "folklore songs" of her
Scholastic Magazines. I have long
heritage is not clear. The implication is
considered it one of the most creative
that the "new" culture is truer or.better.
publications for children.
. A more appropriate treatment would .
- The December 1980 issue, however, is
depict cultural differences without
very disappointing. 1.-t p-r esents
passing judgment.
December as "the Christmas month"
Children's publications have a spe~ial
and Canada as a nation of white,
opportunity and responsibility to offer
Christian, English-speaking people.
positive images of the world, in the
Most offensive is a story titled "The
interest of changing negative ones.
(Gift," in which a family in the Canadian
Implying that all people are white and
Arctic celebrates Christmas. Although
Christian "at heart" .does not serve the
the family is not identified as such, the
cause of tolerance and understanding. (I
names and illustrations indicate it is an
a~ reminded of a writ~r who expressed
II_!uit ("Eskimo") family. There is no
his tolerance by saymg "We are all
brothers in C_hr~st;"asked about women
and non-Chnstlans, he became less than
coherent!)
The December 1979 "OWL" was
more secular. Like other magazines, it
avoi~ed the holiday problem by s~icking
to its usual format , · featuring a
beautifully illustrated special on "The ·
Mystery of the Pyramids." Only the
"_D r. Zed" section (he's the magazine's
cartoon-caricature scientist) had , in
addition to the usual do-it-yourself
projects, the title "Dr. Zed's Christmas
lour (:Cumin
Party."
"OWL's" U.S . counter pa rt is
usi(· Spol
"Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine,"
published by the National Wildlife
Federation with , a commitment :o
ecological awareness. The magazin1. ' as
indulged in holiday cuteness primarily
to ,Promote the sale of its books ("Rick"
the raccoon in Santa Claus garb, etc.).-

Nevertheless, it calls its December
magazine a "Christmas issue" and what
holiday content there is concentrates on
a secularized Chri.s tmas.
"Ranger Rick" · did better by the
Inuits in its December 1974 story
"Na put a9d Nanook," about a child and
a polar bear. Emphasizing nature,
family togetherness and another
culture, it avoided imposing "our"
culture- or a religious message.
The National Geographic "World"is
totally secular this year. An article titled
"Celebrate with dough" pictures
children of different colors and cultures
working on projects that could apply to
any celebration, including Christmas
(shown in a single portrait of a
Christmas tree). The lead ,article,
"Hunting Bears for Science," promotes
humane research - not a bad holiday
message. '
Of more . dubious relevance to
promoting "Peace on Earth" is "Tigers
at Sea," an article which "World"
romanticizes U.S. 1'Javy ships 'and
fighter bombers, rendering the
machinery of war a fun-for-kiddies
tourist attraction.
"Cricket" i~ perhaps the most elegant
(and pretentious) of the children's
magazines. Dedicated to promoting
fine art and writing, it has often
published beautiful examples of both.
Too often, it featur~ starry-eyed visions
of princes and princesses and sugarcoated images· of earthier reality.
The December issue is overwhelmingly Christian. The cover shows a
cluster of ,upper-classy people from
somewhere in a European past, laden
with boxes (gifts). While the giving of
gifts can be warm and lovin~, emphasis
on caring-as-buying has long been
criticized. Publications for children can
1
affect whether holidl!YS are seen as times
to give and get things, or as times to
celebrate in a more total way. .
"December," a poem by Joh~
Updike, opens· the "Cricket" issue. If its
author were less famous, I wonder
whether the editors would have taken it
seriously. The cliches are all over the
place: "old carols peal . . . sweet
suspense ... the shepherds wait .. . (for)

some miracle ... "Updike is sweet on
Christmas buying: "Downtown, the
stores/ Half split their sides,/ And
Motherbringshome/Thingsshehides."
Apart from the less-than-brilliant .
writing, where is "Father?" How do
"shepherds ... kings ... tree ... miracle"
and "hope" relate to the world
"Cricket's" readers live in?
.
Packages and presents pervade the
story, "How Brown Mouse Kept
Christmas;" "Small in the Manger" is
illustrated with a drawing reminiscent
of those seen in religious pamphlets. "A
Zebra for Helen" contrasts wealth and
poverty in terms of toys and charity.
(Toys are se~n as the essence of charity,
without regard for gifts of higher
survival value to the poor.) In the clever
little marginal notes "Cricket" editors
use to define words, "Charity" i~ defined
as "giving help to the poor and. needy"
as if that told all.
The token non-Christian entry is my
favorite - Isaac Bashevis Singer's "The
Snow in Chelm," which describes
Chanukah in
village where
inhabitants lack both wealth and
wisdom. As in the earlier "Chelm"
stories by the Yiddish writer, Sholom
Aleichem, there is wisdom concealed in
the foolishness. "Dopey Likisch" comes
up with an -idea that might suit
Bennington as well as Chelm: "Why not
buy eyeglasses that make things look
bigger for all the inhabitants ... Then
the houses, the streets, the stores would
all look bigger, and of course, if Chelm
looked bigger, then it would be bigger.
It would no longer be a village, but a big
city."
We owe our children more. These
magazines are among the most
interesting and best written, and- yet
they fail to express ~he complexity or
diversity of holiday celebrations or,
more generally, of the world's people
and their cultures.
One key to peace is increasing
awareness and understanding across
religious , cultural and nationa l
b~undaries: The children's maga.z~nes
fail to consider what the seasonal chche
"Peace on Earth; Good Will to All
People" might really mean.

a
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Mary O'Brien
Travel Consultants
802 775-6921
, Free Delivery Service
For Commercial Accounts
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After Lennon;s Death

CLASSIFIED

1980 CR 125 motorcycle. Mint condition.
sacrifice, Rutland days 773-7211, evenings,
773-8826.

Ornate piano, needs WOJk, $150, Call 4423377, or will take offers, must sell, .all asking
pnces.

ARTIST for hire: Signs, illustrations,
graphics, l6go design, very yersatile in
execution to get just the image you want to
project. Call 775-5974 after 6:00 p.m.
Steven.
WANTED: Town Manager. Applications
will be accepted until Dec. 20, 1980 for the
position of Town Manager for the town of
West Rutland, Mark envelope "Town
Manager Application." Send to Town of
West Rutland, Town Manager Office, West
Rutland, Vermont 05777. -

2 Semperit radi~l snow tires on Vol~ rims,
I.65SR !S's, exc. $80., 2 Saab 99 wheels,
$20., new, never used chemical toilet, great,
for fishing shanty, $25., 3 spd. women's
bicycle $40., scuba tank, regulator, compass
and knife-all for $100. Tel. 265-8668.

SONY 120 watt amp., $195, Kenwood
receiver, $195; 12 inch, three-way speakers,
$195; ·e.I.C. tum-table, $50, Jensen fourway speaker, $150, Sony reel to reel tape
deck, $90, EPI 100 speakers, $90, Criterion
ten-inch· speakers, $75, eight-inch two way
speakers, $25, Allied reel to reel tape deck, .
$65, 15 incli gilitar speaker, $50, Call 4223377, or 775-3982. Will take offers, must sell,
all asking prices.

Business

·------~----

-·

NOW is the time to do that necessary tree·
work! Call now for Free Estimate. Richard
Rubino, Tree Surgery, 775-7803, Insured.
BRANDON, Pineridge Apartments
D~w_nstairs. Lease. Security, Rugs~
Appliances, 247-5500, 775-0461.
·
LEICESTER State School Road. 2
bedroom, garage. 247-5500 or 775-0461.
'

ELECTRICIAN, reasonable, no job too
small. Call Curt McCormack, 775-1163.
.WOOD Stove Fireplace. Better N 'Ben-I yr.
old. Excellent condition. Call 773-9662.

..

1978,_ . 500cc Yamaha Motorcycle, good
cond1tJon, $850.0Q. Call Dave Mott TfY0471.
,

(Continued from Page J"hree)
~~~~room ··-rufiiiifted &panment. . llto
college career, but are not quite sure
utilities.
108 Marble Ave., WcsUtutland
how to follow a middle path. RBC,
, CaD .ns..7283.for mote information. · . .
Ciufo says, will be serving this group.
"If we take a look at the number of
MUST sacrifice: Wurlitzer Spinet Organ.
student~ graduating from high school
Good condition. Multiple stops. handsome
and the number going on to higher
cabinet. SJSO. As.It Deena. 77~6 or after
education, you have a large number
6 p.m. ns..1411.
who are not going on to anything ... _Very honestly, I don't expect to draw a
DIAka-Teen - Teenagcn available for
student here who wants to go to Yale.
odd jobJ, temporary . and full-time
But as we know, there are a lot of people
employment. Call 17-S-149S. .
who fall somewhere within that granp
wanting a one-or two-year course of
BALSAM Christma5 .Trees, Call Wayne
work." ·
Benware, SI So. Main St., 775-4962.
Adults looking for new ·business
skills, particu!arly women who want to
re-eiftef-thework force~ make up another
' FIREWOOD for Sale. Maple, split,
important group of potential students.
delivered or you pick up." Call 775-0461 or
247-5500.
One analysis of the school's future lists
other such groups as economically and
culturally disadvantaged youth and
SIDEWALKS shoveled and sanded. Fast:
adults; clientele from CET A and
service. , Rutland 773~7649. Ed Flanders,
vocational rehabilitation programs;
better call now and get on the list.
referrals from unemployment offices;
and those ·s eeking educational
UNIQUE Christmas Gifts: Loolci~g for enrichment through evening and
something different this ' year? See our
summer courses.
collection of Far Eastern handicrafts
The idea, Ciufo says, is not to
including animat sliaped baskets, originally
compete with the twQ existing colleges,
dyed weavings, · bone jewelry unusual
but to ta-lee .care of a portion of the
clothing and more. Call Rutland 775-3Q27.
community now often neglected.
"We don't want to be what we're not,"
he explains. "But what we can be and
should be is · a damn good two-year
college, and that's the route we're going
to take."
1

'Double Fanta-sy' Sells.
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
"I have never been on the phone like
this for one record. Call after call was
for the same record. After awhile, I had
to stop holding records for people. I had
to put it on a first-come, first-serve
basis."
That was how Stereo Theater owner
Mark Shook described the rush to the
record rack Tuesday morning for John
Lennon's latest album, "Double
Fantasy," the day after the ex-Beatie
was shot to death in New York.

"I have never seen anything like that,"
Shook said. "We sold the first five we
had just when we opened. Then the
phone started ringing and didn't stop. I
got eight more copies of the album at
11:30 and they were gone by 12:30."
Shook said the reaction to Lennon's
--Oeath was more dramatic, and started a
more pronounced rash of sales, than
when rock idol Elvis Presley died.
Judy Patch, an employee of the
· Stereo Theater, said: "It wa.s a lot
different when ·pfes1ey ·aied:--1t was
natural. Lennon was shot, it was a
violent death. That's a lot different."
"Double Fantasy" was selling well
before Lennon's death. The album
cracked the ch.a rts two weeks ago at
number 22 on the Billboard Top 100,
making it the highest debuting album of
the week.
"It wasn't anything special," Shook
said. "It was selling well, but nothing
special. The Lennon fans and some of
tl~e Beatie fans bought it, but. nothing
special."
When Shook was making his weekly
order, he wrote a "4"next to the album's
slot on the chart. That has changed.
"I'm now writing orders individually,
by name, for people," Shook said. ~'I've

Verm~nt Trilogy
The Vermont Academy of_ Arts and
Sciences--·-wm··-·p-resent · Jl]kholas · F.
Delbanco reading "Possession",
"Sherbrookes," "Stillness" and -0ther
selections from his Vermont Trilogy,
. Monday, Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.Ql., at the
Nella Grimm Fox Room, Rutland Free
Library.
Delbanco graduated from Harvard
University in history and literature; and
from Columbia University in English
and comparative literature, and is a
1980 Guggenheim Fellow.
Delbanco's new book "Stillness" will
be published this year.
· The readings and discussion hour is
under the sponsorship of the Vermont
Academy of Arts and Sciences and the
Rutland Free Library. The program is
free to the p~blic.

"Yardley _of London"
Old English Lavender

I

LIQUID SOAP

I-

....-;';·;·.-.

s
Dll·
>
·\:,>: . ·

I

( "4

I

never done that before, I usually just
write down the number."
Almost everyone who wanted a
Lennon momento has specified the
"Double Fantasy" album instead of
some of Lennon's previous solo works.
"I think the people want something
recent to remember him by, good, bad
or indifferent," Shook said. ~
Stereo Theatre .wasn't the only
busfoess affected by the Lennon rush.
Music for You · in the Rutland Mall
reported that it sold out by 2:30 p.m.
Tuesday. The New York Times stated
that Sam Goody's, one of New York's
largest record stores, sold all 50 copies
of the album minutes after iis doors
- opened. ~
By Tuesday evening, there were few,
if any, copies of "Dol,lble Fantasy"
available anywhere.
' .

:.:::

I

·.·.·.·:·.:·:·:

.-.

~SODEGIAL?
HEAVIER.

/

• Quality Paperbacks
• Distinctive Hard Cover
Books
• C~mplete Chlldren'1
Section
~ Books Special Ordered

CHRISTMAS HOURS
Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Saturday 9 to 6

54 Center Street
Rutland. Vermont 05701
802 - -773-3000

We use one half ap TnUCh air ~
as most other iCe creams .LI. "1
We u5e lot5 of fresh Vermont
c:ream·& et!i!J yolt\.'S too!
tJ"

.·

l'ltCl RICHFJl
Ir'"
M~
~ 1\~

We Uf>e onlyth.e fine5t
. ·
flavorings available
&3 lots of them. l. MDt
That's what horne-N~T~ ~'D'1'TDT,.T~ T
ade means to us.
~ J.D.l.RU ""9J. u ~
.
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-The Life of One Contented Court Clerk
In 1963 Richard Sullivan, an
By HILARY ROSENBERG
associate
in the Lawrence and O'Brien
For years Concetta Ferraro has kept
law firm, was appointed district judge,
a religious verse called "Contentment"
and he in turn appointed Concetta
in view while at work as Rutland
district
court clerk.
District Court clerk. Contentment
She recalled that she ahd a court
seems to be an apt way to describe her
reporter were the only court employes
life and career.
in the office~above Woolworth's on
Since 1927 Concetta and her family
Merchants Row.
have lived in the same house at 12
Arraignments were held at the old
Hopkins St. and for the past _47 y~ars
Women's Reformatory on State Street
she has 'Worked in Rutland law offices
and Pierpoint Avenue, and Sullivan
and courts. (She said that during that
heard emergency cases in another office
time she took only two-and-a-half days
on Merchants Row.
off for sickness.)
Since that time the court offices have
But at the end of the month,
been moved to the Rutland Savings
Concetta, 65, will retire, although she'll .
Bank building, and now they are in a
spend January training her
new building of their own on State
replacement.
.
. .
Street.
·
In a recent inte~v1ew she remm1sced
For
Concetta,
being
district
court
about her career.
,
clerk has meant bringing work home,
The only job Concetta ever h~ld
handling phone calls from attorneys in
outside the legal system was her' first
the · night and working on the
job, as a secretary for the Metropoli~an
weekends.
Insurance Company. She got the JOb
She said out-of-towners given traffic
after graduating from Mount St.
tickets over the weekend called her at
Joseph Academy in 1933, and she h.eld
home to tell her they couldn't make
onto it for just a week. The home office,
their arraignments on Monday. "They
she exolained, preferred.an older, more
just happened to -know who I am," she
experienced ·person for the position.
explained. "You get used to that."
But a few months later Concetta -was
Concetta said she also was called by
at work again - for retired lawyer
lawyers late at night who wanted bail set
Frank White who paid her $10 a week
for their clients. And before police put
for 30 hours of work. That job didn't
suspects in jail, she recalled, they went
last long, however, because Concetta
to her home so she could fill out the
soon took a part-time job - as a
proper papers.
stenographer at Rutlalld Proba\e
Concetta also fondly remembered
Court.
that when a jury drawing was cancelled
The stenographer job became full
she had to phone 30 to 40 jurors. But
time in 1936 and Concetta held it until
that kind of hassle doesn't exist
1945 when she went fo work forthe law
anymore,
for jurors now call the court
firm' of Harold O'Brien and Edwin
to
hear
a
recording that tells them the
Lawrence.
schedule for the next day.
She worked for O'Brien and
Asked about relaxation, Concetta
Lawrence until 1963. O'Brien, Concetta
responded, "I don't have any" except
said, "was the top-notch lawyer in the
for "going home and forgetting about
state in his day," and Lawrence "was·a
everything."
brilliant man."
·

:••••BOTTLE••••••
.•
.•
•
•
! DRIVE
I
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·i·

Concetta Ferraro
.. Although she's retiring, she vowed
she won't stQp working. She plans to
work part-time in a law office and

perhaps do some volunteer work .
As for district court, "I'll miss it," she
said.

Otter Valley ·concert
Tbe music department of Otter
Valley Union High School will present
its annual Christmas Concert~ Friday,
Dec. 12, at 7:30 p.m. The concert will
feature jazz and concert bands and the
senior high, junior high and faculty
- choruses.
Art Hosford, music director, will
conduct the 14-member jazz band.
These musicians, who practice on their:
own time, will play such popular pieces
as "A Bridge Over Troubled Water" and
"Ease On Down."
The 50 students in the concert band
will perform Eric Osterling'~ concert

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

march, "Gettysburg," "Tlie Christmas
Song," and Grant Hall's "Ghalumeau
Variations-."
-

2nd Time Around
Children's
Thrift Shop
43 Suter St., Rutland

Large Selection Of

ICE SKATES
$1. - $12.
Get Yours Early
open Mon.-Frl., 10-5, S.l 10-2

DOUGLA6
CREATIVE H/\IQ6TYLING

For the -Benefit
Of the Christmas Party

FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
HAIRCUTS • STYLING• PERMANENTS
381/2 CE:NTER ST • THIRD FLOOR
(ELEVATOR SERVICE)
r<UTLAND VT 05701 • (802) 775·6261

For the Children of Striking Herald Workers

ESSENTIAL
ALTERNATIVES
FUTONS •

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 13

Pl~LOWS

• OUIL TEO THINGS

CHRISTMAS HOURS:
9 am to 9 pm
Saturdays till 5 pm
WOODEN~DISH

RACK

Made of durable oriental hardwood. our dish rack is an attrac-_..,
tive variation on an essential kitchen item. Folds flat for
storage. Of natural wood with water resistant surface 13" x 20··.

9 am - 3 pm
Bring Bottles Io 142 1/2 West Street
(above Louras')

OR CALL
775~0471, 775-7253, 775-7255
For Pick-Up

WOODEN BED TRAY
Our folding tray has clean lines and many uses as a bed tray or
TV and picnic tray. Legs spread wide for balance and stability.
Folds flat for storage. Natural wood 9 .. x 14 .. x 25··.

38 Center SJreet. Rutland. Verm.ont

773-8834
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Steely Dan's 'Gaucho': Slick, Nearly Flawless
By ·BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
I was expecting a crier to be in front
of the record store screaming, "the new
Steely Dan is here, the new Steely Dan
1
is here."
After all, the Walter- Becker-Donald
Fagan combination may produce the
best rock in the world (well at least
Playboy's music poll says so).
Needless . to say, I was stunned to
notice an absence of ,greedy harids
pawing for the light green album,
"Gaucho," which contains seven new
numbers.
"I don't understand it," Mark Smith
of the Stereo Theatre said. "There are a
lot of Steely Dan fans out there, and the
album isn't selling as well as it should."

Puzzled, I searched for answers as I
listened to the group's first studio album
in nearly four years. The. last effort by
Steely Dan, "Aja,"wasthegroup'smost
successful commercial effort, selling
more than 3 million copies and making
' the group one of the top pop combos
around.
But, absence from the scene can do
funny things in the music business. The
only release from Fegan-Becker camp
since "'Aja" was the double album
"Steely Dan's Greatest Hits."
One thing that separates Steely Dan
from the pack of other recording artists
is the group does not tour. Becker and
·Fagen instead spend their talent in a
recording studio. Hence the only access

Cold Cats? ·
Young animals and older pets can
benefit from the protection of a coat or
sweater on cold days. An old towel hung
by the door is handy for rubdowns on
rainy or wet snowy days. Always check
your pet's paws after a walk - deposits
of rock -sak-;- sand- or--ice -can- become
painfully imbedded in tender paws. You
can .also prevent this discomfort by
applying a thin layer of petroleum jelly
to the paws before outdoor jaunts.
Another cold weather hazard i.s
spilled antifreeze, which is highly
.appetizing to dogs and cats but causes
kidney damage, convulsions, com~ and
even death when injected. Use extra
caution when changing aqtifreeze and
wipe up spillage immediately.
When your dog or cat comes in from _
outdoors, try to discourage it from
curling up in front of a vent, radiator or
wood stove to dry off. Direct heat will
cause dry skin problems and excessive
shedding.
No animal that is accustomed to the
warmth and comfort of indoor living
should be left outdoors for any great
length of time in ·the cold inclement
weather. Throughout the winter, make
a habit of checking frequently on your
pet's whereabouts, rather than simply
assuming that another member of the
family has let the dog or cat in at the
appropriate time.
A few simple precautions can make
the holiday and winter season a safe and
· happy time for everyone in the family,
two and four-fopted alike.
Rutland County Humane Society .

the public has to Steejy Dan is through
the records.
Even at $8.69, "Gaucho" is a bargain
(and to think that years ago I paid $2.90
for "Meet the Beatles"), especially to
those true believers who have waited so
long.
"Gaucho" is stick, nearly absent of
flaws. After all, what else can be
expected from two musical geniuses
who accept nothing less than perfection
·from their session musicians. Gigging
for Steely Dan has often been
considered the most difficult and
prestigious job in the business.
'S teely Dan's newest recording
represents the group's increasing
involvement in jazz, introduced rather
loudly in "Aja". In the last four years,
Fagen and Becker have been producing
and sitting in on jazz record.ing sessions.
- - So, it is not surprising that the new
record has a strong traditional jazz
influence with a touch of Latin on the
title tune.
Further evidence .of the strong jazz
influence is Steely Dan's use of superior
jazz musicians.
Most recordjacket notes reveal a lot
about the quality ot the recording JUSt
by the presence of an influential m:une
or two. And while most albums have a
brief list, the credit lines on "Gaucho"
read lik~ a short story.

The credits are, in essence, a who's
who of top studio musicians, with-Tom
Scott of L.A.. Express fame heading the .
list.
Scoh is responsible for most of the
horn arrangements and contributes
some heavy sax work on the title tune.
Also present on the album are the
Brecker -brothers, Randy and Michael.
An interesting addition is rock
guitarist Rick Derringer, formerly of
the McCoys ( the"Hang on Sloopy"
guys from the 60s) and one of the
proponents of heavy metal in the early
1970s.
Another revealing notation is the use
of 11 assistant engineers.
" Perhaps · the most appropriate
question is, does it sound like four years
of work?
The answer seems to be "no" despite
the fact that hardcore fans like myself
will love the slickness, knowledge and
artistry of "Gaucho."
The first side of the album, "Babylon
Sistets," "Hey · Nineteen," a'nd
"Glamour Profession," represent the
best new music I've heard since" Aja" but clearly I am prejudiced.
"Gaucho" represents -the best thar
modern studios can produce. But
whether that makes · it' the .best music
around - that's fdr the listener to
decide.

CHRIS CHINLUND

THANK
YOU
•••••••••••••••••••••

A :'.'RAYER FOR LITTLE PAWS '
This is •
for littk paws

,,...y.,

ti/I up IUfd down tlw land.

Driven .,..y, no /rlnd/y vok•,

N•vltt' "" outstntcMd lumd.

For liJtk wury pow!-of HllSls
torn ad st-.J wiih r..t
And Mva 11 honw, tllld Mv~r a mt,
And MVltt' a lltUI ...,m Hd.
0 <;od o/ hom.l•ss tltin1s, look dow11
IUfd try to ..ue th• way.
of all tlw w..,y littkpaws
11-t wtdk th• wor/JI today.

Won't you help ease their way by
joining the annual Community
Christmas Card of the Rutland
County Humane Society?
Send cards to out-of-town friends, but
greet local friends in this special way.
Your ·t-ax deducti hie donation to the
Rutland County Humane Society
Inc., Stevens Road, Pittsford,
Vermont 05763 will help to feed and
care for the abandoned animals aH
year long. Your help is needed.
At Christmas time, the names of those
of you who have sent this special
greeting will be published in this paper
if received by December 'rs.
What a warm and wonderful way to
greet your friends.
The animals will thank you.

WE
LOVE
YOU
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
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Moran Rated Best
The Vermont Chapter of The New
England Professional Golfers
Association released. the year ending
official top money winners' list and
picked five Pros for special recognition.
Don Brigham of The Quechee
Country Club was the leading money
winner. This he accomp'lished while also
playing successfully in a number ' of
conflicting New England e.vents.
Brigham's total for Vermont events for
the year was $2029.25. He won The
Maine Open and finished near the top in
four other New England Opens. Golf
Digest printed a story on
Brigham
and his achievements in its December
issue.
Selected as "Player of The Year" was
Paul Moran of the Mount Snow C.C.
Moran won both ·the Vermont Match
and Stroke Play Championships, .
finished fourth on the Vermont Money
Winners list, won the 'New England
P.G.A. Championship and did well in
all of the ,New England Opens. Paul
l\ioran was also v~ted "Player of The
· Year" by his peers in the New England
· Association.
Pro of the Year honors was shared by
Leo Reynolds of Manchester and
Henry Vergi of Rutland. Reynolds
se'rved as president and Vergi as
tournament director for the Vermont
chapter. These men were instrumental
in improving the Vermont pro schedule
and increasing the pro purses to the
highest figure ever played for in the
state. Both Vergi and Reynolds had
exceptional attendance records for the
busy Vermont schedule.
Also noted was rookie ·pro John
Franzoni of Rutland who is home pro at
the Blush Hill, C.C. in Waterbury - he
won money in his very first tournament
as a pro and advanced to the quarter
finals of the Vermont P.G.A. Match
Play Championship.
Officials elected for the 1981 season
au~: President, Leo_ Reynolds; Vice

~r-esident, Ed Bello, 'Fox .Run;
Tournament Director, Henry Vergi;
Secretary-Treasury, Don Brigham,
Quechee C. C.
Also appointed for second year was
John McDonough of Rutland who will
·serve as Executive Director for all
tournaments on the Verm9nt P.G.A.
schedule . .
The executive committee is presently
working on filling its 1981 schedule and
a tentative listing will be issued in early
January. A special new tournament
with large added money purse at the
Burlington Country Club is being
planned along with ~ new
championship for Senior P'ro players.
The New England Professional
Golfers Open Championship will be
held at Quechee C.C. on September 13,
14, 15 and 16; 1981 and the Vermont
Open at the Lake Morey Inn c:c.
scheduled for June 15, 16; 1981.
The top twenty money winners for
1980 were:
l, Don Brigham, Quechee; 2, Bob
. Lendzion, Stratton; 3, Chuck Urwin; ·
Burlington; 4, Paul Moran, Mt. Snow;
5, ·Leo Reynolds, Manchester; 6; Larry
Startzel, Stowe; 7, Jim Hutson,
Queche_e; 8, Hank Vergi, Rutland; ' 9,
Doug Schamback, Woodstock; 10, Bill
Ross, Barre; 11, Eddie Bello, Fox Run;
12, Gary Bond, Stowe; 13, Judd
Gregory, Stratton; 14, Ted Price, Mt.
Anthony; 15, Mick Carmody, Equinox;
16, Brian Sparrow, Mt. Snow; 17, Mike
Gramelis, Mt, Snow; 18, John
Franzoni, Blush Hill; 19, Don Warner,
Brattleboro; 20. John Callahan ;
Sugarbush.
Some tournaments for 1981 already
requested and expected to be approved
are: June l, Best of Four, Lake Morey;
July 13, Pro-Am Member, Rutland;
Aug. 17, Pro-Am Member, Lake St.
Catherine; Aug. 10, Pro-Jr. (200.00
added), Mt. Anthony; Aug. 31, ProLady, Lake Morey Inn C.C.

I

L

/

Bob Parker, Mike Pockette and Todd Turner (1-r) were seleded by coach Joe
Teta as Rutland High School's Varsity Football co-captains for the 1981 s ~ason.
The announcement was made at the annual --MSJ-RHS football banquet at the
Rutland Lodge of Elks this past week. (Bob Fredette Photo).

Hockey
(Continued from Page 16)
Sat., 27: Otter Valley vs. Kearsarge,
5:00; MSJ vs. Middlebury, 7:30.
Sun., 28: Otter Valley vs. Claremont,
_N.H., 4:30.
JANUARY
Sat., 3: Otter Valley. vs. Brattleboro,
2:30; Rutland vs. Montpelier, 5:30;
MSJ vs. Saratoga, N.Y., 7:30.
Sun., 4: Otter V~lley vs. Lebanon,
N.H., 4:30.
Wed., 7: Middlebury JV's vs.
Rutland JV's, 5:30; Middiebury vs.
-Rutland, 7:30.
Sun., 11: Otter Valley vs. Springfield,
4:30.
Wed., 14: Woodstock vs. MSJ, 7:00.
Wed., 21: Northfield vs. Woodstock,
5:30; ~SJ vs. Rutland, 7:30.
Sat., 24: Lyndon vs. Rutland, 5;30;
Montpelier vs. Woodstock. 7:30.

' Wed.., 28: Union 32 vs. Woodstock,
5:30; Milton vs. MSJ, 7:30.
Sat., 31: Lyndon vs. Woodstock,
5:30; Rutland vs. Middlebury, 7:30.
FEBRUARY
Sun., 1: Otter Valley vs. Lebanon,
N.H., 4:30.
Wed., 4: Rutland vs. Woodstock, 7:00.
Sun., .8: Otter Valley vs. Kearsarge,
4:30.
Wed., 11: Northfield vs. · Rutland,
5:30; MSJ vs. Woodstock, 7:30.
Sat., 14: Otter Valley vs. Brattleboro,
5:00; Union 32 vs. Rutland, 7:30. ·
Wed., 18: Woodstock vs. Hartford,
5:30; MSJ vs. Rutland, 7:30.
Sat., 21: Rutland vs. Colchester, 5:30;
Middlebury vs. MSJ, 7:30.
Wed., 25: Middlebury JV's vs.
Rutland JV's, 5:30; Woodstock vs.
MSJ, 7:00.
/
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is . available at the ;'following .-

locat io.n s:

; -..

RUTLAND
Al<J Mkl.
Altobell's
Al<P
Beaadla-Woodslock A•e.
Bedard

'

llellomo
Book Kins
Bruno'•
Cagise
CaUf. Fruit
Carrlsan's
Continental Hair
Creed

(80Z) 775-0722

Florf•
CLARENDON SPGS.
Clarenclon Spp. Groc.
CUTTINGSVILLE
Cattinp•ille Pnot Oftlce ·
Olde Barne .
.
EAST CLARENDON
Eall Clarendon Groc.

Broa.

......

Eaat St. Groc.
EmperOI'
Garrows
GUls DeH
Good News
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Red Raiders Will Seek Balance
By BOB FREDETTE
The fine scoring balance that guided
Rutland High School into the 1980
Class L finals might have come about as
a natural occurence, but for the Red
Raiders to make a repeat appearance
they would have to go more deliberately
about rediscovering last year's happy
phenomenon.
Jim Leamy's Redmen lost three
starters to graduation, including a pair
of sturdy cornerstones in six-foot, fourinch forward Kevin O'Neill and six-two
center Jeff Brewer, and this year will be
without what that duo represented:
respectively, one of the Southern
Vermont League's most respected
scorers, and an intimidating presence in
the frontcourt. Players fitting these
descriptions have been staple products
at RHS for much of Leamy's tenure
here, so the latest edition under the
veteran coach will be out to find its own
identity and establish its own balanc~.
At least, that's what Leamy hopes.
"We found a pretty good bala,nce last
year," recalled Leamy of a team that
had depencle-d lfeavily-on the iioints tnaf O'Neill was capable of producing.
"Kevin scored a lot of points at the
beginning of the year but as the season
wore on, Brewer and (guard Jim)
McCaffrey came ~m and scored for us."
During the playoffs, Ken Luigi also
Contributed substantially.
Leamy will not have to begin from
scratch in reestablishing his club as a
contender. Leadership and savvy will be
present in McCaffrey and forward
Luigi, a pair who, like O'Neill and
Brewer, -averaged 10 points or better
during the 1980 playdowns. Meanwhile,
henchmen Dave Vignoe and Scott
Dikeman will step into starting jobs, as
will Steve Gaiko, a varsity part-timer
last year.
The Raiders also have a promising
crop of juniors in camp. Leamy pointed
out that his juniors do not have an
abundance of size - the tallest Raiders
will barely break the six-foot mark but adds that height is the only factor
that group will_not bring to the club.

_~

Mandigo
Schoolboy
Hockey
The -1980-81 Rutland Amateur
Hockey A~::ociation home ice schedule
for Mount St. Joseph, Rutland High
School, Middlebury, Woodstock, and
Otter Valley. All games listed will be
played at Royce Mandigo Arena. DECEMBER
Sat.', 13: Woodstock vs. Colchester,
5:30; Middlebury vs. Rutland, 7:30.
Sun., 14: Otter Valley vs. Springfield,
4:30.
Wed., 17: Hartford vs. MSJ, 5:30;
Woodstock vs. Rutland, 7:30.
Sat., 20: MSJ vs. Mount Mansfield,
5:30; Rutland vs. Hartford, 7:30.
Sun., 21: Otter Valley vs. Keene,
.
N.H., 4:30.
(See Page _16: Hockey)

I
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The juniors are otherwise capable of
bringing creditable skills to the squad.
"I don't see us _being overwhelmed
unless something happens to our
starters," Leamy -said. "We've got some
kids who can score very well, who shoot
well over the zone." The mentor adds
that since the Raiders aren't big, his club
will try to utilize its speed and depth.
"We've got seven or eight kids we feel
we can use in the course of a ballgame.
We seem to run very well; as a matter of
fact we play better when we run in
controlled situations. We won't be
walking the ball down the c~:mrt like last
year, we've got to be a little more
aggressive on offense and defensively
try to cause some turnovers."
Rutland's top eight players range
from five-foot-ten to six-foot, so, if
balance in height and speed afoot are to
be Rutland trademarks, then co-captain
Mc Caffrey -will most certainly be the
team's power pack.
The quick, sinewy, senior guard who
gained prominence in the SVL owing to
The bulk of the 1980-81 R~icier team takes a ~reather. (8ob EredeJte J>boto ).
his ability t0-sh00-t;-pa-ss, and-penetrate-,
will also give the locals a pair of fast
hands up front. Leamy hopes to
compliment McCaffrey with Dave
Vignoe, who saw limited varsity action in his junior season.
Luigi, a six-footer like Mccaffrey,
will lead the Raiders' corps of
course, is a tremendous RBI man and
frontcourt men in what will be a twoBy BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
guard, three-forward offense. The'
was one of the Sox' deadlier hitters with
The new season in Boston started
veteran senior will be joined by Gaiko
men on base.
Wednesday when the Sox surprised
and Dike~an (both six-foot). The
Lansford, a .261 hitter last year,
everyone, including the California
Angels, by shipping Rick Burleson and
latter's improvement over the summer
might not be able to outslug Hobson.
gives Raider fans something to look
Butch Hobson to the Angels for Mark
He can, however, add a measure of
forward to, as does the return of senior
Clear, Rick Miller and Carney
speed and solid defense. The edge?
Good question.
co-captain Chris Keefe. Keefe, another
Lansford.
o
Clear is the real question mark in the
six-footer, is recovering from a knee
California was stunned that Boston
injury sustained during the MSJdeal. He had a tremendous year in 1979
.would offer both Burleson and Hobson
Rutland football classic. It is hoped that
and a so-so 11-11 in 1980, not bad
in the same package. So was I.
considering the year the Angels had. He
Keefe will return to the club by the first
This is a tough trade to analyze now.
of the year.
is a 24-year-old, hard-throwing righty
Ask me in August.
_ It appears the immediate impact of
who coµld give the Sox a lethal rightyJuniors who Leamy expects to play
the deal is that it gives the Red Sox a
lefty punch in the bullpen along with
with little reservation are Barry Beach
bonafide outfielder in Miller so that the
Tom Burgmeier.
(5-10) and Roger Griffin (5-11), while
Beantowners can ship Fred Lynn to a
The acquisition of clear also sends
Steve Garrow, Todd Turner, Mike
Bob
("Am-I-a-starter-or-a-reliever")
warmer climate for pitching and kids.
Pockette, Jeff Lamothe, and injured
One of the more interesting aspects of
Stanley back to the rotation. What I am
senior Joe Lash (six-foot) round out the
wondering about is whether or not a
the trade is that the Sox reacquired
squad. Lash is recovering from an
hard-throwing righty can. make it in
Miller. Boston seems to like retrieving
elbow injury which should keep him
Fenway.
players it has traded, released or sold.
sidelined until the middle of January.
In the last five years, the Sox have
Back to Miller.
"We haven't changed much since last
reclaimed Miller, Bernie Carbo, Dick
Now, 32, Miller - a free-agent
year," Leamy explains. ~·We're basically
Drago and George Scott.
a man-to-man team on defense,
throw-in in the Aase-Remy deal Now that the shock has subsided
although we might have to switch things
returns to the Sox after a brief siesta in
somewhat, I feel that trading Burleson
around to upset the tempo of the game.
California. He is a proven defensive
was a mistake despite the fact that the
"One thing we1l be looking out for is
standout, an adept baserunner, and a
team would lose him next year via free
foul trouble," he says, but adds that
good clutch hitter. His arrival may
. agency. Burleson may be the best
"Our strength is basically that we'ye got
signal the departure of Lynn.
shortstop in baseball simply because he
seven or eight kids who can play at this
This tr~de could be a sound. move.
plays the game harder than anyone else,
time of year. If Keefe comes back, that
Once again, ask me in August. But I'd
of
Pete_
Rose.
with
the
exception
would give us eight."
be shocked if someone as inept as
Many seasoned baseball experts felt
The Raiders' weakness will be height,
Sullivan could pull off a decent trade.
Burleson
was
the
best
all-around
player
although Leamy doesn't see an awful lot
Letting Burleson go under any
on the team. It's a shame to see him go,
of that commodity about the league.
circumstances
is a bummer.
though knowing that he would be lost
"We've worked hard on our jumping; I
By
acquiring
Miller it seems that the
anyhow
softens
the
blow
a
little.
think we jump pretty well.
Sox will be more interested in Mickey
The other interesting part of the move
"But it remains to be seen how well
Hatcher than in Rudy Law from the
is that the Angels parted with Lansford,
we1l jump in the fourth period against
Dodgers in a deal for Lynn. It also
one of the most coveted young players
the big northern schools."
-pushes Houston out (Terry Puhl would
in the business.
Rutland's very first foe will be a
By acquiring Lansford, 23, the Sox
have been nice).
northern contestant,- Burlington. The
The absolute bottom line on this
can move Glenn Hoffman to short.
Redmen will host the Seahorses Friday,
trade is that the Red Sox may be
Is a left side of Hoffman and
Dec. 12 before travelling to Fair Haven
Lansford as good as a left side of
changing philosophically. It may mean
on the 16th and then to the Queen City
that the team is realizing that clutch Burleson and Hobson?
for a second meeting on the 19th.
hitting, speed and defense are as
Burleson clearly has the edge at short,
Rutland then hosts South Burlington
but Hobson was a liability at third
important as putting the ball out of the
on the 22nd, then will take part in the
because of his erratic throwing arm and
ball park.
West Rutland Holiday Tourney, Dec.
marginal glove ability. Hobson, of
We1l see. Ask me in August.
29-30.
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Good BoSox Trade?
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$398,449JuryAward
By MARGO HOWLAND
One of the highest land condemnation awards in Vermont history was
handed up by a Rutland jury Thursday
to a family that lost its farm and dairy
business to the Route 4 bypass.
Court officials said that after interest is figured in, the $398,449 award
will swell to $500,000.
The family, William, Robert, Mary
and Francis Sharp of Campbell and
Quarterline roads in Rutland Town,
was awarded only $79,000 by the state
Transportation Board for the loss of its
farm, dairy business, water rights and
75 acres in 1977. ·
The case had been pending since
1972, when the state first sought to
take the property for the bypass. According to the Sharps' attorney, Anthony AQ_atiell, the dairy farm had
been owned continually by the same
family since the 1700's when the first
settlers came to Vermont.
One of the unusual aspects of the
case was that rolling stock, farm equipment and other property - from dairy
cows to milk bottles - were taken in
addition to the 75 acres of property.
Abatiell said the seizure of farm
equipment put the Sharps out of
business permanently, precluding their
relocating elsewhere.
"The state had an auction on their
front lawn,'' he said.
The hearing to justify the seizure of
the land and the compensation for it
was one of the longest in the history of
the state Transportation Board, taking

up 33 days of testimony iri Rutland
Superior Court, spread out over
several months.
The condemnation proceeding went
to the Vermont Supreme Court and
back. This week's jury trial, presided
over by Superior Judge Edwin H.
Amidon Jr., was to establish whether
the Sharps were entitled to more of an
award than had been granted by the
state Transportation Board.
Among the issues litigated in the appeal was whether the Sharps were entitled to damages for the loss of their
dairy business and stock, in addition to
their land.
Abatiell said they were, while Assistant Attorney General Richard Finn
contended they were not - or if they
were, that the appropriate compensation was included in the original
award.
The jury decided the Sharps were entitled to the fair market value of their
land, set at $278,875; another $7, 700 in
damages to the remaining property
(since the seizure lessene~ the value of
the remaining land); plus the value of
their lost business, determined to be
$111,874.
The interest, which accrues from
1977 until the check is finally signed,
will be 8Yz percent from 1977 to
mid-1979, and 12Yz percent after that.
Abatiell said if the state appeals the
case to the Vermont Supreme Court,.
(See Page 5: Award)

Rutland Kidnapping Suspect ·
Apprehended·By State Cops
A Rutland truck driver accused of
kidnapping and beating his ex-wife was
apprehended by state police in Cuttingsville late Thursday night after an
all-points bulletin for his arrest had
been issued throughout New England.
The suspect, Ronald Baker, 28, was
to be arraigned Friday in Rutland
District Court on charges of kidnapping and aggravated assault. He was incarcerated Thursday night in the
Rutland Community Cprrectional
Center.
No bail was set.
State and local law enforcement
authorities searched Thursday for
Bak -.. . who was accused of abducting
Deb-.
Johnson of Maple Street his former wife - in his car for more
than an hour late Wednesday evening.
Johnson, who was released at the
home of a relative by her alleged abductor, was treated for bruises at
Rutland Hospital and . released late
Wednesday.
"We just located him (Baker) and
took him into custody in
Cuttingsville," a state police officer
said following Baker's arrest.
Rutland City police said officers apprehended Baker at a Cuttingsville
camp after "we got information that
he might be in the area."
Although Baker allegedly was armed

with a .12-gauge shotgun, he surrendered without a struggle, according·
to Frank Kelly of the Rutland City
Police Department.
Shortly after 7 p.m. Wednesday, city
police were notified by neighbors of a
fight between a man and woman at
Johnson's Maple Street residence.
By -the ~ime police arrived on the
scene, according to law enforcement
officials, the man and the woman had
departed the home.
"He (the abductor) dragged . her
(Johnson) into the car," · Rutland
police alleged, and forcibly kept her in
his custody "for one or two hours."
She then was dropped off at the
home of a relative, and her assailant
drove off in a 1974 blue compact car.
After police filed affidavits alleging
that the assailant was thought to be
Baker, Vermont District Judge Charles
Bristow issued a warrant for his arrest
on kidnapping and aggravated assault
charges.
Baker, who is a Rutland native,
weighs 220 pounds, is 5 feet 9 inches
tall, and was said by one source to be
well known by local police.
When the general bulletin for his arrest was issued throughout New
England and along the East coast,
Baker was described by Rutland City
police as "armed and dangerous."

t

By the ,look on Santa's face, he seems to be wondering if he should be
holding those kids. The scene is from one of two Christmas parties held by the
American Legion. More pictures and a story appear on Page 10.

Vermont Yankee Brass
Rejects Inspecti~n Idea
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Administrators of the Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power facility in Vernon Thursday rejected a suggestion by
anti-nuclear group spokesmen to have
independent nuclear power experts investigate the plant's safety and
management.
Three representatives of anti-nuclear
forces made the request for the investigation and for public discussions
on the results at a meeting with James
Griffin, president of Central Vermont
Public Service Corp. al\d Vermont
Yankee. Ot)ler company officials also
attended the Rutland meeting, which
was closed to the public.
Cort Richardson of the Vermont
Yankee Decommissioning Alliance
stressed that the group wanted the investigation performed before the plant,
now in its third m6nth of shutdown,
resumes operations.
A two-month refueling shutdown
begun in October was extended for
needed maintenance and repair work.
The plant will start up by the end of the
month, Griffin said.
Richardson said a "crisis in the imminent reopening of the plant" exists
since the plant might not be safe and
"is most vulnerable in a start-up, when
it is in a state of change."
Nuclear power foes feel Vermont
Yankee has done a "patch up" job in
some of its repairs and has cut corners
in construction work, Richardson said.
"What we're asking for is
reasonable," he said. "What have they
got to hide?"
Griffin countered, "There is no need
for a public hearing" or an investigation. "We wil~ see that the plant is

safe" and meets "the guidelines of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission," he
said.
Al Giordano of the Rowe (Mass.)
Nuclear Conversion Campaign, who
attended the meeting Thursday, said he·
suspected the plant is overlooking safe-,
ty concerns due to financial pressure to·
get the plant operating again. According to Griffin, added costs due to the
shutdown amount to between $110,000
and $190,000 per day.
"We don't try to speed up tests,"
Griffin said. "Every effort is made to
(See Page 6: Nuclear)

A GUIDE INSIDE
Country DJ Fred Hill is leaving the airwaves of Rutland's WHWB Radio. See
Page 14.
A random survey of Rutland
businesses shows the annual holiday
boom may be no more than a pop. See
Page 2.
/
Sugar Maple Children's Center will ask
city voters for $30,000. See Page 3.
The kutland Monitor will not publish
next week because of the Christmas
holiday. The paper will return to its
regular weekly schedule with the Jan. 2
edition. The ·entire staff of the Monitor
extends its readers the warmest of holiday greetings . .
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Shopping Season Appears To Be
"I find people are buying fewer small
items and concentrating on investment
clothing."
Suede coats, imported leather items
and tweed sport coats - those are the
items that are selling, Green-Skaskiw
said. Moderately priced items, she said
such as $35 sweaters are not selling as
well.
Even where a store's Christmas sales
may be above last year's, the perceived
increase may not be substantial.
·Green-Skaskiw said that her sales
had jumped 20 percent this year over

national inflation rate."
Ed Lancey, manager of Montgomery Ward in the Rutland Mall,
sail Christmas sales are "about
average. They haven't been spectacular, no doubt about it."
Gerald Carbine, of CarbineAnderson, a men's clothing store
downtown, said he anticipated the
sluggish Christmas season and adjusted the store's inventory accordingly.
But Carbine added, "You don't
have to be a genius to figure ·out that
people are a little more 'over inventoried' than they would like to be".
A number of Rutland merchants
reported that customers are shopping
"smarter" this Christmas season by
buying durable utilitarian items or
items that might serve as a hedge
against inflation.
Lancey, manager of Montgomery
Ward, said more people are buying
clothes -this year. "Anything to keep
you warm and turn down the thermostat," he remarked.
Quartz heaters, Lancey mentioned, ·
also are big sellers.
Books are another popular item said
Sandy Colvurn, manager of Lauriat's
Book Store in the Rutland Mall. "A.
book is something that lasts and can be
passed on," Colvurn said.
"The Vermont Four Seasons," a
publication of Vermont Life,
."Cosmos" by Carl Sagan and "The
Covenant" by James Michener are
"our hottest right now," she .said.
"I think people are spending their
dollar where they can get the most
value of it," K-Mart manager Perkins,
explained.
Louise- Green-Skaskiw, owner of
Greenbean's Attic Boutique, observed:

By DAVID MOTT
The traditional Christmas sales
boom that in some cases brings in 40
percent' of a store's annual revenue
could.prove to be nothing more than a
.small pop for some Rutland businesses
this year.
A random survey of stores in the
Rutland area showed that seasonal
sales were at best keeping pace with last
year's, and, in some cases, were falling
·
behind.
The somewhat sluggish selling
season is part of what appears to be a
nationwide slump in Christrµas sales.
The New York Times reported that
sales nationally were down approximately 25 percent.
No one in Rutland reported a
business dropoff of that magnitude
however. ·
A generally poor economic climate
of high prices and reduced borrowing
was cited by local merchants as the
cause of the drop in Christmas sales.
Sue Blanchard, manager and partowner of Gloria's, a woman's clothing
store, said 'this week that sales are "a
little down from last year, nothing
drastic."
"We can definitely survive it and
hope for a better (season) JJext year,"
she said.
Managers of two of the area's
department stores were divided on
their assessment of the seasonal spending picture. Larry Perkins, manager
of K-Mart in the Rutland Shopping
Plaza, said sales at his store are up
"considerably" compared to last year,
despite a "soft" November and early
December.
Perkins would not specify how much
his store's sales have increased, except
to say that "our sales are up above the

Mall Co·mpetition Sparks
Downtow.n Marketing
Competition from the Rutland Mall
and sluggish sales has spurred local
merch~nts and city officials to take initiatives to lure more shoppers
downtown in the final days before
Christmas.
In a significant break with .tradition
47 downtown stores will be open ali
weekend in order to try and attract
last-minute Christmas shoppers, said
Downtown Development Corp. Executive Director, Michael O'Brien.
Stores at the Rutland Mall in Rutland
Town have peen open and expected to
remain open this Sunday.
And, the Board of Aldermen' has
voted to aliow free parking in 'all
municipal parking lots.
Christmas business in the Rutland
area has reflected, albeit in lesser
degree, a national decline in Christmas
sales this year.
As in the past, downtown merchants
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EAST CLARENDON
East Clarendon Groc.

Keefe's Korner
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That free parking be granted in all
municipal parking lots was also a request of the DDC. During the debate
on the issue, "The (Rutland Mall) was·
mentioned once or twice in the
debate," said board President William
Bloomer, as well as the fact that the
mall offers its patrons free parking.'

CUTTINGSVILLE
CuHing5'ille Post Offlce
Olde Barne

Caggice
Calif. Fruit
Carrigan's
Continental Hair
Creed Bros.
East St. Groc.
Emperor
Garrows
Gills Deli
Good News
Grove St. Mkt.
Hartford Book
Helene's
llliano's Deli
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Gerald Carbine, of the clothing store
Carbine-Anderson, said he called a
meeting last week of all downtown
merchants to broach the issue of remaining open on Sunday. "It was just
an issue that was hovering there and
waiting for someone to put it all
together," Carbine said.

Route 4A-West Rutland, Vt.
438-9889

--

CLARENDON SPGS.
Clarendon Spgs. Groc.

have remained open at night as
Christmas approaches. But O'Brien
said the move to remain open on Sunday as well "has a great deal to do with
consumer patterns, that more and
more people tend to shop on Saturday
and Sunday than at night."

Friday & Saturday
9 pm-1 am
Entertainment

I

Bruno's

~.

-

-

The· Rutla,nd·

RUTLAND
Al<J Mkt.
Altobell's
A&P
Beauchamp-Woodstock Ave.
Bedard
Bellomo
Book Kin&

last year. But, she added, "It is not
good, it is very bad" because costs had
increased by 30 percent.
Martin Freeman, owner of
Freeman's Jewelers downtown, said
this Christmas season is the best his
store has had. Like Green-Skaskiw,
Freeman said his customers are buying
more expensive merchandise.
Ben Desjardins, owner of Munsat
Jewelers downtown, said that although
last year was better for sales volume,
he too noticed that shoppers are buying .
"more expensive merchandise."
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Day Care Center Will Ask Voters For $30,000
By MARGO HOWLAND
The Sugar Maple Children's Center
plans to ask Rutland City voters at
Town Meeting for a two-year, $30,000
appropriation to help finance the
center's facilities · on North Main and
North Church streets.
The center's director, Maryellen
LeClair, said this week that the sum a penny for each dollar on the city's
Grand List· - would amount to
roughly $15,000 for each of the two
years. She termed the money a
"token" payment for a center with an
annual operating budget of half a
million dollars.
Petitions began circulating two
weeks ago. Approximately 800
signature$, or five percent of the city's
registered voters, are necessary to place
the item on the March Town Meeting
ballot.
This will be the second year in a row ·

Scale Talks
"Constructive
. "
.

By KEVIN DUFFY
Talks Wednesday between city, state
and Howe Richardson Scale Co. officials on whether to close the company's Rutland branch were called
"constructive" by one participant and
will continue next Tuesday.
"We were very pleased," said
Michael Bancroft, executive director of
Rutland Industrial Development Corp.
Asked about the probability of the
Rutland plant closing, Bancroft said,
"I'm neither pessimistiC nor optimistic."
Howe Richardson said it will decide
next month whether to close its
Rutland branch because of a slump in
the mechanical scale market. Last week
the -company said a shutdown in early
1981 ~as likely. The plant is more than
100 years old and employs approximately 150 individuals.
Joining Bancroft at Wednesday's
meeting at Howe Richardson headquarters in Clifton, N.J., were R. Paul
Wickes, counsel to Gov. Richard Snelling, and Rutland Mayor Gilbert Godnick.
Scott Peyton, the company's communications director, said Howe
Richardson is debating several options
for the Rutland plant, including
modernizing operations, laying off
personnel while keeping the plant
· open, and closing the facility.
Wickes said one of the options may
be for Howe.Richardson to seek money
from the Vermont Industrial Development Authority, a state agency that
provides financial assistance to
businesses.
"It is not a closed book," Peyton
said. "We are evaluating. Evaluating
means looking at every available option there i§."
He cautioned, however, "The study
so far says things don't look good.
"There's no way to continue this
(operation) in this form."
Howe Richardson willl decide next
month what to do about the Rutland
plant, which produces ·mechanical
scales for industry.
The plant has not been modernized
to meet demand for electronic scales,
and demand for mechanical scales is
not as .great as it once was, Peyton
said.
Layoffs have been occutring at the'
Rutland / site, he said, because local
jobs were duplicating jobs at other

Howe Richardson plants. •
The Rutland facility has not been
modernized because at the time electronics was becoming part of the scale
industry, mechanical scales were still
selling well. Therefore, it made more
sense to build new facilities elsewhere
to meet the electronics demand, Peyton
said.

that Sugar Maple has asked for appropriations at Town Meeting. LeClair
said the childcare center was successful last year in getting about the
same amount of money.
Sugar Maple, like all day care
centers in Vermont, is a private facility
and receives no state money "except
for services already rendered." Parents
receiving · ANFC (Aid to Needy
Families With Children) funds will in
certain cases receive additional funds
earmarked for. child care with their
welfare checks, she said, but the
responsibility for paying for childcare
out of those funds rests with the
parent.
The c~nter has had problems collecting the childcare fees. LeClair decides
whether a child whose parents are not·
paying their bills will remain at the
center.
"The decision is based on guaranteeing the safest, happiest day possible for
children," LeClair said. "I do not
perceive that .in any way, ' shape or
manner to be putting the child out on
·the street," LeClair said.
,"Unfortunately for a lot of people,
Sugar maple ends up subsidizing the
day care for people who will not take
responsibility for paying their bills,"
she explained.
Sugar Maple's facilities, including
the daycare center for small children
on North Main Street and the Leaf
Patch Center for older children' on
North Church Street, are available to
children of working parents and those
with special needs.
The fees are confidential, but vary
on a sliding scale depending on family
size and income. Parents can be eligible
for federal funds which go towards
paying part of the child care. Because
the facilities' hours can overlap
parents' working hours, there are
chilaren "coming and going all day,"

according to assistant director Susan
Clark.
In addition to day care services, the
center offers breakfast to school
children of working parents.
In the summer, Leaf Patch is a day
camp for children from kindergarten
through age 12, with daily swiming
lessons and other outdoor recreation.
As an example of the service a day
care center provides to Rutland City
residents, LeClair said working parents

whose children go to Sugar Maple
make a collective $6 million a year.
If the facility did not exist and both
parents thereby were unable to work,
"half of them would go back on
welfare,'' LeClair_said.
The director was confident that the
necessary signatures would be obtained
by the Jan. 15 deadline, and that voters
would approve the appropriation in
March.

CHRISIMAS
SALE
SUNDi\Y 12- S

DRESSES 30% off
20% off on all
FALL & WINTER FASHIONS.
, *except hosiery & jewelry ·

f!._'!,e 9..t~"
.

tW\eJ,~

.

..

.

•~re

Keeping Pace wil'.h Fashion
Christmas Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5

'

VISA, MASTER CHARGE, TURTLE GREEN CHARGE

/

/

• Quality Paperbacks
• Dl1tlrict1ve Hard Cover
Books
• . Complete Chlldren'1
Section
• Books Speclal Ordered

AIR
CRUISE
AMTRAK
'

CHRISTMAS HOURS
Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Saturday 9 to 6
Free Gift Wrapping
54 Center Street
· Rutland. Vermont 05701

802 . 773-3000

-

OUR COMPLETE SERVICE
MAKES THE PLANNING SIMPLE
AT NO ADDITIONAL COST JO YOU

""'•The

~••Opera

•••House
Merchants Row
Rutland, Vermont

Barbara Barron, Carlene Peterson,
Mary O'Brien
Travel Consultants
802 775-6921
Free Delivery Service
For Commercial Accounts

A
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The following is an edited version of
the Rutland Police daily log for Dec.
11 to Dec. 18:
Thursday, Dec. 11
15:25 - Vandalism to cars in parking
lot on North Main.
15:33 - Report of fire_bydrant knocked over at State and Baxter. Reported
to RFD and DPW.
16:21 - Resident of Granger St. requests animal contr..ol officer reference
a dead animal.
17:19 - Pine St. resident reports exboyfriend causing damage to her vehicle.
18:44 - Officer has runaway juvenile
in .custody. Brought to station. SRS
notified. Placed in foster home.
19:46 - Report of fight at local
restaurant on Strongs Ave.
19:51 - Report of a blue pick-up loaded with wood running red lights at
Temple Crossing and again at Pine and
West. Truck turned onto Evelyn St.
and may have hit a vehicle with wood
falling out of-back. State police advise
truck may have been involved in hit
and run in Hydeville half hour earlier.
Possibility this may be the vehicle and
passengers who were involved in fight
ref. 19:46.
20:09 - Two persons involved in fight
at 19:46 taken to emergency room for
treatment . .
20:59 - Report of suspicious persori
outside store on Church St.

Kelly's
. Krimestoppe~s
Public Relations Officer Frank Kelly's tip of the week: Stop a theft before
you are a victim, not after. Also,
remember - free parking at municipal
lots and no time limit in the Plaza lot
throul!:h Christmas. However,
parking regulatons at other metered
areas in the city-are still in effect.

22:14 - Report Castleton P.D. -en
route to RPD with subject ref. assault
at 19:46.
22:20 - Officers apprehended subject
operating vehicle on Lutheran Church
lawn on Hillside Rd.
Friday, Dec. 12
00:41 - Report someone trying to
break into house in Rollins Ave. area.
Negative results.
02:18 - Officer reports white Ford,
possible '69 model, heading north on
Rt. 7 doing approx. 90 mph. In pursuit.
02:21 - State police advise have vehicle stopped near Post Road. Citation
issued.
05:31 - Bro.ken window at _Wilson's
Country Camera on Center St. Owner
notified. Display model of camera and
lens taken.
08:07 - Hospital requests we escort
Fair Haven Rescue through city as they
have a code 99 (heart attack).
09:55 - Report of truck losing load of
soft drink bottles on N. Main near
Woodstock Ave. Request officer for
traffic while they clean up the mess.
13:48 - Vandalism to driver ed car at
high school reported. Occurred on
11/11.
16:45 - ·Killington Ave. resident
reports finding tracks around his
residence. Feels someoire may be casing for break. Requests extra check
when possible.
17:25 - Citizen from Williams St. reports her purse stolen from vehicle in
front of Post Office. Did not wish to
see officer .
18:10- RFD rescue to Moose Club on
Center St.
23 :04 - RFD to Harrington and
Lafayette. False alarm.
21: 13 - RFD again to Harrington and
Lafayette. False alarm.

Saturday, Dec. 13
00:45 - Report <J barking dogs,
Library and Baxter.
03:03 - Loud music at residence on
Cottage St.

DOUGLi\6
CREATIVE HAIQ6TYLING
FOR LADIES AND 0ENTLEMEN
HAIRCUTS • STYLING • PERMANENTS
381/2 CENTER ST • THIRD FLOOR
(ELEVATOR SERVICE)
f~UTLAND \IT 05701 • (802) 775 6261

ESSENTIAL
ALTE}INATIVES
FUTONS • PILLOWS . • QUILTED THINGS

CHRISTMAS HOURS:
9 am to 9 pm
Saturdays till 5 pm

..
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03:34 ....:.. Vehicle has taken down. mail
box at Mt. View Dr. and North St.
12:26 - RFD to Killington and Stratton. False alarm.
14:55 - Report of fire on Forest St.,
unable to give number.
·
17:42 - Report of children in Forest
Park playing with traffic flares.
19:08 - Request for assistance on Baxter St. Elderly woman had fallen out of
bed and couldn't get up.
22:45 - Pedestrian sign and no parking sign on Stratton Rd. have been bent
over.
23:10 - Officer in pursuit of green
pick-up going west on Rt. 4. Citation
issued for careless and negligent.
23:16 - RFD rescue to Thomas Ave.

Sunday, Dec. 14
00:46 - RFD to Granger and Plain.
False alarm.
01 :47 - Two subjects came into station to speak with officer ref. being
harassed at traffic light at West and
·
Wales.
03:32 ...:.. Officers resp_ond to Thomas
St. to get subject who had fallen out of
bed back in.
09:21 - -Report of water pipes broken
on Baxter St. DPW advised.
12:21- RFD to 67 Pine St.
13:37 - Vandalism to window at
business on Strongs Ave.
15:10 - Handicap · parking sign torn
from pole on Strongs Ave.
' 18:44 - RFD to Cottage St.
20: 16 - Report of abandoned minibike on Pine St.
20:26 - Car just drove over lawn on
N. Main.
Monday, Dec. 15
01: 19 - Fight on West St. Unfounded.
02:23 - Report from ,RFD of fire on
Linden St.
02:23 - Report from citizen of bad
fire on Linden SL
02:24 - Officer reports fire in progress
and appears to be a garage.
03:07 - Garage completely destroyed.
13:14 - Springfield PD request we
serve a warrant on female subject they
know to be in city. Subject apprehend·ed and lodged.
17:07 - RFD to Kendall Ave.
19:07 - Male subject calls upset
because he can't get a wrecker to tow a
vehicle from a private lot unless the
wrecker operator gets permission from
us. Subject advised: sorry, it's a·private
lot, and we can't give permission.
23:29 - In pursuit of vehicle south on
Dorr Dr. All units and state police advised.
23:20 - All units involved in pursuit
advised to switch to Channel 2.
23:36 - Vehicle just passed second in-•
tersection .on Dorr Dr. at which it
wiped out. Subject apparently ran
from vehicle. Officers followed footprints into woods to check area.

23:44 - Request wrecker.
23:47 - State police request we check ,
one of the troopers as he is in the
woods and has no portable. Same
done. Senior officer on scene advises
one of our officers with troopers and
he has a radio.

Wednesday, Dec. 17
01 :58 - Citizen reports battery stolen
from his vehicle between 20:00 and
24:00 on 12/16 while parked in Howe
St. area:
03:13 - Report of dog barking at a
business on Park St. which is unusual.
Caler thinks that perhaps someone is in
.area who shouldn't be.
03:23 - Area checked, someone was
working inside where dog was.
Everything OK.
06:08 - Asked to be on the lookout
for a large diesel box truck marked
"New Hampshire Fisheries." If
located, have driver contact caller as he
just received an order for him that is
rather important.
06:i6 Vehicle located, message
delivered.
09:31 Vandalism to vehicle in
Nichols St. area.
09:38 Vehicle heading from
Woodstock Ave. into Rutland with
smashed front windshield. It appears
left front wheel may be falling off~
09:48 - Vehicle stopped on N. Main.
Checked out OK.
10:03 - Subject reported verbally
bothered by three youths at 17:15. on
12/16 in Center St. area. These youths,
ages 17-19, seem to hang out on Center
St. Be·on the watch for them.
17:39- Report of flames coming from
chimney of residence on Brightview
Ave. RFD notified.
18i30 - Male subject beating up a
female subject on Maple St.
19:08 - At residence on S"tratton Rd.
ref. assault reported at 18:30
19:37 - Incident at 18:30 possibly
assault and kidnapping involved. All
units advised.
20:17 - Woman alleged to have been
kidnapped called. Officers to location
she was at. Cast still under investigation.
21 :48 - Officer requested on Fair
View Ave. ref. father and son fighting.
23:21 - Resident of Giorgetti Blvd.
reports Christmas lights stolen from
tree in front of house. Just wanted us
to be aware of situation.
Thursday, Dec. 18
02:21 - Report of someone attempting to steal Christmas trees in Pine
and State St. area.
05:57 - Male causing problem in
apartment on Park Ave.
06:07 - Ref. 05:57, apparently a civil
matter at this point.
06:19 - Report of front door window
broken out at business on Center St.
Owner notified.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS SALE .

SHASHI
JEWELRY

Compl"iments
. of

Beautiful, exotic, enamelled
gold plated or sterling
earrings, bracelets and
necklaces.

VERMONT STATE LABOR COUNCIL

Open Sunday, December 21. 12 - 5 pm

AFL-CIO

38 Ce-nter Street, R~tJand, Verm~nt

- 773-8834
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Ski Season Off to a Good Beginning This Jiear ·
By HILARY ROSENBERG
This week's snowfall marked what
the local ski industry calls the real
begi.nning of its sea~o1:1 . \.
.
Pico Peak and Ktlhngton Ski areas
have been making snow day a11d night
since 'October, spokesmen from both
areas said. But not until this week's
storm were the slope& heavily coated
with natural snow, they said.
. Compared to last year, a horrible ski
season, this winter is off to a good
start, the officials maintained. Cold
weather this fall has allowed for "an
exception.al early season on machinemade snow," remarked John Rohan of
Killington.
However, he a9ded, the lack of
significant natural snowfall in
November and early December made
business slow for the five-mountain ski
area.
"It's picking up now with the
snow," he said.
Frank Heald, marketing and sales
manager at Pico, said December has
been a good skiing month compared to
a year ago, but in terms of a normal
season "it's not a:·super month, so far,
by any stretch of the imagination."
This week's storm left just enough
snow for Mountain Meadows Ski
Touring Center in Sherburne to open
its lake and trail skiing to cross country
skiers, director John Tidd reported.
Last year, according to.. Tidd, the
· center op~ned its late -skiing in mid-,
January and its trails for only three
weeks in February.
Thus far, skis ,haven't been selling
sell at Basin Ski Shop in Killington
because, owner Peter Sarty said, many

skiers are waiting for plentiful snow
In January, when the ground still
ago~ he added. The reasons for the
and good skiing conditions to make
poor- business, Montant said, are last
was pretty much uncovered, sales fell,
their purchases. But, he said, overall
he said. In the cross country market,
year's poor ski season, which left
sales have been "decent" and much
stores with surpluses of merchandise,
the consumer '·'wants a good deal and
better than last year.
·
and the consumer's increasing tendenalso a braQ.d name.
Donna Lynn Busch, general
Peopl~therefore put more time and
cy to buy with _care.
manager of Southworth's Ski Shop in
care info , their purchases, doing, as
Killington, said about 80 percent of the
Francis put it, more "tire kicking"
store's business is brought in by out-ofthan they used to.
.staters, who tend to arrive after major
"They're going to hand onto that
(Continued from Page One)
snow storms.
dollar to the last possible moment," he
and it is upheld, the interest clock
said.
Busch observed that storms hitting
would continue to tick throughout that
As a whole, cross country skiing is
southern New England and New York
appeal period. Should the state appeal
increasig in popularity because it's
assure skiers from urban areas that
cheaper than its downhill counterpart, only part of the award - such as the
there is snow further north in Verjury's evaluation of the water systemaccording to industry sources.
mont. Southworth's has been doing
the interest only woul~ accumulate furCross country packages, which in"fairly well" to. date in its sales, she
ther on the portion in dispute.
clude skis, bindings and poles, range in
'
·
said.
Abatiell said it was hard to gauge the
price from about $100 to $200; skis
Ski equipment stores in Rutland are'
precedent set by the verdict, because,
alone can cost less than $100. In connot as depend~nt on snowfalls for their
"I've never had a case like this
trast, Alpine skis alone can cost well
business . as are shops closer to the
before."
$200.
·
over
mountains. Most local retailers main"I assume it's one of the largest in
Some ski apparel, retailers said, is
tain that sales are moderate, which _
history," he mused.
not selling as well as in past years. Bermeans they're about the same as or
The Sharps also expressed pleasure
nard Montant of Damascus Corps., a in the verdict.
even below last year's sales.
,;
local manufacturer of ski gloves, said
Some Rutland ski retailers said they
They could appeal only the valuation
sales in his factory outlet in Rutland
did well last year despite the lack of
put on the property by the Transportaare about 50 percent below last year,
snow. As Justin 'Lindholm of Lintion Board, and not the seizure, as that
although "they get a fabulous price
dholm Sports pointed out, many peoalready had been resolved.
here."
ple invested in ski equipment before
The state has 30 days in which to apFactory orders, made this summer,
last Christmas, expecting to see snow
peal the verdict to the Supreme Court.
are off about 60 percent from a year
·
on the slopes later in the season.
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43 Baxter St., Rutland .
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Dnr Friends,
Just a note to wish you a v..y MERRY X-MASS, HAPPY
HANUKKAH and a creat NEW YEAR. Thanks to your
ceaseless patroni:1e I hive had• fantastically succnsful year. I
hope to serve you as well in the yean a.head.
PAULA
We will close at 5:00 P.M., Dec. 23
Reopening -.t 10:00 A.M., Jan. 5
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When you stop in to open your Christmas Club for
·1981, we will give you a beautiful clear Acrylic Crystal
Ornament as a FREE GIFT.
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2nd Time Around
· Children's
Thrift Shop
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We also have 2 beautiful Record Albums by. Mantovani
and His Orchestra. Asinglealbum, titled "Great Songs For
Christmas," is available for just $6.00.
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R
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~foublealbum,

ii

A
which has in addition to the "Great Songs
of Christmas," another album entitled "Great Songs For
All Seasons.,., This atbum is also available in 8 track and
cassettes. All available at $10,00 each.
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~ Of course we have our usual FINE selection of ALL
METAL COIN BANKS, including the
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followi~g:
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Stanley Steamer'
Corvette
Chevrolet Pick-Up Truck
Lincoln Continental
Model T Ford
Popcorn Wagon
Mack Truck
Jaguar
Ford Thunderbird
All Available At $4.95
and The Railroad Engine and Tender as a set available at $8.95.
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PLEASE COME EARLY, SELECTIONS ARE LIMITED
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The frienclly bank.
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THE NET PROCEEDS OF THESE MUSICAL GIFTS ARE DISTRIBUTED TO LOCAL CHARITIES
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Rutland, Ludlow, Manchester, Benninaton: 24 Hour Teller Centen: Pawlet, Pittsford, Brid1ewater, Walllnaford A Sherburne
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DEAR
ORION,
Dear Orion: Ordinarily I am a meek
and shy person. But during the
Christmas season I become much
bolder and feel the desire to lead
others. Also, my nose turns bright red
and emits a glow of light. How can I
keep this condition year round?
- From Rudi the Red
Dear Rudi: Ma~e straw a staple o(
your diet, buy a sleigh and refrain from
using nasal sprays.
Dear Orion: The woman I love hates
Chinese food. I am Chinese and hate
American cuisine. Hamburgers make
me sick. Our relationship is on the
rocks.
- From Chop Suey
Dear Chop: Any relationship between
two people requires compromise. Try
experimenting with dishes like hot dogs
braised in soy sauce, and· moo goo gai
pan smothered in ketchup.
Dear Orion: I have a horrible temper9
and often it gets the best of me. Last
week I really blew my cool. My husband spilled a glass of milk, and I let
llim have it. I smashed him in the ribs
with a baseball bat, broke two plates
over bis head, and hammered his feet
to tile floor. I still love him. Should I
apologize?
- From Paula Placid

Dear Paula: There is no reason to
apologize. Love means never having to
say you're sorry.

Dear Orion: Lately I have been experiencing terrible fits of laughter
while I do the dishes. During these
seizures I've broken several of my best
crystal glasses. How can I control my
laughter?
- From Helen Hyena
Dear Helen: Tie two 10-pound weights
to two pieces of cord. Then tie each
piece of cord to one of the two corners
of your mouth. Your outbursts of
laughter will cease immediately.
Dear Orion: I live for -the moment,
which is fine except that now I want to
put away a little money, buy me a lit.le
house, and perhaps find me a little
woman. Is it as big a job as it sounds?
- From Nathan Morgan
Dear Nat: If a tree falls in the middle
of the forest and no one is there to hear
it, does it make a noise?

.HAPPY. HOLIDAYS91
Bob Beauchamp & Angelo Di Palma

You are corJially-inviteJ
to the .QranJ Opening of
Kitty hawk
on 'FriJay, Vecem6er 19, 1980
at 7 P.M.
Complimentary Hot 13uffet
will 6e serveJ
Sunday Brunch 11-3 pm
Serving Lunch 12:30 am - 3:00 pm
.
Dinner 5:00 pm - 10:00 pm
33 CENTER STRE£T
775-5623

.

.
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Pardon No Easy Gesture
By MARGO HOWLAND

What are the legal consequences of a
parqon? Does a pardon say it never
happened, or is it merely a legal
apology?
Chief Federal Judge James Holden
has been asked fo .determine whether
granting a "full and unconditional
pardon based on legal innocence" gives
a Fair l:laven man grounds to sue
discredited former undercover
narcotics agent Paul . Lawrence for
malicious prosecution.
In addition, Holden will determine
whether it's too late for George Walter
Allen Jr. to sue Lawrence for malicious
prosecution.
During a recent hearing in U.S.
District Court in Rutland, Lawrence's
attprney, John Maley of Burlington,
sought to have Allen's civil suit
dismissed on grounds the statute of
limitations had run out.
And, Barbara Cory, who represents
the Glens Falls, (N. Y.) Insurance Co., a
third-party defendant being sued by
Lawrence, claimed the case should be
dismissed because granting a pardon
does not give a person grounds for a
malicious prosecution lawsuit.

Allen was 18 when he pleaded no
contest in Rutland District Court IO
years ago to possess1'on of an
hallucinogenic drug.
He had been arrested the _previous
April by Lawrence, a state trooper at
the time, and jailed for five days before
being released.
After pleading no contest, Allen was
fined $50 and . given a suspended
sentence of 45 days in jail.
On Jan. 7, 1977, Allen was given a
"full and unconditional pardon" by
Gov. Thomas Salmon. The pardon
notice stated that the pardon was being
granted "based on legal innocence."
It was one of some 70 pardons issued
by Salmon after it was discovered that
Lawrence had framed dozens of people
on phoney drug charges while he was a
police officer. He was subsequently
convicted of perjury. (The pardon was
signed Dec. 2, 1976, but apparntly went
into effect a month later.)
On July 13, 1979, within three years
of the . pardon, Allen brought a
malicious prosecution suit against .
Lawrence in U.S. District Court. The
Glens Falls insurance company came
into the suit because it refused to cover
Lawrence on grounds his alleged
conduct was criminal in nature.

THE RUTLAND MONITOR
Is S~eking Notices of Events of Public Interest. To
Have A Calendar Item Published In The Monitor,
Send The Notice To: The Rutland Monitor, P.O.
Box 424, Rutland, Vt. 05701 . . Notices Must Be
Received On or Before Thursday.

Nuclear (Continued from Page one)

·

do it (repair work) as quickly as possi- refused saying he "had no time for
ble, but we want to make sure it is done us," Richardson said. Thursday afternoon, Richardson and Giordano
correctly.''
Griffin suggested the anti-nuclear traveled .to Montpelier to ask the
group representatives work through governor a second time to meet with
the NRC to arrange a plant inspection them.
"I cannot stress enough that there is
while the plant is in operation.
The Decommissioning Alliance went an emergency," Giordano said. As the
to the NRC in Washington, D.C., eight-year-old pladt ages, Richardson
Monday to present its argument for an added, "every year the likelihood of an
investigation into the plant's safety and accident is going to increase."
Griffin, however, was confident of
for public hearings on the plant's
operation. NRC officials said they will the plant's safety. "Our number-one
rule on the group's petition before responsibility is tO' have a safe
operating plant," the utility- official
Christmas, Richardson said.
Alliance spokesmen Wednesday said. He asserted that any changes in
discussed the matter with Public Ser- the plant are reviewed bythe NRC, and
vice Board Chairman Richard Saudek, the Nuclear Review Group, a private
who also will issue a decision by the _ nuclear plant inspection organization,
inspects the plant four times a year.
end of next week.
In evaluating safety, Richardson
When asked to meet · with Alliance
members on the subject of an in- pointed out, "their standard is difvestigation, Gov. Richard Snelling ferent than ours."

--

\
---~

Invites You to Join
Its Fabulous Movie Exchange Club
Which Gives /You Access
To a Great Home TV Movie Libtary
On Video Cassette.
We can also help you with free friendly advice on
purchasing video recorders, cameras, games, pre-recorded
movies and other video products.
52 Center Street
·Rutland, Vt. (802) 775-2~58
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Tile Reader's Guide To A.Merry Christmas·
By VALERIE RESTIVO
Among the books published in the
past few months are several ,that would
make good presents. {Iere are a few,
chosen for their different styles, prices
and sizes. (The heavy in weight are
harder to mail; the heavy in content
may overwhelm some friends and
relatives.)
·
The Quiet Va/lley Cookbook, by the
members and friends of the Quiet
Valley Food Coop, available from the
coop, PO Box 988, Northside Drive,
Bennington 05201. $4.00.
This neat little book features a variety of recipes, emphasizing health but
not confined to vegetarian cooking.
Many are easy and inexpensive to
prepare.
Some, such as Martin Kalish's "Indonesian Fried Tofu," demonstrate
the excitement to be had by trying new
foods: tofu (bean curd) is a wonderful
meat substitute, both iri terms of nutrition and budget.
Ellen Fagan's "Tofu Raisin Bread"
turns a familiar recipe into a more
wholesome one. The elegant "River's
Song Chicken" by Harda Bradford includes : white wine, bananas and
prunes.
. All o(the recipes I've tried have been
successful. An additional plus for giving this. book is that its proceeds support the coop.
·

The Third Wave, , by Alvin Toffler,
William Morrow and Company,
The author of "Future Shock" has
come up ·with what he hopes will be an
. inspiring image of the future. It's an
improvement over the "Future Shock"
¢mphasis on buying and consuming.
Toffler. writes of "prosumers" (instead of consumers) who use only what
they need and avoid buying for its own
sake.
- His· view of , "waves of change"
means that we are .a bout to enter the
"third wave" -the first began with the
invention of agriculture, the second
with the industrial revolution. "We are
the children of the next transforma~
tion,. the Third Wave.'"
The book 'is vastly overwritten. Its
500-plus pages could have been cut in
half without losing any of Toffler's
major p9ints.
Toffler . proposes more humane
wo·rking conditions and see~ a new
d~centralization that wi~i lead· us away
from monopoly business. He predicts
"new family forms" that will include
families of several adults, mor~ single-

parent families, and a variety of other
arangements. .
He believes that solar power will
replace nuclear power. But his hope for
the future is based on major corporate
interests in "alternative" energy
forms, rather than in small, diversified
business interests.
He sees a more peaceful world, yet
his index includes many references to
war and none to peace. He fails to
mention the increasing involvement of
non-governmental organizations in the
UN-a trend that supports his desire
for less nationalism and a restructuring
of nations into broader units.
Toffler's research cuts across many
disciplines and his hope for the future
includes some happy changes. Most of
it has been said before. As in other
writing, he remains naive about the
relationship between big business and
human welfare.
The Half Jew, by Rober Beauvais,
Taplinger Publishing Co.
A beautifully written novel,
translated from the French by Harold
J. Salemson. Jean-Jacques Benoit is
sent to a Catholic boarding school to
protect his family's half-Jewish identity during the Second World War.
''Never to question the established
order of things was the basis of a good
religious education," he observes..
He is trapped in a world of religious
identifications, made ironic by his
family's atheism, which is put·aside in
favor of survival. The family chooses
Catholicism over Concentration
camps .
When Jean-Jacques emerges as a
young adult, he is faced with new
choices. The war is over, and he is faced with ~n array of possibilities; his is
no longer a "half Jew.'' His quest for
full pers9nhood makes marvelous
reading.
Beauvais writes with wit, compassion and warmth. He js apparently well
known as a satirist in his native country. This was my first exposure to his
writing.
Helen and Teacher - The story of
Helen Keller and Anne Sullivan Macy,
by Joseph P. Lash, Delacorte Press.
Although it goes on for more than
700 pages, "Helen and Teacher"
makes interesting reading throughout.
Here, finally, is a chance to learn what
the schoolbooks don't tell about·Helen
Keller's education and private life.

she also was imprisoned by other people's morality.
Because it was not seen as fitting for
a blind and deaf woman to form deep
love relationships, she was kept from
meeting men (specifically, one man §he
appears to have loved) as only one entrapped in silence and darkness can be
kept. We see her dependency on others
in a new light. ·

pel members of a race who continue to
be aliens, having taken no steps toward
becoming citizens, and are incapable of
becoming such under the naturalization laws. This applied only to
Chinese; no other race or nationality
was excluded from applying for
citizenship."
A Life to Live, by Yvonne Burgess,
Taplinger.
Not a book to give if you want to
We also meet a woman who concheer someone up, this powerful little
sciously sublimated sexual passion in
novel describes Nel's life and through
her work - work that often proved
it, the lives of many Afrikaners. The
embarassing to family and friends. She
Afrikaner poor live in a shadow world,
embraced caused, from pacifism and
technically "above" that of
socialism to women's suffrage. Her
"coloreds" in this color-coded society.
radical consciousness was as free as her
While racism colors every line, it
physical passion was imprisoned.
isn't the central point: human degradaChina Men, by Maxine Hong
tion is. (Nel's mother has only one
Kingston, Alfred A. Knopf.
friend, a black woman whose . care
causes. her even further ostracism than
"The Woman Warrior", Maxine
comes with her poverty.)
Hong Kingston's first book, was a
Nel's world is one in which women
magnificent protrayal of Chinese
are systematically beaten and children
American women. Here, she has used
abused by men who live in an alcoholthe same approach (one that lnakes
· terms like "fact" and "fiction" ob- · induced haze of self- and otherdestr.uction. Nel's life and hers makes
solete) to study her male ancestors.
the book more bitter. Magriet's life is
She comes to understand her own
as shallow and empty as Nel's but it is
oppression as a Chinese woman in
filled up with things and she has at
terms of theirs. Her prose slices
least, her health .
through the flesh of history to reveal
Burgess' prose is poetic and strong.
what we were never taught. ·
One of the strongest sections of the
book is a capsule history, told simply
by dates. "1983: In Yue Ting v. The
United States, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that Congress had the right to ex-

There is a sinister side. While she
received an education never before
granted a person with her handicaps,

NEW
~
YEAR'S
EVE
THE LARSON BROS.
&
GREG GALLUS
at
Restaurant & Lounge
Continental cuisine &
traditional fare

Rt. 7 So.,Rutland,VT
(802) 173-2888

Emmy Award Winner
Peabody A ward Winner
Golden Record Artist
Founder of "World Hunger Year"
Top Ten Young Men in America
Broadway Playwrite
Current Hit Album Sequel No. 23
on American Top 40

-

ONE CONCERT ONLY AT 7:30 PM
SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 1981
RUTLAND HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM
ADVANCE;_ TICKETS (TAX DEDUCTIBLE)
$5. STUDENT I $7. ADULT
$1. MORE AT THE DOOR
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT $TEREO THEATRE
CHARITY'S, ARTFUL DODGER, PICO SKI
SHOP, PICO SKI CLUB MEMBERS AND
SUGAR MAPLE CHILDREN'S CENTER
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE PICO SKI CLUB
AND THE SUGAR MAPLE CHILDREN'S CENTER.
POST_
EA DESIGN BY LOGISTIC MARKETING/COMMUNICATIONS INC.
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EDITORIAL

The Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. has blown a
perfect opportunity to strengthen its persistent contention that its
atomic generating plant in Vernon presents no safety hazard to
New Englanders. A group of anti-nuclear representatives met this
week with Yankee President James Griffin ana requested an independent safety inspection of the plant before it is allowed to go
on line again following a prol~nged shutdown.
The atomic power critics told Griffin they were concerned the
facility, which is eight years old, could endanger the public if it
were put back into operation without a thorough and indepen;.
dent health and safety examination.
What a perfect chance for Yankee to silence its critics! All the
company needed to do was agree to the independent investigation, and, if the plant is safe like Griffin and his associates claim,
they could simply say, "We told you so."
But Griffin curiously rejected the idea. Yankee will live up to
federal standards before it reopens, the utility executive contended. And besides, a nuclear industry inspection team will conduct
its own examination of the plant.
To an often dubious public, however, government and industry
inspections are highly suspect. Why couldn'' t Yankee have gone
along with the plea for an independent inspection, and put a
skeptical public's mind to rest about a very real concern? The
customary assumption made in such situations is that Yankee
must be trying to hide something. So Yankee continues, by its
own questionable tactics, to fuel unrest about nuclear power,
rather than quell it. And as usual, the public, which is forced to
support nuclear power, like it or not, is left with uncertainties
about one of the most critical environmental questions of our era.

)
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Letter·to ·the Editor
To the Editor: ·
As chairman of the Department of
English at Castleton State College, I
am moved to alert my fellow Vermonters and taxpayers to the willful
and irresponsible behavior of the principal administrators of the college,
President Thomas Meier and Dean
Rose Marie Beston, who have ignored
the contractual and reasonable process
governing employment in denying
reappointment to Assistant Professor
William Sypher, PhD.
It is true that they have met the
deadline for notification as stated in
the contract. It is also true that,
because Professor Sypher is only in his
. second year of employment, they are
not bound to give reasons for his
dismissal; and they have not. They
have, however, ignored the criteria for
reappointment established by ·the
chancellor and board of trustees. These
criteria include excellence in teaching
(Bill's students have evaluated him excellent), appropriate terminal degree
and experience (Bill has both), service
to the college and community (Bill has
served generously and with
distinction). According to our contract, decisions of employment are to
be based on student evaluations and
material in the employee's personnel
folder. Bill's folder includes evidence
supporting the recommendation of the
Faculty Committee on Reappointment',
Promotion and Tenure. It also includes
his chairman's recommendation which
I include and hope you will publish
together with this letter.
It is convenient for our adminLstrators that they do not have to
give reasons in this case; it is, nevertheless, obvious that their only ·reason
for dismissing Bill Sypher is that he
has, as a responsible professional
must, consistently and outspokenly applied his experience, education, and in-

telligence to criticizing the actions and
policies of the present administration.
He has exercised, in other words, his
right and responsibility of free speech.
Our president is not even consistent to
his own standards: he could cite Bill's
directing a summer program at Harvard as evidence of the excellence of
CSC faculty in September and dismiss
him in December.
Finally, Bill's is not an isolated case.
Last year, Richard •McDonald was
denied tenure in spite of the overwhelming support of his students and
peers. Last summer, · Barbara Bloy,
likewise adjudged excellent by her
students and peers, resigned her professorship after months of harassment
by the dean. Older members of the
faculty are discouraged. Some, season- .
ed teachers with much wisdom of experience to impart and still vigorous,
are taking early retirement. All are
depressed to see young, vital professionals summarily dismissed or driven
away from the college. As a chairman,
· it becomes nearly impossible for me to
fill the resulting vacancies: what in
good.conscience have I to offer to firstrate applicants?
I have taught at Castleton since
1964. During those years I have come
to love the college and _care deeply for
its students. My wife and I have settled
in Vermont, borne children here, paid
taxes. Education is expensive, and I am
concerned that my neighbors' tax
dollars are being spent to demoralize
the state colleges up-on which their
sons and daughters depend for higher
education. What can you do? You can
express your discontentment to your
state representatives, to the
chancellor's office and the state college
board of trustees.
Professor Thomas H. Smith
Chairman, Department of English
Castleton State College

Hospitf}l May Spend $290,000
For X~Ray Equipment
!

The Sugar Maple Day Care Center on North Main Street re~eived a $1,000
energy grant from Ne'w England Telephone Co. last week. The money will be
~sed to purchase storm windows for the center's building. Robert Eaton,
n~ht, presented the check to· Sugar Maple director Maryellen LeClair, center.
Dick Belanger, chairman of the energy grant program was also at the presentation. (Photo by Rosenberg)

By HILARY ROSENBERG
Rutland Hospital plans to ·spend
about $290,000 on X-ray equipment in
the spring or early summer of 1981.
In mid-October the hospital filed a
letter of intent with the state Department of Health and the Vermont
Health Policy Corp. indicating it will
be applying for a certificate of need for
the purchase early next year. A certificate of need, which states why a
hospital seeks to · obtain new equipment, is required for any purchase over.
-$125,000.
William Taft, assistant administrator at the hospital, · said the
new equipment will include
replacements for outdated X-ray
machinery. The unit needing replace- ·
ment performs both radiography, the
. production of X-rays, and fluroscopy,
in which a physician is able to view internal body processes, associate administrat?r ~illi~m maynes said.

According to the letter of intent, the
equipment now in use is nine years old,
subject to a good deal of "down
time," and often needs repair work.
The replacements would be
unrelated to the CT scanner currently
being installed in the radiology section
of the hospital, . Taft said. The
$241,000 scanner, primarily paid for
by donations, reveals a pati_ent's internal disorders by producing computerized . . pictures."
The finance committee of the
hospital Board of Directors will review
the proposal to purchase the new
equipment sometime in January. .
In its discussion, Mayne said, the
committee will determine the exact
price of the machine needed and
evaluate the various options for financin,& it_; ',
"• He would not comment on whether
purchase would mean an increase
in hospital rates.
·
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The striking employees from .
the Rutland Herald wish you .a

MERRY CHRISTM'AS

AND A HAPPY-NEW YEAR
..

'

LOCAL 303 wishes to give special thanks to the
hundreds of individuals and groups wflo have.
generously contributed to our Strike Fund and ·
Children's Christmas Fund. Their kindness has made it
possible for us to continue and has made the holiday
season merrier for us t~an circumstances might dictate.
Joseph Alberico
Bonnie Baker
...
Stephen Baumann
Edward Beauchamp
Wayne Benware ·
Edward Bergstrom ·
Louis Berney
Stanley Bizon Jr.
Kathleen Carrara
Michael Carroll
Rose Marie Clifford
Audrey Crippen
Patrick Delehanty
Robert Drzewiczewski
Kevin Duffy
Francis Fredette

•

Robert Fredette
Deborah Graham
Richard Griffith _
Teresa Grimm
Douglas Hadden
Margo Howland
Ann Hyde
Sidney Jasmin
Robert Kingsley
Barbra Kuhn
Carlton Laird III
Brenda Lerman
Mark Mayhew
David Mott
Brian Mooney
Colin Nickerson

Timothy Pitaniello
Rea Pratt
Megan Price Christine Pritchard
Hilary Rosenberg
John Russo
Gary St. Peter
Larry Smetana
Lucy Spallieri
Diane Stapleton
Edward .S tapleton
Tim Taylor
Sally Odell _
Anne Thompson
Jerry Trapeni
Jeanne Zingale
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Legion Brings Holiday Cheer To Children
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Sunday 11 a.m.
Police sirens are howling and lights
from cars are flashing as the cruiser
makes its way down Park Street.
Everyone looks.
A few minutes later the cruiser arrives at the Vermont Achievement
Center. Once it is parked, Santa Claus
exits. A man wearing an American
Legion hat is holding a camera, waiting
for Santa to come into range. Snap.
Several others wearing American
Legion hats are waiting for Santa to
make his way into the playroom, where
a small but anxious group of children is ·
waiting-.
One might ask: Why are the men
with the Legion hats here? The answer
is simple: The Legion members, from
Post 31 in Rutland, are sponsoring a
party for the VAC children. They have
provided each of the physically handicapped children with at least one gift,
have arranged for Santa's appearance,
and have brought presents for the
center itself.
After SaQ_ta has made his entrance
and started to distribute the gifts, and
while . the children are unwrapping
them, the small group of Legionnaires
is watching and smiling.
·
Soon, a few of the Legion members
quietly leave the room, as if to make
sure no one sees them.

Gifts and good cheer produced smiles at two Christ!Jlas parties last Sunday sponsored by American Legion Post 31
in Rutland. Tov, a youngster stretches for a gift, while Legion members Ira Earle (left) and John Hesse talk to a contented infant, and two young ladies play house with dolls they received as gifts.

The reason for this quiet exit also is
simple. The men,. most of them in their
40's or 50's, have left the room overcome with emotion. They need a few
moments to be by themselves·.
Meanwhile, the children are playing
with their new possessions. The room
is full of smiles.
More people leave fqr a · quiet moment in the hall. Even the cops leave.
After the first round of present is opened, a few smaller gifts are given out by
· the Legion members. The "little
gifts", blow-up punchbags created in
the image of cartoon characters, turn
out to be among the biggest hits of the
day.
George Zsido, who is in charge of
the Legion party at the VAC, is in the
corner blowing up the bags so children
can play with them. He finishes one,
catches his breath, and starts work on
another.
Soon the children race to th~ bags to
take their licks at Yogi Bear and
friends. Whap! Pow! Poor Yogi. He's
taking a beating. flaving a terrific
· time.:
"Can you imagine this?" Zsido said.
"I never thought that they would have
this much fun.''
· .Zsido is new at this game of arranging the annual Legion party. He took
over this year for Hl,igh Emeriek, who
ran the affair for the past decade.
"It all started about 20 years ago
.when my mother worked at · the
Calvary Center in Pittsford," says
Emerick, who is a bachelor. "I used to
go to those parties with her and had a
good time watching the children. I just
love the kids. You could say that I
brought the party from there to the
Legion and later to the VAC."
'·
The party at the VAC breaks up but
this does not mean the end of the day
for the men from the Legion, for there ·
is a second party at their clubrooms on
Washington Street.
The second party is for children and
·grandchildren of Legion members.
In addition to putting on parties,
Legionnaires also sponsor a scholarship program, a baseball program and
various other projects.
"A lot of people think that the people here are nothing more than a bunch
of drunks," Post 31 member Tom
Kantorski says. "That's not true.
What we're about is people and people
are love. Look at the smiles on these
kids here today. That's what we're all
about."
"Unfortunately, I have to cut it off
at 125 kids," Zsido says about thesecond party.
"The presents these kids receive are
really something," Emerick - adds.
"They get Tonka trucks, with real
meal, which cost $15 to $18. They
don't just get crayons and a coloring
book like they do at other parties."
A band leads the children in carols.
Candy and ice cream are in ample supply. Presents, wrapped at a group party the week before, are heaped under
the tree. The supply of soda is
unlimited.
''We opened up the soda bar for the
kids and let them have all they wanted
at the pump all afternoon," Zsido
says, once against stressing that the
Legion isn't about to be outdone by
anyone.
By 1 p.m. Sunday._ the clubrooms
are crowded. Estimates are that more
than 400 people are present.
As expected, the party is a success.
By late afternoon, the girls are busy
hugging their dolls and the boys are
playing "with their trucks. Smiles are
apparent everywhere.
Late in the afternoon, Mrs. Zsido is
telling a story about one youngster who
tried to tell her Santa Claus doesn't exist. Mrs. Zsido disagrees . . "I told her
that when we love and we give, we are
all Santa Clauses," she says.
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Symphony Brightens Rutland Musical Skies
By JEAN SWAIN
With the advent of the Central .Vermont Symphony Orchestra, a potentially brilliant musical constellation appears to have taken shape in Rutland
County's cultural skies.
The newly organized group gave its
first P\lblic performance last Sunday
before an appreciative audience of
about 300 that filled well over half of
the Rutland High School auditorium.
For conductor Robert Swanson,
who started organizing the ensemble
last summer, it was his debut on the orchestral podium, here and in Springfield.
The proprietor of a local music
store, Swanson....is a graduate of the
New England Conservatory of Music.
While the first rehearsal of the orchestra in September attracted about
20 individuals, the full roster at Sunday's concert numbered more than.50.
-Following the concert, according to
Swanson, more players came forward.
He envisions-an eventual total of about
70, a very respectable number, comprising all the requisite sections: strings, reeds, woodwinds, brass and percussion.
Aptly named, the orchestra draws its
members (rom a wide swath that cuts

across this part of the state, from the
New York line eastward. Some are
familiar faces, seen in groups such as
the Vermont Symphony and Vermont
Philharmonic the Rutland Youth Orchestra, the city band and musical units
of Castleton State College.
Others have not played in public
recently, or, in some cases, ever before,
Several family groupings are participants. Among them are Karen Gettel, concertmaster, and her husband,
Courtland Gettel, flutist; Nathaniel
Parke, and his mother, Margaret
Parke, both cellists; Chrisfopher Diehl,
yet another cellist, and his brother
Steven, trumpet;Polly Haynes, violin,
and Elliott Haynes, tuba; and sister,
Jennifer Taylor from the cello ·section
and Stephanie Taylor, violin.
The program Sunday was representational of several widely separated
periods of musical composition.
Aaron Copland's "Fanfare For the
Common Man'' greeted the audience
because it marked its own beginning
with a flourish of brass and percussion
and marked as well the birth of
Copland, .who is celebrating his 80th
year.
The second selection, Beethoven's
Overture to Egmont, Op. 84, was also
timely as the 210th anniversary of

Beethoven's birth took place a few
days ago.
- After a sensitive rendering of
Gabriel Faure's stately Pavane, the
first half of the program .concluded
with the opening movement of
Haydn's Symphony No. 4, the "London."
Two brass choir pieces followed the
intermission, perhaps showing Swanson's predilection for that kind of instrurµent (he plays many, but says the
trombone is his specialty).
The final number of the afternoon,
and the best in consistency of execution, was the six-part suite from
Handel's Water Music.
Throughout the performance, there
was an atmosphere of earnest yet
pleasurable dedication and rapport obvious among musicians and conductor.

Considering that this as their first
. public venture, the quality of the music
was high, give or take a few wobbly
horns and reedy-sounding strings and a
rather slow tempo at times. (This
reviewer would like to hear the I2~part
brass choir play the Gabrieli Canzon
again some time.)
The people in the CVSO are serious;
they are proficient; they can only improve with more experience and exposll!'e; and their continued presence
here holds forth prospects of substantial enjoyment for their future
listeners, who, it is sincerely hoped,
will be many.
And some day, maybe, there will be
a place in Rutland appropriate to the
performance and enjoyment of good
music where there are not clanking
radiators:

''L Q Q K''
BACK!

WE

you, the PueLIC.
HENRY H. ABAR

To serve

~

Sheet metal Roofing
ROUTE 7 NORTH, RUTLAND, VERMONT

775-4390

Victor Soulia, right center, and Donald Boynton, left center, received certificates of commendation from the Vermont Civil Defense Office this week
for their long-time service as crossing guards. Civil Defense director Aldo
Manfredi, right, and Mayor Gilbert Godnick presented the certificate8.
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Sid fashion

headquarters
C,B., Alpine Desi9ns, Ski Levi's, Skyr, Obermeyer,
and many others. ·
MEN - WOMEN _- CHILDREN

Xmas Hours
. ·open Daily 9:30-9

Saturday 9:30-6

~

North Country

O~

Visa ~ Master. Charae Welcome

81 Merclluts Row
Do1n&owa Rutlud

'175-lMl

Free Gift Wrappirig
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS &-BEST WISHES
IN · THE COMING YEAR TO ALL OUR
FRIENDS & NEIGHBORS , ,. .
The following have made donations to the

RUTLAND

COUNTY

HUMANE SOCIETY

i_n lieu of sending cards to local friends and neighbors
Marion·& Douglas Acioly & Pasha
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Anoe
Ermas & Guy Aquilina
Cllvia M. Ambrosini
Mag Adams
Adams Associates
Blanche Alexander
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth A. Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Ackerman & Family
Rebecca J. Alsop
Pat & Hank Arnold
Frances G. Blay
Stanley & Edith Bird
Gerda Ball.
Ken, Arlene, Sandy Ii Brandy Browe
Tom, Kathy, Sarah&. March Browe
Bill, Debbie & Zoe
Gene & Lynn Bourne & Moll~e B
Mrs;- Percy P. Bliss
Therese & Ernest Boule
Madeline S. Bottles
Regina Blackman ·
Clayton &. Carolyn Briggs
,
Howard, Nancy, Todd, Craig, Tracy & Lady Burgess
Anna &. Earl Birchard
Verla &. Calvin Brown
Mrs. Ralph R. Bean
Harold, Edna & Michael Blaisdell
Charlotte, Valarie & Joy Badger
Mary Z. Buisson
•
Delbert, Joyce, Tiki & Boz Boutwell
Julia .C. N. Batty
'
Phyllis C. Blood
Irene Berg.
Jane Beren
Ken, Cella, Bob, Happy, Purdy, Coure & Butch Butterfield
·
_ Dorothy B. Baker
Ronald & Nancy Bates
Bernice Barlow
Lucy M. Bartholomew
Scott BiDin&
Bob Belden
Mr.&. Mrs. David Barnard
Brandon Motor Lodge
Brown's of Brandon, Inc.
David Bradley
Belden Transport
Andrea, Diana & Bert Belden
Brandon Dateline
Brandon Arco
Brandon Scrap Metal
Blue Seal Feeds-Brandon
Mr. &. Mrs. Richard Belden, Sr. & Dolly
Mr.&. Mrs. Fernand Benoit
•
John N. Champney
Paul J. Crossman, Jr.
Charlotte Cutler
Edward, Marlie & E. ~. Congdon; Champ &. Charlie
Marion Oark
Mr. &. Mrs. Graham Carey
Carron Coburn
Frances H. Carpenter
Martha, Christine & Bobby Carrara
Charlotte Champine
"Mrs. Jacob's Sixth Grade-Clarendon Elementary School
Mr. &. Mrs. Bert G. Carlsteen
Elizabeth F. Carmichael
Ed &. Sue Carter & Family
Stephen &. Delores Cosgrove
Joseph A. Connors
Earl, Sally & Denise Corey; Smokey, Lucky, Weasie, Samantha & Sadie
Tara & Barney Canary
Ruth Crossman
Jackie & Tom Culvert & Patch
Lillian & Harry Culvert; Baby & PJ
Neil, Sheila, .Dean, Andrea & Russell Crossman
Mr. C's
Cavacas Country Store
Carmote Paint Store
Rick Christian
Tom Cook ·
Mr. & Mrs. B. Chartier & Family
Cathy Cassese
Helen 0. Cioffi ·
Tom Carrara
Elaine Cook
Mrs. Pota Corsones
George, Debora & Sara Cesarski
Elizabeth Daamen
The Francis Donovan Family
Andrew & Helena Denardo
Roger, Diana, Steven, Melanie, Mandy, Misty, Roki &. Rosi Doaner

.~~.

'X

Louis~ lizabeth De Vito
Lyma & Linday Danyow
·
Mary • Pyer
Lisa William Darling
Dr. Wa on, Dr. Pepper & Agatha
Rollie Devino
·
Elizabeth Drayton
Dick's Mobil-Pittsford
Miss Joanne Denardo & Arnie, Patches & Bubber
Michele & Kieran Egan
Joan, Clayt & Peggy Eaton
Olive S. Eddy
Jack · Elliot & Lauri Eisen
., ,
Pete & Nancy Eitapence
Pam EUis
E & E lf!dustrial Answering Service
Mr. & Mrs. Philibert Elkey
William & Mary Fabian
Edna & Robie Faulkner
Marie & Tony Fusco
Warren & Carol Fowler
James & Ethel Frink
Mary & Frank Foster
Mary A. Franzoni
Bob & Janet Franzof!i
Dorothy B. Farrell
Robert & Virginia Frick
Joseph & Palma Ferrari
Martin & Helaine Freeman
The Fourniers & Buttons
Emeline Folger
Ruth & Augie Fernandes
Patricia M. Facey
First Vermont Bank-Brandon
Robert Foley
David Foley
Susan Fillloe
First Brandon National Bank
Jim & Liz Fillioe; Peggy, Rusty, Muffin, Lucy & Dimpl.es
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Forest
Robert & Louise Goss
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Gray & Buttons
Abby Geraw
·
Minnie Garrison
The Jeno Gyori Family & Boy
Green Mountain 4-H Rabbit Club
William & Wilma Goodnow; Spiro, Pete, Kitty & Princie
Virginia Grant
The Gessler Family & Lady
Faustina G. Greene
Galllpo's Poultry Farm
Grenbean's Attic
Giddinp Manufacturing
Steve & Lorna Garrow & Family
Mr. & Mrs. David Gates
Robert & Susan Harrison
Agnes M. Hene1an
Jean & ·Carl Hiller
Norman & Victoria Hawley
Marjorie G. Harrison
Mr. & Mrs. Harry H. Hall
Anne Emil Hammond
Marcia P. Harrington
AJ, Howard & Buffy
Betty J. Hughes
Oliver & Mary Huntley
Agnes Hinds
Carlton J. Hasbrouck
I. Hanson
Hartford Bookshop
Harry Hunt
Eltlnge & Jerry Hasbrouck
Bill Hemple
Home & Farm Center Inc.
Hy-Way Furniture Co., Inc.
Goldie E. Jenkins
Mrs. Lloyd T. Johnson
Henry & Sheila Janoski; Mindy & Ginger
Keith & Emily Jennison
Jeanne's Store
Jerry's Datsun Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Ken Johnston
Anne Jones .
John Jasmin
Patricia King
Peter & Sheila Kapitan
Miss Katie Kilburn
Shirley Kelley
Pat & Stu Kohl
Peter & Mary Kopchick
Julie Keith
Mike, Joanne & Jade Keith

Mr. & Mrs. Michael Kapitan
Keith Kingsley
Chris Kallen
Kamuda's Market
Keonis
Keonls Diner
E. G. Knapp & Son
Keith's Trading Post ·
aeon & Shirley Kingsley
Allen & Lynn Konon
Leo, Helen, Brian & Kevin Lawrence
Lois J. LaFrance
Mary Ann Luckachlna
Mrs. Pauline Lewis
Chelsea Low
Mr. & Mrs. George Leitch & Baron Von Phyn
.John & Margaret Larkin
Nancy Long
'
Patricia A. Lundrigan, Sr.
Ralph & Malet Lincoln
Marie w. Lundell
Kris Lovell
Sophie Livak
Charlotte & George Looker
Andy, Susan & Lucia Larabee
Carl T. Linden
Thomas & Jo Anne Looker
Anthony & Alma Luciani
Kathy & .Jim Leamy
Albert & Dorothy Lizotte & Pets
Laport Sand & Gravel
Roger Lee's Body Shop
Larry's Pianos .& Organs
Lertola's Toyota
Landon's Hardware
Krista Ley
Beatrice Larock
Gen Marks & Abbie Cat
Paul & Laurel McMahon
Heller Marshall
Vera Mudgett
Bud & Irene Melen
Frank & Millie & Gus
Natalie S. McLeod
Catherine Moriarty
.Ju~y & Michele Mackin
Gary & Nancy Melen & Family
Caryn Martin
Bill & Kathy McKinlay
Markowski Excavating
Garth & Eva McAllister
Ken Mohan's Service Center
Maynard's Auto-Brandon
Moore's Auto
Melody Radlp and Television
Mr. & Mn. Phil McCarthy
Walt, Valerie, Matt & Melissa Malmgren
Janet & .John Martin
Isabel i Morse
Julie, Dom & Muffin
Mary Mareln & Sam
Lucy Maciag & Hellen Llstzwan
FJeanor & Burton Morse
Mew, Mew; from Tussy-Fall & Shawnee
Dan & Shirley Meyers
Walt & Kate McLaren It Moille
Edith Martin
Elsie Norton
.June & .Jean Noble
Tim, Pam, Mary, Doug & Molly Nickerson
New England Maple Museum
Joan Opalenchuk
Otter Valley Gardeners
Arthur & Jane Oldoni
Otter Valley Garage
Otter Valley Supply
r
Ellen, Misty & Schnickelfrltzen Porter
Mr. & Mn. Toho E. Poor & cat Jerry
John W. Poor
Mn. Jean Pawlusiak
Ruth C. Prentiss
Moe & Genevieve ..agano
Ruth Prie$t
: Reese & Trudy Pedro
Gordon W. Pierce
Mr. & Mn. Ward Piper
Barbara A. Pray
Robert & Nancy Prenevost
Proctor Trust Company
Purdy Family
Mn. Elener Petelle
June & Douglas Pond; Pepe & Twiggy

•

•

'

.

"
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(

(

•
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More Friends
Roi & Helen Pelky
Heidi Parker
Clayton & Margaret Preston
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Pelland
Edith Preston
Shawn & Marilyn Papineau & Shasta Cat
Craig & Diane .Petrie
Maybelle Potter
Blanch Phillips
Valentino & Sylvia Pulcini
The Pittsford Villager
Provln's Sales & Service
Pizza Castle

Edith & Ted Tobey
Kathryn Tankuns
Thompson' Hardware
Trombley's Citgo
T. & T. Tractor & Equipment Co.
. Tiffany's Bakery
Aft & Kay Turner
Diane Treadway
Florence Van Wyck
Vermont Pet Supply
FJolse C. Vibber
Vermont Ceramic Supply Inc.
Paula Visi
Mr.&: Mrs. Herbert J. Walker, Jr.&: Buffy
Luvia Webster, Joann Deatte &: Crissie, Noonle,
&: Tynie
Bob &: Doris White
·Jane & Mary Wilkins
Bill, Martha, Laurie, Marci, &: Kasey Wood
Frank Wilson
·
John, Linda, Kristine, Russell & Douglas
Weeden
. Linda, David &: Ethan Wood; Daisy, Garth
&Wylie Dog
Martha T. Wilson
F.&ther M. Ward
Morry&: Molly Wolk & Anya
Aileen P. Wlnkopp
Donald &: Marilyn Wetmore
Whlttemore's Market
Whelden's Coal
·
Kerry Wetmore
Scott, Qndy &: Sammy Wallett
Mildred Young&: Norma White
Greg & Laurie Webster
Tammie Wheeler
John, Barban, Jennifer,'Moo Goo Gal Pan &
FJvis Willlams

Lou, Bill & Tlnkerbell Simonds
Mr. & Mrs. E. B. Shorey & Booker T. Shorey
Dr. & Mrs. Willia~ D. Small
Glenn & Margaret Spaulding
Colleen M. Skelly
Arthur & Mary Scottow
Marion Smith
Butch, Donna, Kim & Staci Spaulding
Deborah A. Sabotka
·
The Sllliter Fanlily
Beverly S. Seward
Kenneth & Fiora Smith
Robert & Diane Swahn
Audrey Scarborough
Trish Shostak
Shapiro's Department Store
Stubs Smith
The Seward Family Restaurant
Mr. & Mrs. Greg Spencer & Family
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Scarborough
Beau, Pede, Punkim, Phoebe, Firb & Dunc-InDonut Thomson
FJizabeth A. Thurber

The Pittsford Villager
Provin's Sales & Service
Pizza Castle
Proctor Gas Inc.
·
Proctor Supermarket
David & Laurel Patch, Jeff, Jennifer, Paige &
Jonathan; Cat Rusty
Doc & Blanche Pratt & Patches
Mr. & Mrs. John Pockette
Mike & Arlene Ransom
Fred & Marion Rathjen
Tom & Helen Root
Richard, Evelyn & Bruce Rowe
Alfred & Delores Ryffel
Morris & Dorothy Roberts
Rutland Fuel Co.
Rutland Veterinary Clinic
,
David Rockwell
Bill Ryan Motor Sales
Gary, Carol, Gary & Jeff Randall; & Princess
Alma & Hermon Sherburne
Olive Smith
Karen St. Peter
Frank & Virginia Stafford
Joyce & Milford Smith
Dennis & Harriet Sverduk & the Waggin Five

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
.& HAPPY,
.
HEALTHY NEW YEAR
FROM ALL
OF US TO ALL OF YOU
.

-

CLASSIFlED
.

.

/ A

f

:_',_ ; '.)

- ~-- ;

FOR SALE - Women's 3-speed bike,
good condition, $35; Men's 3-speed bike,
needs gear repair, $25. Call 468-5176.
CHRISTMAS Special. Fine Guitar Yamaha
FG150 iike · new with case, $125. Call
492-3541.
MUSICIANS - I have for Sale a Randall
PA. system; 2 columns-4 12 inch speakers
each, and amplifier 120 watts, Only $600.
Great for singles and duos. Ask for Linda
Cullum. 672-3863, Bridgewater Comers.

1974 3f.t ton Dodge Tradesman van $1,200.,
1972 T-Bird, good mechanical cond. $600.,
1948. Ford 1/2 ton pickup $600. and
fireplace. 25 Church St., Rutland. Tel.
801-773-8198.
HOUSE to Share. Country Setting,
Peaceful. 15 Minutes out of Rutland.
492-3455.
IBE Nursery School is opening soon in
Rutland. Providing children ages 3-4 with a
challenging and caring environment in a
licensed facility by two dedicated professionals. Emphasis on Individual development and socialization. For more information please contact Judy at 483-6236 or Sally at 259-2766.

LY
December 19 & 20
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

CHRISTMAS NIGHT
THURSDA ~hDECEMBER 25

"SEABIRD"

"T.tCAX"

December 21-23
SUNDAY Thru TUESDAY

DECEMBER26-28
December 26-28
FRIDAY Thru SUNDAY

"SECRETS"

Closed Wednesday
DECEMBER 24

.

OM

PAN

LIST
HONDO LES PA UL

S/95.(J(J" HOW $99.00

DiMARZIO ACOUSTIC
PICUPS

SJS.fHI

HONDO LEAD I. II

$319.95 to $199.00

USED GIBSON EXPLORER' II
(1) USED GIBSON EXPLORER II

S1'9fJ.flfJ

ARP KEYBOARDS

30% OFF LIST

-

---- -

-

--

- ----·-·-

"JIMMY CARTER SHOW"

Inquire About the Wobbly ll's
New Years Eve Party
775-1991

Rutland Shopping Plaza

NOW $550

ANY BOX (1 Doz. Sets) ACOUSTIC U,.99 to ,6.tJtt $45.00
GUITAR STRINGS 6
DRUM ACCESSORIES

20 to 40% OFF

HONDO BASE w/CASE

.$415.ttfJ NOW $259.50

GUITAR STRAPS

~

AND MANY MORE EXCITING
VALUES!!

''DA VIS BROTHERS"
DECEMBER 29-JANUARY 1
MONDAY Thro THURSDAY

NOW $21.00

RAINCHECKS GIVEN C. W.O.

NOW $3.00
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Country Disc Jockey Hitting The Trail
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Country music disc jockey Fred Hill
is leaving WHWB-FM at what seems to
be the ~ak of his populanty. •
Hill, 27, spun his last record at the
West ·Proctor Road broadcasting
studio just before noon on Friday, less
than two days after the arrival of
"Grass Roots", an illustrated anthology of Blue Grass music he compiled. .
· Though it was known to some people (mostly musicians, c°'untry fans
and a few media people)' that Hill
would be leaving on Friday, he did not
discfose it publicly until Thursday on
Jan Schaeffer Cross Talk Show 1 on
WHWB.
Hill did not reveal that he was leaving until a caller asked him if he plans
to continue to be a disc jockey while
peddling his book.
"Since you asked," Hill began his
resp~nse, "I found it neceSSiifY to quit
this station effective tomorrow."
The listener responded to Hill's
statement by saying, "That's too bad,

I've listened for awhile, and I feel tnat
it's one of the best programs in the
state and New England."
Hill's departure is not directly
related to the publication of the book,
which is published by Academy Books,
a subsidiary of Sharp Printing Co. in
Rutland. Hill emphasizes that the
move is strictly for personal reasons.
After signing off WHWB for the last
time on Friday, Hill plans to devote his
time to playing with the New· Country
Rockers and Green .Mt. Bluegrass. He
also indicated that he will attempt to
produee a radio show for national syndication.
Many country music fans in the area
have spent their hours listening to
Hill's morning show, his live "HB
Barndance,'' and his bluegrass show.
One of Hill's trademarks on the air
was his lecture series on individual artists. Hill often would feature an artist
by playing the singer's music and filling in information about the performer.
Severat local -c ountry fans, including

If~~~~
. .,,,., .J= .,,,,,._ •· -

country singer and guitarist Joe Ser- rani, feel that Hill was one of the influences who made country music so
popular in the area.
The 27-year-old disc jockey/musician/authorI considers himself a purist
and tries to disassociate himself from
the current "chic" country scene.
"When Kenny Rogers' new song,
"Lady" - which was the number one
song on the pop charts for six weeks cake out, I tried a call-in thing and not
one person called in favor of the song.
I hadn''t been playing it on the country
side, because I didn't think that it
belonged there," Hill said. "I finally
decided to play it because it was going
number-one.
"On the air, I consider myself a
defender of the pure and tnie. Off the
air, I love all kinds of music."
Two significant additions Hill made
to the FM station were the addition of
the HB Barndance program (a live
show featuring local musicians) and
the bluegrass hour.
"The boss thought that the bluegrass
hour was going to draw an older
crowd, but it turned out to do just the
opposite," Hill said: "Many thought
that the Barndance would appeal to a
select group, but it wound up appealing to a lot of people."

Joe Gluck, Prop.
19 Center Street, Rutla1,1d, Vermont 773 ·7593

-Drapes
Curt•ins ~irsch Ifods
Towels

Sheets
B,lankets
Bedspreads
Comforters

The Barndance, which began only
eight months ago, may end once Hill
leaves the station, If that happens, it
will be a tragedy," Hill noted.
The Barndance, in its short existence, was a definite success. It
featured a variety of artists (most of
whom Hill thanks in his introduction
to his book) from solo artists to a onearmed guitarist to electric bands to a
15-piece fiddle group.
. Above all, the show ~as amusing.
Hill recently recalled one of the funnier
episodes on the show, "One day; I had
Harry Stark, a fiddler in his mid-70s,
~n my show," Hill recounted.
- "He's from around Middlebury and
he came down to do the show. Since all ·
o~ the musicians played for free, I
would let them say anything they
wanted to on the show, whether it was
an ad, looking for work, almost
anything. I would also let them say
where they would be playing.
"Stark told the audience that his exwife was getting married and that he
was going to be playing at the wedding
with his band. He kind of joked about
it. A few minutes later, he got this call.
I noticed him in the corner talking real
low. It was from some woman who felt
sorry for him. He had a date with her
for that night."
Hill closed out his brief interview
with Schaeffer on Thursday by summing up his goal at WHWB: "If we did
anythihg to promote country music in
the area, it's ideal."
·~ trtd:rtrtrtrtrtrtrfrtrtrtrt.r-trt.r

Tablecloths
Slip Covers
Body Warmers

******~**********

a hi~ wtlctJ!t!£
auatti y011 iJl l(_ui!rmd
-

a1 r.I<£ head of Cotta..1£ S(l(Elt

United Methodist Church
CHRISTMAS WORSHIP
Sunday, December 21 at
10:15 A.M.
Christmas Eve - December 24
7 P.M. Family Worship

11 P.M. Holy Communion

"Come ••• let us adore Him"

STRONGS.AVE., RlJTl.AND- OPEN THUR. 'tll I, FJU. 'lDt

SIRLOIN .T IP
ROASTS
·
With Meat Minder

$2~?.

BIG LEAGUE BOLOGNA 1LB.
BIG LEAGUE- FRANKS PKG.
By KIRSCHNER

~§1¥l1~
IIAIRCUITING

RutlaOO
775:1806

Solidiirity, August 4, 1917. _
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More Basketball Forecasts •••
Minutemen Have
Size_ in Forecourt
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
If SVAC coaches were asked what
they would like under their trees this
Christmas, some would inevitably
answer that they would like to discover
Mill River's front court trio of Matt
Audy, Bob Turgeon and Paul Doaner.
Without question the Minutemen
have stacked the front court with some
of the best talent around, which should
be the envy of the Loop;
But there is a catch.
While Mill River is loaded up front,
it is inexperienced in the backcourt.
Mill River coach Jay Wilson graduates
to bring the ball up front where the
talented trio is sure to pester SVAC opposition.
· On paper, it looks like a typical Mill
River season: playoffs and the state title.
·
In their five years of existence, the
Minutemen have been one of the
peskier teams around. Their only fault
has been inconsistency, which usually
leaves the quintet hovering around (or

slightly above) the even poi~t. This
may be the year the Minutemen explode.
Audy, a senior (finally, the opposition says) is one of the finer all-around
athletes in the state at any · level. His
main attributes are his slickness, cool
and co-ordination. He is a graceful and
accurate shooter as well as a consistent
rebounder.
Turgeon is the workhorse, the man
who goes underneath and takes a
pounding getting the ball. He is deadly
near the baskets, and should lead the
team's rebounding crew.
Doaner is, some say, a pure shooter.
He can do other things underneath as
well, though shooting is clearly his
strong suit.
Complimenting the starting trio are
Dean Wetherby, Raymond Jackson,
Mike Upton, and Tim Bruso.
The sweepstakes for the guard positions features juniors Danny Turgeon,
Mike Pelkey, Scott Lorimer, and John
Seaver.

Marble Valley
League Schedule
December 22
Woodstock at Fair Haven; Otter
Valley at Burr & Burton; Mill River at
· Green Mountain; Leland & Gray at
West Rutland; Poultney at Black
River; Arlington at Proctor.
January 6
Burr & Burton at Green Mountain;
Fair Haven at Mill River; Otter Valley
at Woodstock; Leland & Gray at Black
River; West Rutland at Arlington;
·
Poultney at Proctor.
January 9
Mill River at Burr & Burton; Green
Mountain at Woodstock; Fair Haven
at Otter Valley; Leland & Gray at Arlington; Proctor at Black River;
Poultney at West Rutland.
January 12
Proctor at Leland & Gray.
January 1.3
Woodstock at Burr & Burton; Otter
Valley at Mill River; Fair Haven at
Green Mountain; Arlington at
Poultney; Black River at West
Rutland.
January 16
Burr & Burton at Fair Haven; Otter
Valley at Green Mountain; Woodstock
at Mill River; Leland & Gray at
Poultney; West Rutland at Proctor;
Arlington at Black River.
January 23
Black River at Fair Haven; Otter
Valley at Arlington; Green Mountain
at Proctor; Burr & Burton at West
Rutland; Mill River at . Poultney;
Leland & Gray at Woodstock.
January 27
Burr & Burton at Black River; Ari-.
ington at Fair Haven; Proctor at Otter
I

Cieplicki Signs Letter
Keith Cieplicki, a senior at Rice
Memorial High School and a former
Vermont Athlete of the Month, has
signed a letter of intent with William
and Mary College in Virginia.
Cieplicki led the Little Indians to the
1980 Class L basketball title over
·Rutland. During his team's four-game
playoff blitz, Cieplicki averaged better
than 30 points a game. The 6-foot-4
senior will play basketball at the
Virginia school.

Valley; Poultney at Green Mountain;
Mill River at Leland & Gray;
Woodstock at West Rutland.
January 30
Arlington at Burr & Burton; Fair
Haven at Proctor; Poultney at Otter
Valley; Green Mountain at Leland &
Gray; West Rutland at Mill River;
Woodstock at Black River.
February 3
Proctor at Burr & Burton; Fair
Haven at Poultney; Otter Valley at
Leland & Gray; West Rutland at Green
Mountain; Black· River at Mill River;
Woodstock at Arlington . .
February 6
Burr & BQrton at Poultney; Leland
& Gray at Fair Haven; West Rutland at
Otter Valley; Black River at Green
Mountain; Arlington at Mill River;
Proctor at Woodstock.
February 10
Leland & Gray at Burr & Burton;
Fair Haven at West Rutland; Otter
Valley at Black River; Green Mountain .
at Arlington; Mill River at Proctor;
Poultney at Woodstock.
February 13
Fair Haven at Woodstock; Burr &
Burton at Otter Valley; Green Mounfain at Mill River; West Rutland at
Leland & Gray; Proctqr at Arlington;
·
Black River at Poultney.
February 17
Green Mountain at Burr & Burton;
Mill River at Fair Haven; Woodstock
at Otter Valley; Black River at Leland
& Gray; Arlington at West Rutland;
Proctor at Poultney.
February 20
Burr & Burton at Mill River;
Woodstock at .Green Mountain; Otter
Valley at Fair Haven; Arlington at
Leland & Gray; Arlington at West
Rutland; West Rutland at Poultney.
February 24
Burr & Burton at Woo.dstock; Mill
River at Otter.Valley; Green Mountain
at Fair Haven; Leland & Gray at Proctor; Poultney ·at Arlington; West
Rutland at Black River.
February 26
Fair Haven at Burr & Burton; Green
Mountain at Otter Valley; Mill River at
Woodstock; Poultney at Leland &
Gray; Proctor at West Rutland; Black
River iit Arlington.

Proctor . is / eyeing
The MVL Crown
By BOB FREDETTE
PROCTOR - The Phantoms didn't
qualify for the playdowns last year but,
with the return of three players who
could comprise the Marble Valley
League's most experienced frontcourt,
the Phantoms are gearing up for a run
at the loop's Class M crown and the ensuing 1981 tournament.
Third-year coach Sam Ezzo is op- timistic about his team's outlook and
thinks it has a shot at winning perhaps
all of its M games. The club will have
height, balance, shooting eyes, and
speed to fuel a man-to-man defense.
The only issue in question is who will
spell the Phantoms' big men, seniors
Mike Fiske (six-foot) and Mark
Miglorie (six-three) and junior Zoli
· Horvath (six-four), who is the least experienced with an entire year of playing
time to his credit.
The . Phantoms have four quick
guards in John Fiske {the biggest at
5-10), Scott Anderson, Kevin Ratti and
Bruce Adams, all juniors. Ezzo will
keep one of his shooting guards
(Anderson and Ratti) on the floor at all
times in search of balanced attack,
but expects that most of the Phantoms'
scoring will be done inside.

''We'll be going heavily inside
against the zone and man-to-man
because our strength is definitely up .
front," he said. "But we have two
good shooting guards that will keep the
defense from sagging against us;
''The biggest thing will be our
balanced scoring. We had four people
in double digits against Mt. Abraham
(the Phantoms' non-league opener last
week.)
The offense will require less shooting
on the part of Proctor's be~t-known
scorer, the senior Fiske. A ballilandling
guard in the past, Fiske will be the swing man this year. Meanwhile, Horvath
has developed a good shot and, says
Ezzo, Miglorie is really coming into his
own and should be up there in points as
well as rebounding.
Anderson has a good hand from the
outside, and Ratti, who Ezzo believes
will be his best guard, is improving
with each passing day. "We'll have a
balanced attack, which will enable us
to keep a defensive guard in there,';
Ezzo reiterates.
The search does continue for a
remedy to what seems Proctor's
Achilles' heel: frontcourt depth. The
Phantom mentor is hoping that either
Bill Trombley (a six-foot junior) or
· promising freshman Lane Simon (fiveten) will come along enough to solve
the problem. Senior Tim Marceau
rounds out the club.
"We've got a good nucleus," said
It could be a long, hard road for the
Ezzo. "Our front line is as experienced
Black River Presidents, who have but
as any coming back to the league; our
two returning players with conoffensive rebounding-will be a big plus.
siderable game experience this year.
Our turnovers were •high against Mt.
But the Prexies could be a Class M
Abe, but I think that the kids were godarkhorse if they should gel.
ing just a little too fast."
The big problem is that returning
Ezzo points to West Rutland and
starter Doug Demers and Matt
Arlington for the toughest Class M
Josselyn have been plagued by injuries. · competition, but believes that a . fourDemers is overcoming a knee problem
game non-league slate against I teams
while Josselyn will be sidelined until
will assure his club's preparation for
January with a ligament injury he susthe season and tourney. A year's
tained while playing soccer this fall.
absence from the playoffs is a long
Chris Hastings and Kurt Lombard,
time in Proctor, but it appears that the
the latter at 6-foot-4, will provide the
locals are back on course.
Prexie height and will join Demers in
the front court. Bruce Schmidt and Jim
Lazetera, both small but quick guards,
will handle the backcourt duties until
Josselyn can return to join them.
Rookie coach Ken Cook feels his
team must mature quickly to have a
chance to be contenders. Black River
does not possess outstanding height
and must compensate with speed and
tough defense.
\our founln
The Presidents must keep their
mistakes to a ·minimum and execute to
'1u:-.it· ~pol
make the playdowns. It is important
for the remaining members of the team
- Bruce Bixby, Peter Collins, Bobby
Hannon, Mike Goings and Ron Holten
- to acquire experience before the
Prexies can begin traveling the road
that could lead to the tourney.

a

Presidents
Must Mature

SPECIAL DA:IL Y
Ladies Night Wed., 8pm-llpm ·
Drinks at Reduced Prices
Pool Tournament - Sunday

----...o---ilappy Hour

Mon.-Fri.
4pm-6pm
Drinks 1/2 Price

-----

-----~
99 Marble st.
.West Rutland, Vt.
. 438-9891
open at noon daily
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THE HARDCOURT PREVIEW
Otter
Valley
By BOB FREDETIE
BRANDON - There's nothing like
a few horses and a new philosophy to
revive interest in a sagging varsity
sport, and Otter Valley has both for
the dawn of the Marble Valley League
basketball season.
·
A potentially tough squad with
several standout veterans was in camp
to be tutored by new coach · Tom
O'Brien, who moved here from
Virginia a year and-a-half ago.
O'Brien, 34, guided Va. schoolboy
teams to league crowns in 1974 and
. '76. He has hopes that a new offense
· will help his Vermont squad bUild a
winning tradition here as well.
He has hopes that a new offense will
help his Vermont squad build a winning tradition here as well.
O'Brien is installing a point guardoperated offense which will high-light
New Otter Valley coach Tom O'Brien surrounded by his.. 1980-81 charges.
the little publicized talents of speedy
board slots could aid in the sophs'
real good concept of what they have to
Scott Gallipo, who is best known for
three weeks of the season. The Otters
development, which will be key to
do. They have the freedom to do things
play five of their first six games on the
the havoc he creates on the soccer
pitch. '
OV's success.
they haven't done before, and they like
road, squaring off against the likes of
"I think between Bird and Racine
Burr & Burton, Woodstock, Fair
Gallipo's abilities, O'Brien said, , it.
we'll be strong on the boards," said
"(The offense) is the type designed
Haven and Mill River.
have been buried in the recent
O'Brien, adding that 6'3" junior Bob
But O'Brien hopes that some early
mediocrity of OV ho91>.
to get the most out of Gallipo. He's a
Flagg has shown enough improvement
lumps will bring his club one of its
In 1980-81, however, O'Brien sees
consistent shooter and can take the ball
to do board work as well.
goals: to be able to face up to any ophis five-foot-eight senior fireball · inside, and can find the open man.
Soph guard Mark Bereau is a
ponent by mid-January. Things will
becoming the Otters' key to success.
With him up front we eliminate a procapable ballhandler who should chip
look more promising then, when the
Gallipo will be joined in the starting
blem that has plagued Otter Valley in, but, beyond that, O'Brien doesn't
club has improved, when the
lineup by veteran classmates Al Racine
getting the ball up and down the
know about OV's depth. The Otters'
floor."
schedule is more in its favor.
and Jim Patten, who were steady perfirst game was postponed due to last
Patten, a junior, (Gallipo and
formers last year. With the addition of
Tuesday's snowstorm, and the locals
two big promising sophomores, the OtRacine are the only seniors) and 6-foot,
Until that time, the Otters will work
had yet to scrimmage anyone.
ters can't wait to get into the season
2-i"tch sophomore Mark Carr will play
hard and wait.
Steve Lefler, Scott Bereau, Ray
and try out their new moves.
the wings. The 6'2" Racine will share
"It's like I tell the kids every day,"
Guyette, Terry Griffin, Jerry Stearms
"I'm impressed with the way the
rebounding responsibilities with the
summed up the new coach. "We're
and Pat Greeno comprise the rest of
kids picked up the new offense,"
club's biggest man, Glenn Bird, who is
good now, but not as good as we want
the team, which faces a rough first
6'4". The experience at the wing and
O'Brie~ said recently. "They have a
to be."

WestRutland's Hordesmen Are Ready
By CARLETON LAIRD
It's not an easy task, that of Steve
Houghton's. After all, he's taking over
Dave Kinsman's basketball program, a
program that has given the school three
trips to the Class M title game in the
last five years, two titles and two semifinal appearances.
Houghton, now a three-sport coach
at West Ru!land, will build his 1980-81
edition around three returning lettermen and several promising
youngsters.
Asa Bloomer is the biggest
Hordesman at 6-3 and he will play the
middle as he did last season. H~mghton

has good depth in the forecourt. Tom
Hughes and Paul Dunchus, a pair of
six-footers, are up from the jayvee
squad where they were the top two
scorers.
Also slated for duty up front is six.foot senior Glenn Dumas, perhaps the
Horde's best shooter, and returner
Rob Wener.
Letterman Bob Herbert, at
5-foot-10, will play the wing and
5-foot-9 junior Jim Baginski will be on
the point. Senior Tom Pluta and junior
Bob Bathalon will sub in the backcourt
while sophomores Matt Ravanouski

Fair Haven Has Depth
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
If you thought Fair Haven coach
Mike Barsalow substituted a lot in the
past, look out! He's out to surpass his
past feats.
Giving Barsalow the ammunition to
shuffle players in-and-out at will while
driving the scorekeeper insane is a
group of a dozen evenly talented
players whom the veteran coach thinks
he can switch without weakening the
team.
It should be heaven for the pipesmoking mentor.
Fair Haven's only liability this year
will be its siie, which is small, especially for this sport. The team's biggest
man, 6'2" Rob Reed will be at
somewhat of a disadvantage competing
against the SVAC's bigger centers.
While the Slaters.are deep, they also

are somewhat lacking in varsity experience. The only returning letterman
is senior Wayne Davis, who has shown
considerable improvement, according
to Barsalow.
Starting positions will probably
change a lot during the current season,
depending on individual performance.
This may be one team where you can't
tell the players without a scorecard.
Fair Haven is one of the two Class I
SVAC teams (Mill River is the other)
which has a four-way battle for guard
positions. The four fighting Slaters are
Joe Faryniarz, Greg Perron, Biian Ianni and Pat Oullette.
.
Barsalow gives somewhat of an edge
to front courtmen Joe Provo and Scott
Perron. But Cliff Smith, Mark Maccormack, and James LaPine also will
be battling for starting roles.

.

-

and Dan Smith will round out the
team.
'"I think we'll be decent," said
Houghton, who was the jayvee coach
under Kinsman. But the Golden Horde
won't be exactly the same as Houghton
will infuse his own style. Houghton
feels th~t his zone offense has been
very respectable to date and he hopes
to be able to use a controlled running
game.
Defensively fans can expect the
hustling, aggressive man-to-man press
that has been a Horde trademark, but
Houghton expects to use the zone
,more.

"One big thing in our favor is our
scoring balance. I've got five people
·who can score" Houghton said. "If someone has an off night, we have the
ability to pick it up elsewhere."
Another factor is the solid depth.
Houghton says he can "go eight deep,
easy.'' The Horde defeated Austine in
the season's opener but faces the
always-tough MSJ Friday.
West Rutland will sponsor a Holiday
Tournament on Dec. 29-30 which will
feature a strong Fair Haven club as
well as a pair of Class L powers, St.
Johnsbury and Rutland.

MVL Schedule
See Page 15

More Basketball Previews
See Page 15
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Open Door
Needs Oil,
Critics Say

SAT Scores
Up Slightly
In Rutland

By MEGAN PRICE
Some social service agency representatives have voiced criticism of what
they consider a closed-door policy by
Rutland's Open Door Mission.
The Pine Street facility is a nonprofit agency run with private donations.
Most people know it as the last hope
for men who cannot find a place to
stay or afford a hot meal. But some
social service personnel say they recently have had clients turned away from
the mission by its director, Dr. Stuart
Pingree, a retired optometrist who
assumed the post after the resignation
of Arthur Doty last year.
Representatives of two social service
agencies dealing with retarded men
spoke angrily of having clients turned
away recently whom they felt should
have been given lodging there.
The agency representatives, one

By TIM TAYLOR
The 1980 college board test scores at
Rutland High School exceeded last
year's all-time low but still reflected the
overall decline in local test scores over
the past decade.
Testing information also showed a
significant number of male students
aiming for careers in business or communications after college, while more
female students hope to build futures
on the study of biological science or.
related fields.
The scoring and career information
report issued last
was included in
month to the Curriculum Committee
of the Rutland School Board.
Another general conclusion in the
report is that in relation to students of
the same sex natiOnwide, lo~al high
school girls scored higher overall than
local high school bo-?s on the test,
which is known as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).
Rutland test scores closely parallel
results nationwide, according to the
report. Rutland students scored slightly higher than the national average on
the verbal half of the test and slightly
lower on the mathematics half.
The SAT is generally taken by high
school seniors contemplating college.
Most colleges require the test results as
part of the admission process.
Rutland High students scored an
average of 426 out of a possible 800 on
the verbal section of the test and 462
out of 800 on the mathematics section.
The national averages were 424 on verbal and 466 on math. The Vermont
averages were 432 on verbal and 468 on
math.
Rutland High School girls did better
on the verbal test than local boys, while
the reverse was true on the math test.
However, when averages for the two
sexes are calculated separately for the
state, region and country, a different
story emerges.
Averages for Rutland boys fell
below averages for boys in Vermont,· '
New England and nationwide on both
tests. Meantime, averages for local
girls -on both tests exceeded those of
girls in New England and across the

B~rdwell

from Mental Health Services Inc. and
the other from the Rutland Association
for Retarded Citizens, said their clients
were turned away without an explanation by Pingree.
One man was described as being in
his early 20s. He had spent some year:s
at Brandon Training School, but
recently was reclassified as capable of
living outside a special-care facility.
"He was a very dependent person, but

not retarded," the official said.
The representative said the man had
been sleeping in box cars and out on
the street because he was unable to find
a place to stay or a job locally. "Who
are they supposed to be serving and
what. is their criteria?" the counselor
asked.
"I know people who have given
money to the mission in the past who
(See Page 14: Mission)

Eyed for Housing Pi-oject

By STEVE BAUMANN
Rutland's vacant Bardwell Hotel
could be converted into rental housing
in the next few years.
Three parties have expressed interest
in purchasing the historic downtown
hotel, now the subject of bankruptcy
proceedings in Fe~eral Bankruptcy
Court in Rutland, according to
Michael Henry; the owner of California Fruit Market and the president of
the Downtown Development Corp.
Henry said two of the three interested parties are considering
renovating the aging, four-story
building for use as housing, probably
for elderly people.

It could be years before anything is
done with the vacant building,
however. The Bardwell's owners,
Hospitality of Vermont Inc., declared
bankruptcy last year as hordes of
creditors swooped to collect longoverdue bills. Meanwhile, Michael
Heims, the man who holds a
$400,000-plus mortgage on the property, has sought to foreclose on the current owners.·
The Bardwell Hotel, located at the
corner of Merchants Row and
Washington Street, has long been a ·
sharp thorn in the side of the
downtown business community. When
Hospitality Inc. stockholders bought

the building a few years ago, they promised to inject large sums and a heaping measure of vitality into the aging
hotel.
It never happened though and the
hotel subsequently was closed.
Henry felt the future could be bright
for the Bardwell. "Once the bankruptcy is finished, I see people jockeying"
to buy the building, he said. And he
felt a senior citizens housing project
would fulfill a great need for elderly
housing in Rutland and bring life to city streets.
In a recent interview, Henry outlined
(See

~age

14: Bardwell)

a

· (See Page 14: Scores)

A GUIDE INSIDE
Corrections officers are worried
about inadequate staffing at new
jail. See Page 3.
The Ins and Outs of 1980. See Page

6.
A new snag holds up agreement to
provide city sewer service to the
Rutland Mall. See Page 2.
Shadowy skaters takes a respite from the rigors of cutting the ice. Vacation time and cold weather has brought
droves of skaters to Giorgetti Rink in Rutland. Despite the occassional spill and frozen fingers, speed and balance
combined to provide plenty of thrills. More pictures of skating appear on Page 13.
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Slippery roads, loud horns, screams
for help in the night. See Police
Blotter on Page 4.
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Mall Sewer Service Again Challenged·
By TIM TAYLOR

The state Agency of Environmental
Conservation has challenged a recent
environmental ruling that could
jeopardize the agreement to provipe city sewer service to the Rutland Mall.
:rhe budding controversy involves
whether the sewer connection should
be for more than two years.
An official with the agency this week ·
filed with the state Environmental
Board an appeal of an Act 250 land use
permit .issued last month. The permit,
issued by the Rutland District Environmental · ·Commission to Juster
Associates of New York, the mall's
owner, allows construction to begin on
the long-awaited sewer link with the city.
One of the conditions attached to the
permit, however,' warns that the commission may withdraw the permit on
Jan. 1, 1983 if it feels ''little or no progress has been made by the City of
Rutland in upgrading its wastewater
treatment plant" to reduce pollution in
·
the Otter Creek.
Although plans already exist for
upgrading the sewer system, federal
construction funds for the project will
not be available until fiscal year 1984.
City and state officials upset over the
commission's ruling have pointed out
that accelerating the funding schedule
to meet the 1983 deadline would be virtually impossible: They also claim the
commission lacks jurisdiction over
changes at the treatment plant, since
Juster, not the city, is the applicant for
the permit.
In addition, the state claims the con-

dition is . "based on speculation as to
the future of the Rutland City waste
water treatment plant and possible
changes in Department of Water
Resources regulations." "This decision," the agency asserts in its appeal
to the Environmental Board, "should
be based on present fact."
The controversial condition apparently was added to the permit in
response to concern raised by the environmental agency itst;lf.
In a letter sent to the commission in
November, Department of Water
Resources Commissioner John Ponsetto, who supports the new sewer link,
noted the arrangement with the mall
should add only 16,000 gallons of effluent a day to an existing daily flow
from the Rutland plant of 5 million
gallons.
He added, however, that new federal
regulations may prohibit an increase in
the level of pollutants dumped into
some sections of state streams - a
situation that would affect the segment
of Otter Creek below the Rutland
treatment plant.
The environmental commission, apparently in an attempt to prevent the
increase of pollutants, reserved the
right to revoke the sewer hook-up permit based on whether improvements
are made to the Rutland plant by
mid-1982.
The appeal filed this week by
Stephen Sease, an official with the environmental agency, is actually the
third attempt within a month to overturn the commission's ruling.
Through separate motions, both

RSVP Audit-Nearly Done
By DAVID MOTT
An audit of the Retired Senior
Volunteer Program, which could result
in charges of financial improprieties
within the Rutland office, is near completion, a federal official said this
week.
The audit is being conducted in connection with an investigation by the
federal Action agency's Office of
Compliance into "questionable"
financial practices at the local RSVP
office.
A preliminary investigation two
weeks ago indicated federal Action
funds may have been misused. At that
time, the New England Action director, John Torian, said, "I think we
discovered enough accusations that
warrant us to take a closer look."
The investigation has been turned
over to the Action Office of Complian~e. which is awaiting the results of
an audit of _RSVP, being performed by
Rutland Mental Health Service Inc.
Rutland Mental Health oversees the
RSVP project and serves as a conduit
for federal funds to it. Action gives
RSVP $62,000 a year.
RSVP uses a volunteer . corps of
workers composed of retired senior
citizens for. community projects that
benefit senip r citizens and others.
Torian said he has turned the entire
matter over to the agency's Office of
Compliance. "It is out of.my hands,"
he said.
Noting that the Rutland Mental
Health audit is "fairly complete,"
Torian said the agency "wiU 'wait for
that outcome."
Torian did not rule out a separate
audit of RSVP by the Action Office of
Compliance if the Rutland Mental
Health audit- proves incomplete.
Local and federal officials have
refused to comment on the investigation or the nature of the potential
financial improprieties. Likewise, officials have declined to say whether any
particular RSVP employee is being in• .·
vestigated.
• Local sources h~~~.- -~~j~! _~9~~~~r •.
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Sease and City Attorney Robert
Broderick last month asked the commission to delete the condition that
calls for improvement of the plant.
Broderick, who questioned the 1983
deadline and the commission's
jurisdiction, also asserted that
withdrawal of the sewer hook-up
would violate the contract between the
city and Juster.
That contract says the city will provide sewer and water service to the mall
in return for $225,000. In addition,

Juster agrees not to expand the mall
until sewer services can be provided by
a town or' regional system. ·
The commission, which turned down
Broderick's motions without comment, has not yet responded to Sease's
req~est.
,.
That response, when it comes, could
be irrelevant, since the matter now is
scheduled to go before the state Environmental Board on January 20. The
hearing has been set for 10:30 a.m. at
the Holiday Inn in Rutland.

Candon Lands Project
By DAVID MOTT
Vermont Human Services Secretary
Elizabeth Candon made a strong pitch
recently for a working partnership between government and the private sector in an effort to combat society's ills .
Speaking at an awards luncheon to
honor local businesses that have
employed handicapped individuals,
Candon said, "Government cannot
deliver like the private sector.''
''The private sector has to be
brought into the process of getting people, and particularly the handicapped,
into the workplace," she said.
The luncheon was sponsored by tlie
Rutland Area Project with Industry
program, which works with 'businesses
to develop training programs for handicapped persons and places them in
·
productive jobs.
Project with Industry is federally
funded project located at Rutland
Mental Health Services on South Main
Street.
The project is aimed at meeting the
employment needs of industry, said
Sandra Cohen, the director of the Ver-

a

that the financial improprieties involved the forging of RSVP employees'
signatures on expense checks without
their permission or knowledge.
The former RSVP .director, Kathryn
Rushford, resigned her post last
month, just before the federal investigation got under way.
Rushford has said her resignation
was not connected in any way to any
financial improprieties in the RSVP office. Rushford has also said she knows
nothing about any improper financial ·
transactions in RSVP.
The Action Office of Compliance
has been in contact with Rutland Mental Health, Torian said.
Rutland Mental Health Executive
Director Gilbert Aliber acknowledged
Action investigators have called his office, but he refused to comment on the
audit.
Should the audit show that federal
checks were forged, Torian said, the
matter would be handed over to the
Treasury Department for investigation
and possible prosecution. If the checks
were forged on a local bank, however,
the matter would be handled by either
the Rutland County state's attorney or
the city grand juror.

moot Association of Business, Industries and Rehabilitation.
Approximately 27 representatives of
local industries serve on the Project
with Industry Advisory Board.
The project is only six-months old,
but has managed to place 19 handicapped individuals with local industries,
said Eleanor Brown, the program coordinator.
"You are making a marvelous dif..
ference in the lives of people," Candon
told the luncheon crowd at the Holiday
Inn this week.
Presented with certificates for their
role in hiring handicapped workers
were the St. Francis Center for Personal Growth, the Wobbly II, Moore
Business Forms, Vermont Frames,
Vermont Juvenile Furniture, and the
Vermont Epilepsy Foundation.
Candon urged those at the luncheon
to "do all in our power to allow people
to work an.d to allow them a sense of
dignity."
"I believe in this great American
Society of ·ours, . that w.e can do it and
must do it," she said.
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is available at the following
locations:
RUTLAND
A&J Mkt.
Altobell's
A&P

CTR. RUTLAND
Bonnie's Beauty Shop

Flory's

Beauch8mp-Woodstock An.

CLARENDON SPGS.
Clarendon Spcs. Groc.

Bedard
Bellomo
Book King
Bruno's

Cacclc•
Calif. Fruit
Carrigan's
Contiriental Hair

CUTTINGSVILLE
Cuttlncsvill• Post Office
Olde Barne
EAST CLARENDON
East Clarendon Groc.

Creed Bros.

East St. Groc.
Emperor
Garrows

FAIR HAVEN
Beams

Gills Deli
Good News
Grove St. Mkt.
Hartford Book
Helene's
llliano's Deli

F.H. Outlet
Hometown Bakery

MENDON-KILLINGTON
Killington Mkt.
Lawlor's
Mendon Ctry Store
Mendon Gen1

Keefe's Korner

Kehoe
Louras
Minard's

l'

Mini Mart-Wrst St.

MIDDLETOWN SPGS
Grant's

Murphy's
Petco Mini Mart
Royal Gift Shop
Shirley'• Mini Mart
State Cut Rate

PITTS.FORD
Kamuda
Keith's

Sunshine Health Foods
Wagon Wheel

POULTNEY

No. Clarendon Groc .

Lewis' Mkt.

CASTLETON

Animals Available
At Humane Society
The Rutland County·Humane Society has a few good dogs and cats
available for adoption to responsible
people.
A pet should be adopted as a lifelong commitment to the animal, and
not as a spur of the moment weakness.
Each year·after the holidays, hundreds
of pets find their way to animal
shelters, no longer wanted after the
newness wears off.
Before _adopting ll_ pet, be sure you
know what you are getting into and· be
prepared to take on the responsibility
for .the lif~ of the ani111al.

Castleton Pizza
Castleton Village Store
Cooks

WEST RUTLAND
Creamery
Main ,St. Cash Mkt.

&- at The l\'lonitor Heaclq..-ters.~
l 4Z Yz West Street
------------~------------------·-------~----

':.\ LOT M.ORE NEws · FOR A
NICKEL LESS "
-----------------~--------~-----------------

_For information or to place an ad cal I -

775-0471
'

'
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New Jail Opens Sonday

Guards Worry Sta/Jing Is Inadequate
By HILARY ROSENBERG
After several months of delay due to
construction tie-ups, the new Rutland
Community Correctional Center on
Pierpoint Ave. will go into operation
Sunday.
The $3.2 million jail, with many
more rooms and greater space than the
Center Street facility; will mean better
living c;onditions for inmates and
smoother operation of the correctional
system, jail officials said.
However, some correctional officers
have expressed concern that the new
jail will be too much for the pr:esent
staff of 29 guards ·and five control
room operators because it has more
space and a larger capacity than the old
jail.
The new jail has a capacity for 97 inmates compared to the current 50,
Assistant Superintendent Claude
Melanson said. In addition to the approximately 45 inmates now at the old
center, about 25 more prisoners will
move into the new jail at the rate of
seven per week, Melanson said.
Early last fall, 15 new correctional
officers were hired in preparation for
the move. But, even with the additional
staff members, in emergency situations
"it will be tight," Melanson said. In
those cases, he said, additional guards
will be called in for assistance. He
noted that a strained staff is "fairly
typical" in Vermont because of budget
restrictions.
He asserted the jail will have an adequate staff under "normal circumstances.". He hopes the jail eventually will be able to build up its. staff,
he said. "It wouldn't take much

more," he said.
Because the new building is more expansive than the present center, guards
will be spread out more. Some correctional officers fear the greater separation presents a danger' since it could
take more time for an officer to receive
assistance in a disturbance.
Melanson said the most vulnerable
area for such an occurrence will be the
high security section, which will
operate with two guards, one as supervisor and the other unable to leave his
post at the admissions control desk.
But, he pointed out, the high security
section is small, with only eight to 12
inmates, who are generally better
behaved than more "immature"
medium security inmates.
Melanson further commented the inmates will be easier to control because
they will be split up into small groups
as opposed to the two large sections
they occupy at the old facility. Living
quarters comprise a minimum security
section, a medim.n security area divided
into three rooms and a high security
section.
The assistant superintendent saio
guards might have some trouble getting
used to communicating by radio rather
than face to face. When the new Chittenden Community Correctional
Center was occupied a few years ago,
some staff members quit because they
could not accustom themselves to the
more "sterile environment" of electronic communication, Melanson said.
Some new regulations also will contribute to the smooth operation of the
center, Melanson said. Strict rules

~
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Self Sufficie~cy the Goal
Of New Rutland Business
By HILARY ROSENBERG
Bruce Cullen, former gubernatorial
candidate and owner of Sunshine
Natural Foods on Center Street, plans
to start a non-profit business which he
hopes will help make Vermont selfsufficient in energy and agriculture.
The company's first product, Cullen
said, will be shower heads.
Each shower head will cost $11 and
save the average. household 23,000
gallons of water per year while reducing a yearly heating bill by 30 percent,
he claimed.
Proceeds from sales of the shower
heads will be funnelled into larger projects, Cullen theorized, such as
building solar greenhouses and other
solar collecting structures. ·
The corporation, which will be call
ed People for a Change, also will ease
unemployment, for as it takes on more
and more projects it will have to expand its staff, he said.
"It's up to each of us to do
something," said the natural foods
retailer, explaining the impetus behind
his ambitious idea. "That's why I ran
for governor."
·
· ''Maybe the corporation will. even
accomplish more than (Oov: Richard)
Snelling. His focus is different. We've
got to stop relying on people like that
to do things for us."
To help preserve the farming industry in Vermont, Cullen hopes to
work with farmers markets, schools
and government agencies to promote
bean and grain sales.
Cullen said that in the next few
weeks, People for a Change will send
out questionnaires to garner ideas on
how to solve social . problems like the
arms race.
With in_formation from the survey,
Cullen , said he 'will' contacf i:lie ·ap:. · ·

us; (crowded conditions) created tension," Melanson said. "This building
will help us get the job done."
The Department of Corrections
transport team from Burlington· will
transfer the inmates from t~e old to the
new jail Sunday in "a matter of
hours," Melanson said. All Rutland
correctional officers will be on hand
during that time to provide security at
both centers, he said. The hour of the
· transfer is being withheld for security
reasons.

against loitering on the second tier of
'the medium security rooms will guard
against disturbances. Some correctional officers said they are concerned
about inmates attempting to throw
other persons or objects over the railing. Although screens would assure
this won't happen, he said, they might
block visibility of the second floor.
Another regulation designed to
make the operation efficient include a
restriction of gifts visitors are allowed
to bring to inmates. Currently, checking gifts has become "a major chore,"
melanson said. At the new jail, visitors
will be able to bring in only money,
which inmates can use at the jail canteen, he said.
Also, minimum security residents
will not be able to roam the building as
freely as they have in the past, Melanson said. They have to give "a good
reason" to leave their section, he said.
Better living conditions afforded by
greater space will also help the correctional system run more effectively,
Melanson said. More space and time
will be. available for remedial tutoring,
he. said. A gymnasium and outdoor
recreation areas will add a new dimension to the inmates' lives, allowing
them to release energy in a positive
form, he said.
"The old building worked against
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BRUCE CULLEN
propriate elected.officials in an attempt
to get some action.
"It's going to be successful, there's
no doubt about it," said the Rutland
businessman about People for a
Change. "It's going to work, and if it
doesn't work then there's no hope left
in anything. But it's going to happen:"
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- The following is an edited version of
the Rutland Police Daily log for Dec.
25 to Dec. 31.
Thursday, Dec. 25
00:33 - Snow drifting badly on Stratton . Rd. Need open for emergency
vehicles. DPW advised.
05:43 - General. fire alarm for 84 Harrington Ave.
96:04 Fireman transported to
·emergency room by officer.
06:22 - Request ambulance at scene
of fire.
08:07 :- Report fire has rekindled at
Harrington Ave.
()1):42 - Request that we contact RFD
to have them send up a "dry crew'; to
Harrington Ave. Firemen presently
there can hardly move.
()1):47 - Request DPW be notified to
salt or sand Harrington Ave. because
of ice forming.
·
15:52 - Minor accident Columbia
Ave. area.
16:28 Fire at Patch Wagner
building.
16:37 - Disturbance at bus terminal.
17:14 - RFD rescue squad to Ave. C.

Kelly's Krlme·s toppers
Public Relations Officer Fran~ Kelly's tip of the week: Motor vehicle
operators are pedestrians at times, and
they should keep that in mind in their
driving attitude toward other
pedestrians.

17:39- Report of someone yelling for
help in area of Strongs Ave. Area
checked. Negative results.
19:05 Numerous calls received
reporting conditions of city roads as ice
covered. DPW notified.
20:55 - Received 10 to 15 more calls
about icy roads.
23:00- Call from Hayward Ave. area
about road being glare ice.
23:00 - Lights in most of city have
power failure.
23:05 - Several calls received about
vehicles left on street because owners
unable to start due to cold. Have not
logged any more because of number of
calls.
23:12 - Fire trucks to Loretta Home
on Meadow St. Apparent false alarm
caused by power failure.
23:20 - Dispatcher assisted by officer
answering phones since power failure.
At least 50 calls received at this time.
23 :25 - Fire trucks to Church St. by
Longfellow School.
23:32 - Several more calls in ref. to
roads in city being glare ice.
23:32 - DPW advises that salt would
do no good and they are short on sand.
Advise to haye people drive slowly.
23;43 - Make that 100 calls on power
failure.

Friday, Dec. l6
00:58 - . -Subject at main entrance to
hospital advises vehicle won't start. He
suggested that we try to contact a
wrecker as he is unable to find one
himself.
01:11 - Request from subject in
Florida to make a health and welfare
check on a relative on Cottage St. as
they had not heard from individuals in
about a week. Officer checked apartment. All secure.
02:12 - Report of horn blowing in
vehicle somewhere near 51 Prospect St.

Sid fashion
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02:28 - Officer reports can't hear any
horn.
03:13 - Advised by state police that'
just for the record, it is now -44 degrees
F. at the Pico CV sub-station.
04: 11 - Report again of car horn
blowing in area of 45 Yi Pleasant St.
04:29 - Officer reports horn silenced.
09:49 - Sand needed badly at ah in~
tersections, Center St. hill and RR
crossing on Allen St. DPW advised.
12:28 - Extremely slippery road conditions on Woodstock Ave., both east
and west.
13:08 - Subject came into station to
request help from Alcohol Information
Referral.
·
15:54 - Report of man with problem
at bus terminal.
16:02 - Officer requests ambulance.
Subject transported to -hospital.
17:19 - RFD to 46 S. Main.
17:45 - RFD · to business on Mer. chants Row.
20:32 - Resident on Morse Pl. advises
city sewer backing up. DPW advised.
20:38 - Report of 2 cars parked on
Grove St. in such a way as to be hazardous to on-coming traffic. Parked on
side of road that has signs: "No Park- ing This Side."
20:53 - Cars on Grove St. ticketed.
21 :03 - Male subject came in to ask if
2 friends have checked into the station
· tonight. They were traveling with him
to a condominium in Rutland area but
got separated on interstate. Contacted
state police who in turn called NY state
police as a message had been left by
this subject at the Glens Falls office.
21:12 Two subjects located in
Rochester. Directions given how to get
together.
22:01 - Officers came to station with
3 intoxicated persons. AIR contacted.
22:25 - One incapacitated person
taken to correctional center. Advised
center will be bringing one more over.
later.
22:31 - Report of fight in front of
establishment on Strongs Ave.
22:32 - At correctional center with second intoxicated person.
22:49 - Owner of establishment on
Strongs reports subjects who were at
fight at another establishment were
there now.
23:03 - AIR counselor at Fellowship
Club on Cottage St. reports has a male
subject there causing problems.
23:57 Three car accident at
Woodstock and Stratton.

Saturday, Dec. 27
00:08 Custodian at Regis in
Rutland Mall advises there is watet
coming from under back door of Shirt
Shop. Doesn't know if it is broken pipe
or sprinkler. State police advised of
same.
00:41 - RFD to Grove and Maple.
False alarm.
01:30 - RFD again to Grove and
maple. False alarm.
02:00 - Report of vehicle in front of
Howard Bank that is running. Officer
reports vehicle is a diesel and owner
doesn't want to shut it off because it
will freeze uo.

03:03 - RFD to Grove and Maple for
third time. False alarm.
03:12 - State police request unit to
check on car over an embankment on
West St. just west of city line.
03:16 - Officer reports this is in city,
is on West St.
3:20 - Request for wrecker at scene.
03:31 - Business on Church St. advised, was broken into during night.
03:46 ~ Wr-ecker at scene requests we
contact a company that has a bigger
wrecker, as he cannot get it out of area.
·officers have also stopped train, as it
will be unable !O pass location.
06:39 - Officer reports this is vanqalism, not a break.
08:32 - Report of a water break at
Vocational
School.
School
maintenance advised.
16:10 - RFD to 49 Ave. C.
17: 14 - Minor accident at Granger
and Forest Park.
18:15 - Request from citizen on South
main that we get his cat back from a
.
drunken lady.
19:20 - Officer reports about 7 BB
holes in north side of library on Pierpoint Ave.
19:59 - Report of a lot of steam
arourid oxygen tank behind hospital.
20:04 - Officer reports this is a leak in
the tank. Hospital security will remain
and have it corrected.
21: 11 Report of icy patch at
Spellman and South Main. Citizen who
advised said came into intersection
under normal driving speed and slid
through it.
22: 10 - Officer reports his vehicle was
just hit from behind.
22: 12 - Shift c_ommander reports no
damage. Operator of vehicle that
struck police cruiser was driving while.
license was suspended. Citation issued.

Sunday, Dec. 28
01 :45 - Holiday Inn advises that they
have no vacancies and were inquiring
whether we knew of anywhere where
there were rooms. Advised negative.
01 :50 - Report of vehicle parked in
center of Killington Ave. and East St.
01 :53 - Area checked, vehicle gone. ·
01 :55 - Report of youngsters in parking lot on Woodstock Ave. being extremely loud.
(See Page 5: Blotter)

2nd Time Around
Children's
Thrift Shop ·
43 Baxter St., Rutland
Have just received more winterwear including a selection of

ICE SKATES
Open Monday-Friday 10-5 ·
Saturday 10-2
r

C.B., Alpine Designs, Ski Levi's, Skyr, Obermeyer
· '
and many others.
MEN - WOMEN - CHILDREN

Joe Gluck, Prop.
19 Center Street, Rutland, Vermont .773-7593

Dlltrdlul1Rew
0.W..waa.dud

775-lMl
Vila Ii Muter. Clwae Welcome

Drapes
Curtains
Kirsch Rods
Towels

Sheets
Blankets
Bedspreads
Comforters

Tablecloths
Slip Covers
Body Warmers
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Blotter--....,...--------- Poultney Budget Static
(Continued from Page Four)
01 :59 - All quiet. ·
10:00 - Broken water pipe reported
on Burnham Ave. Water Dept.
notified.
12:58 - Minor accident on Susan
Lane. State police notified.
18:20 - RFD to 262 West St.
18:54 - Advised above was a gas leak.
22:08 - Report of barking dog in area
of Grove St.
22:27 - Report of fight in parking lot
of restaurant on So. Main.
23:37 - Received phone call from subject reporting his v.ehicle had gone off
road on Rt. 4 east of Access Rd. near
West Hill Rd. State police notified.
Monday, Dec. 29
00:36 - Report of 2 subjects entering
business on Strongs Ave.
00:41 - DPW notified of icy road conditions.
00:42 - Business on Strongs Ave.
checked. Employee and owner identified.
04:31 - Report of fire on Cleveland
Ave.
.
07:12 - Nat. Weather Service reports
southern Vermont will be having
pockets of dense fog and freezing rain
this a.m. Travelers advisory is in effect.
01 :48 - Request to deliver death
message to home on Williams St.
08:50 - RFD rescue to 94 S. Main.
10:58 - RR crossing gates dowti at
Ripley Rd. No train around. Rutland
RR ·notified.
20:57 - Report of subject passed out
on Church St.
21 :03 - Officers transport to station
intoxicated person. AIR notified and
responding.
22:00 - Caller reports his mother,
who lives in Proctor, was threatened by
his father. Request assistance. State
police notified.
· 22: 11 ' - Report of large party getting
. out of hand and acting disorderly on
. State.St

Tuesday, Dec. 30
00:39 - Intoxicated subject walks into
station. Wants to talk with someone.
AIR notified. ·
00:58 - Subject lodged in correctional
center for incapacitation.
01: 13 - Vehicle stopped on. Pierpoint
Ave. Officer transportir}g operator to
station to be processed for DUI.
Operator later lodged at correctional
center.
16:27 - Report that parking lot at
Center and Wales is glare ice. Vehicles
unable to get out of lot. DPW advised.
17:09 - Minor accident at S. Main and
Madison.
20:53 - Citizen at main entrance to
hospital needs auto club wrecker. Con-

tacted one for him.
20:57 - RFD rescue squad to Plain St.
20:58 - Accident, unknown injuries,
at Merchants Row and West.
21 :06 - Operator of one of the
vehicles states her back is hurting here
at this time. Ambulance requested.
21:18 -Telephone report from citizen
advising that someone drove over his
leg. Wants tc;> see an officer. Subject
advised he will come to station to file
complaint, as he can walk on the leg.
Sounded and admitted to being slightly
intoxicated. Subject never showed up.
Wednesday, Dec. 31
00:03 - Assisting motorist on S.
Main.
01 :21 - Report of broken down vehicle on Rt. 4 in West Rutland. Vehicle
has been moved into Rutland.
Operator can't find brother who went
with another motorist to find gas station. Subject advised of open gas sta,
tions in Rutland.
02:02 - Owner of disabled vehicle has
found brother with help of CB radio.
03:25 - Report of tractor-trailer unit
running in area of Woodstock Ave.
causing noise disturbance. ·
03:40 - Another . complaint about
·
tractor-trailer.
03:55 - Located owner of vehicle. He
will turn it off.
03:57 - Rescue squad to Templewood
Court.
_
06:40 - State police in Bethel request
we deliver message to local business
ref. one of their drivers with a brokendown vehicle.
09:58 - Report truck lost load of
cinder blocks at corner of Woodstock
and No. Main.

POULTNEY - Poultney's 1981
general fund budget will "hold the
line" at the 1980 level if local
taxpayer's pay their taxes, Town
Manager Judita Qupont predicted this
week.
Dupont said she has cut the budget
"to the bare bones" with an eye to taxpayers' thinning pocketbooks. The
1980 proposed budget was just under
$175,000 excluding the highway
budget. Dupont said she does plan to
ask this year for an increase in the
highway department and for her assistant, Eleanor Hughes.
Some salaries will rise merely
because of the federal mandate which
raise_d the minimum w~ge fr~m $3~10

M~nager

tp S3.35 an hour Jan. 1.
To offset other costs, Dupont said
she is planning to schedule a tu sale.
At least three large parcels will be put
on the auction block at that time, she
said. Dupont said that each $5,000 owed in delinquent taxes adds one cent
per $100 property assessment to each
taxpayer. "For every $25 ,000 outstanding that's a nickel on everyone's tax
for each $100 they're assessed," she explained.
·
Dupont said the delinquent taxpayers make the rest of the town pay
their taxes. She said she expects the tax
sale to add somewhere between
$30,000 and · $40,000 to the town's
books.

Seeks Job Security

three years. She pegan her duties as the
POULTNEY - Judita Dupont, the
town bookkeeper. When the town
feisty town manager here who almost
manager she originally served _under
quit her post last year during a battle
was fired by selectmen, Dupbnt assumwith selectmen over a salary increase,
says she will ask for job security this ' ed the duties of his post as well as her
own. Meanwhile, , selectmen went
year Instead of another raise.
about finding another town manager.
Poultney has a pqJicy of rehiring or
After a long bitter feud among the
dismissing its town manager in a secret
selectmen, Dupont was given the job
meeting of the Board of Selectmen im- .
and a salary increase.
mediately following the Town Meeting
Poultney politics have .calmed conDay election.
siderably since then.
Dupont smd this week she would like
Dupont would like to see a policy of
to see that policy changed.
firing or requesting a town manager'~
"I want job security. I don't want to
resignation only for just cause at any
be rehired every year. Either I'm doing
· time during t}!e year rather than.
a good job or I'm not," the town
waiting for a secret selectmen's session
manager said.
each Town Meeting Day.
Dupont has worked for the town

'Taxi's' 'Sequel'
Set for Rutland
Nearly 10 years ago Harry Chapin
released one of the most innovative
records ofthe decade, "Taxi/'
It sold well and raised several questions about the ultimate fate of its
heroes, Harry and Sue.
Now, a decade later, Chapin has
released a sequel to Taxi appropriately
called, "Sequel," which offers· some
insight into the course that Taxi's
heroes lives have taken.
Saturday evening, local music fans
will have a chance to hear "Taxi,"
"Sequel," and all of the other Chapin
hits that graced the charts in the mid
1970s.
The concert, for the benefit of the
Rutland Rotary Club, the Pico Ski
Oub and the Sugar Maple Day Care
Center, will be Saturday, Jan. 3 at the
Rutland Junior High School gymnasium at 7:30 p.m.

Emmy Award Winner
Peabody Award Winner
.
Golden Record Artist
Founder of KWorld Hunger Year"
Top Ten Young Men in America
Broadway Playwrite
Current Hit Album Sequel No. 23
on American Top 40
..

Invites You to Join
Its Fabulous Movie Exchange Club
Which Gives You Access
To a Great Horne TV Movie Library
On Video Cassette.
We can also help you with free friendly advice on
purchasing video recorders, cameras, games, pre-recorded
movies and other video products.
52 Center Street
Rutland, Vt. (802) 775-2958

ONE CONCERT ONLY AT 7:30 PM
SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 1981
RUTLAND HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM
ADVANCE TICKETS (TAX DEDUCTIBLE)
$5. STUDENT I $7. ADULT
$1. MORE AT THE DOOR
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT STEREO THEATRE
CHARITY'S, ARTFUL DODGER, PICO SKI SHOP, PICO SKI CLUB MEMBERS AND
SUGAR MAPLE CHILDREN'S CENTER
All PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE PICO SKI CLUB
AND THE SUGAR MAPLE CHILDREN'S CENTER .
POSTER DESIGN BY LOGISTIC MARKETING/COMMUNICATIONS INC.
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.A Look Back At· The Ins And Outs of 1980 ·
By B~B DRZEWICZEWSKI
Ah . . . the end of another year and
time to evaluate who or what was in in
1980, and what or who was decidedly
out in 1980. It's never easy to determine this on a yearly basis as ins and
outs fluctuate much like the stock
market.
Everybody, of course, knows that
Reagan is in and Carter is out. Cowboy
hats are in, peanuts are out. Billy beer
is out, too.
Locally, nobody seems to know if
Gilly Godnick is in or out as mayor. He
is in as a state Senator.
Meanwhile, Lew Salander, the
mayor's "unpaid assistant", seems to
be out.
Parking in "the Pit" is in, although
this time of year it may be impossible
to get out. Parking meters seem to be
out, but meter maids are clearly in.
Riding The Bus seems to be in, and
showing up without the correct change
is definitely in.
Don't be caught at a party sipping a
pina colada, they're out. Bring some
cheap beer along instead, it is clearly
the in thing to do.
Reading the Rutland Herald is
definitely out, but-reading the Rutland
Monitor is in. Cancelling your
. subscription to the Herald is REALLY
in.
Whole wheat bread is in, but day-old
bread is really the rate.
Registering for the draft is out, but
being a Vietnam veteran is in.
Hoola hoops have been so far out
for so long that they may be back in.

Understanding
'War and Peace'
The Vermont Academy of Arts and
Sciences will present George R. Clay
reading from his manuscript. "How to
Read 'War and Peace' the Third Time
Slowly," on Jan. 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Nella Grimm Fox Room, at the
Rutland Free Library.
Clay attended Harvard University
and has been a free-lance writer and an
editor for the Free Europe Press, the
New York State Historical Association
and the University Magazine of
Princeton.
Clay's short stories have appeared in
The New Yorker and in American
Short Stories.
His first novel "Family Occasions"
was published by Random House. The
novel will be available as a paperback
in the spring.
Clay's presentation will explore how
Tolstoy managed to achieve the intensity of the first person point of view
while writing in and exploiting the
mobility of the third-person viewpoint.
Clay lives in Arlington.

Barbie dolls, Mickey Mouse watches, old baseball cards, cigar store Indians, and Moxie bottles are all in.
Black telephones, Ni1Con photos and
buttons, and Coors beer cans are all
out.
Mini skirts are corning back in, so
are skinny ties and suspenders.
Chic country is out, real country is
in. The key is knowing the difference
between them.
Denim is neither in nor out.
Polyester, . however, is out again.
RX-7's and Rabbits are in. Old Volvos
and Jeeps are out.
Yankee fans are so far out this year
that they may be in by spring.
Vanity plates, salad-style mustard,
designer glasses, monogramed
sweaters, tennis pros-, poodles, Dallas

Soldier-of the Year
Continuing an annual event, Company C, 368th Engineer BattaliOn,
U.S. Army Reserves, held · its traditionat awards ceremony to honor its
soldier of the year. During the
ceremonies, the tmit commander, Cpl.
David Zsido, noted that the individual
chosen each year is selected by the individual's peers. Zsido also said the individual selected must demonstrate
leadership and must maintain a high
standard of' personal appearance, job
knowledge, pride and esprit d'corps.
This year the recipient of the coveted
award was Sp5 Sandra Burgess, now of
Hoosick Falls, N.Y., formerly of Bennington. Burgess has been with Charlie
Company for three years.
She is a member of the Second
General Construction Platoon and is
assistant platoon leader. During the
ceremonies, she was presented with a
plaque by Zsido. Burgess is the second
woman in the unit to receive the award.
In addition, Cw4 Richard Boyle,
who is retiring from active Reserve participation, was honored for more than
35 years of service to the Army and Army Reserves. Zsido presented Boyle
with a plaque of appreciation.
Boyle lives in Windsor with his wife,
Helen. He has served for several years .
as the unit's maintenance officer. In
1979 he was promoted to CW4, the
highest grade a warrent officer can
·
achieve.

Film Series
A "Thursday Film Series" begins
Jan. 8 at 7 p.m. at Rutland Free
Library. The films include "Football
Follies," "Coping with Life on the
Run," "Canadian Wintersports," "A
Fatal Glass of Beer," "Georgia
O'Keefe" and "Picasso." All movies
are free.
For further information call
775-4600 or stop in the Library.

STRONGS AVE., RllrLAND - OPEN THUil. 'ti I, FRI. 'ti I

l

Boneless ·

Sirloin Steaks
(While They Last)

$2.99 lb.
..

posters, food prices, hair pieces, Pintos, A&W root beer, cheap wine,
prepared sandwiches, yellow pants,
G-rated movies, and TV dinners are all
out.
Stella Hackel and the Susan B. Anthony dollar are both out.
Porsches, old bottles, caviar, CB
jackets, Dickies, almond bark,
Michelob Light, and moth balls have
always been in.
Elvis Presley and Muppet movies are
still out.
Sleeping with Paddington Bears is
in.
The Salvation Army is in, the U.S.
Army is out.
,
Being a Red Sox fan is out, but it
doesn't seem to matter.
Don Zimmer was out, then way out,
then really out and is now back in
again. See how quickly things can
change.
It is now fashionable to have a
Jaguar for everyday driving and a R.abbit pickup for formal occasions.
Being a Republican is in, but be
careful.
Living in a trailer in Clarendon is in,
for now.

Old Beatie records are in, Knack
records are out.
Jazz is in, disco is out.
Mail received in brown paper wrappers is in.
Domino's Pizza is still out, and
Ted's and Helen's are still in.
Driving Route 7 is still out and
highly dangerous.
Roller skates are out, but ice skates
are in.
The park in Fair Haven is still out,
but the park in Middletown Springs is
truly in.
Talking politics on street corners is
out, but talking baseball at Murphy's,
the Rutland Restaurant or the Emperor
is in.
Sunbathing is out, but hot tubs and
saunas are in.
Hang gliding in Castleton is in.
BMW's are definitely out.
Collecting old dolls is in.
Sitting on the window sill at
Barclay's is out if you're sober, in if
you're drunk.
Steely Dan, the Pretenders, the
Doobies, Michael Jackson, Carlene
Carter; the Clash and AC/DC are in.
Howe Richardson Scale may be out!

Feeding Birds in Winter
Attracting wild birds to your
backyard, watching their antics and
learning to distinguish them by
behavior and appearance can become a
fascinating hobby. With the children
home from school during winter vacations, bird watching and identification
can be an interesting and educational
activity. The best way to encourage a
steady flock of visitors is to provide
them with a regular source of food.
The important thing to remember is
that once you begin to feed wild birds,
particularly at this time of year, you
must continue feeding them until all
chance of snow and cold weather are
gone. They will come to depend on _
your feeder as a regular source of food
supply during the worst winter months.
For a feeder you can use anything
ranging from a simple tray to an
elaborate · decorative device. Location
, is more important than appearance.
Place it where it will have the best
chance of attracting birds rather than
where it looks good to you. Generally,
it should be within 10 feet of shrubbery
· or trees, but not directly under tree
limbs where squirrels can jump down
and steal the birds' food. Being near
shrubbery or trees gives the birds a
sense of security that being out in the
open will not. Try to locate the feeder
in an area somewhat protected· from
the winter winds, and where you can
watch the birds from a window without
disturbing them.
Bird feeders are easy to create from a
variety of objects and make good projects for children. To make a bird
feeder from a plastic detergent bottle,
for example, wash the bottle
thoroughly and then use a medium size
jar lid to trace a circle on both sides of
the container, about two inches from
the bottom, and cut the circles out. Use
a paper punch or thick nail to punch a
hole about an inch under the bottom of
~ach circle. Stick a small twig, large
enough to support a bird, through the
holes as a perch for the birds· when
feeding. You should also punch a few
small holes in the bottom of the feeder ·
to let out rain or melted snow.
There are other types of feed and
feeders that can be used. Suet can be
purchased in any food store or from
any meat handler. Simply place a
quantity in a mesh bag and hang where
the birds can get it but cats and dogs
cannot. Woodpeckers and many other
birds will be attracted to the suet
feeders. The suet can also be rolled in

mixed bird seed before /hanging to
make it even more attractive.
Donuts . are a favorite treat for
chickadees and many other birds. Tie a
strong twig to a sturdy piece of twine
or cord. Thread the cord through the
center of a few old donuts until they ·
rest upon the twig and tie to a tree
limb, or other place where the birds
can enjoy the donuts you didn't get to.
Peanut butter is well liked by several
types of birds. Take a piece of rough
board that you can suspend length
wise, attach to the bottom some twigs
for perching, then smear peanut butter
over the board and hang out for the
birds. And do not throw away the stale
bread, break it up and put out for the
birds. Any leftover pastry type of food
can be put out for the birds. Better to
feed the wild creatures than throw it
away.
However you choose to feed the wild
birds, be sure you keep feeding them
until Spring. To suddenly withdraw the
steady supply of feed that they have
come to depend on would be cruel. If
you are going to be away from home
for a few days, get someone to fill your
feeders for you: After the birds learn
that you have a supply of feed
available, you will be pleasantly surprised at the numbers and variety of
birds that will regularly visit your yard.
~
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Fred Hill Traces The Roots of Bluegrass
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
One of the first things that will surprise people about Fred Hill's illustrated anthology of bluegrass music,
"Grass Roots,'' is the fact ihat it was
published in Rutland by the Sharp
Printing Co. through its subsidiary,
Academy Books.
Academy Books produced a cleanlooking paperback, which Hill hopes
will have national appeal. In his favor
are the quality ·of the work and a
bluegrass wave that is sweeping the
country.
To those not familiar with Hill, he
was, until Dec. 19, the morning voice
of FM radio station WHWB and the
station's resident country music trivia
buff. He also is a bluegrass fanatic, a
musician, artist, and recently an
author.
Hill compiled "Grass Roots" with
what he refers to as "head knowledge"
and a week of research at the Country
Music Foundation in Nashville. Complementing Hill's text is a masterful
collection of photographs obtained
from the Foundation.
· The photos include candids, publicity shots, contact prints of old album
jackets and a few color shots by
renowned . photographer Richard
Howard.
The project started rather

unassumedly, according to Hill,
"I was working last January, and someone gave me a call reminding me
that , this was the first anniversary of
the bluegrass show. So I quickly put
together an anniversary show nothing special.
"About a week later, I got a letter
from Bob Sharp, expressing an interest
in having me do a book. I was surprised, not having done anything. He was
up front about the whole thing from
the beginning. He gave me a good advance and a trip to Nashville."
After embarking on the project, Hill
learned his first lesson about the
publishing industry: Don't assume you
can quote anything without permission.
"I loved the research," Hill said. "I
loved the trip, the writing, making
changes. The only tough part was obtaining permission for using quotes
and passages. Of the 45 I tried obtaining, I was only turned down once, and
that was by Earl Scruggs.
''Earl Scruggs refused because if he
could have his name scratched away
from bluegrass, he would. All I wanted
was permission from him to quote the
liners from one of his albums about
him saying that his mother wanted him
to play the banjo pure instead of playing it fast as he could like some.

Shrewsbury Artists
Open New Gallery
By HILARY ROSENBERG
A few years ago, Grove and his
Canterbury Corner, a small, oddlyfamily came to Vermont via the Long
. shaped building on Town Line Road
Trail. Now he combines hiking with his
and Woodstock Avenue, houses three
art form, photography,
very different enterprises: a real estate
Grove's photography reflects his inagency, a general store and, most
terest in wildlife biology. A close-up
recently, ari art gallery.
shot of "British Soldier lichen" and
The one.-room __ gallery, featuring
reindeer moss growing on .a telephone
works by six Shrewsbury artists, openpole mixes dark colors and is in and
ed for weekends (Fridays and Saturout of focus. "To me it's alive," Grove
days) and visits by appointment on . said.
December 5.
Another artist at the new gallery is
Each of the Canterbury Corner arDonna Smith, who does dried silk
tists has a different art form to offer.
flower arrangements. "They're not
Barbara Frey, who started the gallery,
something that you're going to find in
specializes in watercolors of rural landOsco's,'' she said.
scapes. Moonlight is a favorite topic of
Thomas Mousin, a seminary stuher paintings, whether in the form of a
dent, displays his pen and ink drawings
full moon or light trying to burst its
and cards at the gallery. Kathy Staley,
way from behind storm clouds.
a fourth grade teacher at .Shrewsbury
Frey's skill with color and light capMountain School, exhibits metal
tures the scent of a farm at sunrise or a
scu)ptures, and Linda Shelvey will be
· cool night.
showing stained glass works.
Frey's works and color photography
by Clint Grove occupy most of the
gallery. "I never considered myself an
artist until a year ago," Grove remarked.
Grove majored in wildlife biology in
school, but when he found a limited
job market "I fell into production
management," he said.
In Delaware, Grove was production
manager of Solar Energy Systems,
whose products convert sunlight to
electricity.

"He wouldn't give it to me. I corresponded to him, then talked to his
agent: The refusal .came from Scruggs
.himself."
After returning from Nashville in
February, Hill put the manuscript
together. One of the amazing aspects
of the book is that it was completed
between January and April, and is on
the bookstands less than a year after
correspondence between Hill and
Sharp began. That is amazing.
The book is historical, laced with
anecdotes, tales, and Hill's usual dose
of trivia. It reads well considering the
mix of·styles.
Hill divides the work into four sections: "The Road to Bluegrass,''
"Something Old and Something
New,'' "Feast and Famine in the Fifties,'' and "Bluegrass is Born Again."
In the opening segment, Hill talks
about the mountain origins of
bluegrass music and then goes on to
describe jazz, gospel, country almost every type of American music.
Those familiar with Hill are aware of
his ability to focus on an artist's life so
as to allow the listener or reader to better understand the music.
"Grass Roots" provides excelient
background information on the legendary Carter Family, Roy Acuff, Bill
Monroe, Flatt and Scruggs and
countless others. Hill attempts to write
history through trivia, and it works to
an extent.
' But when he does not rely on his vast
source of odd facts, he manages to
weave other historical information ·
together by attempting to evaluate each.
artist's contribution to the movement.
Hill plays favorites in this approach.
It is clear that he loves Bill Monroe
(though he admits that Monroe is a
boring interview) and considers the artist the inventor of bluegrass music.
Hill even ~elects the night .wben he
thinks it was born.
That kind of daring is part of his effort to keep the book folksy and lowkey. During a recent radio interview,
Hill told talk show host Jan Scheafer,

"though the book is historical, it is not
meant to be a doctoral thesis or heavy
reading, it is meant to be fun.''
"Grass Roots" is available at the
Hartford :Qook Shop in Rutland. On
· Jan. 9, Hill will be at the shop at noon
to autograph copies of his book.
For thaf session Hill plans to bring
along fellow musician Sandy Morse
(who claims bluegrass musicians will
play .anywhere free).
The d~al was consumated casually at
the Emperor of Ice Cream while Morse
was eating what looked like a sundae
the size of a small mountain topped
with syrup.
·
- Hill's arrangement with Morse was
informal but well done - just like the
book.
·
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Letters to the Editor
1

EDITORIAL

"Happy Holidays. The company has decided you have been
too noisy in your quest for better working conditions so you bave
been replaced by someone who can keep quiet."
That is the New Year's .greeting given to more than 50 Rutland
Herald employees who are entering the third month of their strike
against Vermont's second largest daily newspaper.
At a pre-Christmas . negotiating session Herald Publisher
Robert Mitchell informed the union through intermediaries that
he is willing to take only nine of the strikers back to work as a
condition of settling the labor dispute. The union answered that
the strike cannot be· settled unless some way is found to provide
for all of the strikers:
No end to the strike was in sight as the new year dawned.
But while times may be tough on Wales Street, its seems unlikely Herald union members will have a monopoly on the tough
times market in the year ahead. In fact, 1981 appears certain to.
offer a hard calendar for working men and women on many
fronts:
-A -well-financed lobby promoting the "Right-To-Work-ForLess Law", a measure that would outlaw union shops and reduce
employee negotiating potential, is geared for another major
assault in the Vermont Legislature.
-Strikers at the Waterbury Plastics Company in Randolph are
facing still stronger attacks from the huge conglomerate which
owns the company and remains dead set on ending the sevenmonth-old campaign to improve the working environment there.
-In Washington there are rumblings about reducing .the
minimum wage for youths, a move that could mean vanishing
jobs for established adult members of the labor force.
-More than 150 employees at Rutland's Howe-Richardson
Scale Co. join the unemployment roles if the New Jersey-based
corporation that controls the company decides there is a more
profitable climate south of Vermont.
What can be hoped for in the face of adversity such as this is
that w_orking men and woinen will bind together in an everstronger coalition to oppose these injustices.
As we plunge further into the decade of the 80's, we cannot
succumb to the temptation of remaining silent and allowing profits-to take precedence over human needs. To do so would be tantamount to -forgetting the heritage of the working people on
whose backs this country was built.
And even as this new year begins there are small but telling
local signs that the unity of concern needed to successfully defend
the interests of working men and women is within reach.
It showed when employees at Howe Scale, their own jobs
theratened by a possible plant shutdown, contributed hundreds
of dollars ~o a Christmas fund which made possible a holiday far
merrier than circumstances might have dictated for the 27
~hildren of the workers on strike at the Herald.
(With their belp - and that of groups such as the American
Legion, city workers and other area unions, and many concerned
individuals __,. more than $1,000 was raised to finance a gala
celebration for the strikers' children ·on. Dec. 20. To supplement
the gifts and festivities made possible through the fund, the Chittenden County Labor Council provided a turkey for each
striker's Christmas table.)
The unity of concern by and for working people also shows in
the actions of the 1,000 people who to date have elected to stop
buying the Rutland Herald to support the strikers who continue
to walk the picket line in downtown Rutland. And it shows in the
horn-honks and waves that still break the frigid winter air to greet
the picketers as they walk their Wales Street path.
Yes, the fires of hope still burn in 1981. Happy New Year.

An organizational paper issued by
Let's Alert Women spells out how the
. fast-growing group intends to develop
and function.

The group's goals are to monitor
and observe the Legislature; bring in
expert testimony when necessary; watchdog the progress of proposed bills on
women's issues; build awareness with
legislators of how their positions affect
the women's vote; alert women on how
they and their concerns are being
treated in the Legislature and provide a
communications link joining women in
the state of Vermont who want to support and work for women's issues at
the local, regional or state level.
A key coordinator will manage
L.A. W. activities. The legislative
observers will monitor the Senate and
House anc~ relay happenings to the
~oup.
.
Media specialists will prepare information and programs and locate
spokespersons for the newspapers, _
radio and TV. Issue:involved
specialists, those working in or involved with day care, battered women,
reproductive rights and any other
women-related problems will be invited
to provide expert information and interpretations to the media specialists
and observers for public dissemination
·by published position papers or advertisements in local or state-wide media.
The group is immediately seeking
people who are interested in the
organization and want to be involved
or help. Write Let's Alert Women, Box
8, Weston, Vt. 05161 or Tel.
802-824-3177 or 3010.
Carol Moberg

Letter to the Editor:
We the strikers at Waterbury Co. in
Randolph would like to speak directly
to the people of Randolph and the rest
of.Vt.
We have always had to work the normal five day work-week plus weekends
to make enough money to support our
families. When we are forced to work
this many hours we are neglecting our
children and our homes. We feel that
the wages at Waterbury Co. should be
· high enough so that we wouldn't have
to work a seven day week. Wages
steadily decline. Rais~~: when they
finally come amount to a measly one
cent to four cents an hour.
Jan. 1, 1978 was the last time
workers received a raise. Yet management personnel have received pay increases on Jan. 1, 1978, Jan. 1, 1979,
Jan. 1, 1980 and probably will receive
another on Jan. 1, 1981:
Because as workers we were
dissatisfied with conditions at Waterbury Co. we organized ourselves into a
union during the fall of '79. Negotiations for a contract began Jan. '80 and
continued through the spring when
company managers offered a very
modest wage increase but refused to
recognize our union as the single voice
speaking for the employees at Waterbury Co. - a union wliich asks not only for decent wages but for job security, health care benefits and a safe
workplace, particularly for those of us
who work with dangerous machines
and toxic chemicals.
Our local un i on operates

democratically and stands for dignity
on the job. We seek to change conditions where one of our women workers
makes only $3 .43 an hour after 19
years at Waterbury Co., where a skilled molder gets $3.58 an hour after 13
years, and where 24 workers were being paid wages below federal minimum
wage law when we started organizing.
Since we have begun our union
struggle, company managers have tried
to divide us by offering token wage increases but have · not respected our
most basic right to have a say in the
establishment of working conditions
and adequate compensation for our
labor. '
Talley Industries (owner of Waterbury Co.) which owns factories
throughout the U.S. arid around the
world must learn to respect the rights
of people in the communities where
they operate. This company is trying to
isolate us from other people in Vermont so that we cannot communicate
about our modest but just needs.
We the members of the U.A.W. are
hoping and praying that we can have
your support because our liv~lihood
depends on it. By trying to improve our
workplace we are making an important
contribution to the quality of life in
this community. By securing the right
to dignified employment · and a
measure of democracy in our place of
work we help not only ourselves but
future generations of local people.
Please support us.
The members of the U .A. W.
Virginia Carter

Letter to the Editor:
Let's Alert Women is mobilizing for
strong support of women's issues in the
coming session of the Vermont
Legislature as a part of on-going
preparations for the 1982 elections.
The 1980 election-spawned, nonpartisan organization has announced
that it hopes to have four observers attending the 1981 session. There will
also be regular media communication
issued from the offices of Let's Alert
Women relating to those legislative activities and how they pertain to
women's issues.
Let's Alert Women was organized by
a group of Wes ton women prior to the
1980 Primary. It launched an aggressive campaign to bring the antichoice.politicians and legislators out of
the closet and to positively identify the
'
women's pro-choice candidates.
A L.A. W. spokeswoman, one of the
original organizers, stated that a
remarkable number of ready women
emerged in response to what the group
was doing, underlining the need for the
kind of action the women activists were
beginning. She went on to say that the
L.A.W. activities also had obvious impact on politicians, based upon the
number of calls received from candidates ·seeking its endorsement.
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A Review of 1980 Federal Court Action
By MARGO HOWLAND
Stolen scallops, a cigarette caper and
the illegal sales of armaments t~ South
Africa were among the notable cases ·
dealt •with in Vermont's federal courts
. in 1980.
· Space Research
More than 18 months of grand jury
probes concluded in March when the
Space Research Corp. and two major
executives pleaded guilty in U.S.
District Court in Rutland to the illegal
shipment of weaponry and equipment
.to South Africa.
The action of the now-defunct firm
resulted in six-month jail sentences for
company founder Dr. Gerald BuiI and
president Col. Rodgers Gregory.
The company declared bankruptcy
in April and has not been able to pay
the $45,000 fine issued by Chief
Federal Judge James Holden.
A Canadian judge later issued a
$55,000 fine to Space Research's Cana.dian counterpart, Space Research Quebec., for virtually the same offenses.
The Canadian operation . also is
bankrupt.
The charges involved violating a ·
federal law requiring a license to traffic
in armaments outside the United States
and making false statements on shipping declarations.
In addition there was a violation of a
United Nations Arms embargo against
South Africa. The embargo, however,
does not have tbe force of law.
Gregory has served his term and Bull
is due to be released in February.
Last fall, shortly before being jailed
at the Allenwood Federal Prison Camp
in Pennsylvania, Bull hired Brattleboro
lawyer David Gibson in an effort to
have his guilty plea set aside and his
conviction vacated.
Bull claimed his former attorney,
Robert Bennett of Washington, D.C.,
improperly pressured him into
pleading guilty at a time when Bull was
not fully competent to understand his
plea.
He also claimed Bennett had a conflict of interest in representing b~th
defendants.
Gibson has told Holden that Bull
will not pursue his attempt to erase his
conviction until after his sentence has
been served.
Robert West
Another federal criminal investigation resulted in the conviction of
Rutland's former assistant city attorney and grand juror Robert ·west.
West was convicted of three felony
charges arising from the forging of his
estranged wife's name to bank
documents in order to obtain an extension on a Farmers Production Credit
Association note in 1975 .
He also was convicted of making
false statements to the credit association and concealing "material facts" in
connection with the transaction.
West resigned his Rutland city post
shortly after the indictment was handed up. During his-trial West admitted
signing his wife's name to the
documents, but believed he had her approval to do so.
. He received a suspended sentence
and probation.
Bank Robbery
The first bank robbery in the history
of the city of Rutland took place
March 26, 1980, shortly after 2:30 p.m.
A man who told police he was Mark
Connors, 31, of Rutland, handed a
note to a teller at the First Vermont
Bank and Trust Company on Merchants Row and departed with $1,200
in cash.
Connors later was apprehended out,
side a Rµtland nightspot.
Not until several months later was it
established that Connors was actually
John William Drew, a fugitive from
justice in Canada.

_ Drew, ·however, never went to trial.
A court appointed psychiatrist, Dr.
William Woodruff, found him to have
been insane at the time of ihe robbery,
and the government decided to deport
him to Canada.
Drew resumed serving the prison
term -in Canada he interrupted by his
escape.
Scallops
The discovery last April of the
wrecked remains of a stolen seafood
truck, buried in a remote section of
Goshen, launched a grand jury .investigation into what became known as
the scallop case.
The bizarre story opened in Portsmouth, R.I., in the early morning
hoursofNov. 9, 1979, whenamanina
gorilla mask jumped onto the running
board of a refrigerator truck and
pointed a gun at Carter Seafood truck
driver John Ledsworth.
The truck and its load of scallops
were driven to Brandon, while
Ledsworth was left tied to a tree in
Massachusetts.
He was rescued by police · and
testified · at the trial which resulted in
convictions or pleas of guilty of five
persons.
After the truck arrived in Vermont
there was a series of bumbling efforts
to sell "hot" frozen scallops. There
were even more efforts to bury the
truck after the scallops were gone.
After an informant lead police to the
site of the buried truck, a woman in.:
volved in the scam started talking and a
grand jury investigation followed.
The grand jury indicted five men:
Ralph Junior Gilpin, 32, of Newport,
R.I., who hijacked the truck; Paul
Vyzorek, also of Newport , a Carter
driver who helped set up the hijacking;
David Perrier, 34, of Salisbury, who
helped sell the scallops and conceal the
truck; Ralph Bennett, 24, of Brandon,
who also was involved in selling the
scallops; and Christian Dragon of
Goshen, on whose property the tru~k
was buried.
Dragon pleaded guilty before the
trial and testified for the government.
The others, except for Bennett, did
likewise during the trial. Bennett was
convicted by the jury. The men have
yet to be sentenced.

Cigarettes
A Burlington~an's plea of no contest to a federal charge of dealing in
contraband cigarettes brought to a partial conclusion a 13-month investigation of a tax scam which cost the state
thousands of dollars in revenue.
John Crabb Jr. pleaded no · contest
to the charge.
Crabb was managing the cigarette
division of the Vermont Fruit and
Grocery Co. in Burlington when
federal agents and state police raided a
company warehouse on Nov. 7, 1979.
The raid disclosed a stolen stamp
meter which had been missing from
Massachusetts for several years and
was used to stamp counterfeit tax
stamps on cartons of cigarettes sold in
Vermont.
Several more raids in the Burlington
area disclosed liundreds of boxes of
cigarettes that had been stamped with
the bogus ·stamp. A total of 23 stores
were raided and about 6,000 of cartons
of untaxed cigarettes were confiscated. ·
, Because the tax stamp used by the
machine was counterfeit and
unauthorized, the sellers of the cigaret- '
tes had been able to avoid paying for
the tax stamp.
The state was alleged to have lost
hundreds of thousands of dollars in tax
revenue as the result of the fraud.
Stores that wanted to reclaim the

confiscated cigarettes had to pay the
12-cent tax on every box, and cigarettes
not reclaimed and paid for were sold at
public auction.
.
Charges are pending against Emil
"Lefty" Solomon of South Burlington
who was indicted with Crabb last May
but remains at large.

Also pending is a $3 ..7 million civil
suit filed by the st~te tax department in
Chittenden Superior Court to recover
$1.7 million in unpaid cigarette taxes
plus $2 million in fines.
Crabb's no contest plea means his
conviction may not be used against him
when the civil suit goes to trial.

Vermont's Supreme· Court
Made Major Decisions
By MARGO HOWL.t\ND
The year 1980 saw the Vermont Supreme Court knock most of the starch
out of Vermont's Sunday "Blue Laws," uphold the Public Service Board's
return to the 10-cent telephone call and vacate an order which barred the news
media from a pre-trial suppression hearing: •
The blue law ruling did not strike down the entire law, but rather a provision
exempting stores that did le·ss than $600,000 of business per year, or were family owned. The court said, in effect, that there was nothing in the current law
keeping a family-owned store from doing business on Sunday, regardless of its
size, while a chain store could not do business on Sunday just because it was a .
chain store.
Such discrimination, the high court decided, was in violation of the equal
protection clause.
Associate Justices Rudolph Daley and William Hill concurred with the opinion but went even further, saying the entire law should be scrapped as unconstitutional. The Legislature is expected to grapple with the Jssue in the upCOJlling session, One proposed bill would limit Sunday business in stores of a
specific size; another would repeal the law entirely.
Pay Phone - 10 Cents
It was a long time corning, but the Public Service Board nded Aug. 27 that
the price of pay telephone calls would revert to 10 cents. Telephone t:ompany
lawyers, promptly appealed to the Supreme Court for a stay of the order.
At the same time, they appealed the order itself, alledging various errors on
the part of the PSB in making its decision. On Sept. 22, the high court refused
to stay its order and the 10-cent phone call went into effect the following
month.
The high court has not yet addressed the PSB ruling itself. When it does it
will consider not only the merits of the PSB ruling, but alsb whether ratepayers
will be entitled to refunds for the time the 20-cent call was in effect.
Morgan Case
When Bernard "Butch" Morgan was charged with breaking into the apartment of his friend Peter Stickles and beating him severely the case generated
considerable publicity. Morgan was employed as a real estate agent. Stickles
was an assistant judge in Rutland Superior Court.
During a pre-trail hearing on a defense motion to surpress statements
alledgedly made by Morgan to police, acting Superior Judge George Ellison
barred the news media from the proceedings and said a transcript of the hearing would be available when the jury was selected for the trail.
The defense had asked for the closed-door hearing, citing a U.S. Supreme
.
Court ruling. The state, h~wever, took no position on the matter.
Lawyers for the Burlington Free Press and the Rutland Herald, who had
made objections to the closure, appealed to the Supreme Court. Before the
court could render a decision, Morgan pleaded no contest to a reduced charge,
served 26 days . in jail. The notes of the suppression hearing were never
transcribed.
On July 29, the Supreme Court issued an order voiding the sealing of the
transcripts, ruling that the circumstances of the case resulted in a temporary
order improperly becoming permanent.
·
But it carefully stepped around deciding whether the closure was justified,
an omission roundly criticized by Associate Justice William Hill.
New Rights for Women
Another Supreme Court ruling permitted women as well as men to sue for
· 1oss of "consortium" when a spouse is injured. The ruling overturned two
previous decisions which had not recognized that right.
The June 17 ruling concerned a lawsuit in Windham Superior Court in
which David Whitney and Donna Whitney of Bartonsville sued Beatrice Fisher
of Grafton for damages arising from a motorcycle-truck accident.
David Whitney, who was operating the motorcycle, was badly injured. In
addition to Whitney's suit against Fischer, who was operating the truck, Don~
na Whitney filed a separate claim for damages based on the loss of her husband's "consortium, comfort and companionship" as a result of the injuries.
The case came to court in 1973, four years before the Legislature changed
the law to grant such rights to women as well as men. But Superior Judge
Thomas Hayes allowed Mrs. Whitney's claim to stand on grounds the gender
discrimination aspects of the law.
The jury verdict of more than $140,000 included $21,000 for Donna
Whitney:,ylairn. in agreeing with Hayes, the majority of the court held "there
is no state of facts which reasonably may be conceived to justify a general rule
denying a woman an action for a loss of consortium while recognizing the right
in a man."
Town Clerk Not Required
To Disclose Fees
And a town clerk who said it was nobody's business whats.he was paid in
fees got the high court to agree with her.
_
Agnes Mae Seery, the town clerk of Hartford, rebuffed a request from local
resident Richard Welch to disclose her income. Welch filed suit. He said the
disclosure would be a way of determining whether the town clerk was really
earning what she was paid, or whether she ought to be paid a straight salary
and turn over her income in fees to the town.
Welch losr his suit to .force the disclosure in Windsor Supreior Court, and
the high court upheld it, saying it did not fall under the provisions of the
"Right-to-Know" law.
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Whole Earth Catalogued In 608 Pages
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Leave .i t to · the publishing world to
repack-age something, change the cover
and raise the price. Oh, what a · dirty
>trick.
And I bet that's exactly what most of
you were thinking when you saw the
new and improved, complete with col·or cover, "Next Whole Earth
Catalog."
Well, temper your anger. This book
is a beauty and more than a simple
rework of "The Last Whole Earth
Catalog," published six years ago.
Sure, you gasped when you saw the
$1-2.50 price tag. The last Whole Earth
catalog was just five bucks, remember?
It seems that the publishers of the
Next Whole Earth Catalog also felt a
bit guilty about the steep price. So,
they started the book with an explanation and defense. But that's totally unnecessary as the new volume is a much
more informative work than any of its
predecessors.
The editors begin by telling you that
only 11 percent of the new volume is
repeated from the last effort, and that
much of the repeated work is improved

and expanded upon.
After reading (or just skimming) the
work, you might wonder why they feel
so damn guilty about it,
The new work contains 975 new
items, more articles, better and more
concise reviews, and a rambling
nuisance called ''The Rising Sun
Neighborho<?d Newsletter" defined by
the editors as a gossip column.
About the only thing I don't like
about the catalog is the newsletter,
which I feel is an unnecessary interruption. The pieces, splattered on the
lower right corner of pages, · are
senseless patches of rubbish.
For example, "Susan hasn't told her
mother that she's very ·sick in the
hospital. A nurse said, 'Well, honey,
you really should, even though · I can
understand how you want to protect
her.' And Susan said 'Her? I'm protecting myself. She'd fly out here and attack me while I'm defenseless.' "
Universal meaning? I missed it.
The rest of the book, all 608 pages of
it, contains some of the m~re pertinent
living information available anywhere
today.

The catalog · provides information
that can lead to further inforination on
almost any subject. •
And that's one of the more
remarkable things about it. The Last
Whole"Earth catalog was rather limited
in range. when compared to the latest
effort. The 1974 edition dealt almost
exclusively with back-to-the-earth
types.
Well, a lot has changed since 1974.
What was radical then. is common today.
In the 1974 edition, only two pages
were devoted to solar energy. The current rendition, however, offers 29
book reviews and various charts
diagrams and articles about solar
energy. The new -issue devoted pages
172-210 to energy in general.
To list all of the topics covered in the
new catalog would be impossible. But,
let me offer a few to give you an idea of
the scope of this work.
Some of the topics include: crafts,
firewood, aerial photographs, maps,
stained glass, macrame, medical self
care, clothing, politics, old houses,
tailoring, bees, gardening, small
business, hang gliding, and urban·
homesteading.
Gone are the long articles on
geodesic domes. In its place are rambling discourses on space colonies, a
topic not even mentioned in the 1974
offering.

Other articles are titled: "Politics,"
"Shramadana," "The Few IDusions of
Many," "One Highly Evolved
Toolbox," and "The Sky Starts at
Your Feet."
Of the catalog's short pieces, I have
two distinct favorites, the first being a
crafty scheme called, "How to Finance
a Home (or anything) Without Job,
Capital, Bank or Crime" by Bau
Graves. His hustle is simple: give me
$10 now and I'll give you $11 sometime
in the next IO years.
The marvelous thing about Graves is
that he actually built a house with a
flock of $10 contributions and loans.
The other interesting short piece is a
deceiving (but helpful) piece called,
"Eight Snaky Ways to Get Information About Groups You're Investigating."
As the book is primarily a source
work, the numerous reviews represent
one of the broadest working
bibliographies available. The book
reviews are short - four or five
paragraphs - often illustrated, but
specific enough to let you know
whether or not you want to purchase
the book.
Some of the reviews include Saul D.
Alinsky's "Rules for Radicals"; ·
Michael Phillips' "The Seven Laws of
Money"; and Bernard Kamporoff's,
"Small Time Operator."

Fair Haven's Council 810 of the Knights of Columbus put on a first degree
for Whitehall Council 276. Participating in the degree team were, left to right,
(front row) John Mullholland, treasurer; Walt Dorian, chancellor; John Kelly,
warden; Dave Buley, grand knight; and Walter Porevnski, guard. They are all
from Fair Haven. In the back row are Dr: Reginald Carroll of Whitehall and
Mike Bird, deputy·grand knight, of Fair Haven. A bufft;t followed the degree.

Knights of Columbus
Extend Their Thanks
Letter to the Editor:
With all the thank-yous that the
Knights of Columbus received
throughout the year for doing for
others, I think it's about time we in
turn thank the wonderful people of
Fair Haven and the nearby towns for
the; wonderful job they have done iri
making our toy drive a success.
Though we have done this under the
Toys for Joy sponsored by the Marine
Corps in Rutland for the first time, it
turned out to be an overwhelming success. And without the help of the local
hearts and hands there would have
been some heartbroken kids. Above all .
we cannot forget to say thank you to
our other helpers that were a big help

in their own way. Like the Wooden
Soldier Restaurant, Kandi's Korner,
Princess Market, Castleton House of
Pizza and Castleton Village Store, who
so gladly took the job of being our
drop-off points. I fear what our gas bill
would have been if we had to go from
house to house. So, thank you, you
beautiful warm and kind-hearted people. may God watch over you this New
Year and bless you.
Knights of Columbus
Council No. 810
Fair Haven, Vt.

1

38 Strongs Ave.
775-4391

Dave Buley, Grand Knight
John Kelly, Warden

.
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W ATERBED SHED EAST

Woodshed · Restaurant
Private Gold

at the Rustic Woodshed
·Friday & Saturday January 2 & 3
Entertainment
9 pm-1 am

Route 4A-West Rutland, Vt.
438-9889
Serving the Best Pizza in Vermont. Wednesday thru Sunday after 5:00 P.M.

Complete waterbed system includes pedestal, bookcase frame
safety liner, heater & mattress.
'

YEAR END SPECIAL

Reg. 420.

Now Only 275.

Save 300Jo-400Jo on all accessories, spreads, sheets, mattress
pads, side rails and much, much more.

OPEN MON .-THURS. 10-6
FRI.-SAT. 10-9
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Best Albums of the Year Selected
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
. Picking the best album 9f the year is
not an ea8y task. Of the thousands of
album' released in a year, it is difficult
to sit down and say, "Boom, this one is
clearly the best."
·
What criterion does one use? Sales?
Airplay? Impact on the industry (there's a cute one)? Personal
preference?
Wh~n I came up with the idea of
having a group of people in the music
business pick the top album of the
year, I felt I woul~ leave it up to .them

and let them defend their choices in
their own manner, using whatever
methods they chose.

..

I included myself in the list and
.found out it was easier to eliminate
than to select.
Out the window went many gigantic
commercial successes, including John
Lennon's "Double Fantasy." I simply
do not feel that the big-buck LPs are
the most artistic or influential efforts
of the year.
Painfully, I eliminated "Gaucho''

DE.AR
ORION,
Dear Orion: My new years resolution has to do with furthering my personal
growth. But my wife got upset upon hearing it and told me instead to lose
weight. Should I listen to her or to my inner1ongings?
Signed, Pasta Pasquale
Dear Pasta: Your concern for your wife's feelings makes it quite clear to
Dear Orion that you have already achieved enough personal growth to become
a Scout leader or Amway salesman. What you need to do, Buster, is constrain
your waistline growth - and put some pizzaz back in your marriage.
Dear Orion: I have a great fear of dying in a car wreck. As a result, I'm
afraid of riding in cars. This phobia of mine has so limited my lifestyle that I
think I'm going to go out of my skull. What should I do?
,
Signed, Joan Mansfield
Dear Joan: Relax. That fear of yours originated with the Aztecs and has
been common ever since. What you need to do is sit yourself on the roof of a
car, tap on the car window and say, "Max, let's make Anchorage in a day."
After ducking the first bridge, your phobia will be gone.

CLASSIFIED
MANAGEMENT Trainees - We are
now hiring men and women to come
into our marketing department and
learn all aspects of our business from
the ground floor up. Good starting pay
, with automatic raises. Management
positions available. No experience
necessary. For interview call 775-1933 . .
Ask for Personnel.
FOR SALE-1971 Chevrolet pick-up;
8-foot box, 3-speed Hurst transmission
on the floor, eight cylinder engine.
Body very good. Linkage needs adjustment, $1,300. Call 265-8668.
FOR SALE - Chemical toilet, new,
never used. $25 ;00. Excellent for
fishing shanty or home . with frozen
pipes! 265-8668.
FIVE ROOM - Furnished apartment.
No utilities. 108 Marble Ave. West
Rutland. Call 775-7283 for more information.

case. $300. Traynor folded horn 18"
speaker, bass cabinet, $100. Furman
Parametric
equalizer,
$150.
Ampec/Bass 18 amp with ext. speaker,
$450. Call days, 775-1860, night,
775-3360.
1968 Ford Econoline Van · (needs
work). Call 438-5400.

by Steely Dan on the basis that I didn't
Me Why," and "It's Still Rock and
have enough time to judge it properly.
Roll to Me."
Jeff Phelps, WSYB
Bruce Springsteen's "The River" also
Pink Floyd - "The Wall"
gets the same treatment.
Next, I drew up a list of also rans:
It was a lackluster year for music
Bob Seeger's "Against the Wind,"
with "The Wall" being one of the ·
Jackson Browne's "Hold Out," the
bright exceptions. It was superbly
Doobie's "One Step Closer,"
crafted musically and lyrically.
"AC/DC" and the Rolling Stones'
With "The Wall" I keep hearing
new things every time I listen to it.
"Emotional Rescue."
What was left on my list was "The
Mark Shook, Stereo Theatre
Christopher Cross - "Christopher
Pretenders" and Tom Petty's, "Damn
Cross" ·
the Torpedoes."
~o matter how many copies of this
"Damn the Torpedoes" is the work
of an artist who has bordered on staralbum I get, it keeps turning and turndom for years without crossing the
ing and turning. Of the albums in the
threshold. Personal pro bl ems,
Top 50 now~ it's been around the
sickness, and a lousy recording conlongest, 48 weeks.
tract kept him from going over the top.
One of the best things about this
Finally, with "Torpedoes," Petty
album -is that it appealed to a wide .
range of people, which is very unusual.
has made it. "Don't Do Me Like
That" was one of the better singles of · Usually you see an album appeal to
an age group which covers about a
the year, and "Refugees" also is a
five-year difference. But people betfirst-rate rocker.
ween 12-30 and older bo!Jght this one.
Damn the Torpedoes is rock and roll
as it should be and would be the best
He freestyled the whole thing. He
album of the year if it weren't for the
does!l't sound like anyone. He has his
Pretenders.
own style, which is really unique.
Folks, the Pretenders are rock and
"Stop Your Sobbing" is an obscure
roll. Three Englishmen and Akron,
Kinks work (originally recorded in
Ohio's, Chrissie Hynde provided us
1964) that Hynde fell in love with a few
with 12 solid cuts.
years ago.
The Pretenders play rock as it was
"The Pretenders" may be the most
played 20 years ago. No gimmicks,
influential rock LP of the year in that it
studio tricks or other crap. Clean lines,
fills a void created by the decline of the
good licks and that "I want to get up
Who, Stones, and Led Zeppelin.
and dance" feeling. This type of music
What follows are four others'
has been missing for a long time.
choices of best rock album of the year.
"Brass in Pocket," the 75th top sellDebra Bacon, Music for You
Joan Armatrading - "Me, Myself and
ing single for the year, according to
I"
Billboard Magazine, is one of the
Joan Armatrading is my favorite.
albuinn's two showpieces.
"Me, Myself and I" is not her best efRockpile's Nick Lowe (Mr. Carlene
fort, but it is much better than
Carter) produced "Stop Your Sobbanything else that came _o ut this year.
ing," the album's other showpiece.
I have people come in here and tell
Jack Healey's WHWB
nie
that Armatrading sounds like this
Billy Joel - "Glass Houses"
and that. I've even had some people
The thing that differentiates . "Glass
come in and say that she sounds like
Houses" from other Billy Joel LPs is
lhat it rocks and rolls.
·
Van Morrison, but that isn't true. She
is really different.
Two songs, "Don't Ask Me Why"
· Armatrading's' excellent band is one
and "You May Be Right," really
other reason that sets her apart from
move.
the pack.
So far, four rather successful singles
have been released from "Glass
Another album that should be inHouses": "You May Be Right,"
cluded in the "best list" is Al Jarreau's
"Sometimes a Fantasy," "Don't Ask
"This Time."

LElCESTER State School Road. 2
bedroom. Garage. 247-5500 or
775-0461.
:BRANDON - For Rent, 3 bedroom
lnouse, appliances if needed. Lease and
security. Call 775-0461 or 247-5500.
WORK Wanted Professional
painter and wallpaper hanger, drywall
and taping. Free estimates. Call
775-1800 Jeff Fleming 775-0711.

FIREWOOD. for Sale. Maple, split,
delivered or you pick up. Call 775-0461
or 247-5500.
FOR SALE =:c:Jbanez custom electric
guitar (white). Two years old with
DMZ pickups. Gold hardware with

Fri-Sun.Jan 2-Jan 11
"Steppin Out"

Jan 12-14
Mon-Wed
''Secrets''

775-1991
·

Solic{prity, f\ugust 4, 1917.
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.B ardwell

The entrance to the Open Door Mission in Rutland. The doors are closed to
some, Social Service employees claim.

Mission----------(Continued from Page One)
were told of this and they said they'd
never give them any more," she added.
This young man was able to return
to his parents' home for the holiday.
But he is now back on the streets.
"We've got people who are one step ·
above derelicts. If the mission won't
take them they've got no place to go.
I'd like to know who they do take,"
she added.
According to Msgr. Francis Lynch,
head of the Board of Trustees for the
mission, that has been part of the pro..,_
blem. Lynch said there has never been
a written policy on whom the mission
will accept.
Lynch was contacted by at least one
· social service agencr about Pingree's
refusal to accept their client. Lynch,
along with the board, decided to override Pingree's refusal in at least pne
case, and to draft a set of guidelines for
those men seeking admission to the
Open Door Mission.
The Mission is not a free ride for any
man needing a place to stay. ~oom and
board cost an average of $22 a week. 'If
a man goes there for food only the rate
is $2 a day, according to social service
representatives.
Some men get social security benefits
or veteran's benefits. Those who do
not are sometimes sponsored by an.
. agency. Rutland Mental Health has
foot~ the bill for some as has the

Rutland Advocates for the Retarded.
The representatives claim that the
Mission has many empty beds while
men who are cold and hungry walk the
streets looking for a place to stay.
Pingree counters that the mission is
"not a hotel" and that the maximum
time most guests are allowed to stay at
the mission is three days.
If this policy were not followed there
would be chaos, he said. "If we took
everybody who needed a place til they
fourid work, we'd have been full to the
roof since September,'' Pingree explained.
The mission has also had a longstanding policy against its guests' use
of alcohol or hallucenogenic drugs, he
said. Some men are expelled as a result
of breaking this rule, he said.
The agency representatives say that
it is not unusual for the men to take a
drink, implying the rule in fact may be
unrealistic.
Pingree said the agency has to be
careful of whom it accepts because
"we're dealing with the public's
money." Lynch added: "It is very easy
to a1>use" the mission.
The new guidelines will be
distributed to agencies which often
refer their clients to the mission so they
will know in advance whether their
clients. qualify for a bed there, Lynch
said. Those guidelines may be completed by February, he said.

Rutland's last major development
boom was touched off in 1976 by a
huge historic preservation grant.
Henry now sees the next leap forward
coming after the February release of a
comprehensive revitalization plan,
The immediate purpose of the yearlong study is to df!tail plans for a transit facility which
probably be placed in the lower portion of the Rutland
City Parking Deck. The facility would
be a terminal for Vermont Transit
Lines and The Bus and include space
for taxis.

(Continued from Page One)
the DDC's current pmjects and plans
for future endeavors.
Applications still are being accepted
for placements in the organization's
elderly housing facility on Church·
Street, which is due to be completed in
May. Requests for the 40-odd rental
units have been overwhelming so far,
he said, with nearly 200 applications
submitted.
The non-profit development corporation also is working with owners
of property surrounding Center Street
Alley on building renovation plans.
The bricked pedestrian promenade being built with federal and local mo_ney
is located in the center of the block
bordered by Merchants Row, Center,
Wales and Washington Streets.
Development officials hope property
owners will remodel the facades facing
the alley and construct shops.
The DOC is working to establish a
revqlving loan fund that would be
available to property owners and
developers. A government grant or
bond issued by the DOC could be used
to get a large amount of money for the
fund, Henry said. Developers would
borrow from the fund at low rates. As
the loans were repaid, others could
borrow for development projects. This
type of fund has been set up by the
Economic Development Council of
Southern Vermont in Manchester for
development projects.
It could induce development that
might otherwise be scuttled because of
unfavorable interest rates.
The DOC also is coordinating a
$100,000 grant from the state Division
of Historic: Preservation for renovation
of six downtown building facades. The
work is due to take place in the spring.
Building owners pay half the renovation costs; the grant pays the other
half.

will

But the study goes further, suggesting an overall scheme for development in the business district. "We're
talking about a quantum leap forward
in terms of development downtown,"
Henry said.
The s_tudy will suggest reconstructing
sidewalks and paving walkways
through alleys in the business district.
New downtown traffic patterns may be
recommended.
A new parking deck on the east side
of the business district, near Wales
Street, is another suggestion "that has
the backing of local developers.
Henry also said, "I think within one
to two years we'll have a department
store downtown." The parking lot at
the comer of Center Street and Merchants Row has been offered as a
department store site. Store developers
have balked at the idea so far because
of parking problems - in the area. A
parking deck or new lot in that section·
of town could clear those problems.
Henry said the long-term development plan is "something we can get
our teeth into," and would provide the
foundation for renewed, vigorous
development.
The plan will tie many proposals
discussed over the years into a cohesive
package, he said, setting overall
development goals for downtown.

Happy New Year From the
Striking Employees of ,

· Scores· ----------(Continued from Page One)
country and even surpassed Vermont
averages (traditionally quite high) on
the math half.
The report was presented to the Curriculum Committee by Sanford Marx;
associate principal for student services
at Rutland High School.
The five-page report deals with the
scores of 137 graduates out of a class
of 284 - a figure that represents 97
percent of.those with hope for further
education after high school. Nationally, according to Marx, only two-thirds
of.college-bound seniors talc:e the test.
By encouraging a large turnout for
the test, Marx told . the committee,
Rutland lowers its average by figuring
in the lower scores of many students
who would not normally take the test.
"Somewhere along the line," Mark
said in im interview, "there are schools
that deal in selectivity, where they only
encourage the better students to take
the test.
"Otir scores were thrown in with all
these otliers, and on the basis of that I
feel pretty good."
Marx acknowledged some concern
over the continuing decline in SAT performance. But he said the problem has

been puzzling educators for years.
· "Some blame (the drop) on T.V.,"
Marx noted. "Some say it's the attitude of the youngsters. Some say
more and more of our disadvantaged
youngsters are taking the test, and may
be pulling the scores down tha,t way.
But nobody has an answer to it, and
even the college board people weren't
trying to give an answer."
Marx stressed that SAT scores
reflect not only the preparation received in high school, but family and community influences as well.
Among statistics in the report are
figures showing 44 percent of the
college-bound girls from Rutland who
responded to a college board survey indicated biological sciences or related
fields as their intended area of future
study. This compares with a 23 percent
figure for the same category among
boys.
More boys, 38 percent, indicated
they intended to study business, communications or commerce at college,
while only 18 percent of the girls indicated that choice.
About 10 percent of both sexes said
they plan to study arts or humanities. _

The Rutland Herald

SPECIAL DAILY
Ladies Night Wed., 8pm-llpm
. Drinks at Reduced Prices
Pool Tournament - Sunday
'

.

SUNDAY Drinks Yz Price, 3-6

-------..c?"-----Happy Hour
Mon.-Fri. ·
4pm-6pm
Drinks 1/2 Price

-----~ -----99 Marble St.
West Rutland, Vt.
438-9891
open at noon daily

(
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Hall of Fame Announcements Due January 14
By CARLETON LAIRD
The annual baseball Hall of Fame
announcements will be made Jan. 14
with a pair of pitchers, a slugging infielder and ·a catcher the new eligibles
for baseball's shrine.
Bob Gibson, Juan Marichal, Harmon Killebrew and Thurman Munson
head the list of candidates, all but
Munson retired now for five years.
Munson is eligible by the rule
enacted after the tragic death of Pirate
star Roberto Clemente. The rule states
that in the event of an untimely death,
the player becomes eligible for en~
shrinement on the first election that oc-·
curs foll<;>wing a six-fi!Onth waiting
period.
To be selected for the Hall in the
first year of eligibility is an honor
reserved for a very select group. While
ai'l the new candidates are possibly
qualified for the shrine, it appears that
only Gibson will be elected.
Bullet Bob boasted a 251-174 record
with a 2.91 earned run average for 17
years. Gibson won 20 or more game
five times and threw a career 56
shutouts. In 1968, he set a major

league record with a 1.12 ERA to go
with his 22-9 record and 13
whitewashes.
Marichal shows slightly better
regular stats than Gibson but it is Gibson's World Series record that should
give the former Cardinal righty · the
edge. Gibson started a maximum nine
games in three World Series and put up
a 7-2 mark with a 1.89 ERA. He completed eight games, third most in
history, had 92 strikeouts (second best)
and two shutouts.
Marichal won 243 games but lost
only 142 for a winning percentage of
.631. He had a 2.89 earned run average
and won 20 games six times, including
four seasons in a row. From 1963-66,
Marichal went 25-8, 21-8, 22-13 and
25-6 with his highest ERA being 2.48.
In '69 he went 21-11 with a career low
2.10 ERA. In · his 16-year span,
Marichal got but-one World Series appearance and posted no record.
Killebrew, it can be argued, did little
but hit home runs. But Harmon hit 573
of them, leaving him fifth on the alltime list, and drove in 1,584 runs.
. Brew only batted .256 career and he

was no slick glovesman but his power
was never doubted. Eight years he hit
40 or more homers. In 1-962 while batting only .243, Killebrew slammed 48
home runs and drove in 126. His best
season was 1969 when he hit .276 with
49 round-trippers and 140 ribbies.
Killebrew only made the World
Series once, in '65 with the Twins, and
he went 6-21 with a homer and two
runs batted in. Killebrew is ranked
third in two categories, one negative
and one positive. Only two men have
struck out more times than Killebrew's
1,699 but his seven-homer-per-at-bats
percentage is also third .
Munson was on course to possible
Hall induction when he was killed in an
airplane crash in the summer or'1979.
His statistics for 10 years are not overwhelming but Munson had just reached his peak in the years preceeding his
death.
After the '78 season, Munson
boasted a .292 average with 110 home
runs and 662 runs batted in. His three
best years were in succession when the

Yankees made their run to ihe top of
the baseball heap.
In 1975 Munson batted .318 with 102
RBI as the Yanks took the pennant but ·
were swept by the Red Sox. The next
year saw a World Championship for
New York and a .302-105 season for ·
their captain. In l977 it was a Yipikee
repeat and Munson showed stats of
.308-100.
.
Those three consecutive years of a
.300 batting average and 100 RBI
marked the first time in baseball that it
had been accomplished since Yank announcer Bill White did it with the
Cards in the early 60's and the first
time in the AL since then-Yank President Al Rosen did it with the Indians in
the 1950's.
There are also several deserving ·
players who have been eligible for
some time. The ones that come to mind
first are a pair of shortstops, Pee Wee
Reese and Phil Rizzuto. While it would
appear that Gibson has the inside track
for one spot, the second - if there is
one - will be decided by the whim of
baseball writers across the country.

Recreation Park to Expand

Alpha-Bits

Baseball Predictions
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
cornering the market on pitching.
I always enjoy making my baseball
What I see in October is so'mething
selections and predictions at New
like this: Kansas City over Milwaukee
Year's instead of just before the
in the A.L. Houston over Montreal in
baseball season like everyone else. The
the NJ.:,. And, KC over Houston in the
benefit of doing them early is that
series.
everyone forgets what you've said by
Now, for the individuals.
opening day, which means that you can
Ron Guidry, Steve Renko, Frank
get away with saying some pretty
Tanana, Jon Matlack, Jim Kern, Steve
outrageous things in January.
Busby, Mike Norris, Scott McGregor,
The first outrageous thing that I will
Mike Flanagan, Jim Clancy, Dennis
say is that the Yankees will not win the
Eckersley, Ed Figueroa and Mike
American League East, the Brewers · Caldwell will have good years.
will. Tnis, however, is an ·exception to
Mike Torrez, Luis Tiant, Tommy
the rule since Mike Caliguiri at the
John, Rudy May, Jim Palmer, Dan
Rutland Restaurant NEVER forgets
any outrageous picks I make. So, this
Spilner, Bruce Kison, and Britt Burns
will suffer through mediocre seasons.
one is for his benefit.
But seriously folks, the Brt:wers
It may be the end of the line for a few
should be convicted of grand larceny
of the aforementioned beauties.
for robbing the Cards. They got more
No one will claim Bobby Bonds.
Reggie Jackson will get into at least
for Sixto Lezcano than OPEC gets for
one scrape with Dave Winfield.
a miserable barrel of oil. With Simmons and Fingers, the Brewers could
. Dick Williams will win the NL East
· with the Expos and then resign.
be tough.
Jim Bouton explained the 1981
Three managers will be fired.
Yankees 16 years ago when he describDon Zimmer will still be booed in
ed the 1965 Yankees, "all of ~ sudden
Boston.
we all got old one day''. And, . Mike,
Bowie Kuhn could be unemployed
die Yankees still haven't harveste<,l that
by September.
premium right-hander.
Someone (and not Billy Martin) will
By July the Yankees will know what
punch George Steinbrenner in the
every National League team knows:
mouth.
Dave Winfield is the most overrated
Ralph Houk 'will regret, more than
and overpaid player in the game. Not
once, that he took the Sox job.
Fred Lynn will stay with the Sox and
even Yankee Stadium is big enough for'
both Reggie Jackson and Daye Winhave his best-ever season.
field.
Jim Rice will struggle once again and
While the Yankees are self destrucdeniand to be traded after a summer
ting, the Red Sox will make a brilliant
full of boos .
three-month dash at the flag and colT;ant and Torrez will either be
lapse as usual. The only thing I know
released or retire on their own.
about the Red Sox is that they will
The American League will finally
win an All-Star game.
finish somewhere between first and last
in the A.L. East.
Haywood Sullivan, despite his semibrilliant trade, has adopted the Calvin
Griffith trick: field a major league
team and make them pay through the
nose, but get red of all your highpriced beauts first.
The Seventh Annual Blueberry Hill
The other divisions are more sedate
to Churchill House Race, sponsored by
and possibly more predictable. I like
radio station WFAD of Middlebury
will be held Saturday, Jan. 17. In~
the Royals, Expos and Astros. The
Phillies succumb to the Yankee theory.
dividual starts will be between 11 a.m.
Too much excess baggage in Philly to
and 1 p.m. The entry fee is $5 but half
win again.
price for 18-year-olds and younger.
Entry blanks are available at Blueberry
At this juncture I don't think that
Hjll, WFAD, and Churchill House.
the Royals can be denied a World
Championship.
For more information contact race
But I don't think that the Astros can
coordinator, Deborah Young, at
·
be. k~pt . out . Qf tqe )Vqrld. ~~r:ies. l!(ter.•• !J!~ep~~ry .Jjill.(2~7-.6535).. .

-Rutland Town has received the green ·
light for further construction of Northwood Park recreation area.
That phase includes the installation
of two tennis courts, multi-game
courts, a children's play area, picnic
area, a baseball field, parking areas,
and related site developments to . the
Post Road facility.
The Rutland District Environmental
Commission last week issued an Act
250 land-use permit for the project,
which should begin in the spring.
Rutland Town Recr~ation Commissioner David Seward explained the environmental hearing process this time
around was relatively routine.
"This is on-going site work that
we've been doing," Seward explained.
"Whenever we t:xpand a little, we have

to go through the Act 250 process. It's
just a formality.''
•These latest additions to the recreation area will supplement phases I and .
II - the swimming pool and parking
lots - which wen~ completed this summer, Little League and Babe Ruth league
baseball Oelds also are planned, according to Seward.
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West Rutland Tournament Photo Highlights

An abundance of players with a talent for going to the hoop was
responsible when nearly 600 points were put on the scoreboard during a
four-game Holiday Basketball Tournament, hosted by West Rutland
High School this past week. The St. Johnsbury Hilltoppers stole the
show with outbursts of 90 and 105 points, but some locals managed to
get in on the act. Clockwise, from above right, Rutland's Jim McCaffrey, who tallied 50 points in two nights, goes up and over a Middlebury
defender for a score; St. jay's Rory Gri.mes (44) pops a jumper over the
West Rutland defense for two of his 44 points; McCaffrey with a onehanded drive; Rutland's Ken Lougee sneaks in behind Middlebury's Jim
Daly (22) for a score.

Photos by Bob Fredette
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Recruiters Beat Retreat
::,Following Lockout
,
I.
By TIM TAYLOR
Uncle Sam still wants, you for the
/ U.S. Army, but right now, he'd just as
soon have his desks back first.
Local recruiters for the Army, Navy,
Air Force and Marines had a less-thanhappy new year last week after th~y
found themselves locked out of their
Merchants Row offices after a
disagreement about the building's
)ease.
And although the servicemen have '
been able to liberate personal items
from the office, the furniture apparently is being held hostage by
Rutland attorney James Abatiell, the
building's landlord, until the dispute is
resolved.
A spokesman for the Army Corp of
Engineers confirmed this week that the
lock-out involves a disagreement over
how much money Abatiell should
receive in rent for the last eight months. No rent has been paid to Abatiell
since the original lease for the offices
expired June }. last year, according to
the spokesman.
.
Meanwhile, recruiting efforts m
Rutland have suffered what one army
officer rl~scribed as "one heck of a
disruption."
.
New recruiting offices on Evelyn
Street which were ready for occupation 'this week, remain empty.
Recruiters have been handling business
by phone, at their homes, or ~t prearranged locations around the city.
Shovels scrape slush-covered sidewalks during a sadly short January thaw·
"I think it hurts everybody's
(Photo by Kevin Duffy)
recruiting efforts," explained one
recruiter, "because they don't have
any place to work out of or any place
for the kids to ee."
"We're just in limbo," he complained.
Warren Gordon, the head of the
Corp of Engineers real estate division,
said this week the government has been
When Abraham Lincoln gave his
predecessors, which broke ne"'. ground
negotiatiqg with Abatiell since the old
Gettysburg Address, he modestly sugin social, environmental and fiscal dolease expired in an attempt to clear up
gested that the world would "little note
mains, this year's version of the Verthe rent question and obtain a new
nor long remember" the words he
mont Legislature is unlikely to carve.
.
long-term lease.
delivered on that hallowed Civil War
any special niche for itself in the state's
However, by late fall, "we realized it
battlefield.
·
history books.
was impossible to reach an agreement,
Perhaps Lincoln's misguided pro"This session won't be remembered
so we looked around and found
phecy would fit more accurately if it
as an extremely creative session," adanother lease (on Evelyn Street), "
were applied to the 1981 Vermont
mits- new House Speaker Stephan
Gordon explained.
Legislature, which commenced its ofMorse, R-Newfane, who, by virtue of
Gordon said Abatiell was informed
ficial duties on Wednesday.
sometime in late fall that the recruiters
Unlike some of its recent
would move out of his building by Jan.
ANALYSIS
5. Abatiell then reduced the amount of
rent he was asking, according to Gorhis position, is probably tl~e single
don, but was told the troops would be
most powerful lawmaker "in the state.
moving anyway.
The reasons are several.
Since the government must have a
Local radio lover doesn't fare well
For one thing, the 180 legislators
signed lease before it can .release any
when he and his wares grab a cab.
wpo were sworn into office Wednesday
money, Bob Gouze, another corps ofPolice Blotter, Page 5.
are the greenest bunch of lawmakers to
ficial, traveled to Rutland in Decem~er
be seated in the State House in many
to try to reach a verbal agreement with
Rutland has a full-time police officer
years. More than one-third of them Abatiell for the eight months back
now assigned to juvenile matters. He is
62 to be precise - are neophytes.
· rent.
Richard Fitzsimmons. Page 4.
"On the day that I left Rutland,"
In ordinary years. it takes at least a
Gouze said this week, "we were in full
A little bit of Italy in Rutland. Page
month for lawmakers to organize to
agreement on the terms and conditions
9.
the point where they can really begin to
of vacating the premises and signing
enact meaningful legislatior:i. This
the lease."
Red Sox blow another one. Read it
winter that process will take even
According to Gouze, the governand weep. Page 12.
ment agreed to pay Abatiell $9,600 for
(See Page 10: Legislature)

Vermont Legislature:
Creativity Not Likely
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This front-door sign informs callers
of the Rutland Recruiting office
switch. (Photo by Tim Taylor)
the eight months rent, excluding heat.
This figure compares with about
$10,100 paid for rent and heat together
during the preceding year.
"You can see where Mr. Abatiell, as
far as I'm concerned, is coming out
very well on the deal," Gouze said.
The corps then mailed a lease to
Abatiell in late December, expecting
him to sign and return it so the rent
could be paid.
Gordon said he was surprised to
learn Abatiell instead had locked the
offices and taken control of the furniture.
"I've been in the Corp of Engineers
21 years," Gordon said, "and this is
the first time that I've ever encountered
this problem."
Gordon and Gouze said they were
not certain why Abatiell had taken the
action. Further negotiations are planned to try and straighten out the problem, Gordon said.
"We're ready to wind this thing
up,'' Gordon commented. "We want
to move out."
·
Contacted Thursday, Abatiell had ·
(See Page 10: Army)
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Town's Lawsuit Charges State System .Unfair
I

By TIM TAYLOR
Sherburne officials have gone to
co.u rt in a final attempt to wrest from
the state enough federal money to
begin construction next spring on. a
long-awaited municipal sewagetreatment system.
Representatives of the town's Fire
District No. 1 filed suit in Rutland
Superior Court in November charging
that Vermont's Agency of Environmental Conservation failed to set
up a fair system for distributing federal
money f~r water-pollution control.
The suit, since transferred to U.S.

.District Court, asks that the method
now used by the state to determine funding priority be ruled invalid. Attorneys for Sherburne also have requested that the state be prohibited
from going ahead with funding for any
similar projects until their issue has
been resolved.
And although the court battle over
the funding list promises to be protracted and costly, Sherburne could
receive an early response to its complaints through the state's Water
Resources Board. A petition asking the
board to overrule the environmental

Autograph Party!
FRIDAY .. JAN. 9th .. NOON on

Meet
FRED HILL
Author of the
Exciting NEW BOOK
on BLUEGRASS Music
Mr. Hill will personally
autograph your book.

REFRESHMENTS
AN IL&..USYaATED HIST'O•Y

.. ow......

AND MOUNTAIN MUSIC

HARTFORD BOOKSHOP
54 Center Street .. Rutland
773-3000

SPRING COURSES 1981
Classes Begin on January 26, 1981

ART

HUMANITIES

Art Appreciation
Pottery
Photography
Drawing
Figure Drawing
Painting
Sculpture

College English
Fiction Writing
Non-Fiction Writing
Conversational Spanish

Food & Beverage Mgt. & Service
Tourism & the Hospitality Industry
Hotel/Rest. Organization & Admin.

be getting a logical and reasonable
response from the agency" to suggestions made at those meetings.
"They ignored our project,
stonewalled our questions, and continued their bias representation of the
material," he charged.
"The whole thing was concocted so
as not to fund us," Lewis claimed. "If
they had followed the system they'd used for the last two or three years, they
wouldn't have had a very good argument for not funding us ."
Specifically, the suit claims the agency has nevedormally adopted a consistent policy upon which the funding list
is based.
The suit also alleges the agency has
violated federal law by discriminating
against Sherburne on a geographic
basis. The heavy emphasis placed on
phosphorus abatement in the state's
major lakes, according to the suit, has
unfairly channeled the bulk of the
available federal - money to communities near Lakes Champlain · and
Memphremagog.
Assistant Attorney "General Benson
Scotch, who is representing the state in
the case, declined to discuss details of
the case.

Recreation Roundup
Jr/Sr High Dancercise

MUSIC by Sandy Mor,se

HOTEL/RESTAURANT
MANAGEMENT

agency's priority system is scheduled
for revue in January.
The two actions by Sherburne come
after months of sometimes bitter
wrangling between town and state officials over when the fire district will
receive money for the final construc·tion phase of the $12 million project.
Sherburne is currently slated to
receive $9 million in federal money for
• the project in fiscal year 1984.
Town Manager David Lewis,
however, repeatedly has criticized the
environmental agency for placing other
projects higher on the funding list than
Sherburne, even though Sherburne
faces an immediate · health hazard
because of its·lack of a comprehensive
sewage treatment system.
Sherburne is now nearing the completion of final design and engineering
plans for the new systen, and could be
ready to begin construction this spring
if the money is available.
During hearings held by the state this
summer, Lewis and other fire district
officials failed to convince the agency
to move Sherburne up on the funding
priority list.
Lewis this week explained the suit
was filed "because we didn't seem to

Dan'::ercise, a fun way to get in shape
combi-0.ing excercise and dance
movements, will be offered to Jr/Sr.
High gjrls Wednesdays from 4 to 5
p.m. for 10 weeks beginning Jan. 14.
The class is sponsored by the "Rutland
Recreation & Parks Department and
will be held at the Lawrence Recreation
Center. Fee for the class is $2. Preregistration is required.

Beginners Karate
A beginners karate class will be offered by tb.e Rutland Recreation &
Parks Department for students in
Grades 4 thru 8 on Mondays from 7 to
8 p.m. for 10 weeks beginning Jan. 12.
Pre-registration is required by Jan. 9.
Trip Wescott will be the instructor.

Adult Dancercise Classes
Dancercise classes, a fun way to get
in shape by combining dance and exercise movements with popular music,
will be spOI~sored by the Rutland
Recreation · &L Parks Department.
Classes are fl"r dancers and nondancers alike and will meet at the
Lawr~nce Recreation Center. There
will be two adult classes, one Tuesdays
from noon to 1 p.m. beginning Jan.
13, and another Wednesdays from 5:30
to 6:30 p.m. beginning Jan. 14. Fee is
$10. Pre-registration is required for all
classes. Linda Tierney will instruct.

Indoor Tennis

The Rutland Recreation & Parks
Department will offer the following indoor tennis programs at Brookside
Tennis courts: A. Beginning tennis instruction; B. Intermediate tennis
Beginners Kara~e
league.
High School and Adult
The programs will run for si-x weeks
The Rutland Recreation & Parks
and will be held on Mondays from 9 to
Department will offer a 10-week class
10 a .m. at the Bro'okside beginning
in karate beginning Jan. 12 from 8 to 9
Jan. 12. Pre-registration is required at
p.m., at the Lawrence Recreation • the Lawrence Recreation Center by
Center. The course will be open to high
Jan. 9. Class size is limited so register
school and adult ages and will cover
in advance. Fee for both programs is
basic karate techniques.
·
$12. Instructor-coordinator is Linda
Tierney.

SOCIAL: SCIENCE
Sociology
American History
Political Economy In Eastern Europe

MATHEMATICS & SCIENCE
College Mathematics
Calculus I
Earth Reactions to Land Use
Nutrition & Health
Intro. to Computer Science

BUSINESS
Typing I
Typing II
Typing IV
Shorthand II
"Shorthand IV
Secretarial Procedures
Admln. Secretarial Procedures
·Bookkeeping
Fl/Ing Systems
Accounting II
;small Business Management
Business Success for Women
Intro. to Computer Science

TECHNICAL
Intro. to Construction Technology
Engine Cooling & Lubrication Systems
Engine Tune-Up
Chassis, Suspension and Steering
Brake Systems
Automotive Bookkeeping

NON-CREDIT
GED, Preparation
Beginning Guitar

REGISTRATION - Registration for the Spring Semester Is now In progress through
.January 23 at the college administration offices, 310 Bonnet Street (Route 30), Man·
chester Center. Office hours are Monday through Friday, 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
-TUITION ~ $40 per credit; $10 non-refundable registration fee for first-time students
only. Tuition discounts for multiple courses are granted by Ethan Allen. One course:
$120, two courses: $220, three courses: $300. Full-time students pay only $400 per
semester.
.
.
FINANCIAL AID - Financial aid In the form of scholarship and work/study programs
Is available. Individuals should request forms from the college and apply early.

Invites You to Join
Its Fabulous Movie Exchange Club
Which Gives You Access
To a Great Home TV Movie Library
On Video Cassette.
We can also help you with free friendly advice on
purct.asing video recorders, cameras, games, pre-recorded
movies and other video products.
62 Center Street
Rutlal".t, Vt. (802) 776-2~58
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S~hool

Mayoral Candidates Support
By DAVID MOTT
The city's two mayor candidates,
both Rutland teachers, have endorsed
the school board's proposed 30-cent
school tax rate increase.
Former mayor John "Jack" Daley,
seeking to return to City Hall after a
15-year absence, said he intends to vote
for the tax hike on Jan. 13.
"I feel compelled because people
have paid tax dollars to educate my
children,' " Daley said. "I feel compelled to reinvest in the youth of our city."
Peter Goshgarian, who is attempting
to move up to the mayor's office from
his position on the board of aldermen,
called the city's school system a "good
investment,'' and said the school
board's request for a 30-cent hike is
"reasonable."
School Board President Michael

Dick said last week the proposed
30-cent increase would not come at
once, but would be implemented over a
five-year period.
"I think that is a reasonable
request,'' Goshgarian said.
Both candidates are long-time local
teachers. Daley teaches government at
Rutland Junior High School, while
Goshgarian teaches business at the
high school.
"I am a great proponent of education,'' Goshgarian said. "I think it is a
good investment."
Rutland's school system has been
wracked in recent years by budget cuts.
Reductions have been implemented in
programs and staff, due to the inability
of the existing $2.20 school tax rate
to support operations.
Dick warned last week that if voters

CVPS Issues Alert
By MARGO HOWLAND
Central Vermont Public Service
Corp. issued its first "peak alert" of
the winter season last Monday.
A peak alert is announced during, or
in anticipation of, a severe cold spell
when CVPS customers place the
highest demands on ' the company for
power.
,
Customers are asked ·at such times to
avoid using electrical appliances or to
cut back on the use of electricity during
the peak periods of 8 to 11 a.m. and 5
to 9 p.m., when power demand is
highest.
Spokesman Patrick Slattery said
"four or five" peak alerts were issued
last winter when CVPS started the program. The voluntary cutback of electrical usage saves both energy and
money, Slattery said.
Programs such as peak alert and
other load-managing efforts postpone
the need for additional generating stations, new transmission lines and other ·
related electrical distribution equipment, according to Sfatfory.
·
CVPS President James Griffin said ·
the peak alert program was successful
last year.
"Last winter our customers made a
significant contribution toward keeping electricity demand at a lower-thanprojected level by·voluntarily curtailing
the use of major electric appliances
during certain hours of the day,'' Griffin said.
''This voluntary effort must be con-

tinued again this year if we are to hold
the line on using extensive oilgenerated power. ' '
Last year's peak alert operati.On
resulted in reducing peak demand by
more than 20,000 kilowatts, keeping it
below the all-time peak of 372,500
kilowatts set in February 1979, Griffin
said.
Slattery acknowledged that the "-omparatively mild winter last year also
was a factor in reduced electricity consumption.
Slattery said the alert is different
from the three-week "general emergency alert" issued Dec. 11 following the
unanticipated shutdown of the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant in
Vernon.
Slattery said CVPS gets about ·onethird of its power load from Vermont
Yankee. During the approximately two
weeks Yankee was down, it cost ''an
estimated $150,000 a day" for replacement power, he said. The cost, he said,
was over and above what CVPS
already was paying.
The general emergency alert, which
lasted thrbugh the end of December,
asked customers to curtail all nonessential electricity use because of the .
combination of the Yankee shutdown
and the cold snap.
Because CVPS' rates are set, the
utility will not immediately pass on to
its customers the high cost of replacement power during the December
Yankee shutdown.

turn down the school board's request
for more money, further program and
staff reductions would follow. The
school board president also said that
failure to approve a tax increase could
cause a "further breakdown in the
neighborhood school concept."
'As a result of declining enrollment,
the city may have to close an elementary school, Dick said. The failure of
voters to pass the requested tax increase could accelerate that move, and
may mean more schools will have to
close, Dick warned.
The result would be increased busing
of students to schools outside their
neighborhood, Dick said.
· "I really think that what is nece-ssary
here is a decision on the part of voters
to come to grips with the issue," Daley
. said. The question is whether voters
want further cutbacks in the city's
educational system, Daley contended.
"I think we have reached a point ...
that we have got to make this decision
once again if we are going tQ stay at the
high level (of education) that we have
had in the past," Daley said. "It is
soul-searching time right now in the city. of Rutland."
Goshgarian said he has perceived an
improvement in the city's education
system in the past several years, and "I
think it is on the upgrade again."
Goshgarian also stressed the importance of a solid education system in the
city's eco.nomic development.
Businesses and industries considering
whether to locate in the Rutland area
look closely at the quality of the school
system during their deliberations,
Goshgarian said.
The last time voters agreed to increase the school ~ax rate was 1974. At

Tax Hike

that time the rate was increased 30
cents to the current· $2.20 rate. Since
that time, the school board has gone
back to the voters several times seeking .
an increase in the tax rate. Each effort
was unsuccessful.
If passed, the increase would be
phased in over a five-year period, a sixcent increase each year' Dick said.
_ The proposed increase, Dick said,
would raise taxes for the average
Rutland household by 3.1 percent over
each of the five years. A person owning
an "average" house assessed on the city Grand List at $20,000 now pays $440
per year to the school system, Dick
said. The proposed 30-cent increase
would mean the average house would
bring the city school system $500 in
taxes, amounting to a $12 increase in
taxes during each of the five years the
increase is phased in, according to the
school board chairman.
"Again, not a lot of money,'' Dick
said.
Mayor Gilbert Godnick has objected
to the school board holding a special
election Jan. 13 to decide the issue,
rather than putting the item on the
March election ballot.
But a positive vote by the electorate
would ratify a chapge in the City,.,
Charter, which now mandates a tax
rate ceiling of $2.20. Any charter
amendment must be reviewed by the
state Legislature, which meets from
January through April. Waiting until
the March election would not allow
enough time for the Legislature to
review the charter amendment, which
would mean the school board would
not be able to take advantage of increased revenues during the 1981-1982
fiscal year, Dick said.

Start the new year with the look
you alway·s wanted, give a call to
one of our professionals.

DOU
CL
A~
CREATIVE
ttAIQ~TYLING
FOR LADIES AND ~ENTLEMEN
HAIRCUTS •STYLING• PERMANENTS

• You Can't Beat Our Prices!
•You Can't Beat Our Quality!
• You Can't Beat Our Service!

381/2 CE:NTE:R ST • 1HIRD FLOOR
(ELEVATOR SERVICE)
RUTLAND VT 05701 • (802) 775 ·6261

It's time.to swltcfi to Bernina
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.
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CENTER
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SERVICF

SO Strongs Ave . Rutland, Vt . 775-1616

SPECIAL DAILY

WINTER CLEA~~i1VCE
20 to 50 Percent Of·f*
*except accessories

Ladies Night
Wed., 8 p.m.-l.1\ p.m.
Drinks at Reduced Prices
Pool Tournament - Sunday
·SUNDAYDrinks Y2 Price, 3-6

99 Marble St.
West Rutland, Vt.
438-9891
open at noon daily

10 percent off cruise wear
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.
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Keeping Pace with Fashion
Christmas Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-S
VISA, MASTER CHARGE, TUIJTLE GREEN CHARGE
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City Juvenile Officer Is Richard Fitzsimmons

I

By TIM TAYLOR
City officials announced this week
that after a five-year absence the position of full-time juvenile officer has
been restored.
The position, to be filled- ·by
patrolman Richard Fitzsimmons, was
dropped five years ago in a reorganization of the Police Department.
Fitzsimmons, a 28-year-old Rut~and
native who has been with the department since August 1979, will take over
the job Jan. 18.
Fitzsimmons wiff handle the police
end of all cases involving children in
need of help from the state ~ the victims of child abuse, for instance - as
well as youths in trouble with the law.
He also will serve as a liaison between police and youth-oriented agencies, particularly the Vermont Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services.
Police officials ·recently placed a
high priority on restoring these responsibilities to a single individual. In recent years, juvenile cases have been
handled by members of the Bureau of
Criminal Investigation and Public
Relations Officer Frank Kelly.
Although aldermen approved the
position about a year ago, problems ·
such as large turnover in the department delayed the final selection process
until late fall. Five officers applied for
the job.
Fitzsimmons, in an interview this
week, explained that his interest in the
position stems from both his experience with youth and his formal
religious training. The 1977 Wadhems
Hall College Seminary graduate also
has studied theology at St. John's
Seminary in Boston.
"I've always had an interest in
youngsters," Fitzsimmons said. "I like
working with them. I like teaching and
being with them in general. I just get
along with them pretty well."
He said his Seminary training also
gave him experience in teaching, in
working with boys' clubs, and in coordinating youth programs. "Some of us also went beyond the
core requirements," he added, "in the
I

Richard Fitzsimmons
areas of sociology, psychology and
that type of thing. These things, of
course, are not the be all anq end all,
but they certainly help."
Fitzsimmons said he will first
familiarize himself with juvenile law
and the workings of local youth agencies. But his work as a patrolman, he
added, already has introduced him to
juvenile problems in Rutland.
"I think a lot of our problems," he
said, ''come from the fact our
youngsters are drinking at a much
earlier age. Some of them don't have
much supervision, and some of them
just don't have anything to do with
themselves."
Fitzsimmons characterized the drug
problem in Rutland as minor com-

pared with that of alcohol abuse. "The
thing I see more than anything else is
alcohol. I've seen kids as young as 13
or so out running aroun9 and drinking.
That's our No. 1 problem now."
Other department .changes ann~unc
ed this week include the appointment
of two new full-time officers and the
promotion of Public Relations and
Training Officer Fra.nk Kelly to corporal.

John Young oLMendon began work
as a regular patrol officer on Jan. 4.
Before coming to Vermont, Young
served on a municipal police department in New Jersey for 13 years.
Walter Lang, another native of
Rutland, will assume full-time duty on
Jan. 18. Lang recently left the Air
Force.
Both men have been working for the
police as special officers.

Hatha Yoga
The Rutland Recreation & P,arks
Department will offer a 10-week course
in hatha yoga beginning Jan. 13 from 7
to 8 p.m. at the Lawrence Recreation
Center. The course will be open to high
school and adult ages and will be

geared to enable one to relieve tension,
get to know the body, trim and cope
with fatigue. Fee for the course-is $10.
for adults and $5 for students. Preregistration is required by Jan. 12. Linda Seader will instruct.

' NEW YEAR'S SALE

THE NUGGET, Reg. 650. NOW 450.

THE COCHISE, Reg. 575. NOW 400.

THE SEVILLE, Reg. 650. NOW 550.
All Velour Frame

All beds include pedestal, frame, mattress, safety liner and
heater. Mattress and headboard starting af $125~
ON THE .SPOT FINANCING ON ALL BEDS
Sleep lor 30 days with no obligation on any waterl)ed.
Free sheets and side rails with any bed purchase.'

THE WATERBED SHED EAS·T
A complete waterbed systems and accessories store.

Spre~ds, sheets, mattress pads, side rails and mattress kits.

COMPLETE FINANCING!

COMPLETE FINANCING!

STOP BY AND SEE JEFF FOR ALL YOUR WATERBED

38 Strongs Avenue

NEED~ .

Rutland 775-4391
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From The Police Blotter
'

The following is an edited ve.rsion of
the Rutland police daily log for Dec. 31
to Jan. 7.
Wednesday, Dec. 31
16:52 - RFD to Midway Gas on So.
Main.
17:00 - Report from Forest St. of arson attempt at residence.
18:26 - Received call from person
staying at Pico Ski area reporting
power had gone out and apartment is
completely dependant on same for
heat. He has children with him. State
police called a!J.d will contact individuaL
18:35 - Received call .from citizen in
N.Y. requesting we check bus terminal
in attempt to find his son. If he's there
have him call his father right away.
18:38 - Message delivered to son at
bus station.
19:47 - Minor accident So. Main near
Mini-Mart.
20:04 - Male subject called from
Plaza threatening to commit suicide.
20:08 - Subject in custody. Alcohol
Information Referral contacted.
21:37 - Vandalism on Park St.
22: 11 - Stray dog on Cottage St.
22:59 - Disturbance on Park St.
22:59 - Report of someone dumping
beer bottles on Lafayette St.
Thursday, Jan. 1
00:19 - RFD to Maple and Grove.
False alarm.
01 :25 - Intoxicated male subject to
station and stated he wants to go to
jail. AIR contacted. Subject lodged at
correctional center.
02:03 _,_ Report of lamp pole just
broken on Giorgetti Blvd. At same
time we received another call from
woman in area that someone just
smashed her mailbox.
02:15 - RFD to Howard and Billings.
02:19 - RFD to Grove and Maple.
02:37 - Person at Plains St. apartment refuses to leave. Subject removed
by officers.
02:54 --' Report Of fight in rear of
business on No. Main. · ·
04:20 - Windshield broken by bottle
while car was parked on Strongs Ave.
10: 11 - Light at Strongs, River and
Madison working on a very slow cycle.
13:32 - RFD to Allen St.
14:02 - Youths throwing snowballs on
Maple St.
15:25 - Rescue squad to Marble Ave.
17:45 - Citizen reports vehicle had
been scratched with knife while parked
on Merchants Row.
19:20 - RFD to Kendall Ave.
23:01 - Disturbance on Baxter St.
Friday, Jan. 2
03:15 - Light snow starting at this
time.
06:25 - RFD to Irving Heights for
chimney fire.
08:13 Request ambulance on
Church St. Youth having convulsions.
14:29 ~Request for RFD rescue squad
on Melrose Ave.
15:14..:... Abandoned vehi9le on Ripley
Rd.
15:27 - Report of a fire in Forest
Park.
15:49 - Rescue squad to Sheldon
Towers.
16: IO - Juveniles throwing ice balls on
,
Kendall Ave.
16:23 - Minor accident No. Main by
Park Thrift.
17:53 - Red flashing light at · NW
school indicating boiler problems.
School maintenance advised.
18:15 - Subject who had been lodged
for intoxication (see entry at 01 :25 on
1/1) called 3 times to tell us he's going

.

to sue the department for lodging him
for intoxication.
19:47 - Report of juveniles on sleds in
road at Church Hill.
20:37 - Assistance requested on Summer St. Subject involved in fight needs
transport to hospital. Request by
Aldous.
21 :52 - Male subject to station to
report he was assaulted by his wife.
22:58 - RFD to Haywood Ave.
Saturday, Jan. 3
00:53 - Midway Thrifti advised they
were just held up by a man with a
shotgun.
00:55 - All units in area. State police
advised.
.
01 :02 - Bruce, the K-9 unit, now starting trail.
01 :06 - Bureau of Criminal Investigation contacted.
01:12 - Intoxicated male subject came
to station and asked to go to jail. AIR
contacted.
01:14 - K-9 has now trailed to home
on Clover St.

I

Herald reports a bomb-threat received.
Building checked. Negative results.
03:55 - Officer assisting at correctional center in transport of prisoners
· to new facility.
05:49 - Door broken at business on
Merchants Row. Appears to be vandalism rather than a break.
07:01 - Prisoner transfer complete.
07:15 - Lights at Temple Crossing not
working properly. Put on flash. RFD
advised.
07:43 - RFD rescue squad to Baxter
St.
09:13 - Minor accident S. Main and
Washington.
11:53 - RFD to 21 Lincoln Ave~
12:52 - Call received to check on 2
male subjects who are not wanted at
rescue mission.
13:53 - Fire on Holly St.
15:30 - Fight on Library Ave.
16:00 - Vehicle possibly stuck at NW
school. Vehicle gone upon arrival of
officers.
17:00 - Mail box reported run over in
Harrington Ave. area.

20:22 - Local cab company reports driver picked up fare at the mall. Subject

was coming out of woods with lots of new radios. Cab stopped by officer on
Woodstock Ave. Radios stolen from Zayre's. State police notified.

01 :37 - One unit to station ·to
transport incapacitated person.
01:47 - Dunkin Donuts on So. Main
reports may have a possible run-away
juvenile in their establishment.
01 :50 - Subject who overheard above
transmission advised his daughter has
been missing as of 20:20 on 1/2. Gave
description. This was confirmed by officer at Dunkin Oonuts as being the
run-away. Taken into custody and
brought to station.
02:15 - Juvenile released to her
father.
02: 17 - Broken water main on Merchants Row. Water Dept. notified.
02:53 - Deputy at Herald building
reports intoxicated person attempting
to break into vehicle.
02:58 - Officers have subject. Request
AIR be contacted.
03:26 - Subject lodged at Correctional Center.
12:30 Juvenile apprehended at
Adams St. ref. armed robbery at 00:53.
16:00 - Report of a big red dog taking
kids hats at Howard and Wallace.
17:07 - Minor accident at E. Center ·
and So. Main.
17:25 - Water main break at Hillside
and Woodstock. Water Dept. notified.
17:32 - Glass under traffic light at
Forest and River.
17:37 - Glass swept up.
•
18:38 - Advised that main break at
17:25 was not water, rather sewer.
DPW notified.
19:36 - Request for rescue squad at
River St.
20:22 - Local cab company reports
driver picked up fare at the mall. Sub'ject was coming out of woods with lots
of new radios. Cab stopped by officer
on Woodstock Ave. Radios stolen
from Zayre's. State police notified.
23 :09 - Wallet found at concert
tonight. $26 in it. Owner notified. Will
pick up in a.m.
Sunday, Jan. 14
00:25 - RFD to Harrington Ave. for
chimney fire.
00:54 - Subject in Templewood Ct.
area ringing all doorbells.
01 :02 - Officer brings in intoxicated
subject from Templewood Ct. area.
AIR contacted. Subject lodged at correctional center.
02:16 - Vehicle stranged at Killington
and Stratton.
.02:20 - Burns Security at Rutland
r

17:54 - Fire at IOl Dorr Dr.
18:39 - Fire at Brookside Mobile Park
on Muzzy St. Vehicle burned.
19:18 - RFD to Elm St.
20:55 - Water main break on Park St.
just west of school.
Monday, Jan. 5
00:26 - Report of break in progress at
business on Allen St. Two nitrous oxide tanks taken.
00:38 - Barking dog at Haywood and
Muzzy.
01 :00 - Male subject called from
Dunkin Donuts and asked for a place
to stay until 06:00 .. He advised he was
with girlfriend, were· supposed to catch
06:00 bus to Vergennes. Advised he is
probably best to stay where he is
because we have no facilities, and he is
-probably as warm where he is as he will
be anywhere.
'
02:37 - Report of vehicle stolen from
business on So. Main St.
- 03:35 - Woman calls to report vehicle
on Maple St. not pulled off roadway.
Has been parked this way for past 3
nights and has not gotten a ticket.
06: 17 - State police report unit to
start up toward the Pinnacle Ridge Rd.
as they received a call reporting a car
fire in the field off the road there.
Vehicle is possibly one stolen from city
·
'
earlier.
06:27 - Vehicle is ·on fire. Rutland
Town FD on scene. It appears to be
our stolen vehicle.
06:41 - This is stolen vehicle. Have
recovered one registration plate.
07:36 - Request for medical assistance
on Forest St. Girl cut foot, unable to
stop bleeding. RFD rescue squad advised.
08:35 - Signs on island at Strongs and
So. Main knocked down. DPW
notified.
14:05 - Dr. Stickney, Health Officer
has health order to be served.
14:09 - Report of theft of welfare
check.
14:45 - RFD to 120 Post St.
14:59 - Fire at 114 Strongs Ave.
18:22 - Report of broken water pipe,
Bellevue Ave. Water Dept. advised.
18:51 - Fire on Woodstock Ave.
18:56 - Report of backed up furnace
at above.
19:01 - Subject came to station and
advised he was involved in an accident
on Dec. 24 on S. Main and wants to
report it.
19:29 - Water Dept. advises that

water line break on Bellevue Ave. is a
sewer line break and requests we call
DPW.
19:41 - Out of stater calling who
wasn't sure where he was - finally
determined he was on Killington Mtn.
and wanted State Police to help him '
with his problem.
20:51 _:_ Suspicious vehicle on Temple
St., determined to be disabled.
20:51 ....::. Young male subject loitering
around area of Cleveland Ave. and
Crescent St.
20:54 - Officer reports no one loitering in this area.
22:22 - State Police advise minor acddent at Center and Merchants Row.
Tuesday, Jan. 6
01:18 - Officer reports intoxicated
subject at Center and Wales will be
transported to station. AIR contacted.
Subject lodged.
01 :45 - Red lights at Merchants Row
are out. Lights put on flash. Chief Barron advised.
07:51 Report of male subject
threatening suicide on Baxter St.
08:05 - Subject unfounded.
09: IO - Hole in road on Meadow St.
DPW advised.
19:19 - Fire near Highway Furniture.
19:31 - Water coming from Rand R
Leather on No. Main St.
19:38 - RFD to Grand Union for
vehicle leaking gas.
23:42 - Request we checkiemale subject on Washington St. May be
suicidal.
23: 53
Everything OK on
Washington St.
Wednesday, Jan. 7
00:29 - Request we advise DPW that
hills and intersections slippery at this
time.
01:14 - RFD to Moose Club.
01:22 - Water break on West St.
01 :49 - Request for ambulance on S.
Main. Subject having chest pain.
. 03:19 - Accident Dorr Dr. No injuries.
04:01 - Plows out at this time. Request from officer to contact Bottle
Club to have patrons move vehicles. ,
04:23 ...,- Towed vehicle from Strongs
Ave.
04:43 - Towed vehicle from Wales St.
05:26 - Towed vehicle from Center
St.
06:05 - Towed vehicle from Lincoln
Ave.
(Above vehicles towed for winter violation)
08:44 - Accident on Columbia and
Pierpoint. Minor injuries.

Kelly's
Krlmestoppers ·
Public relations officer Corporal
Frank Kelly's tip of the week: "Warning to kids: It is a dangerous practice to
bumper ride. This activity, sometimes
called 'skitching a ride,' could result in
death or serious injuries.''
-"Police Blotter" wishes to congratulate Kelly on his promotion this
week to corporal. Keep tip the good
work, Frank.

Pq~
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EDITORIAL
, Late last week the Vermont Department of Employment
Security ruled~ that strikers ·at the Rutland Herald are eligible to
collect unemployment benefits in accordance with state law.
The decision is not precedent-setting for Vermont. Unemployment has been awarded workers in similar situations in this state
before.
Neither is the practice of awarding unemployment benefits to
strikers unique to Vermont. In fact, granting unemployment to
strikers is commonplace in neighboring states such as New York
and Massachusetts.
So why the hue a.n d cry from Rutland Herald management and .
other state industrialists?
The reason is that the rece~t unemployment verdict · has
highlighted one of the all too few instances where the law works
to the advaQ.tage of working men and women, a case where the
statutes clearly place human needs ·before corporate profits.
Striking Herald employees want to return to work immediately. But they cannot and have qualified to collect unemployment
because they have been "permanently" replaced in their jobs
since the labor dispute at the paper began on Oct. J.
The unemployment ruling in favor of Herald workers implies
Vermont companies may face added costs if they deal with strikes
by repiacing workers rather than negotiating a settle~ent of the
workers' grievances. The added costs would come in the form of
higher unemployment insurance premium$ for the companies.
Such a situation provides companies with an incentive to seek a
timely settlement of labor disputes in Vermont and discourages
the practice of simply severing from the payroll any employees
who choose to press concerns over wages, hours and working
conditions.
If ·the availability of unemployment insurance i,o workers
replaced during a labor dispute amounts to even a small, new addition to tlie arsenal of organized labor in Vermont, then it is an
addition badly needed in a state where wages lag one dollar per
hour below the national average.
Rutland Herald management and spokesmen ' for the
Associated Industries of Vermont would have us believe that the
recent unemployment ruling is so sweeping and so new as to
dampen the hopes for future industriardevelopment in the state.
However, a look at the record reveals not only that the ruling is
not unique, but also that strikes in which companies choose a permanent replacement strategy - the only cases in which the recent
ruling applies - over the option of a negotiated_settlement are
the exception and not the rule.
Predictably, the owners of the Rutland Herald have chosen to
appeal the unemployment ruling.
Perhaps the paper's owners and their ideological colleagues
would prefer to deny employees they have cast out of work any
income at all. If so, it is precisely such dreadfully poor attitudes
toward working people that so often ·foment labor disputes.
Finally, the recent unemployment ruling underscores what may
be the most basic fact of the strike at the Rutland Herald.
The 50 striking employees of Vermont's se.c ond largest
newspaper are ready, available and looking for work. All the
paper's owners need do is open the doors they have kept so tightly
and uncompromisingly shut during the. four-month-old labor
dispute and -let them all in.

No Laughs For Orion
Letter to the Editor:
I was shocked to read · your Dear
Orion column in the Dece!Ilber 20th
isue of the Monitor; wherein a woman
' was condoned (do not apologize "love means never having to say you're
sorry") for beating her spouse with a
baseball bat, breaking plates over his
head, and hammering his feet_to the
floor.
Family violence (spouse abuse) is a
large scale problem. FBI statistics say
that one out of every two women will
be beaten at some point in their life.
You have used a man as the victim in
your sick attempt at humor. lt does not
matter whether the victim is a male or
female. Abuse is not a laughing matter.
It is an attempt at humor such as this

that causes people to think ·~t's OK"'
or it's not really a serious problem.
In our community people are daily
beaten, choked, burned, and threatened . with guns and knives in their own
homes. They live in fear for their lives
and the safety of their children. To
make light of their suffering is
thoughtless and cruel.
We need to stand up together as people · and speak out against family
violence if it is ever to stop. We must
educate the public that abuse is not
funny; that suffering people deserve to
be taken seriously. That they are deserving of our help.
,
I sincerely hope not to see another
such article in your paper.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Diehl

Inmate Speaks Out
Letter to the Editor:
I am an inmate currently residing at
the Rutland Correctional Center. I
would not usually talk about my
residence .of dwelling so freely. I consider it of most importance in relating
it to the public the treatment administered to the inmates here.
I have found time and time again
people being treated more as dogs,
than human beings.
I ask: Is it fair being accused of owning contraband when not in one's
possession, in a building so antiquated?
Anything could be hidden in any
specific place, and remain there for
five, ten, or fifteen years.

One being guilty and accused; selfmindedly accepting the guilt, is
·something a person can live with. But
is it within anyone's comprehension
the hurt and immoral injustice of being
accused and reprimanded - within a
correctional center - to a rule you
know you had no part in breaking?
Are these rational and fair people
running this correctional center or are
they simply "doing fit" with what they
have available?
Is only one point of view sufficient
to ¢lassify as person guilty? I would
wish to remain anonymous for fear of
retaliation.
Thank you,

A.

,·

'

When Jack Daley announced Tuesday that he would run for
mayor, it probably came as little surprise to longtime Rutland
residents. Daley, after all, had been mayor twice before and in
1979 lost a bid for a thifil term by just 23 votes.
A Rutland City mayor'_s race without Jack-Daley would seem .
strange indeed.
And while the announcement itself was expected by many
voters, the way in which Daley made it may_come as a disappointing surprise to labor supporters.
Candidate Daley, who h~s portrayed himself as a friend of
labor, who has been a striking teacher, chose to walk into .the
' Rutland Herald building to announce his candidacy despite a
strike against the paper.
To make matters worse, Daley could have avoided that antilabor gesture simply by calling a press conference at some neutral
location.
Jack Daley says he is a friend of labor.
But he has a ways to go to substantiate that claim in the current
mayoral campaign.

.'
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George Tooker's Mural:

Master's Brush Strokes Grace Windsor Church
By MARGO HOWLAND
WINDSOR - What was described
as "the most significant piece of
religious art to come out of this country in this century" has been donated
to the newly-rebuilt St. Francis of
Assisi Roman Catholic Church on
Union Street.
A series of seven integrated paintings
aepicting the seven sacraments (baptism, confirmation, reconciliation, holy communion, marriage, annointing
of the sick and Holy Orders) was
donated to the church by Hartland artist George Tooker, a pafishioner.
The paintings, which hang in the
church's fellowship hall, were installed
by workers Monday afternoon and formally dedicated . at a prayer service
Tuesday night.
More than 200 .Persons attended.
The old St. Francis Church, a
gothic-style building of white ceramicfaced brick, was destroyed in a 1977
fire shortly before Christmas. A new
church of red brick in the Georgian
vernacular · was built on the site and
dedicated last November.
The Tooker paintings were specially
commissioned for the·. new church by
the Rev. Forrest Rouelle, pastor.
As Rouelle put it: "We were at dinner and I said, 'George, how would
you like to do the painting of the seven
sacraments?' George said, 'I'd love
to.' "
Artist George Tooker (above) poses
That was in October 1979. Shortly
next to his highly acclaimed paintings.
afterward; Tooker left for Spain,
The center painting of the mural, the
where he lives during the winter, and
Holy Eucharist, is shown at right.
did the sketches for the seven pain(Photos by Margo Howland)
tings.
Last April, he showed the sketches, .
known as "cartoons," to Rouelle,
received his approval, and started work
on the full-scale drawings and then the
She made the remark in an introducpaintings.
tion to the paintings during the prayer
Rouelle described his reaction to the
service Tuesday night.
paintings: "I said, 'Yes! Yes! Your
Gilbert said the only other comtheology is excellent! ' "
parable rdigious art work of the 20th
Tooker, 60, who has lived in
Century was Spanish painter Salvadore
Hartland for the past 20 years, became
Dali' s "The Cross."
nationally famous for his 1950 painting
She maintained the paintings "were
"The Subway.''
clearly the most ambitious project
"The Subway" is a chilling vision of
Tooker has done" and that in her opipeople trapped in their own lives - a
nion they surpass "The Subway,"
scene that appears and reappears in
Tooker's most famous work.
what Tooker calls his "protest" painThe paintings are cU>ne in Tooker's
tings.
favorite medium; egg tempera, and
"It indicates how people were forced
painted on masonite board treated with
to live ... their conditions," he said. · gesso (a substance made of rabbit skin
Although Tooker said recently he no
glue and whiting).
longer feels the anger that marked the
Tooker was encouraged to paint in
early protest paintings, there is still
egg tempem - mixing his paint with
uneasiness· m fear of his recent
the yo J:C of an egg in the style of the
work.
early Renaissance artists - by artist
Tooker, in fact, has been called "a
Paul Cadmus, under whom he studied
master of modern dismay.'' But it is
in 1946.
tranquility and joy that appear in the
"It may be a little bit foolish to use it
frames of "The Seven Sacraments" now because acrylic is very similar but
something entirely new in Tooker's
I'm used to it," Tooker said.
work.
"I started painting before they had
The series of paintings make up
acrylic.'' ·
Tooker's largest work, measuring
The paintings are pastoral scenes,
some 13 feet across the west wing of
with each event taking place outdoors
the fellowship hall in a paneled mural
in what would appear to be early sprreminiscent of DaVinci's "The Last
ing.
Supper.''
Tooker's use of the St. Francis altar
The paintings are of different widrail and Baptismal font adds a
ths, with the largest depicting the Holy
hometown touch to the paintings. He
Eucharist in the Center.
also uses gold leaf in the background,
It also is the first time Tooker has
giving the paintings a kind of spiritual
done religious paintings.
radiance.
"I've gotten close to it, but it's never
This is the first time Tooker has
been as explicitly religious as this,"
worked with gold leaf.
Tooker said in an interview.
At the far left of the series, the first
He noted that he has painted Mary
painting shows the sacrament of bapMagdalene, and other works have had
tisms. Parents cradling an infant stand
what Tooker described as an implicit
at the baptismal font with two godrather explicit religious theme.
parents nearby.
Art critic Alma Gilbert, curator of
A small child clings to his mother's
the Maxfield Parrish Museum in Corskirts. Behind them . a barren tree
nish, N.H., proclaimed the series of . frames small green hills.
paintings '.'the most significant piece of
The faces are solemn yet joyful.
religious art to come out of this counThe second painting depicts a bishop
try in this century."
facing a class of small, white-robed

children awaiting confirmation. The
bishop carries the crook of the Good
Shepard, and the shepard theme of
confirmation is subtly reinforced by
the small white lambs browsing in the
background.
Behind the bishop is the face of the
assistant pastor, Fr. William Giroux.
Reconciliation, earlier known as
pennace, depicts a pentinent receiving
the blessing of the priest at the'altar rail
in the third painting.
People in the background are shaking hands and embracing. The priest is
Fr. Rouelie.
Another recognizable face in the
reconciliation painting is that of Fr.

John Bruder, a Trappist monk from
Danville, who gave an ecumenical
prayer service at area churches last ·
year.
An aura, or halo effect, radiates
from the host raised in the Holy
Eucharist painting in the center of the
group. In the background there are the
Faint outlines of a Celtic cross.
The aura also appears in the adjoin. ing paintings of reconciliation and
marriage, which add to the blending of
the pictures.
As in all of the paintings, the people
shown in the wedding scene wear sirn(See Page 8: Mural)
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Three Paragraphs
shared bathrooms (in public - we
already share them at home) to stolen
jobs and salaries.
At a time when women: consistently
earn less than men with comparable
qualifications and responsibilities, no
wonder there is fear. Sadly, the fear is
misplaced. The idea that a "servant
class" is required to keep others more
successful makes as little economic
sense as moral sense.
The tear is bigger than E.R.A. It is
of change - any kind of change that ·
threatens the way "it has always
been."
Here, in its entirety, is the text of the
Harris book:
/
PROPOSED EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED
STATES CONSTITUTION

By VALERIE RESTIVO
THE COMPLETE TEXT OF THE
EQUAL RIGHTS . AMENDMENT,

published by Ganis and Harris, Inc.
$3.95. Hardcover.
The complete text of this review will
be brief, as is the complete text of the
amendment which has been cleverly ex- .
tended to fill a serious-looking little
volume scheduled for publication on
Valentine's Day.
There are· 131 pages in the book.
Most of them contain the same set of
words, although some appear in different type faces. The point is that the
E.R.A. is incredibly simple. Short and
(in honor of Valentine's Day?) sweet.
~ "Epilogue" lists the 15 states
which have not yet ratified the E.R.A.
Thankfully, Vermont is not among
them, having done its part for
American . womanhood (and personhood in general).
Jim Harris put the book together
with tongue in cheek, but also with a
purpose. Each page is designed to be
torn or cut out and shared.
" Write notes to some ofyour friends
on the following pages, cut them out
on the dotted line and send them,"
Harris suggests. "Let your elected officials know how you feel."
In addition, he recommends drawing, clipping relevant newspaper articles and pasting them into a miniERA scrapbook, or using the book as a
personal calendar. He ends with the
reminder that "Final date for ratification is June 1982, so be creative!"
It is hard to b'elieve the amendment
may not pass. Few i\ems have gained
so much atten!ion or inspired so much
notoriety. The E.R.A. has struck fear
into the hearts of thousands. It will
lead, we're told,. to everything from

Section One:
Equality of rights under the law shall
not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any State on account of sex.
Section Two:
The Congress shall have the power to
enforce, by appropriate legislation, the
provisions of this article.
Section Three:
This amendment shall take effect two
years after the date of ratification.
That's all. There are no tiny hidden
clauses. All it says is that men and
women are entitled to the same rights.
That's either ridiculously simple or the
fears are correct. It might imply a
revolutionary rebuilding of our society; in that case, it's complicated. Either
way, the E.R.A. is long overdue.
This little book would make a fine
Valentine gift and an inspiring impetus
to action. After June 1982, then what?
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Vermont Marble has felt the pinch
of a nationwide lag in the construction
industry.
Over the past 12 months, the
Proctor-based company has laid off 25
to 30 personnel - some with more
than a quarter century of experience mostly because construction start-ups
are down, said Robert Condon, a
spokesman for Vermont Marble.
"Vermont Marble has regretably
had to cut back in both supervision and
employees . . . because they directly
relate to the construction industry," he
said.
But Condon maintained Vermont
Marble is not in financial trouble and
company officials expect it to rebound
soon, which would lead to the rehiring
of some of those laid off.
"Their feeling is the economy is
changing now and they'll call back
emplo y ees when they start
expanding," he said, speaking for
other Vermont Marble officials.
Vermont Marble is owned by PluessStaufer Industries of Switzerland. The
Swiss company also owns two other
companies in Proctor, making it the
town's largest employer by far.
Condon said a change in Vermont
Marble's product line also has resulted
in the layoff of personnel who lack
skills the company now requires.

Mural----------(Continued from Page Seven)
pie, flowing clothing. Soft rose tones
add to the warmth and joy of the painting.
.
The annointing of the sick, the sixth
painting, is· a gentle picture of an old
man on a palate with the priest (Fr.
Rouelle) giving him the last.rites 'Vhile
a woman looks on.
There is no terror in the old man's
face, unlike so many of Tooker's pain~
tings that show despair and
helplessness.
The painting depicting the sacrament
of Holy Orders (priesthood), which is
the last in the series, is more mystical
than the rest.
The barren tree appearing in the
baptism painting has turned into a
cross with a figure of Christ on it.
The priest figure, a man in humble
' but ordinary looking clothing, also is
symbolic of St. John, the beloved disciple.
The hooded and partly shielded
figure of a woman in blue is Mary, the

symbol of the Church, while a kneeling
man on the other side suggests a
parishioner, or one of the flock.
"I'm very happy to do pictures for
the church and not just objects of commerce. - that's a little depressing,"
Tooker said.
"I'm very happy that Father
(Rouelle) asked me to do the
paintings.''
Tooker was a convert to Catholicism
in the early 1970s and has been a
member of St. Francis parish since
then.
He was born in Brooklyn, N.Y., in
_1920. He studied at Phillips Academy
m Andover, Mass., and received the
AB degree from Harvard University in
1942.
.
Tooker is a member of t~e National
Academy of Design in New York City
and was an instructor in the Art
Students League from 1965 to 1968.
Tooker lives alone in a house he built
himself in Hartland.
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One of those laid off for that reason
is George Gove, who worked at the
company for 26 years until he was
dismissed the day before Thanksgiving.
"They didn't want any guys with old
experience," said Gove, recalling what
the company told him. "They wanted
new technical engineers.
Gove, 44, was a superintendent who
made $18,000 a year.
Charles Pentek, 61, was one of those
laid off because of "no work." But he
doesn't believe the company's explanation because, he said, a younger fellow
is now doing his job.
"I think we were unjustly laid off~ '
he said. "I think we' got a raw deal."
Pentek said he worked for Vermont
Marble for 34 years and nine months.
All of those laid off who were interviewed complained they-were given no
warning they might lose their jobs.
Conpon said Pluess~Staufer , which
bought Vermont Marble approximately three years ago, just spent a lot of
money on new automatic production
facilities for the marble company.
He added that Vermont Marble may
secure two large construction projects
in Saudi Arbia and Chicago, which
would require the company to hire
more personnel.

FAIR HAVEN
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llliano's: Un Poco Di Italia In Rutl.and
~

By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Illiano's Deli on Meadow Street is
great material for a television commercial.
The minute anyone walks into the
small, but amply stocked specialty
shop, his immediate reaction is, "Now,
this is Italian."
With a dozen or so hanging provolone cheese bells, shelves stocked
with Stella D'oro cookies, pasta of
every style and brand, espresso coffee,
imported oils and dressing, it's impossible to miss the Italian flavor.
But, if for some odd reason you do
miss it the aroma of cooking Italian
delicacies and a row of "Italian Is
Beautiful" hats will bring the message
home to you. ·

CLASSIFIED
FIREWOOD for Sale. Maple, split,
delivered or you pick up. Call 775-0461 or
247-5500.
FOR SALE - Ibanez custom electric guitar
(white). Two years old with DMZ pickups.
Gold hardware with case. $300. Traynor
folded horn 18" speaker, bass cabinet,
$100. Furman Parametric equalizer, $150.
Ampec/Bass 18 amp with ext. speaker,
$450. Call days, 775-1860, night, 775-3360.

-

1968 Ford Econoline Vah (needs work).
Call 438-5400.
LEICESTER State School Road. 2
bedroom. Garage. 247-5500 or 775-0461. .
BRANDON - For Rent, 3 bedroom
house, appliances if needed. Lease and
security. Call 775-0461 or 247-5500.

1964 BMW, new exhaust system, real good
upholstery . Motor froze. 1977 Chev.
Malibu, good for parts, four new tires.
Cracked block. Call 773-7525.
WORK Wanted - Professional painter
and wallpaper hanger, drywall and taping.
Free estimates. Call 775-1800. Jeff Fleming,
775-6711.

In an age of prepared foods, Big
Macs and chemical preservatives, Illiano's is a santuary of old world cooking.
Located in the heart of the Italian
community (known by several popular
nicknames like "the gut" and.
"Nebraska"), Illiano's offers the
Italian population and the general
public a large sample of old-time
Italian cooking:
The emphasis is on homemade food
and imported products (most of which
come from Italy itselt).
"We try to provide the people with

Creative Dramatics
An after school creative dramatics
workshop program will be sponsored
by the Rutland Recreation & Parks
Department on Thursdays,. beginning
Jan. 15 from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at the
Lawrence Recreation Center for
students in Grades 4 thru 8. The instructor will be Stephanie Gallas of
Orwell, a theater professional. The
program will GOVer improvisation,
theater techniques, drama and mask
making. Pre-registration is required by ~
Jan. 14. Fee for the eight-week class is
$2.

Cross Country Race
The seventh annual Blueberry Hill to
Churchill House race is less than two
weeks away. This 15 kilometer interval
start race will be open to amateurs and
professionals alike.
Many entries have been received,
with some skiers using this race as a
warm-up for the American Marathon,
scheduled for January 31. _
_,
The course has a net vertical drop of
about 1000 feet. Entry fee is $5. Skiers
will~ be bussed from the Churchill
House back to Blueberry Hill. The race
is Jan. 17 at 11 a.m. For more information call 247-6735.

the true Italian foods," John Golden,
manager of the shop said. "Since we're
here in the Gut, we can -offer the best
imported food at the lowest possible
price because we're in the Gut and not
on the main streets. And imported.
food is expensive." Regardless of price, Illiano's tries to
provide the area with the best available
imported products. The shop, for example, stocks Pardoa grated cheese
("the best in the world for spaghetti"
according to Golden) at a modest $6:5o
a pound.
Golden takes considerable pride in
the fact that the shop is able to provide
the area with many low-cost,
homemade foods.
·
The shop offers homemade pasta,

Clowning
A clowning techniques program for
students in Grades 3 thru 8 will be offered by the Rutland Recreation &
Parks Department on Mondays beginning Jan. 12 from 7 to 8 p.m. Dean
Rippon will teach the IO-week program, which will include makeup,
tricks, magic and balloons. 'Registration will be conducted at the Lawrence
Recreation Center until Jan. 9. Fee for
the clas·s is $2.

manicotti, cannelloni, spaghetti sauce,
sausage, sausage bread, and many
other specialty items.
Of all the products made at Illiano's,
the homemade sausage is the top seller.
Golden makes all of the products on
the premises, in a tiny kitchen located
in the back room. On any given day, he
may be working on as many as six
cook/chef/caterer has worked at
several local stores and bakeries in ttie
past decade, but admits that this is
what he wanted to do all along.
"I've done other things," Golden
said. "But this is what I really wanted
to do. Then Louie (Illiano, the owner
·of the shop) came along and here I
am.~·

Golden feels that the Italian community has reacted well to his efforts at
reviving old-country cooking.
"Some of the old-timers, Mrs. Cantone, who used to run this store, and
others have come in and told me how
they like it that I've brought the old
time stuff back. We've even had people
come from Montpelier, Burlington and
Barre for our stuff." ·
Golden has made a concerted effOrt to get -"real" hard-core Italian products from Boston, Albany, and New
York City. He also tries to offer
Americanized Italian products like
subs, spaghetti and pizza. The mixture
seems to be working.

35MM SPECIAL
12 Exp.
$2.29
24Exp.
36 Exp.
Develop and Print
OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 17

.......... +......
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Crea~Circle*
INTRODUCES SHOWCASE 1981

WITH EXCLUSIVE NEEDLECRAIT DESIGNS
MANY ON DISPLAY AT

OPEN HOUSE
JANUARY 171 1981-11 A.M. - 4 P.M.
BONANZA RESTAURANT (SIRLOIN ROOM)
RUTLAND MALL - RUTLAND, VT.
INSTRUCTORS AVAILABLE FOR THOSE
INTERESTED IN LEARNING NEEDLECRAFT.

"TAKE A SHOPPING BREAK AND
JOIN US FOR COFFEE"
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL: 773-8305

ESSENTIAL
ALTERNATIVES
FUTONS • .PILLOWS • OUIL TED THINGS

AIR
CRUISE
AMTRAK

PILLOW FURNITURE
The latest in home decorating

vUR COMPLETE SERVICE
MAKES THE PLANNING SIMPLE
AT NO ADDITIONAL COST TO YOU
Barbara Barron, Carlene Peterson,
Mary O'Brien
Travel Consultants
802 775-6921

"'•The

.4 ••Opera

•••House

Free· Delivery Service
For Commercial Accounts

Merchants Row
Rutland, Vermont

I

Use our Futons, floor pill~ws, and throw pillows in any combination for imaginative, attractive, mobile reading & loun_ging.

-

38 Center Street, Rutland, Vcr:m_ont
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(Continued From Page Oner
little comment . on the situation. He
said he would continue talks with the
corps in hopes the dispute could be settled "in two or three days."
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jerome
· Niedermeier said Thursday he had
been asked by the corps to speak with
Abatiell, · but added that he doubted
any legal action would result.
Rumors- circulated earlier in the
week among recruiters that officials
might try to force the release of the
desks and furniture by obtaining a
,court order.
Col. Fred Budzyna, the executive officer in charge of Army recruiting in
this area, explained Thursday that·
recruiting efforts had been damaged
but not stopped by the temporary
crisis.
"It's been one heck of a
disruption," Bedzyna noted. "We
have people working out of their
homes and out of McDonald's, places
like that."
Budzyna agreed with Gordon that
the situation in Rutland is unique .
. "There's been disagreements with
landlords before," he said, "but
nothing to the extent where they've
locked the troops out."
Budzyna also expressed his hopes the
dispute can. be resolved quickly.
· "It's tough on the recr,u iters," he explained. "They're still trying to put
people in the Army, but it's difficult
when all their material is locked up."
"I'd like to see it cleared up," he added, "because it sure is driving me
crazy."

Babysitting Class
An introduction to babysitting will
be held at the Lawrence Recreation
Center b~ginning Jan. 13, from 7 to 8
p.m. for boys and girls, ages 10 thru
13. The class will run for eight weeks
and will cover child care, child safety,
first-aid and activities for children.
Speakers will include firemen,
policemen, parents and medical personnel. Registration will be conducted
at the Recreation & Parks office.
Deadline for registration is January 12.

I

•

..
'.

Day 6: A stark scene of an office chair held hostage by landlord. (Photo by Tim Taylor).

(Continued From Page One)
longer, due to the many new faces.
Adding to the difficulty in enacting
legislation is the fact that approximately half of the committee chairmanships
in both houses will be held by persons
who were not in those posts a year ago.
It takes time for a new chairman to set
his or her priorities and to make a committee operate smoothly.
. A still larger problem looming
before the 1981 General Assembly is
that it lacks the fiscal largess that the
most recent legislatures enjoyed.
Gone for the first time in several
years is a general fund surplus which
enabled lawmakers to feed a few pet
projects. This year's General Assembly
will have to learn how to deal with a
deficit. And since there has been no
hue and cry in State House halls for
tax increase (except perhaps on
gasoline), legislators will likely have to
worry about cutting programs rather
than embellishing them.

a

·wood.shed/ Restaurant

"RIO GRANDE" with "CHI~ MOYER"

.The

at the Rustic Woodshed

Beacon

Friday & Saturday January 9 & 10
Entertainment
9 pm- I am .

,'

· •Route 4A-West Rutland, Vt.
438-9889

· ~I the Best Pizra in V'1mont. Wednesday thru Sunday after 5:00 P.M.

"It will be a session of cutting,"
Morse warns. "We've got tough issues,
no money and a lot of new members."
The man who hopes that the
Legislature will do something significant this year is Republican Gov.
Richard Snelling.
Now beginning his third term in office, the governor is hopeful that
legislators will give him a new formula
for financing education, a new gas tax
and new policies for handling the social
problems of alcoholism and crime.
Last year the governor did not fare .
well with the General Assembly, which ·
spent its four months in Montpelier in
an unusually cantankerous mood.
Coalitions of Democrats and conservative Republicans in . both the House
and the Senate frustrated a number of
Snelling's priority initiatives.
This year, for the first time since
1974, a Republican is speaker of the
House, a fact which should help Snelling, particularly since he and Morse are
close political allies.
Moreover, Snelling is closer to the
Senate leadership now than he was a

'L

Restaurant
At
Rutland State
Airport

\our founln
'1u~i•· Spol
STRONGS AVE., RUTLAND- OPEN THUR. 'IB I, FRI. 'ID t

year ago, thanks to the ascendancy of
Sen. Robert Gannett, R-Windham, the
new Senate Appropriations chairman
and a longtime admirer of the governor.
Yet Snelling's improved alliances
with the leadership of both chambers
does not guarantee that his \egislative
agenda will experience smooth sailing.
The Democrats have picked up four
seat.> in the Senate, bringing them to
within one vote of parity in a body that
has been a bastion of Republican
strength for years.
Many casual observers have
predicted that the House will be more
conservative than it was a year ago,
principally because of the retirement or
electoral defeat of some key liberals.
But Morse, who knows the composi·· ·
fion of the House better than anyone,
by virtue of his visiting with new
members during the past few months,
suggests just the opposite.
''I think the House is a little less conservative than before," the speaker
said in an interview Wednesday. "It's
more moderate than last year."
If that assessment is correct, the
legislative session may be a frustrating
one for lawmakers who . ar-e eager to
enact new social legislation, but lack
the mon~y to do so.
The session also may prove
somewhat frustrating for the one new
lawmaker in the Senate from Rutland
County, Gilbert Godnick.
Godnick, who moonlights as mayor
of Rutland City, went to Montpelier
pledging to look after the business of
the county, particularly in regards to
making improvements on the county's
major thoroughfare, Route 7.
This session does not appear to be
one in whlch legislators will look eagerly toward throwing a lot of money over
to a stretch of highway that has been
neglected in more affluent times.

Tobins 1st Prize
Boiled Ham - $1.99 lb.
Tobins 1st Prize
All Meat Franks
1 lb. pkg. - $1.49

Joe Gluck.Prop.
19 Center Street, Rutland, Vermont 773-7593

Drapes
CUrt•ins
Kirsch R'ods
Towels

Sheets
Blankets
Bedspi:eads
Comforters

Tablecloths
Slip Covers
Body Warmers
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Covers For Windows
.Can Conserve Energy
By MEGAN PRICE
When the ,mercury dips below zero
and the oil furnace begins humming in
the basement, many home owners cringe at the thought of precious heat
escaping.
While this is no time of year to be
considering insulating an attic or basement, there are some fuel-saving steps
that can be taken inside a home. Heat
loss experts estimate that most of the
heat that escapes from a building leaves
through the attic and windows.
Blocking off windows effectively can
be big problem.
Single pane windows are the bane of
many homes. Even with plastic
plastered over glass, leaving a dead air
space in between, a hand on the glass
quickly tells you cold is coming in.
A partial answer to this problem
rests with some simple tools and a few
dollars.
Styrofoam boards measuring 2'x8'
and 2'x4' with thicknesses of 1 or 2 inches can be bought in bulk or singly at
many hardware st~res in the area.
One-inch foam board is adequate
here. These lightweight foam boards,
cut to fit and edged with duct tape can
be made to fit tightly in a window
frame and can make a big difference in
the amount of heat loss in any home.
To make them attractive, the boards
can be covered with lightweight cloth .
or decorated with posters and drawings.
Subject to intense heat or direct summer sunlight, the foam board will
deteriorate. But weak winter sun has
little detrimental effect.
Most people who use the foam board
window insulators take them out of the
windows on sunny days and store them
until dusk.
This way, southern situated windows
l~t in heat during the day and the foam
window retains the heat at night.
Where windows are on the northern
side of the house, or where they face
another building a few feet away, the
foam can be left in place 24 hours a
day.
To make indoor window insulators
you will . need a measuring tape,
straight edge, pen for marking, ser-

a

A cane-carrying old man'picks his way through slush on Merchants Row.
Temperatures Wednesday rose high enough to turn hard-packed snow on
streets to mush. But the respite from frigid cold was short-lived, and by Thursday streets were again frozen and slippery.

Having problems
• •
• •

. applying your makeup?
. how to_care for your skin?

CONTINENTAL
I

HAIR PEOPLE
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THE OPENING OF THE

''Makeup-Skin Care Salon''
Classes Every Tuesday & Thursday
On Makeup Techniques and Skin Care

161 State Street, Rutland, Vermont
775-2483 - 773-6950

ratea kitchen knife, and 2" duct tape
or other waterproof tape to edge the
board's corners.
Begin by measuring your windows.
Take the depth of the window sill as
it measures against the window
moldings. You will want the foam
board to fit snugly against these.
Measure top and bottom. In an older
·home, take several measurements
along the length and width of the window casing.
Older · homes often produce ,unique
measurements. Wood warpage, and
other age factors can cause a window
to produce its own unique dimensions.
To make each window fit as snugly
as possible, each should be measured
individually.
With the outline of your
measurements drawn on the board, cut
carefully, guided by a straight edge,
with
your
serrated
knife.
Lineoleum cutters also can be used,
but a serrated kitchen knife is faster
and cleaner.
Check the fit of the foam board in
the window before adding tape.
It is easy to trim the board further,
but impossible to add to it if cut too
small.
Once the fit is assured, edge the entire perimeter of the bo.ard with duct
tape and fit again to the window. .
You might want to add tabs to the
bottom of the foam insulators for
easier pull out.
With some care you'll find the insulators will last for several years, and
you should notice less draft in the
rooms as well as a lower heating bill.

Indoor Beginning Jogging
The Rutland Recreation & Parks
Department will offer a 10-week course
in indoor beginning jogging on
Thursdays from 10:30 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. at the Lawrence Recreation
Center starting Jan. 15. Proper warmup exercises, jogging techniques, etc.
will be- taught. Fee for the class will be
$10. Instructor will be Linda Tierney.
Pre-registration required by January
14.

Column-----(Continued from Back Page)

Cinderella Lives
"Cinderella" is still alive and kicking in the National Football League.
Back in week five of the NFL
seas.>n, on the Sunday when Oakland
Raiders quarterback Dante Pastorini
lay sprawling on the turf with a broken
leg, there would have been few takers
that the Raiders would make. the
playoffs (not to mention the American
Conference Championship game).
However guided .by once-battered
backup Jim Plunkett, the Raiders have
done just that. The former Stanford
star and Reisman trophy winner in
1970, Plunkett (with the help of a bigplay defense) has led Oakland to an
11-2 mark and a showdown this week
with AFC West titlist San Diego for a
Super Bowl berth.
The Raider phenomeno~ will be
challenged by an impressive Charger
team (in San Diego) that features Dan
(4,000 yards passing) Fourts and a trio
of extraordinary receivers, all of which
gained better than 1,000 yards.
A victory would give Oakland its
third Super Bowl berth, or would earn
the explosive Chargers their first.

Milwaukee Awe
All this talk about Fred Lynn going
to the Yankees makes one think about

what would happen if the Red Sox
standout, regarded by many as
baseball's best player, went elsewhere.
How about Milwaukee?
Sure, the Wisconsin city is not considered big-league paradise, but picture
this lineup. Leading off, Paul Aolitor;
batting second, Cecil Cooper; third,
Lynn; fourth, Larry Hisle; fifth, Ted
Simmons; sixth, Gorman Thomas;
seventli.; Ben Oglivie; eighth, Don
Money; ninth, Robin Yount.
That's a lineup capable of 175
homers. It Just goes to show that one
doesn't have to look as far as New
York to be in awe.

Summing Up
Has . anyone noticed that the
Philadelphia 76ers have yet to lose two
games in a row? Probably the Boston
Celtics have, because they've won 17 of
their last 19 and are still three games
back in the Atlantic Division of the National Basketball League . . . Maybe
Houston's Earl Campbell and Los
Angeles' Vince Farragamo, the former
NFL's premier running back, and the
latter one of its most feared passers,
should start their own football team
rather than quibbling over ridiculously
low salaries. They only make about
$350,000 a year collectively, which is a
steal at the market prices these days ... ·

-
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The Great Debacle: The Latest in the Long
'
Line o/Boston Red Sox Management Bungles
.

.

By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
· · Excedrin Headache No. 's 19 and 27
or Stupidity Case No. 4,012.
Pick your headline. Either of them
apply to the latest bumbling by Red
Sox owner Haywood Sullivan.

brenner will give him ltalf of New York
or about $2 million a year?).

Both players are in their option years
and could become free agents at the
end of the season anyhow. But this
latest mess could free them soon,
possibly by the 27th of JanuarY..

Any hopes of a trade with the
Yankees, Astros, Mets or Dodgers is
now in limbo due to the art work of
Sullivan and his ace partner Buddy
LeRoux.
Until recently, the Sox hoped to
trade Lynn for some warm bodies and
a pitcher or two. Forget it. Sullivan
couldn't even get Tom House and Bobby Bonds for Lynn now.
Miller is confident that the arbitrator
(some hot shot law professor from
Missouri) will rule in favor of Lynn
and Fisk. Miller is usually right about
things like this.
· Sullivan counters that he is right.
The Sox owner interprets his obligations under the '76 arrangement simply. All Sully feels he has to do is pay
Lynn what the centerfielder received in
1980, about $275,000.

Everyone knows that the Sox won't
sign Lynn by the end of the season
(why should Lynn sign for Sullivan's
offer of $700,000 a year when Stein-

Lynn is waiting. Sure, why not?
He'll be a Yankee by 1982 at the latest.
He may even be in Ft. Lauderdale in
late February, giving the yanks an out-

If Peter Gammons of the Boston
Globe and Marvin Miller of the players
association are correct, both Fred
Lynn and Carlton Fisk could become.
free agents by the end of the month due
to an oversight by Sullivan.

From what I can understand of the
legal jargon, it comes down to
Sullivan's failure to send Lynn and
Fisk, the only two players on the Sox
still covered by the basic agreement of
1976, a contract by Dec. 20.

field of Jackson, Lynn and Winfield.
Bon't laugh. If Steinbrenner wants
Lynn, he'll get him.
Who's Number One?
The coaches and network polls say
Georgia. So does most everyone else,
except the New York Times.
Well, we can excuse them; after all,
the Times is always different. But can
we realiy dismiss what the NYT says
this time?
Unlike the big boys, the Times picked Pittsburgh one, Arkansa two. I tend
to agree with the Times after watching
Pitt. destroy South Carolina, a team
that gave Georgia fits during the
regular season.
On New Year's Day, I watched
Georgia str:uggle, I mean really struggle
against Notre Dame.
Georgia looked disorganized and ineffective, while Pittsburgh worked like
a fine-tuned BMW. No comparison.
Pitt all the way.
But Georgia's Bulldogs will claim
No. 1 and get it everywhere except in
the Times and the Monitor, where sentiment is with the Panthers.

Vergi Case ·Buried in Red Tape
By BOB FREDETTE
Time sure flies when you're waiting
on the hierarchy.
This month marks the three-year anniversary of the birth of a discrimination campaign launched against the
· Ladies Professional Golf Association
(LPGA) by Rutland Country Club pro
Henry Vergi.
'
In January of 1978 Vergi learned of
a Federal Court decision granting a
woman a PGA card, which allows her
to attend the men's qualifying school
and, possibly, play on the men's pro
tour.
.
Vergi followed suit by approaching
the LPGA for a card because, if
women can play with men, then why
not vice-versa? The 54-year-old pro has
pursued the matter ever since but has
encountered more red tape than
anything else on this monumental
issue.

Through his Schenectady, N.Y.
lawyer, Vergi has filed papers against
the LPGA for discrimination, in the
Human Rights Division of the Empire .
State courts: A reply should come
within weeks, says Vergi, who adds
that he is miffed at the prospect of
waiting for so long.
"I'm a little b~rned up about their
attitude,'' Vergi said of the LPGA.
"Instead of saying 'let's get together,'
their hierarchy doesn't want to discuss
it. Still I know it's on their minds
because my name is still on their (the
lady tour players') lips."
While Vergi is getting no satisfaction, some 50 other women have applied for PGA cards.
The only significant gesture on
behalf of the LPGA was made by its
president, Ray Volpe, two summers
ago. In June of 1979 Volpe met_with

-Playing the Weight Game
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Yo\l could say that Tommy Garrow,
coach of the Rutland Boxing Team, is
running a diet center.
Working with three boxers for the
upcoming Golden Gloves tourney,
Garrow is c6ncentrating on conditioning his fighters, which means trimming
weight as well.
The veteran Rutland boxer/mentor
has a trio of hopefuls. in Dave Ferrar,
·Steve Walker and Billy Kelley. This
team has been working with Garrow at
the Rutland Recreation Center since
Nov. 1 in preparation for the tourney
.in Burlington, which ·gets underway
Jan. 30.
Garrow's immediate concern, with
the first match three weeks away, is to
work his fighters into shape. Ferrar is
now around 147 pounds, Walker is at
139, and Kelley at 125 or so.
"What I'm trying to do is get my
fighters ·to the weight classes that are
ready," Garrow said. "And this means
getting them away from Floyd Peavy
(the 139-pound champion from Glens
·Falls), because I don't think that we
can beat him - he's really good."
Ironically, Garrow finds himself in
the same situation that many of

Rutland's opponents were in a few
years ago when Mark Garrow, Jimmy
Mee and Mike Mee were the class of
the tourney.
"The shoe is on the other foot
now," Garrow said. "We knew-it was
coming and we know what to do. A
few years ago, the people in Burlington
would plan their programs away from
Jimmy, Mike and Mark.
"They would fight each other and
come up witp a contender to face our
kids on the final night, hoping that the
experience would help their fighters.
That's what we have to do."
Garrow feels that Ferrar, with some
work, can whittle down to the
132-pound class and avoid Peavy by
doing so. The Rutland coach, however,
feels that if Ferrar had to face Peavy
late in the tourney, a chance for an
upset exists.
"I don't want him (Ferrar) to face
Peavy the first night," Garrow said.
"But late in the tourney, Ferrar may
have a chance because he hits hard. But
I wouldn't want Steve Walker fighting
Peavy because it would only be Stevie's
third fight."
Garrow feels that Kelley should have
a shot in the 119~or 125-pound bracket.

Vergi for better than an hour at Burlington International Airport. That
conference was not as concerned with
Vergi's acquisition of an LPGA card as
it was with the preservation of golf
'(i.e., what could be done to make the
game a universal, competitive sport for
men and women, the formation of a
player pension, etc.).
That sa'me summer Vergi received an
application to the LPGA's qualifying
school (when contacted, the LPGA's
publicity department stated that just
because Vergi had the application, that
didn't mean that he would be
accepted), but rather opted to hash
things over with Volpe on what he felt
were key issues to golf's survival.
Given the gift of hindsight; Vergi
said that he would have done things
differently.
"I would have done it more effectively," he said. "I would have done a
couple of things to bring the issue to a
head, like showing up at the qualifying
school. I would have gone to Chicago
(where the school was being held)."
The veteran pro has altered his approach to the problem. He says that he
set out to improve the game and its exposure to the public through programs
that would pit men against women on
the course (on a limited basis). This
could be accomplished by shortening
the courses to favor a position (rather
than long hitters') game. This idea
woyld bring golf back to the masses,
much as television first did in th., 50's,
when Arnold Palmer was King of the
Links.
But, because the LPGA has ignored
what he believes to be yalid , if not imperative suggestions, Vergi is back to
the idea of suing for his LPGA card.
When news of Vergi's intentions first
leaked out, another male pro filed suit
for such a card.
"I never went into this with the idea
of wrecking the LPGA, like that other
fellow did," Vergi says.
·
The RCC pro · is convinced that,
given nothing else to worry about than
playing golf, he could easily crack the
top 10 on the women's tour. "I feel
that the women should have their
rights; I just want mine."
The waiting game continues ...
(See Page 11: Column)

.

This type of an argument comes up
every time there is no clear-cut number
one team.
I think there is a solution.
My proposal is for a national championship playoff system. No, no
everyone says.
In the past this idea has been frowned upon because traditionalists feel
that a playoff could detract from the
bowl games. True.
So, hold your bowl games. After the
bowl games, take · the top four teams
and have a playoff. The only fault I see
with this system is picking the four
teams for the playoffs. The rest is .simple.
In effect, the new system will strongly resemble the NFL system. It would
eliminate some doubts and give the
champion definite bragging rights.
This year, my plan would be Georgia
vs. Pitt. and Nebraska vs. Oklahoma,
with the winners meeting for the title.
It would be NFL all the way. More
games, a longer season, and, of course,
more money for the TV mogules.

Recreation
Roundup
Acrobatics
The Rutland Recreation & Parks
Department will offer_ the following
classes in Acrobatics and basic tumbling: All classes 10 weeks.
Grades K-3, Beginner, Monday, 3:30
to 4:30; K-3 Advanced, Thursday, 3:30
to 4:30; K-3 Beginner, Saturday, 9 to
10; K-3 Advanced, Saturday, 10-to.ll;
4-6 Beginner, Wednesday, 3:~0 to 4:30;
4-6 Advanced, Monday, 6:30 to 7:30; 4
-6 Beginner, Saturday, 11 to Noon;
Jr./Sr. High Students, Wednesday,
6:30 to 7:30.
Pre-registration is required for all
classes. Class size is limited, please
register early. Fee is $5. Dean Rippon
will be the instructor. All classes begin
the week of January 12.

Broomhall Hockey League
Th~ Rutland Recreation & Parks
Department will hold an organizational meeting for anyone interested in
placing a team in the department's
broomball hockey league Jan. 12, at 7
p.m. at the Lawrence Recreation
Center.

Kickboxing
The Rutland Recreation & Parks
Department will offer a 10-week course
in kickboxing beginning Jan. 14, from
6 to 8:30 p.m. at the Lawrence Recreation Center. The course will be open to
high school and adult ages. Kickboxing
is a self defense course using boxing
and karate techniques. Fee for the
course is $10 for adults and $5 for
students. Pre-registration is required
by Jan. 13. Rollie Powell will instruct.

Gymnastics
The Rutland Recreation & Parks
will sponsor two gymnastics classes for students in Grades 4
thru 6 beginning Friday, Jan. 17.
Classes will be at 3:30 and 4:30 p.m.
and· will include use of balance beam
parallel bars, etc. Pre-registration is re:
quired. Fee for the class will be $10.
Classes will run 10 weeks.
·
Dep~rtment
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Federal Judge Rules
For StacO Strikers
By MEGAN PRICE
POULTNEY - After a bitter threeyear battle, a New York City appeals
court has ordered Staco Inc. to bargain
with its unionized employees. A majority of the _thermometer manufacturer's workers had authorized the
United Furniture Workers of America
AFl:-CIO to be their bargaining agent
in June 1977.
About 125 employees will be affected by the ruling, according to UFWA Local 136 President Phyllis Jones,
a long-time employee of Staco. Jones
termed the decision "great."
· "It's been a long time coming," she
said.
Company owner Walter Munzer of
Glens Falls, N. Y., refused comment on
the court order.
Jones said Munzer made a brief announ.cement of the court decision to
the employees Thursday. His statement
did not include a promise to comply,
she said. But Jones said she believes
Munzer will ·comply with the court
order. "He has always said that if the
court ordered him to bargain he will ..

. I'm going to take him at his word,"
she said. ,
The Second Circuit Court of Appeals decision also ordered the company to reinstate five Staco employees
it said were illegally discharged for
their union organizing activities at the
plant.
Reinstated with full pay are Kyri
Nygell, Darlene Williams, Lorraine
Perry, Josephine Quinn and Francine
·
Baker.
The women were fired from their ·
jobs in 1977, according to union;,.
organizer Elmer Moyer of Pawlet.
The court's decision to uphold the
Staco workers' union vote came after a
challenge by the company of a similar
decision by the National Labor Relations Board of Boston.
In handing down its decision the
court said in part, "The board's decision, ordering the company to cease
and desist from these practices, to
reinstate the injured employees and to
award them back pay, and to bargain
.

-

(See Page 8: S.t aco)

Eight months. That's how long more tiian 40 individuals have been striking
Waterbury Plastics in Randolph. Phil Carr is one of those individuals. he
delivers wood to the strike site so the picketers can stay warm around a fire in
an oil drum. A profile of another striker in Randolph appears on Page 9.
(Photo 'by Bob Drzewiczewski).

Panic That Accompanies Plunge of the Mercu~y
By KEVIN DUFFY
The curled blue fingers of the recent
cold snap have put the squeeze on virtually _,everyone. But especially hardpressed have been the elderly, the
plumbers, the poor, the oil deliverers,
and the fuel assistance people.
As of Wednesday, temperatures had
dipped below zero 22 days in December
and January, according to Central Vermont Public Service.
And heating degree day units - the
measure of cold by which fuel com-

New Beginning
For the Monitor
This is the final edition of the weekly
Rutland Monitor.
We are ceasing publication to aUow
ourselves time to explore another more
·ambitious venture: the creation of
new daily newspaper in Rutland.
Many features of the new daily are
already firmly etched on the drawing
board as the last copies of this weekly
are placed on ne~stands and
doorsteps around the city.
It is to be a worker owned ·and controlled paper staffed primarily by striking workers from the Rutland lterald.
It will mix balanced, comprehensive
coverage of world, national, state and
sports events with a heavy emphasis on
Rutland news.
But at least one critical question
about the new paper has yet to be completely answered. "What do you want
to see in a new daily paper in
Rutland?"
)

a

(See Page 8: Editorial)

panies gau.ge their deliveries - are up
20 percent over the very cold winter of
1978-79, the state Energy Department
said.
The bitter cold has resulted in increased fuel consumption, frozen
pipes, broken furnaces and a surge in
weather-related ailments.
''We have experienced an increase in
those kinds of illnesses associated with
this season," said William Taft, assistant administrator at Rutland
Hospital. "That would be the
pneumonias, influenzas and upper
respiratory infections."
The elderly are especially vulnerable
to the health hazards of cold. Many
elderly people, fearful of running out
of fuel, are turning their thermostats
back to 55, which is 15 degrees lower
than the safe temperature of 70, explained Marion Farrell of the Area
Agency on Aging.
Farrell said she has not encountered
any life-threatening situations, but she
did say many elderly are experiencing
panic, not knowing what to do as their
fuel runs low and they have little
money.
.. The panic,'' Farrell said,
"becomes something you have to live
with and that's a very harsh reality.''
The Area Agency on Aging helps the
elderly get fuel assistance, particularly
from the Department of Social
Welfare.
"We're going crazy," remarked
Joyce Austin, · who heads Social
. Welfare's fuel assistance program in
Rutland. "We've had lots and lots of
emergency appropriations."
"We're taking the conservative approach," she added. "But, I'll tell you,
mainly we're granting."
Farrell said many of the low-income
people who receive regular supplemen-

tary fuel checks from Social Welfare
have had to receive'emergency funds as
well.
In addition, some people not on the
supplemental program are receiving
emergency assistance, she said.
Despite the great demand for fuel
assistance from Social Welfare, there's
little chance its pool of money will be
exhausted, claimed David Wilson,
commissioner of Social Welfare.
One-third of the department's $10.8 ,
million fuel assistance budget has been
spent thus far, Wilson said.
Other fuel assistance is available
from the Mayor's Emergency Fuel
Fund an~ from the Energy Crisis Intervention Program, operated by the
Bennington-Rutland Opportunity
Council.
Thus far, the mayor's fund has provided standard $50 grants to 51
households in the city, Aldo Manfredi,
Rutland's Civil Defense coordinator,
said. The fund is financed - by local
· churches.
B-ROC's emergency fuel assistance
is "only available after all other channels have been exhausted," said James
Boss, coordinator of the program.
Boss said the various assistance programs are "meeting the demands at the
presenni-n1e:" ·
· Indeed, fuel companies queried indicated they have been overworked
since Christmas by making larger and
more frequent fuel deliveries and by
thawing pipes and fixing furnaces in
some cases. Few people have run out of
fuel, they said.
"You don't have time for lunch.
You don't have time to converse with
anybody," remarked a harried Hugh
Onion, owner of Hugh Duffy Coal Co.
Inc.
At Rutland Fuel, drivers are making

80 to 100 deliveries a day, instead of
the normal 70 to 75, according to Tom
Neary, a driver.
Meanwhile, some customers of H.A.
Eddy Oil Co. Inc. are burning fuel 30
percent faster than they normally
would, Keith Eddy said.
Eddy also said that his three furnace
repairmen put in 33 hours of overtime
last week because people are taxing
their furnaces to keep warm.
White's Fuel S~rvice in Castleton
prides itself on being a full-service
company, and as a result, "I'll tell' you,
it's got us strung 'right out to the maximum," said Forest Buckland, owner
of the company.
·
He said some of his customers are
"very worried, nervous and panicky."
Buckland normally would not
qeliver fuel himself, but because of the .
great demand on services he is deliver- ·
ing now. And the life of a deliverer
these days means no full-night's rest.
Buckland said that on Monday he ,
went to beclat 10 p.m., got up at 2 a.m. ·
to make a delivery, returned to bed at 4
a.m., and got up again at 6 a.m. That
kind of pattern has occurred nightly
(See Page 8: Cold)

A Guide Inside
Window banging, man freezing in phone booth, woman
swearing. See Police Blotter _!)n
Page 4 .
'

Rutland School Board plarts
. budget cuts. See Page 3.
· Rep. Walt~r Moore's House
committee assignment draws fire.
See Page 2.
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Abatiell Frees. Hostage Office Furniture
After negotiations with Abatiell proved useless, Hall appealed to Federal
Judge James Holden for a court order
requiring Abatiell to release the furniture.
A hearing had been scheduled in
Rutland Federal Court for Thursday
afternoon to hear· arguments in the
case. Just before the hearing began,
however, Abatiell and his attorney, ·
Anthony Abatiell, worked out an
agreement with government attorneys
allowing the recruiters back in.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jerome
Niedermeyer informed Holden that the
Army Finance Division has appropriated $9,600 to pay the eight
months back rent. Niedermeyer said
the money would be delivered to
Abatiell as soon as the landlord signs a
lease he has been sent and returns it to
the Corp of Engineers.
Following the hearing, however,
Abatiell said he may not sign the lease.

By TIM TAYLOR
Rutland"s own hostage crisis was
resolved just short_of legal action this
week after local attorney and landlord
James Abatiell voluntarily agreed to
·allow armed services · recruiters to
· retrieve desks, file cabinets and chairs
from their former office on Merchants ·
Row.
But despite the temporary truce, the
main problem between Abatiell and the
government - a dispute over eight
months back rent he claims is due him
for the space - remains unresolved
and threatens to result in future court
action.
.
Tjle crisis over the hostage desks
began on Jan. 2 when Abatiell ordered
recruiters to vacate the offices and then
changed the locks on the doors.
Because of the lock-out, recruiters
for all four armed services were unable
to furnish their new offices on Evelyn
Street.
The action, Abatiell explained
Thursday, was intended to prevent the
government from skipping out without
paying the back rent.
The rent in question was supposedly
due for the time the recruiters occupied
the office after the original lease ex'pired on June 1 of last year.
The government last fall arranged to
lease the new Evelyn Street offices
after it was unable to reach an agreement with Abatiell for a new lease.
Meanwhile, the rent for the Merchants Row space has remained unpaid
because the · government must have a
signed lease before it can release any
money, according to court documents;
Following the .takeover: · of the of-fices in January, the Army Corp of
Engineers~ the_department in charge of
leasing space for the government, asked U.S. Attorney Peter Hall to intervene.

2nd Time Around.
Children's
Thrift Shop '
43 Baxter St., Rutland

so%· OFF
· Winter hats, pullover shirts, vests,
sweaters, many pants. Sizes 5 and
up. Plus all maternity clothing.

Open Monday-Friday 10-5
Saturday 10-2 .

1

Abatiell said he decided to release
the furniture voluntarily because "it's
to everybody's advantage."
''Now we can rent out our property
instead of holding it up," he explained.
But Abatiell added the rent controversy remains unresolved.
Abatiell criticized what he described
as the government's questionable legal
practice of asking for a retroactive
leaS"e.
"That's just as bad as closing up the
place," Abatiell asserted.
Abatiell said he had sent a lease to
the government as long ago as August,
and was not happy they now wanted
him to sign a different lease that he had
received just recently.
.
''They've been horsing around for
nine months," Abatiell complained,
referring to . the Corp of Engineers. ·
"And now in order to clear their skirts
in the department in New York they've
done another lease and sent it up."
Abatiell said he would rather just
sent the government a receipt for their
payment without having to sign a lease.
Hall said Thursday he had accomplished his immediate objective,
releasing the furniture, and was not
overly concerned about Abatiell's
future disputes with the Corp of
Engineers.
"The important thing today is that
the recruiting services who have really
gotten caught in the middle of this
thing are able to get their desks apd
equipment out," Hall explained.
Abatiell's agreement to open up the
offices apparently will allow recruiting
·efforts in Rutland to return to normal.
Before Thursday's hearing, several
recruiters complained their jobs had remained disrupted all this week by the
lack of furniture and telephones.
One recruiter, noting that last week

_ .· sENt1AL .
AlTERNATIVES-.

f(jTONS. ,. . {'ILLOWS .; . OUIL~ED THINGS

JANUARY
WHITE SALE
20°10 to 50°10. OFF
Sheets, wool blankets, bedspreads
SPECIAL SALE ITEMS

Hammocks, Swings, Wool Rugs
773-:-88·34

the only item in his new office was a
small pile of mail, explained the situation was a little better this week.
"I've got three more letters," he
·observed.
Another recruiter, tired of waiting
for the hearing to begin, commented,
"I can't believe I'm getting paid for
this."

Abatiell also joined in a moment of
levity Thursday before the hearing.
Pointing to the military men standing
around him, Abatiell confided, "These
guys are trying to recruit me, but the
pay's not right."
''All I have to do ·now,'' he added,
"is decide which service."

Assignment Criticized
By LOUIS BERNEY
MONTPELIER When Rep.
. Walter Moore, D-Rutland City, was
named last week to sit on the House ·
Appropriations Committee, the appointment raised a few angry eyebrows
in the State House.
A seat on the Appropriations Com' mittee, after all, is the most eagerly
sought committee assignment in the
House, and Moore was the only
freshman legislator to be named to the
11-member budget-writing panel. ·.
Several veteran Republican
legislators were peeved that Moore, a
Democrat in a GOP-controlled House,
was given a prestigious assignment that
they had been seeking themselves.
Moore, however, is not your run-ofthe-mill legislative freshman. In fact, it _
is debatable whether he should even be
considered a freshman.
True, he was not around last year,
but Moore is no newcomer to the Vermont Legislature. He served a two-year
stint in the House in 1975 and 1976,
and, not coincidentally, was a member
of the Appropriations Committee at
that time.
·
When Republican House Speaker·
Stephan Morse of Newfane decided
last week to appoint the Rutland City
Democrat to the Appropriations <;:ommittee, he did so on the basis of the
reputation Moore made for himself in
Montpelier five years ago.
"I talked to a lot of people on both
sides of the aisle, including
(Republican State Treasurer) Emory
Hebard, who had served with Walter
Moore, and my understanding was that
he had been an outstanding member of
the Appropriations Committee," said
Morse.
Had Moore returned to the
Legislature in 1977 (he was defeated in
his bid for re-election), he likely would
have been named to a leadership post
on the budget-writing committee,
Morse indicated.
)
Another factor contributing to tht
·.speaker's decision. to put the 58-yearold Moore on the Appropriations
Committee was that Rutland City, the
state's second-largest community, had
been without a member on the panel
for four years.
Moore said he hopes he can help
Rutland gain financial aid from the
state for its water purification and
sewage disposal problems.
Beyond that, however, he has not
developed any special ' priorities for
how he wants the state budget to be
written this year.
"We're just beginning to look at the
(budget) figures," Moore said this
week.
He anticipates the budget process
will consume most of his time in Montpelier over the qext several months,
and he has no- piaris -to introduce any
bills of his own this year.
"This budget's going to take my
whole attention for the ·next few
1weeks," he explained in an interview.
Moore is the only one of Rutland City's eight current House members not
to have.served in the General Assembly '·
last year.
Yet he probably is one of the most
well known in the group.
Not only did he serve in the House

five years ago, but he also has been a
member of the Rutland Board of
Aldermen since 1972.
Despite his active political career
during the last decade, Moore probably is best known for his teaching
career at Mount St. Joseph Academy,
where he has taught thousands of
Rutland's residents.
A native of Proctor who moved to
Rutland with his family at the age of
two, Moore .has taught English at MSJ
for the past 34 years.
He entered politics a decade · ago
because of his ''interest in civic
affairs," and has been at it ever since.
He won his first electoral contests
for both alderman and legislator, but
was knocked out of the State House in
1977 after finishing third in a race for
the two seats . representing Rutland
District 6-2.
Moore does not like to talk about, or
venture the reasons for, his loss. He
lost by 30 votes to veteran Republican
Lyle Rice and Democratic newcomer
Thomas Costello, a lawyer with strong
·
family political connections.
In 1978 Moore again lost to Rice and
Costello, that time by less than two
dozen votes. His return to the House
this year was facilitated by Costello's
decision not to seek re-election.
Like ·quite a few others in Montpelier, Moore serves a dual role as state
legislator and local alderman. He says
that his duties in Montpelier should nof
interfere with his aldermanic responsibilities, noting that he never missed
an aldermen's meeting during his
previous legislative stint.
"There are a lot of selectmenaldermen in the House," he said. "It
can be done. I didn't miss a meeting
the last time I was here (in the State
House)."
. Moore is disinclined to say where he
stands on . the political spectrum,
though former colleagues generally
describe him as a moderate-to-liberal.
"I'd say he was a moderate and was
concerned about human service type
issues," said Democratic Lt. Gov.
Madeleine Kunin, a liberal who served
with Moore on the Appropriations
Committee five years ago.
the state's financial picture is less
rosey than it was during the four fears
of Moore's absence from Montpelier,
and the Legislature has become more\
fiscally conservative than it was when
he departed.
Yet Moore claims he really does not.
'know whether he has changed with the
times and become more conservative
on money matters himself.
Yet Moore claims he really does_not
know whether he has changed with the
times and become more conservative
on money matters himself.
"I · think change in political
philosophy comes so gradually that we
really can't feel it ourselves," he contended.
"I don't feel the change myself."
Moore said he is pleased to
the city's representative on the ..state's chief
.budget-writing panel, an~ unlike many
lawmakers who serve on the Appropriations Committee, has no
aspirations for higher political office.

be
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Rutland School Board
Sharpens Its Knife
By KEVIN DUFFY
The Rutland School Board is faced
with a variety of options for bite-thebullet-type budget slashing after this
week's voter defeat of a school tax .
hike.
What and how much must be cut
won't be known for · months, but
school administrators are bracing
themselves for tough decisions.
The budget-cutting options range
from closing down Park Street School,
where 130 students in Grades K
through 3 attend classes, to deferring
roof repairs and vehicle purchases.
The spectrum of possible cuts also
includes sports; music and physical
education in the elementary schools;
elementary school libraries; music or
art in the secondary schools; and low
enrollment high school courses, such as
advanced classes in language, math
and science. ·
•· Closing the school or cutting the curriculum would involve teacher layoffs.
Thomas Chesley, superintendent of
Rutland schools, cautioned, however,
that the school board has not prioritized the budget-cutting options.
· He said the board does not even have
a ballpark figure yet of how much
money will have to be cut from the
budget. That figure won't be known,
Chesley said, until a number of other
figures an~ determined, including total
receipts this year, estimated tuition
next year, and state education aid , to
Rutland next year.
State aid already is of some concern
to Rutland school administrators.
The state aid formula is based on
property value; the greater property

Moon Brook Art Center
May Open In February

DOUGLA~

·CREATIVE HAIQ6TYLING
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Egan Eyes Mayoral Bid
By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
While Rutland's two announced
mayoral candidates, Jack Daley and
Peter Goshgarian, are engaging in a
complex game of verbal volleyball, a
third candidate is contemplating enter·,
ing the race.
Thomas K. Egan, who worked for the
John Hancock Insurance Company for
44 years and organized the city's
bicentennial celebration five years ago,
said Wednesday evening that he is considering entering the mayoral fray.
"I am seriously considering ente~ing
the race," Egan said. "Right now, I'm ·
weighing the possibility. I am definitely
considering the pros and cons _a nd
weighing the possibilities,
''At this time, I · cannot give you a
definite yes or no . I am playing a
waiting game, I want to see what the
other two candidate.s are going to do.
If I decide to run, I will call a press
conference, inviting all members of the
media, including the radio and television people, and announce it."
A sign urging citizens to vote for
Tom Egan for mayor on March 3 is in
the window of the Empetor of Ice
Cream on Center Street, and a petition
to put him on the ballot is in the
restaurant as well.
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The "Egan for mayor" sign was
placed in the window by Wayne
Turiansky, owner of the Emperor,
without Egan's knowledge. According
to Turiansky, the response to the sign
has been favorable.
Egan said several people who have
noticed the sign have urged him to run
for mayor.
"If I run, I think that I could win,"
Egan said.
Egan has never run for political office before. The Rutland photographer
indicates he would give city voters a
true choice, noting that both announced candidates are seasoned politicians
and "teachers as well."
"Of course I'm going to be for some
of the same things that they are," Egan
said. "Of course everybody is for improved relations between the city and
the town, who isn't? Even Gilly
(outgoing mayor Gilbert Godnick) is
for that. But, I'm going to add a few
things of my own, some things that are
really needed and some things that
maybe not everyone will like."
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ment floor have burst, Keefe said.
However, since the arts group took
over the basement in October this
problem has. not arisen.
"We may have to deal with it" in
the future, Keefe said.
'Because of possible pipe breaks,
Moon Brnok will not install carpet on
the gallery floor, she said. Instead,
Arts Union members will simulate a
carpet by stencilling and painting a
design on the floor.
The stencilling project will be a
revival of an old craft, Keefe said.
Members may do it as a performance
before an audience.
,,
Rutland Savings Bank granted
Moon Brook a two-year, rent-free
lease on the basement space, starting
Nov. 1 of last year. The entrance to
the center is in an alley off the south
side of Center Street, part of the socalled Center Street Alley Project.
While work on renovating and
decorating the center has proceeded,
Moon Brook members have begun a
drive to build up the group's membership . So far they have been spending
the word about the center to those
who have been interested in the arts
union in the past, Keefe said members
will be contacting community groups
and local artists in their search for
members.
,
Anyone interested in joining Moon
Brook should contact Keefe at
773-3042 or Julie Kuhn or Marilyn
Dalick at Spot Graphics.

By HILARY ROSENBERG
With a fresh paint job and work on
theater platforms proceeding, the
basement o( the Rutland Savings
Bank on Center Street is quickly turning into the long-awaited Moon
Brook Arts Center. Members "said
this week they hope for a February
opening.
During the past month, handicapped teenagers employed through Project Hope have been working to
prepare the . three-room basement as
an art gallery, workshop and theater. ,
Project Hope locates and creates
employment opportunities for the
handicapped.
Building materials for the center
were contributed by local businesses
including Mintzer Bros., Johnson
Building and Supply and Phinney's
Paints, according to Moon Brook
Arts Union member Sally Keefe.
Several other businesses also donated
money or paint to the project.
Work left to be done includes
building a projection booth and finding furniture, Keefe said.
She said progress on the center has
moved slowly · because no one is involved in it on a full-time basis.
A malfunction of a sprinkler
system in late November stalled work _
for a few days, she said. As a result of
the · breakdown, the seating ' area of
the theater "filled with water," she
recalled.
In past years, pipes below the base-

value a town has, the "richer" it is,
and theoretically the less state aid it
needs.
And in the past two years, the city's
property value has jumped 32 percent,
compared to a statewide increase of
26.5 percent, Chesley said.
Moreover, student enrollment in
Rutland schools has fallen.
Those two factors point to less state
aid for Rutland unless the formula is
modified or given more money, acc<;>rding to Chesley.
Adding to administrators' gloom are
projected cost increases next school
year. Chesley said fuel oil costs are expected to increase by $150,000, Blue
Cross-Blue Shield by $49,000, Social
Security by $25,000, and electricity
by$48,000.
''The only way we can cut the electricity bill is go to candles," Chesley
quipped.
All told, those increases come to
$272,000.
Voters were asked Tuesday to raise
the charter limit on school taxes to
$2.50 from $2.20. The school board
argued the new limit would last five
years because school tax increases
would not exceed six cents each year.
A six-cent hike would mean the
owner of a $50,000 home would have
to pay an extra $30 in school taxes.
The current charter limit has been in
existence since 1974, despite three attempts by the school board to have
voters raise it for just one year.
This week's vote was different from
the three previous votes in that the
charter limit would have been raised
for an indefinite period of time instead
of one year.

VISA, MASTER CHARGE, TURTLE GREEN CHARGE
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From The Police Blotter
The following is an edited version of
the Rutland Police daily log from Jan.
8 to Jan. 14.

21 :35 - Illegally parked vehicle on
Bellevue Ave.
21 :53 - Report of suspicious vehicle
on Elm St.

Thursday, Jan. 8
00:39 - Suspicious vehicle around
south area of Rt. 7
01:55 - Drunk driver on Stratton Rd.
05:10 - Broken water pipes in basement of city hall. Water gushing all
over.
05:18 - Pipes shut off.
07:41 .- Accident. Woodstock and
East.
08:26 - Deputy sheriff reports blue
light stolen from his car while parked
on Wales St.
11 :05 - Complaint couple of kids appear to be going through cars in Trinity
lot.
11:45 - Lady reports sm::11l girl walking down Baxter St. dressed in red
p.j.'s and sneakers.
14:14 - Mr. Paul reports problem at
Jr. High School.
15:29 -Accident. Park Pharmacy and
West St.
15:40 - Barking dog on West St.
16:24 - RFD to Strongs and Rt. 7.
16:45 - Female subject reports she
lost a diamond watch.
18:02 - Prowler complaint. 162 State
St.
18:41 -Traffic light problems, Evelyn
and West.
17:57 - RFD repaired light. ·
19:41 - Man complains that subjects
used vulgar language at his daughter
on her way home from MSJ game.
19:51 - Woman advises subject banging on walls and saying obscene things
on So. Main. ,
·
19:56 - Cruiser No. 1 has died. Service station called.
20:31 - Woman on So. Main reports
drunk 'at her house.
.20:54 - Accident. Crescent and No.
Mairi.
20:54 - Aldous ambulance requests
officer to assist them with subject having nervous breakdown on Dorr Dr.
22:16- Man down in front of Legion.
23:23 - Woman reports someone took
her keys from the Office Bar and Grill.
23:25 - Woman found her keys.
Friday, Jan. 9
00: 10 Unit. assisting stranded
motorist on So. Main.
01 :30 __:_ Report of woman and man
fighting near the city line, making their
way up toward Park St.
.
02:23 - Disturbance on Washington
St.

(Photo by Guy Paradee)
03:59 - Between now and 05:03, 4
vehicles towed from Center St. and
Merchants Row.
05:12 - _Woman from Washington St.
reports her boyfriend ramshackled her
home and he still has a key.
06:23 - Male reports his stepson took
his vehicle and is operating it without
his permission.
06:45 - Vehicle found on Harrison
Ave.
07:55 - Report the front door of
Wilson's Clothing is smashed in.
08:08 Howe Richardson Scale
reports vehicle is partially in their
driveway.
08:41 - Resident of North St. Ext.
reports vehicle is driving quite fast on
that street.
08:51 - Report of break at ArmyNavy store on Center St.
09:15 - Accident. McDonald's.
10:40 - Woman reports her daughter
has taken off again.
10:40 - Person reports they lost their
welfare check.
10:51 - Woman reports illegally parked vehicle on Engrem Ave.
10:58 - Vehicle taken care of.
11:20 - Woman reports her daughter
who had been missing is at Jr. High
School.

/

OPEN FOR LUNCH
11:30 - 3
. Restaurant & Lounge
Continental cuisine &
traditional far~
Rt. 7 So.,Rutland, VT

DINNER 5-10

(802) 773-2888

SPECIAL LATE NIGHT DINING
For Your Entertainment Pleasure "A TOUCH OF CLASS"
January 14-17

12:55 - Woman on Lincoln Ave.
reports a former tenant has been going
info the house.
13: 11 - Report of vehicle stolen from
Center St. within last hour. '76 Audi
Fox SW.
13:13 - Accident. Burger King.
15:15 - Child disturbance on Granger
St.
15:52 - Fire at 105 Temple St.
16:03 - Vehicle fire at 154 Killington
Ave.
.16:09 '--- Theft of serv.ices at K-Mart
restaurant.
16:40 - Report of housebreak on
.South St.
16:42 - Accident. No. Main and
Woodstock.
17:31 - Woman reports an accident
she had earlier in the day at 15:00.
17:37 - Request an office on Pl~in St.
ref. stolen boots.
17:47 - Woman reports she lost her
wallet on Granger St.
17:57 - RFD back to 154 Killington
Ave. for vehicle fire.
18:02 - Man report his truck's rear
window smashed by rock in last 20
minutes on School St.
18:57 - Back to 105 Temple St.
Another fire.
19:09 - Woman reports her 14-yearold · daughter has been missing since
last night.
19:29 - Accident. Killington Ave.
20:20 - 14-year-old girl has returned
home.
21:14 - ·woman on Williams St.
reports someone is knocking on her
door .

A

Saturday, Jan .. 10
00:24 - Male subject called: "Am at
pay phone at Seward's and am stranded and don't want to freeze to death."
Officer dispatched.
01 :51 - Fight at Cousin's.
02:16 - Subject cited for disorderly
conduct.
02:20 - Accident. Strongs Ave.
02:24 - Party involved in accident is
injured but is refusing medical help.
02:45 - Vehicle vandalized in the
Plaza.
03:18 - Someone banging on windows
on Terrill St.
04:24 - Report of quarrel on roadway
on Park Ave. between occupants of
two vehicles.
04:47 - Unit assisting hospital security
at ER with hallucinating subject.
06: 15 - Report of break at Madison
Sunoco on Woodstock Ave.
07 :09 - RepOFt of break at Movieland
on West St.
08:18 - Report of attempted break at
California Fruit.
09:48 - Loose dogs on Field Ave.
11:02- Woman from Church St. calls
and is out of fuel and has 4 kids. Town
service officer notified.
11:18 - Man on Mt. View Dr. reports
his sewer line is frozen and backing up
into house.
12:02 - Female reports accident that
occurred on jan. 9 at 07: 15 at West and
Pine.
13:46 - Accident with injuries. Killington and Stratton. 3 cars involved.
14:01 - Man calls to report that his
wife had. taken their son to live with
her. I advised him this was a legaLmatter as they were just separated. He really didn't like this answer, got
somewhat abusive, and told me we
would find out just what kind of a city
this was.
14:13 - Request officer on So. Main
for disturbance.
14:18 - Hit and run. Damage only.
·
Engrem Ave.
16:24 - Woman on Pine St. requests
officer ref. being assaulted during a
domestic disturbance.
16:52 - Golden retriever found in area
of country club.
17:42 ~Male on Forest St. reports attempted break at his residence.
17:46 - DPW notified. Hills and intersections very slippery.
19:47 - Woman on Granger St.
reports break at her residence.
22:26 - Woman calls station ~wearin_g
and screaming. She was advised to
come to station and make out a written
complaint.
22:36 - Theft of services at Sirloin
Saloon.
(See Page 5: Blotter)

'DAILY' MONITOR?

Would you buy the Rutland Monitor if it were offered daily and included
world -a nd national news and features?
If your answer is "YES", please fill out this coupon and mail it to Box 424,
Rutland, Vt., 05701 or drop it off at the Monitor office at 142 1/2 West St. or
with a picketer in front of the Rutland Herald. Please include your name,
address and phone number so that you can be contacted when the-daily Monitor
begins. The space below has been provided for your comments on what you
would like to see in a daily newspaper.

Name _________________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone-------COMMENTS:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-"------
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More Police

Blotter~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(Continued from Page Four)
22:37 - Man at Forest Park reports
13-year-old son missing.
23:54 - Right at Bowl-a-Rama.
Sunday, Jan. 11
01 :27 - Hit and Run at Corner Pocket
Bar on State St.
01 :57 - Truck stolen from CJ's Suds
South. '79 pick-up.
02:05 - Stolen vehicle stopped. Owner
was in vehicle.
05:35 - Report of drunk subject staggering in roadway on West St.
07:34 - Report of broken window at
Shore Industries on Wales St.
07:36 - Custodian for city hall was
called at this time. The temperature in
dispatch area and police complex is 45
degrees and there appears to be no heat
in any radiators. This has been this way
for 5 hours.
07:50 - Plumber called for city hall.
08:00 - Plumber arrives at city hall.
08:45 - Electricity off at city hall and
whole downt9wn. Emergency
generator on.
08:49 - Electricity-back on.
10: 12 - Resident on Pine St. reports
brown water and low water pressure.
12:21 - Report of accident east of
Mall on Rt. 4, State police notified.
13:14 - Report of vehicle parked on
sidewalk on Church St.
13:15 - Vehicle tagged on Church St.
13:58 - Hospital security requests officers at 14:15 for helicopter coming in.
15:06 - Woman on Columbian Ave.
reports her 14-year-old son missing
since Friday morning.
16:06 -Accident. No. Main and Crescent.
16:47 - Complaint of garbage truck
losing some of its load on So. Main.
17 :29 - Report of one way signs missing from East St. and Spellman Terr.
18:48 - Disabled vehicle at Vernon
and Church.
19:47 - Subject reports at station that
he W<fS just assaulted on Grove St.
20: IO - Chimney fire Stratton Rd.
20:50 - Report of shots fired. Area of
counti:y club.
'''
' .. '
''

22:36 - RFD Rescue squad to Lincoln
Ave.
Monday, Jan. 12
00:41 - Two male subjects came into
station. They advised they are going up
Rt. 4 and if we heard of any frost bite
victims on Rt. 4 to send somebody up.
00:50 - Report of woman down at
McGoo's.
01:56 - Woman calls from Pearl St.
She has woman, man and 3-month-old
ba,by at her residence who have just
walked down from their disabled car
near the country club.
02:38 - Report of 2 vehicles clrag racing on State St.
03:21 - Report of vehicle off the road
at Town Line Rd.
06:10 - No heat in city hall. And there
is water on floor in cellar, which is also
very cold. Custodian called.
11 :35 - Report of broken glass in road
on Meadow St.
12:09 - Accident. So. Main and Killington.
13:37 - Accident. Wst and Crampton.
16:13 - RFD to Water St.
17:02 - Vehicle broken down on Merchants Row.
19:45 - Vehicle broken down at
McDonald's.
20:02 - Fire on Ngrth St.
20:13 - Traffic lights sticking at Pine
and State.
20:45 - Tractor-trailer just dropped
part of his load at Washington and So.
Main.
23:28 • - Cab broken down on Forest
St.
23:39 - Vehicle. broken down on
North St. Ext.
Tuesday, Jan. 13
01 :32 - Disturbance on Hopkins St. 01 :55 - Male s1,1bject called to advise
he has just had an argument with his
wife, and wanted to know if it was all
right if he left. I advised him it was all
right as far as we're concerned, but
from the sounds of him, he had-better
not drivr;. He then hung up. ·

02: 17 - .Report of vehicle stolen from
Plaza.
02:25 - Stolen vehicle found behind
Plaza.
02:39 - Man reports theft of $28.
08:27 - Vehicle vandalized on Grove
St.
10: 10 - Report of vandalism on Cres- ·
cent St.
10:58 - Woman on Curtis Ave.
reports 2 stray German Shepherds in
her yard.
11 :40 - RFD rescue to. Cottage St.
13: 11 - RFD rescue to First National
store.
15:26 - Accident. Lincoln and Crescent.
15:38 - Theft of cassette player from
car while parked in hospital lot.
15:53 - Received complaint of theft of
$76 iii food stamps.
16:15 - Accident. Main and Center.
17:07 - Accident. Peto Mini-Mart.
17:44 - Woman reports boyfriend at
her house trying to take her child.
19:45 - Report of a suspicious person
on Pearl St.
.
21: 12 - Petco Mini-Mart reports2 subjects just left with 2 6-packs and didn't ·

pay for them.
22:34 - RFD to Forest St.
Thursday, Jan. 14
00:14 - Report of attempted break into a shed on Baxter St.
02:18 - Accident. No. Main and
West.
02:21 - Officer reports no accident at
No. Main and West.
02:22 - Dunkin Donuts calls to advise
people who had accident are now
there.
02:32 - Report of a motorcycle flipped over on Baxter ·St. Operator left
scene.
02:45 - Person reports some sawing
going on downstairs on So. Main St.
02:54 - RFD to Crampton Ave.
08:29 - Report of car parked on
sidewalk on Engrem Ave.
08:40 - School bus broken down at
Stratton and Jackson.
14:03 - Man from Kingston, N.Y. ·
reports he was passing through
Rutland last night when he stopped for
gas on Woodstock Ave. Someone took
his back packing equipment and tent
from back of his truck.

Invites You to Join
Its Fabulous Movie Exchange Club
Which Gives You Access
To a Grept Home TV Movie Library
On Video Cassette.
We can also help you with free friendly advice on
purchasing video recorders, cameras, games~ pre-recorded
movies and other video pro~ucts.
62 Center Street
Rutland, Vt. (802) 773-2,S,68

..

,~

Become A Mixologist
The Vermont Institute -Of
Restaurant Personnel
Is Now Open· In

Downtown Rutland
Full and part time jobs ~available.
Classes start every Mo'nday.
AIR
CRUISE
AMTRAK
OUR COMPLETE SERVICE·
MAKES THE PLANNING SIMPLE
AT NO ADDITIONAL COST TO YOU

A•The
~••Opera

•••House
Merchants Row
Rutland, Vermont

Barbara Barron, Carlene Peterson,
Mary O'Brien
Travel Consultants
802 775-6921
Free Delivery Service
For Commercial Accounts

Contact:

Vermont Institute
Of
Restaurant Personnel
33 Center St.
775-5623

•
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Chittenden Trust Plans Commercial Office
In order for the bank to open a
By DAVID MOTT
Rutland branch, it must obtain from
A new concept in Vermont banking
State Banking Commissioner, George
will debut in Rutland if the state's
Chaffee, a certificate_ of public good.
largest commercial lending institution
Chaffee will consider the financial
carries out plans for a new branch ofstrength of the bank, the community
· fice here.
and its banking needs, and the effect a
The new twist is part of plans by the
new branch might have on existing
Burlington-based Chittenden Trust
Rutland banks, said Ellingson.
Co. for a limited-service office on MerThe banking commissioner is not
chants Row in downtown Rutland.
_compelled to hold a public hearing on
The Chittenden Trust branch here
the matter, but he may do so if Rutland
would not handle consumer deposits
banks register objections to Chitand personal loans. Instead, business
tenden's move, Ellingson said.
would be limited to large commercial
He said, however, he expects few or
loans and commercial bank accounts
no objections to Chittenden Trust's
of $100,000 and above, according to
plan.
Vermont's deputy commissioner of
Interviews with several Rutland
banking, Dennis Ellingson.
bankers confirmed Ellingson's opiEstablishment of a bank branch aimnion.
ed at penetrating a limited part of the
"I am not. personally bothered by
market is a new banking concept in the
it," said Mosher of First Vermont.
state, bankers said last week.
Joseph Boutin, vice president of the
"It is going to be a thing of the
Howard Bank in Rutland, said he
future," said David Mosher, vice presidoubted anyone would complain about
dent of the First Vermont Bank and
Chittenden Trust's plans.
Trust Co. "The banking of the 80s will
Boutin said he is comfortable with
be a lot different than the banking of
allowing the market to -determine
the 70s."
whether another bank is needed in
In moving into the Rutland market,
Rutland.
Chittenden Trust will be battling
The proposed Chittenden Trust
several well established commercial
branch would benefit commercial conbanks. '
_
sumers, he said.
Chittenden Trust Executive Vice
"It is going to have an impact. The
President Conrad Flynn admitted there
business community is the one that will
already were a lot of banks in Rutland.
benefit the most. There will be pressure
He added, "We feel we have
to price loans properly ... No one can
something to offer ·in inovative and
afford to be asleep at the switch," ·
progressive business lending services ..
. in spite of the well served market."
Boutin said.
.
Flynn said the company considered
Flynn said he is "very confident;'
for three years whether to expand into
the state will approve a limited service
Rutiand. While he would not. discuss
branch in Rutland. "I have .no reason
the market projections that led to the
to think we won't get approva_l," he
bank's decision to open a Rutland
said.
branch, Flynn maintained the propos~ ·
Chittenden Trust's expansion into
ed Rutland operation should be proRutland comes at a time when the
fitable within three years.
area's economic climate has taken a

Incentive System Stu·d1ed
By JANE SARNO
BRANDON - Rosie Greer, Nor.man Cousins and David Horowitz all
have one thing in common: they were
interviewed last sum~er by Otter
Valley High School junior Laurie
Richardson.
Laurie was one of two Vermont
students selected for Hugh O'Brien's
Youth Foundation International
Leadership Seminar at UCLA.
At the 22nd annual seminar, Laurie
and 143 other students ambassadors
studied the American incentive
system. They viewed a film on U.S .
economics and discussed "Manufacturing and Retailing, " "Space, "
"Health and Longevity,'• and
"Advertising and the Consumer."
The students also toured the

.Rockwell International Space Division, the Queen Mary, the Los
Angeles Times and the Pacific Stock
Exchange.
As for th_e famous people ·Laurie
met, she said: "I wasn't so impressed
by the people themselves as much as
by what they had to say. The speakers
believed strongly in what they were
saying, and they were there for
themselves as much as for the
students."
Doc Krampe, who is known as
"Mr. Positive Attitude," personified
the prevailing attitude at the seminar.
Describing that attitude, Laurie said:
" You are morally obligated _to. seek
out the future and contribute to it.
You can make a difference."

turn for the worse.
Industrial employment has dropped .
off sharply with the bankruptcy of the
plastic manufacturer Kors Inc., and
with _layoffs at Tampax Inc. and at
Howe Richardson Scale Co.
Nevertheless, "Rutland is a viable
economic area," with "excellent
growth potential," Flynn said.
"We feel very positively about the
Rutland business community.''
Rutland already is served by the
Howard Bank, the state's second

largest commercial bank; First Ver~
m6ht Bank and Trust, the state's third
largest commercial bank; and Vermont
National Bank, the state's fourth
·
largest commercial bank.
Chittenden Trust opened three branches ih 1980: a full-service branch in
Shaftsbury, a trust office in
Woodstock, and a night deposit office
and depository in the Burlington
Square Mall. The bank also plans to
open a drive-in branch in Ferrisburg
this year.

Cold
Keeps
Them
Jui:nping
.I

By HILARY ROSENBERG
Long johns salesmen aren't the only
people doing well during these cold,
cold days. Servicemen who thaw car
batteries are also busy, busy, busy.
"I make my living in the wintertime.
In the summer I coast," one focal sta-.
tion owner said. "Last winter we took
a bath."
In frantic efforts to start their cars,
drivers flood their carburetors and wet
their spark plugs. Then they turn the
)cey, and hear perhaps a brief whine,
and then - nothing.
''The phone rings right off the
wall," remarked Jerry Mickel of
Mickel's Mobil on North Main Street.
Another local station re~eived 202
calls the Friday morning after
Christmas. "And that was just the
morning," one of the station's owners
said. The station was capable of handling only about 30 of the calls, stie said.
Most callers are willing to wait as ,
long as it _takes for help to arrive. But
many others --·are impatient and
presumptuous.In response to the latter
kind, "We hang up," said a station
proprietor who preferred not to be
named. "You just can't take these people's crap."
One station operator claimed the only impatient customers arc those in a
hurry to get to the slopes. "They'll
order you to come," she said.
"(They'll say), 'I belong to AA and
you have to.' "
Ted Brown, owner of Ted's Service
Station in Castleton Corners, sai·d peo-

ple calling him from Killington usually
look elsewhere when they _hear his high
price for traveling a long distance.
Brown said a tow from Rutland to
his station in Castleton could cost $30.
A simple start usually costs from $7 to
$15, he said .
Many car owners cause their own
winter start-up problems by flooding
their -carburetors with gasoline.
"That's the worst thing they can do,"
one attendant said.
Another serviCe station worker encountered a more extreme problem. He
found a man trying to pour gasoline
and dry gas down his carburetor'
which set his car on fire.
Car owners can prevent starting problems by making sure their car is welltuned, by putting the vehicle_ iri a_
garage overnight, by using a special
heater, and by using lightweight oil, according to one serviceman .
During coltl -weather, service station
attendants put in long hours and equip·
ment is strained.
"Last night was the first time (in the
past week) I got home at a reasonable
hour - 8:30," a station operator said.
Some station owners receive calls for
help at their homes late at night. "I
was out three times last night," one
said. "It's normal for me."
Recently, both of Mickel's wreckers
were damaged on the job. The tow section of one broke · down while the
$1,800 starter on the other blew, Jerry
Mickel said. "I hate cold weather," he
remarked.

,
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STRONGS AVE:, Run.AND - OPEN THUR. 'tU 8, FRI. '&U t

COCA COLA
QT.BOTTLES

2/89e plus deposit
Maple Meadows
Local Grade "A" Eggs

79c dozen

Large size ,
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WORK Wanted Professional
painter and wallpaper hanger,
drywall and taping. Free estimates.
Call 775-1800. Jeff Fleming,
775-0711.
- .
NORTH COUNTRY CHIMNEY
SWEEP. Fast service with 23 years
experience. Ed Flanders, Rutland,
773-7649.
HOME MAINTENANCE. General
repairs. Builders - renovators. Ed
Flanders, Rutland, 773-7649.
1972 T-BIRD, 1974 DODGE, 1948
1/2 ton Ford Pickup. 25 Church
Street, Rutland, 773-8198.
FOR SALE: Roseland wood cook
stove, gray enamel. Call 259-2766 .

.·

WANTED: Wheat Pennies 1958 &
before; Indian cents; Buffalo nickels;
war nickels; V-nickels; silver coins;
silver dollars; any old coins. Call
775-3449 after 6 p.m.
FOR SALE - Two 1973 Volkswagens.
one automatic stationwagon, and one
standard transmission sedan.
483-6643. Good for parts, also. Call
anytime.
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Dogcatcher? It's a Misnomer. Just Ask Fang
to insure that a stray found can be
By MARY CONNELL
returned to its owner.
Craig Petrie doesn't like the title
Because it costs $6, plus $2 per day
"dogcatcher."
for boarding, to qail out one's dog,
As the city's animal control officer,
registration can prove to be a saving as
the 30-year-old Petrie is in charge of
well, he said. Fees for registration (due
more than just corralling truant dogs.
in March) range from $4 per year for
He helps injured animals, investigates
neutered males and females to $6 per
animal abuse, captures skunks and racyear for males and $8 per year for
coons, works with the Rutland County
females.
Humane Society, and helps educate
people about the ciyic responsibilities
"It's sad," the dark, slightly-built
of pet ownership.
Petrie said, "we can't find proper
"I dpn't want to be a m·eanie,"
homes for some of these strays."
Petrie said, hinting. that while he is
"We had a cat up here who used to
obligated to enforce Rutland's leash
live on Prospect Street, but his owner
laws, he sometimes looks the other
didn't ant him. So we let Chuckie hang
way.
around
the police station. He was part
"I see Gus out on Forest Street · angora and-we got him deaned up, got
he's an old beagle - and he just sits
him some shots and sent him up to the
there or walks across the stre.et to the
shelter.
Now he's got a good home,"
store," Petrie said.
Petrie
said.
"And old Fang - he ·doesn't bother
Petrie has gone out on more than
people."
But the leash law is enforced, Petrie
1,000 animal complaint calls in his 22
months as animal control officer said, because "dogs .are just like young
children, you never know what they' re - and candidly acknowledges that he
prefers this part of his job to that of
going to get into. They can be friendly
police patrolman.
at home but mean to other people.''
"And dogs know when you're after
"I like animals or I wouldn't be dothem - you have to give them credit ing this job," he said. Petrie has atthey have the intelligence of a two-totended several copferen-.:es (including
three-year-old child," Petrie claimed.
one featuring a canine psychologist) on
animal control and first aid. And
"Some people can't conceive of
Petrie
maintains an avid interest in the
what the leash laws are for," he ·said,
Humane
Society.
adding that leashing can keep a dog
from being hit by a car, running off
He uses his static;m wagon for tranwith other · dogs, making unwanted
porting animals. It's outfitted with a
puppies, being exposed to contagious
stretcher for injured animals, which he
canine diseases and becoming a
made from a child's plastic sled, some
nuisance to neighbors.
blankets, and Velcro straps.
Stray dogs in .Rutland often are
taken to the Humane Society shelter in
Pittsford where they can be claimed.
Life would be a lot easier for dog
owners if they would register their dogs

Stealing purebreeds is a big problem,
Petrie said. They're taken to Albany
and Boston, he said, and sold to pet
shots, individuals and research
laboratories.

""

Craig Petrie
"You see abuse in rich and poor
families. People are frustrated with
themselves and take it out on their
children or their dog. They just don't
understand that animals have
feelings."

And sometimes, Petrie added,
they're abused at home as well.
"Abuse bothers me - it's really
frustrating," ·said Petrie. "A lot of
people use dogs as status symbols, but
they're not - they have feelings, too."

·Deane .Davis .Relates Some· Tales of A Country Lawyer
By MARGO HOWLAND
Justice in the Mountains: Stories. &
Tales by a Vermont Country Lawyer,
by ·Deane C. Davis, illustrated by Sue
Storey. Published by The New England
Press,_Shelburne. $6.95 paperback.
We all know that Deane C. Davis
was the oldest governor of Vermont
(indeed, the oldest in the country) from
19§8 to 1972: And we know he had
retired from a lengthy career with National Life Insurance Co. in Montpelier, serving as general counsel and
then president, before jumping into
politics.
We also know he held a special fondness for Vermont Morgan horses.
But did you know that Davis at 30
was the youngest lawyer in Vermont
ever to ·be named a superior judge?
Ju_stice in the Mountains is full of
wonderful tales from those days when,
as Davis put it, "out system had not
yet reached its level of modern
sophistication .• '
The stories deal with events that happc;:ned while. Davis was either a young
country lawyer, state's attorney or
judge.
•
Some are "courthouse stories,"
which were told so often that Davis felt
obliged to repeat them, even though
they didn't happen to him, or to clients
of his, or in his presence.
Some already have come ·info the
public domain of Vermont folktales,
such as the one about the farmer who
wanted to be excused from jury duty
because his wife was about to have a
baby.
The farmer explained his plight to
the prosecuting attorney, who advised
him to have a word with the judge and
offered to go with him.
·
The would-be juror, tongue tied with
nervousness, asked the judge to excuse
him from jury service "because my
wife is about to become pregµa nt. "

"What?" exclaimed the judge.
The prosecutor quickly came to the
rescue. "Your.honor, what he means is
that his wife is about to become confined."
"Oh," said the judge. "Well,
anyway, in either case, he ought to be
home. So he's excused."
Then there was the one about the
time Davis, as state's attorney · for
Washington County, tried to prosecute
a fellow for making bootleg whiskey
during Prohibition.
New at the job, Davis handed a
suspect bottle - the only evidence he
had - to the defendant, who was on
the stand, and asked him to smell it,
taste it, and say whether it was moonshine.
'
.
To D(!. _vis' horror, the defendant
chugg~~ the entire contents of the bottle, then looked thoughtfully at the
lawyer and said, "Well, I just can't be
sure."
·
Of course, the fellow was acquitted.
Aside from being folksy and
·humorous, the stories tell something
else about Vermont law in the 20's and
30's - that it could be stretched to ac. commodate intent when technicalities
stood in the way of justice.
And conversely, sometimes
technicalities were all that kept a
miscarriage of justice from happening.
Davis has changed the names of the
c:haracters in his book to prevent embarassment.
When Justice in the Mountains came
out last fall, one story of how Davis, a
young lawyer, put his career on the line
by chewing out a judge in open court
during a trial prompted editorial
speculations on who the judge might
have been.
These stories make great reading. As
Brian Vachon, editor of Vermont Life,
put it, Davis' stories have become "instant folklore."

and -Hayes ran against Davis in the
Republican primary the second · time
around. (Hayes later joined the
D~mocratic Party.)
According to the story, Davis came
into Superior Court with a client and
-stopped short at the sight of Hayes on
the bench. ,
·

One story I picked up around Vermont courthouses which wasn't in the
book was the encounter between Davis
and his former lieutenant governor,
Thomas L. Hayes, after Hayes became
a superior judge. ·
The two had disagreed about the
Vietnam War during Davis' first term,

Woodshed Resta'-_F3it~: . ·
"OUTLAWS" ·

,

at the ·Rustic Woodshed ·
NO COYER

Friday & satl:irday Januarii6&17 -; . Entertainment . . 9
NO MINI~UM

pm-i am '

Route 4A-West Rutland, -Vt.
~
438-9889
-- ~~Ing th~ Best Piz~ _in V~mont. Wednesday tbru_Sunday after 5:00 P.M.

i

I
l

-----------~~-·

WITH THIS
COUPON

$1.00 OFF
ANY LARGE PIZZA .

ITAUAN

'((,'.

.r

USl'AURANT
l48 WEST STREET
Rlft'LAND·VBRMONT

7/W;"~

iO'

5.oc OFF
ANY SMALL Pl ....7A
Good thru

Janua ~
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EDITORIAL

/

(Continued from Page One)
In the coming weeks we will undertake to gather input from as many
members of the community as possible to help fashion the new paper. This
process will be crucial to development of the paper for we endeavor most of all
to create a publication which is of Rutland and for Rutland - a new citizen's
. Yoice for Vermont's second largest city.
We have been encouraged to go forward with this project by many, many
friends inJhe community. We undertake it with vigor and cautious optimism.
And so it is with the spirit of a new beginning that we have covered our
typewriters and locked up the typesetter for the final time on this weekly.
It has been a long 13 'weeks for the staff of the weekly Monitor - but not
because creating the weekly has failed to offer enjoyment or satisfaction.
Broader concerns have made for the tough times.
The weekly has been produced by workers from the Rutland Herald who are
now well into the fourth month of their strike against the newspaper.
Work on the Monitor has been 'mixed with the daily rigors of walking the
picket .line against a company that refuses to settle a labor dispute which has
gone on far too long.
But neither the pressures of the strike nor the adverse conditions imposed by
the lack of production facilities has stopped the weekly from achieving the
goals designed for it.
The Monitor has helped to fill a gaping news hole left in this community by
the absence of a competent professional newspaper staff at the Herald. It has
also served as a strong symbol of the strike and a source of accurate information on a labor dispute the Herald has chosen to distort in its pages at every opportunity.
So the weekly has been a success . . But now it is time to move onto new
horizons.
·
The daily will be created with the aim of better meeting the community's
needs for a solid newspaper.
It also will be a way of developing a long-term alternative for the Herald
strikers who want most of all to return to work in the newspaper business. A
new daily paper would mean jobs.
Wherever the pursuit of the new daily leads us, however, the strike shall continue.
Important issues have yet to be resolved. We still firmly believe this community will not tolerate the Herald's decision to cast more than 50 Vermonters
out of work so as to maintain a tradition of poor pay and benefits.
At worst, undertaking to create a new daily paper in Rutland could mean
failure in pursuit of a worthy cause.
But at best it could strike an important new chord for working men and
women who believe in pursuing what's fair.
To all our many readers and friends who have followed us through the first _
13 weeks we offer a sincere thank you. You'll hear from us again soon.

!

!

Carpenters Baxter Perry (light shirt) and William Guinness install interior
storin windows at Central Vermont Public Service Corp. in Rutland. The company expects annual savings of thousands of dollars on heating bills for the
three-floor structure.

Who's Who
Honors
Seven students from the College of
St. Joseph the Provider have been
named to the 1981 edition of "Who's
Who , Among Students in American
Universities & Colleges."
The seven are: Paula Hayes, junior,
Worcester, Mass.; Leslie Ryan, senior,
Whitehall, N.Y.; Mary Margaret
McLaughlin, senior, West Rutland;
Peter Bourque, junior, Rutland;
Deborah Brophy, junior, Manchester;
Denise Caggige, senior, Rutland;
Theresa Salebra, graduate. Rutland.
Campus nominating comittees and
editors of the annual directory have included the names of these students based on their academic achievement, service to the community, leadership in
extracurricular activities and future
potential. They join students selected
from more than 1,300 institutions of
higher learning in 50 states.
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(Continued from Page One)
since before Christmas, he said.
"The first warm night we have,"
Buckland said, "I'm going to take a
sleeping pill and go to bed."
Equally as busy as fuel deliverers are
plumbers. Lucy Abel knows - she's
the secretary-treasurer at Maynard's
Plumbing & Heating Inc.
"Busy? All I do is answer the phone
and get laryngitis," she said.

Announcement
Bennington Puppets will perform
the "Time Machine" Jan. 28 at 4 p.m.
at Rutland Recreation Center. The
Recreation Center and Rutland Free
Library are sponsoring the event.

Staco
(Continued from Page One)
with and provide information to the
United Furniture Workers Union of
America was appropriate."
United Furniture Workers President
Carl Scarbrough praised the employees
of Staco for their courage and
pei:serverance during the three-year
struggle.
Scarbrough said that "without the
spirit and dedication of our brothers
and sisters at Staco Inc., victory would
not have been possible."
The union vote in June 1977 was
close, inv?lving challenges by both
sides.
Moyer . said that ·on the day of the
election there were eight challenged
ballots. Six votes were challenged by
the proposed union, one was challenged by the company and another was
contested by the NLRB. The controversy over the vote produced a
strike by the employees in the final
.clays of October 1979.
The walkout lasted seven weeks, ending Dec. 10.
Since that time, the workers have
watched as legal challenges were filed
by the company which challenge rulings in the employees favor.
·
Whether Munzer will take his case to
the U.S. Supreme Court is now
unknown. That, according to Moyer,
may be Munzer's last option, though
an unquestionably expensive one, he
said.
Moyer said that after pertinent information is given him by the company, he and other members of the
bargaining unit will begin negotiations
on the union's first contract.
"It's a great victory," Moyer said,
"and I look forward to entering into
contract negotiation with the company.''
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By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Lloyd Caswell
Toolmaker Lloyd Caswell, 34, has been walking the cold and lonely picket
line in Randolph sjnce June.
As a toolmaker at Waterbury Plastics he made $5 .91 an hour before the
~trike. He has been ~here 11 years.
At the parent plant in Waterbury, Conn., an off-the-street machinist m~kes
$6. 10. "And people wonder why I'm on strike," Caswell said.
If Caswell worked in Waterbury, Conn., he would be making $7 .80 an hour .
He considers himself lucky in that he had paid most of his bills before the
strike. "I'm lucky like that," ·said Caswell, who has a four-year-old daughter.

By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI
Ed Bergstrom

Ed Bergstrom is a dedicated striker.
Along with fellow janitors i.R. Russo and Larry Smetana, Bergstrom
walks the line in the afternoon.
One of the main reasons Bergstrom, 59, went on strike was because of the
Her_a ld's policy of forcing janitors to work six days a week.
"That five day week was the big
thing, the main reason why I went on
strike," he said. "All the time I worked there, four and a half years, I never
got a holiday off. I had to work every
weekend. They didn't care if I ever had
.any time off to enjoy my favorite
sport, fishing.''
Bergstrom bought a boat a few years
ago for fishing. But because of his
work schedule, he was able to use·it on.
ly three times.
"The company doesn't care about
anything or anybody," he declared.
The forced overtime issue was one of
the main issues of the strike. "It ·was
tough, I could never ·go camping or
anything," Bergstrom added.
Since the strike began more than·
three months ago, Bergstrom's feelings
about the company have deteriorated.
He said he would have trouble working
there again.
Still, he walks the picket line.
And when it's .cold ~ Berg6trom and
his crew sit inside his Buick. He has
on~ of the toughest jobs, walking the
line in below zero weather. Yet he does
it, and does it well.

As a member of the negotiating team,
which has five people on it, Caswell
said, "You wouldn't believe the way
·
they treat you." ·
Despite a lack of community support, ·
Caswell said he is optimistic.
"We'll be here until spring, but we'll
get what we want," he said, huddling
over a stove in the sub-zero weather.
There are no creature comforts on the
picket line in Randolph. It is wide
open. The sheriffs are not sympathetic.
They seem to excel at being rude.
Caswell worries about the company's
union decertification efforts. Union
members are trying to fight that. _
Caswell said one of the big reasons for
the strike was the company's lack of
concern over safety issues." You make
suggestions and they do nothing about
it." he said.
At the root of his reasons for striking is
justice. " I just want to get back to the
company for what they've done to me
over the yeai;s.
Any regrets?
"None," Caswell shot back.

,
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To the readers and friends : of the
Rutland Monitor, the striking
employees of the Rutland Herald
say:

MANY ··. THANK yous ·
AND
·SEE YOU SOON
.

UNION LOCAL 303 extends a very special thanks to the thousands of
readers and friends who have followed us through 13 issues of The
Rutland Monitor. It is your support that has made this venture possible. We sincerely hope you will come with us as we move on to another
more ambitious undertaking: a new daily newspaper for Rutland .
.

Bonnie Baker
- Stephen Baumann
Edward Beauchamp
Wayne Benware
Edward Bergstrom
Louis Berney
Stanley Dizon. Jr.
Kathleen Carrara
Michael C~rroll
Rose Marie Clifford
Steve Crimmin
Patrick Delehanty
Robert Drzewiczewski
Kevin Duffy
Robert Fredette
Deborah Graham

Richard Griffith
Teresa Grimm
Douglas Hadden
Margo Howland
Ann Hyde
Robert Kingsley
Barbra Kuhn
Carleton Laird III
Brenda Lerman
Mark Mayhew ·
David Mott
Brian Mooney
Colin Nickerson _
Timothy Pitaniello

'

Rea Pratt
Megan Price
Christine Pritchard
Valerie Restivo
Hilary Rosenberg
John Russo
Gary St. Peter
Larry Smetana
Lucy Spallieri
Diane Stapleton
Edward Stapleton
Lois Steinberg
Tim Taylor
Sally Odell
Jerry Trapeni
Jeanne Zingale ~

,·
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T-Shirt Contest Draws Revelers, Protesters
By DAVID MOTT
WEST RUTLAND - "Do you
know what America needs?" asked
one spectator as he peered through the
smoke haze at the wet T-shirt contest
under way at the Rustic Woodshed.
"America needs more of this. I'm a
taxpayer: With the economy the way it
is, inflation, the recession, Americans
need a Q.lace to come and get some
relief,. and this is it."
The man motioned toward the tiny
stage where three women in soaking
T-shirts were gyrating to the hoots and
howls of nearly 200 men.
Outside in the parking lot in subzero weather, a handful of signcarrying feminist protesters vehemently disagreed. What America does not
need more of, they said, is wet T-shirt
contests.
''One of our aims is to try and make
women aware that in participating in a
contest of this sort, they are
perpetuating the .. · . stereotypes which
are directly related to incidences of
rape, sado-masochism, pornography,
to women beating," said Kris Drumm
of Rutland, one of the protest
organizers.
"We want to protest the use of
women as sex objects. We also want to
make the connection between the use
of women as sex objects and women
battery, rape, pornography and prostitution. That is related to this kind of
a contest," said Becky Brandt of
Royalton, another picketer.
The wet T-shirt contest was the second sponsored by the Woodshed.
The restaurant-bar was closed last
October by state Liquor Inspector
John D'Esposito after two contestants
became overzealous in pursuit of the
$75 first prize and removed their soaked T-shirts.
"If we get away with this," said
Wednesday night's master of
ceremonies Chip Moyer, "we will have
a wet jockey-short contest" for men.
With bouncers guarding the three
women contestants and Moyer keeping
the performance in eheck, the contest
stayed within the bounds of statemandated decency, despite frequent
shouts from the audience to...?isplay
more flesh.
· When it was all over, D'Esposito
said the performance was subdued
compared to last October's; three
women walked away with $125, $75,
and $25 for first, second and third

place prize money; and three-quarters
of the ·bar's patrons left to find new
entertainment for the remainder of the
night.
The entire performance lasted approximately 15 minutes.
John Gray, former owner of
Rutland's only nude dance club left the
. performance admitting he was not impressed. "You can see the same thing
in the Grand Union," he said.
By the time the performance ended
and the patrons filed out of the bar, the
women picketers had left. What, if any
effect, the protest had on contest spectators is diffid1lt to tell. A majority of
the bar's customers arrived before the
picket line went up.
A handful of men came out before
the· show to see what was going on and
to heckle the picketers, who carried
signs that read "Sisterhood say No!
We ·are not Animals, · Objects,
Playthings ... Don't Play the Role of
Sex Object," "Where is the Wet
Jockey Short Contest," and "Shall we
·
start judging men on penis size?"
"Making a profit off of the display
of women's bodies is a form of prostitution," Drumm said. Activities like
wet T-shirt contests ''reinforce an attitude which is women being
playthings, objects, second class
citizens, a real contest for animals.
Judging women by their anatomy is
degrading.''
"When you objectify women," said
Brandt, ''you depersonalize her. We
hope to educate women to try and convince them that they do degrade
themselves. Sex is a very intimate activity and when you depersonalize it
and depersonalize women, you set
women up for victimization."
Although the picketers were successful in persuading several car-loads
of potential patrons not to attend .the
T-shirt contest, they struck out in their
attempt to coax two of the night's three
contestants out of performing.
The two contestants had barely
wandered _o ut to the parking lot when
they were surrounded by a phalanx of
picketers. It became obvfous quickly,
however, that the two women were
more interested in the prize money
than the women's liberation movement. "Oh this isn't going to work,"
said one of the picketers, who turned
away from the conversation.
Leslie said she was competing for the
prize money. "If there is money in it,
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why not?" she said.
"You have to flaunt what you have·
while you got it," said Darlene.
Inside the bar, Leslie explained what
she would do with the $125 first prize,
which she eventually won. "I · would ·
spend it just like that," she said as she
snapped her fingers.
"It will buy the fuel for one
month," Darlene added.
"I think it is disgusting," said Sue
Bizzarro of West Rutland, one of the
picketers. "Men are making money exploiting women."
Did she feel the picket line was effective? "I think we are making (the men)
uncomfortable," she said.
But inside, few of the spectators indicated any signs of unease, except for
an occasional gripe about the heat and
the smoke.
One male spectator said he felt the
picketers were "assinine." Another
. man commented that attendance at
such shows is up to the individual.
Besides, he said, "no one is forcing
these women" to perform.
One spectator, Robert Cook, said he

once owned a bar that featured wet
T-shirt contests. His bar never was
picketed, said Cook, who couldn't
understand what all the fuss was
about.
· ·
Besides, Cook said, some of the
women contestants "never had a
chance like this in their life."
The stage was set in the far corner of
the Woodshed, cordoned off by tables.
On stage was an expensive-looking
soµnd systemn, microphone and a tiny";
haJf-filled, plastic swimming pool.
As each contestant was introduced,
Moyer anno i nted her T-shirt with
water scooped from the wading pooi
with a beer pitcher.
As the performance got under way,
Moyer addressed the cheering crowd.
"More water?"
"Yeah," the crowd shouted back.
"More water?"
"Yeah!"
"Yeah, I'll give her more water."
"Did everybody get a good look at
that?"
·
"Yeah!"

Sherburne Homeowners Sue Neighbor
By TIM TAYLOR
SHERBURNE A group of
homeowners here have taken one of
their members to court because the
man leased his home to the state for
use as a group home for teenagers .
The. Killington East Homeowners
Association filed a civil suit in Rutland
Superior Kourt against Anthony
Turolla. The suit accuses Turolla of
violating restrictive covenants gqverning how his house can be used, by
allowing the state to set up the group
home.
The association is asking $5,000 in
damages from Turolla and a guarantee
the lease .>111ill not be continued beyond
its expiration date in July.
The suit involves the Northbrook
Center, a home for teenagers from
troubled backgrounds. It is located in
an exclusive ski resort community
above the base of the Killington Ski
Area gondola.
The center fell under attack from
town and school officials last
September when news of the home's
existence became public.
The officials were angry that they
were kept in..the dark about the horn,,
..
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by the state Department of Social and
Rehabilitation Services and the
Castleton .Juvenile Services Project,
the private group in charge of the
home. Although the Northbrook
Center was set up early in August,
town officials discovered its existence
· only by accident several weeks later.
The suit filed by the homeowners'
association represents the first legal action in the case. The Sherburne Board
of Selectmen, after · discussing the
center with the town's attorneys, decided in October not to take any legal action.
Specifically, the suit claims the lease
for the home violates certain restrictive
covenants that apply to all homes in
Killington East. It claims these
covenants:
·
- Require each dwelling to be used
as a private, "single-family residence."
- Prohibit occupation of a home by
more than six people.
- Rule out the use of a home for
such commercial purposes as public accommodation.
- Require that the occupants be
there as a result of their desire to enjoy
the recreational facilities of the Sher-

burne Corp ., the company that
operates the Killington Ski Area.
Frances Powers, secretary for the
homeowners' association, explained
this week that the suit is designed to
preserve the residential nature of the
community.

Jack- Mazotti, an official with the
Castleton project, said this week the
lawsuit has had little effect on the
home's operation, but lamented the
continuing controversy over the Northbrook Center.
•
"It does get frustrating," Mazotti
"It is hoped that residents will come - said. "No one has come out and said,
' Hey, we recognize the need and we're
to realize that these covenants are bingoing to do something to help.' "
ding and that the homeowners'
Instead, said Mazotti, attention has
association is willing to take action to
centered on the stigma associated with.
uphold them," Power said.
a group home rather than the needed
She noted that border-line infracservices it performs.
tions of the rules have occurred in the
Mazotti said another location has
past.
not been found for the home after it
"The homeowners have been feeling
leaves Killington in July. A recent
very strongly about this for years," she
meeting with school officials from the
noted, "and we have been waiting for
Rutland County area, however, has inthe time when it was very evident and
dicated the number of youths in need
clear these covenants were being
of some help from SRS has almost
violated."
doubled, according to Mazotti.
The association's attorney, Barry
Referring to the uncertain future of
Polidor, said the group has not decided
the Northbrook Center, Mazotti comif any further legal action should be · · . plained, "I wish we had a clear-cut
taken against the state or the Castleton
plan and someone ·was supporting it,
project. Polidor said he has been told
someone to say 'you have the need,
_by SRS officials the home will be gone
you need a group home for these k-ids .
by July. He added he would like to see
and we're going to help you.' "
that promise in writing.
"But no one has," Mazotti added.

. .....
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A SPECIAL THANKS .TO
OUR FRIENDS IN
ORGANIZED LABOR
The following unions have made contributions· to support the striking
workers from the Rutland Herald:
Printing Specialties & Paper Products Union No. 447, AFL-CIO, I.P. & G.C.U., New York, N.Y.
Hazleton Printing Specialties & Paper Products, Local 735, Hazleton, Pa.
Washington P.P.A. & 0. Workers Union 72, Denver, Colo.

:

Salem P.P. & A.U. No. 247, Salem, Oregon.
Olympis Offset Workers, Printing Pressmen & Assistants Union No. 182, Washington.
Windham County Labor Council, AFL-CIO, Vermont.
Wilkes-Barre Council of Newspaper Unions, Pa. and New York.
Ft. Lauderdale Printing Pressmen & Assistants Union Local No. 61, Florida.
Printing & Graphic Communications Union Local 51, New York, N.Y.
Bloomsburg Printing & Graphic Communications Union 732, Pa.
Vancouver Printing Pressmen, Assistants· and Offset Workers Union Local 25, Canada.
'

'

St. Louis Web Printing Pressmen & Flymen's Union No. 38, St. Louis, Mo.
Printing & Graphic Communications Union Local 391, Effingham, Ill.
Columbus Webb Pressmen's Union No. 15, Columbus, Ohio. ·
Atlanta Newspaper Web Pressmen's Union No. 10, Clarkston, Ga.
Tri-City Printing Pressmen & Assistants Local Union 98, Rock Island, Ill.
Printing Specialties Union Local 380, Seattle, Washington.
Los Angeles Newspaper Pressmen Printing Specialties Union Local 18, Maywood, Calif.
Brattleboro Printing Pressmen & Assistants' Union No. 593, Brattleboro, Vt.
Vermont State Labor Council, AFL-CIO, General Fund.
Champlain Valley Labor

Coun~il,

AFL-CIO, Burlington, Vt.

International Union of Electrical Radio & Machine Workers, Council No. 2, Saugus, Mass.
Mii,neapolis Printing Pressmen & Assistants, Minn.
Printing Specialties & Paper Products Union

No~

415, Chicago, Ill.

Philadelphia Newspaper Gen. Fund Local No. 16, Philadelphia, Pa.
Printing & Graphic Communications Union No. 17, Indianapolis, Ind.
Cincinnati Newspaper Pressman's Union No. 20, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Printing Specialties & Paper Prod. Union No. 469, Piermont, N.Y.
United Steel Workers of America Local No. 3227, Winooski, Vt.
Tacoma Printing & Graphic Communications Newspaper Union Local No. 49, Lacey, Wa.
Essex County Printing & Graphic Communications Union Local 89, Rowley, Mass.
I.P. & G.C.U. Local 150, Waterbury, Conn.
Harrisburg Printing & Graphic Communications Union No. 123, Pa.
Columbus Printing Pressmen and Assistants Union No. 62, Columbus, Ohio.
Pi:inting & Graphic Communications Union Local N41, Montreal, Quebec.
;

Seattle Pressme)!s Union· No. 26, Seattle, Wa.
Printing Pressmen's Union No. 429, Santa Monica, Calif.
Springfield, Ohio, Printing & Graphics Local No. 48, Ohio.
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Chattanoga Printing Union Local 165, Tennessee.
Duluth Printing Union, Local 76, Minnesota.
-

Brockton Printing Union.No. 102, Brockton, Mass.
Petersborough Printing Specialties No. 520, Ontario, Canada.
Cincinatti Electrotypers Union No. 31, Ohio.
Offset Workers Local 544, Canton, Ohio.
:United Steel Workers No. 4, Vermont.
United Steel Workers No. 21, Vermont, _
Sparta P.P. & A.U. No. 383.

.

.

Washington P. & G.C.U., No. 1, Washington.
United Electrical Local No. 218, Ludlow, Vt.
Granite Cutters IUE Local 248 Local 289, Vermont.
United Cement Lime & Gypsum Local 449, Vermont.
United Cement, Lime & Gypsum Workers Local 338, Vermont.
United Gilmon Local 41, U.P.I.U., Gilman, Vt.
New Haven Pressmen, New Haven, Conn.
Washington Orange Labor Council,

V~rmont.

Local 1201, I.A.M., Rutland, Vermont.
Green Mt. Lodge Local 1590, I.A.M., Rutland, Vermont.
United Steel Workers Local 22A, Vermont.
Goodyear Local 289, Vermont.
Postal Workers Local

~535,

Vermont.

U .E. Local 218, Springfield, Vt.
I.P. & G.C.U. Local 745, Vermont.
I.P. & G.C.U. Local 558, Vermont .
.Newsday Local 406, New York.
American Postal Workers
United Steel Workes Local 14042, Vermont.
VFWA Local 136, Richard Warren.
United Steel Workers Local 26 & 22A, Vermont.
Vermont Labor Forum
Rutland Addison Labor Council, Vermont
Vermont Federation of Teachers
Vermont State Colleges Faculty Federation
. Steelworkers, 3591, Vermont.
Molders 179, Rutland.
United Paper 340, Vermont
GAU 1098, Vermont .
.--

ILGWU, United Paper 345, Vermont.
International Brotherhood of Electrical 2326, Vermont.
P.S. & P.P. Local No. 666, Shelby, Ohio.
Printing & Graphics Communications Union Local 406, AFL-CIO, Oakdale, N.Y.
P. & G.C.U. of New Jersey, Local 183, N.J.
Tucson Printing Pressmen's & Assistants Union No. 212, Tuc·son, Ariz.
U.E. Local 273, U.E.R. & M.W.A., Shaftsbury, Vermont.
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Bob Gibson.Is Lone
Hall of Fame Choice
By CARLETON LAIRD
Pretty much as expected, Bol:) Gibson will be travelling to Cooperstown
next August but some)V!J.,at surprisingly
enough, he will be making ·me journey
alone.
· Gibson was the only one of three
new candidates and several others
chosen for enshrinement in the
Baseball Hall of Fame in an announcement that came January 15.
Lacking the 75 percent of the vote
required for election were such
notables as Juan Marichal, Harmon
Killebrew, Pee Wee Reese, Hoyt
Wilhelm and the late Gil Hodges.
In his 17-year career with the St.
4>uis Cardinals, Gibson compiled a
251-174 record with a 2.91 earned run
average. His ultimate election,
however, was most likely due to his
amazing World Series marks.
.He has appeared in three World
Series, started the maximum nine
,games and completed eight while going
7-2 with a 1.89 ERA. Gibson's first appearance resulted in a 4-3 loss at the
hands of the Yankees and Mel Stottlemyre in Game Two in 1964. He went
eight innings and it was the only game
he didn't finish .
Game Five saw a rematch and Gibson beat New York 5-2 in 10 innings.
The seventh game went Gibson's way

Eagles
(Continued from Back Page)

as he gained his revenge of Stottlemyre
and handed the Cards a World Cham•pionship with a 7-5 win . .
Gibson limited the Red Sox to three
runs in three games as St. Louis
became the champs of 1967. Game One
saw Gibson eke out a 2-1 victory but
Game Four resulted in a 6-0 cakewalk
for Bullet Bob on six hits. In the final
contest Gibson became the first man to
win two seventh games as he shut
Boston down on three hits in a 7-2 victory.
St. Louis tried to repeat in 1968
against the Denny (31 wins) McLainled Tigers. The Cards and Gibson
bombed McLain,. 4-0 and 10-1,
however, but Detroit southpaw Mickey
Lolich was also winning two games and
the showdown came in Game Seven
when Lolich came back a game early,
as Gibson had down in 1964.
Gibson was tagg_ed for four runs and
eight hits while Lolich had good
enough stuff to limit the Cards to a
single run as the Tigers dethroned St.
Louis.
In 81 World Series innings pitched,
Gibson recorded 92 strikeouts.
One of Gibson's other great
achievements was his 1.12 earned run
average in 1968. Although Gibson
trails Dutch Leoriard (1.01 in 1914),
MOrdecai "Three-Finger" Brown
(l.04 in 1906) and Walter Johnson
(l.09 in 1913), of the top 15 low
ERA's, Gibson's is the only one to occur since 1918.

ning back Mark van Eeghan.
On paper,- the Eagles' edge in the
Super Bowl can be attributed to an of- ·
fense that appears to be more versatile
Unionized employees of the Rutland
than the Raiders'. Jaworski has MonPublic Works Department threw a gala
tgomery to complement his passing atretirement party this week for longtime
tack. Montgomery (considerip.g his . city employee Fred Perkins.
showing against Dallas) has to be given
Perkins, 62, retired this week. He
the edge over van Eeghan.
worked for the city for 24 years.
Plunkett is one of those signal callers •
Perkins began his career with the city
who can rip you apart on a day when
as a part-time worker in the early
he completes just five of 20 passes.
1950's. He became a fulltime equipRoynell Young, Herman Edwards,
ment operator for the DPW in 1956. In
Randy Logan, and Bernard Wilson will
recent years, Perkins was responsible
have to stop the former Stanford stanfor placement of street signs around
dout from going deep to Cliff Branch,
the city.
Raymond Chester and Bob Chandler.
· More than 40 union members atThe Eagles i:nay shift away from a
tended Perkin's retirement party.
shootout-type enc_ounter similar to last
"He's a helluva good employee to
Sunday's Oakland-San Diego
work with," said Henry Monaco,
showq~wn. Philadelphia's chances will
president of Local . 1201 of the
be eri'!m!.! ed if it can play a ball-control
American Federation of State, County
game, which means establishing the
and Municipal Employees.
running game early.
Monaco's parting toast to his fellow
Philadelphia cannot afford many
union member drew hearty applause.
turnovers because the Raiders tend to
capitalize on opponents' miscues.
Remember, the. Eagles are the team
that many expected to be there.
Oakland is not. All of this means that
the Eagles have to stick to their game
The Rutland Business College honor
plan. Run the ball, commit few turroll for the fall semester of 1980 is as
novers and mix the passing game.
follows:
If the Raiders crack the big play early (like they did against San Diego), the
PRESIDENT'S LIST
Eagles may be in trouble.
Susan Bruten and Lynn Kopald.
If it is a controlled, boring game, exDEANS LIST
pect J>hiladelphia to be on top. If exAnita Bourgeois, Gary Carrier,
ecution does not prevail and the big
Mary Ellen Kissell, Janet Patch, Debplay predominates, the Raiders will
bie Reynolds, Robin Lee Stone, and
surprise us all. ·
Jane Worthen.

Retirement

Look Into the Future
BY CARLETON LAIRD
Everybody loses it now and again.
One of the writers in the 1980 edition
of the Schenley Complete Handbook
of Football took a vaca1~on from reality in a rather amusing opt:ning to the
latest of the traditional yearly publication.
Joe Gergen opens his series of
predictions of the next 10 Super Bowls
with a report from Mars on the 1991 title game of the International Football
League between the Los Angeles Jets
and the Tokyo Yomiuri Football
Giants. The game is being played in the .
250,000-seat Otis Sistrunk Stadium,
named for the first player from the
University of Mars to play football on
earth.
Gergen picked . Tampa Bay to be
destroyed by Pittsburgh, 35-0 in Super
Bowl 15. The game got so out of hand
that Terry Bradshaw's wife JoJo Starbuck played the second half on ice
skates and hit Lynn Swann for two
·TD's, Swan executing a triple salchow
on the final grab. (It gets crazier).
Supe 16 saw Detroit get a bid when
the Rams declined in favor of tte warm
coast weather and Buffalo overcame a
2-0 deficit to win 6-2. The next year pitted Washington and Houston in a
game that saw Ken Stabler hand the ·
ball to Earl Campbell 53 consecutive
times. Although Campbell gained 310
yards, he was so exhausted that he
dropped in the open field on the 10 in
the waning moments and the Skins
held on, 20-14.
·
In Super Bowl 18 in Honolulu, Tony
Franklin kicked field goals of 72, 76,
80 and 84 yards and Philadelphia dropped Seattle 12-10. Mexico City hosted
the 1985 classic between the LA
Falcons and San Diego. The Chargers
. won the , game that featured a

heavyweight bout between Ali and Too
Tall Jones as the pre-game show.
As the Gergen fantasy ('.Ontinues,
Dallas clips New England 21-13 in
Montreal, Denver belts London 24-7 in
Rome and Dallas stops Buepos Aires,
13-10 in Rio as 8,000 fans were trampled and three referees were shot. It
seems that the fans were disturbed by
Dallas' claim in South America's
Team.
Peking's defense, known in Asia as
the Great Wall of China, staged three
goal line stands and blocked two field
goal attempts but Tampa Bay connected on one to win Super Bowl 23 by
3-0 in Shanghai.
Moscow is the site of Supe 24 in
1990. The Russians pull off a finalminute victory on a devious double
reverse as wingback Ivan (Crazylegs)
Karamazov goes 32 yards to give the
Dynamo a 24-21 win over the Cards.
George Allen, the Card coach, used
a special pass-play to isolate Ottis
Anderson on left tackle Valery Alexeev, former weightlifting champ.·
Twice the Cards ran the play. The first
time Alexeev picked off the pass and
ran over all 11 St. Louis players en
route to a 70-yard touchdown. Thesecond time Alexeev sent Anderson to
the hospital with a neat clean-and-jerk.
During the next 10 years Gergen has
Al Davis becoming commissioner and
declaring Los Angeles open territory.
As a result the Raiders, Jets and
Falcons all move.
Well, there are apt to be some drastic
changes in the NFL in the next decade,
especially with men like Davis and Pete
Rozelle around,. but it's unlikely that
things will develop as Gergen facetiosly
suggests. But who knows what the
future will hold?

SPECIAL DAILY
Ladies Night
Wed., 8 p.m.-lt~p.m.
Drinks at Reduced Prices
Pool Tournament __; Sunday
SUNDAYDrinks Y2 Price, 3-6

99 Marble St.
West Rutland, Vt.
438-9891
open at noon daily

WATERBED SHED EAST
38 Strongs Ave.
775-4391

Honors

Complete waterbed system includes pedestal, bookcase frame,
safety liner, heater & mattress.

.

HAND LOTION

I •

\

, '•

:·

FOR 50 YEARS
"!T HAS NO EQlj-1_L '~

SLEEP FOR 30.DAYS ON A WATERBED _
WITH NO OBLIGATION

Reg. 420.

Now Only 275.

Save 30%-400/o on all accessories, spreads, sheets, mattress
pads, side rails and much, much more.

OPEN MONDAY - SATlJRDAY
10 - 9
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We Call It
BOB 'DRZEWICZEWSKI
Philadelphia 24, Oakland 17
Perhaps Philadelphia will be a triple crown city this year. The Eagles proved
that they are the ~est by mauling the Cowboys. The Raiders' bubble bursts.
The only good thmg about the Superdome is that there will be no sub-zero
weather as it will be 72 degrees and dry.
-

BOB FREDETTE
Oakland 23, Philadelphia 21
The Raiders are steamrolling. They couldn't have played much better in
beating San Diego in the AFC finals. If Oakland can avoid the mistakes it
made in its first confrontation with the Eagles, the Raiders will be Cinderella
champs. If they are true to form, the Raiders wjll probably have to block a
field goal or intercept a pass in the final minutes.
CARLETON LAIRD
.:.
Oakland 24, Philadelphia 13
I've always been a fan of Plunkett and it seems the big fellow's time is about
to c~me. The Raiders are . rich in playoff e~perience while the Eagles are
relative n~wcomers. The Raider defense has made the big play all year and led
the NFL. •.n takeaways. Look for Lester Hayes to nab another interception if
Jaworski is brave enough to throw his way.

You Call It
Following is a list of 49-people polled by Bob Drzewiczewski, Bob Fredette
and CarletonLaird as to their choice in Super Bowl XV, slated for Jan. 25 in
New Orleans.
' Philadelphia is an early three-point favorite and a local favorite as well.
Twenty-eight of the 49 people picked the Eagles but their point spread was
much more generous, some eight points. The concensus score? Philadelphia'
22, Oakland 14.
~ne ~~teresting side note, in the three years that this poll has been
engmeered by Drzewiczewski, no one has picked the score exactly.

/

Joe Mahoney: Philadelphia 26, Oakland 17.
Joe Branchaud: Philadelphia 24, Oakland 17.
Terri Sw~zey: Oakland 26, Philadelphia 17.
Jayson Laird: Philadelphia 27, Oakland 24.
Rick Laird: Philadelphia 24, Oakland 10.
George Thayer: Philadelphia 17, Oakland 14.
Dick Laird: Philadelphia 17, Oakland 10.
Rudy Wyatt: Oakland 21, Philadelphia 17.
Sally Aiken: Philadelphia 24, Oakland 14.
Rich Thomas: Oakland 27, Philadelphia 15.
David Warren: Philadelphia 20, Oakland 17.
Linda Thomas: Philadelphia 21, Oakland 14.
_Eric Brannon: Philadelphia 14, Oakland 7.
Lisa Smart: Philadelphia 28, Oakland 14.
-John Bizsco: Oakland 20, Philadelphia 14.
Tom Di Palma: Philadelphia 27, Oakland 17.
Wayne Canney: Philadelphia 20, Oakland 17.
Joe Piccuci: Philadelphia 24, Oakland 17.
Tom Fredette: Oakland 24, Philadelphia 21. _
Don LaSante: Philadelphia 20, Oakland 14.
Vic Miglorie: Oakland 21, Philadelphia 14.
Wayne Turiansky: Oakland 20, Philadelphia 14.
Bob Kingsley: Oakland 28, Philadelphia 10.
Ed Barker: Oakland 21, Philadelphia -10.
Bob Tyler: Philadelphia 17, Oakland 14.
Jimmy Annagnos: Oakland 17, Philadelphia i3.
Jean Swain: Philadelphia 21, Oakland 17.
Will Patten: Oakland 27, Philadelphia 24.
Tom Egan: Oakland 24, Philadelphia ·13.
Kyran McGrath: Oakland 23, Philadelphia 21.
George Revis: Philadelphia 24, Oakland 10.
Chris Sinos: Philadelphia 21, Oakland 14.
Dick Flory: Oakland 21, Philadelphia 17.
Steve Gotto: Philadelphia 27, Oakland 14.
Neil Vargas: Oakland 24, Philadelphia 17.
Bob Swanson: Oakland 34, Philadelphia 28.
Cathie Wasik: Philadelphia 24, Oakland 18.
Valentine Drzewiczewski: Philadelphia 21, Oakland 7.
Valerie Drzewiczewski: Oakland 12, Philadelphia 0.
George Fitzsimmons: Oakland 20, Philadelphia 10.
Danny Maniery: Philadelphia 27, Oakland 14.
Rick Battles: Oakland 20, Philadelphia 14.
Louie Wierzbicki: Philadelphia 21, Oakland 14.
Megan Price: Philadelphia 27, Oakland 16.
Tippy Cliffor~: Oakland 30, P}iiladelphia 27.
Steve Baumann: Oakland 2\1_, Philadelphia 13.
Jerry Trapeni: Philadelphia :31, Oaldand 24.
Kathy Carrara: Philadelphia .25!. Oakland 18.
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Raiders-----(Continued from Back Page)
· rewards in the NFL had been few; and ·
his career was almost over.
As it turns out, Plunkett's career was
only beginning.
He stepped into a starting role and
paced oakland to a 38-24 win over San
Diego in week six, and his team ·went
on to win its next five straight. A deep
passing threat at Stanford, Plunkett
suited the Raiders' rebuilding needs,
providing the ingredient that Davis
didn't believe Stabler had, and hoped
that Pastorini did.
Oakland is now 12~2 with the reborn
Plunkett at the helm, and is riding a
five-game winning skein. And some of
the fans who had been coming out to
Alameda County Stadium just to boo
Davis for his proposed franchise move
to Los Angeles - have instead found
themselves in a love tryst with their
Silver-and-Black-clad idols.
All the signs point to Oakland as a
team of destiny.
The Raiders' first ever AFC title
game win on the road (last week's
· 34-27 nail-biter at San Diego) capped a
streak in which they have played their
best ball of the year. Oakland won its
last two regular-season games to clioch
a Wild Card berth and followed it up
with post-season victories . 'o ver
Houston (20-7 at home) and Cleveland
(away, 14-12).
It is evident that Plunkett has found
his confident in re-eslablishing himself
as a starter. H~ is not very smooth i;ior
'does he have a high passes-completed
percentage (only a hair over 41 percent
for the regular season), but it cannot be
argued that he has been getting the job
done. His statistics have looked better
as of late; he was 14-for-30 in minus-37
degrees in Clevehmd, and 14 of 18 for
261 yards vs. the Chargers in the AFC
finals.

Plunkett and coach Tom Flores (the
only Mexican-American coach in the
league) like to utilize their quickest
receivers, 9.3 sprinter Cliff Branch,
sure-handed Bob Chandler, and Kenny
King, the maiii source of speed in the
backfield. Reserve halfback Art Whittington __ has been another big-play
target for Plunkett: Crafty, 11-year
veteran Ray Chester is the club's starting tight end.
King, a hal~ack, b~ried by the
Houston Oilers, came to Oakland this
year ·and gave the team a backfield
dimension it has not truly had since the
retirement of speedster Charlie Smith.
King rushed for better than 700 yards
in 1980 and might have garnered 1,000
had it not been for a sprained ankle
with several games to play. Oakland's
all-time rushing leader, fullback Mark
van Eeghen (800-plus yards), has had a
steady year and keys the club's brutish .
ground game.
This brings us to the offensive line,
one that came into the season with 47
years of experience. The highly-touted
left side is held down by tackle Art
Shell and guard Gene Upshaw; Dave
Dalby is the center, only the second
man ever to play that position here;
guard Mickey Marvin and tackle
Henry Lawrence are the right side.
Playoff experience? Upshaw,
drafted in 1967, will be playing in his
third Super Bowl, while the rest of the
linemen will be playing in their second.
The Raiders have roughly a dozen
Super Bowl players left from the successful 1977 classic.

outside linebackers sp~t. Rod Martin,
Matt Millen, Reggie Kinlaw and Jeff
Barnes are other noteworthy
linebackers.
·
All-pro cornerback Lester hayes (18
interception in 19 games) is the league's
best, a reason why opponents opt to
test opposite-sider Duane O'Steen instead. O'Steen was not on the roster
when the season began -and seems
vulnerable, but in his defense, it must
be pointed out that a lot of balls are
thrown his way. The safeties are
veteran Burgess Owens (formerly a
New York Jet first-round pick) and ,
fourth-year man Mike Davis, whose interception of a Briari Sipe pass in the
end zone sealed the Raiders' playoff
win over Cleveland.
The Raiders play excellent defense
against the rush but are spotty against
the pass. It is the pass that ultimately
beats them, for Oakland is a team that
turns the ball over a minimal amount
of times, while garnering more tur~
nov~rs on defense than anyone else.
Still, the Raider secondary can turn _the big play in critical situations.
Raider specialty team play has been
solid, save for a late-season kicking
slump by place-kicker Chris Bahr.
Bahr, however, has been steady during
the playoffs, while outstanding punter
Ray Guy has kicked for averages of 51
and 59 yards against Houston and San
Diego in the post-season. The lengthy
hang time Guy gets on his punts gives
the kick coverage team a big edge.
Now the Raiders will be reaquainted
with the Eagles, who have already
played a part in their Cinderella story.
Oakland's one road loss with Plunkett
was administered in Philadelphia on ·
his worst day as a starter, when several
turnovers killed the Raiders' most promising offensive thrusts. Oakland ihen
watched the Eagles tally for a late
touchdown to win, 10-7.
The Raiders-Eagles Super Bowl will
not be boring. Both clubs are fierce,
har9-hitting teams, so much so that
San Diego coach Don -Coryell stated
that it will be "a bloodbath." For the
Raiders it will be the blissful end of an
inspiring, all-consuming .crusade, and
possibly the finest chapter yet written
about a long-shot team, its big plays,
and its unlikely Messiah.
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Oakland has a number of fine defen-sive linemen and linebackers who see a
· lot of playing time. John Matusak,
Willie Jones, and Dave Browning key
the pass rush , while Ted Henricks
creates havoc, ~reelancing from his· . ~-••••lli•lliillm•••r

'
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Super /l<!__Wl, Xi::~ Raiders, Eagles In Rematch
•

Control Is
Eagles Key

Super Bowl Champions Raiders Seek

By BOB DRZEWICZEWSKI , ._
It's no surprise that the Philadelphia
Eagles are in Super Bowl XV;
Many sensible prognosticators picked
the green and white to represent the
NFC in the championship game.
What is interesting is liow the Eagles
got fhere.
As expected, they soared early in the
campaign, devouring the opposition at
will. No sweat, they were expected to
do just that.
But suddenly they swooned and the
vultures of the press converged on
them.
In a matter of weeks, destiny's darlings were washed up in the press.
Finished. Beaten up in Dallas. Hail
Landry and usher in the new heroes
(actually the perennial heroes), the
Cowboys.

Just when the scriptwriters were
:about to pen another dramatic
Cowboy finish, the resurrected E[aigles
flashed their trump card. Somehow
·Dick Vermeil had convinced the
Cowboys and football fansthroughout
the country that his Eagles were ailing,
easy prey for the powerful Dallas crew.
Not so.
In the bitter cold, the Eagles defied
the odds makers in the handling the
· Cowboys with surprising ease. Tony
Dorsett was contained. Danny White
was ineffective. Randy White was not
the force he had been against Atlanta a
week earlier.
Philadelphia 20, Dallas 7. Bring on
the Raiders and the Eagles' first chance
for an NFL championship in 20 years.
· This is a tough team to analyze
despite its apparent simplicity. The
Eagles do depensi orl the sturdy arm of
Ron Jaworski, the powerful running of
Wilbert Montgomery, the sure hands
of towering Howard Carmichael, and
the tenacity of the defense.
Yet, there is more.
Vermeil is a master. He and person-nel - director Carl Peterson have
crafted a marvelous team by 'recruiting
players other teams ignored (Jerry
Robinson, Tony Franklin).
He snatched Jaworski from the
Rams. Claude Humphrey was taken
from Atlanta.
Plucking Robinson, the three-time
UCLA All-America selection, was a
major coup. Robinson, now one of the
more versatile linebackers in the NFL,
compliments a crew that includes the
ever-present Bill Bergey (now 35), \John
Bunting, and Frank LeMaster. It is this
crew that gives the EAgles' defense
substance.
The linebackers will be the Eagles'
principal weapon against the big-play
offense of the Oakland Raiders. The
four ·of them will be expected to keep
constant pressure on Raider quarter- '
back Jim Plunkett and lo contain run(,See Page l4: Eagles)

Super Bowl I
Green Bay 35, Kansas

A Big Finish
Ci~y

10

By BOB FREDETTE
Playing the role of
"Cinderella
team" puts the American Conference
champion Oakland Raiders completely
out of character ... doesn't it?
After all, didn't they make the AFC
championship game five straight times
at one point? Didn't they have a
153-52-9 lifetime regular season mark
coming into this year? Weren't they
once spitefully referred to as the "dirtiest team in football?"

--

Super Bowl II
Green Bay 33, Oakland 14

/

Super Bowl III
New York Jets 16, Baltimore 7
Super Bowl IV
Kansas City 23, Minnesota 7

I

Yes, all of the above are true, but
also true· is the fact that Cinderella's
Prince Charming is wearing a Raider
eye patch in 1981. Oakland has arrived
at Super Bowl 15, coining in on a wing,
a prayer, and the big play. The team is
less 14 faces from last year's club, including all-pro tight end Dave Casper,
safety Jack Tatum, linebacker Phil
Villapiano and, most of all, quarterback Kenny Stabler.

'

Super Bowl V
Baltimore 16, Dallas 13
Super Bowl VI
Dallas 24, Miami 3
Super Bowl VII
Miami 14, Washington 7
Super 'Bowl VIII
Miami 24, Minnesota 7
Super Bowl IX
.
Pittsburgh 16, Minnesota 6

a

.

The Raiders were supposed to be
rebuilding after their second straight
9-7 season (missing the AFC postseason twice), restructuring the offense
around new acquisition Dan Pastorini.
Some prognosticators selected them
dead last in their division, the West,
and this prediction appeared as accurate as ever when, in the fifth week
of the season, Pastorini broke his leg
and the team slipped below the .500
mark.
Facing the prospect of their first losing season since 1964, the Raiders
began to turn it around the following
week behind the unlikeliest of
Messiahs, Jim Plunkett.
\

'

Super Bowl X
Pittst,urgh 21, Dallas 17
Super Bowl XI
Oakland 32, Minnesota 14

Plunkett's NFL career had been one
distinguished by crushing disappointment, demotions, and injuries. The
1970 Heisman Trophy winner out of
Stanford seemed assured of a productive stay in the league and was signed as
a major cog in the fledgling New
England Patriots' rebuilding plans.
However, despite Plunkett's Rookie of
the Year honors in 1971, the Pats' winning aspirations did not materialize until the arrival of Steve ·Grogan in 1976.
.Until that time, Plunkett took the
lumps a quarterback does with a weak
team. The best he could do with the
stumbling Pats was a 7-7 year, and he
sustained majqr injuries to a shoulder
and knee along the way. He was shipped off t1;> San Francisco, where he sat
on ·the bench. He was relegated to the
same backup role through two seasons
with Oakland.
When the Raiders traded for \
Pastorini this year, Plunkett asked Al
Davis to be ·traded (the Philadelphia
Eagles, of all clubs, were an interested
party). He was refused, and thereby
perplexed. He had thrown only 15
passes for Oakland in two years. His

..

Super Bowl XII
Dallas 27, Denver 10
Super Bowl XIII
Pittsburgh 35, Dallas 31
Super Bowl XIV
Pittsburgh 31, Los Angeles 19
Super Bowl XV
Oakland vs. Philadelphia
Jan. 25 at New Orleans

(See Page 15: Raiders)
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-Gibson Sole Inductee
To Baseball's Shrine

Fans Favor Philly
In Monitor Poll

See Page 14

See Page 15

